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FORWARD
Forty-one. That’s how many Cat-Tales had been written by the end of this Book.
Usually, a series that lasts this long runs into problems. Maybe the author falls into a
rut and starts recycling the same old plots: bad guy starts something, good guy tries to
thwart his/her diabolical scheme, good guy initially fails but ultimately triumphs in the
end for truth and justice. Rinse, repeat ad nauseum. Nothing changes. No one learns
from the past. Everything remains the same. Every. Single. Time. Inevitably, it
becomes rigid and boring—an anachronism rather than an inspiration.
Or maybe the writer deviates, loses sight or just plain forgets what made it great to
begin with. They force in the Next Big Thing to shake things up, because ‘everyone
else is doing it’ or because ‘it seemed like a good idea at the time.’ Whatever the
reason, the series mutates in increasingly bizarre ways until it’s completely
unrecognizable, a horrific parody of what it used to be.
Chris Dee is one of those rare authors that does both. She makes sure that some
things remain constant and immutable, like the core of who each character—each
individual—is. The essence of each individual—who they are, why they make their
choices, what drives them—remains inviolate. Sacred. Every word they say, every
thought that bubbles from their point of view, every action they take in their day-today lives—everything is ultimately consistent to their core principles, whatever they
might be. Whether navigating the passionate but bewildering currents of romance,
laughing through the latest farce in and out of the pages of the Post, shedding a tear
over a senseless loss, or grabbing a cappuccino from Raoul’s coffee cart, they never do
anything that’s completely out of character.
At the same time, she takes the time and effort to develop each individual—from the
Capes and the Rogues to the civilians and the henches. All of them go about their lives,
reacting to the situations they find themselves in and living with the consequences of
their actions. There’s no retconning just because a mistake was made, no matter how
unintentional or severe. Everyone has to live with the choices they make—the good
and the bad. They grow and evolve, in accordance with their personality and nature.
Everything changes, but you never get the sense that it was ramrodded or forced.
Indeed these changes seem so natural, so instinctive, it’s a shame it isn’t seen more
often.
It is that very balance between the old and the new that attracts newcomers, eager to
see their beloved characters in a light that isn’t marred by crass commercialism,
appalling ignorance or a perverted effort to tear them down. It is that very desire to
see these stories and characters grow and evolve while never losing sight of their
essence which draws the old vanguard back chapter after chapter and story after story,
looking for that beacon of hope, that bastion against a world that often feels so bleak

and lost. That will never change, ladies and gentlemen. And for that, we should be
grateful.
Here’s to marching towards the horizon, hand in hand with the old and the new.
Here’s to having the greatest respect and reverence for characters and what they
stand for.
Here’s to Cat-Tales.

—Random Equinox
Author of Cat-Tales spinoffs:
One of Those Days, WoZ,
and Don’t Fear the Z
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HIGHLAND GAMES
HARLEY’S DAY
The day began at 9:43 when the alarm clock blasted Puddin’s favorite sound bite off
the walls of the HA-HAcienda:
:: This parrot is no more. It has ceased to be. It’s expired and gone to meet its maker.
This is a late parrot. It’s a stiff. Bereft of life, it rests in peace. If you hadn’t nailed it to
the perch, it would be pushing up the daisies. It’s rung down the curtain and joined the
choir invisible. This is an ex-parrot. ::
“Leggo my Eggo, HAHAHAHAHAAAAAAAA!” Joker cried, swiping at Harley’s
wrists with a carving knife. After that, he chased her around the kitchen table, down
the stairs and into a taffypull deathtrap that would one day pound Batman into
batgoo.
“And your little dog, too!” he warned, plunging the knife into a bucket of silly putty
he kept on hand for emergencies. Then he blew a kiss and returned upstairs.
By the time Harley got back to the kitchen, he had eaten her Pop-Tart and left, so she
took the hyenas, Damien and Slobberpuss, out for a run. Puddin’ liked to call them
Bud and Lou, but anybody could see that Damien was a Damien and Slobberpuss was
a Slobberpuss. For their part, the hyenas didn’t care what their names were. Harley
fed them, so they answered her voice. Joker kicked them, so they ran behind Harley
when he called.
After walking the hyenas, Harley went shopping:
Crazy Glue (Mistah J. said not to EVER run out of Crazy Glue).
Fruit Loops, HoHos, DingDongs, and Spackle.
9 sacks of White Castle Burgers (Mistah J. said NEVER go Krystal;
Krystal cleans the grill!).
Ben & Jerry’s: 6 pints of “Half Baked” for Mistah J,
and 1 pint Cherry Garcia Frozen Yogurt for her.
When Harley got back, she was surprised to find Puddin’ was home already… And
he was hysterical.
“I CAN’T SEE! I CAN’T SEE!!!!” he cried, “And I can’t play the piano! I can’t sing
Georgia on My Mind! Where shall I go?! What shall I do??!!”

“Sick ’em, Slobberpuss!” Harley called to the hyenas, thus concluding the
consultation with her esteemed colleague. Why had she called Hugo Strange for a
second opinion? He wasn’t just a quack; he was a slimy quack, far more interested in
her underwear than in tending to the patient. Her poor Puddin’ was blind! And all that
mannequin freak could think to talk about was underwear.
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Speaking of which, she’d have to remember to warn Catty: since that picture of
Batman and Catwoman appeared in the Gotham Post, it seemed that Hugo—who
everybody knew had a pretty whacked Batman fixation—was dressing up his
mannequin in purple.
Normally Harley wouldn’t care about something like that, but it wouldn’t be a bad
time to make a little gesture where Catty was concerned. There was a story going
around the Iceberg that Selina might be moving. If she was, that meant a primo
apartment was about to become vacant and…
“Har-ley!” Joker called, “I’m going out. I’ll need Bud and Lou for guide dogs.”
“Ah, Puddin’, I don’t think it works like that. Guide dogs gotta be trained special.”
“Nonsense! Just put dark glasses on them and give ‘em a white cane.”
“Put glasses on the dogs?”
“A little Crazy Glue and a little patience,” Joker instructed.
“Whatever you say, Puddin’.”

“Less patience and more glue!” Joker had ordered.
Well it worked. Kind of. Except now Harley was glued to the kitchen table. It
wouldn’t be so bad, she told herself. She could read—if someone brought a magazine
to the table, at least she could turn the pages with her free hand. And she could eat.
She could just reach the refrigerator if she pulled the table a few inches to the right. Of
course, she would have to use the bathroom eventually, and that was going to be
tricky…
::Twitterbringngng::
At that moment, the phone rang, and Harley added another item to the list of things
she couldn’t do glued to the table.
::Twitterbringngng:: ::Twitterbringngng::
She couldn’t reach the phone.
::Twitterbringngng:: ::Twitterbringngng::
:: -click- HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAAAAAAAA! Boy, did you get the wrong
number! Leave your name and number at the sound of the shriek… No, please! Don’t!
Ahhhrghhhhhh!::
:: -beep- I hate that damn message, Harl. Pick up, will ya, it’s Pam… Harley? Harley,
are you there? … Damn. Well, call me as soon as you get this. There’s this Highland
Festival in the paper; they must be stopped. They’re tossing trees, did you ever hear
anything so barbaric! Caber tossing, they call it. Only men could come up with
something this perverse. We have to do something… Oh, and I don’t know if you
heard, but word at the ‘Berg is Catty is moving. You know what that means? Her
apartment. A Classic-6 on the Park, rent controlled. What’s that expression: “Meow.”
Call me. ::
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JOKER’S DAY
Joker’s day began at 9:43 when the alarm clock blasted his favorite sound bite off the
walls of the HA-HAcienda:
:: This parrot is no more. It has ceased to be. It’s expired and gone to meet its maker.
This is a late parrot. It’s a stiff. Bereft of life, it rests in peace. If you hadn’t nailed it to
the perch, it would be pushing up the daisies. It’s rung down the curtain and joined the
choir invisible. This is an ex-parrot. ::
Ah, the Dead Parrot sketch. A Monty Python classic. One day, Joker would have to
find that John Cleese and have him stuffed.
In Key West, they had something called Dead Parrot Wings at that delightful
Cheeseburger in Paradise restaurant. But Joker never got around to trying them before
that silly waitress made him take her hostage and those Jimmy Buffet Stormtroopers
had him thrown into a dungeon and chained to a wall… It was good to get away from
Gotham. But he’d missed all the news… well, all except for that story about Nightwing
and Poison Ivy, HAHAHAHAHAAAAAAAAA! It was such fun watching Harvey
froth at the mouth that way. But there had to be other news he’d missed. He’d have to
stop by the Iceberg and catch up.
For breakfast, Joker treated Harley to a spirited game of Leggo my Eggo, then set off
on his day’s mission: How to lure the Monty Python crew to Gotham City so he could
meet John Cleese and have him stuffed? He seemed to remember that you could get
entertainers to make appearances if you offered them money. There were some sorts of
theatres and theatrical agents midtown near that… what was it called? The theatre
district, that was it… so he headed there. Entering Gotham Times Square… Joker
blinked. He felt a powerful sting in his eyes and they watered painfully.
There was—a billboard, three stories high. Gotham Post, it said in large black
letters. And underneath was—it was—it was BATS! And he was—he was—WHAT
WAS HE DOING TO BRUCIE’S GIRL!!!!
Before Joker could even process the horror before him, the same image, slightly
smaller, was coming at him on the side of a bus! He dove out of the way into a
newsstand plastered with dozens of the same picture, the horror, the bat—
NOOOOOOO!
It all blurred, fuzzier, darker, fuzzier, until everything before him was totally black.

“Hysterical blindness,” Dr. Strange declared, “Do you concur, Dr. Quinn?”
“Oh Puddin’,” was Dr. Quinn’s diagnosis, “and I just bought a new teddy!”
“Oh really?” Dr. Strange asked with interest.
“Sick ‘em Slobberpuss!” Harley called to the hyenas, thus concluding the
consultation with her esteemed colleague.

Harley the heartless didn’t understand. Joker had to get to Brucie at once. He had to
console his bestest buddy in his time of need. For that, he needed dark glasses, a white
cane, and guide dogs!
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At once!
To the manor, you huskies! To the manor, I say! HAHAHAHAHAAAAAAAAA!

GORDON’S DAY
The adjustment from overworked Police Commissioner to retired gentleman of
leisure was still not an easy one for James Gordon. The worst adjustment was being
awake at six in the morning with no earthly way to get back to sleep and no earthly
reason to get up. When he was working, he would never go to the office this early,
preferring a late afternoon routine that allowed him to overlap some of the standard 9to-5 workday, but also some of the nightshift when Batman was active. For that phase
of Jim Gordon’s life, six am was the middle of the night. But now, now this damn
retirement schedule caused some shift in his metabolism. His body would fall asleep
in front of the television at ten o’clock, and it seemed to think six am was the start of a
new day.
Gordon grumbled his way to the kitchen and started coffee. Decaf, his doctor
ordered. It was unnatural. Not that he needed the pick-me-up of caffeine. He was just
grumbling how he was wide-awake. But it was the principle of the thing!
Decaffeinated coffee: It was utterly against God’s plan.
Two cups later, after he’d dressed, he examined the papers laid out on his desk. The
Highland Games. Genealogy was the one activity he’d found to fill his time since
retirement that brought him true satisfaction. His early research found the link to Clan
Gordon easily enough, and he learned there was a network of family associations here
in America, clustered around major cities like Gotham. The Gordon Clan in America
was delighted to discover a descendent of such prominence as the former Police
Commissioner of Gotham City. They promptly made him an officer.
The distinction brought some organizational duties, nothing that was beyond him
after running an operation the size of the GCPD. The greatest responsibility was
helping organize the Highland Games with the other clans. The games were a kind of
heritage festival with traditional foods, music, folk dancing, pipe bands, a parade of
tartans, crafts, demonstrations, and, of course, traditional Scottish sports: the sheaf toss,
iron toss, hammer throw and the famous caber toss.

“A caber toss, that’s like a tree trunk, isn’t it? You want me to throw trees for
distance? You got the wrong guy, Papa Jim, you want to be talking to Superman.”
“Dick, ordinary men have been competing in this sport for generations. And it’s not
a tree exactly. It’s more like a pole.”
“A pole. How big?”
“18 feet long,” Gordon admitted, “about 130 pounds.”
Dick glared a glare learned from Batman, when he failed to complete a Zogger round
in the allotted time, and from Alfred, when he fibbed about finishing his schoolwork.
It had the desired effect. Gordon squirmed, then coughed.
“Er, they do cut them from tree trunks, I believe.”
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Dick grunted like his mentor.
“Why me?”
Gordon pulled out all the stops: It was the least Dick could do, having taken his little
Barbara away. Dick had an obligation to give back to the family that gave him so
much. And Gordon was so very proud to at last have “a son” to enter into these games
that brought such joy to his people for so many generations. “Today, Richard Grayson,
you are a Gordon!” And with that, he slapped a tartan down across his son-in-law’s
knees.
“A kilt!” Dick sputtered, unbelieving, “I have to wear a kilt???”
“Of course, sweetie,” his wife chimed in, “all the athletes at those games wear kilts.
It’s been too long since the world has seen those knees, Wonderboy!”
Gordon showed himself out to sounds of “Barbara stop… the shorts were from my
old circus costume… stop it… I mean it, that tickles…. sigh, where do I sign up?”
He smiled to himself. Only one more item on his To Do list for the festival, and that
would get him out of the stinking city for an hour. From Barbara’s apartment, there
were several routes out to Wayne Manor, so Gordon chose the more scenic, across the
Lee Street Bridge. It was a mistake. To get to Lee, he had to go through Gotham Plaza,
and there was an enormous traffic snarl from some accident up ahead. By the time
Gordon got to the orange cones and flares, there was only a shaken news vendor, the
shattered remnants of his newsstand, and the front bumper of a crosstown bus lying on
the sidewalk.

“The 27th Laird of Glencairn is officiating these Highland Games and you want
Wayne Manor to put him up?” Bruce asked with a markedly batlike undertone.
Gordon nodded. The hint of disapproval was unexpected. He was used to asking
whatever he needed, from either Bruce or Batman, and getting it without hesitation.
When he’d finally escaped the midtown traffic headaches, he’d found the trip out to
Wayne Manor refreshing. Alfred brought tea and Gordon felt his worries were over.
What he was sure was a mere formality, asking Bruce Wayne for a favor, made a
pleasant excuse for a chat.
“Let me check something,” Bruce growled quietly, then he called out “Oh Darling,
would you step in here for a minute?”
Selina Kyle appeared a moment later. From the speed of her appearance, Gordon
deduced that she had been in the next room. From her appearance itself: dressed in
street clothes but with a leather whip tied around her waist like a belt, he concluded
that she was in a “Catwoman” frame of mind.
“Selina, you wouldn’t happen to be acquainted with one Galen MacDonald, 27th
Laird of Glencairn, would you?”
“Never heard of him.”
“Then Jim, Wayne Manor will be happy to play host for your guest Laird
MacDonald.”
They went on to discuss the games. Gordon thought he heard a derisive sniff from
Selina when he announced Dick was competing.
After Selina excused herself, Gordon could not contain his curiosity.
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“What’s with the whip?” he asked.
“Well,” Bruce seemed strangely embarrassed, “we’ve sort of… discussed the
possibility of her moving in. And, eh, let’s just say an activity has begun that is no less
dear to the people of Gotham than caber tossing is to the Scots…”
“Jockeying for a better apartment,” Gordon guessed.
“Precisely.”

BRUCE’S DAY
Bruce’s sleeping brow furrowed. His tongue felt his lower lip, searching for a lock
pick… He was chained, hanging upside down, like Nightwing… A fuzzy sound
slowly came into focus. Music. Vivaldi. E-major. His eyes flickered under closed lids
and more information flooded in: The Four Seasons—Spring—first movement…
The dream faded—no chains—bed sheets of crisp Irish linen. He lay there, still
drowsy, not comprehending, while some rebel corner of his subconscious filled in
more detail: Spring Concerto, Vivaldi’s Four Seasons—Boston Symphony Orchestra
recording from the late 80s—Seiji Ozawa, conducting—Joseph Silverstein on violin…
His eyes popped open, and he wondered why his first conscious thought of the day
was Batman’s: “…playing on a Bang & Olufsen stereo across the hall and two, no,
three rooms away.”
He poured water from the bedside decanter and looked at the rumpled sheets that
surrounded him. No Selina. And no breakfast tray. She and Alfred were both letting
him sleep, getting back on a normal schedule after the prolonged hunt for Nightwing.
The Vivaldi gave way to an electronic pulse and a throbbing guitar… The Who—
Teenage Wasteland… Was Dick home? By the time Bruce shaved and showered, the
pulsing rock had segued back to Vivaldi. Bruce followed the sound to the guest suite
across from his own bedroom. This suite of three rooms, originally a bedroom,
boudoir and sitting room, had been emptied of furniture and only the farthest room
was now occupied. Peering through the open doorways, Bruce saw the carpet had
been removed and a tatami mat lay on the hardwood floor. He moved cautiously
through the first two rooms to better see into the third: Selina was working out on an
exercise machine. Before her stood a multilevel cat perch. On the top shelf, at eye
height, sat a portable DVD player. Behind it on the wall hung the sleek stereo from
whose speakers Vivaldi segued again, this time into… another throbbing guitar—Janis
Joplin.
A twitch tugged Bruce’s lip as he watched: Selina. Beads of sweat glistened on her
face. More glazed her arms and chest as she moved. She was breathing hard. Little
grunting cries escaped her lips with each exhale. After the strain of Hell Month, it was
difficult not to think, at last, of a release.
“Good morning,” he said, unaware until he spoke how the lustful thought brought
his voice down an octave into the batgrowl.
“Morning, Handsome. Alfred know you’re up?”
She never broke stride. Predictably. Common criminals might start at his sudden
appearances. So did civilians. So did most cops. Even Gordon did it. Even Clark did
on occasion. And Kyle could have a seizure. But Selina? He could count on one hand
6
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the times she’d reacted with anything but this easy acknowledgement—“Hi,
Handsome, nice night for a stroll.” (20 stories above street level in the diamond
district)—like she’d sensed him there all along.
His thoughts were interrupted by a respectful cough from the doorway. “Excuse
me, Miss Selina—oh, good morning, sir; so good to see you up and about. Miss Selina,
this object is beeping again.” Alfred held out her cel phone on a little silver tray.
Performing one of Catwoman’s more elegant fire escape-to-rooftop maneuvers,
Selina reached out with one hand, taking the phone from Alfred, while the other hand
arced forward to a bottle of water on the cat perch. The maneuver, while a triumph of
feline grace, also afforded Bruce a glimpse at the Caller ID: JervisHat.
Bruce’s jaw set; his muscles tightened. HATTER! What could Mad Hatter possibly want
with…
“Catwoman’s House of Pain,” Selina purred into the phone.
What was she doing?
“…Mhm…” she went on, “How’d you hear that? …No comment… That’s a big IF,
Jervis… and that’d be a Big NO…”
“Excuse me, sir,” Alfred interrupted at the worst possible time. “Master Bruce, as
you know, I strive to keep your calendar clear of, shall we say, distractions during the
month of January…” Bruce strained to follow Selina’s conversation while appearing to
listen to Alfred’s. “…This year, due to the unfortunate circumstances with Master Dick,
I did not think it appropriate…” but ultimately he had to give in and give the butler his
full attention, “…to begin scheduling appointments at the conclusion of Hel- on
February 1st as usual. I wondered, sir, if you are now ready to resume your regular
schedule?”
Bruce paused to reflect on how much Alfred really did for him, and how seldom he
stopped to recognize that fact. By the time he’d dressed and reached the dining room,
Alfred had prepared a schedule. Next to Bruce’s place at the table lay a single sheet of
paper from a looseleaf dayrunner. Beneath the printed date was a handwritten list of
appointments.
11:00 a.m. Lucius Fox WE/F
concurrent: Fitting with Goldman Sr, Goldman and Sons tailors
out: Sterling Vintage Autos, by appt only, to view classic Aston Martin (James Bond car),
newly restored
3:00 p.m. James Gordon
Bruce couldn’t suppress a chuckle. Alfred’s attention to detail was phenomenal. The
purpose of the eleven o’clock entry was to see Lucius. Bruce would be resuming
regular visits to the Wayne offices next week, and this meeting would get him caught
up on Wayne Enterprises and Foundation business. Should Bruce require them, Alfred
had supplied both a distraction and an escape hatch. A tailor chalking fabric and
sticking pins during the meeting gave Bruce a plausible reason to be distracted without
seeming genuinely stupid. Then this appointment to view a restored Aston Martin
gave him a reason to end the meeting on short notice.
“Bloody hell!” Selina stormed in from the hallway, holding her cell phone from the
antenna like a dead rat. “Nine voicemails at home, NINE—Jervis, Eddie, Barbara, Pam,
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Josiah Arkham, Randolph Larraby, Derek Drake, Gunshy Barton—I don’t even know
who that is!”
Bruce started to tell her, then thought the better of it. There was a look in her eye
that it wasn’t worth messing with unless there was a half million dollars worth of
someone else’s jewels to recover.

“Thank you, Lucius. It was good of you to come out to the house for our meeting—
and to put up with all that nonsense with the tailor. I’d ask you to stay to lunch, but I
must be rushing off myself. I’ve an appointment at Sterling Autos downtown—a
wonderful little Aston Martin, just restored. That was James Bond’s car, you know.”
Instead of the terse disapproval Lucius usually exhibited when a Fop excuse was
uttered, he smiled agreeably and adjusted his glasses. “Not at all, Bruce. I understand
completely. We’ve all been there; not enough hours in the day.” He paused, and
nudged his glasses again. “And of course with, eh, the changes and all.”
“Changes?”
“Selina’s, eh… going to move in, I heard.”
“Where did you hear that?”
“Leslie Thompkins told me.”
“Leslie? How did… never mind.”
“Anyway, I was just wondering, has Selina promised her apartment to anyone?”

Bruce watched from a distance as Selina sat at the desk, scribbling on a notepad. He
knew what she was doing. She’d measured her furniture, she’d measured the little
rooms she’d taken over, and she was working out what to bring with her if she moved
in completely.
If she moved in completely.
Bruce was too good a detective not to realize the truth about that exercise room.
The days and nights searching for Nightwing were difficult. They were long and
strained and brutal, physically and emotionally. She had seen a part of him he never
wanted her to know about. She had to deal with it on her own. She was isolated in his
world and on an insane schedule. So she created a little space of her own, a corner for
herself to cope.
It was a far cry from really moving in. She’d brought nothing personal. No clothes
or furniture or—most telling of all—no cats. This space, she made to help her cope.
Her cats were her center. And yet, all she’d brought of Whiskers or Nutmeg was that
perch where she sat her water bottle while she worked out.
It was a far cry from really moving in, from making the manor her home. This was,
at best, one of her trial runs. Casing a target, mapping out the guards’ routine, the
location of alarms and security cameras, before she’d set foot on the premises—before
she’d commit to anything he could nail her for.
And now something had gone wrong; she’d missed something… and he was the one
that had to tell her.
“Add Lucius Fox to the list of hopefuls, Kitten.”
She acknowledged the statement with an angry hiss.
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“I’m running out of ways to say ‘Bite me.’”
“He, eh, did mention how he heard about it. Leslie Thompkins. She found out from
Dr. Bartholomew. Bartholomew seems to be the crossover point from the
Iceberg/Arkham set to ‘upstanding citizens.’”
Two orbs of wickedly angry green glared up at him. He knew that phrase would get
her. She had no idea how sexy she was when she seethed.
“And did your deductive prowess also work out how the Iceberg crowd found out?”
His lip twitched. There were times, when a villain taunted him like this, that it was a
positive pleasure to rub a their face in the simple thing they’d overlooked. This was
one of those times.
“Oh yes. From Nick. You know, your doorman: holds the door, offers to help get the
exercise machine to your car, feeds your cats the many days in a row you don’t go
home because you spend the night here.”
“I know who Nick is,” she spat, “how does any of that get to the Iceberg? I take a
tatami mat out to my car, Nick offers to help. I say I can manage, thanks anyway.
Even if he works out from that that I might be moving…” she trailed off as realization
dawned.
“Selina, you live on the park, Upper East Side. It’s an upscale neighborhood. You
don’t think the likes of Penguin and Ivy and Scarecrow would ignore those buildings
filled with millionaires just because…”
“Jervis hatted my doorman?” she asked flatly.
Bruce nodded.
Selina massaged her temples.
“Ok. Nick figures out I’m moving. Nick tells Jervis. Jervis—”
“—tells many, many people.”
“That does it,” Selina got up, left the room, and returned a moment later whip in
hand. She tied it around her waist like a belt as she decreed: “Next person to ask for
my apartment gets flayed.”

When the doorbell rang mere minutes after Jim Gordon left, Bruce assumed his
visitor had forgotten something. He answered the door himself, and—
“BRUCIE!”
—gagged. Before Batman’s reflexes could toss his assailant into the hedges, Bruce
found himself –GAG- being hugged.
“Brucie, it’s terrible. I came as soon as I heard!”
Forcing down the bile, Bruce managed to extract himself from Joker’s clutches and
neatly entangle the clown in his hyena leash.
“Umph—Ouch. Brucie, help me up, would ya. Boy, these floors are hard.”
With a madman like Joker, it was always risky making assumptions. But the clown
was directing his statements to a hat stand, holding out his hand for it to help him up.
It was always risky making assumptions with Joker, but it looked to Batman like his
nemesis couldn’t see.
“Master Bruce, I heard the doorbell and… oh my word,” Alfred gasped.
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“John Cleese!” Joker howled, hearing an English accent, “HAHAHAHAAAAAAA!
Now that’s what I call a dead parrot—Where’d he go?”
Unable to stand the spectacle of Joker crawling around on all fours in the Wayne
Manor entranceway, chasing after his butler and muttering Monty Python quotes,
Bruce pulled the Joker to his feet and shoved him into the closest sitting room.
“What’s this about, Joker?” he asked in a voice not entirely free of batmenace.
“Ooohhh Brucie,” Joker wailed, remembering the reason for his visit, “I came as soon
as I heard—I came as soon as I saw—and what I saw—THAT FIEND!—the horror—the
purple—and then it all went black. We’re going to blow up that billboard, Brucie, you
and me. As soon as I find it again. To put a picture like that up there for all the world
to see. A man like you, upstanding citizen, some faceless manbeast takes your woman
and then they rub your nose in it! What a world, Bruce! What a world. There’s no
decency anymore. Well, never you mind, Brucie; we’re going to fix it all. We’re going
to set the world right! We’re going to blow up that billboard—and that bus with the
bitchin’ right hook. Never turn your back on a bus, Bruce. They kick. They kick
hard.”
While this fevered rant raged on, Bruce performed several tests that assured him
Joker wasn’t faking. He was truly blind. Bruce took out a pen and pantomimed
jamming it into his own temple. No reaction from the Joker. He waved his hand in
front of Joker’s face, then switched it over to an obscene gesture. Still no reaction. Then,
the ultimate test: He threw a punch toward Joker’s nose. Not even a flinch.
As to what Joker was saying? Batman had more experience with the mad clown
than anyone in the world. He’d even performed the unpleasant exercise of trying to
“get inside Joker’s head” on a number of occasions. Understanding how an enemy
thinks is vital to predicting their actions. But Batman would have to admit, even with
all that expertise, this gibberish made no sense.
“Anyway, we’re going to blow up the billboard, and blow up the bus, and then
we’re going to kill the Bat. Yes indeed, he’s gone too far this time. You let me handle
that part, lad, you don’t have the touch. And then you’re going to get her back. That
little lady wants a very serious talking to. No wait, FIRST you get her back, THEN we
kill the bat. He must live to see it, Bruce. He must live to see you win her back!”
Of course, while he had logged more hours of Joker-combat than anybody, there
were others, Batman would have to admit, with more experience dealing with the
clown ‘informally.’ And one of those others was on the premises now.
“Selina,” he called, “Kitten, would you come in here for a minute?”
“Still,” Joker said thoughtfully, “even if we don’t kill Batman yet, somebody has to
die. You can’t just go plastering the city with disgusting pictures of some other guy
liplocking Bruce Wayne’s girl. Not on my watch. No, no, no. Somebody has to pay.”
“You bellowed?” Selina said from the doorway then she inhaled sharply as she took
in the scene. Bruce pointed to Joker then signed ˜˜We have company.˜˜
She rolled her eyes, but put on a cheery voice.
“Hi Jack! What’s up?”
“We’re going on a killing spree at the Gotham Post!” he announced.
“Cool!”
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SELINA’S DAY
The day began at seven. He was moaning. The five o’clock nightmare. The 5 am
nightmare at 7—his sleep schedule was still off-kilter. With practiced skill, Selina lifted
the sleeping hand clenched into a fist and eased it open like the pressure-catch on a
Mattson safe. Touching her fingertips to the soft flesh of the palm, she rubbed light
circles and whispered “Easy love, you’re all right. It’s only a dream. You’re safe,
Bruce. The alley was years ago. You’re safe at home.”
There was no way to tell if the whispered assurances did any good, but she liked to
think so. It had to help if some part of him knew he wasn’t alone.
It was late enough to get up. With Catwoman’s stealth, she eased from the bed
without waking him, changed into a leotard, and slipped into the hall.
“Good morning, Miss Selina,” Alfred greeted her as soon as she’d closed the
bedroom door, “I trust you slept well.”
“Very well, thank you Alfred.”
“May I bring you some juice or coffee?”
“Nothing, thank you,” she said, crossing the hall. This much had become routine in
the last week of the Nightwing search. Frequently, she was up when Bruce was not,
and vice versa. Rather than bring a breakfast tray, Alfred set up fruit and danish in the
dining room for them to eat in their own time. And yet, he also managed to appear,
somehow, soon after she got up, whenever she got up, offering juice and coffee. He
offered, she refused, and that was that. Except today, he followed her into the suite
and coughed.
“Excuse me, Miss Selina, if I may say, you’ve become something more than simply a
frequent guest at the manor. If there is some particular refreshment you would
prefer…”
Selina Kyle was not easily embarrassed. She was a woman who could wrap her
body in tight leather and banter hardened crimefighters into stunned silence. Yet
somehow, this simple question brought color to her cheeks.
Part of it was Alfred himself. There was something about his manner at times like
this; it reminded her of Bruce. In fact, no, it reminded her of Batman, Batman at his
most rigid and insistent. “If there is some particular refreshment you would prefer…”
It might have been worded as a request from a kindly family servant, but it was no
such thing. She was just put on notice that she was now part of the household and
expected to… to do what exactly? …to contribute to his routine in some way, she
supposed.
“…If you are not disposed to partake of a large breakfast before you exercise, Miss, I
could bring you a protein shake or even a chilled bottle of water.”

Catwoman had a sixth sense that tingled when the Dark Knight was near. Quite
different is the sense all women have when their body is being ogled. When a woman
looks like Selina Kyle, that sense becomes highly refined from regular use. It was this
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sense that sounded now. Not the Dark Knight tingle at all. Someone was looking at
her ass. Somehow, she didn’t think that someone was Alfred.
“Good morning,” said a deep voice.
Catwoman’s Rule #12 demanded she answer with a cheery “Morning, Handsome.
Alfred know you’re up?” but at the same time she twisted her grip on the handlebars,
forcing a little more tension on each stroke.
She wasn’t pissed—not exactly—but still.
Fact is, even though their relationship was unusual in many respects, in one or two
ways they were still a man and a woman. And no matter what the history, a woman
doesn’t necessarily want the man she’s sleeping with to see her in sweaty, grunting,
hair-frizzed workout mode.
Plus…
That guttural growl of his was unmistakable. In a vault, it might mean “Drop it,
Catwoman. This ends now!” but anywhere else, it meant “Here, kitty-kitty.” She was
working out! She was sweating! She was HOT! She had a body temperature of 412
degrees and he wanted to come piling on another 98.6!
Men!

:: You have _nine_ new messages ::
-beep- ’Twas brillig, and the slithy toves did gyre and gimble in the wabe; the
Cheshire Cat is moving sayeth the Jabberwock, moving to mimsy borogoves, and that
does leave her rent controlled penthouse up for grabs now doesn’t it, Catty? Call me!
-beep- Riddle me this, Lina! Who has the best apartment in Gotham City? Who is her
dearest friend? Who gave her a hand up when she first put on a mask, hm? Who
never once forgets her birthday? Who got her those exquisite antique tarot cards in
that beautiful carved puzzle box?
-beep- Selina, my dear. Pamela. We had such fun the other night at the Iceberg, I
wondered if we could get together again. We don’t see enough of each other, Selina—
why with my living in the park, and your apartment being right there—RIGHT ON
THE PARK –with that big glorious terrace looking out over all the trees—we have to get
together more often, Selina. Call me! We’ll do lunch.
“Bloody hell,” Selina whispered.
-beep- Miss Selina Kyle, yes? You don’t know me; my name is Dr. Josiah Arkham.
Harvey Dent is one of my patients and he happened to mention…

Bruce’s meeting with Lucius gave Selina a perfect opportunity to catch up on her email. It, like everything else, had taken a backseat to the search for Nightwing.
She took her laptop up to the suite of rooms on the second floor. There was a
phonejack along the east wall; her desk would go over there. She sat on the floor and
started to plug in the laptop, then stopped. Her nose twitched. It felt… funny.
Rather than continue, she went across to Bruce’s room. The clothes she’d ordered in
Paris had arrived. All the boxes stacked in the little dressing room off the closet. She
hadn’t touched them. It was time. She opened the first, a Chanel suit, and tried it on.
Then the Balmain gown. They too felt… funny. She didn’t buy them. She didn’t steal
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them. She didn’t buy them with money she stole. He bought them. Wearing clothes
bought with Bruce Wayne’s money, it wasn’t what the couturiers called “a snug
fourreau fit.”
Of course, the shopping spree was a gift. Gifts were allowed. The cat pins were a
gift. But the cat pins did not entail her going into Chanel and Balmain and having
saleswomen fawn over her because her purchases would be billed to Wayne-commaBruce, Gotham City, USA.
She put the clothes away, retrieved her laptop and took it downstairs. She set it up
in Bruce’s study, like she always had in the past. She’d just started downloading emails when Alfred popped in. He was serving tea in the North Drawing Room for
Master Bruce and a guest and thought she might enjoy a cup. He left the cup—mixed
with a splash of milk no sugar, just how she liked it—and an orange scone—her
favorite—next to her elbow.
Unable to ignore it, she sipped with a deliberately absent air while she looked over
the e-mails. 40 new messages. She scrolled, looking for any subject lines of interest.
There were 3:
From: Dick Grayson <D.Grayson@oraclesecure.bludhaven.net>
Re: Did I hear that right?
Hey Selina, I know I had a bump on the head, and I know these are good painkillers Dr. Leslie
has me on, but I could have sworn I heard you and Babs whispering something about you
moving in with B.
You know how happy I am about you two. I really am, Selina. He’s a new man.
SO anyway, I was thinking—you remember that time back in the day—museum—you played
dirty. You know the time I mean. I was young and inexperienced and you took advantage of a
young boy with a crush. And you had a whip!
They do say a guy never gets over his first crush. Sigh.
So ah, who gets your apartment??? : )
“Oh Darling,” a deep voice called from the next room, “would you step in here for a
minute?”

After listening to as much as she could stomach of Jim Gordon’s talk of the Highland
Games, Selina returned to her laptop.
From: G. Mariposa <Mariposa@GothamAnimalRescue.org>
Re: “Free to good home”
Ms. Kyle:
Several years ago, your preserve, The Catitat was good enough to take in four of the leopards
we rescued from a cage hunt in Texas. I write today because we are trying to place no fewer
than 20 tigers and cubs from a failing zoo in the Kurac which is simply unable to provide
adequate space and care for these beautiful creatures. I know small, private preserves such as
yours must budget carefully…
She closed the e-mail without reading further. Twenty cats? The Catitat wasn’t large
enough to take more animals. The only reason she could take the leopards last time
was because Jason Blood hired her to filch the Scrolls of Delataire from the Museo
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d’Magiques. That bought an additional ninety acres and the services of an extra
groundskeeper.
And the time Mariposa brought her a cougar the FEDs had seized guarding a drug
lord’s garage in Miami, Blood showed up again. That time, he wanted a jeweled sword
from a private collector refusing to sell. Somehow, whenever she needed money for
the Catitat, Jason Blood came into her life.
The hairs on the back of Selina’s neck quivered and chilled as she scrolled down the
inbox, knowing what she would see.
“Speak of the devil,” she whispered, hovering her cursor over the words:
From: Jason Blood <defluo_animus@dis.net>
Re: What’s New Pussycat
Eerie. The man was eerie. She had liked Jason from their first meeting. Despite the
fact that he introduced himself as “a demonologist,” something told her not to dismiss
him as a kook. His voice was quiet, cultured, polite even—but there was an edge of
steel beneath it. His glare spoke volumes. This, she had known as if an unseen spirit
whispered the words in her ear, was a dangerous man. She hadn’t flinched at the
revelation. She liked her men on the dark and dangerous side.
“Kitten, would you come in here for a minute?”
Selina laughed out loud. Dark men with precious timing. She strode across the hall,
in a good mood for the first time today. “Kitten” he had called for, and Kitten decided
it was time to play.
“You bellowed?” she asked with mock-scorn a split second before registering the
scene… Joker? Here? Fuck.
˜˜We have company.˜˜ Bruce signed.
No kidding. Fuck.
She plastered on her humoring-Joker smile and braced for the atrocity de jour.
“Hi Jack! What’s up?”
“We’re going on a killing spree at the Gotham Post!”
“Cool!” she blurted, ignoring the deathglare from Bruce.
˜˜Behave,˜˜ he warned like the killjoy he was.
˜˜By the way,˜˜ he added, ˜˜laughing boy is blind.˜˜
“Got any snacks?” Joker asked, chewing on an ashtray. Then his head snapped up.
He looked in Selina’s direction like he’d just processed her arrival.
“YOU!” he roared, pointing with the ashtray, “Faithless hussy! You’ve got a nerve to
show your whiskers around here!” Leading with the ashtray, he charged the space
next to her and ran into the wall. “That’ll teach her,” he muttered, staggering back to
the chair.
“Let’s try that again,” Selina purred, nonplussed. “Hi Joker, what’s shaking?”
He ignored her pointedly.
“So anyway, Bruce, stop me if you’ve heard this one. There’s this guy, right, he’s
seeing this girl. And this girl is drop dead—not like ‘Harley bring the shotgun’ drop
dead—but drop dead gorgeous. And this guy and this girl, they’re doing well, seen in
all the right places, known by all the best people. HAHAHAHAHAAAA. And then,
alas, one fateful day, the chicken crosses the road and gets mowed down by a number
seven bus. And on the side of that bus is a picture of Batman with his hand up your
girlfriend’s tights, my friend. Moral of the story? The chicken looked both ways!
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Don’t talk to me about justice. DEAD CHICKENS IN THE STREET! Is that any way to
run a city? Dead. Chicken. Roll it in flour, little salt and pepper, fry it up. Good
eatin’. That’s what I’m saying. Eeeecccht… can’t… breathe.”
Bruce did nothing to intervene when the whip snaked around Joker’s throat, nor
when Selina took a chunk of his hair and slammed his head into the coffee table.
“Do I have your attention, Jack?” she asked sweetly.
“Eeeecchht.”
“Good. You are alluding to a picture, I believe?”
“Eeeecchht.”
“Recently seen in print?”
“Eeeecchht.”
“Now above that picture, there were words.”
“Eeeecchht.”
“Those words said what?”
“Eeeecchht.”
“Right. Gotham Post. And who was it last year at this time said you were dead?”
“Eeeecchht.”
“Gotham Post again, hmm. And who was it that said Harley was frenching Slam
Bradley at Lot 61?”
“Eeeecchht.”
“Yes indeed, Gotham Post again. Seeing a pattern here? And, oh yes, who are the
journalistic giants that announced Azrael is dead and reincarnated as a sacred gourd in
Yoruba?”
“Selina, I hate to break in,” the Fop interrupted, “but these examples could go on
forever, and his air supply won’t.”
“Eeeecchht.”
“Oh that’s okay, we’re almost done, aren’t we, Jack?”
“Eeeecchht.”
“I thought so. So who do we know better than to believe when they come up with
this ridiculous shit?”
“Eeeecchht.”
“That’s all I wanted to hear. Glad we straightened that out. Because of course, if we
didn’t, you could go breaking one of my rules about you-know-who, and then, Joker,
my pet, I might get angry.”
“Eeeecchht.”
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CHAPTER 2: MEET JASON BLOOD
In the fourteen hundred years since Merlin made him immortal, Jason Blood had
gradually ceased to be an Englishman. He was, he told himself, a citizen of the World.
He had sworn allegiance to his King, to Arthur, the ultimate and the only English
King in his mind. But even a knight’s oath could only bind for so long. When he
swore that oath, he swore as a mortal man. He pledged a mortal lifetime, and that
promise he more than made good. He could not know the demands of service would
entail making him an immortal in order to cage a demon.
You thought, oh keeper mine,
These Highland Games would cheer?
Transplanted Scots are asinine.
And look, a souvenir.
A rhyming demon, no less.
Something amusing, Etrigan?
He thought the question, knowing the demonic laughter would be his only answer.
Etrigan, the Demon with whom he shared existence. His curse.
What the agent of Hell found so amusing, Jason knew he would find out soon
enough.
Fourteen hundred forty three years ago, Jason Blood had ceased to be an
Englishman. But today’s excursion made him feel otherwise. He felt nostalgic. The
music of pipe bands droned in the distance—not one band, not one song, but several
bands playing at once. It was a long, long time since Jason Blood heard such a sound.
He strolled past booths selling steak and kidney pie, Cornish pasties, Scotch eggs
and haggis. It was a long time since he had smelled those aromas.
Jason lived chiefly in Gotham, Seattle, Buenos Aires, Rome, Tokyo and St. Bart’s.
When he got back to England at all, it seemed he was either shuttling between
Heathrow Airport and Gatwick, or else immersed in some business that permitted no
more indulgence than a hurried sandwich from a London TGI Friday’s. He never
made it into the country to discover signs such as this:
Cream Teas
Shortbread
Scones w/ Devonshire Cream
Crumpets like Mum used to make
India or China Tea
$5
For a hardened warrior made cynical through centuries battling evil while bonded to
a demon, Jason Blood felt more buoyant and hopeful than he had in years.
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“Red, I’m confused.”
“What else is new?” came the snide reply.
Harley sighed and continued walking up the hill towards the fairgrounds. She was
used to being shut out of the master plan. She knew Poison Ivy was here, and she
knew Poison Ivy was pissed. But specifics were not forthcoming.
The first scheme Ivy had shared with Harley: She would begin by enslaving the
Grand Marshal of this hideous event. The games were to be opened, they had learned,
by one Laird Galen MacDonald of Glencairn, come to Gotham especially to wave at a
parade of bagpipes and declare these Highland Games officially open, [Huzzah!]. Ivy
thought it would be most fitting if, instead of declaring the games officially open
(Huzzah!), he publicly condemned them for promoting the cruel slaughter of plant life,
and then did penance by signing all his twenty-seven generations of wealth over to the
Wilderness Warriors.
It was, she thought, a good plan. Then they learned that Galen MacDonald was
staying at Wayne Manor, the honored guest of Bruce Wayne.
The plan, suddenly, looked less viable.
Catty.
It was not a good time to piss off Catty. Not if she was about to vacate that beautiful
rent-controlled penthouse with that enormous terrace overlooking all the trees of
Robinson and Gotham Central Parks. Pamela enjoyed living in the park proper,
certainly. It was her natural element. But as much as she liked to believe herself a
humanoid plant, there were times she wanted to bed down on 300-count Egyptian
cotton, not topsoil and mulch. With Catty’s place, she could give up the greenhouse
and have a delicious indoor retreat of her own that hung suspended like a floating
cloud over her beloved oaks. And—if she had indoor digs, she would not only be able
to provide for her orchids and other hothouse vegetation, she would have a place for
Harley. She simply must get Harley out of that madman’s Ha-Hacienda.
So enslaving Galen MacDonald was dropped to Plan B.

“There can be only one.”
Jason Blood looked at the bumper sticker in disgust as more demonic laughter rung
in his ears. His delight with the quaint homey aspects of the Highland Games faltered
when he found the merchandise booths. Clan tartans and emblems were to be
expected, and in this day and age that meant mugs and mousepads as much kilts and
tams. Books on history and folklore were to be expected as well—and as with the
food, the scope was broader than Scotland alone. Blood, always a history buff, eagerly
perused volumes on the histories of Ireland, England, and Wales. Unfortunately,
interspersed with the legitimate histories, Blood began finding curious volumes of
“Druid Poetry,” “Celtic Tales,” and “Lost Wisdom of the Goddess”.
Then came the final horror: movie merchandise. This was not some Renaissance
Faire or theme park, and Blood had come confident that there would be no children
playing dress up in improbable armor, swinging styrofoam broadswords like softball
bats and calling themselves knights! He hadn’t realized movies like Braveheart
provided an “in” for the sale of novelty swords and shields. And he especially hadn’t
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figured on this final horror: a movie called The Highlander, an immortal warrior—
who just happened to be Scottish.
I am Duncan McCloud of the Clan McCloud.
So sure, so proud, and so well-endowed,
was Etrigan’s comment, in between bouts of more mocking laughter.
Jason sniffed and left that booth, only to be assaulted by the sight of a soccer mom in
the robes of an Acadian alchemist, hocking Enya CDs, scented candles, and “witch oil.”
He stomped off in disgust. Why did the children, the ignorants and the dimwits
always manage to—
“Jason? Jason Blood? You are back in Gotham City!”
“Miriam?”
Jason looked quizzically at the vendor that called to him, a small woman with halfmoon glasses and a mass of graying hair that always escaped its neat, prim bun. It was
Miriam Nash, proprietor of The Curiosity Shop, one of the finest covert magic shops in
America. Jason sidestepped the soccer mom alchemist and went to the booth called
Crystals of Avalon.
“Miriam, what is this? You run the best magic shop east of New Orleans. What on
earth are you doing peddling crystals to New Age kooks?”
“It’s nice to see you too, Jason, after so long. You’re looking well. In answer to your
question, I am a businesswoman. I can hardly stay in business selling you $1.29 of
bobile root twice a year.”

Poison Ivy’s second master plan was ambitious, to say the least. She could speak to
plants of all varieties, she could command the smaller kinds to move about and do her
bidding. With care, she could even train large, specially bred specimens like the
flytraps to follow her commands. But you didn’t just walk up to a tree and order it
into battle. Even she could not approach a forest of 200-year-old elms and tell them to
charge. Getting trees to move at all took a special kind of persuasion, and getting them
to actually attack might just stretch her influence past the breaking point.
To make matters worse, when she tried telling Harley her concerns, her devoted
sidekick LAUGHED. Poison Ivy did not like laughter under any circumstances, but
Jokeresque laughter was the worst, and Jokeresque laughter aimed at her was
intolerable.
“Something funny?” she pronounced with a raised eyebrow.
“Just the idea itself, Red, the fighting trees. Like in that Lord of the Rings movie, The
Two Towers.”
Poison Ivy had not seen The Two Towers, simply based on the title. Two-anything
was always bad news for her.
And now it turned out this odious motion picture with two in the title had scenes
like Harley was describing of warrior trees avenging the destruction of a forest. It was
too much. She couldn’t possibly associate herself with such a plan now.
The enslavement of Galen MacDonald was relegated to Alternate Plan C.
Tree Rampage—Plan B.
And Plan A? Still, she had no Plan A.
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Dick Grayson stood on the playing field, resplendent in his Bludhaven PD sweatshirt
and Clan Gordon kilt. He held a pitchfork and looked down at the burlap bundle for
the sheaf toss. He poked it, then looked up at the pole. It was a warm-up period,
getting the feel of the field, allowing family to shoot video, local papers to snap
photos. Instinctively, Dick slipped into stand-up mode.
“I can see how this sport got started,” he told the other athletes, “Two lads, one lass,
a bottle o’ scotch and a bale o’ hay: ‘I bet I can throw this higher than he can.’”
There was a round of rewarding laughter and then—a wolf whistle. Dick turned in
dread, already knowing what he would see: Roy.
“Before you say something inappropriate,” Dick warned, wagging a finger at his
fellow Titan’s nose, “I would point out that there are sixteen strong men on this field
who are on this field because they’re the kind of men who throw trees for fun. And they
are all wearing kilts. Now, what did you come here to say to me?”
“Just came to wish you luck, man,” Roy smiled, offering his hand.
Dick raised an eyebrow. That was… odd.

A fine diversion, these games, you thought.
Indeed, your hunch was true.
You’re not alone, despise-ed sot.
From others here shall fun ensue.
What Ho, a Knight, but not like thee,
And a sorceress facsimile,
That feline whom you so admire
And best of all, delish, hellfire!
Jason tuned out the demon’s taunts as best he could. Whatever had Etrigan worked
up, he would learn soon enough.
“Jason Blood, the man, the myth, the legend.”
Jason turned with a smile that, for once, expressed pleasure rather than malice. That
greeting was unmistakable, as was the rich purring voice that produced it.
“Selina Kyle, what a surprise. Does this mean you’ve considered my offer and are so
eager to accept, you couldn’t wait until dark for Catwoman to come see me about it?”
“Afraid not,” she laughed it off as if he were teasing. “I had no idea you’d be here. A
friend of a friend is competing in the games. This is just a coincidence.”
“I don’t believe in coincidence,” Jason said sincerely.
“Well… tough,” she answered.
That was her way. In the adventures they’d shared, Jason had never seen Catwoman
lose that easy manner, and their adventures had included supernatural episodes that
would shake most mortals’ equilibrium. Of course, she’d never learned about Etrigan,
thank God. As far as she knew, he was just an expert on the occult with enough money
to hire her from time to time. If they continued long enough, she would eventually
notice, as Miriam had, that he didn’t age. Then she would either accept it, as Miriam
did, or start finding reasons to avoid him, like Nicole, and Pierre, and Victor, and a
hundred others.
“Come and watch the games with us,” Selina was saying. She pointed to risers
beside the playing field. Jason winced. Much as he liked the lady, he was a loner, and
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the family atmosphere of this festival was starting to grate. The prospect of sitting with
a merry band of her “friends of friends” was not appealing.
“Perhaps later,” he said with the crisp bow of another era, and walked off.
A lady’s man, methinks,
would have chased the little minx.
Shut up, Etrigan.

Stephanie Brown’s mother was Scottish and proud of it. Her father, Cluemaster, was
a trivia hound. Result: Stephanie had more information at her disposal about
Highland sports than even Barbara could scrounge from the internet.
“So the caber isn’t really thrown,” she told the little cluster of spectators at the
grandstand, “it’s more like it’s flipped over, and it’s not for distance, it’s for accuracy.
You want to come as close to landing in a twelve o’clock position as you can.”
Dick approached from a circle of athletes.
“Steph—Coach, half a minute,” he said, pulling her aside to the awe of the
spectators. “You didn’t brief me on that one.” He pointed to a small circle of men
holding a large boxweight by a metal ring, swinging it between their legs, and then
over their head.
“Oh, that’s the iron throw,” she said.
“The. Iron. Throw.” He repeated each word distinctly.
“Dick, it’s just like the sheaf toss: they set the highbar, everybody makes their throw,
whoever clears it goes on to the next round, then they raise the bar higher…”
“It’s a freaking block of iron!”
“It’s the same principle as the sheaf!”
“It’s a block of iron! How much does that thing weigh?”
“56 pounds.”
“56 pounds. And I’m supposed to swing that monster between my legs—I wouldn’t
do that in the tights, but like this! Hoping for what, enough momentum so when I
throw it over my head, it doesn’t kerplunk right back down into my skull like Harvey
Dent’s boot!”
“Dick, what do you want me to say? It’s the iron throw, that’s how it goes.”
“Okay. Steph, I’m going back in there because I haven’t figured a way out of this
yet, but I want you to go back up there and deliver a message to Bruce when you see
him. Tell him, what I said about Zogger that first night, I take it back. I take it all
back.”

So Madness has a girl.
How quaint, how sweet.
About to drop her custard swirl,
Upon your clumsy feet.
“Oops, hey, look where you’re going, Buddy. Look at that, you got my lunch all
over your shoes! Now I gotta go back and get another one, and I’ve already lost sight
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of Red, and we’re gonna miss the start of the—Hey, look at your hair! Wicked dye
streak. That’s so completely fresh—”
“Silence,” Jason said firmly, staring down into Harley Quinn’s eyes. “Your friend
who told you to use nailpolish remover to unstick yourself from the kitchen table…”
He turned, gazing slowly and methodically across the crowd, “…you will find by
traveling down that path. When you reach the demonstrations with the sheep dog,
you have gone too far. Turn around, and in the yellow tent on your left, you will find
your friend ‘Red.’”
“I will?” Harley asked in wonder.
“But it would be better if you did not. You will wind up back in Arkham by
nightfall no matter what. If you go there now, voluntarily, to be with your Mr. J, you
will suffer considerably less injury.”
“Freaking now,” Harley squeaked. “Going away,” she said, backing away slowly.
“Bye, bye now,” she waved, “See you later, scary freaky person.”

“That’s my studmuffin!” Barbara called from the Wayne-Gordon enclave beside the
grandstand. “Does my champion have the best knees going or what?”
Selina looked sideways at Stephanie, Stephanie looked sideways at Cassie, Cassie
looked sideways at Galen McDonald—climbing the stairs to the grandstand, his body
language and weight distribution informing her he had a flask with at least 12 oz of
liquid fastened beneath his kilt. Cassie looked back at Stephanie who looked back at
Selina who looked back at Barbara.
“You’re all jealous,” Barbara winked, then she pulled Selina aside to talk quietly.
“Where did all the men go, anyway? I mean, I know Dick and Dad are both getting
ready to march in the opening ceremonies.”
“Tim is with Cecily in the bleachers,” Selina answered. “Officially, he thought it
would be better if there were no outsiders around so we could, you know, speak freely.”
“And unofficially?”
“They’re avoiding Stephanie.”
“Ouch, that’s a little petty, isn’t it?”
Selina raised an eyebrow, then explained, “Well, that depends on your point of
view. It seems Steph was doing the ‘ethnic pride’ thing earlier, brought them some of
her national dishes, like she was extending the olive branch.”
“Uh oh, I see where this is going. She fed them haggis before telling them what it
was, didn’t she?”
“Haggis, oatmeal cakes, and something called cullen skink.”
Barbara cackled. “I wish I’d thought of that with Helena,” she said, “Olive branch,
come to family dinner. Eat up on sheep innards and cream of fish!”

“Jason Blood. Back in Gotham City.”
It was neither a question nor a challenge, nor even a greeting. It was a simple
statement of fact.
Batman could not rightly disapprove Jason Blood’s presence in Gotham. He owed
both the man and the demon from occasions past. And it had to be said that, as magic22
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users and meta-beings went, Blood was more serious about his quest and responsible
with his powers than most. But it also had to be said that Jason didn’t give a damn
about having Batman’s approval for operating in Gotham City, which Bruce found
annoying.
Blood was of another world and another system. He saw the rise of the superheroes;
he knew the first of the Mystery Men. He would never hold them in awe the way
modern men and women did. Nevertheless, Gotham was Batman’s city. You would
think a relic of feudal times would understand that better than the run-of-the-mill
JLAers, but alas.
“Hello, Bruce. You’re looking well.”
“Jason, I thought we agreed long ago to leave the glad-handing pleasantries to the
others.”
“I wasn’t being polite; I am quite sincere. You look… well. Since we last met, you
have found balance.”
“Reading my aura?” Bruce asked sarcastically.
“I would do nothing so crude. I know that you have found balance just as you know
that vendor shortchanged the man in blue: from a dozen minute details your detective
eyes perceive without even realizing. You process them unconsciously. And only if I
draw the vendor to your attention and ask ‘How do you know he shortchanged the
man in blue,’ will you even begin to realize what you know and why you know it.”

“Look Harley, that man talking to Bruce Wayne, he must be MacDonald.”
“Heh, heh. Him? Oh Red, I don’t like this plan. He’s creepy.”
“Don’t worry, Harl. You won’t have to have anything to do with him. I don’t want
to cross swords with Catty, so your job is to get Wayne away from him. Once he’s out
of the way, Catty couldn’t possibly object to my having a little talk with Laird
MacDonald.”
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CHAPTER 3: GAMES BEGIN
Etrigan was quiet. That was never a good sign.
Outwardly, Jason continued to talk to Bruce. Inwardly, his mind scanned the
fairgrounds. Something… no someone was here that… ULGH!
“Something wrong?” Bruce asked, noting a sour expression.
“I taste… flame retardant?” Jason said quizzically.
Bruce laughed—which Jason found almost as troubling as Etrigan’s silence. Jason
had often thought how Batman was a blessed exception to the usual flippant
wisecracking superhero. Strictly speaking, this was Bruce Wayne standing here
laughing, and not Batman. But in Blood’s experience, Bruce Wayne, when not
masquerading as a moron, was simply Batman without the cape. And he was
laughing—or chuckling, certainly.
“Come on,” he said. “My son, Dick, is competing in the games. You can watch from
the Wayne enclave, right over there beside the grandstand,” he pointed, “Go on ahead,
I’ll be there shortly.”
Jason looked towards the enclave, with the faint alkaline sour of flame retardant
puckering his lips.

Bruce made his way through the crowd, the laughter tamed into a twitchsmile.
Flame retardant. He hadn’t been able to stifle a chuckle at the chain of thoughts: he
recalled Green Arrow firing a fire extinguisher arrow into Etrigan’s mouth… “I will
never ever mock your trick arrows again,” Batman had told him… Roy must be
here… Dick in a kilt. How could the Titans resist that?
At last, he reached his destination, a sign his peripheral vision had detected on the
walk in to the festival. It was a brisk day and a dozen booths were selling coffee and
tea, but only this one had hot cocoa. Selina had such a weakness for chocolate.
Selina.
Bruce turned, thinking for a minute he heard manic laughter buried in that drone of
distant of bagpipes.
Never in all the years he’d known her had he seen anything like what she did to
Joker. He thought he’d witnessed every variation of Catwoman’s fighting styles, from
playful to vengeful. But to use a blind man’s Adam’s apple as a fulcrum to smash his
head into a marble-top coffeetable, that was in a category by itself. If he had surprised
her with his violence during the search for Nightwing (and he had no doubt that he
had), that surprise must surely be weighed against her utterly clobbering Joker with
such total abandon.
JOKER! Who would just as soon rip her left lung out through her right ear. Joker,
who was too insane to ever be convinced of anything no matter how hard you hit him
or how often. Joker who—she freely admitted—she never tried to enforce her ‘rules’
with because a) he seldom held on to a thought for more than a week anyway, b) he
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wouldn’t consider her whips and claws a deterrent and c) he would only take the
stating of rules as a blueprint to pushing her buttons and a challenge he must accept.
Yet there she was, an hour after the incident, in the Batcave using his forceps to
pluck green hairs out of her watchband.
“That was Catwoman’s idea of ‘Humor ‘em and Handle ‘em?’” he had asked in
Batman’s most disapproving gravel.
“Special case, he pissed me off.”
“Of course he pissed you off. He’s Joker, that’s his M.O. Selina, every time I’ve run
in to him as Bruce Wayne, it takes me hours of Zogger to work through it afterward. I
can’t stand sitting there not being able to pound that grin off his face because I’m stuck
being—”
“Brucie!”
Bruce winced as an unexpected bearhug spattered cocoa on his shirt. Not again.
Not twice in one week.
“Good to see ya, Brucie,” the too-chipper blonde greeted him, “Why, I haven’t seen
you since Christmas. Remember—my little appearance at the benefit to get a present
for my Puddin’?” Then to remind him, she started singing: ♫ LOVE FOR SALE,
KookyKookyCrazy LOVE FOR SALE …If you want the thrill of love, I’ve been through
the mill of love… LOVE FOR SALE! ♫

:: And now, throwing the hammer for Clan Gordon, winner of the sheaf-toss,
newcomer…RICHARD GRAYSON! ::
Jason watched the young man grasp the iron sphere by the bamboo shaft, twist, spin
for momentum, and release at the perfect moment for optimum distance. As a warrior,
Blood could appreciate the triumph of technique. He recalled a young squire on a
training field much like this, discovering that by mastering precise timing, he could
outperform larger and stronger knights.
In the same way, young Grayson was outperforming athletes who had trained for
years in these games, simply by applying superior physical skills honed in his life as
Nightwing. It was, Jason would admit, an impressive display. Still, he was happy to
be watching from a quiet spot, alone and away from the “Wayne enclave.”
Alone you may be, except for me,
But not for long, for look, a She.
Jason looked up. A woman was indeed standing before him.
A sorceress of the Poison Tree,
Etrigan laughed heartily.
With a PhD in Botany.
The air was heavy with sweet leafy scents.
“Do not speak,” Poison Ivy instructed, “for moments such as this, there are no
words.”
Stench of moss and hair of fire
Is meant to spark a man’s desire?
This passes for a witch today?
Not for we, who knew Morgan Le Fey!
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Jason allowed himself a distant smile at this. Poison Ivy, assuming her enthralled
subject’s smile was for her, decided he had basked long enough in the deep jungle
mists.
“Now that you feel the wonder of the Green, now that you long for your very being
to enter into the Green and become one with the beauty of Nature, you will surely
realize how wrong it is for wretched human animals to harm a living plant. You will
want to put a stop to this barbarous ritual at once, and do penance for all the harm you
have done.”
There was silence as Ivy waited for the inevitable declaration of slavish devotion.
Then Jason Blood spoke:
“Just because I look at you when you speak, you shouldn’t assume that means I’m
listening to or care about what you say. That’s just something I do to be polite.”
Poison Ivy stared, unbelieving. She concentrated on pumping more intense
pheromones from her body and tried again, “None initiated into the enchanted
mysteries of the Green can resist the beauty of Nature’s chosen vessel. I am the Green,
irresistible to all that-”
“How quaint,” Blood cut her off, “You’re also blocking my view of the field.” Then,
when it became apparent she wasn’t moving, he tried: “Your companion has met with
an unfortunate accident. You should go to the first aid tent by the entrance if you wish
to see her before she is taken away.”

Tim figured he had just enough time to get a bag of kettle corn and a couple sodas
before the next event. It was waiting in line for the corn that he noticed a curious
booth. The sign read “Crystals of Avalon.” Beneath it, an older woman, shortish, with
half-moon glasses, polished a small tabletop gargoyle. It was a miniature of a gargoyle
he knew, atop the Grupnel Towers. Robin had named him “Jowls.”
Tim couldn’t resist going over for a closer look.
“He’s a cute little guy, isn’t he?”
Miriam Nash looked up.
“$12.95,” she said sweetly, concealing her thought that Maxilas Do Blostiban,
Guardian of the Fifth Circle, was neither cute nor a he. For the customer was always
right.
“Nah, that’s okay,” Tim said, patting the gargoyle on the head, “Dorm room. Small
desk. Not much extra space.”
“What about this one?” Miriam said, holding out a smaller version, “This is cut so it
can sit on top of a computer screen.”
“I’ll take it.”
As Miriam began wrapping his purchase, Tim glanced at the other items displayed
on her counter. Miriam was quick to notice. “Anything else, young man? A mystic
crystal, perhaps? For your own protection, if you believe, or a charming piece of
jewelry for your lady if you do not.”
“How did you know I had a girl?”
“You’re holding two Cokes.”
“Ah.”
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“So I know you don’t need a love potion,” she joked.
“No, but if you’ve got anything to shoo away my ex, that’d be a help.”
“So young to be so victimized,” Miriam teased, not unkindly. “And what has your
scorned lady done to you?”
“Fed me haggis and told me it was meatloaf.”
Miriam chuckled.
“You may consider yourself lucky, young man. Some lessons are best learned early,
when the price is a plate of haggis and nothing more dire.” She thought over the
parade of jilted wives, lovers and girlfriends who came to her shop requesting, and
occasionally receiving, ingredients for vengeance spells. She tossed the protection
crystal into Tim’s bag, just because. “In my opinion,” she remarked, handing him his
purchase, “you got off cheap.”

“ow, ow, Ow, Ow, OW!” Harley cried.
“I don’t think I’ve ever seen this many separate bruises on one leg, Miss,” the first
aid volunteer remarked. “How did you ever do it?”
“She’s a klutz,” a harsh voice declared as the smell of pungent lemon filled the tent.
“It’s not my fault, Red. I was tryin’ to keep him away and distracted, but he was
walkin’, so I had to get in front of him and walk backwards, and I guess I kinda…
tripped?”
“Tripped?! Harley, you’re one big bruise! What did you trip into?”
“Bagpipes.”

“Surprise,” Bruce said, handing Selina a steaming cup of hot chocolate, “you won’t
believe what I went through to get that.”
From anyone else, it would have been a pleasantry. But Selina heard a curious edge
in his voice.
“I missed fun,” she noted with a twinkle in her eye.
“Considering your bizarre ideas of fun, possibly.”
Then he switched to their sign language:
˜˜Harley Quinn.˜˜ ˜˜At first, I was worried.˜˜ ˜˜I thought, maybe payback for what
you did to Joker.˜˜ ˜˜I tried to get back here to you.˜˜ ˜˜But it was like she was blocking
me.˜˜ ˜˜Made it easy to steer her into harm’s way.˜˜
Selina chuckled. Unable to sign back while holding the hot chocolate, she settled for
asking aloud, “Any permanent scars?”
“No,” answered an unexpected voice, “But there is a worse injury still in store for
her by nightfall.”
“Jason! You came after all!” Selina cried.
“Y-yes… and no. Actually, Selina, I did not realize you…” he looked to Bruce, then
back to her, “…were together.”
“But you know Harley Quinn’s scars aren’t permanent. Jason, you need to get that
second sight tweaked.”
Bruce cleared his throat. “I didn’t realize you two knew each other.”
“You know what you need tweaked,” she teased.
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“Bruce, if I might speak to you privately,” Blood said. Cassie was still at the
grandstand, so Selina wandered over to join her. When she was gone, Jason resumed,
“You know, of course, that she’s Cat—”
“Of course,” Bruce answered soberly.
“How interesting.”
“And yes. She knows. About me.”
“I wasn’t about to ask that.”
“Jason, I may not have known you and Selina were acquainted, but I did know the
vendor shortchanged the man in blue. I know you were burning to ask. Now you
don’t have to. I also know this isn’t what you came here to talk about.”
Jason took a deep breath, deciding whether to share his knowledge or keep silent.
“Another of the costumed children is here. Poison Ivy, I believe. Red hair, odd
complexion, not the enchantress she thinks she is.”
Bruce glared a dangerous glare.
“Where is she?” he growled, shifted instantly in Bat-mode.
Jason seemed to think, then said: “I don’t know. She was at First Aid with that
unfortunate creature that loves the madman… But now, I can’t quite…”
I’ll hunt her, Jason,
If you’ll set me free.
I’ll find you the vixen
Of the Poison Tree.
“Jason?”
“It’s nothing, bit of a headache. Etrigan took an instant dislike to this woman. He is
fire and malice. Green, growing things are not something he particularly enjoys.”
Druids are to blame!
Cult of trees, and rites of wood!
We should have set the world aflame,
Before your kind brought down the neighborhood.
Once Earth belonged to Demonkind.
No stench of Man did land pollute.
’Til wretched trees made air refined,
And then could life like you take root.
So, no, “green growing things”
Are not to Demon’s taste.
I’ll gladly spew ten thousand stings
To see the curse-ed blooms laid waste.
And if no bloom or tree be seen
To feel my wrathful breath,
The druid witch who worships green
Can taste of fiery death.
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Poison Ivy was mad with burning rage. Hollywood claptrap or not, she would
unleash an army of trees upon these games and that horror of a man behind them. He
spurned her! Impossible! No man could resist her. How could that… that… that…
AAARRRGGGHHH!
“Excuse me, dear, I don’t wish to intrude, but you are clutching that bayleaf rather…
emphatically. Herbs are living things, you know. And even if you don’t care about
that, well, this is a business, after all. If you bend it, you bought it.”
“You tell ME plants are living things! You say I DON’T CARE about that!” Poison
Ivy intended to build her outrage into a crescendo’d “HOW DARE YOU!” but only
managed to sputter when she realized she was choking the life out of the bayleaf.
Miriam simply watched this with a terse, tight-lipped expression and picked up
several plants from the herb display. At first, Ivy thought they were valuable
specimens the woman was moving away from her grasp, but then she returned
holding a small glass vial.
“Here. Sacred Glen for attuning to natural elements, Dragon’s Blood Resin and Flax
Seed for converting negative energy into increased power and will for invocations, and
chamomile because you need to calm yourself down. Together with the bayleaf you
destroyed, that’s $47.95.”
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CHAPTER 4: THE TREES AND THE BIG
YELLOW UGLY
The covered VIP Grandstand was divided into two parts, with thick black curtains
sectioning off the back half as a kind of private club, shielded from view of the festival
crowd. Selina sat in this backroom and politely declined Galen MacDonald’s third
offer of a Cardhu single malt Scotch. She nodded while MacDonald enthused about its
added kick over the milder lowland whiskies. And all the while, she thought about
Bruce.
He’d disappeared without a word. And while she certainly preferred that to some
absurd lie he’d concoct for the bimbos, she couldn’t help but feel excluded from the
fun. He’d nabbed Harley Quinn earlier, a chance encounter, he said. And now he was
off somewhere as Batman again, and she was stuck hearing how Scotch whiskies made
at Speyside distilleries were maltier than those from other regions.
“Just smell that wonderful aroma, Lassie, sweet and malty, like a loaf of bread.
Heartier grains in Speyside, where the lowlands are more grassy.”
Deciding that Catwoman never waited for an engraved invitation before, she
excused herself, planning to track down the fun wherever it was occurring and claw
out a piece of it for herself. She had just swept back the black curtain shielding the
grandstand backroom from onlookers, when her way was blocked by a tall imposing
figure.
“Just the kitty I was looking for,” Jason Blood smiled. He placed a hand on the small
of her back and steered her away from the grandstand. As they left the Wayne enclave,
anonymous in the crowd of spectators surrounding the field, Jason began talking about
the offer he alluded to in his e-mail: “Some sketches have turned up in a rare
bookstore in old Cairo, ‘For Display Only. Not for sale. Don’t bother asking.’ 19th
Century sketches of the archaeological digs. Those sketches include ten previously
unknown hieroglyphs. The mystic pictures of ancient Egypt, every one has a special
meaning and a special power. And here are ten of them we never knew existed. I have
to have them. How much catnip will Kitty require?”
Jason’s manner did not usually make Selina feel “catty.” He stated forcefully
whatever it was he wanted, not to be a bully, but simply because he assumed it would
be done. Given their past history, it wasn’t an unreasonable assumption.
Nevertheless, Selina—and indeed, Catwoman—was somewhat annoyed. Cats were
never a foregone conclusion.
…of course…
It would mean money to enlarge the Catitat and make room for those tigers.
And it was in Egypt. Not in Gotham City. Not breaking U.S. law.
Not that any of that would matter to him.
Not that his disapproval was the last word on the subject, but it was a consideration.
Things had gotten unexpectedly tense on Cartier’s rooftop that night…
“I’m sorry, Jason,” Selina started to say, “Fact is, my situation has changed and—”
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She got no further when something hard and heavy swatted her to the ground.

Screaming mobs are a greater danger to themselves than whatever they’re running
from, so Batman and Robin’s first challenge was to prevent the large crowd of
spectators from becoming a mindless stampede.
Figuring out how to stop the rampaging trees the crowd was running from, that was
another matter. Punching an oak tree, Batman surmised, would be like punching
Superman—plenty of damage to your hand, zero damage to what your hand was
hitting.
“Plan?” Robin asked.
“Take the east and south sides leading away from the field,” Batman ordered. “Fire
tungsten lines to make a traffic lane. Flares there, there, there and there.” He pointed,
and Robin nodded.
“And the trees?”
“I’ll get back to you.”
“Oh great.”

No bargains, My Cage,
You’ll not deny my rage.
’Tis time to set dark brother free.
You ask me to cease
Once this danger I decrease?
I say, “Hell no, I gotta be me!”
I’ll stop when I’ve tasted of sweet human flesh,
When I’ve chomped on crisp succulent bone.
I’ll stop when…
Then you don’t get out, Etrigan.
…that kitty looks fresh.
Not her or any of them. You agree to stop with the trees or no deal.
Fine. I’ll roast oak trees alone.
Jason carried Selina, knocked unconscious by one of the marching oaks, to the
comparative safety of the grandstand. Then he ducked into the backroom, hidden
from sight, and paused. Etrigan was a demon of Hell, the son of Belial, Lord of Lies,
and Raan va Daath, Pitwitch; he was evil and an agent of chaos, but he did honor a
bargain. If the demon agreed to only go after the trees in exchange for being released,
Jason would take him at his word. There could be a loophole; Etrigan was crafty. But
with the trees attacking the fairgrounds, there simply wasn’t time to analyze the terms
of the bargain. Jason took a deep breath and recited the necessary spell:
Change, change the form of man.
Free the prince forever damned.
Free the might from fleshy mire.
Boil the blood in heart of fire.
Gone, gone the form of man,
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and rise the demon Etrigan.

With the authority of a former policeman, Dick managed to take charge on the
playing field and get all the athletes to safety. That done, he saw no way to change into
Nightwing or join up with Batman and Robin. It was far too risky. He was too
conspicuous in Bludhaven PD sweats and a blue, black and yellow kilt. His
disappearance would be noticed.
While frustrated, he was also silently, secretly, relieved. There was no question who
would be behind a rampage of trees. Between the tabloids and the Two-Face incident,
the last thing he needed was a Nightwing-Poison Ivy confrontation in broad daylight
in front of several hundred spectators, half of whom had camcorders.

From her vantage point at the northwest corner of the playing field, Poison Ivy
surveyed the devastation with a smile of queenly approval. The scent of mandarin
oranges was strong in the air. Just as her pheromones took on a smell of Lemon Pledge
when Ivy was angry, the fragrance of mandarin indicated she was especially pleased.
The games were at an end. And she had most certainly made her point.
The mandarin smell pitchshifted back to lemon; she had not yet located that horror
of a Scotsman Galen MacDonald… but that would come. Her subjects (she did not
have the gumption to call these massive oak trees “her babies” as she did most plants)
had done well. That curious woman’s potion had certainly given her powers an added
oomph—at least as far as persuading the ancient oaks to do her bidding…
A new thought struck her, and again the northwest corner of the field began
smelling like an orange grove. The potion had increased her control over plants.
Perhaps it heightened her other powers as well. She would still see that hateful Galen
MacDonald torn limb from limb by her army of trees. But it would be so much better if
he were humbled first, kneeling before her to pledge his undying devotion.
She must find him.
Eyeing the VIP grandstand, she smiled a far less queenly smile. She resembled, she
imagined, one of those jungle cats that Selina admired, a jaguar or a leopardess, eyeing
the hapless fawn that would be its next meal.

Etrigan was pleased. The trees were burning, and that was good. But best of all was
the screaming. The Poison Witch had a most unexpected and delightful scream when
she saw him pick up her planties like kindling and hurl them into the flames.
It was music to his sadistic ears. For a human, she had quite a vocal range. Not since
the Inquisition had he heard such sounds. Not since the righteous villagers of
Monmarth burned Prudence Cavendish for joining with a wood sprite. Maybe it was
flora in the larynx that did it. It warmed his infernal heart to know such wailing cries
had not left the Earth completely.
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:: Batman, our situation hasn’t improved. ::
:: The trees are contained. ::
:: They’ve stopped moving, yes, but they’re on FIRE. They’ve ignited half the playing field!
And the big yellow ugly looks a bigger problem than the trees. ::
:: Calm down, Robin. The people are the priority. ::
:: Getting the last of the spectators cleared away from the southeast corner now. ::
:: Check. Same here at the north end. ::
:: Batman? That yellow thing ::
:: The demon Etrigan. That… may not be a problem. He’s on our side… for now. ::
:: He seems pretty happy with that fire he started. He’s not going to let us put that out. ::
:: I know. ::
:: So what do we do? ::
:: I’ll get back to you. ::
:: Great. ::

Miriam Nash had vacated her little stall on the fairgrounds before the crowds started
running. She had sensed the lines of magick shift from their normal patterns, and that
there was a connection between this shift and her own magicks… the tincture she had
prepared for that hysterical woman? The shifting had a focus. It was centered on the
fairgrounds; it was pointed at the games themselves, so Miriam relocated to the
comparative safety of the parking lot. From there,she heard the first screams, and
almost at the same moment, she was struck by a whole new disturbance of the astral
plane.
Another magick, this one very different from her own, had been released in response
to the first. She knew Jason was a practitioner, and another time she might have
paused to wonder if the new power might be him. But for one sensitive to the mystic
realms, the emergence of this new force was like a hurricane tearing through her
psyche, and it took Miriam several minutes to recover. By the time she had adjusted to
the new supernatural environment, billows of dark smoke were rising from the playing
field.
Not knowing what was burning, but aware her own magick had played some role in
this situation, Miriam felt obligated to balance the scales. She shut her eyes,
envisioning the three runes of Kaliki, focusing all her will on the skies above the
playing field, and murmured a chant of supplication…
The clouds over the playing field turned darker than the smoke.
Miriam continued to chant…
A thunderclap was heard in the distance.
And Miriam continued to chant…
The first thick droplets fell onto her lips, and still Miriam continued to chant.

Reaching the grandstand, Batman’s head throbbed as that final surge of adrenaline
subsided. He shook his head, willing his body not to relax yet. There was still Poison
Ivy to be apprehended…
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His body wasn’t listening. After the trees, the mob, the fire, the storm, and staring
down a demon from hell, his body had simply determined that the worst of the job was
done.
He’d drawn a line, stood face to face with a demon, never shifting his gaze while hot,
fetid breath stinking of sulfur washed over his skin. “Enough, Etrigan. You’ve done
what you came for.”
“Yea, curse-ed trees I vowed to burn,
And burn-ed trees there be.
But for more hellish screams I yearn,
While yet I remain free.”
Etrigan might be evil, but he was not an irrational being. He would work with the
heroes when it suited him, he would fight the enemies of good when it suited him.
And he would back down from a bad situation when it suited him. The trick, Batman
knew, was manipulating the situation so it “suited” Etrigan to depart.
Batman’s face remained hard and expressionless, his voice cold and dead. “The trees
are ash. The rains doused your fire. It’s over. Time to go back.”
“When Jason, the foolish, this peril appraised,
I swore only trees would I set ablaze.
What my gullible keeper failed to espy?
There are other ways for you mortals to die.”
Batman didn’t flinch, didn’t react, he merely regarded the demon coldly.
“No,” he said finally, taking a pellet from his utility belt, “You won’t be doing any of
that.”
Etrigan sniffed the air, but said nothing. Batman’s manner changed, becoming more
conversational as he held up a small tube the size of a cigarette.
“You know who is here, Etrigan. You know what happened last time. All that fire
inside you, and no way to set it free.” Batman put the pellet inside the tube. “If you
think the fire extinguisher arrow was unpleasant, consider that it’s been a year since
Green Arrow gave me the idea. And I am considerably more… imaginative… than
Green Arrow.”
Etrigan snarled, and Batman resumed the hard, dead expression.
“You’ve done what you came for,” he repeated, “Time to go back.”
Etrigan seemed to think about it a moment, then departed with a laugh. At the time,
Batman stood firm and immobile, not allowing any visible reaction to escape him.
Now, reliving the moment in the privacy of the deserted Wayne enclave, he permitted
himself a sigh. It was one thing to bluff a lunatic like the Joker, or even a once-mortal
man with an artificially prolonged lifespan that called himself Demon’s Head. But to
bluff an actual Demon of Hell with nothing more than a blowgun and an Extra
Strength Tylenol capsule, that, his body decided, was quite enough for one day.
But Poison Ivy was still to be captured, his mind argued!
No, the rest of him didn’t care: Harley Quinn. Trees. Mob. Fire. Demon. Done
now.
Resolving to go on despite the growing fatigue, Batman continued into the
grandstand—only to encounter Selina coming through the door to the backroom.
“Don’t go in there,” she said simply.
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“Poison Ivy,” he explained, brushing past her.
“Oh, the Ivy situation is under control,” she purred, that curious touch of
Catwoman’s sarcasm in her tone. That made him stop for a second, hand on the
curtain leading to the backroom. “Just don’t go in there,” she repeated.
Ignoring her, Batman double-checked his noseplugs and continued through the
curtain into the backroom. Taking in the scene, he checked the noseplugs yet again,
just to make sure what he saw could not be a hallucination.
“You’ll like this one best of all, Lassie, the Highland Scotch whiskies have the
sweetest floral notes of any in the world. It’s in the water. From the snow on the
mountaintops, it flows downhill as it melts, running through miles of heather until it
hits the streams. Here, try this Dalwhinnie; you’ll see what I mean.”
Sitting on Galen MacDonald’s lap, Poison Ivy produced a sound that, coming from
another woman, might be called a giggle. Then she took the glass he offered, smiled,
and sipped.
Batman backed silently from the room. He could feel Selina’s eyes on the back of his
head and he turned to face her.
“Told you,” was all she said.
Much as he hoped his scowl projected a stern demand for instant and complete
explanation, he could feel the dumbstruck ‘What the hell happened?’ face leaking
through the mask.
“It started with Pam storming into the grandstand looking for MacDonald, and
before I could stop him, he stepped right up and introduced himself—which seemed to
throw her for some reason. She thought he was ‘taller, younger, and ruder’… whatever
that means. Then she saw her trees going up in flames and had one of those screaming
fits. MacDonald offered ‘a wee dram’ to calm her down and that’s when, frankly, it all
got a little weird for me.”
Harley Quinn, Batman thought, Trees. Mob. Fire. Demon… And now, Feline logic.
“That’s when it got weird?” he growled as once he might have questioned her halfhearted excuses for being in Christie’s vault with a sack full of Catherine the Great’s
emeralds.
“Yes,” she answered distinctly, “THAT’S when it got weird. He started telling her
about some ‘Angels’ share moss,’ this stuff that grows on the ceilings in the distilleries
and nowhere else in the world, feeds off the evaporating fumes of distilling whiskey,
the ‘angels’ share.’ Well, you know Pammy: it’s plant trivia, they bonded.”
Batman massaged the bridge of his nose, a pointless gesture he couldn’t feel through
the cowl, but sometimes an outward show of frustration lessened the internal.
“Well,” he grunted, “I suppose it will make it easier to take her in. I wouldn’t have
thought that physiology of hers would respond to alcohol.”
“Only if she chooses. She was really upset about those trees.”

The drive out to Arkham was uneventful. Poison Ivy and Harley Quinn together
were usually a handful. But in Ivy’s present state, she thought the story of Harley
tripping over bagpipes was the funniest thing she ever heard. She was too busy
laughing to be any trouble. And Harley was too abashed by the sight of her friend
cackling and snorting like she’d had a noseful of SmileX.
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During the drive back to the cave, Batman reflected on the day’s haul. Two
dangerous criminals were off the street for a while. Jason Blood was back in Gotham.
The games were a shambles, but there were no serious injuries. Galen MacDonald did
not appear to have any pheromone exposure at all, but Batman insisted the hospital
run a toxscreen anyway. It would keep him out of the manor until his departure in the
morning.
Reasoning that the others should all be home by now, he punched into one of the
Batcave relays, accessing the camera feeds from the manor. He saw that Dick, Barbara,
Cassie and Selina had all returned from the games—and that Jason Blood was with
them. He saw too that Jason was sitting next to Selina.
Postponing the log entry for this incident, Bruce changed quickly and joined them all
in the drawing room. He moved behind Selina’s chair and touched her shoulder
lightly, all the while making eye contact with Jason. It was a proprietary gesture,
which Selina would resent, and Bruce knew he would have to pay for it later, but for
now she simply murmured “Hello, darling.”
Jason watched this exchange with faint amusement, then resumed talking to Dick.
“Indeed, it was one of the more impressive demonstrations I’ve seen for one of your
years who never actually trained for that type of sport. And I’m sure your two Titan
compatriots will agree.”
“Two?” Dick blurted in surprise, “I only saw Roy.”
“Yes, I’m sure. You only saw Roy.”
“Uh oh,” Barbara put in. “I smell decoy.”
“Him and the rather quick-footed one…” Jason finished.
“Wally,” Dick hissed.
“…with the digital camera.”
“No.”
“He’ll have shown all the others by now, of course.”
“Barbara,” Dick turned on his wife, “where is my all-seeing Oracle in all this? Aren’t
you supposed to be one step ahead of anybody with a digital camera and an
addressbook full of Titan e-mails?”
While Barbara and Dick spatted, Selina spoke up in an attempt to divert attention,
“Alfred, what’s your take on all this? I was surprised you didn’t come with us to the
games.”
“If I had realized the food and demonstrations that were offered, Miss, I might have
attended, but I was told only about the games themselves. I have often thought those
Scottish sports result from having too much time on their hands in the Highlands.
Throwing a weight into the air, it is undignified. Not British.”
“I’m sure that’s the whole point as far as the Scots are concerned,” Jason offered as
an in-joke.
Alfred gave a half-nod in acknowledgement, and replenished the plate of biscuits
between Jason and Cassie. He always approved of the girl’s appetite.
Jason, noticing that Bruce was occupied with Selina and Dick with Barbara, took his
opportunity to speak quietly with the enigmatic young Batgirl.
“It is quite wrong of you, my dear, to blame yourself for not being more aggressive
on the field today. An able fighter you may be, but there are monsters no amount of
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skill will propel that little body of yours into beating. If you had challenged Etrigan,
you would be quite dead now.”
She looked up at him with all the arrogance of youth that thinks it cannot die. Jason
wondered why he even bothered. Comforting children was not his way, but something
about the little thing’s anxiety… and then he realized. Etrigan was not at the heart of
the girl’s hesitation during the battle; it was Poison Ivy, and therein lay Jason’s
empathy. Poison Ivy was not much of a witch by his standards, but she was a witch of
sorts, and Jason could feel kinship with anyone who was tricked by a witch.
“And as for the other one, Poison Ivy wants to forget that ‘Vine’ episode every bit as
much as you do. She too was seduced, you see. To take on a protégé, that is not her
way. To teach you ‘her moves,’ to experience reflected victory in another’s triumph—
or humiliation at another’s defeat, as it turned out. If you want to forget having tried
your wings at playing the vamp, I assure you, she wants to forget putting you up to it.”
Jason stopped, sensing attentive and inquisitive eyes pointed at the back of his neck.
He turned and saw… first Selina, her face looked stern except her eyes were smiling…
then Bruce, also looking stern… except for a curious twitchy movement at the corner of
his mouth.
“Jason, we’ve been talking.”
“Indeed,” he said, sensing a curious undertone he’d never heard in Selina’s voice
before. He glanced again from her to Bruce, and considered: he liked Selina and he
respected Bruce—but he was not especially comfortable with the thought of those two
minds huddled together, plotting.
“Yes,” Bruce took up the narrative, “You’re still living in that brownstone
downtown.”
It was a statement, not a question, so Jason didn’t bother to answer it.
“It’s a little small for you, isn’t it? And surely you’d prefer something more…
uptown?”
This was the first actual snobbery Jason had ever perceived in Bruce Wayne when he
wasn’t playing the role of a Society fop, and it threw him. He looked back again at
Selina, whose lips were now smiling as brightly as her eyes.
“I have a delicious classic six on the park that I’m not using anymore. Why don’t
you take over the lease?”
HA HA HA HA HA,
Jason cannot comprehend,
He’s gone and made himself a friend.
HA HA HA HA HA,
This bat and cat would make me sick,
But they make you look like such a—
“I… will be delighted, Selina. Thank you.”
HA HA HA HA HA!
HA HA HA HA HA!

“HAHAHAHAHAHAHAAAAAAAA!” the laughter rang through the Arkham
infirmary. “So they give the bagpipes to the octopus, but he doesn’t play them. He
crawls all over them, fiddles with the pipes, you know, all that shit, but he doesn’t play
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the bagpipes. The man who brought him in, by now he’s getting a little jumpy, ‘cause
he knows he’s losing the bet. He’s pulling at his collar, sweating a little…”
“Excuse me, Mr. Joker,” the night nurse interrupted in that polite humoring-thelunatic voice they all used, “but I do have to be distributing the evening meds now.
The other patient will be in great discomfort if those painkillers wear off.”
“See what you get, Harley,” Joker called across the room, “gallivanting around with
that Hothouse Harlot. How many bruises?”
“Depends, on if you count this one on my shin as three little ones or one big one.”
“Reminder, Harl! I can’t SEE THEM!” Joker sang out angrily.
“I’m sorry, Puddin’,” Harley mumbled as the new injection dulled the throbbing
pain. “But I got troubles of my own.”
Dangerous muttering was heard on Joker’s side of the room and the night nurse
decided to make himself scarce. Joker squinted hard until he convinced himself he saw
a patch of yellow (that’d be Harley hair)… over a patch of pink (Harley skin)… over a
patch of white (hospital gown). He got up from the bed and moved towards it.
“So, little miss, you got problems, do you? How’d you get so banged up anyway?
Batman?”
“Bagpipes,” Harley whimpered.
Joker’s eyes popped open wide as the image of Harley snapped into sharp focus.
“BAGPIPES! BAGPIPES!!! YOU DARE MOCK MY OCTOPUS JOKE! YOU
DARE!!! MY A-LIST MATERIAL. THE OCTOPUS JOKE—YOU’VE ALWAYS HAD IT
IN FOR THAT JOKE, YOU HA-HA-HARLOT!!! THIS IS A CALCULATED AND
DELIBERATE INSULT! MY OCTOPUS JOKE!!! THAT DOES IT, QUINN, WE’RE
THROUGH, I TELL YOU! ‘T’ like in ‘Take the faithless bitch by the ankles and swing
her head into the wall,’ ‘H’ like in ‘Hold on to her hair and pull it up and down, ‘Roo’
like the cute little Winnie-the-Pooh character you want to toss in a food processor and
make furry thing puree. We. Are. Through!”
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Meanwhile, far from Gotham…
Ra’s al Ghul regarded the form in the mirror with satisfaction. He made a barely
visible movement of his index finger and Ne’roal, the individual to his right, held up a
black suit jacket. Ingar, the servant on his left, adjusted his tie. And Ko’rath stood
behind waiting with a jewel-encrusted cloak.
By tomorrow, he would again have an Ubu standing by to fulfill Ko’rath’s role as his
bodyguard and personal attendant. This would please Ko’rath no less than it would
please Ra’s Al Ghul himself. For Ko’rath, while an admirable soldier and an adequate
valet, had one personal habit Ra’s could not abide: he played the flute. It was galling to
sense that his first attendant, the minion singled out above all others to serve his
personal needs until the next Ubu was called, actually wanted to be finished with the
day’s work and return to his own room. Ubu always stood by to listen respectfully to
his master’s musings on the day’s events. Ko’rath positively rushed the evening toilet
in his haste to be on his own personal time, and then, mere minutes after he retired to
his room, the quaintly doleful music of the hill people would begin to seep through the
wall separating the valet’s quarters from Ra’s bedroom. Ra’s considered moving
Ko’rath down the hall, but that rather defeated the purpose of having his attendant’s
room adjacent to his own.
Satisfied with the adjustments to his tie, Ra’s dismissed Ne’roal and Ingar and
nodded to Ko’rath to step forward with the cloak and wrap it around his shoulders.
“No,” he declared as Ko’rath brought forth a golden clasp to fasten it, “the crimson
diamonds today.”
The red diamonds he desired to fasten his cloak at the throat were the same scarlet as
his tie. It was well to consider such things when he was leaving the compound to be
seen by the people, for the peasantry would speak of this day and how he appeared for
generations to come.
“Beautiful, aren’t they?” he said absently, “Crimson diamonds. I came upon them
over a century ago visiting a tribe in Zaire. A fascinating representation of the classic
‘diamond in the rough’ adage, as I could hardly believe that that particular tribe,
extremely poor and savage, could possess a stone of such beauty. When they found it
missing, they slaughtered all of the neighboring tribes in retribution. I had these two
fashioned out of the original as a reminder of the brutality inherent in human nature.
Appropriate, I think, that they are the color of blood.”
Ko’rath made the quiet grunt Ra’s had come to recognize as respectful
acknowledgement, although its similarity to the Detective’s grunt nearly caused Ra’s to
have Ko’rath killed the first time he heard it.
The Detective.
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That the opposition of that one man could slow his march to world domination, it
was intolerable. Every year wasted made it more intolerable. Perhaps the time had
come to reassess the situation. He would have plenty of time to consider the question
in the course of the day’s journey.
Ra’s had castles, compounds, and installations all over the world, but his principle
base for acquiring and training personnel remained in the wild Fagaras Mountains of
Transylvania. The wandering gypsies that came each year to nearby Bistrita brought a
regular influx of recruits. The gypsies were outsiders in Romania; despised as thieves
and vagabonds, they kept to themselves. If a few young men disappeared from their
midst as they made their pilgrimage to the tomb of St. Gregory, what could they do?
Of course, the snatching of gypsies for the lower tiers of soldiers was beneath his
notice. But today’s business did require his Imperial attention. Today he traveled to
Sighisoara, a town almost perfectly preserved in its medieval heritage, to call forth the
next Ubu.
If Sighisoara was known to the West, it would be as the birthplace of Vlad Tepes,
commonly called Dracula. But Ra’s al Ghul had seen that the town never received that
kind of notice, for that would bring tourists and change. And he wanted Sighisoara
kept unspoiled. For that reason, he had kept them sheltered from the Communists,
and the villagers were appropriately grateful. They showed their gratitude by sending
every healthy born male who met the proper physical requirements to the special
training compound outside Eger in Hungary. The fierce warriors of Eger were
legendary in this part of the world. It was said 2,000 Hungarians of Eger once drove
off 100,000 enemy Turks. The defeated Turks themselves spread the story of how the
Egerians’ mouths were red; it was whispered they drank bull’s blood to gain
superhuman strength.
This was the grand tradition in which his elite troops were cultivated… And still the
damnable Detective thwarted his men at every turn! Since the spy Nethal was sent
back to him in disgrace, no fewer than nineteen agents had been expelled from Gotham
City. All had been bested, physically as well as mentally, and not all by the Detective’s
own hand, but his followers: the upstart boys, that girl assassin, the Canary, and even
the feline.
The Demon’s Head was still determined to have Batman for his heir. But in the
privacy of his own mind, on this bumpy road to Sighisoara, he did begin to consider:
perhaps, just perhaps, there was more to it than the blanket admiration he granted a
worthy foe. There was something about that place that produced these people: not the
Detective alone, but those others he gathered around him, that kept getting the better
of all his minions. It warranted investigation.
When the time had come to depart the comforts of the transport for the stink of the
village streets, Ra’s Al Ghul deigned to speak to his driver:
“Driver, send word to Ulstarn that I wish a teleconference as soon as I return to the
compound. That will be after two o’clock Gotham time, but see to it that he is there
well before three.”
Ra’s saw no need to explain to a subordinate that the timing was to insure the call
would be done with well before dinner. Speaking to Ulstarn, his lieutenant governing
the Gotham City operation, always put Ra’s off his food.
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The Demon’s Head proceeded to the Goldsmith’s Tower, highest point in the
Citadel, for the ceremony. The three young men deemed worthy presented themselves
for consideration as Ubu. They prostrated themselves and gave the oath of loyalty—in
the long form. This was appropriate to the solemnity of the ceremony, but Ra’s
couldn’t help but wince, knowing Ulstarn would insist on reciting the long form once,
if not twice, in the course of their upcoming phonecall.
As the three Ubu candidates performed the ritual trials of strength and bravery, Ra’s
started to reconsider: Simply talking to Ulstarn was an annoyance. Did he actually
want to travel to Gotham City and have to deal with his psychotically paranoid
lieutenant in person? He did not. Nevertheless, it was necessary. If he was to solve
this mysterious advantage the Detective seemed to draw from his city, it was necessary.
The trials concluded, and Ra’s had each Ubu-candidate step forward in turn. During
this phase of the ceremony, he could question each man at length. But the details of
their genealogy and training were already known to him, and there was nothing else to
ask about. They had no lives or interests beyond the indoctrination to the DEMON
Cult. He therefore asked each man how he felt during the previous trials and didn’t
bother listening to their answers. Instead, he thought ahead to the difficulties of
infiltrating the Detective’s city with his Imperial presence while delaying the
Detective’s knowledge of said presence for as long as possible.
Eventually, the room went still. The last candidate had answered the last question,
and all waited for The Demon’s Head to speak.
“Number three,” Ra’s al Ghul pronounced finally, “Number three that was born
Corcea Porumbescu, son of Joseph Porumbescu of Sighisoara, I call you forth to serve
me as Ubu.”
The first two candidates were immediately escorted from the ring and offered a
variety of knives, swords, maces and chains. Each chose a weapon and then returned
to the ring to attack. When the unarmed Ubu successfully fought his armed opponents
to the death, the ceremony would be concluded.

Meanwhile, even farther from Gotham…
Batman hit the side of the Watchtower transporter tube with the full force of his fist.
His costume was visibly ripped and torn, but that was nothing compared to the body
underneath. The headstrong fools, they couldn’t do it his way, and this was the result.
They had to make up their own plan—to use the word loosely—as they went along.
What the hell was Superman trying to accomplish anyway? And Diana was worse.
Everything he tried, they undermined. Everything! Whatever he did reverted back
to… to whatever it was they was going for, and even now he couldn’t say what that
was—nor, he guessed, could they. And this was the result. He was battered. His entire
body was utterly, brutally battered! It was the most humiliating physical beating he’d
suffered since Prometheus, and it was all because the queen bitch and her Kryptonian
lapdog had to do it their way.
“Batman, you’re still here?”
“Yes!” he spat, “what is it, J’onn?”
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“I wanted to thank you. That was a close call with the ion accelerator, if you hadn’t
bought us the time to… well, Atom would be gone and Plastic Man—”
“Would be permanently trapped as a mass of unstable proton soup, I know. Next
time—”
“Next time, I, for one, will vote to do it your way.”
Batman grunted. It was a little late for promises like that. J’onn’s abstaining vote
had stung him far worse than that Gev/R beam. As much as Diana evangelized about
leadership in the League (“Kal is the real leader”), Batman and J’onn were the only real
strategists, and Batman had always felt that created a knowing bond between them.
є˜˜You realize,˜˜э he thought the rebuke rather than speaking it aloud, є˜˜Your vote
would have made the difference. The brat pack follows your lead.˜˜э
є˜˜Don’t call them that,˜э̃ J’onn thought back. It was true that Flash, Green Lantern
and Plastic Man were apt to follow whenever Batman and the Martian jointly
supported some strategy. But J’onn preferred thinking of them as Wally, Kyle and Eel,
not as a voting block.
є˜˜They are a voting block,˜˜э Batman thought dryly, and only then did J’onn realize he
had let his thought float over their telepathic link where an alert mind, such as Bruce’s,
could sense it just as he might read body language.
є˜˜They’re friends,˜˜э J’onn argued.
є˜˜They’re friends, yes. Because they’re young. Because two of them replaced older heroes.
Because they have things in common. And all that means they can be influenced by the same
appeals. They are a voting block, J’onn. I won’t stand by and let them become a faction.˜˜э
є˜˜And they’re a faction if they agree with Clark and Diana instead of you?˜˜э
є˜˜Yes, because Diana has an agenda. All she cares about these days is gaining back her
prestige after that disaster last year.˜˜э
є˜˜And what is your agenda, Bruce?˜˜э
Batman’s eyes met the Martian’s, and he dropped the conversational tone of their
telepathic exchange for the deep menacing gravel:
“Not to ever again take a beating like that because Princess got her hair mussed.”
“What are you going to do now?”
“Go home. Analyze what went wrong.”
“Wrong? We were successful… in the end.”
“Look at me, J’onn. With these bruises, it’ll be two weeks before Bruce Wayne can
go out in public. I don’t mean to waste that time playing solitaire. I’ll be analyzing the
battle, figuring out what went wrong, and planning a better defense for next time.
Work the mind while the body heals.”
“I see,” he shrugged and started to leave, then turned back as an unexpected thought
flashed over the telepathic link a nanosecond before Batman disappeared in the
transporter. The Martian smiled. “Yes, I expect she will.”

Meanwhile, not quite so far from Gotham…
:: Great One, :: the cloying voice groveled over the satellite hookup, :: your lowliest and
most humble servant begs to greet The Demon’s Head with the oath of loyalty! ::
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“That will not be necessary, Ulstarn. This communication must be very short, you
will soon learn why.”
:: Yes, my Master, your undeserving servant begs to know how he may serve. ::
“I will require lodging in Gotham City for myself and an entourage of forty-six. The
top three floors of the Imperial Hotel proved adequate last time. And prepare a list of
promising individuals who have opposed the Detective. Successfully, mind you, I
shan’t waste my time with failures incarcerated in their prisons or asylums.”
:: My Master honors me with his orders. Sire, your servant begs to be allowed to sign off
with the oath of loyalty… ::

Meanwhile, in the heart of Gotham…
Harley Quinn tossed her last bite of pretzel to a pigeon and shuffled out the east exit
of Robinson Park. Alone. Forlorn and alone. She didn’t even know why she’d come to
the park with Poison Ivy still incarcerated in Arkham. So alone. So forlorn and alone.
Her Puddin’ had cast her off like so much used bath water. And Red! Her bestest
buddy Red had cheered the news. Nobody understood her woes. Nobody understood
her breaking heart. HER PUDDIN’! The one and only Mistah J! And he was done with
her!
Unable to stand Joker’s pointed rejection in the rec room and Ivy’s equally pointed
lack of sympathy, Harley gave one of the most astounding pretences of sanity ever
seen within the halls of Arkham Asylum. It achieved her release in under two weeks,
setting a new Arkham record, but it booted her back out here, in Gotham, with
nowhere to go. Alone, alone, forlorn and alone. Her heart was breaking and there was
no one to turn to. No Mr. J. No Red. Roxy Rocket hated her living guts. “A mere
sidekick” that achieved such a prominent place in Gotham, whereas Roxy, a crook in
her own right, couldn’t get into the spotlight if she did a striptease in Gotham Plaza.
Looking up at the lush parkfront condos, Harley realized that Selina lived in this part
of town. Selina wasn’t a bestest buddy or anything like Red, but Harley had heard her
use the phrase ‘estrogen solidarity’ one night at the Iceberg. That was worth
something. It was worth a shot, certainly. Anything was better than being oh so alone,
alone, forlorn and alone in her misery. With a new skip in her step, Harley trod under
the canopy, past the doorman, and into the apartment building.
Approximately ten minutes later, she rushed out. “Scary man in Catty’s apartment,”
she told the doorman. “Scary man from the Highland games, moving into Catty’s
apartment,” she told the pigeon. “Scary man with Bride of Frankenstein hair!” she
yelped to the coffee vendor, pointing towards the building.
Raoul looked at the fevered blonde, then in the direction she was pointing… the tall
redheaded man who had bought a tall espresso that morning.
“What about a nice café au lait, Miss. You know, I’ve been on this corner for quite a
while. In my experience, it doesn’t do to be a snob. Stand outside the park long
enough, you’ll see just about everything. Just because someone is a little odd, maybe
even looks like a dangerous crazy, that doesn’t mean they don’t have $5 for a cup of
coffee.”
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He handed her a cup, and held out his hand expectantly.
Harley looked at Raoul, reminded of the Starbucks clerk Puddin’ killed that time,
and burst into tears.
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CHAPTER 2: ODD COUPLES
It took a special kind of crazy to stand in front of the Flick Theatre, with its massive
Comedy-Tragedy masks decorating the façade like gargoyles, and wonder if you were
in the right place. Yet this is exactly what Harley Quinn did. She looked down at the
sheet of paper for which she’d paid Oswald Cobblepot $50. She looked up at the giant
laughing face, she looked up at the weeping face next to it, then down at the paper
again. She reread the address and double-checked the street sign. Yes, this was the
place.
“Hidilly, hodilly,” she called entering the enormous lobby of the former movie
palace, “It’s Harley Qui-inn. Harvey? Twofers? You home?”
In answer, Harley found herself simultaneously picked up and pushed back by a
strong masculine presence mere seconds before a piercing squeal split the air and green
beams bathed the spot she just occupied in greenish-yellow haze.
“You should call first,” Two-Face said sternly. “Don’t just barge into someone’s
hideout without an invitation.”
He turned and walked off; Harley giggled and followed.
“So whatcha doin’ anyways? Testin’ out a deathtrap for Batsy?”
“We have always equipped our hideouts with perimeter defenses, Quinn.”
“Oh, ‘cause if you were testin’ a deathtrap, I could help out with that. Mistah J
always let me test out the springs and catapults and trapdoors…”
“Harley.”
“…and the chains and sacks and tanks…”
“Harley.”
“There was this one time I got stucked in this vat with leeches in it, and Mistah J
said-”
“HARLEY! Stop. You’re an educated woman; pronounce the R! Mist-er J.”
Harley started to cry.
“Mistah J, oh my Mistah J. We’re splitzville, Harvey. My Puddin’ done throwed me
away.”
Harvey regarded her for a minute, took out the coin and flipped, then looked at it in
disgust.
“And while we’re at it,” he said standing, “try pronouncing the G. My PuddING,
not Puddin’, Pudding.”
More sobbing wails followed.

“O-o-o-oh,” Bruce moaned, “Don’t stop. I’ll give you another room. Two if you
want. Or another trip to Paris. Just… don’t… stop…”
Light, sure fingers worked behind the shoulders to the base of his neck.
“I don’t need another room,” Selina assured him, “but I do need more liniment.
Hold that thought.”
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Bruce watched her disappear into the bathroom and wondered if she really needed
more, or was making an excuse to stop just because he said not to. “Impossible
woman,” he told the cat pawing an extra bit of bandage.
He’d have to admit, so far, it wasn’t the worst recovery he’d ever undergone. She
had found him in the cave only a short while after he returned from the Watchtower.
The sharp gasp when she saw his condition she quickly hid in a light “Somebody
forgot to duck.”
He gave a soft grunt—which hurt, somehow tugging neck muscles that were already
punished beyond endurance. It must have showed because the glib ‘forgot to duck’
manner melted.
“It’s okay,” her soft voice soothed, “Kitten will make it better.” He headed
instinctively for the cave infirmary, but Selina pulled him towards the costume vault.
“No way. Not another ‘I’ll just stay in my cave and brood’ episode. Upstairs. Now.” It
was a tone Batman knew well. If she was in costume, there would have been a
whipcrack in place of the ‘Now.’
He’d started to object. Alfred was perfectly capable of tending these kinds of burns
and bruises; he’d done it many times before, and always in the cave infirmary. Batman
preferred to put in a little cave time after a lengthy JLA mission, if only to get caught
up on the… status of… everything… Suddenly, it all seemed like an awful lot to go
into. Especially since she’d taken a clawed glove from her shelf and was diligently
tearing away the last bits of his costume. She was obviously going to do this, with his
help or without it. And he knew he didn’t have the energy to oppose her. What was
the point anyway? Upstairs or down, what did it matter?

Ulstarn began by tidying his desk. Then, deciding that really was not sufficient for
the importance of the task before him, he cleaned the desktop completely. Then he
found a towel and wiped it off. Then he arranged the intelligence reports in a neat
stack on his left, perfectly parallel with the bottom edge of the desk. The status
updates he placed with equal precision to his right, and, directly in front of him, he
positioned a lined white legal pad.
“Prepare a list,” the Demon’s Head had ordered, “of promising individuals who
have opposed the Detective successfully.”
Ulstarn lifted his pen and scanned the first report, eager to follow his master’s order
to the letter…
…three hours later, Ulstarn regarded the pristine white pages still before him. A list
Ra’s al Ghul had ordered, and a list Ulstarn would deliver. Individuals who opposed
the Detective were in ready supply, and “promising” was a matter of opinion. The
difficulty lay in that word “successfully.”
Ulstarn glanced at the intelligence reports again, sighed, and went to the filing
cabinet. He returned with a thicker stack, reports for the six months prior to those he
had started with…
…three hours later, Ulstarn returned the reports to the filing cabinet and went down
to the basement. He emerged with a storage box of the previous four years of
intelligence…
…two hours later, the pen, at last, wrote a name:
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Catwoman.
Ulstarn regarded the word with distaste. ONE NAME? Eight hours, and he had
unearthed ONE Gotham criminal that had never been captured?? He could not, he
knew, hand Ra’s Al Ghul a list consisting of a single word. He returned to the files…
…six hours later, Ulstarn went to bed, dejected.
He awoke with a blessed inspiration! Ra’s al Ghul had decreed: “I shan’t waste my
time with failures incarcerated in their prisons or asylums.” Surely that must mean
criminals that were CURRENTLY incarcerated in their prisons. Anyone could be
captured, but those that were and subsequently freed themselves were surely worthy
of consideration!
Ulstarn recalled the Master’s precise words “…who have opposed the Detective
successfully.” The master did not order a list of individuals “who defeated the
Detective.” They merely had to oppose him—successfully. And could it not be said that
any man who stands against another has successfully opposed him? Of course it
could! Like the very first account Ulstarn had read last night: Two-Face, who so
recently succeeded in kidnapping “the Upstart Nightwing” (as he was known in
DEMON circles). The Upstart Nightwing was, in a way, the Detective’s second, his best
lieutenant, just as Ulstarn was Ra’s Al Ghul’s. To succeed in kidnapping such a one
surely was a worthy feat of opposition!
Ulstarn returned to his desk, happily slid the four years of old reports back into their
box, and wrote the name Two-Face beneath that of Catwoman. Then he looked to the
status reports to his right. He need only find any other individuals, now free, that had
mounted a worthy opposition to The Detective.

Once Bruce had resigned himself to being led upstairs, the specifics didn’t seem to
matter. He was surprised when Selina turned left instead of right in the upstairs hall,
into her suite of rooms rather than his bedroom. There was an exciting strangeness to
it, like those first visits to her apartment after patrol.
“Sit,” she ordered, pointing him to the sofa. Whiskers looked up from his cushion
and Bruce seemed to see Selina’s earlier comment echoed in the cat’s eyes: ‘Somebody
forgot to duck.’
Selina busied herself gathering… just what she was gathering he couldn’t see… and
when he stretched his neck to get a better look, the pain shooting down his chest was
excruciating. He closed his eyes and leaned back, content to wait and see rather than
aggravate his aching body further.
He focused on the chakra, which he preferred to think of as his center of gravity, to
block out the pain… and he thought back to those first visits to Selina’s apartment
when the relationship had only started to change. There was a hint of the forbidden,
not infiltrating a criminal’s lair, but inviting himself, socially. He’d been slow, back
then, to realize the true nature of her apartment. Catwoman might have hideouts just
as Batman had the cave, but the apartment was Selina’s home just as Wayne Manor
was Bruce’s. It had little to do with her nightlife. If he’d realized that at the beginning,
he wondered if he would have entered so freely.
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Back in the present, Bruce felt himself pulled from his memories by a rush of sensory
input:
-incense- He hadn’t noticed it at first; it was such a deeply imbedded sense memory
from Tibet, even after all these years in which he seldom burned incense while
meditating, his body and mind instinctively recognized the rightness of those subtle
aromas while his mind focused on the chakra.
-music- Beethoven. That was nice. He knew Selina listened to jazz after a rough day,
so the classical must have been specially chosen for him.
-fur- ?
Bruce’s eyes opened and he looked into his lap.
“Nutmeg?” he asked. The warm bundle looked up at him with that same ‘Forget to
duck?’ expression.
“Pet the cat,” Selina instructed. “It lowers the blood pressure.”
“You can’t be serious?”
“I have rosewater, aloe balm, and liniment for your assorted wounds and contusions,
and assuming there’s any part of you left unbruised, I even have some delicious herbal
massage oil. Now, if you want a rub down and all the associated TLC, pet the cat.”

Harvey sat down a glass of water and a box of Kleenex before his guest.
“Now then, what can we do for you?”
“I need a lawyer,” Harley sobbed. “Puddin’ and I are splitzville. And I just have to
get custody of the babies, Harvey; I have to. Puddin’ doesn’t know how to mix the
hyena chow, and Slobberpuss likes a second walk after dinner, and—”
“The hyenas? You want custody of two pet hyenas??? You don’t need a lawyer,
Harley; you need a leash.”
Harley blew her nose loudly.
“A leash?”
“Or some rope.”
“Oh.”
She blew her nose again, and Two-Face stood, nudging her towards the door.
“Not that we care, but what finally made that Joker-camel paraplegic?”
“Huh?”
“You and Joker. What was the final straw? What split you up?”
“Oh… bagpipes.”
“Ask an insane question,” Harvey muttered to Two-Face.
“Puddin’ got mad ‘cause I tripped over bagpipes when Red ‘n’ me went to those
Highland Games, where she met the creepy guy that didn’t go fer the pheromones ‘n’
said he just looked at her to be polite.”
Two-Face stared. Harvey stared.
“Harley,” he said finally, “Why rush off? Stay a while. Let us buy you lunch. We
will take you to our favorite restaurant.”
Then he paused, half his psyche railing against the wrongness of it all. No,
regardless of how much he wanted to hear the Ivy story, Fate should decide who
bought lunch.
“On second thought, heads we’re buying; scarred-side it’s your treat.”
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Ulstarn considered the picture of a small, weaselly looking character in a large hat.
The Mad Hatter. Certainly he opposed the Detective a number of times, and certainly
he was free. But the Master distrusted madness, and this character put the word right
in his title. Pass.
The Scarecrow. Another impressive resume of opposition… but there was this odd
notation in the margin of the psychological profile, next to the paragraph about bullies.
“Introduce him to Ulcer. Ha, ha.” Ulstarn recognized the handwriting as that of
Ish’koan, a particularly difficult disciplinary case sent to Gotham last year. Ulstarn
regarded the photo of Jonathan Crane critically. Pass.
Catman. Especially daring if not downright reckless due to belief that magical
properties of his costume endows him with nine lives of… no. That would only offend
the Great One, whose immortality was celebrated daily in the loyalty oath… which
reminded Ulstarn, it was time to make the morning report to the most Glorious
Demon’s Head even as his plane flew towards Gotham, a city now twice honored by a
personal visit from the Imperial Presence.
Ulstarn looked down at his list. Three names. It would have to be enough.

“So,” Selina said finally, once her patient seemed suitably relaxed by the massage,
“tell me what the other guy looks like.”
“The other guy was a Gamma-Gorgon,” Bruce murmured, “Hideous… even before
the fight.”
Selina laughed.
“Not funny. Sixteen feet tall, wings, claws, scales, fangs, and this vicious snake
tongue that whipped out radioactive—Hey, that hurt!”
The massage had ceased and Selina rapped irate fingers across his bruised shoulder.
“A sixteen foot radioactive snake thing!?! And you couldn’t let one of the invincible
wonder-schmucks fight it?”
“I could have, if there had been any sort of advance assessment of what we were
getting in to, if any of the ‘invincible wonder-schmucks’ thought that was necessary,
but it seems stopping to consider that something calling itself the Absolute Bal-Sagoth
just MIGHT have something nasty guarding its Neolith of Power, that’s just a quirky
little fetish of mine…”
“Bruce, sweetie, calm down.”
“…undoubtedly caused by the fact that if my skin is hit with a beam of ionizing
radiation, it burns!”
“Bruce?”
“And if I’m punctured with a fucking two foot fang, I’ll bleed!”
“Bruce!”
“WHAT!”
“Calm. Down. Now. You’re scaring the cats.”
She pointed. Behind the plump mass of velvet and moiré that was Whiskers’s
favorite cushion, a mass of Russian Blue fur was imperfectly hidden. Behind that, the
tan and white points of Nutmeg’s ears were clearly visible.
“Sorry,” he mouthed silently.
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“Don’t tell me; I’m used to your tempers.”
The corner of his mouth twitched. “You’re not suggesting I apologize to a cat.”
“No, I’m not suggesting; I’m insisting.”
“Selina.”
“Did you enjoy your massage?”
“Selina.”
“I think you mentioned Paris before.”
“Impossible woman.”
“Meow.”

:: Would The Great One permit his most unworthy servant to mark this most revered day by
closing my report with the oath of loyalty in the long form? ::
“Ulstarn, we will be arriving in Gotham City in a matter of hours; surely you will
prefer to wait and use the long form to greet us in person.”
:: My Master, I will be only too happy to repeat the long form at that time… ::
Ra’s sighed and cautiously turned down the volume as Ulstarn launched into the
long form of the loyalty oath. He really couldn’t complain about an excess of devotion,
however trying it might be at times, as long as Ulstarn continued to perform his duties
as expected. Certainly the man succeeded in keeping Gotham City a posting that all
DEMON followers recognized as punishment. And this report assured him that three
promising individuals had been located who all performed successfully against the
Detective. It only remained to meet and test them to determine which best embodied
the indefinable something that enabled Gothamites to succeed against him where all
others failed. Having identified such a person, full of fire and ambition, he would
draw them to his vision that they would devote their life and sacrifice it if necessary in
the Demon Head’s service.
There only remained to devise a suitable test.

“Now, isn’t this better than cave brooding?”
Selina sat between his legs, her back against his chest, head resting on the one
unbruised spot on his shoulder.
“It’s not brooding,” Bruce insisted, kissing lightly around her jaw. “It’s a sound,
constructive exercise after a setback: deconstruct it, analyze what went wrong, make
sure that never happens again.”
She purred, and Bruce added a checkmark next to kissing from her temple to jaw as
an effective means to make his point without argument.
“So what does this ‘deconstruction’ consist of?”
“Well,” his hand slid over the front of her body to the tie of her robe, “last time, with
Prometheus, there were security tapes from the Watchtower; that made it easier. I
could actually watch the battle over and over instead of replaying it in my mind. It
worked. The second time I fought him…”
The purring abruptly stopped.
“Prometheus was the last time?”
“Yes, and it worked; the next time I fought him… Hey, Kitten, you listening?”
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“I really didn’t like him.”
“I know,” he cupped her chin and turned her face to meet his, “your entrance with
the bullwhip is my favorite part of that tape.”
She emitted a low menacing growl Bruce knew was the Catwoman equivalent of his
disapproving grunt.
“Selina, Prometheus burbled every bit of strategy he used against us at the
Watchtower. He spelled out everything he had done, out loud, on those tapes. I
studied them. I studied the battle. And I beat him the next time. It’s okay.” He leaned
down for a slow, tender kiss, and winced in pain. “I’ve got a lot to live for, Kitten.
And I know how to learn from these things… Meow?”
She searched his eyes for a long moment, then smiled, reluctantly at first, then wider,
Cheshire style.
“Meow.”
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CHAPTER 3: NEW ARRIVALS
Whiskers trotted across the Great Hall of Wayne Manor like a cat on a mission. He
trotted up the grand staircase, down the hallway, and made a brisk turn into Selina’s
suite.
ººFOUND IT!ºº he declared with such a gleam of feline triumph, Nutmeg actually
lifted her head several centimeters from the cushion where she napped, and looked at
him.
ººI found it!ºº the cat repeated, ººI found that cave smell!ºº
Nutmeg yawned.
ººThe cave smell,ºº Whiskers insisted, ººDamp. Clammy. Rock. When Bat-Bruce is
Two-Foot in Boots.ºº
Nutmeg licked a paw, unable to share Whiskers’s enthusiasm for their new quarters.
Most of the furniture had come with them to this new place, but not Selina-cat’s bed,
and hence, not Nutmeg’s war room underneath Selina-cat’s bed. All of Nutmeg’s
prized trophies: the plastic milk ring, the crunchy envelope, the paper ball, the
pantyhose egg, had all been lost along with her special place for keeping them.
Whiskers suffered a loss as well: his terrace and the prize spot behind the planter
where he pretended to be the stalking jungle cat of death. But his special cushion was
here, so he didn’t mind so much. Indeed, he seemed to look on the new place as a
great adventure.
ººSo,ºº Nutmeg said finally, deciding to give Whiskers his moment of glory, ººyou
found the smell?ºº
ººBehind the tick-tock. Tick-tock opens up into big dark. Damp. Clammy. Rock.
Lots of mousy squeak-squeak noise.ºº
ººNot interested.ºº
ººHow can anyone not like mice?ºº he asked. Whiskers was a life-long enthusiast of
the gentlemanly sport of mousing. He didn’t understand how anybody could not
enjoy it.
ººWoof.ºº came the reply, the ultimate expression of feline disdain.
Whiskers shifted his back legs in a telltale signal that he was ready to pounce. Then
he hopped up to the sofa, rolled Nutmeg onto her side and nipped at her ear while her
paw swatted his muzzle. When the brief wrestle was over, Whiskers touched the tip of
his nose to Nutmeg’s, just as two martial artists might bow after a match. Then he sat
up.
ººIf you don’t explore,ºº he told her sternly, ººyou’ll never find a new territoire.ºº
ººI explore,ºº Nutmeg said proudly, ººI followed Standing Softpaws today.ºº
ººAeiou!ºº Whiskers exclaimed in delight.
Both cats were equally fascinated by the two-foot they called Standing Softpaws. He
was almost catlike in his ability to appear from nowhere and stare—which he did a
great deal in their first days here. It seemed that he was keeping an eye on them,
which they found insulting. They were certain he was the keeper of their new living
quarters, for he had a wonderfully feline way of moving about the rooms, putting
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every little thing in its proper place. Few two-foots were so precise about where
objects belonged. If only he would get over this idea that they had some grudge
against his breakables.
“Adorable creatures, Miss,” they had heard him saying, “but I do fear for the
Meissen and the Ming.”
That led to outrageous suggestions that they be locked in Selina-cat’s suite. They
overheard Bat-Bruce veto the idea:
“Alfred, I’ll admit I don’t know all there is to know about cat behavior. But I have
learned one thing: If you let them know you don’t want them to go in a particular
place, it absolutely guarantees that will become the mission of their lives.”
“Respectfully, sir, is it not possible you are letting your experiences with Miss Selina
cloud your-”
“No, Alfred. It’s not.”
“I see, sir.”
“Selina says leave the door open, and once they see they can come and go freely,
they’ll probably stay in there with their familiar things after the preliminary
explorations.”
“Very good, sir.”
Both cats thought Bat-Bruce should be rewarded for such admirable behavior:
Whiskers did so by rubbing his head into the pantleg, while Nutmeg determined to
claim one of his socks just as soon as she found a new war room in which to keep it.
She also resolved to settle the matter of Standing Softpaws.

Ubu had never seen anything like the view from the Royal Suite of the Gotham
Imperial Hotel. The opulence of the suite itself, while equally unknown, he had been
trained to expect. Brought up since birth to become Ubu, bodyguard, personal
attendant, first and last disciple of the Great and Mighty Demon’s Head, it was
understood that he would serve in settings of ultimate luxury. The suite that
comprised the whole of the 28th Floor of the grand hotel with all of its palatial
furnishings, frescoes, and Roman style bath/jacuzzi, and even its 2,000-bottle wine
cellar, did not faze him. But the spectacle of the cityscape beyond the bulletproof glass
windows, that was truly dazzling. Not that Ubu would permit such wonders to
distract him from his duty. Fate and the Master’s wish had decreed that his first days
as Ubu would take them into the heart of the enemy’s power. This city was the
stronghold of He Whose Name Must Not Be Spoken, and Ubu took this threat to his
master most seriously. He replaced the bulletproof glass, closed-circuit video cameras,
and other safety features the hotel provided for the unimportant celebrities and prime
ministers that normally occupied these quarters, and installed DEMON equipment and
personnel in their place. He himself would stand watch at the doors to the private
elevator, that none could gain admittance to the Presence without his knowledge. And
the three Gothamites granted an audience had been hand-picked by Ulstarn, the
master’s most loyal lieutenant, entrusted with heading operations in this heart of
enemy territory.
With continued vigilance, the bodyguard felt sure he would soon look back on this
difficult first assignment as Ubu and know he had served with distinction.
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Puddin’ always said the difference between the star villains and the wannabes was
the evil laugh. The problem with these new action movies, he said, despite all the
bright red blood and colorful guts thrown around the screen, was all these smooth
sophisticated villains that thought they were Alan Rickman. Nobody let loose with a
really good Mad Scientist cackle anymore!
Nobody, that is, except Two-Face. To please her Puddin’, Harley had tried to perfect
a chortle of evil glee, so she considered herself something of an expert on the subject.
And Harvey/Two-Face’s joint reaction to what happened to Ivy at the Highland Games
certainly qualified as what Puddin’ would have called ‘a classic Margaret Hamilton.’
“You’re comparing us to the Wicked Witch of the West, and you expect us to
consider it a compliment?” Two-Face asked menacingly, pointing to his scarred cheek.
“It’s your laugh, Twofers, it’s really world class.”
He flipped the coin, and then smiled. “Just because I look at you when you speak,
you shouldn’t assume I’m listening—how did it go again—shouldn’t assume I’m
listening to or care about what you say. That’s just something I do to be polite... Oh
my, we must meet this man one day. What did you say his name was?”
“Galen MacDoogles. I think.”
“Excellent.” At that moment, and without benefit of a coin toss, Harvey Dent and
Two-Face officially formed the Galen MacDoogles Fan Club—Membership: 2. He
would have shirts made up and a mug, with that wonderful quotation. On the walk
back from the restaurant, he wondered if he should pluralize the quote (“Just because
we look at you when you speak…”), but decided that would be a desecration of
MacDoogles’s triumph.
He and Harley stopped abruptly when they reached the entrance to the Flick Theatre
and saw an oddly dressed man standing the door.
“You are Harvey Dent/Two-Face?” the stranger asked.
“What’s it look like?” he replied, pointing again to the scarred side of his face.
The stranger bowed then snapped upright and spoke in a clear, distinct voice:
“A Missive from the great and powerful Ra’s Al Ghul, Light of the East, Terror of the
West, Apex of the age of Oneness through One Rule by the most worthy Demon’s
Head, Anointed of Anubis and Osiris, Chosen of Ra, whose greatness is not desecrated
nor destroyed by death or grave, he who dies not but arises phoenix-like from ashes to
rule again, whose dominion is Yea the entirety of the world of Man. To Two-Face,
Gotham City, North America. Dear Sir…”
Two-Face looked at Harley, who looked right back.
“And WHAT, pray tell us, are you?”
The stranger stumbled over his words, as no one ever addressed him directly.
“I… I am a message, sire.” Then he cleared his throat and began again, “A Missive
from the great and powerful Ra’s Al Ghul, Light of the East—”
“Yes, yes, we got all that. Mr. ‘Dead and Loving It’ has sent us a singing telegram.
Get to the point.”
Unable to fast-forward past the header on pain of death, the messenger launched
into it again. “A Missive from the great and powerful Ra’s Al Ghul…”
Two-Face waited… yawned… then glanced at his watch.
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“…summoned to an audience with the most illustrious Demon’s Head at the
Gotham Imperial Hotel promptly at one o’clock.”
“Did you say ONE o’clock?” he asked, skeptical that even The Cadaver could be so
deliberately rude. He had already decided that the answer was no. The coin toss,
when the time came, would be one of his special tosses. (Unscarred side up: Harvey
would politely tell the man ‘No,’ and send him on his way. Scarred side: Two-Face
would shoot him in the kneecaps—twice.) But THIS, this outrage did not deserve so
much as a courtesy coin flip. One o’clock indeed.
“Oh Twofers!” Harley jumped up and down clapping, “Why not go; it sounds like
FUN! Puddin’ always said he wanted to meet the hairdo again—and pants him!”
Two-Face looked from Harley to the messenger… to Harley… to the messenger…
“Tell Lurch,” he said finally, “that if he wants a meeting with us, then he had better
make it at a time more suitable to our… needs.” And with that, he walked with great
dignity into his hideout to see about ordering t-shirts and coffee mugs.

Nutmeg observed that Standing Softpaws had again appeared at the door to the
room. He was, Nutmeg would have to admit, almost as silent as a cat. Neither BatBruce nor Selina-cat were as quiet as they seemed to think. Like all two-foots, their
ears were simply too far from the ground to be able to move with true stealth. But
Standing Softpaws was the exception to the rule: here he was, staring at her, and
Nutmeg had no idea how or when he arrived.
She stared back, politely.
And he walked away.
This struck her as unforgivably rude, even for a two-foot. She had interrupted her
nap in order to return his stare, and he walked away. She decided right then that he
should be taught a lesson. She would follow him to his own nap-place and look at
him, see how he liked it!
She followed down the hall, down the stairs, and down another hallway. She
followed through the bright room and the drafty room and the room with all the
books. She stopped long enough to rub her scent into the doorway. She liked books,
they had a warm, crisp smell and were fun to curl in when Selina-cat tried to read
them. Then Nutmeg trotted faster to catch up with Standing Softpaws wherever he
had gone to… she rounded the corner and… gaped.
It was the Land of the Can-Opener. It was the biggest, grandest, sparkling Land of
the Can-Opener any cat had ever seen! And Standing Softpaws was its king???
Instantly, Nutmeg decided she had misjudged this wise and noble two-foot. She
would find him and make amends at once.

Ra’s al Ghul knew that from the moment he set foot in Gotham City, time was his
enemy. The Detective would learn all too soon of his presence, and from that instant,
Ra’s would be forced to play a defensive game rather than an offensive one.
He had determined to delay the Detective’s advantage as long as possible by
bringing a large, conspicuous entourage to the same hotel as before. Surely the
Detective would learn of this before the luggage was even unpacked, and surely the
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Detective would assume so obvious an arrival must be a decoy. He would assume it
was all a ploy, that Ra’s wanted him to believe he had returned to Gotham City for some
reason as yet unknown, and for that very reason, he would be slow to realize the truth
of the Demon Head’s Imperial Presence in his City.
Ra’s al Ghul was certain that this, like all his stratagems, was sound. And yet, he did
not wish to remain in this city longer than necessary. He would meet the three
candidates Ulstarn had gathered and choose one. The chosen Gothamite would then be
tested.
The testing itself would provide an opportunity to leave this cursed city promptly.
There was a traditional method of examination that would serve the purpose.
Ra’s reminded himself that the test in question was a proven one, he had used it with
both the Detective and his one-time successor, the Imposter Azrael. It was an
established method. Let it not be said that Ra’s Al Ghul chose one test over another
simply to minimize his time in Gotham City. He did not fear the Detective or any
man. It was simply an appropriate and proven means of assessment.
He had already contacted his daughter and had her orchestrate an abrupt,
unexplained absence from her duties at LexCorp. “A personal day” she had called it,
whatever that meant. He had ordered her to obtain and send him the necessary
photographs, which were now in his possession.
His daughter Talia, he would say, had been kidnapped. He would present the
photograph of her tied up, sent as proof of her capture. The criminals of Gotham City
were, by definition, not so heroically inclined as the Detective and the Imposter, so Ra’s
would offer some incentive, a great bounty for his daughter’s rescue.
Yes, it was a sound plan. Ra’s awaited with eagerness the arrival of the first
candidate.

Nutmeg was not actually able to locate Standing Softpaws to make her apologies
until the harsh squeal led her to his location. She recognized the sound—it was a
teakettle, and it meant there would be little plates with cake and sometimes
sandwiches. She saw Standing Softpaws take just such a plate into a little pantry-like
room off the kitchen. There he sat, in a hard-looking chair that offended Nutmeg’s
feline sensibilities. Beside him was a little table. From her position on the floor, she
could not see onto the table, but her nose told her the steaming hot tea was on there,
which meant the cake would be too.
She walked up to Standing Softpaws and treated him to the “aren’t I precious” look.
“Good heavens, who let you in here?” was the less-than-welcoming greeting.
Nutmeg switched her posture from “aren’t I precious” to “what can you be doing
over there that could possibly be more interesting than admiring me?”
He appeared to ignore her, then glanced down twice as he sipped his tea. Nutmeg
waited for the third glance, readying herself to perform the ultimate act of feline
beguilement: the silent miaow.
The moment came—Standing Softpaws reached for his tea, brought the cup to his
lips, and glanced downward. Nutmeg opened her mouth as she would for a fully
articulated meow, but emitted no sound. Standing Softpaws watched this, as all two59
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foots do, as if pondering what possible burden could so plague a little creature that she
could not even give voice to it. He set down his cup, and bent to take Nutmeg into his
lap.
“Now then, little fellow, it can’t be as bad as all that, can it? I suppose this house is
rather large and daunting for someone like you to get used to.” He touched his
fingertip to Nutmeg’s nose, which she permitted, as it seemed like a friendly gesture,
and also because it smelled like tea. “But I assure you,” he went on, now stroking her
fur as he spoke, “that you are not the first newcomer here, and, thus far, all new
residents of Wayne Manor have made the adjustment.”
He gave her a morsel of cake and told her of Master Dick and Master Jason, and his
efforts to make them welcome when they came to live here. They sounded, to Nutmeg,
like two of the sorriest cats she ever heard tell of.

Bruce had never allowed injuries such as those suffered at the hands of the GammaGorgon to impact Batman’s routine, and he wasn’t about to start now. Bruce Wayne
would, of course, be “out of town” until his injuries healed cosmetically, but Batman
could always continue his nightly patrols, no matter how banged up he might appear.
Indeed, he preferred to be conspicuous after a JLA mission, often rousting suspects
near the Iceberg for the sole purpose of being seen. He knew it was unlikely anyone
would have noticed his absence of a night or two, especially as the Batmobile’s
automated appearances around the city were calculated to give the impression of an
active and vigilant Batman. But just in case any criminals had noticed and been
emboldened by his disappearance, he liked to make a striking and fear-inspiring
reentry.
In preparation for this, Bruce returned to the cave, noticing as he went the gray cat
Whiskers’s curious interest in the clock passageway. He made a mental note to bring
some catnip oil from the cave and smear it on other objects in the study to draw the
cat’s attention away from the clock, and perhaps find a coating for the base of the clock
itself to act as a deterrent. Menthol or camphor should do the trick.
Not feeling up to a full workout, Bruce warmed up with a few low-weight curls…
then a dozen tricep pressdowns… and finally an abbreviated Tai Chi cycle.
Feeling invigorated, he took a bottle of water from the cooler and logged into his
workstation. He began with the Oracle summaries of Nightwing, Robin, Batgirl and
Spoiler’s activities—they weren’t nearly as thorough as his own log entries, but that
was expected—there was a curious note:
SpecSurv Gig-G.B.: Still at I despite S.
Reassigned Bouncer/Doorman.
Batman easily translated this as a Special Surveillance they were conducting of
someone designated Gig or G.B. at the Iceberg Lounge. The individual was “still” at
the Iceberg “despite S” which Batman deduced meant still working there despite Sly’s
return—“reassigned as Bouncer/Doorman.” So Gig-G.B. must have been the interim
bartender.
He wondered why Oracle was ordering this special surveillance—this was the first
he’d heard of it. And he wondered more about the follow-up comment:
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Good news or bad? Now BG can keep him in sight without
venturing into the I.
Normally he would call Oracle immediately and get a full report, but there was still
too much to get caught up on. He simply made a note to look into it once he’d finished
the news clippings and download summaries…
Arkham was reporting that Joker regained his sight. The brief lip-twitch was almost
immediately replaced by calculations as to when the madman would take action now
that his vision was restored.
The At Large list was an obscenity, and Bruce swore at it obscenely. Harley Quinn—
released from Arkham already. Two-Face—released already. Mad Hatter, Scarecrow,
Roxy Rocket, Catman. Why didn’t they just change the name and get it over with:
Arkham Bed and Breakfast for the Criminally Insane, Convenient to City, Office open 24 hours.
Call for reservations or visit our web page…
As he always did when he became agitated with the At Large list, Batman started to
multi-task. He opened the JLA database and made his entry for the Gamma Gorgon—
and added an addendum to Clark and Diana’s entries before closing the file.
Then he pulled up the summaries of the autodownloads. There were four flags:
A restaurant opening in NoHo, executive chef: Carol Lewis. The
inversion of the name Lewis Carroll could pique Mad Hatter’s
interest.
The regular armored car pickup at the establishment Fleurey’s,
scheduled for every second Thursday this month, occurs on the
22nd. Obvious Two-Face target.
The Gotham Imperial Hotel: Top three floors booked by foreign…
Batman read no further, recognizing the name of the establishment instantly. It was
where Ra’s Al Ghul stayed when he dared come to Gotham City in person.
“Computer,” he snapped, “VOX Enable. Defcon 4 Protocols activate.”
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CHAPTER 4: DEFCON 4
With great care, Jason Blood set the photograph of Claire on an honored spot on his
bookshelf. The little box cut from green amber, he moved from the 16th century
mahogany desk to a more prominent position on the Spanish carved entry table. The
move into this new flat made a welcome diversion, and he found himself in no rush to
complete the decorating. Indeed, one of the more pleasant aspects of being back in
Gotham City was the plethora of galleries, antique shops and auction houses. He
wondered, as the doorbell rang, if Selina might like to accompany him to a few
auctions. She was certainly knowledgeable about art, and he felt he should make some
gesture to thank her for signing over her beautiful flat to him… He opened the door—
and sucked in his breath sharply.
The man before him looked no less surprised than Jason himself.
“Łąqųęųş vęŋęƒĭċįųm,” Blood ordered, “Øßŧįςęřę.” Instantly, the visitor was struck
immobile and mute, and Jason regarded his prisoner coldly. He had had many
dealings with Ra’s al Ghul, the faux immortal that had to dunk himself in a toxic pit to
buy another handful of years. And Jason recognized instantly the dress of a Demon’s
Head messenger. That Ra’s would dare approach him this way—any way in fact…
“ßųŁŁą rħðmbå,” he said, encasing the messenger in a magical bubble, “Mąġưş
mąĮųşċųłųş đęxţęŗę. You may speak now. Do so. What is your message?”
The messenger was silent, reluctant to deliver his missive to any but the intended
recipient.
“łmþęŗĭųm ċǿŋłǿqųǿŗ,” Blood ordered.
“A Missive,” the messenger recited, “from the great and powerful Ra’s Al Ghul,
Light of the East, Terror of the West, Apex of the age of Oneness through One Rule by
the most worthy Demon’s Head, Anointed of Anubis and Osiris, Chosen of Ra, whose
greatness is not desecrated nor destroyed by death or grave, he who dies not but arises
phoenix-like from ashes to rule again, whose dominion is Yea the entirety of the world
of Man. To the Catwoman, Gotham City, North America. Madam…”
Jason Blood laughed heartily.

Defcon 4. Was there ever such a beautiful word?
“No unnecessary traffic between the house and the cave. Any time spent in the cave is in
costume, no exceptions…”
He’s adorable when he goes all batty like this.
“All secondary access points, like the elevator in Alfred’s pantry, are deactivated.”
I realize that’s a minority opinion, but it’s how I feel.
“Alfred won’t be going into the cave anyway—or the clock passageway.”
See, that’s the guy I fell for.
“Satellite cave is shut down.”
Segue into the bad-ass technophile coming up fast.
“JLA transporter is shut down.”
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It’s not that I was panicky about moving in.
“OraCom is restricted to VH priority transmissions only, of no longer than 15 seconds,
anything that goes into the buffer will be random-scrambled to mimic alpha hiss.”
I’ll admit it was an adjustment. How could it not be?
“Non-resident operatives—Robin, ‘Wing, and Batgirl—may enter the cave only through
exterior entrance B…”
But Whiskers and Nutmeg settled in so easily, I must admit that shamed me into
pulling myself together.
“Final laser disable must be keyed from their transponders 30 to 60 seconds before the vehicle
crosses electric eye omega.”
I was uneasy that first day once the furniture got here. I’ve been sleeping in his bed,
most nights, for months. And Alfred has been setting the day’s menus next to my
morning coffee for almost a year.
“Digital signatures on the transponders will be recoded every 12 hours.”
But technically, I wasn’t LIVING here.
“Workstations 3 and 4 are dedicated to analyzing the feeds from the high-def digital cameras
monitoring known Demon agents, and scanning the closed captioning on all television &
satellite broadcasts for the keyword matrix, respectively.”
Living in HIS HOUSE.
“Those high-def cameras have a 36 hour backup, although we’re downloading every hour…”
A reaction was natural, I said. Cats are fiercely independent creatures.
“Jet fuel and other W-tagged supplies won’t be restocked, so usage is strictly as-needed.”
But the one fiercely independent creature was sitting in his lap licking a paw while
the other snuck off with one of his socks.
“Now, security on the manor grounds…”
So much for it being a cat thing.
“…surveillance cameras, and, of course, the alarms on the windows…”
I did pull myself together. I’m living here now. This is my home. His house is my
home. And it’s good.
“Bruce Wayne is out of town until the bruises heal anyway…”
But it’s awfully good to see that other guy. Get grounded again in where we began.
“…no reason to expect visitors, but if someone did arrive…”
Defcon 4. Say it soft and it’s almost like praying.

The Royal Suite of the Gotham Imperial Hotel had one feature Ra’s Al Ghul found
particularly gratifying. The 6,000 square feet meant nothing to him; the five bedrooms,
five and half baths, and two livingrooms were of little interest, nor was the wine cellar.
But the “jacuzzi,” situated like a Roman bath with its cupola and tromp loi frescoes,
bespoke of an ancient empire when royalty meant power. Not like these modern kings
that might stay in this suite who were mere figureheads for elected governments. No,
this was the room of a Caesar!
Ra’s had ordered the jacuzzi covered with planking and Persian carpets. This lush
area would be the throne room in which he would receive his guests. As the hour
grew near for the first summoned criminal to appear, Ra’s became impatient. He
wanted to meet these paragons of the Gotham City X-factor. Every moment he spent
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in this wretched city made him more eager to learn its secret. In particular, every
moment he spent with devoted but ineffectual minions like Ulstarn and Ubu made him
more ready to welcome a different type of follower. Consider his new Ubu:
“It would be the greatest honor to give my life protecting yours, My Liege. But if we
are in the company of three different individuals who might pose a threat, my sacrifice
may not be enough. If it is your Imperial wish to test the three Gothamites Ulstarn has
summoned, it is prudent we have two additional guards accompany us.”
Ra’s grimaced. It was true there were times when the intrigues and stratagems of the
Demon’s Head were too cunning for mere mortal understanding. But THIS was not
one of those times. His plan was simple enough: Gothamites had something, he knew
not what, that set them apart. He wanted to employ one to bring that quality into his
operation. There were three candidates; he would interview each, just as he had
questioned the prospective Ubus, and then he would choose one. That one, and only
that one, would then be tested. Nothing about it was difficult to understand.
Yet Ulstarn, Talia and now even Ubu seemed to misconstrue his intentions.
First Ulstarn came to him inquiring if he might have the honor of indoctrinating the
new recruits. Ra’s explained (with a patience that proved the Demon’s Head could be
as benevolent as he was mighty) that not all but only one candidate was to be brought
into the fold and that the traditional indoctrination should be postponed, as
brainwashing might interfere with the Gotham X-factor he sought in this person.
Then Talia called with a list of housing and diet requirements for her
“imprisonment.” Ra’s explained (with a patience that proved the Demon’s Head could
be merciful as he was great) that he did not need her physical presence as a faux
captive, only the photographs. He would, as he had in the past, tell the chosen
individual that his daughter had been kidnapped, show them the photographs, and
offer them a great bounty to recover her. He and Ubu would then accompany them on
their search and observe how they progressed through a series of trials. Once he saw
how the candidate reasoned and fought, he would know if they were worthy to serve
him—and in this case, he would begin to know what it was that made the Gothamites
so special… There was a curious hacking sound when he said this. (With a patience
that proved the Demon’s Head could be as lenient as he was fierce,) Ra’s chose to
believe that noise was, as his daughter claimed, static interference caused by
thunderstorms over Metropolis.
First Ulstarn, then Talia. And now it was Ubu. Ra’s explained (with a grimace that
proved however benevolent, merciful, and lenient the Demon’s Head could be in the
normal course of events, his patience was not, in fact, as limitless as his might and was,
in fact, fraying fast, and if his minions did not cease riling him with their willful
misconstructions, blood would be spilt and heads would roll!) that they would be
putting one and only one Gothamite through the trial.
And thus it was an uncharacteristically flushed and exasperated Ra’s Al Ghul who
sat in the Roman bath/jacuzzi/throne room of the Gotham Imperial’s Royal Suite,
waiting for his 12:00 appointment with the first of three Gothamites that might save
him from his devoted minions.
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Alfred Pennyworth was from a country that kept their theatres open during the
London Blitz, so breakfast at Wayne Manor that first morning of Defcon 4 was laid out
as usual: baskets of bagels, muffins and fresh fruit, a toast rack, pastry, juice, tea,
coffee, and a covered dish warming eggs, bacon and kippers over a tiny flame. Next to
Bruce’s place at the table lay a sheet from a loose-leaf dayrunner, listing any
appointments for the day. Next to Selina’s lay a similar sheet with the day’s menus.
As was customary, they served themselves at breakfast. This was fortunate, for it
meant Alfred did not have to watch as Selina drew floor plans and schematics all over
his menus, proving conclusively that there were seven routes into the Gotham
Imperial’s Royal Suite and not four as Bruce stubbornly insisted.
Finally, Alfred was forced to interrupt to announce they had a visitor. The butler
noted only that Master Bruce was too engrossed in the argument to question why a
visitor was admitted when Bruce Wayne was “not at home.” That reason became clear
enough when they reached the drawing room and saw who the visitor was.
“Jason Blood,” Selina cooed, “the man, the myth, the legend.”
“What the hell have you brought into my house?” was Bruce’s greeting.
“Selina, I have some of your mail,” Blood said politely, ignoring Bruce and pointing
to the DEMON messenger floating beside him in a 5 foot pulsing orb of light.
“Jason, things like this come to the cave, not the front door. What is this—”
“Relax, Bruce. He is in a ßųŁŁą rħðmbå; he cannot see or hear anything but what I
will him to.” Jason’s voice shifted to channel even the minute amount of magic
necessary for the spell: “łmþęŗĭųm ċǿŋłǿqųǿŗ, Herald of Ra’s Al Ghul. This is
Catwoman. Deliver your message.”
Bruce Wayne’s eyes grew dark and foreboding as the messenger in the bubble
recited his speech. First, there was Ra’s daring to come to town—No, FIRST, there was
Ra’s having agents in his city—No, FIRST BEFORE THAT, there was Ra’s Al Ghul’s
existence! But once you accepted that this sociopathic megalomaniac existed at all, that
he had agents in Gotham City, and that he kept sending agents into Gotham no matter
how many Batman ferreted out and sent packing, that he would dare—DARE!—come
here in person—AND THIS WAS TWICE NOW!
“…summoned to the Imperial Presence at twelve o’clock precisely.”
And NOW on top of THAT, he was sending come hither candygrams to SELINA!!!!
“Well now,” she purred when the message concluded. And she wore that damn
little catsmile that was so inappropriately amused by all the wrong things, “Now there
are eight ways into the royal suite.”
“Don’t even joke about it,” he warned in the Batman’s deep gravel. Then he turned
to Jason and spoke with a focused intensity that was not quite human. “Tell me
everything you know and I don’t about Ra’s al Ghul. Everything. His history, his allies,
his strategies, victories and setbacks—”
“Bruce,” Jason answered, “You’re talking about 800 years of material. You sure you
have that kind of time?”
“Try me.”

Ubu could not understand what was happening. The Master’s 12:00 appointment
seemed to be… late. It was unthinkable. How could anyone summoned to the
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Demon’s presence be late? The idea of a no-show was even more unimaginable; so
when a woman appeared for the one o’clock audience, Ubu figured it must all be a
misunderstanding. Gotham City was six or seven hours behind Romania depending
on something called Daylight Savings Time. Ubu decided that, in his inexperience, he
must be misreading the clocks. It was not actually 1:00 but 12—and this good woman
was, of course, on time for her appointment with Ra’s al Ghul, for who would ever
flout the power of the Demon’s Head?
Her appearance did not quite tally with the description he was given: she was
blonde, not brunette. She looked about 5’ 3,” not 5’ 7.” And her outfit was red and
black, not purple. But she was here for an audience with Ra’s al Ghul, and if she wasn’t
the 12:00 appointment then she must be the 1:00, and she clearly was not a 6’ 180 lb
man with two faces. So Ubu opened the door for her and intoned:
“The great and powerful Ra’s Al Ghul, Light of the East, Terror of the West, Apex of
the age of Oneness through One Rule by the most worthy Demon’s Head, anointed of
Anubis and Osiris welcomes The Catwoman of Gotham City, North America into his
most Imperial Presence.”
Harley Quinn and Ra’s al Ghul simultaneously freaked out—or to be more precise,
Harley freaked out while, at the same moment, Ra’s underwent a transformation that,
for one not imbued with the timeless dignity of the Demon’s Head, might be called
freaking out. This transformation involved a rapid reddening of the face, a bulging of
the veins in the neck, and a kind of gurgling sound kept at the back of the throat to
minimize the volume. It was this last that fascinated Harley Quinn, and she
complimented it. It was very close, she said, to what Mistah J called a dry spittake.
Why, her Puddin’ used to sit for hours watching Whose Line is it Anyway with a glass a
Gatorade and… *sniff* Her Puddin’… *sob* Her Mistah J!
While Harley wept all over the fine furnishings of the Royal Suite, Ra’s tried to
fathom why Ulstarn and Ubu had, between them, delivered him the laughing man’s
concubine in the mistaken belief that she was the Detective’s concubine… and also he
left orders to have his suit dry cleaned since the mad clown’s mistress was blowing her
nose on his lapel.

“Well that was a waste of time,” Bruce grumbled once the door closed behind Jason
Blood.
“I thought the Renaissance years were entertaining,” Selina demurred, “and even if
you didn’t, it wouldn’t have killed you to offer him a chair.”
“He can sit down without being asked,” Bruce spat, heading for the cave.
“It’s called being polite,” she countered, following him.
“Selina,” he stopped and turned at the clock entrance, “Kitten. Love of my life. I
don’t think you appreciate how serious this is.”
She seemed to consider that for a moment and then touched his cheek.
“Bruce, my dark knight, my dearest love. I don’t think you appreciate how serious
this ISN’T.”
“He’s here in Gotham.”
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“Yes,” she agreed, pausing to let the admission sink in before adding, “and he’s a
hairdo.”
“The same hotel as before. Sending out invitations! He’s not even trying to hide that
he’s here.”
“I’m not worried. Bruce, you’re ten times the man he is. You’ll take him.”
They walked silently to the cave… to the costume vault… and wordlessly began
changing into costume. He had gotten as far as the leggings, chest plate, boots and belt
when he started speaking, quietly, as if to himself, but still loud enough to be heard.
“There are three unbreakable rules for dealing with an enemy like Ra’s: Never let
them know where your buttons are. Never let them know your real objectives or what
you value. Never take what the enemy gives you. With Ra’s, I’ve broken all three.”
He turned, completely in costume but for the cape and cowl, and those he held in his
hand. And yet the man standing before her wasn’t Batman. This was that searching
vulnerable soul she first recognized in that other vault.
He stepped towards her, just as he did that night before he kissed her. Their eyes
locked, and when he spoke, it was that same strangely intense whisper.
“Selina. The JLA mission went to hell because they wouldn’t use my tactics. I’m the
strategist. I don’t have a meta gene or a power ring. I’m the thinker. Ra’s came close
to taking out the JLA—Ra’s ‘the hairdo’ came close to taking out the JLA using my
protocols. Do you understand? I’m that good, Selina. I am, as you said, twice the man
he is.”
“Ten times,” she corrected.
“And still, I’ve broken all three rules with him. He knows where my buttons are.
When he attacked the JLA, he got me out of the way by…” he shuddered, unable to
continue. When he did speak again, his voice quivered on the words, “he dug up my
parents and hung their coffins over the Lazarus Pit. He knows how to push my
buttons. He knows what I value: justice, this city (he’s here, in my city, WHY?), my
family. He took you last time to get me to come to him. Now he’s sending you
invitations and—”
“Three rules, you said,” she interrupted, “never take what he gives you?”
Bruce paused and turned away.
“It was necessary,” he said softly. It was a long time ago, and they had talked about
it. But he could see even that distant allusion to his past with Talia hit a nerve. He
wondered if the Defcon 4 protocols needed to be revised now that Selina was in his life
(“Examine thoughts for demonspawn subtext before opening your mouth”).
“I know it hurts you to hear about it, and I’m sorry for that. I encouraged her; I
admit it. I never trusted her and I never loved her. But I let it play out because she was
the only way inside what he was doing, and this is life and death.”
She said nothing, but her fingertips traced the insignia on his chest. He inhaled
sharply, that one simple action reawakening the bat, banishing the doubts and
ambiguities for a time.
“So you broke a few rules,” she said finally, looking up at him with daring eyes,
“that’s what they’re for.” Naughty grin. “You’re still ten times the man he is. He’s
still a hairdo. And you’re still going to kick his sorry ass all the way back to Nepal.”
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Ra’s was fuming as he went back to the bedroom to change his shirt and tie. He was
at a loss to rate the exact degree of his outrage. Not just any of these criminal vermin’s
concubines did they send him, but the mad clown’s! That that lunatic called Joker was
allowed to live was testament to the failure of the Detective’s methods and the need for
global order Demon rule would bring. Indeed, when the Detective finally came to his
senses, embracing his destiny and agreeing to wed his beloved Talia and become his
heir, Ra’s fully intended to present him with the laughing man’s head as a wedding
gift, on a platter, with an apple stuffed in the mouth. He already had the platter, made
especially by the monks of the Tharlam Monastery in Tibet.
By the time Ra’s returned to the throne room, Harley Quinn had been removed, and
Ulstarn and Ubu quaked in fear—as well they should. Ra’s was seriously considering
if that Tibetan platter might not be put to better and more immediate use to present
himself with the gift of Ulstarn’s head. Were it not for the difficulty of disposing of
bodies in the Detective’s city…
“My Master,” the excrescence groveled, “mere words cannot begin to express my
mortification at this unfortunate series of misunderstandings—”
“SILENCE,” Ra’s ordered. He had listened to enough oaths of loyalty—in the long
form—from this repellent toady, that he was not about to sit and listen to an equally
prolonged apology. “There can be no excuse for this appalling incompetence. Ulstarn,
if there were any man readily available who could take over this important Gotham
City operation, you would be, at this moment, on a boat back home.”
But no, that would never do. For Ra’s remembered he had placed Ulstarn in Gotham
to keep him on the far side of the world.
“There is still one individual remaining, who this unworthy servant ventures to hope The
Demon’s Head may find suitable…”
There would be no cushy exile to the compound in Nepal or Romania for him.
“…he has excellent credentials…”
No, he would have to be sent somewhere equally remote from the heart of DEMON
operations.
“…fought bravely against the Dark Knight on numerous occasions…
He would be sent to… to…
“…the Upstart Nightwing as well as fighting the Imposter Azrael when he was so foolhardy
as to take on the Detective’s mantel…”
By chance, Ra’s eyes fell on the photographs acquired to test the chosen candidate,
photographs of his daughter…
“…extensive and detailed knowledge of the criminal classes of Gotham City…”
That was it!
“—and unlike the other summoned Gothamites, he has arrived promptly for his 2:00
audience…”
His daughter! METROPOLIS. He could transfer Ulstarn to Metropolis and let him
annoy Talia for a while!
“Ra’s al Ghul, Light of the East, Terror of the West…”
Yes, he would exile Ulstarn at once.
“…welcomes to his Imperial Presence…”
If only there was someone fit to replace him.
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“Greg Brady of Gotham City, North America…”
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CHAPTER 5: FRESH PERSPECTIVES
From his position atop the corner of East and Worth, Batman could survey the eight
city blocks that were the core of Gotham’s Chinatown. It was never as dark as other
parts of town. Canal Street especially—awash in neon and brightly colored banners remained bright and busy long into the night. More and more shops stayed open late,
many setting up sidewalk displays to attract passersby. Many items for sale were
mundane, knockoff watches and handbags, but there were plenty of other stalls,
especially on the south side, offering unique Chinese items: curious fruits, roots and
herbal remedies; authentic rice bowls, tea services, and chopsticks. And of course there
were the restaurants, hundreds of them, filling the air with thick tangy odors that made
the mouth water.
Behind him, Catwoman lay stretched out, flexing her leg slowly in a half-speed
version of her warm-up exercise. Then she lifted the leg entirely and swung it over her
body.
“Do you have to do that; it’s distracting,” he remarked, adjusting the amplification
on his night vision lenses.
She stuck out her tongue but said nothing.
“That’s distracting, too.”
“What do you care,” she laughed, “you’re facing the other way.”
“I know you’re there; I know what you’re doing.”
“I don’t believe you’re still upset about it, that’s all.”
“I am not upset.”
“Just because it worked—”
“I am not upset about it.”
“—and you didn’t think of it first.”
He grunted. He couldn’t deny that it appeared to have worked, that the conditions
necessary to make it work had been in place for over a year, and that technically he had
the key item in his possession since that very first encounter with Ra’s Al Ghul—if only
he’d thought to use it as Selina had.
She was on her stomach now, arching to grab hold of her ankles behind her back.
And he realized his self-recrimination was pointless. Nobody—NOBODY but she
would ever have thought to do such a thing, and it was pointless pretending otherwise.
“I’m the strategist,” he had told her, “I don’t have a meta gene or a power ring. I’m the
thinker.” Which was true. He wasn’t the only thinker, that was all.
Activity in the storefront drew his attention back to the surveillance.
“There he is,” Batman murmured, watching the new man in this DEMON cell, the
one who was clearly in charge now, the one who replaced that paranoid psycho
Ulstarn. Batman remembered him. He was a Joker henchman, a bruiser.
This is why Ra’s was in town, the sick bastard. He was recruiting.
It was hard to think of a Joker henchman as “an innocent,” but at the moment
Batman could not think of him as anything else: a Gothamite, one of those he was
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sworn to protect, drawn into Ra’s al Ghul’s perverse clutches. Joker henchman or not,
that man was a victim who must be freed.
Recruiting. Ra’s al Ghul coming to Gotham City to recruit men. It was obscene. But
the evidence was undeniable. Batman thought back to the night of the discovery…
Shortly after Jason had left the manor, he and Catwoman had gone into town. When
the time came, he would assemble the full team for an assault on Ra’s Gotham
headquarters, but for the preliminary fact-finding, the two of them were more than
sufficient. It was a rooftop much like this one, opposite the hotel. Catwoman had
stretched out behind him and yawned while he refocused the night vision lenses.
“Any change?” she had asked.
“None.”
“Only eight men?”
“Yes. Last time, he had fifty with him. This is wrong. No sign of Ra’s himself. No
Ubu. Only eight men left. And it looks like they’re… packing up.”
His earpiece chirped. ..:: Boss? ::..
“Go ahead, O.”
..:: You’re won’t like this. ::..
“I know.”
..:: Gotham Imperial has Sheik Ziad Bin Manakh booked into the Royal Suite starting
tomorrow. ::..
“Noted. Batman out.”
He looked again towards the listless activity of the eight DEMON flunkies that
remained in the royal suite. But he saw only the nothingness of night air between him
and that building across the street. “He’s gone,” Batman said softly. “He came into my
city, did exactly what he wanted, and left almost before I knew he was here. I don’t
even know what it was about.”
“Then let’s find out,” a seductive voice purred while a clawed finger crept into his
peripheral vision pointing towards the hotel, “Eight droogies; no waiting.”

Two-Face read over the blueprints for a second time. An armored car made a pickup
from Fleurey’s every second Thursday. This month that would be the 22nd. That gave
him exactly two days to finalize his plans—which was exactly how he liked it. This
particular model had A2 double thick armoring with double-bonded windows, icing
on the cake. The only disappointment was that it would enter through the 25th Street
Parking Garage and not an even number.
Harvey the goody-good proposed a coin toss because of that little wrinkle, anything
to try and derail his crime. But Two-Face was not about to risk a tailor-made heist like
this. He reminded Harvey that there had already been one coin toss in relation to this
robbery, in deciding to commit it or not, and the bad side won. If Harvey insisted on a
second toss because of this 25th Street business, that would be two. Two coin tosses.
That meant when they hit the car and the time came to kill the guards inside or not,
there could be no third. No coin toss for the guards: Bang. Bang.
Harvey couldn’t argue with that. He had to allow those future guards the 50-50
chance of keeping their lives. He retreated to the back of Two-Face’s mind while the
other resumed studying the plans.
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Or he tried to.
A low hum from the Phoenix console told him his perimeter defenses had been
breached. Glancing up to the monitor he saw the intruder blithely traipsing into the
theatre lobby—just as she had before—heading straight for the lasers and the gas. He
cursed and rushed off to intercept her.

Batman knew she was holding back. There were eight DEMON agents remaining in
the hotel, and Catwoman took out two, obviously leaving six for him to work out his
frustrations. It was… satisfying… for exactly 1 and ¾ minutes.
Catwoman had left her two goons incapacitated but conscious, so he questioned
them. Like all Ra’s flunkies, they were useless as informants. Either because they were
brainwashed zealots that would die before they betrayed their master, or else, more
likely, because they didn’t know anything, they remained steadfast and silent through
threats and thrashing.
“Useless,” Batman growled as the last man fell insensible. “We could wait until one
of the others wakes up and try again, but it’ll just be more of the same.”
There was no answer, so he turned. Nothing. She had left.
He found her in one of the living rooms… and for the first time since DefCon 4 was
declared, he felt that pleasant tug at the corner of his mouth.
Catwoman stood at the far end of the room before a Louis XVI desk. True to form,
she’d found the suite’s safe—behind a portrait of Napoleon Bonaparte, now removed
from the wall and leaned against the desk. She’d opened the safe and spread the
contents out on the desk. Whatever they were, she was looking down on them with a
cat-that-ate-the-canary grin.
“Bad kitty,” he chided, crossing the room and smacking her bottom as he reached
the desk. Then he sucked in his breath when he saw what she was looking at.
“Well somebody has certainly been bad,” was Selina’s amused murmur, before
breaking into a full laugh.
Batman looked down at the photos, fully aware why Selina found them so
entertaining, but unable to share her enjoyment. They showed Talia, bound and
gagged. He’d seen images like this before. It was his first encounter with Ra’s al Ghul:
Dick had been kidnapped. Within hours, he received photographs of his son tied up in
just this way. Then Ra’s showed up with similar pictures of Talia—kidnapped by the
same people, he claimed. The “loving father” proposed they work together. It was a
test. Four countries, nine booby traps and sixty assassins later, the truth was revealed.
Batman was Talia’s first pick for a husband and this was all Daddy’s way to decide if
he was worthy.
Several years later, he used the same test, minus the second kidnapping, to test
Azrael for the League of Assassins.
And here once more were photos of Talia, “kidnapped” yet again. Ra’s was testing
someone. Someone in Gotham had been shown these photos and was even now
stepping into that first booby trap. The sickly certainty that Ra’s was here recruiting
was mixed with a gnawing uncertainty: Was Ra’s al Ghul a hairdo? He was using the
kidnapping bit again. His last visit, he stole his master plan from General Hospital, and
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before that, the actions he took against the JLA were taken from Batman’s own
protocols. Even the blackmail scheme he launched last year bore a striking
resemblance to the intrigues Jason related from the Renaissance court of Lorenzo di
Medici.
Just when was the last time the Demon’s Head had a new idea?

“Quinn!” Two-Face roared after he rescued her, a second time, from his lobby lasers,
“We told you already: you don’t need a lawyer, you need a leash. In fact, you need
two. One for your hyenas and one for your asinine self.”
“Oh Twofers, it’s not the hyenas this time, I wanna sue somebody. See, I wentta see
the Cadaver afta you said you weren’t intarested an—oooooh, big gun.”
“The correct word is ‘double-barreled.’ Much like the correct pronunciation is ‘I
want to sue somebody… I went to see the Cadaver…’ See how that works? If we
cannot prevent you finishing that story, we will insist you do so without further
assaulting our ears and the English language. Understood?”
Harley nodded.
“Good. Then proceed: ‘after we said we weren’t interested…’”

The Batmobile was equipped with a bulletproof windshield, infrared/thermal
imaging, ejector seats, and an autopilot that freed the driver to give his full attention to
an arsenal of defensive weaponry. And for all that, Batman felt he had no protective
shielding for what he faced on that drive home from the Gotham Imperial Hotel. The
waves of unease coming from the passenger seat were a palpable force, capable, he felt
sure, of jamming the OraCom, melting the windshield, frying the autopilot, and firing
off the ejectors. He decided the only defense was a strong offense:
“Selina, what did you make of those photos you saw?”
She paused. It was a pause he knew, a rooftop pause. She was formulating a bit of
felinity.
“Kinkier than I would have expected,” she pronounced finally, “from someone who
talks like Theodoric of York.”
Bulletproof windshield, thermal imaging, ejector seat—nothing to deal with felinity.
It was pointless to pretend the situation wasn’t what it was. Ra’s al Ghul was in his
city recruiting. In Gotham City. Like it was Bulgaria or Kurdistan. Talia was
involved, or at very least knew something. It was clear what he had to do. Selina knew
that as well as he did. Hence the brave show of heedless felinity—followed by a
deafening silence. It was clear what he had to do. Still, he said nothing until they
reached the cave.
“I’ve got to go to Metropolis,” he said, unable to face her as he spoke.
“Sure.” It was a flat voice, her best bluff: ‘You should have waited until I’d opened the
vault and had the goods on me’ when she’d already been inside and had the Hapsburg
Ruby tucked neatly into her cleavage.
“You have to go to Metropolis,” she repeated his words, “That’s where they keep
her, isn’t it.” It was so matter-of-fact. The whip had never stung half as much as that
flat, controlled tone. She was being so careful not to give anything away. It hurt like
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hell. They were lovers, they were living together, it was more than a year since the
masks had come off. And now she was shutting herself off from him, being guarded
and careful.
Then came worst blow of all; she let him off the hook.
“Oh, by the way, if you’re going in Wayne One instead of the Batwing, I left a jazz
CD and a Paris Vogue in the cabin, maybe you could bring them home.”
“Sure,” he said, carefully lifting his voice out of Batman’s octave into Bruce’s more
casual tone, “I love you, Kitten. I won’t be long.”

Harvey Dent took two aspirin, and then Two-Face took two more. The latter was all
in favor of ditzy blondes in red and black leather hanging around. But the former
couldn’t help but notice that Harley Quinn had an awful lot of energy, and all of it
dedicated to being annoying. She wanted a lawyer. Again. She was here on his
doorstep with her tassels bent out of shape (literally), wanting to sue Ra’s al Ghul.
While Harvey’s first impulse was to rip open his shirt revealing a blue vest with the
letters DA in gold type, his second impulse was to smack her upside the head for being
such an idiot. She went to the Cadaver in his place!! She thought it would be FUN??
And now she wanted to sue for damages because his goons roughed her up a little?!?!
“Tassel Twit” is what Selina called her, and never had the label seemed so apt.
He was about to return the aspirin bottle to the medicine chest, when he decided
instead to keep it with him for the duration of her visit. It was just a hunch, but he felt
having 200 painkillers in his breast pocket would be a wise precaution. When he
rejoined Harley at his desk, she was looking over the armored car specs.
“This is a Chevrolet Suburban,” she said with uncharacteristic savvy and proper
diction, “the Ford E-350s are more common. And the new Navistars would give you a
lot more bang for the buck.”
“This one suits our needs,” he assured her. “It matches the vehicle we will be
replacing. Besides, we prefer to buy items like these second-hand, so newer models are
not an option. Also, this is the only vehicle which comes in black and white.”
Harley shook her head sadly. “Or. Black or white. See, right here.” She pointed to
the printout. “But that’s okay, Twofers, I can run down to the 7-Eleven and getcha
some spray paint.”
He frowned, not because he would have to buy a black or white van and do the
detailing himself, but because clearly Harley meant to stay. The whole need-a-lawyer
routine, he realized, was a ruse, maybe a conscious deception or maybe not, but a ruse
nonetheless. Because she was lonely and aimless without Joker or Ivy to guide her, she
was attaching herself to him.
He had to find something constructive for her to do—not going to the 7-Eleven
certainly. Besides being two odd numbers, Two-Face was pretty certain the 7-Eleven
did not sell spray paint. But something, something to keep her occupied—either that or
get her and Joker back together… which would cause Ivy to kill him…
In his mind, he again ripped open his shirt, this time revealing a new t-shirt with the
words “Just because I look at you when you speak, you shouldn’t assume that means
I’m listening to or care about what you say…” He pictured himself pulling off the
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remains of the dress shirt and twirling it in the air like a Chippendale’s dancer before
tossing it across the room and turning to reveal the words on the back “…that’s just
something I do to be polite.”
What did he care what Poison Ivy thought! He would do as he damn well pleased,
and if that meant getting Joker and Harley back together so he could plan his robbery
in peace, then that is what he would do.

::Good Evening, Mr. Wayne,:: the assured voice of Captain Leffinger greeted him over
the intercom after takeoff, ::I hope your business in Metropolis was concluded successfully.
We’re looking at clear skies all the way back to Gotham. You can expect a very smooth flight,
sir. And we’ll be touching down at the Executive Airport at 8:13 local time.::
Bruce set his watch back to Gotham time rather than grunting at the intercom.
Captain Leffinger was a superb pilot, but Bruce hated not being in control. He would
have much preferred flying to Metropolis himself in the Batwing, but he really had no
choice after Selina concocted that story to ease the tension about his going. He’d even
picked up a Paris Vogue and a jazz CD to extend the charade. It would be an in-joke
between them, to show he understood and appreciated what she’d done.
Like many private planes, Wayne One was tastefully appointed in burl wood and
white leather. A center aisle divided the cabin in two, an overstuffed sofa on the left,
two equally deep chairs on the right facing a small table, this inlaid in lighter wood
with the WE logo. At the rear, a tiny but efficient kitchenette enabled travelers to help
themselves to espresso, cappuccino, spring water, or several bottles of properly chilled
champagne, the former to be drunk from WE-embossed Lenox china and the latter
from WE-etched Steuben crystal.
A covered hutch beside the sofa concealed controls for the media center. A 2 x 2
video grid mounted in the front wall served up movies and satellite programming,
high-speed internet, video conferencing, or the feed from a camera mounted in the
nose of the plane. Bruce had watched the takeoff this way, but switched it off now that
the landing gear was raised. He took a few grapes from a bowl of fruit on the table.
Then, on an impulse, he popped the new CD into the media center.
Ella Fitzgerald and Louis Armstrong…
♫ I thought I’d found the man of my dreams.
Now it seems, this is how the story ends:
He’s going to turn me down and say, “Can’t We Be Friends?” ♫
Bruce shuddered and looked at the CD sleeve in distaste.
♫ Never again. Through with love, through with men.
They play their game without shame and who’s to blame? ♫
If there was anything Bruce hated more than not being in control, it was not
understanding what was going on. And he definitely did not understand what was
going on with Talia.
♫ I acted like a kid outta school, what a fool… ♫
It was not his past behavior with her clouding his perceptions, of that he was certain.
She was acting odd. She had been… helpful. No evasions about Ra’s being in
Gotham. No transparent lies about what he was up to. No thin excuses for her own
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involvement as far as supplying those photos. Bonus information he hadn’t asked for
that the former Gotham ops leader, Ulstarn, had been transferred to Metropolis.
♫ I should have seen the signal to stop ♫
He hit the stop button angrily, then selected a new track. Appearing to cooperate
usually meant she was playing a part for Daddy, but if the info she gave him was all
part of Ra’s scheme, Batman could make no sense of it. What was Ra’s game? What
was the point in letting Batman know he was recruiting in Gotham or that he’d
transferred Ulstarn?
♫ April in Paris…♫ a sultry piano tinkled and teased before an aching, wise and
lustrous voice soothed from the speakers …♫ April in Paris… this is a feeling… no one
can ever reprise… ♫…
Bruce sat back on the sofa, letting the music pour over him. Maybe what he needed
was to step back from it for a few hours. He’d been consumed with thoughts of Ra’s al
Ghul since the moment that alert flashed.
…♫ I never knew the charm of spring, never met it face to face ♫…
It was a two-hour flight back to Gotham. If he could put it all out of his mind until
he got home, then approached the problem with a clear head, the answer would
probably jump out at him.
…♫ I never knew my heart could sing ♫…
Home. Selina.
…♫ never missed a warm embrace ♫…
Now that Metropolis was over with, that strain would be gone. It might be helpful
talking it through with someone.
…♫ Til April in Paris ♫…
A fresh perspective.
…♫ Whom can I run to ♫…
He checked his watch—still an hour and a half until they touched down.
…♫ What have you done to ♫…
And even if they didn’t brainstorm the Ra’s question together, he would think better
at home.
…♫ my heart. ♫

“The problem,” Harley Quinn declared, “with trying to conduct a relationship with
someone like Puddin’ or Pammy is that they’re what we in the psychology game call
‘high maintenance personalities.’”
“Damn straight,” Harvey agreed, flipping his coin. Checking it, Two-Face added
“She’s not a natural redhead, you know.”
“It’s natural,” Harley recited loyally, “it’s a henna rinse.” Then she burst into one of
those Jokeresque cackles to show she didn’t believe it.
Harvey considered her carefully. His first attempts to learn what happened to bring
about ‘Splitzville’ between Harley and Joker were not successful. Any question,
comment, or overly wide grin led to tears. But he could sneak up on the subject, he
found, by discussing his own romantic woes. Harley would listen attentively, and
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often as not, make an empathetic nod or ask a leading question that showed she really
was interested.
His feelings could not be called romantic; she was far too flaky for that. But she was
good to talk too. She had a therapist’s training, but she was too loony to be seen as
detached or judgmental like Dr. Bartholomew.
It was certainly nice to have someone to talk to and maybe even unburden himself of
a few conflicts. Two-Face didn’t seem to mind, though his dark side normally kicked
whenever Harvey had such thoughts at Arkham. Bartholomew would not look nearly
so fetching in red and black leather, even if he were inclined to wear it to sessions.

When I got home, Alfred said Selina was taking a walk. Nine o’clock at night with
DefCon 4 measures in place on the grounds, and she went out for a walk. Not that the
grounds security was much of a deterrent with her. On the way to the cave, I
wondered if I should hire her to revamp it like she did Wayne Enterprises. Or maybe
‘hire her’ wasn’t the proper word, now that she was living here. I should just ask.
Casually.
Even from the cave monitors, it took a few minutes to locate her. She was on a
footpath near the stables, walking back towards the house. I went out to meet her, and
for the hundredth time had to wonder if maybe she does have some special cat-way of
seeing in the dark, because she spotted me immediately, almost like she had a sense I
was nearby…
“You’re back,” she said. Simple enough thing to say, but she sounded so… pleased.
It was understated, but it was there and it threw me. I’m still not used to this. Having
someone waiting, having someone so genuinely pleased to see me come home.
“Yes.” It was Batman’s voice. I don’t know why.
We started walking back towards the house. It was quiet except for the crickets, a
comfortable quiet. When we passed the alpha zone motion sensors, it reminded me to
ask her about revamping the manor security. The words weren’t out of my mouth
when she stopped walking. I turned to see why and, even in the dark, could feel those
green eyes boring into me. Suddenly, the cricket quiet was a lot less comfortable.
“Did I say something wrong?” I asked, “I figured you’d like the idea. I thought
you’d feel appreciated.”
“Last time you wanted me to tighten your security, it was because the demonspawn
was sniffing around Wayne Enterprises. Just what the hell happened in Metropolis,
Bruce?”
Oh.
Master Strategist, I.
“Not a lot,” I answered, truthfully. “She admitted Ra’s was here, confirmed that he
was testing someone. He’s decided there is an X-factor Gothamites have that his
minions lack and he wants it on the payroll.”
Her eyes gleamed for a second.
“DEMON. Ask about our superior med/dental, 401k, and vacation packages,” she
joked.
Impossible woman. Still, I felt my lip twitch. But it wasn’t funny and I felt I should
put my foot down: Nothing about Ra’s al Ghul is funny.
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“He should know that someone born and raised—or at least who lives—in this city is
not going to be easily swayed to the DEMON method and—”
“Yes, dear.”
“The presumption that he can just waltz into Gotham and start having his ‘pick of
the litter’—”
“Yes, dear. Anything more?”
“A bit,” I sighed, “Talia admitted her own complicity as far as sending the photos.
That seems to be as far as her involvement went, unless it’s all a ploy and all the
information she gave me is part of the scheme. He could be toying with me; that’s
always a possibility.”
“No, not this time. I think you can assume what she told you is accurate, for once.
Anything else?”
I couldn’t see what she was basing that on, or what she was pushing for. But I knew
the best way to find out was to answer her question.
“Ulstarn is transferred.”
“The raving paranoid? That’s overdue.”
“I agree. But he was useful. Better ‘the devil you know.’ There’s no telling who or
what might replace him.”
“She didn’t mention that?”
“No.”
“Hm. I guess maybe she doesn’t know. Oh, well. Anything else?”
“No. Selina, what the hell are you driving at and… wait a minute, actually…” I
heard my mouth stumbling while my brain struggled to nail down the thought. Yes.
There was one other thing. I didn’t even realize it until that moment: Beloved. I don’t
hear it anymore, it’s like Alfred’s ‘sir’… I looked at Selina and, mask or no mask, that
was Catwoman looking back, an exceptionally pleased Catwoman, a curiously and
unnervingly triumphant Catwoman.
“…She only said it once,” I finished my thought out loud, “Only one ‘Beloved’ in a
ten minute conversation. And that almost seemed like a slip, because she sort of bit her
lip after.”
I suppose any man should be glad to see his girlfriend happy, it means life will be
easier for a while. But if the better part of your relationship with a woman was
adversarial, you never entirely shake those old associations. At that moment, it was
impossible for Bruce Wayne to see a happy girlfriend because all Batman could see was
a hungry cat. Scratch that—all Batman could see was a fed cat. A happily well-fed cat.
“Selina, what have you done?”
“Shh,” she held up her finger like she does at the opera for her favorite aria, “Some
moments must be savored.”
“Selina,”
“Like a fine merlot.”
Ah, my mistake, not the opera savor, merlot.
“Selina. What did you do?”
I gave her my best glare. It is less potent without the cowl, but being outside and in
the dark did seem to boost its effectiveness. It produced a naughty grin, which meant
she was finally ready to tell me:
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“Remember that fascinating little concept you stumbled onto last Halloween? What
was it called: Talia Wolfsbane? Well… I found it.”
“You… what?”
“I found it. And I faxed it to her.”
I cursed myself for wasting the glare prematurely. But she continued without
further prodding:
“I faxed a little note with it, explaining that you were coming and that I was sure you
would be given her total cooperation—without all the nauseating badinage. And if not,
then the wolfsbane would be forwarded to the appropriate parties, leading to such
epoch-making bylines as: Wallstreet is buzzing today about those illicit bondage photos of
LexCorp CEO Talia Head. No comment from the White House.”
In the years since I dedicated myself to avenging my parents’ murder, I have seldom
been left speechless.
-The time Harley Quinn bound me up in plastic as an “action figure” to give to Joker
as a birthday present…
-The time Oracle caught me testing her security…
-“The easy way or the hard way, Catwoman?” “Why Batman, how hard to you want
it to get?”
-And this.
Ra’s thinks there’s an X-factor that sets Gothamites apart.
For once, the hairdo might be onto something.
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CHAPTER 6: THINKING OUTSIDE THE
BOX
“MMM. MMMM. MMMMMPHMGRLMMMM… Fellas, next time we order,
definitely more of the barbecue spare ribs. You guys gotta try these.”
The DEMON agents all stared at Gr’oriBr’di, trying to fathom this new test. The
removal of “The Ulcer” Ulstarn was certainly welcome, but they trembled to learn
what sort of man The Great One would have sent to replace their fearsome taskmaster.
They knew from the prestigious second apostrophe that the Demon’s Head must hold
Gr’oriBr’di in high regard. But beyond that, the man was a mystery. He questioned
them, not as Ulstarn had about their movements and conversation when he left the
room, but about the menus of the local restaurants: “Boy, look at this. Shredded pork
with black bean sauce, ginger shrimp with subgum wonton, ma po tofu, bean curd
homestyle… In my neighborhood, it was mostly a Cashew Chicken and Fried Rice
kind of thing. So what’s good?”
None knew how to reply to this, so they stood respectfully to await their orders.
That led to more pointed questioning about the Pan Fried Noodles and Peking Duck.
In desperation, M’varone brazened to say that once on his afternoon off, before
Gr’oriBr’di’s most revered predecessor Ulstarn thought it best to discontinue the
practice, he had partaken of lunch at the Ho Sai Gai restaurant down the block, and
that he found the chicken with snow peas very satisfying.
Rather than being rebuked for his insolence, M’varone was sent to fetch a menu from
the Ho Sai Gai.

Across the street and several stories up, Batman watched the proceedings while,
behind him, Catwoman stretched her legs, partially because she was bored and
partially to tease her companion.
“Do you have to do that?” he remarked, “It’s distracting.”
After enough banter that she felt acknowledged and appreciated, Batman focused
again on the surveillance. “There he is,” she heard him murmur as he snapped a
digital photo of the new DEMON leader. A predator by nature, Catwoman’s interest
in the stakeout increased exponentially with the sighting of prey. A nimble slink
brought her to Batman’s side, looking towards the storefront.
“Oh,” she blurted, surprised.
“What?” Batman asked, using a palm-size console to send the photo to the
Batcomputer for analysis. On a point-for-point comparison of thirty facial features and
measurements, a search through the full criminal database could take hours. Since he
knew it was a Joker henchman, that narrowed the field considerably, but if Selina had
more precise information still…
“It’s Greg Brady.”
“Kitten, there are times when your sense of humor leaves a lot to-”
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“Oh, give it a rest, will you. His name is Greg Brady. Took over the bar at the
Iceberg when Sly went 404.”
As she spoke, the console in his hand beeped, indicating a match. Batman looked at
the file scrolling on the console, then at Selina, then at the storefront, then back at the
console.
Greg Brady, a.k.a. Giggles, height, weight, scars…
Batman hit escape several times, then punched the screen feverishly with the stylus,
frustrated at the limited interface of the mobile console compared to the cave
workstations. In the time it took him to consider swinging down to the Batmobile to
use the car’s VOX controls, the little palm console had accessed the logs.
There it was, the notations that had puzzled him right before he discovered Ra’s
arrival in Gotham City.
SpecSurv Gig-G.B.: Still at I despite S.
Reassigned Bouncer/Doorman.
Oracle’s special surveillance. Giggles/Greg Brady—still at the Iceberg despite Sly.
Now BG can keep him in sight without venturing into the I.
What was going on???
A deductive mind sparked into action, locking onto the question with the force of an
electric magnet and reaching to grasp hold of every known scrap of information—and
every known source to obtain more.
He catalogued them: Catwoman, Oracle, Brady himself—and in all probability,
Batgirl.
Then he prioritized them:
-Oracle. Was always only a comlink away, and having ordered the special
surveillance was the most promising.
-Catwoman. Physically closest, she could not only provide immediate answers, she
would overhear anything said to Oracle if he called the latter first. Oracle, on the other
hand, would know nothing of the conversation if he questioned Catwoman first.
-Brady. A hostile informant, at best. Batman preferred to know as much as possible
before confronting the opposition.
-Batgirl. How she figured in, he would have to learn from Catwoman and Oracle.

Batgirl slumped visibly when she made her regular detour patrolling through NoHo
to check activity near the Iceberg Lounge. Again, Gregory was not in his usual position
as doorman. She couldn’t guess what had happened to him. The only two methods of
finding out were to disguise herself again and infiltrate the bar—unthinkable after her
last misadventure—or to attack some Iceberg scum once they’d left the bar and beat the
answers out of them.
That was easier said than done.
What would she ask? The language of intimidation Batgirl spoke fluently. She
could make any scum understand that they better ‘fess up or they would taste their
own spleen. But demanding answers was one thing; asking the question was another.
What could she possibly ask? “What became of that handsome bartender who fought
like a panther?”
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She ground her boot into a tin can and kicked a broken Pepsi bottle into a trashcan
lid.
Love sucked.

Harvey Dent and Two-Face were, for once, able to agree without resorting to a coin
flip. What they felt for Harley Quinn was not romantic. Two-Face lusted. And
Harvey was availing himself of a little free therapy, much like everyone he knew
prodded him for free legal advice.
The price—there was always a price—was this sidekick business.
Her costume, at least, was suitably divided in half, both horizontally and vertically.
No trip to Kittlemeier’s necessary for a new outfit, just a wig. The wig was divided
down the center, black and platinum blonde. Harvey couldn’t understand why she
refused to wear it. She didn’t squirm at wearing tassels with bells on the tips, but twotone hair made her look silly?
Then there was the matter of her aim. When Harley pointed a gun, it seemed, the
victim would always have a 50-50 chance… and so did everyone else! Maybe Joker
didn’t mind the odd stray bullet taking out an easy chair or a hapless henchman, but
Two-Face liked a bit more order in his random violence: The coin went up, the coin
came down, scarred side said: Kill!; unscarred said: ‘Shit, 2 out of 3 then.’ ‘No cheating,
Two-Face.’ ‘Shut up, you.’ ‘Sore loser.’ ‘Lawyer.’ ‘Gangster.’ ‘Ivy-whipped.’ ‘Ditto.’

“Look Handsome, I really have, from the beginning, considered this to be an interbat situation. You should take it up with Oracle, not with me.”
“Humor me,” Batman insisted. He could feel her reaction to the deep, gravelly
voice. There was no outward sign, no purr or sigh or blush. But they had shared that
unspoken physical connection for so long, his body could sense her response: She
liked it. It turned her on.
“You’re here now,” he pressed, a crustier edge on the ‘r’s meant to convey menace.
“Tell me.”
Chinatown is not as dark as many parts of Gotham. The neon glare from Canal
Street diluted the gleam of thrilled feline eyes cutting through darkness. But it couldn’t
diminish the slow magnificence of a catsmile creeping over parting moist lips.
“Or?” she challenged, daring him to complete the threat.
A gloved hand gently brushed back her hair at the shoulder, then grasped the back
of her neck firmly while the other hand touched a single fingertip to her lips. He licked
his own lip for an instant, considering the options… then shook it off.
“Selina, there isn’t time. Tell me.”
Her eyelids flickered downward, a pouting cat, one of those moments she truly
seemed to be her namesake.
“OK,” she sighed, “You’re no fun, though.”
“So I’ve heard.”
“Long story short: Batgirl saw him punch out some lowlife BC was trailing, and
she’s a little smitten.”
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“Smitten?” he pronounced the word like a disease.
“Oracle roped me into it because it was Hell Month, so I asked around the Iceberg.”
“Smitten?”
“He seems mostly harmless, as decorative henchmen go.”
“SMITTEN? I can’t have operatives smitten with someone that high in the DEMON
organization.”
The neon glare from Canal Street did little to dilute hostile feline eyes flaring
through the darkness.
“Yes, that would be a sticky little problem, wouldn’t it. Look—”
“I didn’t mean it that way.”
“Obviously.”
“I just meant: DEMON or Joker, it’s all fraternizing with the enemy and…” He
slowed, realizing that implication was no better than the other. “Damnit, you know
what I’m getting at.”
“You don’t want Batgirl chasing after Greg Brady.”
“Right.”
“Fair point.”
“Thank you.”

“QUINN! That chest Duo and Ditto are attempting to carry from the armored car
weighs approximately six hundred pounds. It will weigh less if you STOP SITTING
ON IT!”
“But Twofers, if I hop down—”
“AND DON’T CALL US TWOFERS!”

“Oracle, this is not an unreasonable question. I am not an unreasonable man.”
Batman paused, knowing the woman on the other end of the comlink was smirking
at his words exactly like the woman in front of him was. He shot a ‘behave’ glare at
Selina, then spoke again into the OraCom:
“Why didn’t you tell me about this? Batgirl was… socially… tracking a member of
the rogue community, and you thought it wasn’t my concern?”
..:: …thought it was something best handled by the girls… ::..
He grumbled at ‘the girls’ as the quacking in his earpiece continued.
“And when exactly,” he interrupted, “were you planning on telling me about this?”
..:: When she turns 30, ::.. came the cheeky reply.
He grunted. “Fine. At least you’ve put a stop to it, right?”
There was interference on the channel that sounded suspiciously like Barbara
scraping a fingernail across the mouthpiece.
..:: You’re breaking up, Boss. Will check in later. ::..
“Oracle. ORACLE!”
A lightning move, his hand flared out and grabbed Selina’s wrist. Ignoring her
outrage, he took one of her clawed fingers and dragged it methodically over the mic.
“Yes, O, confirmed. I’ve got the very same interference going on here. So we’ll cut this
short. Just give me Cassie’s location. NOW.”
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Two-Face groaned, not with the pain of a concussion but from the grim certainty that
he was again bound for Arkham Asylum. Another splendid crime spree cut short by
that vicious baby bat with the killer right hook and a penchant for driving her dainty
boot into his skull.
Not to mention the fact that he was bound for Arkham—for the second time—in the
company of a female accomplice, not Poison Ivy, when Ivy herself was in residence.
The thought of yet again being referred to as one of “the triangle at Arkham”…
The thought of being one of the triangle was quickly and horribly exorcised by the
realization that it was not a triangle this time but a rectangle—for Joker was ALSO
currently in residence at Arkham. Two-Face took absolutely no consolation from the
addition of a fourth, and therefore an even number of participants in the relationship
tangle. “Divisible by two” is small comfort if you’re snorting SmileX.
In desperation, he bit his tongue until blood seeped through his lips, fell to the floor,
convulsing horribly, and when the guard bent down to help him, Two-Face rammed
his heel into the crouching man’s groin.
He liberated himself, his coin, but not his accomplice, and charged the van doors,
rolling neatly to a stop on the apron of Interstate-2. He smirked at the roadsign,
flipped his coin, and began walking back to town.

“Just give me Cassie’s location. Now.” Telling, isn’t it. Cassie. Not Batgirl. He tried
to pretend it was all business, that it was the DEMON investigation and nothing more,
but I knew better. ‘Cassie’s location’ meant it was personal. He cares more than any of
them give him credit for. I’ll never understand why they don’t see it. Just because he
grunts. That’s his way.
So… he pretended it wasn’t personal. And I let him…
When we caught up with Batgirl, she had just polished off a Two-Face/Harley Quinn
robbery. What that pair were doing together is anybody’s guess. Cassie wouldn’t
know; she doesn’t follow the interpersonal plotlines as a rule. All we could gather was
that there was an armored car, a couple goons, a couple guns, and then there was a
wailing and weeping and gnashing of tassels. Fate, yet again, doing its little tap-dance
on Harvey’s colon.
The paddywagon had just left, carting them all off to Arkham. Worse luck for me. If
there were rogues or cops still around, I would have watched the proceedings from a
safely distant rooftop. But since there was no one but Cass to see me with Batman, I
stuck around.
He started off with the “information” angle: What do you know about this Greg
Brady? What are his habits? How did he get the Ra’s assignment? Etc.
That last one was big news to her. The Ra’s assignment: “Is that where he went?
Where did he go? Where is he now?”
THAT just set off the battitude: “No, I’m asking the questions. What do you know?”
And THAT just set off the teenager: “NOT asking questions until answer mine.”
As I said before, an inter-bat situation. I could have been safely across the street,
watching from a rooftop. But no, I was in the middle of it.
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“He is wonderful, much to learn from him, vicious like a panther fighter, but still
handsome with soft sandy hair—and sensitive—and funny—and smart—and he sings
and plays racquetball and—”
“Enough. This isn’t a conversation. You will NOT continue searching for this man.
Understood.”
“…”
“Answer me.”
“…”
“Madmen with enough C4 to put a hole in the world, no sweat. Gamma-Gorgons,
not ideal but manageable. But a 17 year old crushing girl…”
It’d seen that look before. Usually at Tiffany’s. The flubberdiwhat look: What am I
going to do with you, you incomprehensible, female thing?
“…there’s just no hammering teen-infatuation-angst into the round hole of rational
thinking…”
I knew right then he had never had anything like this with the boys. Hormones, of
course, there would have been raging hormones with teenage boys. But he probably
has standard protocols for that by now: Robin notices Catwoman’s cleavage—initiate
memorization and quizzing on the periodic table of elements.
But he had nothing prepared for this current scenario. That would bug him,
something he hadn’t anticipated. He’d hate that—which meant a shitload of trouble
for Batgirl. Working him into a state like that is not something to be done lightly. I do
it, of course, but I know what I’m doing and I know I can handle him. But Batgirl?
She’s a vicious little thing as far as the crimefighting goes, but she is just a kid, more so
than the boys ever were. She was so unequipped to handle something like this, I
actually thought about stepping in.
I know. Soft touch.
But before I could decide either way, I noticed the fuming had stopped and he
wasn’t even looking at her anymore —he was looking at ME? Like it was all my fault!
Or—maybe not my fault, but something—the bat wheels were turning and I couldn’t
fathom how.
“Come on,” he said; fired the ascender and that was it.
Weird.

Gr’oriBr’di, a former henchman himself, decided that the first change that needed to
be made was this time-off business. Why this “Ulcer” wanted all his men underfoot
24/7, Greg couldn’t imagine. There was nothing for them to do but stand around, and
having apparently no lives at all outside of the job, they didn’t even have anything to
talk about while they stood around.
He promptly gave the two senior men the night off, instructing them to go out and
have some fun. He suggested the Iceberg if they had no better ideas of where to go.
Say ‘Hi’ to Mr. Cobblepot, he told them, mention his name and Sly would surely take
good care of them.
That left him with the three remaining agents. In the interests of passing the time
after they made their brief reports, he tried making conversation on the only interest
they had: the job. He demonstrated some favorite moves, a block against high kicks, a
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chokehold, an upper chop. It opened them up a bit. It was an okay way to spend the
evening, swapping techniques and stories. Still, he looked forward to the day, once
they had all experienced an evening off, when they would get some interests besides
fisticuffs and join him in the Ho Sai Gai’s delicious spare ribs.

Two blocks shy of his hideout at the Flick Theatre, Two-Face stopped in a 7-Eleven.
He still didn’t like the name, but he was not so fanatically opposed to making a
purchase (or two) if 1- he thought they had what he wanted and 2- it was his idea and
not the suggestion of a pathologically annoying twit.
He searched the aisle thoroughly, and finally found what he was looking for after the
grueling walk back to the city from the interstate: blister pads.

He didn’t say a word about it until we got home. He went straight to his
workstation and made his log entries, I went to the worktable, heated some cocoa on
the Bunsen burner, and set a mug by his elbow. Instead of the usual thanks/grunt, his
arm shot out and settled on my waist.
“Don’t go up to bed yet. I want to talk about something.”
Come, Sit, Stay, I thought reflexively. He’ll never learn. Still, I let him pull me onto
his lap. I can’t help it. I just love the look of him this way, in costume without the mask.
“Yes?” I said, stroking his hair.
“Got a favor to ask. About Cassie.”
“I already told you, this is an inter-bat…”
“No. This is the Gotham City X-Factor.”
“Excuse me?”
“Never mind. Look, about Cassie: Isn’t there some kind of Haagen Daaz thing you
women do?” While I sat there, stunned, he picked up the mug and sipped. “Good
cocoa.” Twitch.
I take it back.
He does learn.
Because this was new.
New for him. Others do it. Harvey. Eddie. Oswald. Dick does it beautifully: It’s
the Clueless Guy appeal: “We are but poor simple creatures living out our lives in a
testosterone fog. Allow us, oh good and gentle lady, to partake of your special female wisdom
and see our way to the light.” To be followed by: “Oh for pity sake, Dickey, FINE, I’ll install
your new video card for you, but this is the last time!”
It’s a maneuver, I’m certain, as old as Ra’s al Ghul himself. But it’s new coming from
him. I am vengeance, I am justice, I am a poor clueless tripod? No way. When the
Dark Knight is reduced to “Isn’t there some kind of Haagen Daaz thing you women
do?” what choice does a girl really have but to smile, nod, and agree to help him out.
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David Cain raised Cassie to be an unthinking killing-machine. The moment Batman
took her off that path, teaching her not to kill and giving her new direction as a
crimefighter, the seed was planted. She was a person, not a machine. She had a choice.
The killing machine David Cain programmed could never have disobeyed her
sensei. His word was all there was. She could not even think to do otherwise, even to
reject the idea.
But the girl Cassie had become could think beyond her sensei’s will. She could, in the
great tradition of rebellious teens, think to examine Batman’s precise words, searching
for a loophole: Batman had said she was not to continue searching for Greg Brady. He
did not forbid her to patrol, he did not tell her to stop being Batgirl. She was a
crimefighter. And Chinatown was as likely to suffer crime as any other part of town.
Yes, she knew Ra’s al Ghul kept his Gotham base there. Yes, now she knew Gregory
was working for Ra’s. But surely that did not mean she should let crime happen in
Chinatown. She was not “continuing to search” for Greg Brady, she was simply doing
her job. Fighting crime. In Chinatown.
That was her thought swinging south through the West Village, through Soho,
through TriBeCa, and finally reaching Chinatown itself. The thought froze at the
entrance to the Canal Street Subway Station… for there, looking down to street level,
she saw the sleek, eerily silent black of the Batmobile.
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CHAPTER 7: X FACTOR
The greatest weapon in Batman’s arsenal is fear. It is a simple concept, one that can
penetrate the psyches of the most insane madmen: do wrong in Gotham and you risk
the wrath of the Bat.
Under the law, a criminal is judged sane if they can distinguish right from wrong.
And yet many an Arkham inmate would be in Blackgate Prison if the courts could look
into their hearts and do the math: They all feared Batman. They knew Batman only
punished wrongdoers. Q.E.D., they knew their actions were wrong.
Similarly, Batgirl’s awareness of her own culpability may be judged by her reaction
to sighting the Batmobile. She thought she had convinced herself of a loophole: She
was not disobeying Batman, she was just patrolling in Chinatown. Yet the sight of that
sleek, silent car turning towards the DEMON base made her blood run cold. Guilt was
a new experience for her: an agitation similar to the adrenaline that drove her in battle,
but colder and claustrophobic. It held her back when it usually spurred her on. She
didn’t like it. Much as her curiosity burned to follow Batman and see what was to
transpire between her mentor and Greg Brady, she could not bring herself to continue.
She left the vicinity of White Tiger Curios just as two DEMON agents rounded the
corner at Ginseng Imports.

M’varone had enjoyed the evening at the Iceberg Lounge more than Clafong had.
He had been in Gotham City longer. He remembered when DEMON agents were
allowed some time off—before Ulstarn saw that Omar character wave at Ishmael and
decided there was a plot behind the messenger’s suggestion that his friend see Star
Wars: Episode 2. But even before that crackdown, when they all had nights off from
time to time, the DEMON operatives kept to themselves. They might observe characters
like Scarecrow or Hugo Strange, but they would not go drinking with them. M’varone
found it fascinating seeing those figures from the intelligence reports in a different
context.
Clafong found it all a little overwhelming. Too many faces, too many voices, too
many drinks to choose from, too many songs on the jukebox. A woman called Magpie
asked him to buy her a drink. A man called Jervis told him stories about the
bartender’s love life.
Being less preoccupied on the walk home, Clafong was the first to notice the car. He
pointed in dread and whispered to M’varone: “He whose name must not be spoken.”

“Batman! Been a while, what’s shakin’?”
Greg Brady was aware this was not a stellar opening. Whenever the Masked
Manhunter appeared at the Hacienda, Joker had done all the talking. Giggles’s job was
to: smile—politely. Then smile—like you know something about his sister. Then
telegraph a right hook and jab, jab, jab with the left.
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So “Batman! Been a while, what’s shakin’?” was new. But still, it was words, that’s
what mattered. It let Batman know who was in charge of the operation, where to direct
all the threats and venom.
“Batman! Been a while, what’s shakin’?” The opening hadn’t been stunning, Greg
knew. Batman was certainly not stunned by it—but curiously, his new underlings
were. Gr’oriBr’di had spoken the unspeakable name! Right in the masked vigilante’s
face! No wonder he rated a second apostrophe.
“Step outside, Brady. We have business to settle between us.” With frightening
economy of movement, a gloved hand shot outward and knocked U’skal into the wall.
“Or do I have to go though the formality of stepping on these cockroaches to get to
you.”
Greg Brady was, at heart, a henchman: first into the fray and not one to stand
behind while other men did the fighting. Still seated at the desk, he smiled—politely,
held his hands up, curled them into fists and squeezed until the knuckles cracked his
assent. Then he stood and smiled again—like he knew something about Batman’s
sister.
“After you,” he said simply.

Only partially recovered from the Gamma-Gorgon, it was easier for Batman to
prolong the fight with Brady without blatantly pulling punches. A flurry of kicks
knocked him backward against a decorative stone lion and the impact enraged his
injured shoulder. Then the creative bugger broke through a store window and
improvised a weapon from the lid of a metal steamer.
Batman realized, to his dismay, he had a real fight on his hands. But that would
serve his purpose better than a sham.
“Look at you, Brady, you’re no DEMON drone. You’re one of us, a Gothamite.”
This as a broken pane of glass bit into body armor and Batman was forced to
backhand his opponent onto the pavement. Recalling an earlier battle with “Giggles,”
Batman repeated an Oi-Tsuki, a lunging punch, followed by a Sanbon-Tsuki series of
three strikes, then a Hirakin flat fist punch—which Brady blocked soundly and
responded with a magnificent Mawashi roundhouse that sent Batman sprawling
backwards into the already broken window.
“See what I mean,” he said dryly, hurling himself clear of the window and his
charging adversary. “You fell for that last time. Didn’t now. You leaULGHNG—”
A finger thrust to his throat made the point better than the words they cut short. By
necessity, Batman devoted the next minute to a silent exchange of blows, until a poor
crescent kick gave him the opening he wanted. A knifehand block, reverse wedge and
Kosa pin later, he could speak to his opponent at length without stopping to block
more attacks.
“How did you like the trip to the Philippines, anyway? That would be where the
trail for poor kidnapped Talia led, right? A cave in Samar, Ubu let you go in first that
time instead of making you defer to Ra’s. A dozen more assassins were waiting inside.
Which would have been a problem, except they all fight the same way, and by that
time you’d licked forty of them. You know what that cave is called, Giggles? Can90
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Yawa Lungib, ‘Devil’s Cave.’ That’s the level of intellect you’re working for. No
imagination. Hasn’t changed his act in 1200 years.”
In disgust, Batman released Greg from the pin, tossing him forwards.
“And the last round of the test would have been fighting Ubu. Right? And here’s
what Ubu did.”
Batman jettisoned the karate style he had been using and lunged to execute Ubu’s
Greco-Roman body throw. Brady dodged, as expected, and Batman wordlessly
progressed to a double-leg tackle. Again Brady dodged. And finally, attempting to set
up a hopeless belly-to-back souple, Batman at last heard the words he was waiting for.
“Okay, okay. Stop that shit, will ya?”
Batman did stop, but laid a finger ready on a Batarang, just in case Brady was fool
enough to run.
“I made my point?” the crimefighter asked in a voice deep with derision.
“Yeah, yeah, okay, it went just like that.”
“Wasn’t even the same Ubu that I fought. That was the last one.”

Back at the manor, in Selina’s room, she was again rubbing his bruised shoulder.
“You told him Ra’s al Ghul is a hairdo?”
“I didn’t use that word, Kitten, but I did try to make him see he has something Ra’s
lacks. Brady can think outside the box, adapt to new circumstances. They can’t. So
they’re feeding off him like vampires, using him to breath a few more years of life into
their hopeless, dead end quest to conquer a world that’s passed them by.”
“You should have said Ra’s was a hairdo and left it at that,” she murmured,
“because that ‘you can do so much better that this life of crime’ routine isn’t nearly as
compelling as you think.”
“Selina, I’m not saying Brady is in your league, but he was smart enough to stay
alive henching for Joker. And for a smart man, I don’t think it’s too subtle a point to
grasp: if Oswald Cobblepot is the best boss you’ve ever had, you’ve made some serious
vocational errors.”
Selina couldn’t suppress her laugh, and Bruce took this as a victory.
“So, in your opinion, was Greg Brady convinced by this argument?”
“I think so. No way to be certain, of course. We’ll have to wait and see.”
“What about Ra’s? You said you couldn’t let him get away with coming into town
like that and doing what he pleased. If you don’t get Brady away from him, how do
you…”
“How do I drive it home to Ra’s that he lost?”
Selina nodded, and Bruce’s lip twitched.
“Simple. I identified the Gotham X-factor. And I faxed it to him.”

“My lord,” Ubu announced with a deep bow, “One of Ulstarn’s messengers,
formerly of the Gotham City operation, has arrived with a communiqué.”
“Very well, Ubu,” Ra’s al Ghul ordered with a bored expression, “admit him to our
Imperial Presence.”
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Ubu shrugged and opened the door, permitting the five-foot pulsing orb of light to
float into the throne room. Within the bubble, the messenger prostrated himself as was
customary before delivering a communiqué to the Demon’s Head. And yet, because he
was encased in Jason Blood’s glowing ßųŁŁą rħðmbå, the effect of groveling homage
was somewhat diminished.
“A Missive,” he recited, “from the Batman, Dark Knight Detective, Guardian of
Gotham City, Caped Crusader, Champion of Justice, Founding Member of the Justice
League of America, He who will not suffer injustice in his city, nor tyranny nor tyrants,
but banishes the despot and his minions time and again from his borders, that they
might know the depths of their failures. To Ghul –comma– Ra’s, Fagaras Mountains, 3rd
Footpath after the gnarled tree on the left. Dear Sir,
“Having examined three representatives of the DEMON organization—yourself,
your daughter, and Ulstarn—I regret to inform you that all were found lacking in a
fundamental ability to grow beyond a narrow and outdated mindset. While I applaud
your desire to join the modern world and enjoy the benefits it offers, I regret to inform
you these limitations will forever prevent your doing so.
“As Gotham City cannot serve your needs, you will, of course, not be returning. I
am therefore shipping your operatives back to you by the usual method.
“Yours truly, Batman.”
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It was not the Rogues nor Arkham staff that coined the term “Green Flu,” but rather,
the employees of Gotham Temporary Services. The city’s largest temp service was well
aware that the periodic demand for dozens of medical, security, clerical, custodial, and
food service personnel at Arkham Asylum were associated with the tempers of a
particular inmate, Poison Ivy. The regular Arkham staffers were loathe to be around
Ivy when she became “moody,” and the surge in call-ins was dubbed Green Flu by the
temporary workers brought in to replace them.
Laura Mertz was one such temp, and it fell to her to fill out the paperwork on the
three new inmates: Harleen Quinzel, Geoffrey “Ditto” Watney, and Julio “Duo”
Cumanez. She had been warned to stay alert, that other inmates liked to isolate new
arrivals during processing and speak to them in areas where the psych staff could not
observe, but that no such unsupervised interaction was permitted. But Laura was
wholly occupied by the baffling admittance forms. Each new inmate had existing files
from prior admissions and the cross-referencing in Quinn’s case alone was a
bureaucrat’s nightmare.
So it was a simple matter for Patient #59-W170 (Wesker, Arnold; a.k.a. The
Ventriloquist) to call Duo and Ditto to the tiny copy room behind the receiving office
and brief them on life in the asylum in this new post-Joker/Harley-split era.

“Listen up, youz mugs!” It was the wooden dummy on Wesker’s knee that spoke
and, like all henchmen meeting Scarface for the first time, Duo and Ditto looked at the
Ventriloquist instead of the doll. “Look at meez when I talks to youz!” Scarface yelled,
“Ignore this gozo. He is hired help, just likes youz twoz.”
“I-I-I’m awfully s-s-sorry, Mr. S-S-Scarface,” Wesker stuttered, “I sh-sh-should have
explained that t-t-to them b-b-before.”
“SHUT UP, YOUZ! Now, weez gonna explain how things works here now, ‘cause
there’s geen some changes. Gad trougles if you don’t knows what’s what. Get it?”
Duo and Ditto looked at each other and shrugged. They had adapted to Two-Face
talking about himself in the plural, but once you worked out that when he said “We”
and “Us” he meant himself, it was all pretty easy to follow. But this weird little guy?
Between the stuttering and the gangster lingo and the fact that the doll couldn’t seem
to say the letter B, a guy would be lucky to figure out one word in ten.
“Good,” Scarface took their shrug as agreement, “Tell ‘em Dummy.”
“W-W-Well, the first thing to know is that Mr. Joker is no longer confined to his
special cell. Doctor Bartholomew felt that it was b-b-best, in light of recent events, that
he be given the same p-p-privileges as all the others to visit the common room and—”
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“Gullshit! What a load a crap! Dat’s not what happened. Joker yaks. Yak, yak, yak,
yak, yak. He was drivin’ Dr. Gart nuts with the ‘yak-yak-yak, ha-ha-ha, yak-yak-yak.’
So Gart lets Joker go in the common room with all of us so he can talks our ears off
instead.”
Ventriloquist nodded sadly to Duo and Ditto.
“Datz why dis whole place reeks of Lemon Pledge!” Scarface went on.
“P-P-Poison Ivy really d-d-doesn’t like Mr. Joker very much, does she, Mr. Scarface.”

When Patient #66-N341 (Nigma, Edward; a.k.a. The Riddler) saw Duo and Ditto
enter the common room, he thought they had been overmedicated. Approaching the
newcomers for a closer look, he soon realized their dazed manner and glassy
expressions were not caused by lithium or peridol, but from listening to Wesker and
Scarface for too long.
“You gotta pace yourself with those two,” he told them. “Ten minutes at a time,
tops. Otherwise…” he pointed to his temple and made a twirling gesture “…you’ll s-sstart guilding death t-t-traps for Gatman.”
It might have been funny under normal circumstances, but in the henchmen’s
present state, the wordplay was cruel. Duo cringed and whimpered while Ditto
stiffened, eyes wide, and fell backwards.
“HAHAHAHAHAHAAAAAAA! What’s with them?” Joker asked, the King of the
Gotham City Rogues eager to meet the new subjects in his throne room.
Nigma ignored the question and looked longingly at the clock. His session with
Bartholomew began at 11; surely the guard would arrive soon to escort him. “LURED
FAD,” he thought, reflexively creating anagrams for “dreadful,” for a dreadful state of
affairs it surely was. When one is so desperate for an hour’s escape from the common
room that he actually looks forward to a therapy session with Dr. Bartholomew,
LURED FAD didn’t begin to cover it.
Why had none of them realized the service Harley Quinn provided just by listening
to Joker’s endless nattering? Joker: a name that produced no anagrams. It was
Riddler’s private way of keeping his brilliant mind occupied to contend with the
stresses of Arkham life, and the damnable chucklehead clown (“A BACKACHE
WELCH LDL MOD NUN”) didn’t have the decency to have one usable anagram in his
name. It gave Eddie a headache—which he didn’t dare mention since the last patient
to complain of a headache, KGBeast, had been sedated for the last four days. And all
for an innocent off-the-cuff remark that he didn’t relish walking through that cloud of
Lemon Pledge hanging in the corridor.
The damn fool guards! They thought he was raving. Temps. Every time there was a
Green Flu outbreak, they had to suffer temps. Issued noseplugs and no idea why, the
idiots had no idea the whole place stunk of furniture polish. Poison Ivy’s pheromones
always took on that scent when she was angry, and the prolonged exposure to Joker
must have short-circuited her entire system. The corridor hadn’t smelled like that since
Two-Face broke the news that he killed her pet flytrap.
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Dr. Leland Bartholomew initialed the memo and placed it in his outbox with the
wistful hope that Brian, the assistant Gotham Temporary Services had sent to fill in for
Miss Vicens, might possibly place it in the correct file. Knowing that was a pipedream,
he picked up the memo again and reread it. Quinn was back. Patient #76-Q18:
Quinzel, Harleen. Age: 27. Hair: Blonde. Eyes: Blue. Height: 5’ 3.” Weight: 114 lbs.
PhD in Psychology and Neurological Disorders, Gotham State University. Known
relatives: None. Diagnosis: Delusional Psychotic.
What a waste. She was one of them. Hardly the best and the brightest, but one of
them. It was true that when she joined the Arkham staff straight out of college, it
seemed like a stepping stone for her. She was in a hurry to treat the most dangerous
criminal inmates, and her reason was not hard to guess: they were the most famous.
After a year, she would depart, write a book, and be launched on a spectacular career
as a celebrity psychologist.
Why not? Age: 27. Hair: Blonde. Eyes: Blue. 5’ 3,” 114 lbs. Why not opt for the
glitz? Why not become a media personality? Why stay in this hellish fortress of
madness with the crazies that just got crazier year after year—that kept coming back
time after time. As fast as Arkham could release them, that cursed Batman sent them
back, and always just a little loonier than they were before. Harleen would have to be
as crazy then as she was now to prefer this to book tours and talk shows.
Bartholomew sighed. And now Harleen was back on his schedule. 4:00.
“Brian,” he hit the intercom, “Move Patient J’s appointment up to two o’clock,
please. I don’t want another incident with he and Ms. Quinn meeting each other in the
waiting room.”
::Um, this button? No, that button. Are you there?:: Brian fumbled hopelessly with the
intercom controls until Bartholomew gave up and walked to the door.
“It’s the yellow button labeled TALK,” he instructed, “but that doesn’t matter,
because now I am standing right here. Please move Patient J’s appointment to two
o’clock.”
“Um, how do I do that?”
The glamorous life of a celebrity psychologist flashed before Bartholomew’s eyes as
if it had been his own. Then he spoke:
“Press S. For Schedule.”

“So then the octopus turns to him and says ‘I’m trying to work out how I can get the
pajamas off this thing so I can give it a good fucking!’ HAHAHAHAHAAAAA!”
“Kill me,” Scarface asked Patient #62-F114 (Frieze, Victor; a.k.a. Mr. Freeze), “Nice
glast of freeze ray right getween the eyes, then GLAM smash me inta freeze-dried
toothpicks.”

“Miss Isley,” Nurse Chin began in that firm-but-compassionate tone they were all
told to cultivate, “it’s been two days in that straitjacket. It can’t be very comfortable. If
you give some sign you’re willing to work with us, Dr. Bartholomew will order it
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removed. And then, after another day in isolation, your social privileges will be
reinstated. You can return to the common room.”
Patient #73-I126 (Isley, Pamela; a.k.a. Poison Ivy) heaved and made a sickly retching
noise.
“Okay, be that way if you want to, Miss Isley, but Ms. Quinn is back in residence. I
thought, you two being such pals, you’d like to see her.”
“Harley is back?” Ivy asked with uncharacteristic timidity.
“Yes, she arrived last night. And she’ll be back in the common room after the
requisite 48-hour observation period. That’ll be just in time for your isolation to be up
if you start behaving now and get that jacket removed today. Deal?”
The woman who considered herself a goddess, Mother Nature incarnate and Gaia’s
chosen vessel of life-giving green, sulked like a sophomore in detention. Then she
nodded reluctantly.
“Good girl. I’ll let the doctor know at once.”

Riddler had no pretensions of being “Batman’s Greatest Foe” like the Joker or Ra’s al
Ghul. It was not a distinction that interested him. If it had been, he could well have
made an argument for it: Batman was, first and foremost, a detective and a thinker.
Riddler was the most formidable mind among Batman’s enemies and the one for
whom the battle was purely intellectual.
Edward Nigma was not conscious of that thought as he sat in the rec room, playing
solitaire with a deck of homemade playing cards. These had been pasted together with
pictures torn from magazines, all the regular cards having been confiscated when they
were found to exacerbate Joker. No, Nigma’s thoughts were not on Batman at all, but
on a new puzzle. A puzzle that drew on his own deductive abilities to be solved: the
puzzle of Hugo Strange.
There had undoubtedly been a shift since Hugo Strange’s arrival at the asylum, a
shift in power—or if not “power,” per se, a shift in the suck-up wind.
It began with the rumors: more new arrivals were headed for the high security
wing. It wasn’t that uncommon, there were always comings and goings at Arkham.
But these newcomers followed so close upon the last, it did cause murmurings.
Something must have the Bat worked up. It happened outside of Hell Month,
certainly. Criminals seldom knew why, and speculation ranged from Ra’s al Ghul to
training a new Robin. The reasons didn’t really matter, the result was the same:
Batman was worked up and there would be hard times ahead for however long it
lasted. Still, speculating gave the villains some sense of control.
An illusion of control, Nigma reflected, for the reality was that two new inmates had
joined them only days after Harley, Duo and Ditto arrived. Neither had made it to the
common room yet. In the former case, the reason was well known: Tom Blake,
(Patient #62-B047, a.k.a. the Catman), had balked when he hit the main corridor into
the high security wing—that smell, those pheromones, mightn’t such a concentration in
the air damage the magicks in his costume? And for that simple comment, they
doubled his meds and scheduled him for back-to-back sessions of aversion and
dissociative therapy.
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Why the second new inmate never came to the common room was more of a
mystery, and one Riddler planned to solve. He had at least deduced the inmate’s
identity. It wasn’t a difficult riddle to solve:
Question: What Arkhamite had recently made a habit of “welcoming” new arrivals
with lengthy briefings on the goings on at the asylum? Answer: Ventriloquist.
Question: What annoying offshoot of Ventriloquist had gone utterly silent since the
mystery inmate’s arrival? Answer: Scarface.
Question: Who, despite being a joke figure among civilized rogues, had a passable
track record as a hypnotist, at least to the extent that he could probably get inside
Wester’s head to shut off Scarface if sufficiently provoked? Answer: Hugo Strange.
The new inmate, Nigma felt certain, was Hugo Strange. But for some reason, Hugo
was not being subjected to the common room and Joker’s limited repertoire of
“Variations on the Octopus Joke” interspersed with “101 things to do with a dead
flytrap.”
Why? That was the real puzzle. Why?
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CHAPTER 2: DR. JERRY’S HOUSE-O-FUN
Edward Nigma finished carving a question mark into the brown object on his dinner
tray. He set the plastic fork down at its place, like an artist finished with a favorite
brush, and surveyed his masterpiece critically. He could normally delight in the cache
of an unanswered question represented by that symbol, but not in this particular case.
For this question mark was not used to seal an envelope holding a taunting clue for
Batman, nor did it crow triumph at a crime scene, silently asking what became of the
empty safe’s contents. No, its meaning here on his dinner tray was all too depressingly
clear: It asked What is this thing?
Riddler’s best guess was some sort of artificial meat… oatmeal? or wheat bran??
marinated in… steak sauce??? and sculpted into… rissoles????
With each new question mark, he grew more depressed. The worst legacy of Josiah
Arkham, Nigma reflected, was not the asylum that bore his name, but these godawful
“Victory Recipes” the kitchens still served. Oatmeal rissoles and potato substitute
might be just the thing if U-boats are blockading the British isles and your meat ration
won’t stretch to Thursday, but in 21st Century Gotham City, they seemed a little out of
place.
Nigma knew he had to exercise his mind if he was to stay sane until his release, and
rather than try to deduce the evening’s mystery meat, he turned his mind back to the
Hugo Strange puzzle. He’d confirmed that Strange was the second new arrival during
the session with Dr. Bartholomew:
“Say Doc,” he had asked, “What happens when there gets to be more psychiatrists
among the inmates than on the staff?”
“Most amusing, Edward. Now can we get started?”
“I’m just sayin’, Doc, Harley and Hugo admitted in one week. Your colleagues are
dropping like flies. Maybe time to tune up your own noggin just to be on the safe
side?”
“Thank you, Edward, I appreciate your concern. But this hour is to be spent on your
noggin. Suppose you tell me what’s been happening since we spoke on Monday…”
And there it was. No denials or feigned confusion. Hugo Strange was back in
residence, and Bart didn’t act like it was any secret. So why wasn’t he in the common
room?
Nigma paced as he asked himself the unanswerable question: How to find out?
How to find out? How to find out? “FOOD UNHIT TWO.” In frustration he started
generating anagrams: “FOUND HOOT WIT.” “WHOD INFO TOUT.”
He stopped and cocked his head, looking back at the question mark on his dinner
tray: “Who would info tout?” he asked the block of mystery meat.

Leland Bartholomew knew positive reinforcement was vital to the learning process.
And his temporary assistant HAD succeeded in pulling and indexing the notes for all
fast-track rehabilitation sessions for Patient #68-C240 (Crane, Jonathan; a.k.a The
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Scarecrow). The only problem was that Bartholomew had asked for Julio Cumanez
(Patient #68-C340, a.k.a. “Duo”). But Bartholomew didn’t have the heart to send them
back. It was practically the first task Brian had completed on his own without
interrupting to ask a dozen obvious questions. It would do no harm, Bartholomew
decided, to review Crane’s file.
Crane’s obsession with fear as a tool of behavior modification.
Spent first four sessions trying to take control of dialogue. Seeks to modify doctor’s behavior
by inducing “fear” or doubt of the process of psychotherapy: Plants suggestion that Arkham
doctors are as crazy as the inmates, if insanity consists of repeating unsuccessful action
expecting different results. Just as “the rogues” (subculture jargon for costumed criminals) go
out time and again to try and defeat Batman, so too the doctors try time and again to
rehabilitate the rogues.
Patient is clearly delusional, prescribe Haldol for delusional trance; Tranquilizers to calm
after entering frenzied state.
Patient cites drug therapy as proof “The doctors all Fear I am right.”

The next morning at 11:15, a full fifteen minutes after Nurse Chin would be on duty
in the infirmary, Edward Nigma complained of a very mild headache. He carefully
stressed that it was surely caused by the awkward angle at which he’d rested his neck
during his session with Dr. Bartholomew that morning, so foolish of him not to realize
at the time, but he was so engrossed on the good doctor’s insights. Again, he stressed,
that was a very mild and muscular pain, and that surely the simple old-fashioned
remedy of aspirin (as opposed to the 900 mgs of lithium that was their first response to
anything that moved) was all that was needed.
While this tactic did not, in fact, get him whacked with 900 mgs of lithium, neither
did it get him taken to the infirmary. Regrettably, Eddie realized what he would have
to do in order to obtain a face-to-face with the informative Nurse Chin.
Patient #62-B047 (Blake, Thomas; a.k.a. Catman) was sufficiently recovered from his
marathon therapy to join them in the common room. Nigma strolled over to him and
sat down. But instead of probing for news of the outside as he normally would from a
recent arrival, Eddie let out a low whistle.
“Quite a shiner,” he observed, pointing to Blake’s black eye. “Batman, of course.”
“Of course. A hunter such as I can only be taken by a predator of equal skill, no
mere sidekicks can hope to-”
“Heh, okay, if you say so.”
“What do you mean?”
“Well, everybody knows the Bat only wails on you ‘cause of the cat thing. He’s
expecting Catwoman at those crimes, Blake, don’t you know that? Then when you
show up instead, he’s pissed. Hence the punching bag treatment.”
“That’s a lie,” Blake seethed dangerously.
“Not a bit. Why everybody knows Selina has first pick of any cat loot that comes to
town, and you get to make do with her leftovers, so it’s only natural Batman would
assume—”
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The punch landed on Nigma’s left cheekbone, which wouldn’t have been his first
choice as it would make a challenge of chewing tonight’s mystery meat. But it
succeeded in getting him into the infirmary with unfettered access to Nurse Chin.

“HAHAHAHAHAHAAAAAA. Now stop me if you’ve heard this. A guy goes into
a bar with an octopus… Croc, Croc, you in there? Anybody ho-ome?”
“Croc here.”
“You’re just staring into space, buddy. What’s up?”
“Anger management.”
“Whoa, big words there, Crockers. So why the staring into space?”
“Croc visualize happy place. Croc visualize not tearing arms off clown when clown
tell joke. Croc think about swamp. Croc not think about halls of Arkham wet with
blood of Croc’s enemies.”
“Eh, okay then. I’ll be over here. Check please!”

“My first is traded for fair ladies’ pert curves. My second, a backwards train.
Without my last, there would be no butchers, bakers, or candlestick makers…” Nurse
Chin listened to this riddling prattle with an expression of tolerant patience, until
Nigma reached the last part, “…and my whole? My whole answers at 212-555-6719.
Extension 12.”
Chin grew pale hearing the phone number of the Gotham Tattler, the tabloid that
supplemented her meager Arkham wages buying information on incarcerated rogues.
“Now Nurse Chin, I don’t especially care if you sell the occasional bit of gossip, true
or false, to some scandal rag. But then I’m a lot more open-minded than most about
that sort of thing. So it’s probably much healthier for you if we keep this as our little
secret. And in exchange, a little tittle for me not to tattle, eh? How would that be? All
I want to know is: why has Hugo Strange not been sent to the common room since he
was admitted?”

“I’ve got a bone to pick with you, Bartholomew!”
“Why Pamela, no plant metaphors? That is an improvement.”
“If you think so, you’re as ignorant as you are shortsighted, little man. Bone meal is
an excellent fertilizer. I want to talk about Harley.”
“This hour is reserved to talk about you, Pamela. You know that. And even if it
wasn’t, you know I couldn’t discuss the other patients…”
“Root rot! You know I know what’s best for her: get her away from Joker. Tell me
that’s not what it says in all your reports.”
Bartholomew looked at his raving patient with a look of calm and impassive
disapproval. He would not be drawn into validating her outburst or confirming her
assertions—however right they were. Harley Quinn’s file did read: Phase 1: Break
obsession with Joker, Phase 2: achieve realization of enabler co-dependent tendencies, Phase 3:
turn focus from crime and train patient to reenter society and live an independent life.
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“Pamela, the interest you take in your friend’s recovery is admirable, but if you
would focus just a little of that energy to embracing your own rehabilitation—”
“You have manure for brains, Bartholomew…”
The doctor’s passive expression never wavered and he made a note without looking
down at his pad. Isley was, despite her psychosis, smart, educated, insightful, and
dignified—until someone disagreed with her. Then she transformed into a violently
irrational harpy.
“…Harley is supposed to be kept away from Joker. Now that you’ve gone and let
him into the common room—and don’t think we’re not onto the reason why: because
you don’t want to listen to him any more than we do, and you figure he’ll get it out of
his system that way. But he’s in the common room now, and Harley will be coming in
the common room, too. They’ll be together, don’t you get it! You’ve got to do
something about this or, so help me, I’ll…”
Bartholomew tuned it out. More threats, he was used to it. But Poison Ivy had
already inflicted her worst. The garden view his office was supposed to enjoy was
completely obliterated by an opaque moss coating the window, and he could no longer
drive his car to work. No matter where he parked, vines would coil into his tail pipe
and gas tank, and by the end of the day, he had to get it towed to Max’s Garage, pay
$75 to have it cleaned out, and suffer Max’s gaffaws.

As much as Catman resented being upstaged by Selina, as much as Catwoman
resented pussy jokes, as much as Poison Ivy resented Gina the Iceberg washroom
attendant validating Hugo Strange’s neanderthal ideas about women, as much as
Harley Quinn resented that damn octopus joke, Edward Nigma couldn’t abide people
confusing jokes with riddles.
Jokes, whether involving musically amorous octopi or not, had no logic. They were
frivolous stories meant to set up the punchline. They were told to get a laugh—or in
the case of the octopus, a pained groan. But riddles were an art form, the work of one
mind that expressed itself by challenging another, a contest between brains that took
pleasure in the intellectual stimulation. One did not laugh at a riddle. And while
Nigma was as inclined to express merriment as the next man, he did not cackle like the
Joker.
If he laughed a little louder and longer than usual at the Hugo Strange situation,
that’s only because it was damn funny. There was no need, surely, to strap him down
this way like he was some hysteric in a madhouse. At least they didn’t sedate him—
which meant, as long as he remained calm and collected, he would most likely be let
up by dinnertime. And tonight he was looking forward to dinnertime.
Because Saul Vics, a ten-year man at Arkham, had house payments. How could any
sane man not laugh at that? Hugo Strange was the new ass to kiss at Arkham, and
tonight Riddler would enjoy a good dinner because Saul Vics had house payments!
Vics was a guard, not especially brutal, but not especially bright either. He had
grown accustomed to a tidy little side income from admitting Joker and Harley Quinn
to the little copy room behind the offices. Since the big split, those bribes had dried up,
and Vics, hard up for cash, had gone about quietly advertising his services. Hugo
Strange was the first to notice and immediately put Vics on retainer. Now he didn’t
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have to go to the common room and suffer Joker’s prattle, plus his own cell was now
equipped with comfortable furniture, a portable DVD player, and best of all—through
Vics—he could order takeout!
Anyone lucky enough to obtain an invitation from Hugo would—after tipping Vics
$25—be escorted to Strange’s cell instead of the common room to partake of stir-fry,
barbecue, or deep-dish pizza.
For the bargain price of $49.95, Nurse Chin agreed to take Hugo a note from Nigma
asking for an invitation.

Hugo Strange was pleased to invite a record four guests to his cell that evening.
Riddler had requested an invitation—a sign, surely, that Hugo was at last beginning to
receive the respect he deserved from the senior rogues.
Catman, naturally. Although the straitjacket he had been placed in since the
altercation with Nigma meant he couldn’t eat pizza. But he must still be invited, for
Catman had a fixation on the Batman that rivaled Hugo’s own. And since Hugo was
destined to one day learn all there was to know about the Bat, transcending to become
Batman himself, it was only fitting that Hugo Strange: future Batman understand his
most obsessed foes like Blake.
The third guest was Jonathan Crane. Scarecrow had finally been captured (by Black
Canary this time, if the rumormill was to be believed). The news pleased Hugo
greatly. Crane was hardly a friend. Despite countless hours spent huddled together at
the unpopular table at the Iceberg, Jonathan was stubbornly disrespectful of Hugo’s
unique position in the Gotham underworld. He seemed to view humiliating taunts as
some kind of conversational ritual. Now that Hugo was in a position of power, for
only he could deliver an inmate (or not) from the common room and oatmeal rissoles,
he longed to exercise that power on Crane: You sit in my cell, eat my pizza and play
my Trivial Pursuit Freudian Edition, you will listen to my Bruce Wayne-is-Batman
Theory.

Nurse Chin had to wait until Nigma was taken back to his cell before she dared risk
a phone call. Once she was alone, she wasted no time.
:: Gotham Tattler. ::
“Extension 12, please.”
:: Baker. ::
“Hi, it’s Chin. What’s the going rate for a love triangle?”
:: Depends on who and how much draw they have. ::
“Catman and Riddler came to blows over Catwoman.”
:: No sale, not buying Catwoman. ::
“But the Post—”
:: I know, I know, the Post got its highest circulation in forever with that Batman-Catwoman
picture. I’ve been in Times Square; I saw the billboard. So did everybody else, and they’re all
trying to copy it. ::
“But Stu, this is primo stuff. Catwoman is a draw…”
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:: Only if you know what you’re doing, gorgeous, and the knockoffs don’t. They don’t have
the stuff. You can’t just reproduce the Post’s picture, add some adolescent psychobabble, and
think anybody but the cosmically retarded will buy it. ::
“Who do you think reads the Tattler, Stu?”
:: Who do you think signs my paycheck, Chin? ::
“What about using the Catman-Riddler fight without going into the reasons, then?
That should be worth something, shouldn’t it?”
::I can give you a C-note for that.::
“A C-note! Baker, you’re killing me.”
:: You know what pays the bills, Chin: Get me some dirt or get me a diet. ‘Riddle me Thin’
was the best issue we’ve had this year. ::

There’s always a price.
A EARACHE SPELT IS WRY.
A CLEARWATER YES HIPS…
No, anagrams notwithstanding: There is always a price. That’s all there was to it.
Sure, the pizza was good. Deep-dish. Metropolis style. Pepperoni & sausage or
veggie. Tangy sauce, just the right amount, not too spicy, not too sweet. And the
cheese, pure heaven.
But having to listen to Hugo’s Bruce Wayne theory again: Eddie had to admit it
wasn’t a vast improvement over the octopus joke.
Correction, he thought, having to listen to Hugo’s Bruce Wayne theories. The years
of contemptuous disbelief from his fellow rogues had taken their toll: for it was no
longer simply “Bruce Wayne” in the new model; that was merely his Terran name. On
his native world, he would have been called Mnd~rph~nmahss~hs, which we
Earthlings can’t really pronounce, but as close as we can come, it would sound like
Mann der Fliegen-Maus, don’t you see, Man of the Flying Mouse!
Still, Eddie ate pizza and sat quiet. It’s not like Hugo was ever playing with a full
deck, so it couldn’t be called a tragic waste. And it was better if he got it out of his
system here, in private, than if he went off like that at the Iceberg. Joker had taken a
liking to Bruce Wayne, nobody knew why, and so far Strange had been lucky. Thanks
to the clown’s gnat-like attention span, he seemed to have forgotten Hugo’s famous
theory. He certainly never put it together that his good buddy ‘Brucie’ was the butt of
the slur. It would not be wise for Hugo to remind him, but Hugo was so bat-crazed, it
seemed unlikely he was aware of the danger.
“And of course an alien would explain the signal as well. It isn’t merely to call him;
it lights the sky in such a way that we can’t see the star of his homeworld.”
“Gotcha. And it explains the pointy ears, too. You going to eat that last slice?”
“What I would like to know,” Tom Blake said testily, “is why I am the one in a
straitjacket.”
“Because you hit me,” Eddie replied, taunting him with the last slice of veggie pizza.
“Desist in your infantile banter and untie me, Nigma. For I have news that I shall
only impart if I am pacified.”
Hugo’s ears perked up and he forgot his rambling theories in pursuit of the Holy
Grail “news.” Since his arrival, he had been amusing himself manipulating Blake…
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His feverish manner melted into the oozing rationality of the evil psychiatrist. “Now,
Herr Blake, you are a guest here. And guests are expected to sing for their supper.”
“I haven’t had any supper,” Blake answered petulantly.
“Give him the last slice, Edward. You see, Blake, we are all friends here. You are
tied up and cannot eat, so Herr Nigma will feed you. And in return, you will tell us
whatever you learned from the orderlies when they put you in that straitjacket, yes?
That is when you found out this ‘news,’ is it not?”
Blake nodded. “Very well. But only because it’s deep dish. There’s something afoot
on the outside. Reports are vague, but a new villain challenges the Bat. And should
she fail, her joining us here at Uncle Jerry’s House-o-Fun will be of particular interest to
one now among us.”
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CHAPTER 3: NOW WHAT?
After her outburst in Dr. Bartholomew’s office, Poison Ivy found herself in isolation
for an additional day. This time, at least, there was no straitjacket. But there were also
no common room privileges. Ivy was glad not to have to suffer Joker’s vile presence,
but she was disappointed she wouldn’t be able to see Harley. And knowing Harley
would be in there with Joker, that was very much a fright.

“C’mon Quinn, no dawdling. Get your ass in gear.”
Harley practically snarled at her tormenter. She had spent the entire walk from her
cell trying to connect with “Dadi,” the new guard assigned to escort her. She tried to
make the woman understand: She was a little skittish about going to the common
room and seeing Mistah J again. She and Mistah J were two lips that made but a single
grin, two hearts that beat as one—until that damn octopus came between them! Didn’t
Dadi ever have a love like that? Maybe in high school? Maybe there was some special
guy, we’ll call him Pete. And what if Pete threw Dadi over on the big senior ski trip,
threw her over for some cheap cheerleader, Helen, then what? Huh? Then after the ski
trip, she has to go back to school, back into the cafeteria, and see Pete again and face all
her friends. Wouldn’t her stomach wrench up? Wouldn’t she feel all sickly and short
of breath? Well wouldn’t she?
Nuthin.
Not an iota of empathy. Harley felt herself being shoved through the doorway into
the hostile crosscurrents of the common room without a moment to prepare herself.
“Oh yeah,” she called back, “I can see why Pete threw you over, Dadi, you’re a real
cold fish. And nobody likes fish! Nobody. ‘Cause they’re all slimy and they stink like
the ocean and… and… AND MY FIRST JOB WITH MISTAH J WAS AT THE
FISHERY!!!”
Harley’s wailing cries reverberated off the bare walls of the common room, making
the occupants pause a moment, glance in her direction, and then all returned to their
various activities.
Harley was put out. Anxious as she had been about what her reception might be on
returning from her misadventure with Two-Face, she wasn’t prepared for this. No one
was pointedly ignoring her; but no one was paying attention to her either. She quickly
saw the reason: Fresh meat.
The name rogues were all huddled around a new figure, one Harley couldn’t quite
make out over Frieze and Wesker’s backs.
“Who’s the new one?” she asked aloud. Although no one had come to greet her, she
clearly felt a presence to her left side, someone standing near enough to have heard, so
she expected an answer. Getting none, Harley turned to face her rude companion and
repeated: “I SAID who’s the new—oh.”
Harley’s anger subsided when she saw who it was she was standing next to: the
troubled creature known only as The Mime. Disdaining noise, The Mime made a
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career of stealing noise-making things in the hopes of making the world a quieter
place. She also refused to speak, so it wasn’t surprising that Harley’s question received
no reply.
“Any idea who that new person is?” Harley asked again slowly, now supplementing
her words with an improvised and meaningless sign language, although the girl could
hear perfectly well.
In answer, The Mime struck a pose, hands on waist, hips thrust out, and batted her
eyes. Then she struck another, hands on knees, with a sexy pout. Then another still,
hands behind her head, tossing her hair back and forth, an exaggerated look of carefree
abandon frozen on her face. Then it all stopped. The Mime pointed back at the new
arrival, a blank look overtook her features, and she stiffened. She turned and walked
away with the rigid mechanical movements of a robot.
“Oooo-kayfine,” Harley chirped to no one in particular.
“Hiya, Miss Quinn,” a shy voice ventured.
At last, someone had noticed her. Turning to see who it was, Harley was
embarrassed not to recognize him.
“Um, hi… there,” she began, safely. For the life of her, she couldn’t remember—was
this Duo or Ditto?
“You look awfully pretty today, Miss Quinn.”
“Huh? I do? Well uh… thanks?” The silence was uncomfortable, so Harley added,
“So do you.” More silence. “You know anything about Miss Popular over there, the
new one everybody is fussing over?” She hadn’t really expected him to know, it was
just something to say. Surprisingly Duo (or maybe it was Ditto) did have an answer.

“A SUPERMODEL!” Harley Quinn paced impatiently in Dr. Bartholomew’s outer
office, and his temporary assistant Brian was starting to get scared. “That’s what we’ve
got to compete with now! A six foot salad-eating coat hanger with legs mustn’t-eatcarbs-or-I’ll-balloon-up-to-a-size-four giraffe is in there monopolizin’ my Puddin’ AND
I NEED TO SEE MY PSYCHIATRIST!”
“I… I… I’m sorry, Miss,” Brian stammered. “One of the morning sessions ran a little
long.”
“Ran a little long,” Harley sniffed, “Fucking amateurs. Fifty minute session, ten
minutes to organize the notes, top of the hour, it’s MY TURN TO GET IN THERE!”
She continued to pace. Brian felt his neck tense as he returned to his typing. How
that woman unnerved him. She might seem like a quirky good time girl from a
distance, but not to one who had scheduled her appointment. That morning Brian had,
following the directions on the stained and dog-eared instruction sheet, scrolled
through the In-Residence list to the Qs, clicked on Quinn, Ctrl-Shift S to import her into
Bartholomew’s schedule, then dragged the name down to the open 2 PM slot. The
moment he released the mouse, a line of little colored icons appeared next to her name.
Warning flags that Brian had no idea how to decipher. He counted fourteen of them,
which is all there was room for on the line. And here she was, pacing back and forth,
clearly upset about something and no one else handy to take it out on besides him.
Fortunately, just as Brian was preparing to leave to pursue a career sculpting Bonsai
trees, Bartholomew’s door opened and admitted Quinn to his office.
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In a quiet corner of the common room, the four members of “Club Hugo” whispered
in conspiratorial tones. Although their invitations to Hugo Strange’s cell meant they
could have avoided the common room if they wished, the rumors about the new
arrival were too tantalizing to ignore. They had to be confirmed, and none would
believe the truth if they hadn’t seen it with their own eyes. Now that they had, a
frightful decision had to be made.
“Somebody has to tell Strange,” Blake insisted.
“No,” Crane countered, “As soon as he finds out, I fear there will be no more
invitations—not for us.”
Nigma nodded. “Right. Invitations for her, yes! Not for us. No more pizza, no
more stirfry…”
“In my opinion,” Blake decreed grandly, “that is small.”
“Let’s put it to a vote,” Nigma said, “All those in favor of telling Hugo the new
inmate is a mannequin say ‘Aye.’” Blake and Frieze both raised their hands.
“Opposed?” He and Crane raised their hands.
“Deadlock,” Victor noted.
“Do a Dent,” Crane said.
A coin flip later it was decided. That night, Hugo would have to be told.

“Her name is Miranda. She was a fashion model. She worked for Glass, Klein, and
Hoston.” Eddie paused and took a bite of what he was sure would be his last taste of
barbecue for a very long time.
“At first, modeling is all she could do,” Blake took up the tale—which Eddie found
annoying, “German by birth, she didn’t speak that much English when she first came
here. But she learned, and once she became proficient, she started to pursue an acting
career.”
“Until the explosion,” Frieze said with an air that bespoke the bleak inevitability of
Greek tragedy, “The fire ravaged her face and skin, forcing her into a protective
mechanical suit.”
Nigma cleared his throat. He could not prevent this pointless exercise, but he could
certainly stop them dwelling on the details of that suit of gold-plated polymer,
articulated with servo-motors. The suit which absolutely guaranteed the self-styled
Manikin would be supplanting Batman as Hugo’s grand obsession—and supplanting
them on Hugo’s guest list.
Knowing it was futile, he nevertheless tried to downplay the mannequin angle and
talk up her less attractive qualities: “She is pathologically convinced one of the
designers who ‘used her beauty’ placed a bomb in her car to prevent her leaving them
for the acting career. She killed two of them, put the third in the hospital. Batman
caught up with her when she tried to polish him off. The end. Could I have another
biscuit?”
“She… is a mannequin?” Hugo asked in reverent awe.
“No, she’s a walking eating disorder that kills people, Hugo. You don’t want any
part of this, trust me.”
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“I don’t know, Edward,” Blake cut in, “her legs do go all the way down to the floor.
Reowrl.”
“I would very much like to meet her,” Hugo declared, “If I put a little table in that
corner, we could have a candlelit supper.”
Eddie shot looks of death at Blake and Frieze for their votes. He couldn’t rightly
blame the coin, but he made a mental note to punch Two-Face in the mouth at the first
opportunity.

Bartholomew looked at the thick coating of moss on his window as if he could see
through it to the garden beyond. Victor Frieze was droning on and on, and the doctor
felt guilty for tuning him out. In many ways, Frieze was his most promising patient,
aware of his obsessions with his wife and avenging the accident that trapped her in
cryogenic suspension and him in a sub-zero vacuum suit. But if Frieze was the most
promising patient, and perhaps the one most open to working through his psychosis,
he was also—by far—the most depressing individual one could be forced to spend an
hour listening to. And a session with him was a dreadful way to start a new day.
When Miss Vicens returned to work, he would have to tell her to tag Frieze for
afternoon appointments only.
Again, Bartholomew looked at the window and tried to think which of his many
patients would make the more agreeable first appointment. Certainly not Joker,
cackling, ranting, erratic, and pathologically homicidal. Not Nigma, always trying to
outsmart him. Or Crane, forever trying to maneuver and manipulate. Dent, perhaps.
Half the time, a session with Harvey Dent was an hour of dead silence, for he flipped
the coin at the start of each meeting, and if it came up “scarred,” he would sit in the
chair and speak not a word. Of course Harley Quinn had good days as well. As did
Pamela Isley. But all three were erratic. And for the first session of the day, one
preferred a patient that was consistently manageable. Roxy Rocket, he decided, was
the best choice. A Type-T thrill seeker and danger fetishist, Roxanne Sutton was least
encumbered by the dementia, delusions, obsessions, compulsions, and behavioral
schisms of the typical Arkham inmate. Yes, when Miss Vicens returned, Bartholomew
decided, he really must tell her to make Roxy his first appointment of the day
whenever she was in residence.
Meanwhile, Victor Frieze continued his pained progression towards… whatever he
was progressing towards. The arrival of Manikin, similarly confined to a special suit
because of an accident and similarly consumed with revenge, clearly had a profound
effect on him. He hadn’t stopped talking about it since the session began.
“And how does that make you feel?” Bartholomew asked automatically, returning
his attention to the window.
It must be nice for a Type-T like Roxy, to throw caution to the wind and not give a
damn. He might try it himself, if he were younger. Skydiving maybe. Or Bungee
jumping. Maybe even a costume. Heh. Wouldn’t that be something? After all these
years listening to the villains prattle, he could probably make quite a splash if he tried
his hand at it. What would he call himself? THE HEADSHRINKER! Heh, heh. Oh
my, wouldn’t that rock the Alumni Newsletter. Dr. Leland Bartholomew, MD, DCP,
PhD, Diplomate of the American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology, lurking in the
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shrubbery outside Arkham, trying to set the crazies loose before they could be
admitted.

Nurse Chin arranged the Post-It notes on her blotter: “Bring me dirt or bring me a
diet,” her contact at the Tattler said. It was easier said than done. In the infirmary, she
could only view the end-results of whatever happened. Figuring out the cause could
be all but impossible. And in this case, she couldn’t even work out the order in which
the dominoes fell.
Dr. Bartholomew restoring Poison Ivy’s social privileges certainly could have started
it. So Chin took the green Post-It with Ivy’s name and moved it to the far left…

The first thing Poison Ivy saw on entering the common room was, just as she feared,
Harley prancing around like a performing seal trying to get Joker’s attention and him
ignoring her (“What is that noise? Did someone speak?”) like the sadistic brute he was.
All his attention was focused on a new woman, tall, in a plastic suit that covered
even her face. This, Ivy knew through the grapevine, was Manikin.
“Well that’s what you did wrong, Cutiepie,” Joker addressed her in a sticky
patronizing tone, “Never save the best kill for last. Now you wanted to off three
people. Some might say that is a little pushy for a first timer, but I say No! The girl has
fire in her belly. I can admire that. But remember,” he shook a finger at her as if she’d
forgotten catechism, “killing sprees require a schedule. Make a list. Check it twice.
You want to make sure they’re dead, you have to off ’em before the coppers can put
the EverReadys in that oversize flashlight and call in Batsy. How is Batsy by the way?
Still breathing?”
The woman once known as Miranda, who could now only think of herself as
Manikin, looked at Joker in disgust. She stood, pronounced “Ex- cuse- me” in her
distinct, mechanized delivery, and then walked away. She approached the new face in
the room, Poison Ivy, whom she had not seen before.

Nurse Chin moved the yellow Manikin Post-It next to the green one. Manikin and
Ivy seemed to have bonded at first. From the conversations Chin herself had had with
Pamela Isley, she could guess the topic on which they connected so quickly.

“Men suck,” Ivy declared.
Miranda agreed, and retold the story of her maiming at the hands of the very
designers who had profited from her beauty, then destroyed it.

But if Ivy was by herself by that time, thought Chin, and Harley Quinn was in the
common room, then the Two-Face news must have come first. Chin carefully picked
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up the Ivy and Manikin Post-Its and moved them together to the right. Then she took
the pink Harley/Duo Post-It, and placed it in front of the others.

“Harley,” Pamela asked when her friend stopped lapping up Joker’s scorn long
enough to greet her, “what do you know about those new fellows, the ones in the
corner. They look like henchmen.”
“They are,” Harley confirmed with a happy nod.
“Why are henchmen in here with us instead of at Blackgate?”
“Well, don’t spread this around, Red,” she whispered, “’cause I wouldn’t want to
cause them any trouble, but they’re a little crazy.” Pam waited patiently, having found
that where Harley is concerned, silence often brought more logical explanations than
asking questions. “They say they’re twins,” Harley explained.
Pam regarded the two men critically. One was tall, early 20s, and Hispanic. The
other was 30ish, a pale redhead, and short. “I see,” she said calmly, “Harvey’s, I
presume.”
“Yep. Duo and Ditto. But I can never remember which is which.”
“The young one seems to have a crush. He’s been watching you all day.”
“Oh I don’t think so, Red. He just makes a point of being nice so I know there’s no
hard feelings from when I shot him, accidental like, when we were practicing for the
big stickup.”

Nurse Chin stuck several more Post-Its next to Ivy’s… The revelation about Harley
Quinn and Two-Face working together had somehow triggered Patient Blake, now in
Bed 4, and KGBeast, now in Bed 1, to complain of violent nausea—associated, they
claim, with the smell of Lemon Pledge.
It was also somehow connected to Patient Nigma, now in Bed 3…

When Miranda finished her sad tale of the depraved jealousy of men leading to her
fiery transformation into Manikin, it was Ivy’s turn to respond. Respond she did:
“PEOPLE—That’s the big mistake—getting involved with PEOPLE! PLANTS make
the best friends! You make one or two little exceptions—especially two—and this is
what happens. Do you think IVAN would have done something like this? Go running
off on a crime spree with the Orchids?—and if he DID, do you think he would have left
the Orchids to get pinched along with the Climbing Clematis and the Rhododendrons?
And what about the Orchids, anyway—going running off with their best friend’s ex! Is
that friendly? Is that civilized behavior! Why the little ingrate deserves to get pinched
with the henchmen and the sprouts!”
It was all a little too weird for Miranda. She left Ivy with that same flat, mechanical
nod she’d given Joker and went to sit instead with Harley Quinn. Positioned as far as
possible from both Joker and Ivy, Harley seemed to Miranda to be the most sensible
person in the room.
Ivy’s outburst, however, triggered some kind of fit in Nigma:
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“Unbelievable. A BULB EEL VINE. A BEVEL NUB LEI, even. You are
unbelievable! KGBeast was sedated for days just for speaking up about the Lemon
Pledge thing. Blake was shock-therapied halfway to a coma! Why do you get to rant
and nothing happens to you, huh??? Explain that? You rant about IVAN—he’s a dead
vegetable! Irresistible? Lady, Blake is out in the hall right now vomiting! How’s that
for irresistible, huh? He’s on his way to the infirmary ‘cause of 3 days of aversion
therapy and Lemon Pledge!”
The Mime covered her ears as the guards dragged Nigma from the room screaming
anagrams for “Green Flu.”
When the noise subsided, Harley’s voice was heard distinctly in the sudden
silence…
“…Ra’s al Ghul, he’s a real party poop. And he looks like that guy from the ad that
isn’t getting enough fiber. Anyways, he sent this messenger guy to Twofers, but he
didn’t want to go, so I went instead…”

Nurse Chin gave up. She collected all the Post-Its, stuck them together, held them
suspended over the trash can, then opened her fingers with a flourish, letting them
drop with a thud. She could concoct theories for Ivy and Harley, for Blake, KGBeast,
and Nigma. But she couldn’t, for the life of her, imagine how Joker, Hugo Strange and
The Manikin fit in.

Joker was intrigued. Harley, his little Harley, who he himself turned from the dreary
hum drum of sanity to the mad thrills of an Arkham inmate, had met with Ra’s al Guhl
and blew her nose on his lapels. It would’ve been better if she pantsed him, but it was
a nice start.
He badly wanted to hear more of the story, but didn’t want to give her the
satisfaction of taking an interest. Since she was talking to Manikin, Joker decided he
too would talk to Manikin—that would bring him close enough to listen without
actually acknowledging Harley’s existence.
He just reached Miranda’s side when the guard delivered a note.
“Invited- to- dinner-,” Manikin read in her mechanical drone, “who- is- this- HugoStrange- ?”
“Yuckers,” Harley sang out, “Hugo is a creepo.”
Joker was incensed. Hugo Strange was back in Arkham? Why wasn’t he in the
throne room? What did he mean by sending little notes for Joker’s own subjects to
meet him for dinner?
“Creepo does not begin to cover it. He is HAHAHAHAHAHAAAAAAAA a
psychiatrist. Ha-Ha-Hannibal Lector without the charming bedside manner
HAHAHAHAHAAA.”
“What’s wrong with psychiatrists!” Harley demanded.
“Well for ONE THING,” Joker screamed, “they have NO APPRECIATION of
CLASSIC COMEDY! They clutter up the fridge with their girly SlimFast bars and
frozen yogurt, they bring the nitrous oxide canisters instead of the SmileX and get
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Krystal burgers instead of White Castle! They sing like a chipmunk in a food
processor!!! And they don’t even pants The Cadaver when they get the chance!!!!”

Joker sat outside Dr. Bartholomew’s office, sulking to the extent that his permanently
affixed grin would allow. His right arm was extended languidly, a single index finger
pointing down to hold a book open for Bartholomew’s assistant, Brian.
“They sedated me,” he slurred at the office temp, “tranquilizer dart in the tush, like
some rhino on the Discovery channel…”
Brian compared the bonsai tree on his desk to the one pictured in the book and
snipped an errant growth.
“…jussfer telling it like it is about psychiatrists and their… tassles ‘n’ chipmunk
singing Slimfast… no justice… no appreciation of comedy either. Octopus goes into a
bar ta play the bagpipes and… no… the bat-pipes go into the bar to screw the
octopus… neh… how does that go?”
The intercom buzzed:
::Brian, type up a memo that as Patient J will no longer have social privileges in the
common room, it seems likely the difficulties with Miss Isley will soon subside. I’ll be
driving my car to work again Monday, so the owner of that Honda Civic needs to
vacate my parking space.::

Gotham Tattler Exclusive:
MANIKIN DIET!
Diet secrets of a Killer Supermodel! Shed pounds and inches with the Manikin
Method. So easy, it’s criminal!
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When Dick was living in Bludhaven and courting Barbara, the ritual of “family
dinner” was a strict weekly appointment. It was a test of sorts; Bruce recognized that
even if Dick did not. Dinner at Wayne Manor with Bruce, Barbara and Selina; a chat
with Alfred; then Nightwing patrolled with Robin. Dick was testing them all, trying to
decide if a return to Gotham was feasible. Now that the return was accomplished and
Dick and Barbara were married, family dinners became more infrequent. They still
occurred once or twice a month, but there wasn’t any hard schedule. Bruce or Alfred
had to call, and everyone agreed on a date.
Tonight’s dinner would be the first in a month, and although Bruce enjoyed Dick
and Barbara’s company, he had an ulterior motive in asking them. The Ra’s incident,
DefCon4—it had all, perhaps, agitated him more than he liked to admit. And the
agitation had led to one of the shortest At-Large lists in years. While Bruce never—
excepting that one time Alfred tricked him—accepted the idea of “vacation,” he did
from time to time take advantage of lulls like this to visit Tokyo, particularly the
electronics district in Akihabara that ran 12-18 months ahead of Gotham and 2-3 years
ahead of the rest of the country.
It had been a good trip—although unusual having Selina along. Bruce usually made
these trips alone, apart from the one time he brought Dick as a training exercise. But
Dick didn’t go shopping in Ginza while Bruce visited the Sony showrooms, nor did
Robin insist on exploring the rooftops after dark.
But Selina—or rather, Catwoman—was fascinated by the Tokyo skyline. Skyscrapers
were far fewer than in Gotham. From the top of one, you looked down onto thousands
of smaller buildings so closely packed they seemed to engulf the surface completely.
To navigate the city by rooftop, one didn’t seek out highrises as in Gotham; they were
too few and too scattered. Instead, you stuck to the lowrises. But not Catwoman.
Although each and every one was a dead end, she had to climb up—getting above the
light haze of exhaust fumes—and look down on the dizzying sea of smaller buildings.
Batman couldn’t figure it out any better than Bruce could. Certainly, from a hunter’s
perspective, higher ground had its advantages. You could see more. But this wasn’t
tracking prey; it was… sightseeing, for lack of a better word. And on higher solitary
buildings, there was a greater risk of being seen.
“Feline logic” of course, that was the pat explanation. But feline logic was a phrase
that made more sense in Gotham, where “good luck cats” didn’t beckon from every
storefront, where you could walk for blocks without encountering a “Hello Kitty” cel
phone or backpack.
She was still a mystery. Maybe it was true that you could never really understand a
cat.
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Still, the enigma of feline logic notwithstanding, it had been a good trip. And now
Bruce was impatient to get caught up on happenings in Gotham. The logs were fine as
far as they went, but the Batgirl-Giggles episode clearly showed how much they could
miss. Barbara, on the other hand—in a relaxed family atmosphere after a good dinner
and a glass of wine—Barbara and not Oracle was a far more efficient way to catch up
on ALL the news.

Oswald Cobblepot tripped lightly down the stairs from his flat over the nightclub.
Today was the day. Lark Starling was coming to the Iceberg. He had only to conduct
one or two items of the ‘Berg’s more unofficial business before opening, and the rest of
the day he was free to supervise. A little more spit and polish is what was needed
around here, a surprise inspection or two, get the staff on their toes. For tonight,
everything must be perfect. He wondered, as he opened the till and took out a stack of
hundreds, if he should invest in a spa day. A manicure. Maybe a mudpack. For Lark,
that dear woman who answered his personal ad, was a refined creature, a bird
watcher. He had to look his best.
But first there was work to attend to. Oswald was always in the market to fence
items of quality from the city’s more distinguished criminal element, but he seldom
took new clients from out of town this way. Not until they had established
themselves. Gotham was not Bludhaven, after all. He had standards. Nevertheless…
Courtship cost money. A refined creature like Lark Starling was sure to have
sophisticated and expensive tastes.
The door opened, and his appointment walked in.

“Akiki and Margot Marceau,” Barbara said with a superior sneer, “The Marceau
Sisters, as they were billed at the Cirque Sensational. Trapeze artists. Twins.
Redheads.”
Not a fork moved.
Alfred gave a soft cough and left to check on the soufflé. At the head of the table,
Bruce’s face stiffened into Batman’s still deadpan. Across from him, Selina assumed a
far away look, as if she was perhaps not listening to the conversation at all. Between
them, Dick regarded his wife evenly.
“Actually, they’re not twins,” he said bravely. “Sisters, yes. Not twins. Margot is
three inches taller, about fifteen pounds heavier.”
“You… weighed them?” Selina asked through the naughty grin.
Dick ignored the question, ignored Selina, purposefully ignored Barbara (blithering
on about how minor physical differences didn’t mean they couldn’t be twins) and
instead he looked to Bruce, to Bruce who taught him partners are there for each other.
“They go by Double Dare,” Dick said flatly. Bruce looked on, attentive but
impassive. Like he was Robin again, giving a report on some case study Batman had
assigned. Dick took this as a cue, and continued in the same vein, a dry, dispassionate
report. “In Bludhaven, they targeted Blockbuster’s operations for some ready cash.
They like hitting criminal targets. Probably figure the cops don’t care so much if they
hit someone like…”
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“King Snake?” Oswald looked from the one woman to the other, “You stole from a
blind guy!”
“He may be blind…” Akiki said evenly. “…but he has lovely things,” Margot
completed the thought. “Don’t you think?” Akiki asked.
Oswald looked again from one to the other.
“First rate,” he agreed, ‘lovely’ not being a standard that interested him much
compared to the value of the merchandise in cold hard cash. “Sir Edmund Dorrance
was a wealthy businessman before rising in the Hong Kong drug trade,” he said,
the nasal tone creeping into his voice that often punctuated his snobbery. “Ergo, one
would not be astonished to find items of quality in his possession.”
“So you’re buying?” Akiki asked bluntly.
Oswald fingered the merchandise carefully. His hesitation had nothing to do with
their value. He knew he could get $5,000 for the inkwell alone. But Snake’s inclination
for revenge was well known. His skill as a martial artist was well known. And the
reputation of his Ghost Dragons as the best-armed gang in the city was well known.
What was less widely known, but carried great weight with Oswald, was the Ghost
Dragons’ bar tab. The Dragons embraced a “work hard/play hard” philosophy that
was little known in rogue circles. They seemed to regard partying as an aspect of their
training, one to be pursued as regularly and intensely as any other. And they had an
honor code that demanded they settle their debts in full at the close of each month.
With most regulars, Oswald had to take hostages to get a tab settled, and even at that,
Joker paid in monopoly money. But the Dragons… If the truth were known, it was the
Ghost Dragons that kept the Iceberg’s legitimate operations in the black month after
month. There was simply no way he could jeopardize that.
“I’m sorry, ladies,” he said regretfully, pushing the goods back across the desk,
“perhaps a pawn shop.”

In his role as comedic commentator of the Bat-Family, Dick got great mileage out of
Bruce’s “focus”—or, as he put it during the worst of the Nightwing-Batman tension:
“those bat-blinders he puts on to any aspect of the argument he doesn’t want to
acknowledge, like the part where you’re right and he’s wrong.”
Tonight, Dick regretted those words. For Bruce listened to the entire history of
Nightwing’s encounters with twin redhead trapeze artists without betraying so much
as a twitch of amusement. Like a true partner. Like a stand-up guy.
In stark contrast to Barbara—his loving wife who was ruthlessly mirroring his own
strategy. Just as he had ignored the women and spoke to Bruce, Barbara was ignoring
him and speaking directly to Selina.
“Of course, I don’t hear about any of this until months later, when Dinah had a run
in with Blockbuster. Couldn’t help but wonder why Dickey never mentioned it…”
Selina shot an amused look down the table and made a gesture with her finger that
looked almost like sign language. Dick didn’t understand what it meant, but Bruce
scowled.
“…did some digging,” Barbara went on, “and then once I saw their picture…”
Another look and a gesture from Selina, and this time Bruce grunted.
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“Let me guess,” Selina interrupted Barbara, “they’re totally lacking in complexity?”
Both women laughed, and both men looked confused.
“In his log, he calls them The Double-Ds,” Barbara grinned.
More laughter.
Unable to continue pretending he wasn’t listening, Dick turned to the women with a
look of theatrical bewilderment.
“Excuse me,” he broke in with a dramatic huff, “‘totally lacking complexity?’”
“Inside joke,” Selina explained patronizingly, “It means they’ve got big tits.
Complex women of character and substance don’t have tits.”
“Huh?”
“Look,” Selina said, cupping her ample bosom, “Complex…” she pressed inward.
“…Shallow” she released, then repeated the demonstration. “Complex… Shallow…
See how that works?”
“No, but maybe if you showed me again a couple more times.”
“Dick!” Barbara yelled with playful outrage, forgetting she was mad at him. Then
after another minute’s teasing, she gave a more thorough explanation. “At my shower,
we found a chatroom where these…” she paused, looking for a description, “realitychallenged gentlemen put forth some—questionable—theories about women in spandex.”
“Breasts are bad,” Selina said crisply, cutting through the euphemisms, “Cup size is
inversely proportional to character.”
“I’m confused,” Dick said.
“That’s probably because you have a real, bona fide woman to go home to at night,
Kiddo.”
“Okay,” Dick sat up, assuming a ‘solve the puzzle’ tone he used approaching
Riddler clues, “so a round and feminine beauty that men actually find attractive makes
a woman dumb?”
“Right,” Selina confirmed the postulate, “And the men who find it attractive are
perverts, by the way.”
“I see,” Dick said, moving on to line two of the riddle, “And these rocket scientists
who don’t like boobs and insult the women who have them, they’re the good guys?”
“Yep!” Barbara nodded, “Because they’re so deep and sensitive.”
Dick looked deeply troubled. He looked from Barbara to Selina and back to
Barbara. Finally, he asked with a voice quivering with anxiety: “They don’t… have
any similar… eh… ‘rules’ … for men, do they?”
Both women broke into heartless cackles.
“You mean ‘better shrink down the package if you want to be taken seriously?’ No.
Curious how that logical extension of their theory doesn’t seem to have occurred to
them.”
Dick refilled his wineglass and gulped in relief.
A silence came over the room, such as happens when a subject has run its course.
Dick turned to his mentor, who had been silent throughout the discussion.
“What’s your take on this, Bruce?”
Bruce looked thoughtful. Then, after a pause, Batman’s voice answered: “I wonder
what Two-Face will do when he learns Double Dare are in town.”
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CHAPTER 2: SALVADOR DALI
Far above Gotham Times Square, Akiki Marceau waited for her sister on a small
ledge beneath a great billboard. The passionate embrace of Batman and Catwoman
that previously advertised the Gotham Post had been replaced by the passionate
embrace of Ben Affleck and Jennifer Lopez advertising the movie Gigli. As before, the
ad men thought it necessary to “improve” on nature. In J-Lo’s case, they reduced her
famously ample posterior and enhanced her breasts. In Catwoman’s case, they had
done the opposite. Akiki wondered briefly if there was some bizarre zero-sum
principle governing these choices, or if the slick Gotham City ad men were no different
from Russ, the artist who made up their Double Dare posters at the circus. Russ was a
good sort, but he drank.
Two stories above, Margot jumped from a similar pedestal supporting an animated
cola ad. A slight flutter of her feet and she began the gradual pendulum swing that is
the basic syntax of the flying trapeze. She arched her back forward, swung her feet
under and threw them forward, a little snap of the legs propelling her to land smoothly
beside her sister.
“Ghost Dragons,” she yawned, “No endurance.”
“Well they can’t all be Blockbusters,” Akiki sniffed. The criminals they targeted
often attempted some kind of retribution, but few offered such thrilling pursuits as
Bludhaven’s kingpin Blockbuster.
“No,” Margot sighed.
Both women were silent and each knew the other’s private thought. Blockbuster’s
thugs had indeed come closer to killing them than anyone else, but that episode would
have been far less thrilling if that scrumptious Nightwing hadn’t been trapped with
them.
“That hair,” said Akiki.
“That bod,” said Margot.
“Those moves,” they said together.
“Pity.”
“Yes. Pity.”
The sisters sighed.

From the darkness above a burned out streetlight, Huntress watched the comings
and goings from the Iceberg Lounge. She was looking for a fight.
Criminals are a superstitious and cowardly lot, Batman said. He was as wrong about
that as he was about everything. Superstition implies fear of some force greater than
you. The scum-lapping vermin didn’t have that kind of smarts. Theirs was the fear of
the rat for the jackal, an animal instinct. They didn’t UNDERSTAND anything.
Like her costume. These a-holes obsessing about her bare midriff. Fucking morons.
Yes, she’d been shot in the stomach. The bare midriff was meant to expose the scar.
You want to stop me, you better have something more than hot lead working for you…
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Huntress continued watching the parasites entering the Penguin’s nightclub. It was
a party atmosphere: women dressed up, men puffed—strutting—like they do when
they think their woman is hotter than their friends.’ She remembered family
gatherings like this from her own childhood. “Family” gatherings, rather. Before her
family was slaughtered by a rival mob boss. Her father’s oldest Capo was called
Giovaccio. His son Matt was about Helena’s age, and they were allowed to play
together. Occasionally Matt showed up with bruises. Giovaccio thought it made his
boy tough. He would come home, set out a belt strap, a stick, & an iron pipe and say
“Choose.” Choose what he was to be beaten with. When Matt told her the story, she
guessed he’d choose the belt. It seemed the least painful. Matt shook his head. “I
always choose the pipe… Why? Because FUCK HIM, that’s why!”
That is why she bared her midriff. But did they get that, this criminal sleaze? No,
they didn’t get anything until you pressed their face into the brick so hard it waffled.
What she needed was a really good fight.

Batman paced. Although he wore Bruce Wayne’s sweater, Bruce Wayne’s trousers,
and walked back and forth in Bruce Wayne’s study, it was unquestionably The Batman
who paced. His life might be a little fuller now, the past year may have blurred the
lines between Bruce and Bat in some respects, but at this moment, there was no
question: it was The Batman that paced.
Consequences. All choices have consequences. Any choice. Cause and effect.
Something will happen. It must. It is natural law. Drop a pebble into still water, the
effect radiates out, circle by circle, molecules at rest become molecules in motion.
Affecting others. Cause and effect. Consequences. And responsibility for those
consequences must fall on the chooser. He who dropped the pebble.
Selina. Catwoman. Catwoman in his life—in his home—in his bed.
It might be the best choice he ever made, but it was undeniably a choice that had
consequences—consequences for which he and he alone bore responsibility—
consequences he had never stopped to anticipate. Not really. He knew there would be
complications, of course. He knew that. He told himself he had given the matter due
thought. He HAD given it thought, he just… damnit, he hadn’t foreseen this.
In his mind’s eye, he pictured Catwoman sitting behind the desk, her feet up on the
blotterpad. “One tiny, specific, and ultimately trivial detail, and you didn’t see it
coming. Big whoop.”
He grunted at the imaginary cat. And she vanished. She was far more obliging than
the real one, who grinned and purred and acted like his dismissive grunts were
conversation.
“It isn’t trivial,” he told the imaginary and now departed Catwoman. It wasn’t
trivial. He was Batman. Keeping that secret identity secret was the overriding
consideration in conducting his private life. He’d sacrificed his dignity to it. For its
sake, he behaved like an idiot. For its sake, he dated women he couldn’t stand. For its
sake, he treated those he respected with contempt. Like Lucius Fox. Making Lucius
make excuses for him. Making it impossible for the man Bruce Wayne respected
enough to entrust with his company to respect him in return.
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All for the sake of a secret. All because Bruce Wayne was Batman. And no one could
ever know.
Selina Kyle was Catwoman. That everyone knew. Now. Or at least they knew it
was damn likely that she was.
Bruce Wayne dating Selina Kyle raised no red flags. He was a playboy. She was
beautiful. He was rich. She was Catwoman. Whatever people thought about them as
a couple, it never cast suspicion on the secret.
Still. Why didn’t he see it coming? She is Catwoman. She was a thief—the best thief
going. Her expertise was bound to be recognized, sooner or later. He’d done it
himself. Within weeks of revealing his identity, he’d hired her for Wayne Enterprises
security. So why didn’t he see this coming?
He continued to pace.

Down the hall from Bruce’s pacing, Renee Montoya sat in the south drawing room
watching the spectacle of afternoon tea at Wayne Manor.
“I must admit,” she told her hostess, “this is new to me. Meal meetings I’m used to,
since my election to the City Council. Breakfast meetings, lunch meetings—not to be
confused with power breakfasts and power lunches. I’ve done them all. But high tea,
that’s a new one.”
High tea with an arch criminal at that, she thought privately. ¿Madre de Dios,a qué hemos
llegado?
Selina smiled politely and offered milk and sugar. She only agreed to this meeting as
a favor to Dick. She didn’t especially like cops, particularly Gordon’s pets from the old
days, and Councilwoman Montoya was still Detective Montoya as far as she was
concerned. That was why she had brought this case to Grayson Associates—to Dick,
supporting a former policeman, professional courtesy and all that. Selina was happy
enough to see Grayson Associates finally getting some of the city contracts that Brian
Everwood originally promised, but she was less than thrilled with Dick bringing her
into it.
The case itself was fairly ridiculous: two assistant deputy wardens and two
correction officers at Blackgate were charged with second-degree grand larceny for
replacing a costly painting in the lobby with a second-rate copy.
“Tell you what,” Selina purred, inspecting a plate of Alfred’s cookies, “why don’t we
cut through the political double-talk and tell it like it is. Then we can give these
cookies the undivided attention they deserve.”
Montoya was surprised. “Well that’s direct at least,” she said with a grudging smile,
“haven’t heard much direct since my days as a beat cop.”
“I’d imagine not. Meow. Okay then, here is my take on this Blackgate business. It
was obviously an inside job; your own people knew that straight off. Not many people
knew the stolen painting was valuable. A Salvador Dali worth a quarter of a million in
a PRISON! C’mon, you couldn’t make that shit up. Who outside of the Blackgate
administration knew the artist donated it back in 1965? Plus, real art thieves that know
what they’re doing would just take it outright. If they did replace it with a copy, it’d be
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a good forgery that wouldn’t be spotted for months or years, not a shoddy fake stapled
into a cheap frame.”
Montoya sipped the tea and regarded Selina shrewdly. Selina refreshed her own cup
and continued.
“So it was embarrassing. The city got a black eye. And now you have to look like
you’re doing something about it. Enter Grayson & Associates hooking you up with a
consultant. Well Councilwoman, as your art expert and security consultant, here is my
professional opinion: don’t hang $250,000 paintings in the lobby of a prison. And do
try the chocolate dipped ones, Alfred’s specialty, they’re to die for.”
Selina pointed to the cookies. She wanted to keep the tone light and pleasant, but
internally the cat growled at the hypocrisy of law-abiding society. Oh, walking off
with an artwork you didn’t pay for, that was stealing. But taking good money for
advice like “don’t hang $250,000 paintings in the lobby of a prison”—that is perfectly
legal.

In the study, the pacing continued.
Law-enforcement officials like Montoya coming to the house… Blueprints of
Blackgate on the desk… Interpol reports on stolen artwork in the browser history…
Bruce didn’t like it.
It wasn’t that it posed a danger to his secret. Selina was living here. Selina was
Catwoman. Catwoman was asked to look into this.
But a lifetime keeping crimefighting concerns in the cave and out of the manor was
difficult to just set aside.

“So once Brian Everwood resigned after that Ra’s al Ghul business, the Mayor and
Commissioner approached me to run—mmph. You’re right, these cookies are el cielo,
heaven.” Renee mumbled behind thick crumbs of double-dipped double chocolate
chip.
With the Blackgate matter dispensed with and the cookies before them, a new and
friendlier mood had descended on the drawing room. Renee was opening up. “They
said I’d be an ideal candidate: Native Gothamite, 1st generation, put myself through
City College—although that was just long enough to get into the Police Academy.
Worked myself up from beat cop to Detective. I knew what they really meant:
Woman, Latino, PC. Good window dressing.”
“And telegenic,” Selina observed.
“¿Qué?”
“Telegenic. Renee, you’re very pretty. You don’t strike me as one of those women
who pretend they don’t know it—or who pretend something like that isn’t useful when
standing in front of fifty reporters with cameras.”
After a moment’s strained silence, Renee reluctantly smiled her agreement.
“And,” Selina continued, pressing the advantage, “You’re not at all ‘complex.’” She
winked, “And that helps too.”
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Bursts of merry girlish laughter drifted down the hall from the drawing room, and
Bruce left the study to get away from it. He headed up to the bedroom, stopping on
the stairs to see Whiskers poised on the corner of the landing like a gargoyle looking
down onto the Great Hall. He grunted at the cat, who reacted just as Selina would,
taking it as an invitation to follow rather than a warning to stay away. Reaching the
bedroom, he closed the heavy door behind him and pretended not to notice when a
half-inch of blue-gray paw forced its way underneath, swatting at the air.
Why was he really annoyed anyway? Blueprints? Browser history? Was it just
Montoya’s visit keeping him from the cave? He was eager to start work on the video
camouflage gear he picked up in Tokyo. Not being able to do so because Selina had a
guest…
A meow from behind the door drew his attention back to the blue-gray paw still
thrashing wildly through the gap between the door and the floor.
It was good having her finally moved in. It was… more comfortable, returning from
patrol and knowing she was there. Often she took the Jag into town to ‘prowl’ at night,
but she always beat him home. The Batmobile would make that final turn from public
road onto the Wayne property, cross electric eye omega disabling the hologram, and
glide into its place with the graceful ease of a thoroughbred that’s run its race. And
through it all, he knew she was there. In the cave or in the bed. Waiting for Batman or
for Bruce. It was impossible to tell which in advance. Her moods were an ever-shifting
mystery.
Like that curio.
For so many years their relationship existed as nuance, an intricate knot of unspoken
symbols and subtext. They would always communicate on that level more fully than
on any other. It was effortless, almost subconscious. For a woman that prowls the
Gotham Night calling herself Catwoman, Selina had kept an astonishing lack of “cat
stuff” in her home. Only in one corner of her bedroom she’d hung a little Japanese
painting, minimalist, just a few wispy brushstrokes of eyes and whiskers. And on the
perpendicular wall, a carved curio cabinet filled with figurines, sculptures and
miniatures. When she moved into the manor, she set up her living room, desk, and
exercise equipment in the little suite of rooms across the hall from his bedroom. This,
they had agreed, was to be her territory. Like an embassy is foreign soil. The curio sat
on her living room floor for four days, next to the painting and a cardboard box, with
the figurines snugly packed in moleskin, gauze and newspaper. She didn’t hang the
curio, she didn’t hang the painting, and she didn’t unpack the figurines. For four days
he watched them with Batman’s eye for detail, noting their exact position on the
carpet. For four days he watched for any repositioning that might mean they had been
touched. That night he returned from patrol, and there they were, hanging on the wall
of the bedroom. His bedroom. Now their bedroom.
She had really moved in.

Cats do not make mistakes. If kitty walks into the room with a sopping wet tail, that
is not because she accidentally floated it in her water dish. It is because at some
moment in the recent past, her mind was occupied with the crunchy chows in her
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breakfast bowl. When she finished her meal and was free to turn her attention
elsewhere, she noticed the proximity of her tail to the water and acted accordingly.
That in no way constitutes a mistake; it is a simple matter of timing.
If Selina had first dismissed Renee Montoya as “one of Gordon’s pets,” but was now
discovering a woman of complexity and substance, that in no way constituted a
mistake. She had had no chance to evaluate Renee before, and now she had.
“Lawrence—Commissioner Muskelli, rather—it was him that really persuaded me to
run. You probably didn’t notice, but he is the fourth police commissioner since Jim
Gordon stepped down.”
Selina smiled to herself. She was well aware of the turnover in those chaotic months
after Gordon’s retirement. It was the period when she and Batman became closer. He
started visiting her apartment after patrol, and little by little he relaxed enough in her
presence to talk about his day. Each time he had answered the signal and met a
different Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner, she heard about it first—along with
an hour’s reminiscence about Gordon and speculation of what the new change might
mean. Batman had been relieved when Muskelli appeared as Commissioner #4. So
had Montoya, apparently:
“He had estabilidad, staying power. They were saying that horse was too big for
anybody to ride. But Lawrence showed them. He had something to prove. His family
was sucio, dirty, back in the 20s. They ran the docks. Lawrence wants to make good on
that. Restore the family name. So two months turned to three, and then four—and we
all realized he was the one that would last. We had a new boss. Bien y bueno.”
Selina noted Renee’s continued use of Muskelli’s first name. She wondered if
perhaps his urging her to run for office had less to do with her political qualifications
and more to do with her leaving the force in order to serve on the council. As
commissioner, he could hardly see a police detective socially. Now that Renee was a
civilian…
“Most of us knew once he got settled in there would be changes. Two months was
enough to see how everything worked, and we braced ourselves…”
So had Bruce, Selina remembered well. What would be the new guy’s take on
vigilantes? Nothing was going to stop Batman in his mission, but a supportive GCPD
made life far easier for him than a hostile one.
“…But instead of dictating policy straight off, Commissioner Muskelli asked
questions. At every level. Gold shields down to patrolmen. He really seemed to listen
to our opinions too. He asked about my experiences with The Batman—I had some
trouble a few years back, taken hostage—and then later with Mad Hatter. And unlike
those bastardos in Internal Affairs, hijos sin valor de lingotes, Lawrence really listened.”
Cats never make mistakes. And Selina would have to admit that, for a cop, Montoya
was not completely uninteresting. “Mad Hatter,” she murmured quietly, “I had a bit
of a go-round with him myself once upon a time. How did you handle it, afterwards, I
mean?”
“Madre Virgen del Dios, it was awful… being rescued.”
Selina nodded. “It’s different for us—for women, I mean. The men, the best of them,
I don’t think they can ever really understand. That world out there, the ‘nightlife’ of
Gotham, it’s dangerous stuff. To be weak, to be dependent, to need rescued, it’s…” she
trailed off, unable to find a word bad enough to express the thought.
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“Unthinkable,” Renee prompted, surprising Selina with the English word.
Selina nodded. “Yes. Unthinkable. And dangerous. And the only thing it leads to
is death, but only after a good deal of humiliation and contempt from people who
aren’t fit to—” she broke off again and shuddered. “—so we’re not. We’re not weak,
and we’re not dependent, and we’re not victims. Ever.”
“Sí. But the price is, sometimes, somehow, it means you give up being soft…”
“And warm,” Selina added, “And feminine.”
“…and you wake up one day and you realize you don’t know how that happened.”
Again Selina nodded. “But then you find a man who’s there at the end of the day for
that little check on your femininity.” She paused, then asked with a knowing smile.
“Lawrence?”
“Sí. About a month now.”
“Good for you,” she winked.
“I don’t know,” Renee hedged, “I do like that ‘check on my femininity’ but…”
“Renee. Soft and feminine does not mean weak and helpless. Anybody tells you
different, a well placed knee to the groin tends to set them straight.”

Gotham Central Park stretched from 59th street all the way up to 110th. The
southernmost forty blocks were still called Robinson Park by native Gothamites and
those trying to seem like natives. This in honor of the wealthy 19th Century merchant
Leopold Robinson. Robinson so admired the public grounds of London and Paris, he
campaigned tirelessly for Gotham to build a similar facility: “Providing an attractive
setting for carriage rides and providing working-class Gothamites with a healthy
alternative to the saloon.”
The carriages remained, if only for the tourists, but the park had long ceased to be a
healthy site for after-hours recreation. It was safer, to be sure, than it had been five
years earlier. But it was still a viable location to find lowlifes after dark, and lowlifes
were what Huntress was looking for.
She was still spoiling for a fight. What she’d seen at the Iceberg had only made it
worse.
She didn’t give a damn if Oswald Cobblepot lived or died, that was for damn sure.
It was the woman he was with—a woman who was likely to be the end of him. Lark
Starling she was calling herself now. When she married Helena’s Uncle Vito, she was
Angelica Manetti. She was not a birdwatcher back then, needless to say. She was a
good cook, made manicotti and lasagna from scratch. Uncle Vito did love his pasta.
When he died from heart failure, the family shrugged. For them, anything short of a
car bomb or a hail of gunfire constituted a natural death. It was only years later, when
she’d gone to Sicily after her family’s murder, that Helena learned about these “Black
Widows.” Women that married then murdered wealthy men, it was said, frequently
targeted men of the Causa Nostra. They were suitably rich and seldom mourned.
When they died, law enforcement barely noticed if they weren’t gunned down by other
Mafiosi.
Was Lark Starling a Black Widow? It seemed likely. If she was, Helena did not care
if Penguin lived or died. What had her fascinated and repulsed was not Oswald but
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Lark… Aunt Angelica… Angelica-Lark had no problem remaking herself. New name,
new look, new interests. She was loved for it. On a pedestal. Cherished.
Helena was reviled for it. Whenever she tried to change, she was greeted with
derision and disrespect. Because she didn’t do it for THEM. She pursued her own
agenda, she pleased herself.
Lark Starling, birdwatcher. What a perfect little package of delight for a slimebucket
like Cobblepot.
To become exactly what he wants—what good would that be? If she towed the line
and agreed to do everything Batman’s way, then what? It wouldn’t be The Huntress
he respected. It would be some goddamn paint by numbers Mrs. Potatohead in a mask
and sensible shoes.
Fuck ‘em.
Fuck ‘em all.
Fuck ‘em all and let God sort them out.
She was who she was, she did what she did, and she was going to the park to
hospitalize some muggers.

Jervis Tetch blinked.
“It’s Tweedle Dee and Tweedle DeeDee, hee, hee” he said, before one of the buxom
yellow clad strangers sprung into motion. Some kind of vaulting somersault propelled
her feet into his chest with the force of a small car. Jervis felt himself thrown
backwards until he crashed into his own coffeetable.
“So rested he by the Tumtum Tree,” Jervis mumbled, head throbbing, eyes glassy.
Akiki and Margot looked at each other.
“They can’t all be Blockbuster.”

Bruce took a closer look at the curio of cats hanging in his bedroom. He had seen
this collection before, of course, when he slept over at Selina’s apartment. The variety
was remarkable: from jade, silver, crystal, and porcelain to Pre-Columbian clay and
carved bone. There were statuettes, amulets, tiles, and boxes. Every country and
material seemed to be represented, and every attitude and posture of cat. Like that
blue one: a cat lying down, its tail curled back on its middle, front paws crossed one
over the other. An attitude of composure and ease. The creature would have to feel
very safe to let its guard down that way. The sculpture was a deep and translucent
blue, carved from a sapphire cabochon, most likely. Bruce knew this because he had
bought a statue like this once, for whatshername… Greta? He remembered the cat
better than the girl; he seldom bought gifts like that himself. Alfred or the personal
shopper usually—Candi! that was her name. Candi was the most beautiful of the
bimbos.
Bruce opened the curio and carefully picked up the small blue carving with a
winsome smile. Funny how we can deceive ourselves. All those years ago, he gave his
girlfriend a cat.
He turned it, feeling the cool smooth surface against his fingertips. It did look just
like the one he’d bought for… He turned it over… To Candice, from BW.
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CHAPTER 3: COMPLICATIONS
In the many years since he designed Strategic Self-Mutating Defense Regimen 4,
Batman always maintained a healthy and detached view of the training program. It
was a tool for honing fighting skills, not a malevolent entity. Dick and Tim might call
it Zogger and speak of it like a living thing. Anthropomorphism, Bruce noted, or
attributing human characteristics to inanimate objects, was a healthy and natural
response to the rigors of Robin training. But Batman had more mental discipline that
that. While emotion, properly channeled, could be enormously useful in the fighting
arts, he reserved his anger for the criminal scum that plagued his city. He did not
waste it on a training program.
Usually.
However, holding the jacket of his hand-stitched gi slashed nearly in two by
Zogger’s vicious slicing arm, Batman regarded Strategic Self-Mutating Defense
Regimen 4 with the grisly scowl usually reserved for alley-dwelling gangbangers
playing cop-killer rap.
“This was new,” he told the control console, showing it the ripped fabric before
pivoting and walking off to the costume vault. A brand new, hand-stitched gi, two
months in the making by one of the only craftsmen left in Japan that still practiced the
nearly lost art. Prior to the 1940s, a hand-stitched gi was the martial artist’s practice
garment of choice. But mass production edged out more and more of the skilled
artisans, and soon a hand-stitched gi became more expensive than most martial artists
could afford. Craftsmen became fewer and fewer, the price rose higher and higher,
and as the market shrank, the craftsmen became fewer still.
But Selina said he should treat himself. What was the point in splurging on
expensive scotch he didn’t even drink just to play the fop at d’Annunzio’s if he
wouldn’t do as much for an extravagance he might actually enjoy? They were in
Tokyo, he was one of the best martial artists in the world, why not indulge a little?
He caved. He let her tempt him. Why did he always let her tempt him?
Damnable woman.
Impossible cat.
Thief.
He changed into costume, leaving the gi on the vault floor for Alfred to find and
send for repair.

Jervis Tetch enjoyed spreading other people’s news more than his own. He had told
the story once on arriving at the Iceberg. That was necessary to explain the lump which
caused his signature size 10/6 hat to slope lopsided upon his throbbing head. He told
the tale once already, and once a ready tale is told once, one oughtn’t to tell it again, for
then it is told twice, and twice is twice once, so it can’t be a once told tale, once it’s told
twice…
“And as time is money, it follows that money is time. And these women took all my
money, so I haven’t any time to tell the tale again.”
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Two-Face made an angry gurgling sound that Sly recognized as imminent rage.
“Now Mr. Dent,” the bartender warned, “Mr. Hatter has a concussion. You have to
make allowances.” As he spoke, Sly sat two double shot glasses on the bar before TwoFace and filled each with 22-year old double-malt scotch.
“We do not make allowances,” Two-Face growled, “He is always like that. And even
if he weren’t, it is double-talk. We do not make allowances for double-talk.”
Despite his dangerous tone, Two-Face sat quietly and sipped the drink on the left.
Tempting fate, Jervis looked at the second glass.
“Did I mention those women took all my money?”
Two-Face shot a look at the unflappable bartender as if to say: Even you must realize
this is too much; the little shit is asking for it.
Out came the coin, and even before it was airborne, the bar patrons scurried like
townsfolk in a cheesy western.
The coin was flipped. It was caught. And Two-Face looked at its shiny, unmarred
surface in disgust.
“Join us for a drink, Jervis,” he said with the flat monotone of a hatted drone, for
indeed he had no more choice in the matter once the coin had spoken.
“Happy to,” Jervis twittered and pointed to the second scotch. “Sly, my good man,
would you pour this into a larger glass with soda water and lemon juice, add some
powder sugar, an egg, and three dashes of Curacao.”
“One Derby Fizz,” Sly said, reclaiming the shot glass and preparing the drink.
“You would do that to good scotch?” Harvey Dent’s voice sounded horrified, the
indignant prosecutor outlining a ghastly crime for the jury. He looked back and forth
from Jervis to Sly before pronouncing his verdict, “You fiends.”
“It’s my job, Mr. Dent,” Sly said apologetically, setting the drink before Jervis Tetch.
“Sly,” Harvey said, assuming his most congenial and persuasive courtroom manner,
“You were here earlier when Jervis told this famous story we have yet to hear. Surely,
after making us witness this horror of our best 22-year old double malt being
transmogrified into a—shudder—Derby Fizz, you will kindly have the good grace to
tell us that story.”
Sly looked to Jervis for approval.
“The heel marks still sting most piquantly,” Jervis said with his hand over his chest.
“From the one, two! One, two! Where the vorpal shoe went snicker-snack. I’ll rest a
wee under the Tum Tum Tree. You tell the tale.”
Sly nodded as if it all made perfect sense, and Jervis took his drink to a quiet corner
booth. Sly turned back to Harvey.
“Mr. Tetch was the victim of what I think they call ‘a home invasion.’ A couple
women burst into his hideout, beat him up and cleaned him out.”
The eyebrow on the Harvey side shot up, and on the Two-Face side, a curious rolling
preceded the R as he enunciated a single word, “rrrReally?”
“Yes indeed,” Sly confirmed it, missing the smarmy inflection and continuing in
tones of shocked dismay with which civilians discuss crime befalling someone they
know. “And from what I hear, they’ve done it before. The Ghost Dragons said King
Snake sent them after this pair after they ripped him off just two days ago.”
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“A pair of lady thieves who strike criminal targets at two day intervals?” Two-Face
was fascinated. The coin materialized in his fingers, and after a flip he asked, “What
do you know about their costumes?”
Sly glanced towards Jervis, safely out of earshot in his booth, and at Roxy, safely out
of earshot at the jukebox. Then he looked back to Two-Face. In that brief span, Sly was
transformed from ‘a civilian’ to ‘a man.’
“They wear yellow PVC halters trimmed in black. Matching bikini bottoms, gloves
and boots.”
Two-Face downed his drink in a shot.
“Two women in two-piece costumes of PVC halters and matching bikini bottoms are
on a two-day crime spree?” he said with a shaky voice, as if trying to wrap his brain
around the image.
Sly nodded. “I think the outfits are their circus costumes. They’re supposed to be a
high wire act or something. The Merlot or Marso sisters.”
“Sisters?” Two-Face asked weakly.
“Yep. Twins.”
Two-Face fainted.

Criminal parasites preying on his city. Batman found them outside the music
conservatory, lying in wait like vultures. There was a Paganini program tonight, not
the A-list beautiful people, but an affluent, respectable crowd: Lots of Wall Street and
plastic surgeons. Lots of BMWs and Lexus. It was the latter the vultures were circling
for. The more straightforward scum were here to steal the cars outright. They were
not hard to identify: their motion on the street—checking the makes of the cars—
checking sight lines—and then little nods to each other. Straightforward car thieves
with orders to fill, specific makes and models.
He hated it, but Batman let them continue their foul work unfettered. He could
easily intervene, but that would spook the deadlier scum. All he could do was snap a
few pictures with the infrared camera and send them to the BatComputer to begin the
30-point analysis against mugshots in the database. Once they selected a car, he would
see if he could risk firing a tracer-bug. It all depended on which car they picked. He
wouldn’t chance the tracer if his firing it off could be seen by the greater threat: that
pair by the portico. That pair, that were not sizing up the cars but the patrons. From
their position, they could see a few of the cars parked in the street, but mostly what
they would see was the plaza where the patrons came for a smoke at intermission.
They would see who was bejeweled, and who had a gold cigarette case. And then,
after the show, they would lock on to those targets and strike. Carjacking was not so
efficient as stealing an empty vehicle, and those pros now driving off in the Lexus
would not dream of it. Dealing with the victims was messy, and the punishments
when they were caught would be severe. But that pair by the portico, Batman knew
their kind and how they thought: the jewels on the doctor’s wife would compensate
them for the extra risk.
Jewels.
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Not that anyone in this crowd would have anything to Catwoman’s tastes back
when she… …Damn her… …At least it was the music conservatory and not the opera
house.
In the shadows, Batman watched the scum at the portico sizing up their targets, his
fist curling into a tight coil of rage.
They deserved this. This would be Justice. The righteous fury of virtue against vice,
the triumph of decency over thuggery. And they would make a very satisfying thump
when they hit the ground.

Gotham City had more single people per capita than any other location in the world.
The dating scene was an ever-shifting kaleidoscope of restaurants, clubs, and trends.
For Lawrence Muskelli, the status of carriage rides was particularly hard to keep track
of: they were in, they were out, they were romantic, they were hokey, they were for
tourists, they were for anyone with a true love of the city and the park.
Renee had thanked Lawrence for a wonderful meal, and they strolled from the
quaint bistro on 64th street south towards the edge of the park. There they could easily
grab a taxi from the queues at the many hotels or pop into the Plaza for a drink. And
there, as the rows of hansom cabs lined Robinson Park South, he could point them out
and gauge her views before asking.
Unfortunately, when the moment came, he found himself stuck for a suitably
noncommittal remark. “Carriage rides bring such a sense of continuity to the park”
would sound like he was hosting a travel video. And “Some of the drivers still wear
livery” would make him sound like a dork. So instead, he just pointed out the Maine
Monument at the southwest entrance.
Renee looked towards it—and then there was a stream of unintelligible Spanish as
she stormed through the Merchant’s Gate into the park. Lawrence had been dating
Renee long enough to know that Spanish in a stream meant trouble. A word or two
every few sentences was a good sign, it meant she was unwinding. But when it flowed
like water as it had just now, that meant she was pissed. He was pretty sure nobody
hated the hansom cabs that much, so he assumed she’d seen something past them in
the park itself that offended her.

Huntress had the perp strung up by his ankles, hanging from a cypress tree that
overhung the bridle path. She prodded his middle with an arrow as she questioned
him.
“Your supplier, Maggot! Tell me now or—”
When from behind her, she heard the crunch of feet on twigs. Someone behind her,
not bothering to disguise their presence. A Bat-somebody, no doubt, ready to weigh in
with the objections: Loose Cannon. Irresponsible. Violent. Rash.
“Let that man down.”
It wasn’t a voice she expected, and Huntress turned with a petulant sneer to see who
it was. It was that policewoman turned sellout, Montoya, looking at her like she was a
rowdy teenager pulled out from a rock concert for climbing the truss. Who was she to
be barking orders anyway? Let the maggot down, indeed.
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“Or what?!” Huntress challenged, practically spitting the words.
“You are a selfish, ungrateful brat,” Montoya declared. Helena recognized the tone.
It was the same one she used in the classroom, with the inner city kids that weren’t half
as tough as they let on. “I stood up for you people. I said vigilantes do good in this
city. I said we need them to fill the void and do what police can’t. They can be trusted
to do that, I said. And this is what I get in return! You’re a disgrace to everyone who
wears a mask. You make the others look bad by association and you spit on everyone
who stood up for you. You let that man down or I put you over my knee right here,
right now.”

The horizon was beginning to purple by the time Batman returned to the cave. By
the time Bruce reached the bedroom, it was pink. By the time his head sank into the
pillow, the first shafts of luminous glow cut through the morning mist, infusing the air
with a tart grassy smell of unripe grapes.
A kiss brushed his cheek.
“My, but you’re late. Rough night?”
“Go away, Kitten.”
“Oh, one of those moods. Well, I’ll let you sleep it off if you’re that tired, Handsome.
But I had hoped we could talk. I haven’t seen you since before Renee left.”
“I… wasn’t avoiding you,” Bruce lied. “I went down to the cave.”
“Ah, playing with the new toys?”
“The video camouflage gear,” he corrected automatically. “No. I wanted to work
out.”
“Well you didn’t miss much. The Blackgate thing was a joke. Not that I’ve ever seen
the place up close and personal, but one would imagine they’d have better security
than that…”
Bruce seethed. She was flaunting her criminal past—flaunting it right in his face.
No, she’d never been in Blackgate. She had to ask Barbara to pull the blueprints off the
city systems because she’d never even seen the lobby! Catwoman had never been
captured and she had to rub it in. That’s what that curio was about. Rubbing it in.
Flaunting it. “Never caught me, Handsome. Not up to the scratch. Reowrl.”
“…if security is even the word. I mean a painting like that…”
“It’s a prison,” he pointed out, controlling his growing anger, “I don’t think
guarding the artwork is a high priority.”
“That’s my point. Why have it there at all? A painting like that in the lobby, security
doesn’t even enter into it. Owning any work of art is a privilege, and if they don’t have
the sense or judgment to put it somewhere appropriate….”
Bruce sat up in bed and stared at her in wonder.
“Sense. And JUDGMENT?” he exploded at last. “SENSE AND JUDGMENT to put it
somewhere APPROPRIATE??? Like in someone’s house, right? That is where stolen
property belongs, isn’t it! In the home! Selina, what were you THINKING?”
She looked confused, which only enraged him further.
“What the HELL were you thinking??? And what the hell did this MEAN TO
YOU???”
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The silence was probably much shorter than it seemed to Bruce. To Bruce it felt like
a minute.
“First,” she said finally, a calm poised tone, “this isn’t a rooftop, and it’s not a cattle
drive, so I’ll ask you to reconsider your tone of voice. Second…” she paused and then
bit off each word crisply, “thinking—about—what?”
“You know EXACTLY what I’m talking about, Candice.”
She looked more confused than ever.
“Ex-cuse me?”
His voice dripped with uncharacteristic sarcasm as he pointed into the corner
towards the offending cat sculpture and spat, “I figured that must be one of your
‘aliases,’ considering the carving in the curio.”
Again she paused, cocked her head, and then smiled broadly. Her delight, Bruce
would later realize, was nothing more than simple relief in having finally figured out
what he was talking about, but at the time, he only saw Catwoman basking in the glow
of her felonious victories:
“Oh, the little blue one! Isn’t he the cutest thing? I always loved that one. A little
kitschy, but cute.”
“Kitschy. But expensive enough though, right?”
“Well not compared to some,” she smiled.
“Then why steal it in the first place?” he asked through clenched teeth.
“I would have thought that was obvious, Stud. It’s a cat.” She looked amused as
hell.
“How astute,” he graveled.
“Just checking: you did know I was Catwoman when you asked me to move in,
right?”
“Of course I did, Selina. But I expected a little more courtesy than you bringing the
spoils of your illicit activities here.”
“Time out. ‘The spoils of your illicit activities?’ If you’re going to be this pompous,
you might want to pop downstairs and change, because the judgmental jackass bit
really doesn’t play so well in the bathrobe.”
“Neither does your sarcasm. And it’s not the judgmental jack— the law and order
thing; it is not the law and order thing. It is a simple matter of respect. It is stolen
property—”
“Bullshit. It is ME, and you knew that from day one.”
“Yes, I knew. I just didn’t expect you to flaunt your criminal…” he broke off,
sputtering, choking on indignant frustration “…right in front of me…” he broke off
again and glared, then resumed, calmer and resolute, “Then again, why wouldn’t you.
It’s not like you haven’t been doing it all along.”
“And you loved it,” she said simply.
“NO!” he shouted, winced at the lapse of control, then repeated the word in a calmer
tone, “No. I loved— love… you. But I never loved what you did, because what you
did was wrong.”
“Well that refrain was overdue.”
“Impossible. You are the most maddeningly impossible woman. Selina, don’t you
ever regret anything you’ve done?”
“Cats… do not… regret.”
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“I didn’t ask about cats, I asked you.”
“Same thing, lover.”
“No. It’s not.”
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CHAPTER 4: LINK
This was the true consequence Bruce hadn’t foreseen when he asked Selina to move
in. It wasn’t visitors like Montoya coming to the manor. It had nothing to do with
blueprints or Interpol reports. Ultimately, it wasn’t even about a stolen cat statuette in
his bedroom. It was that link he had with Catwoman.
In the minutes before he’d discovered that cat in the curio, Bruce thought about how
he and Selina would always communicate nonverbally more fully than they could in
words. The ‘whatever it was’ between Batman and Catwoman existed for so long as
shadow and nuance, they connected on a level that was mutually understood but never
admitted, a primal, physical and subconscious bond.
It was there when they had a whole city to get lost in after they clashed. Why hadn’t
he realized what it would be like with her right across the hallway? Or right across the
breakfast table?
There she sat. She didn’t have to say it. He knew: She saw his reaction to the stolen
cat as a rejection of a fundamental part of her, a part she thought he’d embraced long
ago. The accusation was as clear as if she screamed it. He felt it as acutely as if she
screamed it.
And she knew his grievance too; he could tell that also: He felt betrayed and
disrespected by her bringing stolen property into his home. She knew that, and she
was defensive. (“Cats do not regret.” Impossible woman. Catwoman was never
defensive. Catwoman gave as well as she got, he knew that better than anybody. It
was Selina who was hurting… who he had hurt. Bruce thought back to that little bit of
blue carving that started it all: the front paws crossed one over the other—a relaxed
attitude—the creature would have to feel very safe to let its guard down that way. Yes, she
brought a stolen cat into his house. He asked her to move in. He watched for four days
to see if that curio went into her rooms or into his. He’d wanted her to make it their
home and not his. And when she finally did…
So okay, she was defensive.
That didn’t change the fact that he was a crimefighter and bringing the spoils of a
crime into his home was a mockery of all he stood for. It was regrettable that she
couldn’t see that…
He felt a chill and looked across the table into hostile feline eyes. It was almost as if
he’d said it out loud, for he could see the sound positively hovering on her lips:
Pfffffft.
Typical. The answer when she didn’t have an answer.
No, the green orbs shot back, it’s the answer when you’re being too pompous and stupid
for even Feline Logic to apply.
Feline logic, he mentally sneered at his own expression. Moral relativism, that’s what it
is.
He didn’t say it aloud. He hadn’t said anything out loud, and yet she stood and left
the room as if he’d insulted her.
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One thing I’ll say for all the masked melees between Batman and Catwoman: You
knew where you stood. You could tell when one was happening and when it wasn’t.
A grab could go wrong and I’d find myself pulled by my own momentum into an iron
pin, a disorienting lead, and an unceremonious drop to the floor. But I knew where I
stood—even if it wasn’t standing at all but an ungraceful heap on the floor.
Technically, the fight was over in the sense that we stopped talking about the cat in
the curio. But somehow… it didn’t feel over at all.
He can’t really be surprised, can he?
World’s Greatest Detective.
Pfffft.
He knows I’m Catwoman. He knows what business Catwoman was in. It never
dawned on him that in the course of a thousand prowls, a hundred robberies, I might
have kept a piece or two that struck my fancy???
He ASKED me to move in. He knows I’m Catwoman. He doesn’t get to act
surprised.
Neither do you, Kitten.
He might not have said it out loud, but the implication was clear enough from that
glare burning through the backside of Alfred’s menus. It said:
Yes, I asked—and YOU moved in. You knew I was Batman. And you knew Batman is a
judgmental jackass. You didn’t know this was coming? Of course you did, you had to know
sooner or later there would be an issue. You just figured you’d do what you always do: purr in
my ear and play with the insignia. And if that didn’t work, you’d bait me ‘til I tripped over my
own pomposity and fell on my face. Then you’d smile and meow because you love me anyway,
and we’d slip back into the old banter without even realizing it. Bat and Cat, life goes on.
Maybe he didn’t say it, but it was implied. The contempt was very definitely
implied just by the way he chewed his toast. He knew that collection was a reflection
of me. He knew cats and thief. Why couldn’t the World’s Greatest Detective make that
jump, hmm? That just MAYBE there would be a piece or two in there that was stolen?
World’s Greatest Detective, why couldn’t he make that jump?
I’ll tell you why. He’s Batman!
Same reason he expects the JLA to follow his plans, the same reason he didn’t feel
the need to explain his presence at a meeting with Scarecrow that only Bruce Wayne
knew about:
He’s. Batman.
He says so.
He wanted us to be together. We are.
He wanted Catwoman to stop stealing. I have.
He wanted me to move in. I’m here.
It’s automatic. He wants it and it shall be thus. So naturally there couldn’t be
something he doesn’t approve of in that curio or in me, or I would have sold it off ages
ago! Given the proceeds to charity! Donned sackcloth, ashes and a scarlet A!
Well, guess again, Dark Knight.
I stood and left the dining room.
Cats do not wear sackcloth.
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Bruce threw his napkin down angrily beside the crumpled daily schedule Alfred left
beside his breakfast plate, then he followed Selina from the dining room.
How is that insulting, hmm? He silently asked the hallway carpet. Catwoman always
admitted she was a thief. If she wasn’t downright proud of it, she was certainly proud of her
forthright admissions about it.
The hallway carpet had no answer, nor did the hardwood floors of the morning
room. Indeed, the clunk of his shoes on the tiles of Jeffersonian parquet oak evoked the
clunk of Batman’s boots landing on a rooftop. That only affirmed his arguments:
She didn’t ever deny her criminal activity. Catwoman’s code of conduct is her own.
Society’s ideas of right and wrong don’t apply. She understands what they are just fine; she
isn’t insane like the Joker. She just blithely ignores whatever little rules and laws don’t suit her
version of things.
But she can always be counted on to do the right thing as she sees it.
Bruce looked around the empty morning room. Selina wasn’t there; she must have
gone up to her own suite.
But she can always be counted on to do the right thing as she sees it, Batman repeated. It
was the Batman part of him, the stickler for Justice. Yes he was mad at her, he was
disappointed, and he was hurt. But he would not stand by and see her falsely accused.
She was many things, a thief among them, but she was not immoral, dishonorable, or
unprincipled.
She COULD be counted on to do the right thing as she saw it. She just didn’t like
admitting it.
She used to steal. And now she doesn’t.
It was true enough. And she hadn’t done it for him, that was for damn sure. She’d
always made it clear, those thousands of times he tried to reform her: she was who she
was, and she wouldn’t tone herself down to suit somebody else’s idea of what she
should be. She had stopped stealing and not for him, which meant it had to be because
she recognized—because she allowed herself to recognize, finally—that it was wrong.
Right?
That must be it. It was the only progression that served logic, feline or otherwise.
Feline logic. What a contradiction that was. And how it suited her. Military
Intelligence. Jumbo Shrimp. Feline Logic… Catwoman. She’ll decide all on her own
that stealing is wrong, but she’ll keep the spoils of her criminal past and not give it a
moment’s pause.
What was he going to do with her?

You know what pisses me off more than anything? This is all about that little blue
cat. Condo full of stuff, I found a cute little carved sweetie that was too darling to
fence, so I popped it into the curio and never gave it a second thought. THAT is what
he chooses to bite into like a rabid rat with wings. Does he even notice the Egyptian
Sekhmet from the museum? Oh no. First time I ever escaped from Batman with the
loot. That he can’t be bothered remembering. But he notices some sentimental
hogwash on the bottom of the blue one. “Candice,” for pity sake.
Way to make a girl feel appreciated, Stud.
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I’ll bet this is how he treated the bimbos: “Were you the one that wore green on our first
date? No, no, you must be the one that likes Van Morrison… Oh, I know, you’re the purple
one from the rooftops, the non-complex one that won’t change to accommodate me. Been
through it all before, Babe, so I know exactly how it will work out if I let it continue. Better have
Batman step in and take full control of the situation, because that always works so well.”
Arrogant jackass.

Climbing the stairs to the bedrooms, Bruce noted an absence on the landing.
Whiskers was not in his usual “gargoyle” position overlooking the Great Hall. Making
a left at the hallway, he knocked on the doorframe of Selina’s suite. The door was
open, and yet he knocked. She should appreciate a gesture like that. He’d seldom
knocked at her apartment; it was almost a running joke.
“Yes?” It was a flat voice. Not Come in, certainly. More like What do you want now?
What do you want now, Jackass? The Catwoman in his head amended the quote.
“I was, um,” he began, and then broke off as he took in the scene. The closet door
was open, and somehow, she had already managed to recreate the hellmouth that
existed in her apartment. She was squatted down, searching through a stack of clutter
spilled out over her feet. Whiskers and Nutmeg climbed over the mounds of disorder
like Sherpas, while Selina muttered curses at the mess.
It was quite endearing, and he allowed his lip a half-twitch.
“I thought you were going to sort through that stuff when you were packing, clear
out the junk.”
He didn’t mean it to sound like “That’s far enough, Catwoman.” Playing it back in
his head, he was quite sure it didn’t sound like “That’s far enough, Catwoman.” Yet
she reacted like it was Sotheby’s vault at four in the morning with a sack full of other
people’s property dangling from her delicate wrist.
Or… she didn’t really react like it was a vault. The pause at his words was the same.
And the slow turn to face him. But then she didn’t say anything. No springy
comeback. Not even acknowledgement. Just an angry stare.
“Never mind,” he said, turned, and left.

Huntress was livid. Something beyond mere anger had taken hold when Montoya
challenged her. Who was this miserable bitch to interrupt her interrogation like she
was pulling over SoccerMom for running a stop sign?
“You understand nothing—” she had spat. She broke off, not because of the hard
dark eyes promising they would make good their threat of a spanking, Huntress would
not be intimidated that way. She was simply… at a loss to say what it was Montoya
didn’t understand.
“No?” Renee said simply, humoring a child. “Then explain it to me. Tell me what I
don’t understand about the need to stop this man from hurting people without
crossing the line and violating his rights, hmm? Tell me what it is I don’t see.”
In frustration, Huntress made a fist and punched her victim squarely in the stomach,
then looked to Montoya with a snide ‘take that.’ Renee was unimpressed and said
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nothing. She waited with seeming patience for an answer. Finally Helena began to
speak, slowly at first, her words gaining speed and passion as she continued.
“You… don’t understand… what it is to be out here night after night because you
want to do good… And for that, you get no respect from your allies, no respect from
the people you protect, and the lowest, slimiest filth think they have a piece of you
simply by your existing… You dare come out into the Gotham night, you are theirs to
define with their own sick twisted measuring stick of—” She paused, stuck for words,
and pulled back to punch again, this time aiming for the villain’s crotch. Her elbow
was seized and a numbing jolt like electricity shot up her arm from the wrist, dropping
her to one knee.
“I don’t know disrespect?” Renee said simply as if, instead of delivering a paralyzing
nikyo, she had merely admired Helena’s handbag. “Have you seen the papers? I’m a
lesbian. Lady cop must be gay, right? That’s the natural order of things. And if I deny
it, I look bigoted and adios to reelection. And why? I’m a woman and I live in Gotham,
so I’m fair game. That’s all they need to smear you. You don’t need to wear a mask.
These chorra pichacorta are threatened by any woman that… you think I don’t know
disrespect, Little Miss?”
Huntress snarled and stood.
“Spare me the sisterhood crap, okay? You want sisterhood, Ellen, go back to your
boyfriend over there and let me do my job.”
“Torturing this man because life kicks you in the alimentos, no. You’re going to learn
to behave, Little Girl, or you wind up alone in this world. You don’t make this man
and everybody else a scapegoat because you’re unhappy. You’re gonna grow up and
now: You want respect, you earn it. You start by cutting him down and drop him at
the 21st precinct, or else I take you both in.”
That was how the scene had played out. Huntress told herself she complied with
Montoya’s outrageous demands because there was no choice. The woman was a city
official and could make plenty of trouble if unappeased. And Helena knew she would
get no support from the Bat-family. On the contrary, he’d let her swing: Told you so.
No good. Violent. Rash. Loose cannon. Lost cause. Cut bait.
The pig. The control freak bat-chauvinist bat-prick.
Huntress’s stomach seized on the word and her mouth soured with the taste of
stomach enzymes and rage.
Renee Montoya, a woman. When she accused Huntress of the same things Batman
did, it was not so easy to shrug it off as a pigheaded man pissing on her parade. She
might or might not be a dyke, but she was certainly not a bat-chauvinist bat-prick.
Again Helena’s stomach seized. The very idea that the lack of respect was her own
doing heaved through her insides, and she knew she wouldn’t stop tasting bile until
she proved Montoya—and therefore Batman—wrong.
She had to do something, some gesture, some stupid gesture. Something the holier
than thou Bat would preach—COBBLEPOT! She would warn Oswald Cobblepot his
new ladylove was a black widow out to kill him. He was a corrupt, worthless
slimebucket, and she would save his worthless life. And when the world was no better
for it, she would be proven right and they would be wrong.
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And a vile sleaze like Cobblepot would owe her his life. That, at least, would be
satisfying. How she would make him squirm to repay such a debt.
Yes, it was an excellent plan. Already, Huntress felt her guts unclenching.

Like any establishment that serves alcohol, the Iceberg Lounge had a policy for
customers who lose consciousness in the bar. The proprietor, Oswald Cobblepot, was
not an unworldly man. He appreciated that sometimes a patron had a little too much
Jack Daniels and required a nap. And he appreciated that sometimes a patron played
Red Red Wine once too often on the jukebox and Killer Croc found it necessary to put
them through a wall.
But whatever the reason, it was unseemly having customers passed out on the floor.
So Two-Face, like any other incapacitated client, was neatly deposited in a back room
beside Oswald’s office.
Behind closed eyelids, Harvey saw himself as Indiana Jones running from a giant
two-headed coin, a coin not rolling but flipping towards him, a bat emblem
emblazoned on both faces. Mere seconds before impact, his theme music swelled and
he skidded through the escape hatch, reaching back to retrieve his dusty fedora. Then
he heard Sly’s voice: “Yellow PVC halters trimmed in black… bikini bottoms, gloves
and boots.” The words repeated. The voice sounded again—and again—like
chanting. The chanting opened the ground beneath his feet and Harvey felt himself
falling through a whirlpool of yellow and black… “PVC… matching bikini bottoms…
from their circus act… sisters.”
Indiana Two-Face landed hard on solid ground, the fedora tipped back slightly as he
rolled his head backwards onto the floor. “Twins,” he muttered, “Why did it have to
be twins?”
Then he blinked… he felt hot and sweaty… and he was staring at acoustic tiling. He
sat up and looked around. The Iceberg, the back room, damn.
He stood and shrugged off a wave of dizziness in the doorway. In that moment’s
hesitation, he chanced to hear voices across the way—Oswald’s office. A woman’s
voice… was that… No, it couldn’t be. Huntress?
“Listen, you miserable little shithole…” Yes, that was Huntress. “…doing you a
favor you don’t deserve. And don’t have the—”
“My dear good woman,” Oswald’s voice interrupted with smug condescension, “I
fear that caped hooligans like yourself simply cannot understand a refined creature like
Miss Starling…”
“You CAN’T be so stupid as to think that’s her name.”
“As I say, you cannot begin to understand: Lark Starling is a lady.”
“She’s a black widow, you stupid bird. She marries men with money and then she
kills them, inherits everything they’ve got and disappears. You’re going to be next.
You’re going to be Mr. Lark Starling and then you’re going to be the late Mr. Lark
Starling, and then this shithole of a bar is going to be sold off to Donald Trump and
he’ll put in a fucking Starbuck’s…”
“Enough. Huntress, I must ask you to leave. You have slandered my fiancé, and
now…”
“…and a Bugaboo Creek Steakhouse…”
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“Get out of this establishment now, you Wallowing Wannabat!”
“And a donut shop. They’ll put in a Krispy Kreme right where the bar is now, and
there will be a constant stream of cops in and out of here whenever that Hot Donuts
Now sign is lit.”
There was the unmistakable sound of an umbrella thrashing through the air and
hitting a filing cabinet.
“Bony-bottomed batslut!” Oswald called as the door opened and Huntress stormed
away in a huff.
Two-Face appeared not to notice, seeming to look through her at the spectacle of
Oswald, brandishing his umbrella like a rapier as he ran after her to fling a final
“Callous castoff!” at her retreating form.
Two-Face rummaged in his pocket, retrieved the coin, and looked at it. Harvey
knew what he had to do. Two-Face knew what he had to do. In his mind, the staccato
trumpets of a Hollywood theme song resumed, he tipped his imaginary fedora to
Penguin, and returned the coin to his breast pocket, unflipped.
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CHAPTER 5: CONFIRMATION AND
COUNTERFEIT
Harvey Dent knew what it was to learn your ladylove wants to kill you. His preTwo-Face engagement to Pamela Isley turned out to be just such a setup, and Harvey
had refused to believe it just as vehemently as Oswald did.
His Two-Face persona also knew what it was to arrive at the Gotham General E.R.
with life-threatening injuries inflicted by a woman he’d once called darling. The only
difference was that Two-Face didn’t have the luxury of denial. Harvey got to assure
Bruce Wayne that No, his beloved fiancée Pamela could not possibly have been the one
that poisoned him. And Oswald could eject Huntress from his office with cries of
“Wallowing Wannabat” when she broke the news about Lark Starling. But Two-Face
had the evidence of his own eyes as to who stabbed him with pot fragments screaming
“DIE PLANT-KILLER DIE! REVENGE FOR IVAN! REVENGE FOR IVAN! EAT
WEED-KILLER, YOU FESTERING MOUND OF SLIME! CAN’T YOU WORK A
SUNLAMP? DIE PLANT-KILLER DIE!”
Unlike his lighter side, Two-Face wasn’t sentimental. He didn’t see any need to
involve himself in the possible impending murder of Oswald Cobblepot—not for its
own sake. That was the kind of thing Harvey got worked up over. Harvey the Dogooder, like it was any of their business what Ozzy got himself into. If it were a matter
of intervening just to save Oswald’s life, Two-Face would have insisted on a coin toss.
But there was a second consideration. Two-Face was well aware that the demise of
Oswald could mean the demise of the Iceberg, possibly in the very way Huntress had
outlined. That was not to be risked on a coin toss, nor on the vague hope that Huntress
was wrong or that if she wasn’t, Oswald would realize in time and take steps.
Hence why he hurried from the Iceberg: He hoped he could catch up with Huntress
before she disappeared to wherever it is vigilantes go when they’re not prancing
around ruining perfectly good crime sprees. He had little difficulty finding her. She
was still on foot; in fact, she was still doing that angry stomp she’d started at Oswald’s
office door.
“Excuse us!” Harvey called down the street, breaking into a run. “Huntress! Wait
up!”
She spun around instinctively, into a defensive judo stance, then relaxed slightly
with a disgusted snort.
“What do you want, Maggot?”
“Aren’t you the feisty wench,” Two-Face leered, then he blinked into a direct,
businesslike tone. “Two minutes of your time is what we want…” He blinked again
and added “…please.” The last word dripped with condescending irony and Huntress
felt an urge to put an arrow through his eye. Harvey took her murderous glare for
consent and continued. “Back in the bar, we couldn’t help overhearing your
conversation. You think Oswald’s lady friend is out to kill him. Why?”
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“For his money,” she sneered, “why else would anyone have anything to do with
him.”
Harvey winced, but Two-Face laughed.
“A cynical feisty wench, we’re starting to like you. But you misunderstood: We were
not questioning her motive but yours. What evidence do you have to back up these
accusations? How certain are you of the charges you bring? And why…” An arrow
pressed against his nose and Harvey felt it was best to stop talking.
“I know because I know, Counselor. I recognize her; she’s done it before. She gets
away with it, too. Now if you’re finished with your cross-examination, I have to
getuoomph—”
“You’ll have to excuse us,” Two-Face said, rubbing sore knuckles, “We would
normally allow him to handle anything as mundane as browbeating a witness. But we
dislike having arrows shoved up our noseuuungh—”
“And you’ll have to excuse me, I don’t let scum-lapping maggots get the last word.”
“Fair enough,” Harvey said simply, massaging his jaw. “Sorry about that. Darth
Duplicity. He gets excited around women in boots. Not to worry, he’s back in his
kennel now. So the things you told Oswald: You’re certain of them; that’s all I wanted
to know. Thank you, Huntress. I appreciate your time.”
He offered his hand as if they’d just concluded a business meeting. Huntress stared
at it, then at him, then back at the hand. The words ‘You’re a sick fuck, Dent’ hovered
on her lips, but the sight of that extended hand had her mesmerized. It was almost like
respect. Reluctantly, she shook it, then turned and began walking away.
“MumumumumMama,” Two-Face called audibly, “don’t know why they call you
Bony Ass.”

Lawrence Muskelli lit the Bat-Signal and waited. He knew from experience that
Batman could take ten to forty minutes to respond, depending on his location. While
he waited, Muskelli thought about Renee.
For all that Latin temper, she had a dignity about her. It was the first thing he’d
noticed. After the Mad Hatter incident, there was an Internal Affairs probe, but unlike
most cops she didn’t get belligerent with the IAD guys. She went through the victims’
counseling too, because it was required. No grousing. No ‘don’t treat me different
because I’m a woman’ song and dance. She went through all of it because that’s what
you do. Mature. Dignified. True grace under pressure through the whole thing. He
was impressed. He would have liked to get to know her better, but it wasn’t possible
then: a detective under investigation when he’d just taken over the department.
Scandal waiting to happen. So he put it aside.
Then when he asked for input on vigilantes, she gave it. She took him at his word.
She came to his office and told him what she thought. No paranoid suspicion, like
from some of them. No assumptions that it was a trick question. No telling him what
she guessed he wanted to hear. She was a straight shooter.
Those qualities made her ideal to serve on the city council, but iffy for the political
life that went with the job. Like that story in the Post purporting to “out” her. As with
the IA investigations, Renee handled the smear campaign with dignity and class.
Publicly…
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“By next week, everyone will have forgotten it. I’m actually quite surprised that it made the
front page… Next week we’ll read that Jade is Riddler and Poison Ivy’s lovechild or something,
and this will all be forgotten.”
…But privately, Lawrence knew Renee was troubled. He didn’t feel close enough to
ask a confidence if she didn’t volunteer it, but he had his suspicions. Her old
colleagues on the force, there was speculation and probably wagers about her sexual
orientation. Maybe too, some questions from her family. Not everyone understood the
extent to which tabloids lie. Some had a childlike faith in whatever they read in print,
no matter how absurd—
“Yes, Commissioner?”
Muskelli started at the dark caped presence suddenly standing in front of him. With
a resigned grumble, he put thoughts of Renee aside and briefed Batman on the
counterfeiting sting the Feds were warning “the locals” to steer clear of.

Harvey returned to the Iceberg, shuddered as he ordered a Derby Fizz from Sly, and
took the bubbly concoction to Jervis Tetch’s table.
Two hours later… Harvey sat in the Mad Hatter’s hideout sifting through the rubble
of Double Dare’s attack. He couldn’t understand why Jervis, who was such an
incessant chatterbox about trivial nonsense, was such a tight-lipped nincompoop about
this Double Dare. When Riddler “made such an impression on Auntie Maud,”
Harvey, like the rest of the Iceberg, had listened. But now that there were matters of
actual importance to be shared, Jervis sealed up like a ziplock!
Two hours later… Two-Face and Mad Hatter robbed Kingston Electronics. The tech
firm that supplied dozens of the dotcoms operating out of “Silicon Alley” was able to
replace all the micro-electronics Double Dare destroyed in their attack on Jervis’s
hideout. After a successful heist together, Two-Face felt sure his companion would be
more forthcoming. “So tell us, Jervis,” he began, “about these, heh, Doublemint
Twins…” …Alas, even after Two-Face helped re-outfit his hideout, Jervis Tetch
remained a monosyllabic nincompoop.
Two hours later… Harvey again waited in the hideout while Jervis worked. He
worked feverishly on a chic beret of green and yellow felt. “Nice colors,” Two-Face
remarked, “is that the same shade of yellow as the Double Dare costumes?” Nothing.
The weaselly little hatter just hunched tighter over his workbench and tweaked the tiny
microchip.
Two hours later… a “hatted” Lark Starling was on her way to Wisconsin to make
cheese. A weary Two-Face turned to his equally exhausted partner and asked
pointblank: “Is everything in the same proportion?” Mad Hatter looked at him with
disgust before answering…
“Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe…”
“And did they at least gyre and gimble in unison?” Two-Face asked, trying to make
the most of the only answer he was going to get.
“Beware the Jabberwock, my son!
The jaws that bite, the claws that catch!
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Beware the Jubjub bird, and shun
The frumious Bandersnatch… Take the hint, Harvey. The vicious vixens beat the crap
out of me and I don’t want to talk about it. This Oswald-Lark business isn’t over yet.
Go home and get some rest before we start Phase 2.”

The Batmobile made the final turn from the public road onto the Wayne property,
but Batman’s mind was far from “homecoming mode”…
Things that went on in other cities did not happen in Gotham. Feds did not come in
and do as they pleased. They did not get to hide behind ‘classified information’ and
‘need to know.’ They did not get to treat city cops like errand boys. They did not get
to warn ‘the locals’ off ‘their’ investigations. Not in his city.
Muskelli didn’t know that. He was still new. He would learn.
…The Batmobile crossed electric eye Omega, disabling the hologram ahead…
Commissioner Muskelli hated the Treasury Department warning off the GCPD, but
he went along because that’s what goes on in other cities. He’d passed their warnings
on to Batman: a sting operation was in place, Federal, stay out of it. Gordon would
have done the same, Batman knew, but Gordon would have known what would
happen.
…The Batmobile glided into its place in the cave with the graceful ease of a
thoroughbred that had run its race. But for some reason, Batman could not feel equally
content in his triumph…
Oracle had an off night. It took her six hours to confirm the counterfeiting
investigation and pull all their “evidence” off the agency systems. By that time,
Batman had already located the superbill printing presses, apprehended the operators,
and traced the magnetic ink to its source: Embassy Row. “Imagine my surprise,” he
had whispered into the still night air.
…Batman settled in at his workstation, typed up the log entry, and linked it to the
related files in the database…
When Special Agents Flaherty and Rollins reached the scene, they’d found the men,
the presses, the ink, the paper, and the evidence linking back to the Korean Consulate
and the Chinese arms dealer where all those counterfeit hundreds were headed. They
also found their return plane tickets to Washington.
Oracle had made up for her initial stumble with a bit of bravado. She saw in
Flaherty’s personnel record that he had an anniversary coming up, and since he’d now
be getting home in time to celebrate with his wife, she noted this when she changed
their flights and bumped him up to First Class.
It was, by anybody’s yardstick, a total triumph: for law-enforcement, for Gotham,
and for Batman.
And he was rightly proud of it.
A win was a win. It wasn’t any less satisfying from a crimefighting standpoint, for
Justice was served. That is what mattered.
…Entering the costume vault, Batman removed his costume and changed into a
kimono, black and slate gray silk woven in a tight herringbone pattern with black
piping, Selina’s gift. It was so silly, she said, going to all the trouble changing into
Bruce Wayne’s shirt and trousers after patrol just to walk from the costume vault to the
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bedroom… It unnerved him. It was a gift for Batman and that was strange enough.
But it was a gift that showed an intimate understanding of Batman’s life, of this most
private corner of Batman’s life, and yet had no practical value in relation to the
Mission. The very concept of Batman and not Bruce Wayne having a life unrelated to
the Mission, it seemed like an absolute contradiction—(Feline Logic!)—and yet he was
wearing the proof of it…
The counterfeiting case was a win. It was an absolute win, and it wasn’t any less
satisfying from a crimefighting standpoint, for Justice was served and that is what
mattered.
But perhaps it was not a betrayal of the Mission to admit there was another
satisfaction, a different kind, in coming home at the end of the night and…
Barbara’s contribution wasn’t any less valuable because Dick was there to share in
the victory. He’d heard them, a murmur and a giggle in that second before the
OraCom muted. The job was done, and now they each had someone who understood
to pat them on the back, relax with, and bask in the satisfaction of a job well done…
He liked coming home to her.
He liked telling her about his day.
He did not like having a stolen cat in his bedroom.
He liked having someone in his life that understood the life.
He did not like having a stolen cat in his bedroom.

A butler’s first responsibility, Alfred reminded himself, was to give good service.
That was his primary concern. He saw that nutritious meals were prepared and served
in an orderly and elegant fashion. If Master Bruce and Miss Selina chose to eat those
meals—or not eat them, as the case may be—in tense and glaring silence, that was their
business. If they chose to create an atmosphere of high pressure storm systems
brewing behind the salad, making their way to the green beans, and threatening to
erupt into a deluge over the Leg of Lamb a la Pennyworth, that was not his concern…
not in his capacity as butler, and in the dining room, his role as butler must be
paramount.
It was one thing to give a gentle nudge when the Batman-Catwoman situation
seemed, at last, to be developing into something more. Particularly when that nudge
required only a phonecall to Master Dick on so innocuous a subject as his Father’s Day
gift… It was all entirely within the realm of Alfred’s traditional role in the family.
But to meddle in personal matters between the lady and gentlemen of the house, that
was clearly out of bounds. He wouldn’t do it. He would not even consider it.
Certainly not yet.
If the situation persisted…
A knock at the door spared him having to work out just exactly how long the
situation might persist before he reconsidered this wise policy. He opened the door.
Seeing who the visitors were, Alfred hid his surprise behind the cold reserve of a
professional servant.
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Selina stood alone in the little garden outside the study, looking across the river at
the Gotham City skyline. This view is why the house was built where it was. This was
the view from the main dining room, the south drawing room and the library: neat
symmetrical lines of arched six foot windows looking out on the river and the
gleaming city beyond. His city.
Selina preferred the view from the garden. It was the same view, but without the
borders of drapery and window frames. The borders created by the windows: framing
it like a painting, made it seem like a part of the house. It was not a part of the house.
The city was its own. It was not Wayne property.
Property. The sacred word. Stealing, taking other people’s property.
His city.
Like he could just claim it.
It was a free thing. You don’t get to take a free thing and say it belongs to you, now
it is yours, and any deviation from what you want it to be is… theft… criminal…
wrong.
Behind her, she felt a silent presence arrive.
“Begging your pardon, Miss Selina. A Mr. Dent to see you. I’ve shown him into the
library.”

In the cave, Bruce began testing the flexible polymer that would eventually become
the ultimate camouflage suit. In Tokyo, he had seen how running electrical current
through the thin film of poly(p-phenylene vinylene) caused it to give off a faint glow,
and how tweaking the plastic’s chemical composition could vary the color. By
embedding tiny “pixels” of red, green and blue light-emitting plastic close together on
a sheet of fabric, he would have the raw material for a wearable video screen. If the
screen was then fed computer coordinated images from microcameras positioned
around the wearer’s body, the result would be near-perfect camouflage.
A soft, respectful cough from above reminded him that the most-perfect camouflage
needed no such high-tech enhancements.
“Yes Alfred?” he said without looking up from the worktable.
“A visitor has called for you, sir. A Mr. Jervis Tetch. I’ve shown him into the south
drawing room.”
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CHAPTER 6: DEAR OSWALD
The south drawing room was the most formal, and possibly the fussiest room at
Wayne Manor. It was a room built with entertaining in mind, where diners would
withdraw for cards, music, or conversation after a formal meal in the dining room.
When Bruce was forced to entertain, whether on Foundation business or as a snare
for Batman’s enemies, he didn’t give dinner parties. He favored large receptions in the
Great Hall or else outdoor teas or barbecues on the grounds. Both kept the guests far
from the rooms in daily use.
In the days when Martha Wayne had given dinner parties, she preferred to have her
guests gather after dinner in the intimate little parlor off her morning room. And so it
was that the south drawing room was little used and had not, in fact, been redecorated
in decades. Its white silk curtains trimmed in turquoise, gilded molding, and silk
brocade wallpaper still reflected the graceful but decidedly Edwardian taste of Bruce’s
great aunt, Elena Wayne.
Jervis liked it. He was eagerly examining a petit pointe firescreen when Bruce
entered.
“Simply frabjous! Is that scene the Roman forum? ‘London is the capital of Paris,’ as
Giant Alice told the Rabbit, ‘and Paris is the capital of Rome, and Rome—no, that’s all
wrong.’ But it’s a frabjous firescreen all the same. Hello Bruce!”
Outwardly, Bruce smiled the smile of the airhead Fop, but inwardly his mind
searched the Lewis Carroll quote for some clue to what Tetch might be doing here. His
eyes scanned his visitor as well, searching for any indication if Tetch had come for
criminal purposes as the Mad Hatter, or in his less dangerous but equally annoying
persona, Gossip Gertie.
“…and an orange tree, that’s very interesting to see. Well Pammy, you know, but
outside the greenhouse you don’t see many tropical plants in Gotham, even indoors. I
guess that’s the point of having one. Calloo Callay. Oh, and in a beautiful Chinese
planter! Is that what they call a fishbowl?…”
It was Gossip Gertie, Bruce decided, for he was jibbering. Mad Hatter might spout
nonsense during a crime, but he wouldn’t use it to waste time before beginning one.
This was different. This was shilly-shallying. This was Patterson from Marketing
making small talk about his kids’ little league because he didn’t want to discuss the
fourth quarter sales projections.
“What can I do for you, Jervis?” Bruce asked, abandoning the fop persona for that of
the businessman. It was a minor risk, for Bruce the businessman was necessarily
smarter than the Fop, and Bruce preferred to remain wholly stupid in front of the
rogues. But in this situation, the risk was necessary. If he maintained the Fop façade
with Gossip Gertie, they could be here all day.
“Well…eh… it’s rather awkward, Bruce,” Jervis hedged. “Bit of a situation down at
the ‘Berg. A pool of tears, a pool of tears. Alice drowning in a pool of tears… You
know Oswald got mixed up with this woman. ‘Lark Starling’ she calls herself, and if
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you believe that, my fine Dormouse, I’ll tell you another. Lark Starling indeed. Some
bimbo, we all said. Gold digger!”
“Er, no, I hadn’t heard about that.”
Jervis clicked his tongue, lamenting the evil in the world. “Oh yes indeed, by the
Queen’s tarts, she was a gold digger all right. But it turned out to be worse than that.”
He paused dramatically. “She is a black widow; Ozzy’s little love bird was out to kill
him! Well you know what Alice says: if you drink much from a bottle marked poison,
it is almost certain to disagree with you, sooner or later.”
Bruce offered no comment. He had once hoped, he reminded himself, that the
relationship with Selina would reveal unknown weaknesses among his enemies. He
was finally getting inside dirt all right, but this wasn’t like kryptonite or J’onn’s
vulnerability to fire. This was… …oh hell… …it was really quite sad.
“So we took steps,” Jervis was saying.
“Excuse me?”
“Harvey and I, we took steps. Had to be done. But that still leaves the problem of
Oswald.”
“What do you mean you took steps?” Bruce asked cautiously.
“’I can’t explain myself, sir’ said Alice, ‘because I’m not myself, you see.’ But that’s no
nevermind. I tell you the lady is quite out of the picture now. Gone for good from
Gotham. The felt beret is most persuasive. But that doesn’t solve the matter of
Oswald. The man’s not a fool. He’s going to notice if he never sees her again. Can’t
just have Lark Starling vanish into thin air like the Cheshire cat, now can we? So you
see we simply must have a letter.”
“I don’t understand,” Bruce said honestly. He was relieved these ‘steps’ the rogues
had taken stopped short of murder. From the sounds of it, they merely hatted the
woman and sent her out of town. But the ongoing HatterSpeak was beginning to take
its toll, and Bruce felt a headache forming behind his eyes.
“Now that Lark Starling is gone from Gotham, we need a way to break the news to
Oswald. Telling him the truth is out of the question. He won’t believe a word said
against her, and there is the risk of getting banned from the ‘Berg if he’s provoked. So
really, the only way is for Oswald to receive a Dear John letter.”
“A… Dear John…”
“Yes, of course. From Lark. Dear Oswald, it was wonderful while it lasted. Gone to
Wisconsin to make cheese. Love and Kisses--Lark That sort of thing, I expect. How would
I know? If I knew, I wouldn’t be asking you, as the Lion told the Unicorn…”

The room used as the Wayne Manor library was, Selina felt sure, not originally
intended for that purpose. A library shouldn’t have those big windows; all that direct
sunlight, it was bad for the books. It was probably a music room or something
originally, right next to the drawing room and all. Bruce would have adapted it
because he likes spending his evenings in the library and with those windows—that
striking view of the city—he’d be sure to see the Bat-Signal.
As she entered, Selina found her visitor peering at leather bound spines of 19th
century essayists.
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“I seriously doubt Bruce has read Theophile Gautier,” Harvey noted, a trace of
Harvard inflection creeping into his voice.
“I’m quite sure he hasn’t,” Selina said simply. “How’s it going, Harvey?”
“It’s going.” He smiled. “It will be going still better if you’ll help us out, Selina. We
have just learned of an opportunity the likes of which does not come around twice in a
lifetime. On this matter alone, we are prepared to set aside our principles and not hold
out for a second chance.”
Selina raised an eyebrow but then broke, inexplicably, into the naughty grin.
“Ah, you’ve heard about Double Dare.”
“We have heard about Double Dare!” he declared loudly. “Criminal twins in twopiece costumes on a two-day crime spree! Needless to say, we are enamored.”
Selina smirked. “But Harvey, they’re both bad. Doesn’t that wreck the whole Feng
Shui?”
He looked shocked.
“Perhaps you didn’t hear us correctly, Selina. They are TWINS!”
She laughed. He laughed. And then he sobered and came to the point.
“We need a favor.”
“A good favor or a bad favor?” she asked, repeating his question whenever she
asked for something.
“Ha, ha,” he smirked sarcastically. “Its placement on the ethics scale is…
ambiguous. We would like to borrow your cat pins.”
Selina stared in silent shock, so Harvey continued.
“The ladies have a penchant for criminal targets. And two such stunning pieces of
jewelry, identical twins themselves all studded in diamonds, such a prize—properly
advertised to be in the hands of a rugged and daring criminal kingpin like us—how
could they resist!”
The dangerous gaze of an irate tigress seared Harvey’s eyebrows.
“You want to use my cat pins as… bait?” She spat the last word with incredulous
contempt—the same way Bruce said released whenever Arkham discharged Joker.
“Yes, of course, we knew you would understand.”
“Bait for a theft. My cat pins. You want a pair of, of… trapeze artists to try and STEAL
MY CAT PINS?!”
The tone was calmer, but the intensity was eerily reminiscent of REVENGE FOR
IVAN, REVENGE FOR IVAN, DIE PLANT-KILLER DIE, and Harvey thought it best to
step away from a spray of zinnias in a cut crystal vase. Just in case.

Bruce massaged his forehead. A headache in Mad Hatter’s presence must never be
dismissed as just a headache. There were failsafe protocols to be initiated and now, not
later.
It was obvious Jervis Tetch caused this headache. If it was equally obvious that he
hadn’t done it with neurotech gadgetry generating will-bending cogniceutical waves,
that didn’t alter the fact that the little weasel got what he wanted from his visit.
Bruce had agreed to compose a Dear John letter.
It was too ridiculous.
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He had, it was true, for many years assumed the pose of a womanizing cad as useful
misdirection about his true character and personality. He had deliberately cultivated a
reputation as a man who would make use of whatever attractive woman was handy,
simply because she was handy, amuse himself with her body for a few weeks, then
discard her like last year’s dinner jacket.
It was true Harvey Dent was his companion in bachelordom during those early years
when he was most active establishing the Playboy Fop’s image.
It was even true that, because of Dent’s official position as District Attorney, Bruce
gave Harvey a more exaggerated impression of his conquests. More, certainly, than he
did friends with no first-hand contact with Batman and no basis to make comparisons.
But for Harvey to imply that Bruce Wayne had written “hundreds if not thousands” of
Dear Jane letters, that he had developed dumping lovers into an art and a science, and
that he could spin off a page or two of insincere “So long and thank you whoever” as
mindlessly (and heartlessly) as Nigma spewed anagrams… it was insulting. It was
nothing less than insulting.
Two-Face and Mad Hatter putting their depraved criminal intellects together to save
Cobblepot from his own foolishness and then deciding HE, Bruce Wayne, had the
means to cover their tracks!
“No judgments!” Jervis stressed.
THEY didn’t judge HIM?!?
They just knew he had—what?—the callous nature they lacked to go around lulling
unsuspecting, vulnerable hearts into a false sense of security so he could step on them!
No judgments indeed. They insulted him, the pair of them—Harvey behind his back,
and then Jervis right to his face. And still he agreed to give them what they asked for.
Why?
Bruce glanced at the readouts from the Batcomputer that confirmed what he already
knew: his brainwaves were free of any cogniceutical, emoticeutical, or sensoceutical
tampering. He grunted.
He agreed because he felt sorry for Oswald. There, it was admitted. Oswald
Cobblepot was a joke figure and Penguin was a criminal—and Bruce felt sorry for
him.
It’s a damn rare thing to find that connection with someone. Damn rare. Even if you
beat the odds and find her, there are a thousand ways to wreck it, from bad timing to…
It’s a damn rare thing. It takes guts to even try for it. And courage was not an attribute
Oswald Cobblepot had in abundance. And yet the lonely bird took a shot at romance,
and he landed himself a gold digger.
That passage Jervis had quoted about poison was incomplete. It began “A red-hot
poker will burn you if you hold it too long…”
There were enough gold diggers out there, Bruce knew it better than anyone:
Bimbos with absolutely no interest in what a man might have to offer beyond his
checkbook.
“A red-hot poker will burn you if you hold it too long; and if you cut your finger very deeply
with a knife, it usually bleeds.”
Cobblepot was lonely. It wasn’t like kryptonite or J’onn’s vulnerability to fire.
It wasn’t, ultimately, a crimefighting concern one way or the other.
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The woman was gone from Gotham City, and now Oswald had to be told. His…
associates… thought it was best for everyone if he was given some cock-and-bull story
about… or some attractive lie that… if he was let down easy. His friends thought it
would be best if he was let down easy. And Bruce agreed to go along with it because
they were right.
Hell.
This was not acceptable. He felt sorry for Penguin—for PENGUIN! The cagey bird
had his beak in a dozen illicit enterprises at any one time: black market, smuggling,
gambling, you name it. And always with that club to hide behind, cleaning the money,
both his and others. Not a thing even Batman could pin on him. How could he turn
around and be such a sucker?
Bruce tore the readouts of his own brainwaves from the Batcomputer and pounded
them into a tight ball.
Because he was human. Oswald Cobblepot was a criminal but he was also a human
being, and humans yearn instinctively for that connection.
Batman smashed the tight wad of paper into the desk, pounding it flat. Thinking of
the criminals as people. He was going soft. His peripheral vision saw the repaired gi
folded neatly on the worktable. If he was quick writing the letter, he would have time
for an hour’s Zogger before patrol.

Okay, I was upset.
Maybe a little more upset than was quite reasonable under the circumstances.
Why is that?
Because Harvey/Two-Face, arguably the only creature in Gotham with a screwier
sense of romance than Batman, wanted to borrow some jewelry? That didn’t sound
right.
‘Course it wasn’t just any jewelry he wanted. Those pins are very special.
Catwoman has handled a fair number of jewels over the years, millions of dollars
worth, the most spectacular pieces ever made. So I know what I’m talking about when
I say those pins are special.
Not that Bruce would buy anything second rate, of course. But of all the first rate he
could have bought, he bought those.
Cats.
Exquisitely, delicately, perfect cats.
Studded with diamonds.
Royal provenance.
Green eyes.
Two of them, one for Selina and one for Catwoman…
Oh hell.
At the time, I was almost hurt by it. That seems idiotic now, but my head was still
spinning back then. It was all so new: He’d hid the first pin in his safe, with a card and
a flower. A gift, clearly, for Catwoman. It made it seem like, I don’t know, like after all
the years of wanting, maybe I was just a cheap thrill for him, a conquest—nailing the
forbidden bad girl.
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I know. I can’t believe I was so… foolish. After all the years thinking of him as
Batman, I’d only recently learned the real man in there was Bruce. I wanted to believe
he felt the same way, and somehow… I was an idiot, I admit that. Funny how love
brings that out in a person. Luckily, Dick set me straight.
“From Bruce, of all people, this is a monumental gesture of affection and
acceptance,” he said.
I couldn’t deny that. It was a gift for Catwoman—and he hid it for me to find in his
safe. With a note. And a rose.
He has, I suppose, accepted more of me than I sometimes realize… in his way… his
grunting, scowling, judgmental jackass way.
Still, if a little nothing cat in a curio is such a big deal!
Stolen property in his precious domain.
…
Harvey wanted my cat pins for bait.
They were stolen once. Taken from me. Hatter.
I felt… utterly… violated.
Those pins are very special. He did—does—accept me in his way.
I didn’t like having those pins taken from me.

Dear Ozzy,
The time we’ve spent together
Bruce crumbled the paper and tossed it aside with a number of others. The bimbos
always liked sickly-cutesy nicknames. But Penguin was such a snob, his dignity
probably wouldn’t stand for it. Much safer to stick with his proper name.
Dear Oswald,
The time we’ve spent together has been the happiest of my
life. I never dreamed such a simple thing as companionship
could bring me such joy
More crumbling of paper, and this draft joined the others in the small pyramid of
wasted stationery.
It was certainly the right tone. That’s how they operated, the gold diggers. Feed you
a line that you’re special, just you, the simple pleasures of just being with you. It has
nothing to do with your Platinum Card, Ozzy, oh no, she just likes spending time with
you. Why, she didn’t even notice the Iceberg sits on a prime downtown lot with a
market value of a million five.
Dear Oswald,
Crumble. Toss.
I know it’s tempting to believe them, Oswald… Bruce’s thoughts ran on, although the
hand with the pen stayed frozen in place over the paper. …You’re no prize, although I
doubt your ego would allow you to see that. Wouldn’t matter if you did. The Fop is no prize, I
know that. He’s an arrogant, dimwitted, selfish, superficial snob. And still some of them
pretended… I know it’s tempting to believe, Oswald, you poor fool.
Except you’re not poor, and that’s half your trouble. You’re not a fool either. That decoy on
the Pelican heist and the false paper trail, that was first rate, you wily bird. How could you
turn right around and be such an easy mark?
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Dear
Chump.
Dupe.
Sap.
Oswald,
‘Tis better to have loved and lost than never to have…
Oh really? Bruce thought. Better to have loved and lost? It seemed like a doubtful
hypothesis. Could he really go back to life without Selina? Of course he could, he’d
lived that way before. But that was without ever having more. The Mission was
certainly enough when that was all there was. The Mission and the Fop—and all those
women with whom he couldn’t be himself and that was fine because they didn’t care
about him or anything else except the money.
Without having known more was one thing, but to have tasted a full loving life and
then have it all taken away…
Dear Oswald,
It isn’t you, it’s me.
What if this really tore them apart? He certainly didn’t want stolen property in his
bedroom, but he most definitely did want Selina in his life. What if… What if it really
was either/or? Which was more important? Sometimes, you can’t have everything you
want…
…even if you’re Batman.

I was getting changed to drive up to the Catitat. There are moods where a nice long
prowl in the catsuit will work the angst out of my system, but this didn’t feel like one
of them. This angst required a big mass of warm fur that growled instead of purring
and understood how things were.
I had just zipped up the boots when I felt the tingle. He was lurking somewhere,
watching me, and he was in bat mode. Oh Joy.
I had decided to ignore it when I felt myself turned around, very tender fingers
moving down my cheek and settling gently on the side of my neck. His lips brushed
against mine, just barely making contact, while the free hand stroked my hair.
“I don’t even know what we’re fighting about any more,” he whispered. “Why are
we doing this? To ourselves, to each other… to us…”
I had no idea what to say. The kinds of strangely inappropriate thoughts that fly
through your mind: he wasn’t in bat mode after all; my radar had gone kafluey.
The next thought was scary: You can’t get much inflection from a whisper, I wasn’t
really sure what his words meant, but it didn’t sound good. Did he want out? Had we
gone too fast? Or too far?
“Did we go too fast?” The thought leaked out my mouth, I heard it. I would have
gladly scratched out my own vocal chords, but it was too late.
“What? No! Selina…” Whatever came next got lost as I processed the What? No!
I was relieved—way too relieved. That can’t be good. I have too much invested in
this, emotionally. It gives him too much power. This can’t be good. Bruce was still
talking…
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“…Why do we fight like this? Why must it always be bite and claw?”
There was an uncomfortably long silence. I had no idea why we fight the way we
do. Finally it occurred to me that admitting I don’t know might make the question go
away.
“I don’t know,” I answered. Then, for some reason, I added a mumbled “You…
setmeoffthatway.” As if the part of me that insisted that be spoken wanted to drive home
the point, I started to froth a bit. “I mean—case in point—there are two stolen cats in
that curio. And do you even notice the Egyptian one from the museum—our museum?
No, you pick on some kitschy bit of schmaltz for Clarice or whatever it was—”
“Candice. And my main concern isn’t over which piece of stolen property it is, but
the fact that there is stolen property in my house! And that—”
“See, that’s exactly why you should have gone with the Egyptian Sekhmet, because
that cat is most definitely stolen. The last person to legitimately own it was buried with
it 3000 years ago, and everybody who has handled it since has been trafficking in stolen
goods. I’m just the only one to admit it.”
“That is so unbelievably not the point. The museum donors paid money for it, they
had a certificate of ownership—” He stopped short. Took a deep breath, then began
again, much calmer. “This is what I mean, Selina. Don’t you see that we always do
this? We always fight like this… exactly like this! No matter what it is we’re fighting
about, it always seems to come back to… All I’m asking is: why?”
I decided the only dignified response was to match calm for calm, so I put on the
most composed, businesslike tone I could manage:
“That is a question that requires introspection to be answered,” I informed him. “I’m
not good at introspection. Bad things happen when I try it.”
Maybe not the most prudent thing to have admitted, but it was true enough.
“I see. You’d rather just stuff everything away in a closet somewhere and ignore it?”
Inexplicably, I felt drops of icy sweat dripping up my back. I am aware that icy and
sweat are contradictory by their very nature and should not be able to coexist in the
same freakish bead of ICK WHAT IS THAT falling up my back.
I am also aware things are not supposed to fall up.
For that matter, criminals aren’t supposed to get it on with crimefighters. Yet here
we were: Catwoman, Batman, icy, sweat, dripping, up. Sometimes life is like that.
“What?” he said, “You started to say something just then. Let’s not do this, Selina,
where we leave it all at symbols and subtext and unspoken I don’t know what. If
you’ve got something to say, say it.”
“You might have a point.”
I was about to add “…about the closet” before he went all batty: Of-course-I-do, Ialways-have-a-point. But the look he gave me didn’t look like an impending victory
dance, so I held my tongue.
“Yes,” he said, “introspection is hard, Selina. I’m no… I’m no better at it than…. I
don’t like to do it either. But if we don’t at least try to work this out, it’s only going to
get worse. We’ll either pretend to settle it so that it only comes up again in the future…
or else it’ll end up driving a wedge between us…” The pause was excruciating before
he added, “And I can’t have that.”
I couldn’t squelch the smile. The control freak part of him does manage to assert
itself in the damnedest places.
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“We can’t have that,” he amended.
I knew from the lip twitch that he meant it as compromise, but it sounded so much
like the royal ‘We’—We have decided, for the welfare of our subjects and the peace of our
realm, that the matter of Clarice’s cat in the curio shall be debated in the village square until a
consensus has been reached.
I laughed. And then—just to mess with me further—he chuckled.
“Okay, who are you and what have you done with Bruce?”
“Let’s just say that recent events have… pushed me into that introspective territory a
little.”
“Me too,” I admitted softly. Then I winced. The words had sounded so…
vulnerable.
He took my hand in his.
“So… let’s talk…”
…
…
Then he didn’t say anything.
…
…
For quite some time, he didn’t say anything.
…
…
I know, I know, I didn’t say anything either. But he started it, right? He said “Let’s
talk” and then … Nuthin’.
…
…
Well, one of us had to do it.
“Harvey wanted to borrow my cat pins as bait for Double Dare,” I said, beating
down the notion that being the first one to speak made me braver than him. “The very
idea made my skin crawl.”
“Oswald needs a Dear John letter because Jervis hatted his girlfriend and sent her
away, and I can’t seem to write it because all it makes me think about is us and… just
saying that out loud gave me a headache.”
I felt my lip twitch, and I snuck a peek at his. I suspected he found my quandary as
funny as I found his. Our eyes met. We didn’t actually laugh but the tension eased just
the same.
“Look,” he said calmly, “I guess I never really considered that you would be
bringing stolen property here. I know I should have anticipated the possibility, but it
still caught me off guard—”
“We keep having the same fight,” I answered, “because we never resolved the big
issue at the beginning. We just skipped right over it to get… to where we wanted to
be. We cheated, Bruce.”
“I do not— …hmph… I guess we did.”
“I… never thought of the cats as ‘stolen property.’ I didn’t think of them at all or I
would never have… I mean, I know how you get.” By this time, I knew he wouldn’t
take offense at the last bit, but I tossed out a naughty grin to soften it anyway.
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Our eyes met again. I read the thought clearly: disbelief. Not distrust, though, more
like: Is that it? Did we actually resolve something? What now?
“Would you consider something as staggeringly rational as a compromise?” I
suggested.
“What kind of compromise?” Batman’s voice. So much for compromise. But I was
stuck with it now.
“There are two stolen cats,” I began. The rest was obvious. Two cats that I have and
he objects to: Keep one, return the other. Compromise. He cocked an eyebrow.
Disapproving grunt. Here we go…
“Because having only one piece of stolen property is better than having two? Not a
chan—”
He stopped suddenly, a strange, almost faraway look in his eyes. Then he blinked as
if trying to free the thoughts from his head. The unmistakably Bat-like words still hung
in the air, until…
“…Keep the museum piece… for old time’s sake.”
I don’t think I smiled too broadly, but if I did, allowances have to be made. It’s not
every day a girl wins an actual compromise from Batman!
“Now, about Harvey,” he cracked his knuckles. I started to see the humor of it all
and laughed.
“He wanted to bait Double Dare with my cat pins.”
Bruce paused, looking into space, unclenched his fist, and lip-twitched.
“They hatted Lark and sent her to Wisconsin.”
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EPILOGUE
Bruce took a slim, leather bound volume off the bookshelf and let it fall open
automatically to an often-read page.
“To gain the friendship of a cat is a difficult thing. The cat is a philosophical, methodical,
quiet animal, tenacious of its own habits, and it does not lightly confer its friendship. If you are
worthy of its affection, a cat will be your friend, but never your slave. He keeps his free will,
though he loves, and he will not do for you what he thinks is unreasonable. But if he once gives
himself to you it is with absolute confidence and affection!” -Theophile Gautier, 1850.
He closed the book and returned it to the shelf.
Technically, the Egyptian Sekhmet was stolen property in that Catwoman had
broken into the museum, disabled their security, and left with it in her possession
although it didn’t belong to her…
…although technically, it didn’t belong to the museum either. It was on loan. It was
on permanent loan from a private collector, facilitated by the Wayne Foundation. He
owned it. And now it was back in his house.
So it was stolen, and yet, in a way, it wasn’t. He couldn’t say that was feline logic
either, since Selina didn’t know. If she hadn’t noted the inscription on the sapphire cat,
he reasoned, she certainly wouldn’t pay attention to the “on loan from…” plaque.
Even if she had, it was so long ago it’s unlikely she’d remember.
So it wasn’t feline logic. It was, like she said, a compromise.

Renee Montoya cursed her coffee maker. It had, yet again, overflowed the basket
somehow, spilling more liquid onto the counter than it dripped into the pot. She
picked up the impoverished coffeepot anyway and poured, salvaging almost three
quarters of a mug.
“Madre De la Cocina,” she asked aloud of the kitchen ceiling, “how is it that
appliances know when to break?”
Cars knew. They invariably chose to break down when you had extra money. And
appliances, it seemed, when you had an unexpected windfall of time.
This afternoon would have been her first real free time since her election to the
council. No more backlog from Everwood’s resignation, no late meetings, no date with
Lawrence, no family visits for once (She loved her family dearly but there were times
she would prefer a Sunday to herself) and no reading ahead for upcoming meetings.
She’d planned to take off at 4, maybe even 3:30. Free time. Me time. Every girl’s most
precious indulgence!
She had planned a sauna after her workout at the gym, then a stop at the video store,
those empanadas her mother sent over while she watched her movie, and then some
Rocky Road with a book. The movie she had already decided: SWAT if it was out on
tape by now (she’d missed it in the theatres, and she loved watching cop movies and
noting all the mistakes) and Seven if it wasn’t. The book would depend on her mood.
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She’d started Dark Symphony, a cheesy but enjoyable romance novel, and The Count of
Monte Cristo before her free time dried up.
But now all bets were off because she’d have to schlep across town to get a coffee
machine after work, and then no doubt she’d hit rush hour coming home.
She poured extra milk and sugar into the mug, making a beverage closer to cocoa
than coffee, and sipped. Then she laid out the morning papers. She knew she should
begin with the real news in the Times, but since the scandal, she’d developed a morbid
fascination with the Gotham Post. They’d torpedoed her life with their tawdry
fictions:
They upset her parents—who found out about the scandal when they set the Post
out in their store the morning the story broke…
They upset her brother—who had a Latin sense of machismo and no political savvy.
Poor Benny was so hurt when Renee wouldn’t let him go down to the Post offices to
defend his sister’s honor…
And they upset her relationship with Lawrence. It wasn’t that he was unsupportive,
quite the opposite. He’d stuck with her through a scandal. That suddenly made the
relationship more serious than it should be. At this stage, after only a month… Renee
had spent so much of her life pushing people away, afraid they would get hurt if they
got too close; a cop in Gotham, it could happen all too easily. But simple dating,
especially now that she’d left the force, what was the harm in that? She gave it a try,
and then thanks to that cheap tabloid and their shameful stunt, “simple dating”
exploded into this very personal issue…
And after they did all that, she was still reading the Post? Why? Madre de toda la
verdad, why, when she knew they were slandering her week after week, did she keep
reading this scandal rag? Renee opened the glossy pages and looked down… A
gurgling chuckle rumbled in her mouth, threatening to rain cocoa-coffee all over the
tabloid:
High level sources inside Gotham City Hall hint that Jade
is the daughter of Gotham ‘Rogues’ Riddler and Poison Ivy…
They… They did it? Her quote to the Times about the nonsense being printed…
“Next week we’ll hear that…” It was a JOKE!
Aquaman threatens Louisiana with Hurricane Isadora in feud over fishing boats.
It was over! They’d gone on to something else, as she predicted. Her scandal was
literally “yesterday’s news.”
Penguin’s Brothel: The notorious Iceberg Lounge
is reported to house a number of call girls
who dress in the habit of Catwoman, Poison Ivy, and Harley Quinn…
Cocoa-coffee rained over the pages of the Gotham Post.
Dios Mio, it was good to laugh at this stuff again! God’s blessing on you, Renee
thought, looking down at the byline, Slott and Templeton, God’s blessing on you and your
noble efforts.

The Flick Theatre, one time vaudeville showcase then movie palace then Two-Face
hideout, appeared dark. Within its vacant lobby, no lights shown. In the house, the
eerie stillness of an empty theatre was made eerier by a single pinlight shining from
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above. The rows of unoccupied seats looked on the scene: that single ray of godlight
shining down on a Lucite case. Within, two perfect ruby necklaces, matching
bracelets, and two sets of earrings sparkled in the ghostly beam of light.
In the lobby, two swift forms slipped through the darkness. The one pointed a kind
of crossbow at the ceiling; the other aimed a similar devise at the far wall. They shot
simultaneously, and arrows trailing a web of reinforced cable wrapped in easy-grip
gauze shot past electric eyes to bite securely into their targets. The first figure turned to
her sister:
“This is more fun than that twerpy little guy that just opened his front door to us.”
Margot shrugged, and Akiki climbed the first cable as if it were the flimsy ladder to
the circus trapeze. When she’d ascended to eight feet, well above the beams that
activated Two-Face’s defense system, she took a small but heavy disc, an inch and a
half in diameter, and telescoped it out into a three-foot-long bar. This she fastened to
twin ropes hanging from the ceiling…
…and swung… …nimbly… …across the lobby.
Margot was already in position atop the first rope by the time the dangling trapeze
swung back for her. Soon, she had joined her sister at the far side of the lobby before
the entrance to the main theatre.
They peered inside… and looked at each other, confused by the spotlight and what it
might mean. Then they looked back into the theatre.
“Only one way to find out,” Akiki said philosophically.
“After you,” Margot answered.
They walked, cautiously, down the right aisle of the orchestra towards the spotlight
and the gleaming case it illuminated. As they got closer, they could see the stunning
gems inside.
“Kiki, I don’t think we’re in Kansas anymore,” Margot said, circling the case.
“It’ll be a nice haul, though, once we get it open.”
“Open! It’s a trap, obviously. I say we split. Take this guy on later, on our terms
and not—”
She got no further when Akiki touched a fingertip to the case and the room abruptly
changed: the pinspot flicked out and, in its place, the art deco sconces glowed a warm
pinkish glow. The curtains that hid the movie screen scrolled open and two men in
tuxedoes emerged, one played a violin while the other lit candles at a small table laid
for three.
Akiki turned to her sister. “Nope, not in Kansas anymore.”
“Good evening, ladies,” a deep voice oozed from the shadows, “We are so glad you
could join us.” The figure stepped from the shadows into the light, revealing a wellbuilt man in… one half James Bondish white dinner jacket with brass buttons, and one
half Hugh Hefner smoking jacket with velvet collar.
“Hellllloooo!” drawled Akiki, appreciatively.
“Eww,” said Margot, repulsed.
The sisters looked at each other in shock.
“Eww?” Akiki queried. “He’s delish!”
“Hell-O!” Margot gaped. “He’s a creepo.”
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Two-Face and Harvey, unable to actually “look” at each other as the sisters did,
expressed their mutual shock in a series of sharp internal remarks.
YOU GET THE MOUTHY BITCH.
No, she’s liable to kick and you like it rough. I’ll take the sweet one.
NO!
Yes!
LAWYER!
Gangster!
WAIT, WHERE’D THEY GO?
Hoodlum—Hey, they’re leaving!
“Oh, ladies,” Two-Face called, racing up the aisle, “We understand how these little
differences of opinion can arise in the closest of relationships… LADIES! Come back!
May we suggest a coin toss?”

Huntress squatted atop Jiffy Drive-thru Drycleaners, ostensibly keeping an eye out
for Alvin Kenay, a fool who’d reached rock bottom and started to dig. But as the
slimewad was nowhere to be seen, she passed the time wondering how a drycleaners
could be drive-thru.
She was right and as usual NO ONE recognized that fact. She couldn’t even convince
a bunch of stupid criminals that something was wrong when one of them—stupid ass
that doesn’t know who his friends are—gets into bed with a black widow.
How would that work, anyway? You drive up and drop off your clothes and get a
claim ticket? Okay, so far so good, but then how would you pick them up…?
Alvin Kenay was another one that didn’t know who his friends were. Smart kid, but
fell in with a bad crowd. Okay, that happens in those neighborhoods; it happened to
students of hers who were a lot brighter than Alvin. But then he wises up and turns
snitch. Good deal. Not smart enough to avoid getting mixed up with that scum in the
first place, but smart enough to realize and get out. Right? Except he wasn’t out! He
was still inside and he didn’t have the sense to let her protect him. No judgment, that
kind. No clue who his friends were. Going to wind up as dead as Cobblepot—left by
the wayside, Pal, and won’t be missed. Nobody’ll cry for you.
…The thing is, when the clothes were dirty, you could bunch them up any which
way to pass them through a drive-thru window. But once they were clean, you
wouldn’t want to fold them up to fit through a car window, would you?
“A COIN TOSS!” a familiar voice boomed behind her and Huntress spun to peer into
the street.
A woman in yellow was alternately running and somersaulting away from… TwoFace! That was the voice alright, waving his coin. And behind him… a third figure, in
yellow like the first, also waving something…
“Beautiful jewels, Margot, at least take a look!”
“LET US EXPLAIN THE PRINCIPLE! FATE DECIDES! IT’S A FIFTY-FIFTY
PROPOSITION!”
Huntress rolled her eyes, fired a line, and swung down into the street.
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Lawrence Muskelli skimmed the overnight reports from the downtown precincts.
Renee was right about the vigilantes, they certainly did their bit. Look at this:
Huntress alone, in one night, single-handedly captured Two-Face, Double Dare, and
recovered a half-million in jewelry taken from Tiffany’s only hours before.
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~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Mysterious Cat, Wise Cat, Wondrous Cat
—Baudelaire
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Catwoman’s Rule #… oh, why bother. I don’t like him being right, that’s the heart of
the thing.
“I’m not good at introspection,” I said. “Bad things happen when I try it.”
“I see. You’d rather just stuff everything away in a closet somewhere and ignore it?”
He doesn’t get to declare victory on that. Absolutely not. I won’t have it.
I have to clean out that closet now, and that’s all there is to it.
I don’t like introspection. I don’t like rooting around in reminders of the past. I don’t
like looking back. I see no benefit in it, I never have.
You know where cats come from? No. I’ll tell you why: Because nobody knows.
Their origins are a mystery. Most people assume they first appeared in Egypt, but they
show up in Sanskrit writings in India from around the same time. Some say they’re
descended from the big cats: tigers, lions or leopards. But others say they’re closer to
the fox.
Nobody knows their past, and that’s how it is. Look into a cat’s eyes some time.
They’re not telling.
But I still have to face up to the past and clean out that closet. It isn’t to prove Bruce
wrong; he’s right: I don’t like looking back… and that’s exactly why it has to be done.

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
In the beginning, the wild cat was domesticated and the Egyptians called it Mau. This cat
was greatly admired for its virility, ferocity and agility and was sacred to the goddess Bast, the
center of whose cult was Bubastis on the Eastern Delta of the Nile.
A fragment of papyrus from the XVIII Dynasty states that the male cat is the god Ra himself
and took the sacred form of the cat to slay an enemy. The document states and that he was
called Mau because of the speech of the god Sa who said: ‘He is like unto that which he hath
made, therefore did the name Ra become Mau.’
In domestic life, the Mau was the subject of home worship whilst still enjoying the role of
adored pet, frequently adorned with jeweled necklaces and gold earrings. Favorite daughters
were often given pet names like Mau-sheri, meaning ‘little cat’ or ‘kitten.’
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
The first shock, the first nasty shock of what I’m sure will be many, is finding the
pendant, an amethyst teardrop the size of my thumbnail with a little round of silver
filigree at the top… my mother’s. It was a gift from my father the night of her final
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performance. She’d risen from the corps de ballet to a soloist, but would never, I am
told, have become a prima ballerina. I never understood why. I thought her
movement when she danced was the most astonishing feat of grace and loveliness
imaginable. She could make her body bend and flow like water then pivot and soar…
or freeze rigid, her whole body balanced impossibly on a square inch of satin.
Our house was large—not quite as large as Wayne Manor, we weren’t that rich—but
large enough that my mother had her music room. I wasn’t supposed to go in there.
My shoes smudged the highly polished floor, and my curious fingers smudged the
mirrors as well. But I used to sneak in anyway to watch her, and gradually I learned to
avoid being seen in the mirrors or squeaking on that perilous floor… I learned stealth.
When I was five, I was allowed to begin lessons. I was so excited. At the barre,
demi-plié… grand plié, the bending warm-ups, and then at last moving to the center of
the room, adage, first position, looking into that mirror, a little miniature of my mother
as she stood behind me.
WHAT IS THE POINT OF THIS? SOMEBODY PLEASE FUCKING TELL ME!
…Christ.
At least Bruce has somebody to blame. Icy patch of bridge, dark night, cold river.
Nobody’s fault. Not even the consolation of a drunk driver.

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Long before the teachings of Buddha enlightened the peoples of Asia, a temple was built high
on the slopes of Mount Lugh by the Khmer tribe of western Burma. The temple was called Lao
Tsun, and it was here that the Kittah priests worshiped the golden blue-eyed goddess TsunKyan-Kse, to whose care the transmigration of souls was entrusted. The temple was guarded by
many white longhaired cats with yellow eyes into whose bodies, according to legend, passed the
souls of dead priests.
One such cat, whose name was Sinh, was the personal favorite of the High Priest Mun-Ha.
One day, as Mun-Ha knelt to pray before the statue of the golden goddess, he was killed by
invaders. Sinh leapt upon the body of his master and looked up into the sapphire eyes of the
goddess. At that moment, the soul of the priest entered the body of the cat, whose fur
immediately took on the golden glow of the goddess, and its eyes became a brilliant blue to match
her own. Sinh’s nose, ears, legs and tail darkened to take on the color of the earth but his paws,
resting on the body of his dead master, remained pure white as a symbol of purity. Thus the
Birman, the Sacred Cat of Burma, came into being.
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
I guess I might have blamed God if the thought had occurred to me. Anger is one of
the stages of grief: Denial, Anger, Bargaining, Depression, and Acceptance. Except not
everyone does it in that order, that’s a myth. I went straight to depression. The rest
would come later.
Denial wasn’t an option, not really. There was no way to hide from the reality: I was
alone. Both my parents, my home, that feeling of being safe and loved, it was all gone.
Oh shit.
The money. Home. A coffee table: gray and white marble top, cherry or mahogany
beneath, with these little lunettes of handpainted Limoges in little brass frames… A
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white damask sofa, another one was pink… And there was a second table, much
deeper gray marble with a gold leaf base. More gilding on the picture frames… There
was a colorful one. Would that have been a Chagall? And a Cezanne etching. A
Rembrandt engraving. Carved dining room set with brass lion’s heads drawer pulls.
WHAT IS THE POINT OF THIS?
We were rich. When they died that all went away.
WHAT IS THE POINT OF THIS??
We were rich. And when they died that all went away. I guess maybe… in a way…
WHAT IS THE POINT OF THIS???
Lots of people are rich. Look at Bruce. Lots of people lose their parents. Again, look
at Bruce. That doesn’t mean…
I guess maybe I associated the wealth and the luxuries with the safety and the love
and the home feeling I’d lost.
What POSSIBLE value is there in knowing that???

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
The Romans adopted the Egyptian reverence for cats, and it is Caesar’s legions that were
largely responsible for introducing cats to the rest of Europe. By the 4th century AD, the
domestic cat had totally ousted the stone-marten in Rome as the revered rat-killer.
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Carmine “The Roman” Falcone. Now there’s a name out of the past. Scrawled into
the back of a second year Latin textbook, with a little sketch of the Roman Centurion
they had mounted on the heavy iron gate.
Why did I keep this?
The textbook was mine, from Miss Corinne’s. The sketches, doodles really, are also
mine. How I hated Latin. Why did I keep this?
And why didn’t that pretentious snot Falcone use a Falcon instead of a Centurion?
Maybe too fascist.
When my parents died, I was sent to my godmother. She was headmistress of Miss
Corinne’s, possibly the dreariest girls’ school in the Northeast. Don’t get me wrong, it
was no cruel orphanage out of a Brontë novel. On the contrary, it was one of the best
boarding schools in the country. It was just… dreary. I remember the whole place as
gray: gray skies, gray walls, gray uniforms, gray light through the windows made
even the white pages of the textbooks seem gray. My godmother was also gray, both
her hair and her outlook. I’m sure she tried, in her way, to give me a real home there,
but her life at the school seemed so limited to me. She had never married or had
children or a family of her own. She oversaw the care and education of other people’s
children, who stayed for a time and then moved on while she remained. And for this
she was paid a small sum every month. It seemed a very small and gray and limited
world in which to live out your entire life.
Dreary. Limited. Gray. I never fit in there. How could I? Thrown in with a lot of
strangers who couldn’t begin to understand why I was so ‘quiet and moody’ when it
had been all of six months since my whole life had been torn away from me.
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So I snuck off every chance I had and explored the grounds near the school. It was a
part of Long Island that is quite wild, like Heathcliffe country. Most Gothamites don’t
realize how much wilderness there is so close to the city. I don’t remember taking
textbooks with me on those excursions, I certainly wasn’t going off to study. But I
obviously brought this one at some point, for here it is, complete with grass stains on
the endpages and a doodle of the Roman Centurion on Carmine Falcone’s front gate.
There were feral cats, of course, in that wilderness that surrounded the school. One
in particular I remember: all black with a little scar on its back hip from some ancient
mishap. I never had the gumption to name him; that seemed presumptuous. But in
my head, I thought of him as Tug—for Rum Tum Tugger in Old Possum’s Book of
Practical Cats—my father used to read it to me. “For he will do as he do do, and
there’s no doing anything about it.”
I knew this was a wild animal, but I wasn’t a bit frightened. On the contrary, I
relaxed when Tug came around; instinctively, I relaxed. There was a natural,
immediate connection; this little creature understood. Unlike the students at the
school, Tug didn’t seem to mind if I was quiet and kept to myself. He’d go off by
himself, or sometimes he’d sit with me quietly and lick a paw. But if on any day I did
want to be sociable, he had plenty to teach me. He taught me you can never keep a cat
out if he wants in, or keep him in if he wants out.
And he taught me to climb.
From the trees, I found I could see over the high walls and spy on the neighbors. The
Falcone compound was a sight to see. Carmine Falcone called himself “The Roman,”
but I see now that it was never meant to be taken literally. He would not have been
“The Neapolitan” or “The Sicilian” if he came from those cities instead. He called
himself Roman because he ruled an Empire, he commanded soldiers, he commanded
loyalty. I didn’t care about any of that. I saw the guards with the machine guns, and I
knew what it all meant, but I didn’t care. What I saw beyond those high walls was that
Carmine Falcone seemed to have everything I’d lost: a large rich house, a big loving
family, and all the luxuries.
Of course it didn’t escape my notice where all that wealth came from. It came from
crime.
And I certainly had no love for my fellow students at Miss Corinne’s—the spoiled,
stuffy, narrow-minded, over privileged students at Miss Corinne’s. They too seemed
to have everything I’d lost.
So one night I took something back. I don’t even remember what it was. Probably a
gold charm off a bracelet, there were a lot of those, presents from the boyfriends they
juggled and passed around like a joint at a pot party. My first theft and I don’t even
remember what it was, isn’t that something? But I remember the feeling all right. My
first high. They could keep their marijuana; I’d found my drug of choice. In fact, if
they didn’t keep their marijuana, I would have been out of business before I’d even
begun. All those thefts, never reported. Turns out, dumb little twits stash their
valuables where they hide their stash.
“This is a great deal of money to be missing, Ann Marie; where did you keep it?”
Heh, if Ann Marie can’t answer that question, she better keep her mouth shut.
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~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
And, we pray, protect specially, dear Lord,
The little cat who is the companion of our home,
Keep her safe as she goes abroad,
And bring her back to comfort us.
— An Old Russian Prayer
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Now this I know why I kept: A solid gold cigarette case with a cocktail napkin from
Beau Geste folded inside. Where would I be now, I wonder, if I hadn’t tried to take
Sean Dehaney’s cigarette case at Beau Geste?
It’s frightening really, to look at your life and realize if it wasn’t for that one
occurrence…
When I had enough money, I ran away from Miss Corinne’s—NOT to live off my
body on the harsh city streets, that’s for damn sure. (Why oh WHY didn’t I do
something about that sordid unauthorized bio when it came out?)
I figured I had a good thing going with this ripping-off-students routine, but there
were many more agreeable places where rich people dumped their kids. I went to
Switzerland, got myself enrolled in the most exclusive (read: expensive) boarding
school going, near the Italian border. It wasn’t nearly as difficult as it sounds.
At that time everybody, from travel agents to finishing schools, were going to
computers and none of the employees quite knew how they worked. They didn’t trust
the machines at all. If you had convincing paperwork, such as can easily be typed up if
you’re smart enough to sneak into an empty office after dark and acquire the right
letterhead, they became downright apologetic: Of course your reservation isn’t in the
computer, the damn thing has been acting up all week. It screws up if you look at it
funny. That’s okay, dear, we’ll straighten it out later. Things like this never happened
before when we used index cards…

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
But the Kitten, how she starts,
crouches, stretches, paws, and darts!
What intenseness of desire,
in her upward eye of fire!
— William Wordsworth
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
I thought the Swiss school would be like Miss Corinne’s. Boy was I wrong. These
were jetset kids, thrill seekers. They taught me a thing or two. They taught me a thing
or ten.
My roommates were Anna and Natasha. A couple times a month, we’d sneak out.
We went into Milan mostly. My mother’s family came from Italy and I spoke the
language a little. The Italians aren’t nearly as snooty as the Swiss or the French about
your accent, especially if you’re una bella regazza. We’d go clubbing or sometimes
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shopping. When you’re seventeen in a fashion Mecca, it’s ‘shopping’ whether you pay
for the stuff or not. I always preferred stealing outright, but Natasha liked to get men
to buy her things. Most often she’d pretend to be a runway model, or sometimes a
Russian princess in exile. It was interesting enough to watch, rather like Pammy doing
her thing, minus the ragweed. Anna reserved her larcenous efforts for the nightclubs.
She didn’t steal from the shops; she’d pay always. Daddy’s credit card, that was her
revenge for being sent off to boarding school. Anna was a striking beauty: long brown
hair, very straight, high cheekbones, exotic eyes. She looked like her mother, which is
apparently why Daddy didn’t want her around where he’d have to look at her.
We were at it for almost a year when we met Sean. We were making the usual round
of nightclubs: Coquetel, Rock Hollywood, Beau Geste. The man who introduced
himself as Sean Dehaney was younger and better looking than most of the old guys
who sometimes hit on me in these places. He was maybe 42 or 43, sandy hair only
receding a touch on the sides, rugged features—the kind who really needs to have a
suntan year round… still way too old to be messing with teenage girls. And when
you’re 18, a 40-year-old man may as well be a dinosaur anyway. But here’s the thing:
poor old men know better than to even try. So Sean Dehaney, who’d seen forty
winters if he’d seen ten, had to have something more going for him than crow’s feet.
He had to have a reason to think he had a shot. He was allowed to buy me a drink or
two.
After two gin & tonics sipped in pleasant (if boring) conversation, I took the
opportunity to take his cigarette case. I had just closed my hand around it when he
grabbed my wrist and I felt this white hot pain shoot through my hand. I couldn’t
move, couldn’t scream, and for a second I must have actually blacked out, because the
next thing I knew he had me propped against a stone wall in an alley behind the club.
Anna and Tasha were there too, looking cornered.
He told us we were amateurs, bungling it, but he could teach us. Theft needn’t be a
petty criminal act, it could be an art—but only if engaged in by artists. Whoever he
had been before he took the name Sean Dehaney, he was MI-6, retired on a joke of a
pension and not voluntarily. He only spoke about that once.

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
When God made the world, He chose to put animals in it, and decided to give each whatever
it wanted. All the animals formed a long line before His throne, and the cat quietly went to the
end of the line. To the elephant and the bear, He gave strength; to the rabbit and the deer,
swiftness; to the owl, the ability to see at night, to the birds and the butterflies, great beauty; to
the fox, cunning; to the monkey, intelligence; to the dog, loyalty; to the lion, courage; to the
otter, playfulness. And all these were things the animals begged of God. At last he came to the
end of the line, and there sat the little cat, waiting patiently. “What will YOU have?” God
asked the cat.
The cat shrugged modestly. “Oh, whatever scraps you have left over. I don’t mind.”
“But I’m God. I have everything left over.”
“Then I’ll have a little of everything, please.”
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And God gave a great shout of laughter at the cleverness of this small animal, and gave the
cat everything she asked for, adding grace and elegance and, only for her, a gentle purr that
would always attract humans and assure her a warm and comfortable home.
But he took away her false modesty.
—Lenore Fleischer, The Cat’s Pajamas
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Sean was right, he did have a lot to teach us. From martial arts to safecracking to
rock climbing. We set up shop in Paris. There were six by the time we were ready to
begin: Natasha and Anna were paired with Anton and Bobby, respectively. Sean
found them grifting in a casino in Cannes, I think. Each was handsome enough in their
way: Anton was always smoother, more refined, which somehow took the edge off the
red hair, moustache and goatee that might otherwise suggest a pirate. Bobby was
rougher around the edges, dirty blonde, blue eyes, quite the charmer. Tasha’s brother,
François, joined us too and I was partnered with him. Aristocratic features, tall, dark
hair, deep blue eyes—just my type. We were a hell of a team for a while. We could get
in and out of anywhere. No prize was unattainable. No hotel or casino, no palazzo,
chateau or castle was beyond our reach. We rotated: one pair was diversion, one
acquisition, one clean up. We left no trace.
It was exciting. We were young. It was Paris. The oldest of us was 24. There was
sex in the air. Quite a lot… I guess it did all blur a little: the heady thrill of the heists,
the physicality of the sparring, and the sex.
I never realized that ‘til this moment. Even after the catsuit magnified it so
powerfully, I never realized… It’s funny isn’t it? How the things we do—and don’t
even think about at the time—help mold us into who we become.
What IS the point of all this???

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Way down deep, we’re all motivated by the same urges. Cats have the courage to live by them.
— Jim Davis
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
There’s a curious growling behind me and I turn to see Nutmeg at the far end of a
cleared path, pulling mightily on a little piece of white fabric. She has only a mouthful
worked loose, the rest is firmly trapped under a large box of …?… junk, a box of junk.
I lift it out to be pitched whole, and the rest of the fabric pulls free. Nutmeg is
delighted, and when I see what it is, so am I. It’s a t-shirt: L’Université Paris IV
Sorbonne.
I started attending the Sorbonne the week of our fifth heist. I happened to see a
placard one day at a little bookstall along the Seine; the program of the year’s studies
was for sale. I picked one up. All the professors were listed, with the subjects of
lectures, places and times. It looked interesting: there were cours libees, open lectures
available for anyone to attend. One that looked appealing was happening the next
afternoon so, on an impulse, I went to look. I found only a note on the door that
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monsieur le professeur was still at his country house and his talk would be
rescheduled at a later time. I was tickled. The guy blew off his class because he was
enjoying himself in the country and decided to stay on a few days longer? Up until
then my only contact with education had been the terribly limited teachers at boarding
schools. This monsieur le professeur was clearly another breed. He had a life!
The next lecture I tried, the speaker did show. M. Galimarde from “The House of
Cartier” which took me a minute to process that that meant THE JEWELERS! Even for
Paris, referring to a business, however prestigious, as if it were a reigning family was a
mite pretentious. The talk, on the other hand, was hypnotic for one in my particular
line of work:
“At the dawn of the modern age,” M. Galimarde said, “those with great wealth
started to feel guilty about showing it off. This was obviously very troubling to the
sellers of great jewels and they scrambled to find ways of making outrageous luxuries
seem somehow ‘practical.’ Thus, a long piece of semi-precious lapis lazuli, instead of
being transformed into a mere sculpture as art for arts sake, might become the handle
for a gold letter opener! Something useful, you see, functional. Sometimes they’d add
a clock too, right in the handle, making it doubly practical.”
It was interesting in an odd way. I went to another lecture… A different monsieur le
professeur had extended his summer holidays. His talk on Pre-Revolution silver
would be rescheduled. At the lecture after that, I learned how to distinguish the first,
and therefore rarest and most valuable, engravings off a plate by the presence of a
velvety black burr where the ink clotted on the metal shavings.
About that time, Sean pulled me aside one night when we were following a couple
from the Ritz. “An art student is a good cover in Paris,” he said, grabbing my wrist just
exactly the way he had that first night at Beau Geste. When I looked down, I was
holding the cigarette case. Inside were several folded thousand-franc notes. I gathered
this was for tuition or textbooks… whatever else he imagined were the expenses of my
“cover.”
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
The smallest feline is a masterpiece.
—Leonardo da Vinci
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Sean got his return on that investment before we parted company. I became the
unofficial art expert of the group the night we hit a very grand townhouse in Rue de
Berri just off the Champs d’Elysées. It was something about the building, mid- or late19th Century, very very upper even then. I remembered that first lecture on Cartier:
making the most outrageous luxuries seem practical by disguising them as some kind
of useful items… When electricity came into vogue, the great houses did away with
bellpulls to call their servants. Instead, they installed electrified buzzers, like our
doorbells. These were the novelties of the day and…
I made François wait while I made a complete search of the apartments. Natasha and
Anton were our diversion, and they had to go on improvising a lovers’ spat in the café
across the street. They had to go on much longer than intended, and Bobby and Anna
were waiting on the roof to come in and erase any sign of our presence after we’d left.
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Everybody was waiting but I didn’t care; I knew I was right. I found twelve in various
bedrooms, drawing rooms and dining rooms: little pillbox size enclosures for the
buttons that called the servants. I got a rush like that very first theft back at Miss
Corinne’s. They were all vermeil, a gilded silver the French perfected in the 18th
century and went on making through the 19th. The ones I found downstairs were set
with rubies and onyx; the ones upstairs had emeralds and opals. My heart was beating
so fast I could barely see climbing down the escape ropes.
I’d done it. I had. Me. My knowledge, my instincts, my skills.
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Matagots or magician cats were said to bring wealth to the home where they are well-fed.
According to French legend, a matagot must be lured by a plump chicken, then carried home
without the prospective owner once looking backwards. Then at each meal, the matagot must be
given the first mouthful of food. In return, it will give its owner a gold coin each morning.
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Look at this one: a canvas totebag with a map of the Paris Metro printed on the side.
My first cat-carrier—as witnessed by the lovely shredded bits at the handle and seam.
Colette’s claw marks. Colette was here.
I didn’t leave the team immediately. I did get my own flat. Natasha and Anton
wanted to move in together anyway. François’s family had a townhouse and he
assumed I would come live there. Just assumed I would jump at the chance! I never
understood that. He never understood why I wanted my own place. And he never
understood why I wanted to work alone.
“François, we’ve had this conversation already. Paris is a city of museums. They’re
everywhere. It seems like you people have a passion, if not an actual fetish, for
collecting stuff on absolutely every subject then organizing a museum around it,
whatever it is.”
“Oui, Cheri, I do understand. I agree with the whole of my heart. And that is why I
want ‘in’ as you Americans say. There are museums, there are jewelers too, there is
enough bounty here for everybody. So why not have an adventure or two on our own,
no?”
“On MY own, François. It’s not on my own if you come along.”
“You said—what was the word?—have some ‘extracurricular fun.’ How does my
coming along interfere with that?”
“Because—”
“And for that matter, why do you say ‘if you come along’ like I am some stray cat
following you home for a bowl of milk! It is not like I’m not every bit as good at this as
you are, Selina, I have skills—”
“Yes, you have skills. That’s the point. François, I want to see how good I am on my
own. Me! Alone. Comprenez? With you, I’d just be one-half a team instead of onesixth of one. I want to see what I can do myself—moi-même.”
“Meow.”
We both turned to see a genteel little ball of mewing fur that had hopped into the
windowsill of my new flat. The sun was behind her and I couldn’t make out a bit of
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detail until I got closer. It was a Siamese, with whiter fur than I’d ever seen. I thought
before then that Siamese were all tan with brown markings, but this one, creamy white
with “dark” patches of light gray. Her eyes were the most astonishing blue. She was…
absolutely beautiful. I don’t know why, but I teared up just looking at her.
“You two belong together,” François remarked bitterly, “Me, me, moi, meow.”
He left and I barely noticed. I spent an hour getting acquainted with my new little
soul mate.
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Legend has it that Siamese cats were kept to serve as repositories to keep the transmigrating
souls of Siamese royalty. Residing only in the Royal Palace in Bangkok, it is said they were the
product of a union between an albino domestic cat belonging to the king and a black temple-cat
from Egypt.
The kinked tail, it is said, came to be when a royal Siamese princess, whilst bathing, placed
her rings for safekeeping, on the tail of her favorite cat, who obligingly ‘kinked’ it for that
purpose.
The squint, another inherent Siamese feature, is said to have originated when the priests of
ancient Siam set the temple cats to guard a valuable vase. The cats carried out this duty for so
long and with so much concentration that their eyes became permanently crossed.
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
I named her Colette, in François’s honor. He got over his disappointment soon
enough, and his apology was a little cloth-bound book entitled Le Chatte. It was
written by Colette. François told me she was “France’s most feline writer.” He thought
I would like it. He was quite right.
I continued in Paris for a while: The Louvre, The Musée d’Orsay, de l’Orangerie, de
Picasso, de Rodin, des Arts Décoratifs, du Petit Palais, d’Art Moderne… it went on and
on. It was a city of museums—and jewelers. Cartier, Chaumet, Piaget, Van Cleef &
Arpels. I guess it’s no wonder I settled on jewels and art.
How I loved that flat. My own little lair. The freedom of it, the absolute
independence. Colette taught me that. As well as we got along, she never moved in
entirely. She would crawl in the window most evenings and share my dinner. She
would sleep over most nights, especially if it was cold or wet, and once I even let her
accompany me on a prowl but…
Oh God. I feel such a shiver, standing half way back in the closet, that I have to grab
onto the wall… which pushes a few things onto my feet. I think for a minute I might
actually faint. Certainly the kerplop of whatever is hitting my foot seems very far
away.
It’s exactly what I did with Bruce. I slept over. But I never took a step towards
moving in. Not until he pushed the issue.
I actually feel ill. I’m going to faint or throw up if I keep doing this. What GOOD is
this???
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
A cat has nine lives. For three he plays, for three he strays, and for the last three he stays.
—English Proverb
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
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CHAPTER 2
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
The cat has always been associated with the moon. Like the moon it comes to life at night,
escaping from humanity and wandering over housetops with its eyes beaming out through the
darkness.
—Patricia Dale-Green
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Daughter of the moon, that’s what my name means. I knew that long before the
Sensei told me. Selene is the moon goddess of ancient mythology. –ina is ‘little one’ in
Italian, the -a makes it feminine, a daughter, -o would be masculine, a son.
Only in moonlight can the enchanted swans of Swan Lake resume their true forms.
That’s how my father first saw my mother: on stage as one of the swan maidens bathed
in moonlight. He was as thunderstruck, he said, as Prince Siegfried confronted by
Odette. He got tickets for the next performance, and the next, and the next. It was
seven nights total before he arranged to meet her, through one of the ushers, I think.
When he did, she recognized him at once: “The gentleman from the third box that is so
fond of the ballet?” This with a sly smile that let him know she understood: it was
really her he came back to see.
Hm… I’ve never let Bruce know. I can sense him that way when he’s watching me,
but I’ve never let him know.
But of course with Bruce it’s an entirely different thing.
Or actually, with Batman it was an entirely different thing, but with Bruce it’s
becoming more and more…
No, it’s different.
Still.
Swan Lake was my mother’s favorite ballet. Like all classical dancers she dreamed
of playing the swan. The swan is, in fact, two different roles: Odette & Odile, the white
swan and the black, the romantic heroine and the daughter of the evil sorcerer. They
are danced, always, by the same performer, for they are identical in appearance. Odile
is sent to impersonate Odette, and she fools the Prince with her deception. A metaphor
perhaps; everyone has a dark side.

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Cats are a mysterious kind of folk. There is more passing in their minds than we are aware
of. —Sir Walter Scott
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
I haven’t gone back into the closet since it made me sick. I’m sure Alfred thinks it’s
odd, the little stacks of things I’ve left around the room. Those rooms aren’t technically
his concern; the suite is my territory, absolutely and completely. That was established
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before I would move in. But he walks through each day to bring my water to the
exercise room. He knows I was cleaning out the closet, and now he must wonder why
all progress seems to have suddenly stopped.
Alfred’s disapproval is hard to ignore. I don’t think I ever appreciated how stanch,
resolute, indomitable, and mule-headed stubborn Batman really is until I met Alfred
and glimpsed what he had to endure just to become Batman in the first place. In the
beginning, Alfred did not approve of this life. He still doesn’t approve, in fact, of most
of it: the danger, of course, and the indignities of the Fop. He makes no secret of it: he
does not approve. And somehow, Bruce can let that all slide off.
I confess I don’t find it so easy. Alfred reminds me of Sensei.

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Although all cat games have their rules and rituals, these vary with the individual player.
The cat, of course, never breaks a rule.
If it does not follow precedent, that simply means it has created a new rule and it is up to you
to learn it quickly if you want the game to continue.
—Sidney Denham
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
I met Shirumare Sensei the night I left Paris. It was raining and taxis were scarce, but
I simply had to get to the train station before I changed my mind. I’d already lost two
taxis and resorted to an especially Parisian trick: closing my umbrella and letting the
rain soak my blouse and skirt. Colette, hunkered inside my tote bag, yeowled her
displeasure, but the silhouette produced by ruined silk plastered tight against my body
conjured a taxi from thin air. But in the time it took to lift my suitcase, a determined
Asian man of about fifty had his hand on the car door. I tried to block him with an
eyeful of cleavage but he said:
“No trouble, we can share. I too am leaving town. And I would not leave you
standing in weather like this; I know cats don’t like wet.”
I agreed, not really having much choice.
“How did you know I’m leaving town?” I asked once the cab was moving.
“Your suitcase,” he noted.
“Ah.”
I felt stupid, but I figured that at least covered the obligatory smalltalk. I planned to
say no more until we reached our destination, but Colette had other ideas. She peeked
her head out the top of the tote, an utterly pissed off ball of very wet feline, and again
she let the world know exactly how little she enjoyed soaked fur.
My companion was astonished.
“And who is this little creature?” he asked.
“This is Colette, the cat you saved from the rain.”
He laughed. “No, I meant you. I didn’t know the cat-woman in the rain had a catcat of her own.”
I stared stupidly but Colette decided to make friends. She crawled out of the tote
and into his lap. He began petting her.
“W-what do you mean?” I stammered finally.
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“You move like cat,” he said, “chasing the first two cabs. I saw at once, that woman
is cat. But you have had a very bad sensei.”
Colette looked up at him angrily—not because she cared if he called Sean a bad
sensei, but in doing so he had raised a finger, wagging it at me. Colette continued to
stare until he returned the wagging finger to her chin.
“Your sensei taught you like wolf and bear. What is a cat doing trying to be a wolf?”
I had no idea what he was talking about, but Colette seemed to be transported. She
leaned into him, purring a purr so loud it could be heard over the raindrops hitting the
car roof.
“All martial arts are based on the movement of animals,” he said patiently. “You are
like this one, you are a cat. You are stealth, speed, climbing, poise, balance, and grace.
You are coy, and sass, and wit also, but those will come later. You are cat. Yours must
be the moves of a cat. Not bear, and not wolf. You will only take root and thrive when
you are allowed to be what you are. It’s okay, all you do wrong can be unlearned. Will
take six months to fix. We go to Fiesole. No interruptions.”
“Thank you, no,” I said firmly, “Cats don’t go off with strange men they meet in
taxicabs, particularly not to ‘get fixed.’”
The taxi pulled into the train station and we said our goodbyes. I never realized
until now what had happened. It was the first time I had called myself a cat.

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Refined and delicate natures understand the cat. Women, poets and artists hold it in great
esteem, for they recognize the exquisite delicacy of its nervous system; indeed, only coarse
natures fail to discern the natural distinction of the cat.
—Les Chats, Champfleury, 1885
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
“Shall I bring your tea in here, Miss?” Alfred asks from the doorway.
“No thank you, Alfred. I don’t want anything.”
Total waste of breath, and I know it. Like asking Batman to look the other way, just
this once, about some trinkets from Tiffany’s. It’s coming up the stairs now, inevitable
as a batarang: a little tray with a tiny one-serving pot, sugar bowl, milk pitcher, and
plate of biscuits on a linen doily. In a minute, he’s going to lay it on the desk, exactly as
if I’d asked him to bring it instead of specifically saying the exact opposite.
Like all those sandwiches going down to the cave… Why? It’s more than just
ritual…
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Civilization is defined by the presence of cats.
—Unknown
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Rome was a lot like Gotham. It is a bustling modern city, despite the ruins of 2,000
years past that stand between a modern pizzeria and a luxury hotel. It’s a city that has
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been the absolute center of its world. And the Romans are very much like Gothamites,
a bit brusquer than others, zigzagging through traffic on their scooters or bustling
through a throng of tourists. They are worldlier too, never letting that bustle intrude
on the important pleasures of life such as iced coffee and people-watching on a
summer afternoon at the Café Dolce Vita. And through it all, they project this aura of
being an absolute extension of their city.
I did NOT go to Italy because of that conversation with Sensei. I went because I
needed to get out of Paris. François was gearing up to propose, I could tell. I tried to
wave him off, but he wouldn’t take the hint. Men can be terribly, terribly dense about
hints. I was sure Sean wouldn’t mind my leaving; he had to know it was coming. If I
wasn’t the first to go, it would have been someone else. The team was destined to
break up; we were too young. We had to find out what we could do on our own. If it
wasn’t me, it would have been one of the others. And if I stayed until he proposed, I
would have had to say no.
When I reached the train station, I had no destination in mind, anywhere would do,
and I picked Rome. I was an art thief after all, and wasn’t Italy just as important to the
art world as France?
I’d forgotten about the cats. My parents brought me to Italy when I was nine; we
traveled all over. I was too young to understand much, consciously, but it all made an
impression. Still, I’d forgotten about those cats. There are hundreds of feral cats in
Rome. They prowl the Coliseum especially, but they’re in the piazzas too, and the
cafes. Everywhere I went, it seemed, there was a four-footed furry reminder of that
brief conversation with a stranger in a Paris taxi…
“You are cat… You will only thrive when you are allowed to be what you are.”
I went to Florence. The city is a living work of art. It is more than that; it somehow
generates art… Da Vinci, Michelangelo, Giotto, Donatello… the list goes on and on and
on. It spews forth genius… Galileo, Dante, Machiavelli, Boccaccio, Brunelleschi… It’s
a half-day’s walk to Fiesole from Florence. There was no reason to walk, I could have
hired a taxi or rented a car. But I decided to walk. Uphill. Damn hot. But I decided to
walk. I’ll never know why. Up a steep winding path… past some luxurious villas I
planned to visit after hours before leaving the vicinity. I was beyond exhausted after
the climb, but god almighty it was beautiful.
I never learned Sensei’s name in the taxi, and Fiesole is more than a tiny village. But
like any Italian city, it has one supremely important square that outranks all the others:
Piazza Mino. Once the Forum when this was a Roman City, the piazza still housed the
town hall, the cathedral—and most importantly, the city’s main café. The proprietor of
the main café in the main piazza of an Italian city can tell you anything if he is
inclined—and if you are una bella regazza he will be so inclined.
My Asian friend was Japanese, I learned. His name was Shirumare. And he lived in
a little casa in Via Marri past the ruins of the old Etruscan settlement. He had left
instructions at the café: When una donna della via la gatta, “a woman with the way of
a cat,” came asking for him, the proprietor should tell me all of this, he said. But when
it came to giving directions, Shirumare was very specific: the proprietor was to make
sure he sent me by way of Via Verdi.
I didn’t ask why. By this time, I was getting used to the idea that I would seldom
understand the whys with Mr. Shirumare.
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In the case of Via Verdi, however, I learned the answer to my unspoken question
immediately, before I’d even reached Shirumare’s house. Via Verdi had a panoramic
view of Florence that was nothing short of magnificent. And it was peppered with
houses—villas rather—mansions. Million dollar views are only enjoyed by million
dollar houses, and million dollar houses are owned by people with millions of dollars.
Million dollar houses contain million dollar prizes.
In these houses, I knew before I even knocked on Shirumare’s door, is where I would
learn what it was to be a cat.

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
If you want to know the character of a man, find out what his cat thinks of him.
—Anonymous
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
A cup of tea sits at my elbow. I pick it up and sip, then nibble a slice of pound cake.
It’s Bruce’s fault that he’s this way. An ordinary butler, I’m quite sure, does not go
pressing food and drink on his charges if they’ve refused it… I give Nutmeg a bite of
cake… Nothing about Alfred is ordinary.
I may have overstated it when I said Alfred “disapproves” of Batman. It’s more like,
well, he cares about Bruce. He’s been a teacher and a mentor and a doctor and a friend.
And he’s done all of that, not because it’s his job, but because he loves Bruce. To him,
the most important thing in the world is that Bruce is safe, that Bruce is happy and that
Bruce is at peace. And that’s what drives him against Bruce being Batman. It’s not
really a question of approval or disapproval, it’s the fact that Batman’s quest most
certainly works against those other priorities. So Alfred needles him. He must know
it’s pointless, but that doesn’t stop him from trying.
He must know most of the sandwiches will remain untouched. He must know most
of the soup will grow cold. He must know Bruce will continue to return home close to
dawn then drag himself to an early meeting at WE “just to keep up appearances.”
Alfred knows all that, and still the sandwiches come, the bowls of soup appear on
the workbench, and the suit gets laid out on the bed every morning. Why? Well
presumably because Alfred feels his responsibility is to help Bruce be as comfortable as
possible, to help Bruce be happy. And if Alfred cannot convince him to give up his
quest, then at least he can make things that much easier on him.
And okay, food being food, habit being habit, and stubborn men set in their ways
being stubborn men set in their ways, I can kind of see that, living here now, I’m part of
the program: If I’m anywhere in the house, under the house, or on the grounds at 5
o’clock, then Alfred is going to come find me and set a pot of tea at my elbow. It’s
unfortunate that that sort of lumps me in with Mr. Grunt & Brood, but I can’t quite
work up a lot of indignation about it. Cats have their pride of course, but cats are also
rational. It’s a cup of tea. Cats are practical. It’s a cup of tea and plate of cake. And
above all, cats know to purr and not hiss when someone takes the time to stroke their
fur.
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So the tea I can accept for what it is: an incidental byproduct of Alfred & Bruce’s cold
war.
But that doesn’t explain those boxes.

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Which is more beautiful—feline movement or feline stillness?
— Elizabeth Hamilton
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
The day began with meditation. I would meet Sensei at dawn at the ruins of the old
Roman amphitheatre, the edge of the pine forest, or on special occasions, a small
plateau with a breathtaking view of Florence. We would meditate for perhaps ten
minutes, then run through a series of stretches and Yoga postures. Another few
minutes meditation, and then Sensei would reach for a thermos and pour two small
cups of Hoji-cha, his special roasted green tea.
I would then spend an hour watching Colette sleep, play, or hunt and share my
observations of her with Sensei.
Then we would return to Sensei’s home and work out for the remainder of the
morning. It was physically grueling, more taxing than any workouts with Sean or
François, and at first I had difficulty getting through the lessons without breaks.
Sensei was very firm: “You cannot thrive until you will be what you are. You will
find strength and stamina when you release the cat within you. Chinese legend says
the cat is product of a lioness and a monkey. From the lioness, the cat gets beauty and
dignity. From the monkey, cat gets curiosity and playfulness. You already have
beauty and dignity. You must still find the playfulness.”
I couldn’t imagine how playfulness figured in to my being thrown and tossed onto
the mat time after time. Sensei said I would learn to “feel the technique.” I wanted to
tell him eating risotto wouldn’t make me a better cook, but one doesn’t say such things
to one’s Sensei.
The afternoons and evenings were mine. I was to go into Florence and absorb.
“Absorb what, Sensei?” I asked once.
“Its life,” he answered, then he made a face like that wasn’t quite right. He looked
around as if searching for a word, and made a gesture to the air, as if it was an
indefinable something he meant.
“Its spirit,” I suggested, “or attitude.” He shook his head no. “Its Je ne se quoi,” I
prompted.
“No, decidedly not that. Do not say it in French.” He looked very stern. I didn’t
understand, but I went into town each day. I would visit the markets, or sit in the
piazzas, or in the cafes. I visited the shops that make beautiful marbled paper and the
leatherworking school. And of course I would wander the city’s marvelous museums,
gardens, and churches.
Slowly, over the course of a month, I began to understand—not what the mysterious
it was, but why Sensei didn’t want me to say it in French. The art of this city was as
magnificent as that in Paris, the food was as good if not better, but somehow there was
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a joy in it here that Paris lacked. The Italians made it all look easy; there was a relaxed
casualness.
I remembered shopping in Milan. It is every bit as important a fashion capital as
Paris, but it isn’t all taken so damn seriously. In Paris, choosing a dress is a
monumental decision. In Milan, it’s a kick.

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Always the cat remains a little beyond the limits we try to set for him in our blind folly.
—Andre Norton
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Look at them. Boxes. 4 of them. They appeared here while I was downstairs having
breakfast. I came back to the suite and there was Whiskers hopping in and out of one.
They’re the perfect size for the stacks that remain around the room when I get back to
the closet cleanup.
Not exactly subtle.
It’s so not subtle I’d be tempted to suspect Bruce rather than Alfred, but Bruce was
with me in the dining room the whole time.
It’s definitely Alfred. It’s definitely not subtle. It’s definitely a nudge to finish with
the closet.
I’ve scratched men’s eyes out for less. I would scratch at anyone that dared presume
tell me what to do that way.
It’s just that… it doesn’t seem like presumption somehow coming from Alfred. It
seems like… Bruce’s sandwiches.
It seems like Sensei’s eccentric directions.
“Today you go to Piazzale Michelangelo, wonderful view of the city, good
restaurant. But is very important you go by way of Vialle Machiavelli, the main road
from Porta Romana.”
“Yes, Sensei.” I didn’t ask why. There was never a why, and there was always a
why. Vialle Machiavelli turned out to be just like Via Verdi, it brought me past one of
the most fabulously wealthy houses in Tuscany, Villa Cora.
What’s odd is: looking back, I don’t think Sensei approved of stealing. He never said
anything; there was never the slightest hint of judgment or censure. He knew how I
was going to use what he taught me. He would stress the stealth and predatory skills
while I studied Colette. And he sent me past these fabulous mansions full of prizes.
And yet, somehow, there was…
Well, he always said I had to be what I was in order to thrive. If he knew I was a
thief, then obviously that meant…
But.
I’m more than that, aren’t I?
It took me a while to get there, but I finally nailed down that there’s more to me than
stealing.
I guess maybe it was something I had to get through in order to…
Fuck, what’s the point of all this?
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Those boxes are sitting there. I guess maybe…
The only way to get through it is to get through it.

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
With the qualities of cleanliness, affection, patience, dignity, and courage that cats have, how
many of us, I ask you, would be capable of becoming cats?
—Fernand Mery
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Now that I’m thinking about it, it’s eerie. I really don’t know how Sensei felt about
stealing. But I am forced to realize that, whether he approved or not, I really don’t
know why he helped me the way he did. I suppose the closest he ever came to
explaining was in Venice. Carnival. My first mask.
I’m back in the closet, and my hand is trembling. I’ve woven priceless gems through
a cat’s cradle of hairline sensor beams without so much as a quiver, but the object I
hold now makes my fingers vibrate. It’s my first mask: a cat, of course, papier-mâché,
painted with gold leaf and silver, red enamel, highlighted here and there with an
orangish-gold glitter. It only covers half the face, no whiskers, but the shape of the eye
holes, and the outline of cat ears rising above the brows, there is no question what it’s
meant to represent: Meow.
“You must wear mask for Carnival,” Sensei said. “Mask is not for hiding, it is for
freeing what is inside. When it is not your face but this screen that the world sees, the
essence of you will come forth.”
I thought he was drunk. And when the guy you’ve gone to Venetian Carnival with
is drunk, he ceases to be your Sensei and becomes a friend at Harry’s Bar who is
hogging the pinot noir.
“I’ll have another Bellini,” I told him, rolling my eyes, “because I’ve clearly fallen
behind.”
He shook his head. “Such an American you are sometimes. The mask is like the
drink, but it is different. You will see; you will lose your inhibitions, but not judgment
and instinct and reflex. Waiter!” he called out, “this woman gets no more to drink
unless she puts on mask, you understand?”
“Si signore, no bellini per la donna senza mascherina,” the waiter agreed. It might
seem strange. In Gotham it would be—even in Italy at another time of year it might
be. But during Carnival in Venice, it was accepted as a perfectly natural request. No
drinks for the woman without a mask.
I did put it on. Why not, it wasn’t kowtowing; it was playing along. Humoring my
drunken Sensei. I felt silly for the first few minutes and then… Free. Empowered.
And just a bit aroused by it all.
I walked Sensei back to his pensione (he was a bit tipsy after all), and then I strolled
through the city, my true face concealed—and revealed—by the mask.
The next day, while we did some sightseeing, Sensei said “You know Karma?”
“Karma means destiny, doesn’t it?”
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“Y-yes, in a way. Karma is your path. The Universe knows what it is doing. It has
plan for you. It has your path—just for you. You follow path, you will thrive; you
stray from path, you get lost. True self knows the path. Understand?”
“Yes, Sensei.” I lied. He knew. He went on.
“The mask is a way to release your true self. You already knew your self was cat,
but no matter. These others, maybe they not know, but they can find out their selves
the same way. Once a year, to have such a party, to wear the masks, it is good. It is
important, to be that true self always. Follow your strengths, do what you enjoy, do
what you are good at, do what pleases you. Be with those that please you. The rest
will take of itself. Understand?”
“Yes, Sensei.”
“No, you don’t.”
I was starting to get annoyed. We took a motor launch out to Murano and saw the
glass blowers. I bought a sculpture of a cat and a crystal box. Then Sensei tried again.
“…do what you are good at. Be with those you enjoy. The rest will take of itself.
Understand?” “Yes, Sensei.” “No, you don’t.”
We went to a second island, Burano, where they make lace and linen. I bought a
tablecloth.
“…Understand?” “Yes, Sensei.” “No, you don’t.”
We had a late lunch at Torcello. “…Understand?” “Yes, Sensei.” “No, you don’t.”
That night, there was a masked ball at Palazzo Pisani-Moretta overlooking the
Grande Canal.
“…Understand?”
“…Meow.”
“Good.”

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
In a cat’s eye, all things belong to cats.
—English proverb
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
My fighting skills improved, and Sensei said I need only come to him three mornings
a week. I spent more time in Florence. Like Paris, it’s a city of museums, about sixty. I
began visiting them after dark instead of during the day. I learned to defeat the
security at each one and to navigate their darkened galleries as naturally as lovers
strolled the Ponte Vecchio.
I strolled the Ponte Vecchio too, but not hand in hand with a dashing young
ragazzo. I strolled for the jewelers, the dozens of gold-dealers in their quaint stalls. I
learned to read the manner of jewelry store clerks, the way they handled better pieces,
the way they sized up customers. And I learned how to glean from the daytime
operations where the top quality merchandise was kept after dark.
When I was ready, I visited Villa Cora—on the Vialle Machiavelli, the main road
from Porta Romana—the villa I couldn’t help but see when Sensei sent me to Piazzale
Michelangelo…
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In 1865, Florence became the capital of Italy and Baron Gustav Oppenheimer got
married. The Baron decided to build a palace worthy of his bride’s beauty. The lavish
parties became the talk of Florence, and the social whirl became so giddy that
Oppenheimer began to doubt his wife’s fidelity. He filled the palace with explosives
and was about to blow it up when the police talked him out of it. Oppenheimer left
Florence and the Villa went to Empress Eugenia of France. There were more parties
that thrilled Florentine society, but ultimately private wealth could no longer maintain
the opulent and extravagant artworks Baron Oppenheimer had commissioned. The
Villa was converted to a hotel, a hotel that augmented the fabulous art collection with
an equally fabulous collection of aristocratic and over-jeweled guests.
I came away with four miniatures, an oil painting on wood, a small bronze statue, a
ruby necklace, two diamond rings, and a bracelet.
I never said goodbye to Sensei. I knew he would understand. Colette had already
become his cat.

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
One reason we admire cats is for their proficiency in one-upmanship. They always seem to
come out on top, no matter what they are doing, or pretend they do. Rarely do you see a cat
discomfited. They have no conscience, and they never regret. Maybe we secretly envy them.
—Barbara Webster
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
I was only on the Italian Riviera for a few weeks. It was long enough to fence what
I’d acquired in Florence. I couldn’t get much, being an unknown in the tiny world of
the international black market. But the contacts I made more than made up for the lack
of substantial income. I would make up the difference on future deals.
And of course I met Fabrizio. It wasn’t love, but it was certainly fun. I learned a
thing or two about living on a yacht. I learned the ins and outs of offshore banking and
numbered accounts, which has certainly come in handy. And most of all, I learned
there are rules. Not their rules, my rules: There are things I won’t do. I could have
taken a few things before I left; God knows Fabrizio kept enough useless luxuries on
that yacht. But even if it wasn’t love, we were good together for a while, and to turn
around and steal from him, no. Nice bad girls do not mix work and play. Absolutely
not, I decided right there. Love was love, theft was theft, and never the twain would
meet.
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
To understand a cat, you must realize that he has his own gifts, his own viewpoint, even his
own morality.
—Lillian Jackson Braun
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
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CHAPTER 3
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Those who’ll play with cats must expect to be scratched.
—Cervantes
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
I can’t sleep. I am curled into the nook under Bruce’s arm. As he breathes, a scar on
his chest rises and falls under my fingertips. Four parallel scratches. Mine. In Italy, I
had said I would never mix work and play. Heh.
I think about slipping downstairs for some warm milk, trying to decide if it’s worth
the effort. I can get out when he coils around me this way, but it takes some doing. He
must have had a bad night. It happens this way sometimes. He’ll be especially late so I
won’t wait up, and then I’ll wake up like this. He’ll have pulled me into his arms like
he’s protecting me from something, like all that matters is keeping me safe and
comfortable. Almost always there will be fresh bruises on his knuckles… and usually a
story in the Times the next day about some incident: a shooting involving a child or a
body found in an alley. It isn’t always obvious what set him off. And if it isn’t, forget
getting him to talk about it.
Sometimes I think it’s just fear of losing the battle. He cares so much; he feels every
setback. Anyone else would shrug it off: one step forward, two steps back, get ‘em
tomorrow night. But Bruce, no. If tonight went wrong, that’s all he sees. Absolutely
blind to how much better Gotham is now than when he started.

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
In the middle of a world that had always been a bit mad, the cat walks with confidence.
—Rosanne Amberson
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
I came home to Gotham City. After Italy, it all seemed strangely… overcast. I had
forgotten how tall buildings block the sun—and I’d forgotten that consequent thrill,
after walking through blocks of dense skyscrapers, of coming to a patch of
brownstones or a parklet and feeling those glorious rays of golden glow warm your
skin. All cities move in their own rhythm. Gotham’s is a sexy, angsty staccato
compared to Florence, Paris, or even Rome. I found I had adapted my step, falling into
the city’s tempo, within a half hour of hitting midtown.
I was home.
I checked into a residential hotel in the Village, just off Washington Square, for the
few weeks until I found a proper apartment. Now, I am in no way a “downtown” girl.
Of all the bizarre ideas those trashy tabloids have come up with, this lower eastside
business might just be the most nonsensical. There are upscale condos, galleries and
nightclubs below the fifties, lord knows, and I’ve kept a lair or two nestled amidst the
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lofts of SoHo and TriBeCa. But the museums, the jewelry stores, the best galleries, the
social register crowd, the new money, and their stationers—so useful for dropping in
after hours and to lift an invitation proof for any event I wished to attend—were all
uptown. I planned to move (and prowl) in the same circles I had in Europe, and I
planned to be situated somewhere convenient to my prey. There was never any
question of settling anywhere but uptown.
There was one useful, if disgusting, benefit to those few weeks spent in the Village.
At that time, Washington Square, despite being the heart of a bohemian-trendy
neighborhood, was the crack and cocaine capital of the U.S. The simple day-to-day
business of living there, from buying an umbrella from a street vendor to picking up
ice at the convenience store, gave one a tentative access to the criminal grapevine
without having to have any contact with the street scum themselves.
I was a loner and not interested in making friends, but if I had been, it certainly
wouldn’t have been with riffraff off the street. But certain aspects of the riffraff’s
rumormill did warrant attention: There were whispers… about a Bat-Man. The
upstanding citizens in more insulated parts of town would have heard nothing at all
back then. And to the more marginal elements in places like the Village, it was all
urban legend: a half-man half-bat that flew about the city attacking the night people,
feeding on their blood. A vigilante-vampire. Or a ghost. Or a demon. Ha-ha. But
amidst the scum, the stories were more insistent—and more consistent. They weren’t
quite so fantastic. And they had a strange ring of truth—not the words themselves but
the manner in which they were repeated—a touch of dread hanging low and heavy in
the air, a residue of the panic this thing had pulled from them.

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
I am as vigilant as a cat to steal cream.
—William Shakespeare, Henry IV
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
The warm milk is good. It should be after all I had to go through to get it. Bruce
asleep can be almost as difficult to escape from as Bruce awake. I tried simply easing
out from the heavy, muscular arm wrapped around my body… It clamped down
harder, and the other arm came over to join it. I whispered towards his ear, “Bruce, I’m
getting up for a bit, let go” …His jaw stiffened, right in his sleep, and the arms
tightened around me just that much more.
I didn’t want to wake him, at first, out of kindness. He’d obviously had a very rough
night; he was exhausted and needed the crash. But now he was just being stubborn.
Now it wasn’t kindness, it was a dare: I had to get out of the bed without waking him
because he was being a willful, inflexible BAT and a girl does not let a willful, inflexible
bat keep her from her dish of cream.
I placed a hand on the first arm, stroking down the tight, defined braid of muscle, all
the way down the forearm to the hand. I tried lifting it gently off me… when it turned
so that his fingers now had my wrist. I resisted the urge to hiss, I slipped out of it easily
enough, and sighed…. … … … …After a minute of reflection, I saw the solution. With
my toes, I grabbed onto the bottom of the bed sheet and slowly pulled upwards until it
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snaked around the back of his leg. I tried easing out from under the arm again, but this
time when he adjusted, I tugged the sheet behind him. As I expected, it must have felt
like the cape was being troublesome, for instinctively he shrugged his shoulder to tame
it. That gave me the opening I needed to slide out and slip a pillow into my place
under his arm. He settled and gave a soft grunting sigh.
And I came down to the kitchen to heat my milk.
As I sit, sipping, I notice the black and white geometric tile pattern of the kitchen
floor. It is similar to the entranceway at the Charles Mann Penthouse.

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
A Cat, with its phosphorescent eyes that shine like lanterns, moves fearlessly through the
darkness, where it meets wandering ghosts, witches, alchemists, necromancers, grave-robbers,
lovers, thieves, murderers, grey-cloaked patrols, and all the obscene larvae that only emerge at
night.
—Theophile Gautier 1811-1872
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Charles Mann was said to be the savviest art collector in Gotham, that’s why I was
interested. I didn’t care that his money came from a chain of health clubs that used Da
Vinci’s famous Vitruvian Man as their logo. I didn’t care that Man is the answer to the
riddle of the sphinx or that his name and logo made him an appealing target for an
emerging “theme criminal” called The Riddler. I cared that he owned a Miro, a
Chagall, a Picasso and two John Sloans.
Mann’s apartment building was on the riverfront; it looked out on the harbor—
which reminded me of the spectacular views of those villas in Italy. There was a hotel
down the block that was easy to enter inconspicuously. Once inside, I had no trouble
gaining access to their roof. I found traveling even that short distance over rooftops to
be exhilarating, but I saw at once I’d have to find a better way to swing from one roof
to the next if I wanted to make a habit of it.
I used the window-washing gear to get down to Mann’s penthouse, but when I went
to disconnect the window alarm, I found the whole system was already offline. I
slipped inside and clung to the darkness behind the curtains… and watched.
There was movement. A figure, confident and cocky, walked back and forth before a
long wall, looking at the artwork. He wore a sweater over some kind of greenish
leotard, and the sweater had a large question mark in bright yellow on the front and
back. Then he clasped his hands together, rubbing the palms, and laughed.
It wasn’t a discreet laugh. It wasn’t a necessary laugh. I figured if this guy would
traipse around in eye-catching yellow making that kind of noise, the penthouse must
be empty. So I stepped forward and spoke at what I assumed was a safe volume.
“And what are you supposed to be?”
He turned and looked me up and down.
“You’re cute,” he said. “Beginning with a question, that’s very good. I am The
Riddler.”
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What impressed me was how he said it, like it meant something, like I am the King of
Belgium.
“Ah,” I said with a nod, because it was a reasonable answer in its way. Then I
introduced myself, in the same rhythm that he had, if not with the same bluster, “I am
the burglar. And you’re sort of in the way. So kindly go riddle somewhere else.”
“Cute. You’re the burglar. But where’s your style? Your panache?” And then—this
stranger in a question mark sweater & leotard looked right at my tits. “Ah, er, scratch
that,” he stuttered without moving his gaze, “You… ehm… have panache.”
I said thank you—there was no point in being rude when he meant it as a
compliment. But I did consider that to be the end of the conversation. I started taking
the Miro off the wall.
“Uhm… toots, I appreciate you removing that for me but… isn’t it kinda heavy?”
“Not removing it for you…” I grunted, leaning it against the wall and starting on the
Picasso. “…not heavy…” I leaned the Picasso into the Miro and started on the
Chagall. “…Call me toots again and I’ll break your arm,” I concluded.
“I like your spunk, kid. Riddle me this: What did the prospector say when he struck
gold?”
I brushed past him, hauling the paintings toward the window.
“He said: Oh look, there’s a lunatic in a green leotard in my goldmine getting in my
way—”
“He said: IT’S MINE!” and with that, this crazy man yanked the paintings from my
hand and pulled a gun on me. I was starting to get annoyed.
“Now look, Riddleman, I don’t know how you’re accustomed to settling these
things—”
“Riddle-ER.”
“Oh, right, RiddlER.” I treated him to a dazzling smile. “You can call me Macavity.”
He cocked his head to the side like a dog hearing an unfamiliar noise. Then he
smiled and pointed at me. “Old Possum’s Book of Practical Cats. Macavity is the
master criminal, ‘the hidden paw,’ the cat thief. You’re a cat burglar, so you call
yourself Macavity. Ha ha! Yes, I like you, Cat. You have a puzzler’s brain.”
“Meow.”
Whatever he might have been expecting, I guess he didn’t expect to be meowed at,
because he sort of jostled the gun and it started spurting this pinkish gas. He waved
his hands to try and clear it, and pointed, coughing, towards the window. We
relocated quickly to the ledge outside the penthouse. I was livid.
“Well that’s just great! It was a day and a night’s work getting in there and what do I
get for it—nothing!”
He coughed, dusted himself off, and produced a small box from under the sweater.
“At least the night wasn’t a total loss,” he said.
“Mr. Riddler, What do you call a poker player that raises his bet with a two, three,
five, seven, and ten?”
“Someone who’s bluffing… oh.”
I started to leave, climbing back up to the roof, but when I glanced back, he looked so
disappointed. I hopped back down.
“Since you’ve gone and ruined my evening’s work,” I said, “can I ask a blunt
question?” He looked up, and I could just tell, you can always ask this guy. As long as
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it ends in question mark, he’ll play. “What’s with the weird getup? I mean, for sneak
thieving, it seems a little… green.”
“I want to be known, to be recognized.”
“You want to be famous? You want to be a famous criminal? How does that work?”
“Everyone wants to be known for something. For me, it’s my brains.”
“And… calling yourself Riddler and wearing a green leotard with question marks…
shows off your brain?”
“No, my RIDDLES show off my brain … the clothes identify me.” I could tell he was
getting frustrated. I was trying, but it seemed like utter nonsense. He was looking me
over again.
“What’s your story with that get up?”
“It’s black,” I told him, “it’s hard to see in the dark. This is traditionally considered a
good thing for cat burglars.”
“Tch, tch,” he clicked, “Overrated.”
“Excuse me?”
“You’re thinking inside the box.”
“…”
“Have you ever considered wearing something in green?”
I laughed at him, I admit it.
“I was thinking… something that showed some leg… cleavage… you know kinda
like a swimsuit…”
“I know what you were thinking,” I told him. “I’m not a team player. Goodnight,
Mr. Riddler.”
“Eh,” he called as I started to leave again. “You can call me… Edward.”
“Purrrrrhaps,” I answered. I’m not sure why I said it that way, it was an impulse.
He swallowed—hard. So I figured I had a bargaining chip. “But I want something in
exchange. If I were to want… an outfit of some kind—not green, sorry, it’s not my
style—where would I go?”
We were twenty stories above street level on a window ledge, but he looked around
like he was afraid of being overheard, then he whispered a name.
“Kittlemeier.”
I quietly unlocked my flyline so I could swing down to the fire escape instead of
having to climb up to the roof.
“Kittlemeier,” I repeated the name, “Thanks. You can call me ‘Lina… Goodnight,
Eddie.”
I leapt down, blew him a kiss, and swung away into the night.
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~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
It is in the nature of cats to do a certain amount of unescorted roaming.
—Adlai Stevenson
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
After the milk, I’m not quite ready to go back to bed, so I wander the house for a bit.
It is, after all, a grand house full of the richest prizes, the kind I could easily have
decided to visit one dark night on a prowl.
I bypass the portrait gallery above the Great Hall, the Impressionists in the dining
room, the Faberge in the morning room, the engravings by the four great masters of the
art hung one on each wall of the study. These are the rooms in daily use, the most
lived in parts of the house—Bruce’s house. These are the rooms where he’s letting me
into his life, where we’re living together, where we’re trying to…
I want to wander somewhere… impersonal. I want to prowl.
What was once the east drawing room became a movie and game room back when
Dick lived here. Beyond it, there’s a dim, murky corridor right out of a gothic novel,
and at the end of that—a room with a very special collection—the armory. There may
have been one or two suits of armor in the house originally; that might be how Bruce
got the idea. But he’s collected most of it himself. Armor from… everywhere. Chain
mail, mesh, plate… Celtic, Roman, Viking. Chest plates of Norman crusaders and
Japanese samurai, gauntlets from the followers of Charlemagne and Attila, helmets of
Mohawk warriors and Highland chieftains.
It’s exactly where I want to be, more like roaming an empty museum than a private
home…
For a while.
Until I begin to notice…
I knew of course; I knew why Bruce assembled this collection. When he was
preparing to become Batman, this was his research. I knew that, but it was still
startling, noticing the similarities, the little details taken from here and there for
Batman’s costume.
It wasn’t an impersonal room at all.
It was his mind at work.
Bruce’s mind becoming Batman.

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Just as the would-be debutante will fret and fuss over every detail till all is perfect, so will the
fastidious feline patiently toil until every whiskertip is in place.
—Lynn Hollyn
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Kittlemeier understood me from the very first interview. I went to his little shop
wearing the mask from Venetian Carnival. He was a little irate about that, like it was
an insult, not letting him see my face. I explained what the Sensei had taught me: the
mask wasn’t to conceal, the mask brought out what I wished to be—or rather what I
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was—the mask freed that part of me, and I wanted a complete costume that would do
the same.
He nodded. Made a few suggestions. We settled quite quickly on a catsuit. A
leather catsuit.
“Very goods,” he said, scribbling on his little pad, “Now den, leather comes in four
basic varieties: cowhide, often used for belts and handbags…”
“Kidskin,” I cut him off, “it’s soft and thin enough to be flexible, but still strong. You
can reinforce it with cowhide at the seam if you need to, but only if you need to. It
might be enough to just triple-stitch it. Bit of lambskin will be okay at low-stress
points. And use full-grain only, so it feels warm and soft to the touch, with a little
grain like skin, none of that cold film over it like split leather. And vegetable tanning,
not chrome. I wouldn’t want to plug all the pores so it can’t breathe. I think a napa
finish will be just purrrrfect.”
He stared, openmouthed.
“Dat is lots you know about leather for lady thief in mask,” he said.
I winked. “I spent a bit of time in Florence. Gucci, Ferragamo, Testoni… took the
tour at the leather school a few times.”
“So thenz, vhatz color you be wanting?”
I didn’t have to think about it. It was the mask, just like Sensei said, it made it
automatic, instinctual. All I had to do was trust the impulse. Open my mouth and let
the answer come out.
“Purple.”
Kittlemeier nodded approvingly, like that was just the answer he expected.
I’ve never stopped to wonder where the impulses come from. Karma. The Universe
has a plan. Purple—the color of royalty—for a new Queen of the Night…
…or maybe…
Shit.
Maybe the color of an amethyst teardrop, the color of grace and loveliness
personified.
There must be some point to all of this.

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
The city of cats and the city of men exist one inside the other, but they are not the same city.
—Italo Calvino
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
I was kidding myself. There can be no “impersonal” places to wander here. It is
Bruce’s house. Batman’s house.
You can’t fight against fate. Just ask Harvey.
So I’ve accepted the situation and come to sit in the library. It is a lovely room, even
if it is so entirely his. I sit at his desk, looking out those monstrously oversized
windows, out at that spectacular city across the river, lights twinkling off the water like
a jewel. His city. His conceit to call it that, but there is an element of truth in it if you
look on it a certain way.
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I glance away from the windows to the portrait over the fireplace.
The shooting of Thomas and Martha Wayne in a fatal alley off Park Row did not
make Gotham City into what it became. Let’s not kid ourselves; it was not the Fall of
Man, although Bruce and others have been known to speak of it that way. The truth is,
it was always there: the guns, the poverty, the drugs, the envy, the despair, the gangs,
the desperation, the greed, the violence, the decay, the corruption, the festering
hopelessness… all those intangible grays he tries to reduce to a simple five letter word:
Crime.
Preferably written in bold black type on virgin white paper.
It was all there long before it killed Thomas and Martha Wayne. But their deaths
brought it into sharp focus. It was the first obvious indication how bad things were; it
aimed a spotlight on the extent to which the shining city was changing.
It only got worse in the coming years while Bruce prepared for his mission. By the
time he emerged as Batman, and I returned from Europe, the ugliness had taken hold.
You didn’t venture into the parks in daylight much, let alone at night. You could be
mugged on a main thoroughfare as likely as a side street. And the subways were
Drogheda.
It wasn’t Hell; only fools and drama queens throw that word around about a place
like Gotham. It was worse, in a way, because it was manmade. There wasn’t any
timeless malevolence behind it all, it was just… what human beings can descend to
when they let themselves forget they can be heroes.

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
A cat is a puzzle for which there is no solution.
—Hazel Nicholson
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
The enigmatic Mr. Nigma found me through Kittlemeier, and we met a few times for
drinks. It always began the same way:
“Reconsider my offer?”
“No.”
“Damn.”
“I work alone.”
“OK, A LIER WON.”
Or sometimes it was “WEAK LION OR” or “LAKE I NO ROW” or “OW LINEAR
OK”… always an anagram for “I work alone.” Then he’d flag a waiter and we’d order
a few drinks.
One particular evening, in the Palm Court at the Plaza Hotel, I waited impatiently
for those drinks to come and the waiter to scoot so I could hear the news. I was quite
sure there was news because—apart from the murmurings of the rumor mill, which
were far from reliable—Eddie was sporting a spectacular black eye.
“Well???” I asked, the moment the waiter left.
“I hate how you do that. Well, what?”
“Don’t be such a tease, Eddie. Is it true? You had an encounter with the mythical
bat?”
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“He’s no myth, that much I know.”
I pouted. It was starting to sound like the rumor mill had, yet again, got it all
wrong. “No myth, that much I know” didn’t sound like much of an encounter, it
sounded like there was a funny-looking shadow and something went bump in the
night. I had been strangely excited when I heard Riddler had met up with this BatMan. Riddler I knew—I knew personally—I could get a firsthand account from
someone who had seen this thing in the flesh. But now… I really was disappointed—
very disappointed. I was disappointed out of all proportion to the importance of this
silly nonsense in my life.
I finished that first drink quickly and ordered another. After a bit, I pressed again:
“So the stories aren’t true. You didn’t see him firsthand?”
He looked at me with something like anger, and pointed to his eye.
“No, not in time, anyway. What are you grinning at, Cheshire cat?”
“You did see him.”
“This guy is good, ‘Lina. A worthy foe… maybe too worthy. He GOT my riddle.
And he moves fast. God, is he quick.”
“Yum.”
He looked really offended at that. So I played up to him. “Poor guy, have another
drink to console yourself. My treat.” That kind of thing. Before long he was seeing it
differently.
“Yes, a worthy foe. A challenge, I can see that now. He will make a most
exhilarating challenge. I made those first riddles too easy; that was all. But this, this
new development will press me onward to devise new and better puzzles! I shall
achieve conundrums never dreamed of in the mind of man!”
I purred.
“That’s wonderful, Eddie. Now tell me… everything.”
“It was going like clockwork: I left my clue, gave them the standard twelve hour
minimum…”
I nodded, and his eyes flickered around the room, just checking, I think, that we
weren’t being overheard.
“It was a cannery, not my usual taste, but their payroll spends like anyone else’s, and
naturally who would suspect it?”
“Good theory—but then?” I wanted to encourage him but at the same time move
him along to the good part with the bat.
“But then! And how. I didn’t hear him. I swear he’s like a shadow. One minute, this
corner is dark; the next, he’s standing there—watching me.”
“They say he’s a vampire—or a ghost.”
“He doesn’t hit like an apparition. He just stood there at first, like some kind of
animal stalking prey. He said the answer to my riddle. He asked why I was doing
this. Like people don’t know? Doesn’t everyone get it?”
It wasn’t what you’d call a pleasant story. Losing was a new experience for Eddie,
the fist hadn’t been pleasant, and I think he resented the solving of his riddle even
more than the black eye.
“He trussed me up with this rope… and hung me out to dry. I only managed to get
loose once I picked a lock in the GCPD hoosegow…”
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But through all of this, I couldn’t help notice that underneath all of the bruised ego,
he was exhilarated by it. There was certainly something exciting about it: Who was
this guy that wasn’t a ghost but could come and go like a shadow?
And how good was he really? How fast? How strong? Was he really everything
Eddie was saying or was that a sop to his ego? Sort of: If this Bat-Man beat him so
thoroughly, he must be all that…
Whatever he was, the cat in me wanted to find out. I had to meet this guy.
“Sorry to hear that, Eddie. Chalk it up to a bad night. You’ll rally. You’ll get ‘em
next time.”
“Of course I will. Don’t you think I know that?… That smile is back. ‘Lina, you’re
intrigued or… curious?”
“Cats are that, Eddie.”
His eyes gleamed with understanding.
“You’ve been to Kittlemeier.”
“Yes.”
“Well???” It was the same Well??? I’d given him earlier. It meant spill—all the
details—now.
“A catsuit. Leather.”
“Is it getting warm in here? …Black?”
“No. As you said, no panache. If I’m going to go black, what’s the point in a
costume at all? Any old catburgler getup would do.”
“Well…”
“It’s something uniquely me.”
“When will you break it in?”
I paused, feeling that Cheshire grin creeping over my lips…
“Soon.”
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Remember she follows the law of her kind,
And Instinct is neither wayward nor blind.
Then think of her beautiful gliding form,
Her tread that would scarcely crush a worm,
And her soothing song by the winter fire,
Soft as the dying throb of the lyre.
—William Wordsworth
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
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CHAPTER 4
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
A cat’s eyes are windows enabling us to see into another world.
—Irish Legend
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Young Woman Powdering Herself by George Seurat, circa 1889, I think. We spent a lot
of time on it at the Sorbonne. Not because it’s the last painting the artist completed,
but because the professor lived near Passage de l’Elysée-des-Beaux-Arts where Seurat
had lived with his mistress, the woman depicted in the painting.
The woman sits at her make-up mirror, powdering her face.
We studied the importance of roundness in the work: in her curves, hairdo, arms,
breasts, and even the folds of her dress.
We studied the Pointillist technique that Seurat invented: dot of red, a dot of blue…
Your eye will blend it into a purple more luminous than anything the artist could mix
on his palette.
But what I remember most of the Young Woman Powdering Herself is her eyes. The
way she looks into that mirror. There’s a wistful melancholy there belied by this secret
knowing half-smile.
It’s a far cry from what I’m used to seeing in the looking glass:
Good morning, MirrorBitch! There will be none of your smug “I know best, I was
right about the chocolate truffles” nonsense this morning. You will not wreck my glow.
Because yesterday I finished cleaning out that damn closet. HA! The junk is pitched.
The not-quite-pitchable junk is in a little box waiting to be Ebayed. And the rest of it is
nicely packed in clearly-labeled boxes with a wide walkable PATH right down the
center aisle to get to any clearly-labeled box you might want to get to. Got that, Miss “I
know best, I was right about the skirted costume?” The Hellmouth is closed. It may
not stay that way for long, but for now it is just a closet like any other. Stick that in
your lofty “I know best, I was right about Batman” attitude and mmbrrrm phwuum
phoom mwum fwolg.
-spitOkay, it’s hard to make a clear ultimatum while brushing your teeth. But this is the
gal in the mirror I’m talking to and she knows well enough what I mean. I splash my
face off with water and—it must be the angle or the light as I look up because, just for a
split second, I remember another mirror long ago. That cramped little backroom at
Kittlemeier’s; it was cold for so early in October and he only had this tiny little space
heater.
It wasn’t my face looking out from that cloudy pockmarked mirror; it was a masked
creature: proud, powerful and feline. And the leather, the costume, wrapped tight and
purple against my skin, I felt it radiating through me—from the one point—Sensei
taught that Ki is the life force, the living power in all living things. When we’ve got it
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just right, when we’re balanced and relaxed and focused, it flows through us,
connecting us to the universe. You will only thrive when you are allowed to be what you are.
THIS is what I was.
Meow.
This is what I’d always been, what I am, and what I will always be.
Meow.
This was freedom and strength and sensuality. This was beauty and grace,
confidence and certainty. This was the best of me. It was smarts and sass, elegance and
wit. It tingled through me. It wasn’t even blood rushing through my veins anymore, it
was this essence, this living essence of freedom and purple and—cat.
I had to get out of there NOW—I had to hit the rooftops—I HAD TO—NOW. I
could barely compose myself to speak to Kittlemeier, to play the part of an ordinary
human being long enough to… to change back into my street clothes and pay the man
and then… whew, pick up that parcel, brown paper tied with a string, that he’d
wrapped the suit in. It was like handling a holy relic, the way a caveman must have
handled that precious flint that made the mystical life-giving fire.
When I stepped out of the store the thought struck me: I couldn’t hit the rooftops
yet; it was still daylight. What was I thinking?
The answer came to me as I walked home: What had I been thinking in Kittlemeier’s
fitting room? I wasn’t thinking; I was drunk. I’d just channeled something for the first
time—something entirely new, entirely powerful, and, curiously, something that was
entirely… ME?

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
They danced by the light of the moon.
— The Owl & The Pussycat, Edward Lear
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
October 10th—Train Station—New Moon
Gotham Central Station was built in 1913 on the site of the old EGL Depot when the
East Gotham Line, under the management of one Michael Wayne, joined with the
Hudson Railroad. Accommodating a vast network of rail lines, terminal activities, and
upwards of 400,000 people a day, the station is considered one of the great buildings in
America. It is a triumph of innovative engineering combined with distinguished
architecture. The main facade is a symphony of classical arches filled in with steel and
glass. It is all topped by a huge clock and sculpture group—slightly reminiscent, to my
eye, of the figures atop the Medici Tomb in Florence. Inside, the Main Concourse spans
beneath a ceiling vault 125 feet across, painted with the constellations of the zodiac.
At the time I’d left for Europe, the Station was threatened with demolition, to make
way for an office building, I think. Some preservation league or other had galvanized
to save it. They succeeded, getting it protected as an historic landmark, and a
spectacular $400 million renovation was begun. It was just being completed when I
returned from Europe. The party formally unveiling the renovations—complete with
restaurants, retail shops, and a new art gallery—was that night, the night I’d picked up
my costume from Kittlemeier.
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Now, there seems to be some cosmic law at work in Gotham City: Any city shindig
that takes place, the big shots are bound to step in it somehow. In this case, Police
Commissioner Forsythe and District Attorney Harvey Dent were so proud of the
wonderful security firm they’d hired for the art gallery, Foster Protection Services, they
had publicly declared it was impossible for anyone to steal something.
Heh, amazing isn’t it. Like waving a red flag in front of a bull. Like painting a target
on your forehead. Like… challenging a cat to a hissing contest. Impossible for anyone
to steal something? What a perfect occasion for my costumed debut.
The party itself was uninteresting. Bruce was there, it turned out, but he’d left before
I arrived. He left before almost anyone arrived. Someone called Brandi Sue. Harvey’s
date… At the time, of course, I didn’t know and didn’t care. It was just some society
gossip from a badly dressed newlywed called Ashton-Larraby. But in the years that
followed, I heard the story from both of the principal players. This was the earliest
days of the playboy pose for Bruce, and it seems that he and his good pal Harvey had
an unofficial contest going: not who could score the most, but who could score most
with the other’s dates… These are supposed to be the good guys, remember. I’m the
bad girl. Go figure.
In the course of the evening, I was able to familiarize myself with the layout of the
place and stash myself in Ashton Hall off the Main Concourse. I waited with feline
patience for the party to break up and then for the sounds of the clean-up crew to go
quiet. At last I was free to change into the costume and emerge from my hiding place.
The first thing I did was stretch. It wasn’t an intentionally feline act; it was instinct.
It was cramped in there. Now that I was free, my limbs wanted to move and extend
every which way. It felt wonderful. It felt incredibly wonderful—the catsuit, the
mask—God what a rush. I hadn’t touched a thing yet; this was just the SUIT! I felt
connected to everything, to the space, the art on the walls, to my own movements,
most especially I felt connected to the Night.
As expected, Foster Protection Service’s “bold new approach” to security amounted
to nothing more than locking the doors. The locks they somehow imagined were better
than anyone else’s were… meow… not an obstacle. Nor were the security cameras…
find the wire, snip, snip… who knew the claws would be so useful?
I quickly selected which piece to take, a gouache by the artist who’d done the murals
for the renovation, and looked for the easiest exit. This part of the building had rows of
long arching windows near the ceiling that let in spectacular shafts of godlight in the
daytime. They were certainly large enough to fit the painting through, and by now I
was comfortable with the idea of moving over rooftops. So I removed the protective
grate, opened the pane and slid myself out, intending to reach back in for the painting.
The first thing I noticed was the shadows were wrong.
I spun, startled, and saw… an awful lot of black. It was night, and yet this tall patch
of blackness was darker than any of the regular dark around it.
I’ve never known how to describe what I experienced in that moment. I sometimes
think that some part of us, down deep in the primal core, is psychic. They say racial
memory can make us quake at thunder because it terrorized our earliest cave-dwelling
ancestors. In the same way, I think something inside of us knows, can instinctively
sense, when we first glimpse something that will be a huge part of our lives. It was a
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disquieting feeling. Not fear, and not dislike of this patch of dark night before me,
but… something… something strangely… inexplicably… unsettling. I’ve never known
how to describe it.
What caused the feeling I can describe just fine. It took only a split second for my
eyes to adjust to the blackness, and the form at the heart of that darkness took shape:
It was a man…
…perhaps six feet tall…
…about 200 lbs…
…with an aura of penetrating intensity…
…and a body like mortal sin.
Then a growling voice that matched the aura. Pure piercing intensity:
“I don’t think that’s an exit.”
“Batman, I presume?”
I was smiling and hoped that it came through in my voice, as I’m sure it couldn’t be
seen through the darkness. I so wanted to be different from the riffraff spreading those
stories about him, the street scum that cowered and panicked at the sight of this…
man… this man who was most definitely, as Eddie had assured me, not an apparition.
He said nothing, nor did he move. But something shifted. What I felt then I’ve come
to recognize as the sixth sense. His eyes were moving over my form just as mine had
moved over his.
Since he declined to acknowledge my greeting, I saw no need to continue the
introductions. I took a new tack, keeping my tone calm and poised, with just a hint of
amused purr:
“Obviously it is an exit of sorts, since I just came out of it.”
There was a pause. I guessed that wasn’t what he expected. Banter was new to him.
“Breaking and entering is a crime in this city.”
I hadn’t broken in; I’d entered as an invited guest. But that seemed tedious to go
into, and I certainly didn’t want to be boring so…
“Got any law against exiting?”
Grunt. I liked the sound of it. I really did.
“Considering that you were ‘exiting’ from the new art gallery, I’m willing to bet you
weren’t just ‘viewing.’”
“You’re a bit of a tightass, aren’t you. Funny none of the tall tales about you
mentioned that.”
He paused again. I guess nobody’d ever called him a tightass before.
“Theft is a crime in this city. You break the law here and you deal with me.”
I laughed. He seemed very attached to that stodgy “_Blank_ is a crime in this city”
formula. I couldn’t think why.
He stepped forward, growling.
“Something funny?”
Now we were getting somewhere. He had moved—it was only a step but it was in
the right direction—towards me. I looked him up and down expectantly: “Is this it? Do
you fly or anything, or just… grunt and snarl.” I let the sexiest purr I could manage
simmer under the final words.
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“What I do is stop people like you…” Now that he was closer, he was noticing more
of the outfit. I felt his flashing glances, taking it all in, in the half-second before he
added “…Whatever you are.”
“What I am… is Catwoman.”
“No, what you are—” The son of a bitch grabbed my wrist! “—is a criminal.”
I hissed, let fly with the hand he didn’t hold, and dug claw into cheekflesh. That
loosened his grasp and I pulled my wrist free. I took a step back, eyes blazing.
“You like to get… physical don’t you,” I said.
Grunt. And he felt the cheek.
“Alright, Catwoman… we can do this the easy way… or the hard way.”
He crouched into a defensive stance. Our eyes met… deep blue.
“Why Batman, how hard do you want it to get?”
Deep blue. As intense as the voice.
When he crouched into his defensive stance, I had sighed into one mirroring him.
The eye contact was automatic after that, from the martial arts training, it’s what you
do just at the opening bow.
That’s what I remember most from that first meeting: our eyes locking. Penetrating
intensity. The deepest blue. Meow. I was in his eyes at that moment, that’s how I could
see it:
“Why Batman, how hard do you want it to get?”
Rattle. Falter. Mental sweat drop.
And then—and only then—after the longest pause yet, that voice again, the deepest,
rumbling gravel…
“This isn’t a game.”
I shook my head, disappointed…
…and somersaulted off the roof…
…hoping…
… at a later date…
…he could keep up his end of the conversation.

… … … … :: Batman’s Log: 10, October :: … … …
First
run-in
with
new
player
tonight.
Called
herself
“Catwoman.” Another in the growing list of “themed” criminals
plaguing this city — though unlike any of the others I’ve seen
thus far, and not just because she’s a woman. More… playful?
Unabashedly unafraid. Brazen.
I approached too early.
Suspect had not retrieved stolen
items yet. Confronted her anyway — still not certain why.
Instead of running or screaming, she replied in sly, cunning
verbal retorts. A game of words? I’ll admit I’m not used to
“banter.” It threw me off. There was certainly a strange
attraction there — that outfit that looked like she’d been
poured into it… She was definitely one of the most incredible
women I’ve ever met – so confident, so straightforward. It’s…
alluring.
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But I cannot allow that. I’m sure that’s what she was going
for – using her raw sexuality to catch me off guard. I won’t let
it. I can’t. This quest is too important to let something as
trivial as a sly wink or a curvaceous form distract me from
doing what is necessary. I cannot allow these personal thoughts
to interfere. Ever.
—Batman, Log Entry, October 10
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Most cats do not approach humans recklessly. The possibility of concealed weapons, clods or
sticks, tend to make them reserved. Much ceremony must be observed, and a number of
diplomatic feelers put out, before establishing a state of truce.
—Lloyd Alexander
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
October 30th—Train Station—Waxing Crescent Moon
When it was built, Gotham Central Station cost $43 million—that would be $43
million in 1913 dollars. They defrayed some of the cost by selling the air rights at the
first opportunity. There are several skyscrapers built around it that for years powered
their elevators from the third rail current. Among those buildings are the world
famous Excelsior Towers.
Soaring above the streets of one of Gotham’s most fashionable neighborhoods, the
Excelsior is “an elegant boutique hotel that also offers an extraordinary array of
luxurious permanent residences for some for the world’s most illustrious figures, from
former first ladies to world-renowned composers and entertainers.” There were plenty
of reasons for Catwoman to take an interest in it, and those reasons had nothing to do
with its proximity to the train station and that first encounter with Batman.
The place was lousy with rich guests: Jewelry galore, plus the permanent residents
all customized their suites with their own artwork and baubles. I had plenty of reasons
to be there that had nothing to do with Batman.
I did.
If you stopped and thought about it, there was no reason to think I was any more
likely to encounter him in that area than in any other part of town. If there had been, it
would have been foolish of me to go back.
And if I was a bit intrigued by the man, it was only the novelty factor. And that
would pass all the more quickly the sooner we met a few more times and got used to
it. There was a novelty to it, I would admit. Other men babbled: your eyes, your body,
your this, your that, you make me feel, you make me want, yadda, yadda, yadda, so
many words that say so very little. But this man, a soft guttural puff and I was undone.
…
Not undone, it was just… different…
It was memorable. Days later, I was still thinking about him. It. I was thinking about
the encounter, not him, he just happened to be there.
But that is not why I hit the Excelsior towers.
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“That’s far enough, Catwoman.”
He was waiting. When I’d climbed down from the towers onto the train station roof
he was standing there… He had watched me come down.
I was pissed. More at myself than at him, I can see that now. I was pissed because it
was stupid to return to that area so soon. I was pissed because he’d surprised me… and
I was pissed because it wasn’t an unpleasant surprise.
I guess maybe he was a little pissed too. If he was, that explains how it turned so
physical so quickly.
“It’s never far enough,” was all I remember getting out before leaping to kick him
backwards. He caught his footing quickly enough, but the move gave me time to drop
my goody bag. It’s a bit of an encumbrance in a fight, which is why I soon added a
strap I could fasten to my wrist or waist.
Batman lunged at me. I stepped into the attack, forcing contact before he was ready,
redirecting his momentum to throw his mass past me. He rolled with a twist,
springing up to face me and I could see the white shock of recognition: She knows what
she’s doing.
His surprise irked me even more. And I had a realization of my own: this was easy.
The more he pissed me off, the easier it got. All the uncertainties of why I was there
dissolved away in the fighting. It was SO easy.
He came at me again and managed to grab a shoulder. There was a heat in the
contact, and I knew—I just knew—he was as excited by the physicality as I was.
“You’re better than you look,” I murmured when he was close enough, “which is
saying something.”
He spun me around, right hand still latched onto my left shoulder so his arm was
around my neck as he stood behind me, chest to my back.
“I’m better than you; that’s all that matters.”
I pressed back against him, the little gaps of cold winter air between us crushed into
a sensation of warm velvety leather.
“Don’t be so sure,” I whispered before flipping him neatly onto his back.
I could have kicked him while he was down and run like hell. It was dangerous to
stay. It was dangerous to get closer, but I was reluctant to let it end so quickly. I told
myself I stayed because he was holding back, and that I couldn’t allow.
I pointed the toe of my boot and caressed his chest with the tip.
“You’re holding back. That’s my job. This is cat and mouse, after all.”
“Why are you doing this?” he whispered. His voice was so low, but not menacing—
and not weak either. Despite his position on the ground, he was far from defeated. I
couldn’t tell what he was going for. Did he mean why was I playing with him like the
flying mouse he declared himself to be or…
“Why do you steal?”
Oh.
That was disappointing. He meant the theft not the game. He’d asked Eddie
something similar, I remembered. Disappointing.
I moved the foot to his side, adjusting the other so I straddled him at the waist and
bent over, leaning in close to impart the secret of secrets:
“Meowwwwwww,” I whispered, just as low as he had spoken.
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He kicked up into a fighting stance that sent me flying backwards—without much
force—and I easily shoulder-rolled to my feet.
“Still holding back,” I snarled. And I admit I was on the verge of losing my temper,
“Such an accommodating mouse…” I couldn’t describe the flurry of punching,
clawing, kicking and ouch that followed. All I could tell you is this: I did, in fact, lose
my temper.
“…but I told you…” Claw. Scratch. Block. Hiss. “…that’s my job.” And then a
really, really vicious flying double-leg kick until…
“…And my job…” Grunt, punch, choke. “…is to put you down!”
The force with which my back hit the ground certainly meant he was done holding
back, but I took no consolation in it at the time.
He was hovering over me, basically pressing me down with his forearm.
“It’s over,” he graveled, “we’re done.”
But it wasn’t his voice that struck me then, it was his breathing. Calm. Slow. A little
too calm and slow. Controlled. He was pouring everything he had into hiding the
exertion; he was pouring everything he had into not breathing hard as he bent on top
of me, perspiring under that mask no doubt just as I was, and hovering just over me
while holding me down this way.
In contrast, I let myself… pant… I let my head tip back and my chest rise and fall
with each hard breath as I lay on my back with this Batman bending over me…
“No darlin’,” I heaved through labored breaths, “just because you’re done…” arm
into position behind his boot “…doesn’t mean I am,” and BOOM!
I didn’t see how hard he hit the floor, all I cared about was that he didn’t land on me.
By the time he got up, I had a marginal headstart. He was faster and more persistent
than I expected: rooftop to rooftop—rooftop to alley—alley to rooftop to alley to
roof… and still he kept coming. Eventually I did lose him—or so I thought. Then I
caught movement coming at me from the side! Son of a bitch, how did he do that?
I dodged, he rolled, and that should have been the end of it—but then—whooshing
sound, something bit my wrist, and the loot bag went flying.
I couldn’t risk stopping to retrieve it. I’d taken too many risks already. But I’d
learned my lesson; there was some consolation in that.
… … … … :: Batman’s Log: 30, October :: … … …
Another run-in with the “Catwoman.” She had stolen some
valuables from the Excelsior, room 34G (Galveston, Mr. & Mrs.
Roger A.) Intercepted on roof of the Train Station. Considering
relative proximity to last encounter, it’s possible she lives in
the area, but probably not. Strikes me as too intelligent to be
stealing from her backyard.
Fighting ensued. She’s good. Really good. Judo, Aikido, Kempo
- a mixed bag of styles and abilities. I held back at the start
- primarily to focus on her styles and gauge her as an opponent.
Plus, I was a bit wary of striking back - not because she was a
woman per se. It was more of… she seemed to be more than that.
The fighting and her abilities were so obviously a part of her,
and yet at the same time it seemed as though she was somehow
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above all of that - like it was entertainment for her but not
necessary. Interesting dichotomy.
Suspect escaped and I pursued. She moved across the rooftops
with precision and ease (Gymnast? Aerialist?)
It’s like she
knows them as well as I do (Maybe she does live there?). While I
get around via rooftop for ease of travel and better vantage
points, I am unused to actual pursuit up there. Once I realized
that direct pursuit would not work, I attempted a flanking
maneuver, which she dodged. Suspect evaded capture, but I was
able to recover stolen property (Note: check weight distribution
on new Bat-arangs) and return to owners.
- Batman, Log Entry, October 30
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
When I play with my cat, who knows but that she regards me more as a plaything that I do
her? —Michel de Montaigne
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
I told MirrorBitch quite distinctly that I would take no nonsense this morning. And
yet the moment I step out of the shower, I detect that sly “I was right” lurking just
under the surface. It’s there while I towel off my hair and I have a pretty fair hunch it
will only grow bolder if I remain.
I’m not sure what she has to crow about at the moment. I haven’t had any weird
dreams lately. Not that I remember my dreams, as a rule, but she’s definitely got that
look. That look like when I am having dreams that, whether I remember them or not,
just go to prove her point.
It doesn’t matter. This time of year if I don’t style my hair, it’ll frizz. And after
conquering the Hellmouth Closet, I’m not going to be intimidated by the gal in the
mirror—and I’m certainly not going to go around with air-dry frizzy hair because
MirrorBitch thinks she’s in a position to strut.

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
A cat doesn’t know what it wants and wants more of it.
—Richard Hexem
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
November 3rd—Gotham Museum of Art—First Quarter Moon
Museum Row is a lovely stretch along Fifth Avenue chock full of museums and
other fine arts institutions. The largest by far is the Gotham Museum of Art, taking up a
full city block between the avenue and Robinson Park. The collection is vast and
encyclopedic, said to contain over two million pieces with masterworks in every
known medium, from every part of the world, spanning five thousand years.
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I’ve become familiar with most of the public and private areas over the years, but my
first visits were invariably to the Egyptian Wing. Egyptians and cats, how could I
resist.
The idea of a “theme crime” was new to me. It was one thing to wear the outfit and
call myself Catwoman. It was quite another to deliberately seek out cat-objects worth
the taking… In a way, I thought I might feel silly. And in a way, it seemed
counterproductive. Surely once I’d declared myself to be Catwoman, the mysterious
Batman would know cat-related thefts were a likely target for me. He could be staking
out places with a cat tie-in waiting for me.
It was definitely more dangerous than hitting a bank vault or a private condo.
Definitely.
Everyone knows the Egyptians worshipped cats, but few people know why. Egypt
was the breadbasket of the ancient world. Their wealth, power, and survival depended
on the storage of grain. Mice eat grain. Cats kill mice. Yay, cats!
The Museum’s Egyptian collection is huge, including a full-scale temple that was
shipped to America as a gift. I had visited this display that afternoon and selected the
piece I wanted. A necklace of Princess Sit-hathor-yunet, 12th Dynasty, cloisonné
pectoral inlaid with carefully cut pieces of semiprecious stones. The jewelry worn by
royal women during the Middle Kingdom wasn’t for simple adornment; it was
symbolic of ideals and myths surrounding Egyptian royalty. Jewelry imbued a woman
with superhuman powers and thus enabled her to fulfill her duties as part of a ruling
family. This particular piece depicted the coming together of the male cat, representing
the powers of the sun, and the female cat, harnessing the powers of the moon. What a
magnificent prize for the Catwoman!
Sure, there was a little more risk of running into Batman. But didn’t such a treasure
balance a little extra risk?
I was bent over working on the pressure panels in the base of the display. I hadn’t
seen many of these in Europe, but it was solvable; it would just take a little extra time. I
was jazzed. The expertise from Sean and Paris, refined in Italy, add the suit, it had all
been leading to this. It was all coming together. And I almost had the panels
disconnected when—
“The museum closed five hours ago.”
Buzzkill.
I wouldn’t give him the satisfaction of another startled spin, so I stood up—slowly—
and turned… more… slowly… still.
“Really?” I said sweetly once I’d completed the move. “I always think of those
‘Hours of Operation’ as suggestions.”
“The laws against burglary are not suggestions, Catwoman.”
I noticed something odd. He was holding his head at a funny angle, pointing it to the
space just right of me. It didn’t look natural. It looked like he had a crick in his neck
or… ohmygod… I got it. I’d been so accustomed to Frenchmen and Italians that don’t
bother hiding it that I was only discovering the maneuver since returning to Gotham:
American men overcompensate when they’ve been looking.
I nearly laughed at the realization: I’d been bent over to reach the controls under the
base of the display and this Batman was checking out my bod.
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So I purred—and that really messed with him. I took a few steps forward. I didn’t
want to get too close, but I wanted to give him an eyeful of hipsway. Unless I’m very
much mistaken, it was appreciated.
“I tell you what,” I said warmly, “the night is young. I’m sure there are plenty of
other burglaries in progress out there you can get your jollies messing with between
now and sunrise. Why don’t we pretend you never wandered in he—”
“No chance.”
“—in here tonight and were not, in fact, lurking there in the shadows watching my
ass.”
“…”
I cocked my head at a pretty ‘asking a favor’ angle.
“You’re a thief and I’m taking you down.”
I stood my ground—and surprise—he didn’t step forward this time as he had before
on the roof.
“Take me down? Not on your best day, Handsome.” Since he wouldn’t step forward,
I did. He didn’t step back though, and his eyes burned like he wanted to hit me. “But it
might be fun if you tried.”
His whole jaw seemed to solidify somehow—no movement, but it somehow looked
DENSER than before—and with a frightening economy of movement that flashed by
too quickly to register he had grabbed my wrists—both this time—and his grip was
harder than before.
Very hard.
A weakness.
I had him. I HAD HIM. He was too good not to know a tight grip was exploitable.
He wasn’t thinking clearly, he was reacting emotionally. I HAD HIM.
I tested it. I smiled seductively and wet my lips… and felt his grip tighten even
more.
I looked into the deep blue eyes… and it tightened harder still.
Then I snarled, swinging into a Heaven-Earth move, one wrist down and outward,
the other up and back while I stepped forward, forcing him off balance as his hands
couldn’t help but be pulled along for the ride. It wasn’t necessary, but an extra hiss of
hot breath into his face broke his focus even more before I flipped and dropped him at
my feet. It also wasn’t necessary to crash down on the back of his shoulderblade with
my knee, but I felt like a chase and didn’t want another one of those bat-Frisbees
tripping me up.
“Don’t do that again,” I told him.
It was the third time this masked menace had kept me from my prize. I vowed right
then there would not be a fourth.
… … … … :: Batman’s Log: 03, November :: … … …
Catwoman. The Sit-hathor-yunet necklace. I prevented the
theft, but she eluded capture. Again. I cannot allow this to
keep happening. I cannot allow her to keep getting to me. At
first it seemed almost an afterthought - her harmless (and
ineffective) attempts at coercing her way to freedom. But
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tonight was more. Much more. It wasn’t light flirting, it was
overtly sexual - brazen advances to distract and misdirect.
She’s not averse to using her raw sexuality as a weapon.
This cannot continue. Tonight, I was unprepared for this type
of warfare. But now that I know what lengths she will go to, I
know what lengths I have to reach to stop her.
She will not get away again.
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Female cats are very lascivious and make advances to the male.
—Aristotle
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
December 18th—Cartier’s—Full Moon
No one could say Gotham City invented Christmas, but it did invent the Christmas
Shopping Season. Thanksgiving morning, the giant balloons and marching bands
make their way down Broadway to 34th Street, the dancers from the musicals do their
number in front of the grandstand and the television cameras, and when that last float
reaches Mayfield’s front door, every kid in the city knows Santa is in residence at the
world’s most famous department store. The next day, the flag drops on the official
holiday shopping season. But lest you think it’s all about money, the curtain also rises
on the spectacle of the shop windows.
The stores expecting to make the most obscene sums will hide their merchandise
entirely, turning their windows into elaborate tableaus of artsy, whimsy, or quaint.
Cartier outdoes them all; they wrap up their entire building with a big red bow.
They had gift wrapped themselves! How could I resist?
The Cartier building isn’t that tall. It was once a private home, the Fifth Avenue
mansion of one Morton F. Plant, well-known banker and yachtsman. The jewelers
acquired it in one of the more unusual real estate transactions in Gotham’s history. It
was a trade: the building in exchange for a million dollar necklace Mrs. Plant coveted.
Anyway, it’s not that tall. I lowered myself to the roof from the bank next door. I
had only started to examine the electrical and ventilation panels I could access from
there, when I felt that curious tingle again. It was stronger this time, and it felt
different. It felt like him. It felt like… all that intensity that poured out from him… all
focused on me. It was quite, quite, exciting.
It felt like Christmas morning. He was around somewhere… and he was watching
me… and we were going to have another encounter.
Meow.
I went to work in earnest. Fortunately, Cartier-Gotham uses a Phoenix, the same
alarm system as Cartier-Paris. I defeated it quickly. Showing off a little? Sure, why
not. Cats are not shy about displaying their talents.
Once inside, I found my way through the maze of small galleries and salons to the
main vault. I had to concentrate on cracking it and couldn’t worry about the tingle.
When at last I got it open, I saw an ideal piece for fencing purposes, it was a “dog
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collar” type of necklace, an absolute eyesore, studded in rubies. It was exactly the type
of piece my Italian contacts would break down into a half dozen exquisite bracelets.
On an impulse, I picked up a pair of earrings as well, sapphire petals around a
diamond center. These would not be broken down into anything; they were exquisite
just as they were.
As I returned through the ventilation duct to the roof, I was thinking about keeping
the earrings, the dark of the sapphires would work well with the dark of my hair and…
“Those jewels don’t belong to you.”
…I had forgotten about the tingle and what it meant…
“You’re going to jail for taking them.”
…what I assumed it meant…
“But first—”
…Him. And I was right; it did mean him. It did mean he was watching. It did mean
all that intensity that radiated off him was fully focused on me.
“—you’re going to put them back.”
All that intensity… I couldn’t help but wonder… What would it be like?
“Never had a cat, did you?”
Defensive stance, but no words. No response of any kind. Like he’s a robot.
“Cats don’t take orders,” I told him simply. I meant about putting the stuff back, but
he stood up from his defensive pose. I guess he thought I was refusing to ‘fight on
cue’—which in a way, I suppose I was.
He still wasn’t saying anything, but the mood changed. He seemed… calmer, less
edgy. I was too. It would happen often in the coming years: however I’d planned to be
the next time I saw him, however I geared up to make sure this time would be
different, once we were together, it started to evaporate. The longer we were together—
talking, not talking, fighting, flirting—the more all that resolve broke down into this
easy state of… whatever it was.
The mask brought something out in me—the suit did so even more—and being with
him in the mask and catsuit, not just being Catwoman but being Catwoman with him, it
evoked something deeper still. It was so natural, so effortless; this part of me just…
happened, when I was with him.
I don’t remember taking a single step forward, but I must have because I was
standing right in front of him. My arms lifted with a will of their own and settled
around his neck.
“It’s a foolish girl who waits for Santa,” I said.
In my mind I truly thought I meant the jewels. We were standing on top of a jewelry
store wrapped up like a giant Christmas present. He’d told me to put back the things
I’d taken, and I said it’s a foolish girl who waits for Santa. But even then some part of
me knew the truth: It was a part of me that I was taking, this magical part of me that
he somehow sparked into being. I wasn’t waiting for Santa; I wasn’t waiting like some
heroine in a romance novel for the tall, dark stranger to make a gift of these feelings he
evoked in me, I was taking it, I was claiming this for my own.
“Just this once,” I murmured, “you could…” …look the other way? Is that what I’d
started to say? I’ll never know, because when I got there, his lips that had been pursed
so tightly parted just a hair, and the next words never came.
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“Just this once, you could…” he said softly.
…could what? Leave without the jewels or… My head tilted and I stretched upward,
closing the distance between us. He never pulled back, not a millimeter, but he made
me come almost the whole way myself. Then at the last moment he leaned in, causing
our lips to collide with more force than I’d intended. What should have begun so
softly, the gentle, tentative moments of a first kiss were jolted unexpectedly into the
future. We were kissing like lovers. There was an angular crisp taste, with just the
tiniest trace of round sweetness all but lost in a piquant steam of spice and ginger and
flint. And there was this sense of taking what I wanted, just as I’d intended, but in
doing so I was giving it as well. I was letting him share in this wild, free, unexpected
part of me… He was taking something too, and giving, something so private and
intimate, that one moment.
There was a noise from deep in my throat. I had purred. I’d used the word before to
describe my voice when I thought it was enticing, but I never knew what it meant. I
never knew what it was to really emote satisfaction that way, to vibrate pleasure out
from the core.
He pulled back. I think the sound startled him—a shocked reminder of what I was—
and he pushed me away.
“Just this once,” I repeated.
That was it. I left the jewel bag there. And he didn’t pursue me.
That’s how it started. Batman and Catwoman. Our first rooftop.
He doesn’t understand why that was our first time. Hard to believe, isn’t it.
Men are so literal.
Even Batman.
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Women and cats will do as they please, and men and dogs should relax and get used to the
idea. —Robert A. Heinlein
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~

Blowdry and curling iron go quite well. MirrorBitch holds her peace. It’s when I lean
in to start my makeup that I see it. It’s in the eyes. Something… strangely knowing.
If this weren’t my own reflection, I would swear she thinks she knows something I
don’t. But it IS my reflection, and that’s just not possible outside of Arkham.
I set down the makeup brush and look MirrorBitch in the eye.
“Well?”
Well.
She certainly knows something. Which means I know something. The closet is
done. It wasn’t so bad. It wasn’t so good either, but I got through it. Still. I cleaned out a
closet full of junk, that’s it; it’s not what you’d call a learning experience. Even if I did
let myself look back a little, even if I have been thinking more about the past—I mean
really, at the end of all that rigmarole, what was the point of it all?
It’s called self-knowledge, Kitten.
How I hate it when that inner voice sounds like him.
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There better be more to it than “self-knowledge kitten.” Did looking back to see how
I got here help me understand myself any more than I did before? Does that
understanding help me understand anyone or anything else any better? And why was
I so reluctant to get into it in the first place? There were some bad memories, sure.
And some good ones. I was missing out on both. Why? Was it just because, deep
down, I knew there was something not quite right in stealing and, if I started peeling
back the layers, then sooner or later I’d have to face up to the fact that…
Oh.
Hell.
Oh Hell.
Fucking bloody Hell.
It’s one thing to stop stealing. My circumstances changed and it made life easier to
not be stealing anymore.
It is another thing entirely to admit…
It’s another thing entirely to admit…
It is another thing entirely to admit it was wrong.
It’s another thing entirely to admit it hurts to have things taken from you, that the
people I stole from were hurt because of what I did… and I didn’t care. Because of all I
lost, I didn’t see it. Because of all the hurt I felt, I wouldn’t let myself see it.
Denial. One of the stages I skipped over when they died. Denial and Anger.
And Bargaining: if I got back enough of the material comforts, maybe it would fill
that void.
An amethyst teardrop. Catwoman Purple.
It’s all connected. That is the point of all this. It’s all connected.
I am Catwoman, not The Cat. The woman is part of the equation. The human is part
of the equation. Batman is part of the equation. Cartier was our first rooftop because
of what we took from each other and what we gave to each other.
Sensei was right, I couldn’t thrive until I was allowed to be what I am.
It is all connected.
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
A cat has absolute emotional honesty: human beings, for one reason or another, may hide
their feelings, but a cat does not.
—Ernest Hemingway
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
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CHAPTER 5
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
I am not a friend, and I am not a servant. I am the Cat that walks by himself and I wish to
come into your cave.
—Just So Stories, Rudyard Kipling
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
… … … … :: Batman’s Log: 18, December :: … … …
Catwoman again. Cartier’s rooftop. I waited for her to
actually emerge with the stolen items, then approached. It went…
poorly…
[Section Deleted]
Damn. It went too far. I went too far. I know that now.
Whatever ideas or intentions (hopes?) I had in my head at the
time were simply rationalizations for my actions. It was weak,
it was a lapse in judgment and it was wrong. She continues to do
that to me — purposeful or not — and I’m not entirely certain
how. How is it that this one woman can get so completely under
my skin…
[Section Deleted]
It would never work. It can never work. She’s a criminal, I’m
a crimefighter. She’s a thief, I am… so completely against it.
Part of me wants to believe that this was a beginning, but the
rest of me knows this is an end. She could never… WE could
never…
[Section Deleted]
She left the jewels behind. I returned them to the vault and
left. Why? Why leave them behind? Was it a gift? Was it her way
of relenting? I’m not naive enough to believe that she’s giving
it all up for good, but she left the jewels and took off into
the night. Why did she leave them?
And why did I let her?
Damn.
[Section Deleted]
[Section Deleted]
[Section Deleted]
… … … … :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: … … …
Engrossed in his reading, Batman didn’t register the first faint clip-clips that signaled
Selina’s entrance into the cave. When he noticed, he hurriedly closed the old file before
him and opened the current week’s log.
She appeared not to notice anything amiss and busied herself heating cocoa over a
small burner. He pulled the cowl back from his face, started typing, and waited.
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ClipClip and the mug was set down next to him. Then the fingers worked the
muscles at the back of his neck.
“How was your night?”
Grunt.
“Busy?”
“Not yet. Soon. Ivy, Catman, Joker, Nigma, all about to be released from Arkham.”
“Ah, well then, calm before the storm?”
Grunt.
The massage stopped and Selina leaned against the desk beside him where she could
see his face. The sly catsmile telegraphed her mood right before she looked pointedly
at the computer screen.
“Section deleted?”
She had seen it. Damn her.
“You’ve been thinking on it too,” he said.
“Yes.” She sounded so amused, what was so funny? “‘Section deleted?’ You’re still
a tightass.”
Another grunt—not disapproval or even acknowledgement, but an ingrained
response. After a pause, he said “And you’re still brazen and playful.”
“Oh, was that my billing? Here I thought I was ‘section deleted.’”
“I rest my case. Playful. And brazen.”
She bent down and purred low in his ear, “You have no idea.”
“So… I take it the closet is clean?”
She looked at him strangely. It was… it was a look he’d seen a thousand times, a
thousand nights as he lay in bed thinking about a moment—the look that came at him
out of darkness during a strained pause on a long ago rooftop—the look that came
right after ‘how hard do you want it to get?’
“You’re still a tightass,” she said with amused affection, “and you still can’t return a
serve.”
The corner of his mouth twitched slightly and he reached out, grabbing her arm and
pulling her down into his lap. His fingertips touched her hair, then stroked down the
side of her face, slipped round her neck, and pulled her in for a long, tender kiss. Then
he touched her face again, wonderingly, moving his fingers along the top of the cheek
where the mask once began.
“Selina… did you find what you were looking for?”
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Charles Dickens’s favorite feline companion was known simply as “The Master’s Cat.”
When the hour grew late, and the cat determined Mr. Dickens had toiled long enough over
Oliver Twist or David Copperfield, the little cat would snuff out with its paw the candle that lit
the author’s desk. Dickens acknowledged the hint and happily complied with a cuddle for his
favorite cat.
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~
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“What I want… is simple… Sly. God knows, it’s simple… I don’t want to hear any
more about Catwoman. I don’t want to hear any more about Catwoman. I don’t want
to hear anything more about Catwoman. OKAY? Is that so much to ask? For one
night—no Lady Purple.”
“Sure thing, Mr. Blake,” Sly said evenly, sliding a gin martini across the bar. He
hadn’t mentioned Catwoman, of course. Sly relied on tips to supplement his meager
bartender’s salary. To earn tips you had to make the customers happy, and to do that
at the Iceberg Lounge meant keeping track of who despised whom. You wouldn’t win
any friends in this place by talking up Joker to Poison Ivy or Cluemaster to Riddler,
and you were just asking for trouble if you brought up Catwoman in front of Tom
Blake, the Catman. All Sly had done was ask what kind of garnish Blake wanted in his
martini: an olive, lemon peel, or twist of pickled ginger. It wasn’t his fault that the
ginger was kept on hand for Selina’s martinis, or that it was she who introduced this
innovation. The Iceberg Lounge served both gin and vodka martinis this way, Sly was
the bartender, Blake had ordered a martini, so it was his job to ask.
“Anybody should be able to see that,” Sly muttered to himself as he rang up the sale,
“especially someone just released from Arkham with a clean bill of mental health.”
Catman took his drink from the bar and stalked angrily into the dining room.
“Do you know what to-morrow is, Kitty?” Jervis called, waving him back to a corner
booth. “That’s what Alice asked the white kitten, or was it the black one, at the start of
Through the Looking Glass. Well it’s no nevermind, white or black, since you’re all
yellow and orange.”
“Must you blither?” Blake asked wearily, sitting down on the bench across from Mad
Hatter.
“Oh beamish boy, drink your saucer of milk and tell me all the news. You’re fresh
out of Arkham, are you not? Surely there are tales to tell from Dr. Jerry’s House-oFun.”
“Yes, I’m out of Arkham,” Blake grumbled, “and what’s practically the first thing I
see when I get back to town? Ad for that new jewelers, Objects of Desire. Have you
seen it? Big billboard right when you come off the bridge. Six diamond rings in
different styles, big as life, and underneath just one word: Catworthy. How do you
like that, hm? Catworthy.”
“And you’re assuming that doesn’t refer to you.”
“The word was purple.”
“Ah.”
Jervis sipped his drink. Blake sipped his.
“LEND A NORM MUG,” a new voice rang, “A Glenundromm, Sly my good man! A
Glenundromm or, if you are in a puzzling mood, then LEND A NORM MUG.”
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“Welcome back Mr. Nigma, it’s been quite a while since I’ve heard any of those
anagrams of yours. And just as long since I’ve… had occasion to…” Sly was looking
distractedly around the bar as he spoke, pausing longer and longer between words, as
if he couldn’t find something. “…Um… I mean… it’s been a while since I’ve had
occasion to pour that special… scotch of yours, sir. Let me just slip into the back for a
minute and fetch a fresh bottle.”
The slightly confused manner became more determined as Sly walked to the hallway
at the back of the bar. Edward Nigma was too busy receiving congratulations for his
release to notice Sly turning not into the backroom but into the office.
“Mr. Cobblepot,” Sly sighed when he closed the door. “That Glenundromm is white
vest, premium stuff. Couldn’t you have taken one of the lesser brands?”
“Quacakwa” came the answer. It was more of an answer than Sly was expecting.
From the way Oswald was slumped on his desk, Sly had assumed his employer was
passed out. Sly reached for the nearly empty bottle of Glenundromm, only to have
Oswald clutch at it with another “quacakwakwa” the moment it moved.
“Okay, I’ll open a new bottle from downstairs—this time, Mr. Cobblepot, this time.
But you can’t keep drinking up the special reserves, sir, you really can’t. I’ll put this on
Mr. Nigma’s tab to cover our loss. ‘Mistake’ if he notices, but he won’t. Just released
from Arkham, I doubt he’ll remember how much of the old bottle was left. But a lot of
the regulars are getting out this week, Mr. Cobblepot, so their liquor can’t keep
disappearing this way. You want to drink, drink the house brands—or Mr. Dent’s
double-malt.”
“Quacakwa-kwa”
“Yeah, quacakwa-kwa,” Sly said sadly, closing the office door behind him.
“SLY!” All Sly had a chance to register before being thrown against the wall was a
blur of red-black and the jingle of tassels.
“Um, gee, hi Miss Quinn.”
“Sly my FAVORITE Bar-guy! Give us a hug.”
“Quacakwa-kwa” Sly sputtered as the air was forced from his lungs, “Ms. Quinn, I
can’t breathe.”
“Oh. Sorry there,” Harley released him and started brushing off his shirt, “Well I just
wanted to say Hiya! ‘cause y’know I missed you so much, you and everybody here at
the ‘Berg!”
Sly smiled the cautious and confused smile the Arkham orderlies often wore as he
pointed Harley Quinn back to the bar. He said he’d be there in a minute to take her
order and headed downstairs.
Harley stopped at every table she passed as she moved to the bar, smiling at some
who were too far away to stop and chat with, waving at others, and blowing kisses to a
chosen few.
“What’s with her?” Catman asked, noting that he and Jervis only rated a beautyqueen wave and not a kiss.
“Worried about slipping,” Jervis explained. “You know how it is: a couple splits,
one stays in the mimsy borogoves, keeps the friends and the hangouts, and one
disappears down the rabbit hole never to be seen again.”
“And Harley figures she’ll be the one to go? She gives parties and organizes karaoke
nights and is cute as a button, whereas Joker is… Joker.”
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“Speaking for myself, I would rather look at her grin than his,” Jervis agreed. “But
as Roxy is so fond of pointing out, Harley is only a sidekick. It’s a topsy turvy world,
Blake, but even so, who will risk offending Joker… Blake? Blake, are you listening to
me?”
As sometimes happens with cats, Catman had become fascinated by a shiny object
and was giving it, rather than his companion, his full attention.
“That… new groupie,” he said at last, “is wearing… aluminum foil? Anyway, I
disagree about Harley’s prospects. Certainly Poison Ivy will want to keep her around
no matter what—”
“Besides,” announced a new voice… and Edward Nigma approached the table, “not
everyone is intimidated by Joker.”
“Stuff and nonsense,” Jervis declared.
“Quite true,” Blake confirmed, “You wanted the news from Arkham, well that’s the
news. A new power has risen to challenge the Clown Prince of Crime.”
Jervis ogled, unbelievingly. “Who?” he asked finally.
Blake and Nigma exchanged amused glances before answering in unison: “Hugo.”
Jervis pulled out a pocketwatch and looked at it, then shook it. “No, that makes no
sense at all. Hugo Strange? Topsy turvy world and all that, but the Queen of Hearts
can and will say ‘Off with their heads,’ whereas all the Dormouse can do is get
breadcrumbs in the butter. Unless that was the March Hare, because this is Thursday
and we always have bread and butter with tea on Thursday—but Joker can kill you.
Joker will kill you. So there’s really no way it can be Hugo.”
Catman stood and offered Nigma his chair with a formal nod: “Whatever that was
he just said, it’s more in your line than mine, Mr. Riddler. Enjoy your evening,
gentlemen. I am going to find out why that new groupie is wearing silver foil.”
Catman left and Riddler sat.
“It’s true, Jervis. It started at Arkham. Hugo bribed a guard and built himself a little
powerbase doing favors for the rest of us—getting us out of the common room when
Joker was there, decent food, things like that. Then this Manikin came into the picture.
You know what Hugo is like. He practically imprinted on her. He’s in love. Or at
least deeply obsessed.”
“Strange is obsessed with Batman,” Jervis objected.
“Strange was obsessed with Batman, now he has made the acquaintance of a womanmannequin. A real actual moving breathing living woman AND she’s a mannequin.
Hugo’s got no time for Batman.”
Jervis stared into space for a moment as if performing some arduous calculations,
then he nodded and Nigma continued.
“So Hugo’s obsessed with this Manikin, but she strikes up a friendship with Harley
when Harley falls out with Ivy, so then Joker starts paying attention to Manikin to
annoy Harley. Joker and Hugo been squaring off ever since.”
“Calloo callay,” Jervis said in wonder, “Good dish, I say! And all this has been going
on in Arkham and no one’s told me?”
Eddie looked at him in disgust.
“What do you call a chin-wagging rumor hag?” Riddler asked with a twinkle.
Jervis wrinkled his brow.
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“I don’t know.”
“Jervis.”

One last attempt, and if it didn’t work, Bruce knew he would have to admit defeat.
One… last… desperate… twisting… stretch… and then———lunge-ARGH!
“DAMNIT!” he swore to the empty cave. That was it. Defeat. Lunge-and-dab
wasn’t going to work. Swallowing his anger, Bruce forced a calmer tone as he spoke
into the intercom. “Alfred, I’m in the med facility. Would you come down here for a
moment, please.”
::Of course, sir.::
Minutes later, Alfred was silently dabbing the cuts on Bruce’s back. The silence
stung more than the disinfectant. It was a bitter truth to face: being human. There
were simply points on his body he could not physically reach—which meant living
with an untreated injury or sucking up his pride and getting help.
“I don’t know why I never rigged something up to let me reach back there. Some
kind of articulated clamp on a handle.”
“Impractical, sir,” Alfred sniffed, “and unnecessary while I am at hand.”
Bruce seethed. The usual price of Alfred’s medical assistance was sarcasm. The lack
of it in this particular instance might have puzzled another man, but not Bruce. To a
detective, the explanation was all too clear: Batman injuries occurred at night. Alfred
would be summoned to the cave at three or four in the morning. He would treat
whatever gunshot or stab wound required his attention, and then see about repairing
the damaged costume—all the while peppering the respectful reserve of a family
servant with tersely ironic comments about the joys of crimefighting. Called to the
cave, not by Batman but by Bruce, at eleven o’clock in the morning, Alfred must have
known even before seeing the scratches that this was not a Bat-related incident. Not
exactly.
It was… embarrassing. Bruce hated that he was going to explain how this happened,
but if he didn’t there was no telling what Alfred might think up on his own, and that
was a damn sight more embarrassing.
“Selina doesn’t like to have her morning workout interrupted,” he began tentatively.
“Indeed, sir.”
“It’s not like it’s Strategic Self-Mutating Defense Regimen 4 or anything, it’s just
Yoga and Boflex and some Tai Chi.”
“As you say, sir.” The disapproval in the words was palpable.
“Alfred, the fact is, I mean, to be blunt, Selina working out is a sight to see.”
The butler coughed.
“…and the element of surprise is a very real consideration in physical contests…
even if it weren’t, Batman doesn’t wait and ‘make an appointment.’”
“I see, sir.”
“Do you?”
“Quite sir. You inserted yourself into Miss Selina’s morning routine without first
ascertaining her views on the matter.”
“It was spontaneous.”
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“Very good, sir. If I may make a suggestion, the next time Batman wishes to be
spontaneous, it would be wise to do so in the protective garments designed for that
purpose. Will there be anything else, sir?”

Technically, Sly’s job was finished once the last customer had departed and he’d
closed out the register. But he knew if he left it at that, there would be rubber checks
come payday—that is assuming there were any checks at all. So he headed back to Mr.
Cobblepot’s office and lifted his unconscious employer off the night’s receipts. He
retrieved the previous four nights’ receipts from the safe and made up the delinquent
deposits. Then he dropped them in the night deposit box on the way home.
The next morning he called the payroll service he used for his Florida bar, Sly’s, and
set them up to take over the Iceberg accounts. He checked the inventories, phoned two
vendors and called the beer distributor to reschedule a missed delivery.
Then he considered the black ledger.
Sly was not naïve. He was well aware that the legitimate nightclub he worked for
represented only… the tip of the Iceberg, so to speak. There was another business
operating alongside this one, a shadow business, that for all he knew made up the bulk
of Oswald Cobblepot’s operations. Sly certainly had no interest in becoming a crime
boss and even if he did, he was sure he wouldn’t know how to go about it. But he was
equally sure that side of Oswald’s business wouldn’t survive continued neglect any
more than the club could. He didn’t know what happened when crooks and black
marketeers didn’t get paid on time, but he knew instinctively the Iceberg was not the
place to be if that occurred.
There was only one solution, Sly decided, fingering the edge of the ledger. He had to
find someone to take over managing that part of the business just as he took over the
Lounge.
Who? That was the question.

Batman stood over his workstation, a familiar mix of annoyance and amusement
battling for dominance as he examined the small card wedged between the rows of
letters on the keyboard—a slim border of leopard spots framing a flowing feminine
script:
Now you can come and play.
Meow.
Impossible woman.
He tossed the card aside and sat down to work; she would have to wait. There was
no time for games now. It had started.
Damn Ra’s al Ghul, this was really his doing. Ra’s pulling that recruiting stunt in
Gotham City. It had irked him. The obscenity of it, the unmitigated gall. Ra’s al Ghul
in his city. Batman was outraged and he had taken it out on the criminal element of
Gotham however he could. That much was enormously satisfying—at the time. The
majority of the rogues gallery found themselves hauled off to Arkham within a few
short weeks.
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It was satisfying at the time… but now came the consequences. Thanks to the
Arkham fast track rehabilitation program, large numbers of criminals going in at the
same time meant many being released at the same time. Riddler, Catman and Harley,
all this week; Ivy, Joker and Hugo by the end of the month.
He had to be ready.
He ran his finger along the ridge of the card. “Sorry Kitten, some other time.”

The one indisputable advantage to working at a place like the Iceberg, Sly reflected,
was information. An ordinary Joe trying to find some underworld figure wouldn’t
know where to begin, but all Sly had to do was ask. He didn’t even have to pay $50 for
the information like someone else might; he just brought Mr. Tetch a fresh Derby Fizz
and a little slip of paper with the address was handed back. And because addresses in
Chinatown were a little tricky, Mr. Tetch even drew a nice little map on the back of the
cocktail napkin.
Getting in once he found the address was a little trickier than Sly would have
thought. The man in the front of the little curio shop was awfully excitable. Sly
thought he looked familiar—he remembered serving customers at the Iceberg that
wore that same outfit—but when he greeted the man as he would anybody he knew
from work, the guy got hysterical.
“Loyal to The Great One, F’Nos is loyal to Great One Demon Head, I F’Nos, I give
dying breath to Demon Head and his ministers Gr’oriBr’di and Ulstarn, I do my duty.
I no go to vile places of decadent city.”
“HEY!” Sly yelled, offended, “That’s my bar you’re dissing.”
“Don’t mind him, Sly,” a familiar voice teased from the doorway, “He’s new. We
haven’t loosened him up yet.” The former Iceberg bouncer, Greg Brady, turned to the
DEMON underling, “F’Nos, nobody in the decadent city considers it disloyal to take
your night off and go out somewhere instead of sitting on the edge of your bunk
staring into space. One of the places you can go is the Iceberg Lounge, where this man
will serve you the best damn martini in the city and listen to you bitch what an
unfeeling hardass your boss is. Get it?”
He winked at F’Nos, who looked utterly confused. So Brady winked at Sly and
added “—as long as you don’t hit on Roxy Rocket.”
Both men laughed, disappeared into the back room, and a half hour later, Sly shook
hands with his new partner.

Nigma gave the true riddle a final proofread before unfolding the paper on which it
was printed and refolding it to display a decoy question.
There was one thing to be said for a stint at Arkham, it always gave him time to
devise new criminal conundrums. The downside was: it was an asylum. The meds,
the crazies, it messed with your head. Whenever he was released, he had to go over
every aspect of any capers planned there.
Satisfied that he had all the bases covered, he slid the folding paper puzzle carefully
into its special green envelope, sealed it with a gold question mark, and set off to drop
it at police headquarters.
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He stopped a block shy of his destination when the sky above the building lit up.
“Drat it all,” he muttered, “Premature Bat-signal. Some upstart carrying on, taking
up Batman’s attention, messing with my timetable.”
Knowing that officers were at that very moment on the roof waiting for Batman and
would remain there until the caped menace had answered the signal, Riddler knew he
would be unable to deliver his challenge tonight. He turned on his heel, flagged a cab
and headed for the Iceberg.
Stymied for another night after a long stint at Arkham, he would have to take what
consolation he could from a glass of Glenundromm and the puzzle of that new groupie
wearing silver foil.
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CHAPTER 2: LADY TINFOIL
During his recent stint at Arkham, Edward Nigma had had plenty of time to
consider his standing in the Gotham Underworld. As Riddler, he had no pretensions
to being “Batman’s Greatest Foe.” It simply wasn’t a distinction that interested him.
He was not a humble man; he knew his was the finest intellect among Batman’s
many enemies. And he knew that, as Batman was essentially a detective and a thinker,
that set Riddler apart from the other rogues, for his game with the Bat was entirely
intellectual.
As an intellectual, Nigma had no interest in labels like “Batman’s Greatest Foe.”
Joker and Hugo could battle it out for the peons to think of them in such terms. But for
Riddler, it was enough that he knew—and that the only other mind on his level,
Batman, knew also. What was it Shakespeare said: Play to those who get it. Don’t
dumb it down “to split the ears of the groundlings.”
“DRONING SLUG, Sly, DRONING SLUG.”
“Come again, Mr. Nigma?”
“Groundlings. The lowest common denominator. Mindless rabble.”
Sly slowed his methodical wiping of the bar. There were times when a bartender’s
role was drink-pourer and times when it was sympathetic-listener. This clearly was
one of the latter.
“Rabble still messing with your riddles, Mr. Nigma?” he asked, sliding a cocktail
napkin into place in front of his customer.
“Let’s put it this way,” Eddie replied, removing the napkin and setting a folded
paper in its place, “you can set my drink on that.”
Sly looked down at the carefully folded puzzle, then up at Nigma.
“It’ll get wet, sir. It’ll get ruined.”
“Precisely. Four nights I have tried to deliver that brilliant bit of braintease to the
bat, and on each and every occasion, I was stymied by premature Bat-Signal! That
damn bat-flashlight keeps going off before I get to police headquarters, and now it’s
too late. My coveted quarry will be off to Metropolis in an hour.”
Sly looked sympathetic, for everyone knew the Riddler’s code demanded that he
announce an intended crime beforehand with some kind of puzzling clue.
“You couldn’t have maybe delivered your clue some other way?” Sly remarked.
Nigma glared.
“Why should I? Why should I, The Riddler, Prince of Puzzlers, adapt my methods
because some…” he raised his voice meaningfully so others in the bar could hear
“because some no-account upstart is monopolizing the Bat’s attention!”

Bruce took the pad of gauze doused with disinfectant, stretched and dabbed at the
wound on the back of his thigh, and winced in pain. It wasn’t quite as awkward to
reach as the last injuries on his back, but it hurt more to try.
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Resignedly he touched the intercom. “I’m in the med facility. Would you come
down here for a moment, please.”
:: Me? You want me to come down? ::
“Yes Kitten, please.”
:: Okay, be right there. ::
His lip twitched at the surprise in her voice. It was unusual for him to ask her. But
he didn’t need Alfred’s attitude right now, literally adding insult to injury. For catscratches, yes, he would call Alfred, but not for Zogger punctures. Selina would at
least understand the need for intense physical outlet after a revelation like this.
He shook his head as he waited. Four days. Those clues had been coming for four
days—boxes of them, left at the Bat-Signal, sometimes two deliveries in one night—
rubber chickens, whoopee cushions, smiley stickers. It was all too clear who was
behind it: Joker. Not even released yet, and he was somehow arranging to have these
clues left at the Bat-Signal. Clues to what, that was the question: what fiendish horror
was the twisted freak planning now? The sheer number of objects seemed to indicate it
was something big. It was going to be bad. Very bad. Unless Batman worked out
what the monster was planning before the killing started.
For four days he’d wracked his brains—joke gum, silly putty, super soakers, gummy
bears—what did it mean? He’d considered the objects individually and in
combinations, what came in what box. There was no pattern. He’d wracked his
brains—there was no pattern. The only common thread seemed to be Joker himself.
What did it mean? What was it all pointing to?
That is the question that had consumed him for four days. His patrol interrupted
twice a night by another box of Jokeresque bric-a-brac that made no more sense than
the last. What was it all pointing to? That is the question he had been eating, sleeping
and breathing for four days, and when he finally learned the answer… it was a blow.
It was a blow that required Zogger.
Alfred would never understand that. Selina just might.

Catman stalked into the Iceberg bar as an enraged lion might charge a herd of
gazelle just to watch the lesser beasts scatter and scurry.
When, so far from scurrying, the lesser beasts failed to acknowledge his arrival in
any way, he stalked with equal menace towards the jukebox. A marathon of “Stray Cat
Strut” would teach them to ignore the arrival of the King of Cats.

Bruce lay on his stomach, propped on his elbows while Selina treated the wound on
the back of his thigh. He winced, not from the sting of disinfectant or even from the
tremors of laughter that caused Selina to push the gauze into his wound with a little
more force than necessary. It was the mirth itself that stung:
“Harley?” Selina gasped, “Harley Quinn? With the tassels and the Marilyn Monroe
squeak. Harley QUINN did this?”
“Strategic Self-Mutating…”
“Zogger. I know, Zogger stuck the hole in your leg, small wonder with how hyped
up you’ve been. I was just thinking to myself that if you didn’t calm down soon it’d be
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time to bait you ‘til you popped. And now you’re telling me Harley Quinn beat me to
it?”
“She didn’t bait me, I didn’t pop.”
“You popped.”
He glared a glare of quiet menace—a glare meant to impress upon glib criminals the
gravity of their situation.
“Batman does not—”
“You popped like an unforked potato in the microwave.”
He sighed. It was too much for one day. First that note, then Zogger, and now
Selina having her fun treating him like Catwoman’s yarn toy.
“I have been working on this for four days,” he said firmly, his voice plummeting
into Batman’s deepest gravel. “I thought I knew what I was dealing with. Boxes of
clues, boxes of Joker stuff.”
“And instead you find out it’s not ‘Joker stuff’ but Joker’s stuff.”
“That woman is insane. Okay they split up; it’s about time she came to her senses on
that score. She’s free; he’s not; so she’s moving him out of the Hacienda. Where
another kind of girlfriend with a grudge might throw the guy’s things into a dumpster,
Harley comes up with the novel idea of giving it to Batman.”
As before, Selina began trembling with barely stifled laughter, agitating his leg with
the gauze.
“I think you’ve got the wound cleaned out well enough, Kitten,” he noted. “I can
bandage it myself. If you want, you can read the note she left. It’s on the table.”
He meant it as a dismissal, to get her to stop poking him with her laughing dabs. But
instead of being dismissed, Selina put a finger under his chin and turned his head to
face her, smiling into his eyes.
“Soon,” she said, “Not quite done yet.” Then she leaned in and kissed him, ran
fingers through his hair, and gave a happy sigh. “Now we’re done.” She winked and
clip clipped off to his workstation, and then picked up the note. Bruce watched as her
eyes moved over the paper and saw her start to chuckle again. For the first time since
finding that outrageous document in the last box of ‘clues,’ Bruce felt a tickle at the
corner of his lip.
All of Gotham had assumed Harley Quinn’s obsession with Joker was a byproduct of
their love affair, and if the one ended, the other would too. Everyone assumed that—
even Joker.
Bruce permitted the tickle to tug again at his lip.
They were wrong. Quinn was just as Joker-obsessed as ever. But she no longer
loved him.

♫ Get a shoe thrown at me from a mean old man,
Get my dinner from a garbage can. ♫
The distant sounds of “Stray Cat Strut” bled into the office from the Iceberg jukebox.
Sly and Greg Brady sat on opposite sides of Oswald’s desk, reviewing the account
ledgers for their individual ends of the business. Greg stopped, not for the first time,
and searched around the desk and then the filing cabinet.
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“Mr. Cobblepot is a big name in the biz and all that,” Greg said finally, “but he really
doesn’t seem to have been very organized. He must have kept a lot of details in his
head.”
Sly raised an eyebrow. He respected Oswald up to a point, but he thought Greg was
inclined to give their boss too much credit. If something was misfiled or wasn’t written
down, Sly assumed it was laziness or a mistake. Greg was inclined to think it was part
of a master plan.
“You’re starting to sound like one of those groupies,” Sly observed. “Oh speaking of
groupies, that lady in tinfoil—talked to her earlier. You’ll never guess. That outfit of
hers, it isn’t meant to be a tribute to anybody. She’s not a groupie, she just wanted in
and didn’t know the clientele well enough to do something appropriate.”
“You’re shittin’ me! Why’d she want to come here if she doesn’t know who’s who
and what’s what?”
Sly grinned. “Scouting. She’s a television producer, a reality show, scouting
locations.”
“You’re shittin’ me!”
“No lie. Her name’s Lori Leeberg. She’s with that makeover show, Fab!, five gay
guys, each week they take a straight man, fix up his hair, apartment, wardrobe, teach
him to cook, whole deal. And it’s always to prime him for some big event. Well…”
Sly looked around theatrically, although they were the only two people in the room,
“Dr. Strange wants to get on the show.”
Greg’s eyes looked as big as saucers as he asked “Hugo Strange?”
Sly nodded. “Dr. Hugo Strange, yes! He wants on the show—to get fixed up so he
can go on a date with that Manikin chick. Remember her? She was in a while back,
would order a Diet Coke with lemon and nurse it all night. Well anyway, if Dr. Strange
gets on the show, that will be the big event. A date with Manikin. Here! At the
Iceberg! What great exposure for us, huh?”
Greg looked thoughtful.
“It will draw attention to the ‘Berg as a center for criminal activity too.”
Sly gave him a look. “The big sign ‘O.Cobblepot, Proprietor’ in ice blue neon over
the front door kinda has that covered, man.”
“Fair point.”
“It’s one of those best-kept-secrets-because-everybody-knows deals,” Sly offered.
Greg nodded.
“But the thing is,” Sly cautioned, “we can’t tell anybody about this. Lady at table six
wants to wear tinfoil, we don’t know anything about why.”
“You got it.”
The music outside went silent, then started up again.
♫ Black and orange stray cats sitting on a fence,
Ain’t got enough dough to pay the rent. ♫
In the main room, the crowd groaned as “Stray Cat Strut” played for the fourth
time. Tom Blake ignored them. His last visit to the Iceberg, he had set off to
investigate the groupie in silver foil. He struck out, getting nothing more than a name,
Lori Leeberg, and a phone number that turned out to be MovieFone.
As was his custom, when the man struck out, the cat struck back. He hit that
“Catworthy” jewelers, and did the Bat even bother to show? No. A Gotham jewelry
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store dares proclaim its wares “Catworthy.” Was it not a foregone conclusion the great
feline of the underworld—the criminal king of cats—would respond? So where was
Batman, hm? Where the hell was Batman? What criminal also-ran could possibly take
precedence over his staking out the Catworthy jewelers to challenge the great Catman
to single combat?
The song on the jukebox ended, and before Blake could move to insert another
quarter, a blast of freeze ray encased the mechanism in a block of ice.
Blake spun with feline swiftness towards the direction the blast came from—In a
corner booth, Tetch and Nigma sat with Victor Frieze. Tetch was holding the freeze
gun, pivoting the tip so it now pointed, not at the jukebox, but at Blake himself. All
three were looking at him, Tetch pointing the gun, Frieze shaking his head “no” and
Nigma wagging a warning index finger.
Blake drew himself up with great dignity, and addressed the room at large:
“A merchant in the business of peddling precious gems takes out an advertisement
where all who cross the 9th Street Bridge cannot help but see it. They put up a giant
picture of diamond rings with the word CATWORTHY in letters six-feet high. I went
there. I saw these gems. I found them Catworthy, just as advertised. I took them! I,
the Catman, took the Catworthy jewels! And where, I ask you, Gotham City, where
was Batman?”
The whole of the Iceberg Bar and Dining Room stared at Tom Blake. He looked
around at them for a full second before building to a dramatic crescendo:
“WHAT DOES A CAT HAVE TO DO TO GET NOTICED BY THE BAT IN THIS
TOWN?!?”
Dead silence fell over the room as everyone mentally wrote their own punchline.
Catman looked around again, hissed, and stalked towards the door.
“You’re all des-picccable,” Nigma quipped.
Jervis shook his head. “That’s the duck. What does the cat say?”
“I thought it was Sylvester,” Frieze put in.
“It is Sylvester,” Eddie insisted, “but Daffy says it too.”
While Nigma, Hatter and Frieze argued, the woman in tin foil slipped her cell phone
from its holster. “Bradley? Lori. Tell the crew we’re a go. This place is going to make
GREAT TELEVISION.”

Dear Batman,
Harley wrote, then chewed the tip of her pen thoughtfully.
These Yanni CDs really should be the last of Mr. J.’s stuff. I know I said that with the last 2
boxes, but then I found some more things I thought you might like to know about. And then I
remembered the notebook. Whenever Mr. J. got an idea, he let me write it down for posterity.
And also because he forgets. The ones in red ink are the crime ideas. And the ones in green are
She paused, wondering if household was one word or two.
She scratched her head with the pen.
She petted Slobberpuss.
Tipping Batman to some of Mr. J.’s crime ideas was her best idea so far, but it still
seemed kind of… she sighed… dull.
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“Gave that no-account clown the best years of my life,” she told Slobberpuss,
scratching the hyena’s fur with the pen. “Best years of my life. Why I was goin’ places,
I was gonna be a celebrity psychiatrist soon as I wrote my book. I’ll teach that no-good
green-hair creepo to take the best years of a promising young future celebrity
psychiatrist and toss her away. I’ll teach him good, Slobberpuss, I really will. I gotta
find something better than this tho, ya know what I mean? Something ta really wipe
that big grin off his face. Something to—oooh! Idea! Idea! I got an idea!”
To celebrate, Harley stood and skipped to the kitchen, returning with jerky treats for
the hyenas and a chocolate cupcake for herself.
“Brucie!” she announced, “That’s what I’ll do. I can get to Mr. J through his good
buddy Brucie! Now, what to do, what to do. Kill him?”
She looked down at the hyenas, who looked back up at her, expecting more jerky.
“Nah, I guess not—or MAYBE—OH, I KNOW! Catty! Yes, that’s it. Hee hee. Hee,
hee, hee, heeeee-YEAH! That’s what I’ll do! What if I was to break up Bruce Wayne
and Catty! Oh, that’d be perfect. That’d drive Puddin’ crazy, cause he was so happy
when Brucie got her away from—oh, THAT’S even better! Hee hee. Hee, hee, hee, heeYES! I’ll split up Bruce Wayne and Selina and get Catwoman back together with
Batman!”
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CHAPTER 3: HUGO, HONEY, 1967 CALLED.
THEY WANT THEIR GLASSES BACK.
I kicked off my shoes at the end of the clock passageway. There’s a clip-clip that
would echo through the cave if I didn’t. Usually I don’t mind, but right now I didn’t
want him to hear me coming.
It’s an exercise, one of several to keep me sharp since I curtailed the more felonious
aspects of Catwoman’s activities. Often when I prowl now, I’ll break into the executive
offices at Wayne Enterprise and borrow a pen from Bruce’s desk. Sometimes I’ll stalk
Robin or Nightwing as they patrol without letting them see me. And even though I
prefer the Impressionists in Bruce’s collection to those at Gotham Museum, I’ve
resumed my weekly visits there—except now I go after hours.
As far as I know, Batman is unaware of my training routines. But that doesn’t mean
I can’t include him at times like this just for fun.
I thought he’d be needing some fun about now. When he was studying Joker-clues
(or what we thought were Joker-clues), that was one thing. I understand his priorities
there and I respect them. It was like this not long after we started—Ra’s al Ghul came
to town, DefCon4 was declared, and he started canceling dates. It’s part of The Life.
It’s a cost of doing business: long stints of concentrated cave time, intensive battitude,
and no sign of Bruce.
Joker is bad business; nobody can deny that. He was about to be released from
Arkham and Batman had to be ready.
But then it turned out the Joker-clues were nothing of the sort. It was all Harley
being a vindictive ex, giving away his stuff, and doing it so it would hurt. You’d think
he’d be relieved. You’d think it would be good news: there was not, in fact, a horrific
Joker-escapade being announced that Batman was powerless to figure out.
But instead of being relieved, he’d gone absolutely batty over the whole thing. He
was pissed because he wasted days deciphering clues that weren’t clues. And what
was worse, he now had a notebook full of Joker-targets and he hadn’t anticipated a
single one. He was more pissed about that than anything—because none of the stuff in
Harley’s notebook was on his list. All his theories about the clues-that-weren’t-clues,
he hadn’t anticipated a single one of these targets.
Since the arrival of that notebook, he’d spent all his time at the workstation, entering
the targets into the Batcomputer, cross-referencing with all of the search routines and
databases. This was not high-priority crimefighting in my opinion. It was battitude—
typical, tightass, obsessive, overcompensating battitude. Like in the old days: He’d let
me get close, he’d play along with the flirting, he’d let his fingers dance up my back,
he’d let my fingers linger on the insignia… and then he’d have to do the whole gruntgrowl-push away-no, you’re a thief, unclean-unclean routine.
That’s all this was: hours at the workstation just because he hadn’t predicted any of
the targets in Harley’s notebook. It was obsessive, it was ridiculous, and I was putting
a stop to it. He needed some fun.
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Sly looked carefully at the new arrival—masks were the norm for the Iceberg crowd,
but face painting was not unheard of. This girl—in a pair of furry tan-colored cat ears,
with her face painted in tiger stripes, feline noseleather, and whiskers—had a more
elaborate look than the typical groupie. But there was something beyond that,
something unusual. What it was clicked into place when she placed her order:
“A Diet Sprite, please,” she squeaked, “with a tequila chaser.”
“Ms. Quinn?”
“Shhh, I’m here incognifty.”
Sly poured the drinks with a shrug.
“Whatever you say, Ma’am. One Diet Sprite, one tequila. What you chase with what
is up to you.”
Harley took her drinks to a corner booth near her quarry, sat down without
appearing to notice him in any way, and then began a jerky motion with her wrist
underneath her chin. She paused occasionally to sip her drink and spy on the next
table.
“What is she doing?” Tom Blake asked finally.
“Trying to get your attention, you silly ass,” Nigma replied.
“My attention?”
“Tiger stripes, cat ears, she’s not here for me. And I’d assume that thing with the
chin is meant to be licking a paw.”
Catman looked at the girl in disbelief, then back at Riddler.
“Well that’s just great. That is just what we need around here. Another goddamn
cat-broad trying to steal the show. THE LITTERBOX IS CLOSED, SWEETIEPIE!” he
said loudly.
“Blake, you’re an ass,” Eddie whispered harshly, “she’s here for you, you stupid
schmuck. She’s trying to get picked up.”
Blake looked back at Harley, who was again performing the bizarre wrist-jerk. He
looked back at Eddie.
“That looks nothing like licking a paw.”
“So she’s a bad mime. She’s cute. She’s here. She’s dressed like a cat. What’s your
problem, man?”
Blake picked up his drink, grumbling, and walked to the other table as if performing
some odious duty to pacify a tiresome friend.
Nigma shook his head. “Cats. The eternal riddle.”

Catwoman had not lost her touch. The trademark stealth was in tact. I doubted
whether even the bats overhead could sense my approach as I snuck up behind the
chair of Bruce’s workstation and—spin-splat-ouch—found myself lying flat on very
hard cavefloor.
“Explain to me,” the deep voice asked calmly, “why when I interrupt your workout
it’s a problem, and I get scratched up, but you get to come down here anytime you
want and…”
“Pfffft.”
“That’s not an answer.” He sounded grim, but offered a hand to help me up.
“It’s not the same thing,” I said, dusting myself off.
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“No, it’s not. You were just working out; I’m working.”
“I was working out and you pounced on me.”
He grabbed my wrist and pointed to a fresh scar on the back of my hand.
“Whiskers gets away with it.”
Can you believe that? “Whiskers gets away with it.” I gave him the look—the
special rooftop look meant for Whateverman whenever the hero-addled brain fails to
comprehend something basic. It isn’t meant to seem condescending, but if it does,
what can you do. Sometimes with heroes you have to go back to basics:
“Whiskers is a cat. Sometimes when I start the yoga, he’ll take my getting down on
the floor and laying in relaxation pose to mean playtime—”
“And he gets away with it,” Bruce declared.
Typical, stubborn, obsessive and missing the point—and when he does it with that
damn half-twitch at the corner of his lip, it’s all I can do to keep from kissing him.
“He gets swatted away, same as you did. Only difference is, he doesn’t sulk
afterwards.”
Grunt.
Damn, I love that man.
“He doesn’t get even, either,” I pointed out. “So, do we have an ETA on when you’ll
be done with that stupid notebook?”
“Six hours ago. I finished with it last night.”
“Then what have you been—”
“This.” He pointed to workstation 3. “The auto-downloads picked up mention of it
from a memo on one of the corporate intranets, and then the shooting permit filed with
the city confirmed it.”
I looked where he was pointing and saw a half-dozen video feeds flickering on the
cluster of monitors.
“What is it?”
“A reality show. A reality show on which Hugo Strange will be appearing.”

Selina’s brow furrowed, she swallowed, then looked up at Bruce, confusion etched
on every feature.
“I have a feeling I don’t want to hear this,” she said carefully. “Just about anything
to do with Hugo tends to make me queasy.”
“I visited their camera truck last night, setting this up. It will allow me to monitor all
of their raw footage as they’re taping. If there’s anything of concern…”
“Oh,” Selina broke in, suddenly getting it, “Not the Bruce-Wayne-is-Batman theory
again.”
Bruce noted, with some amusement, that she spoke of it with the same wearydismissive contempt that all rogues did. That she knew it was true—that she was
actually standing next to him in the Batcave as she said it—made no difference
whatsoever. It was Hugo, and therefore a laughable embarrassment to all roguekind.
“…if there’s anything of concern,” he continued as if he hadn’t been interrupted, “I
can zap it.”
“Won’t that look suspicious?”
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“No, it’ll look like the cameras experienced a momentary atmospheric anomaly that
corrupted the sound record. I perfected this technique last year when the JLA
considered that reality show nonsense.”
“Ah.”
“What does that mean?”
“It means I love it when you go all bad-ass technophile.”
Bruce’s fingers paused for a split second, and then continued their continual
movement over the dials and keyboard. Selina spoke again.
“So has there been anything ‘of concern’ to zap?”
“No,” he twitched.
Selina looked at the screen that read
… … … … …:: feed off FAB! remote crew-1 camera-1 ::… … … … …
The camera shot showed the interior of a van, as five well-groomed men circulated a
dossier.
“Okay, our subject this week is Dr. Hugo Strange: Supervillain.”
“Supervillain, well that explains the beard.”
“Right, always remember: when you go evil, stop shaving.”
Selina blinked at the monitors.
“This isn’t for real.”
“It’s real.”
“Maybe I should start watching more television.”

Harley stood before the mirror in the Iceberg Women’s Room, fretfully combing her
hair. She had made an error. She’d greeted Gina, the washroom attendant, by name—
forgetting that she was supposed to be a newcomer to the Iceberg who wouldn’t know
who Gina was.
Harley bit her lip.
Well, her time here was almost up anyway. She’d gotten what she needed from Tom
Blake. Now she just needed to pop upstairs to Oswald’s flat above the club, her first
foray as a cat-woman cat-burglar, and then she could leave and it wouldn’t matter if
Gina let the cat out of the bag about the new cat-groupie.
“Bye-ah Gina, I mean, Meow,” Harley said cheerily.
Out in the dining room, she stopped to say goodnight to Catman:
“It was such a thrill meeting you, Mistah C, I can’t tell you. Now I gotta give this
sidekick idea some thought, ‘cause I don’t know if it’s quite my style. But if I decide to
help you out stealin’ these famous relics from the Catacombs, then I will get in touch.
Where did you say your lair was again?”
Blake regarded the girl as if she wasn’t very bright, and repeated patiently: “Beneath
the Safari Club, hidden entrance in the Tiger’s Paw Room behind the armoire.”
“Thanks Tommy, I mean, Meow.”

I cocked my head and looked at the video screen. It was an exterior shot where the
van pulled to a stop and the FAB! team ran out and knocked feverishly on a heavy
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wooden door. The door swung open, and there was Hugo Strange, standing agape as
FAB! swarmed over his apartment like a Ralph Lauren SWAT team.
“Ugh, Hugo, sweetheart. 1967 called, they want their glasses back. Wonderful invention,
Dearie, they’re called ‘contacts.’ Say it slowly with me: ‘con-tacts.’”
“This room is just stupid. Plastic ferns? What’s the idea here: ‘I want to set off my purple
leopard print chair with a little touch of green without having a living plant around?’”
I think I blacked out for a second at that. Purple leopard. And Hugo. Just the idea—
shudder.
“Don’t look,” Bruce advised, “it could get much worse.”
I remembered that he had been inside Hugo’s place as Batman, although I’d never
heard the circumstances or even if this was the same apartment.
“Trust me,” he repeated, “Don’t look.”
“What’s with this floor anyway? Those tiles are kind of… what would you call that? Offbeige.”
“The throw-pillows look like Doug Henning’s T-shirts…”
“Even shopping malls in the square states don’t use those recessed overhead lights anymore,
do they?”
“Now Hugo, about your personal couture. First thing we’re going to do is lose this Freud
Gone Wrong beard and then we’ll fix up the wardrobe. So, you’re a criminal mastermind and
all that. Sounds exciting. To each his own, I always say. So, how to do you generally dress for
that?”
All sound stopped from the video feed and I opened my eyes to see why. Hugo
wasn’t saying anything. I looked at Bruce, who had the same faintly horrified look on
his face.
I looked back to the screen and Hugo still hadn’t come up with an answer. He might
be standing there still if one of the others on the Fab! crew hadn’t burst in from a side
door. He slammed it shut behind him and leaned back against it like maybe the
Mummy was chasing him.
“Do not go into the bathroom.”

Greg Brady fitted a 10x loop into his eye and examined the gems laid out on
Oswald’s desk.
“Very nice,” he remarked, looking up at Tom Blake.
“They are more than nice,” Blake declared, “They are Cat-worthy.”
“Um, yeah, okay.” Greg tossed a thick envelope onto the desk. Blake opened it and
began counting a thick wad of bills.
“There’s less catnip here than we agreed.”
“It’s exactly what was agreed on, minus your outstanding bar tab. I spoke to my
partner—”
“SLY!”
“—and he agreed that when a tab gets into four figures we need to draw a line.”
“SLY!” Blake called again, opening the office door and screaming into the bar, “SLY!
Come in here! My tab cannot possibly be…” He quieted once Sly entered the room
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and closed the door behind him. “There is fourteen hundred dollars missing from this
envelope!”
“$1468, Mr. Blake,” Sly said evenly.
Blake looked from Sly to Greg and back to Sly.
“Fourteen hundred sixty… how on EARTH is that possible.”
“You tore up Miss Ivy’s special wood-free table, Mr. Blake. That polymer stuff is
very expensive to get fixed.”
“She made comparisons between myself as the Lord of All Felines and that fleabitten hellcat.”
“I don’t care, Mr. Blake. Miss Selina has claws too, but she doesn’t go scratching up
the place. Your tab with the Iceberg-S was $1468, and so we took it out of your payoff
from Iceberg-G. If that’s all you guys need me for, I’ll be back at the bar. Stop by for a
beer on your way out, Mr. Blake. On the house.”

In his living quarters above the nightclub, Oswald Cobblepot squinted at the empty
beer bottles. He counted and there were 9, then he counted again and there were 10,
and then he counted a third time and there were 9 again.
But he distinctly remembered bringing 4 bottles each time he’d made a trip to the
refrigerator. So there should be 8 bottles or else 12. But 9 was wrong. 9 wasn’t
divisible by 4. If he brought 4, and then brought another 4…
He looked up, thinking he heard a noise. He thought he saw a shapely womanish
shadow—with cat ears. “Kwaka-kwa” he burped…
“Kwaka-kwa”—the noise made Harley freeze in her tracks. She had finally found
the document she came for, but now if Oswald was awake, how would she ever get out
without being seen?
Or maybe she could be seen? Oswald was certainly drunk—Harley thought back,
trying to remember her classes on the psychological effects of inebriation—if he was
drunk enough, she could pull this off.
She stepped confidently out from the shadows and walked right up to where he was
sitting. “Hiya, Ozzy,” she chirped in her regular Harley voice, “You look like someten
the cat dragged in. Hee, hee, meow, hee. Oh, and look at all this mess. Don’t worry,
Ozzy, I’ll clean it all up for ya.”
She picked up an empty beer bottle and the remote control, pointed the beer bottle at
the TV and discreetly pushed the button on the remote.
“There, something for ya ta watch for a while. Love them soap operas. Bye now!”
She skipped out of the room, and a moment later, Oswald heard the click of the door
closing behind her.

It’s not that I wanted to go see Harley. Harley’s not what you’d call a friend. She’s
never been what I’d call a friend, and that was before her stunt with the Bat-Signal put
Bruce into such a state.
That was the thing: her stunt had put Bruce into a state, and now she called wanting
to talk. I didn’t want to listen to her whining about ‘Puddin’’, but it did occur to me
that this was the inside track with her and Joker. I always considered Joker & Harley
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to be a sicko tango that I didn’t need to know about. But that was before the fallout
started setting off the Bat-Signal every five minutes.
So I went to meet her as requested. I would have liked to stay and watch the Fab!
crew shave off Hugo’s “Freud Gone Wrong” beard, but as Bruce pointed out, we were
just seeing raw feeds anyway, and the best bits would certainly be edited into the final
show.
So I went. I couldn’t imagine why she wanted to meet at the Safari Club, but with
Harley, it’s always a mistake to assume there’s a reason.

Riddler was ecstatic. His tangram clue may have gone to waste, but this new puzzle
was foolproof. Tied to the Roman Calendar, it would let him open up a hitherto
unexplored universe of cluing conundrums to taunt his great adversary. The Roman
numerals themselves, using letters to express numbers, would enable him to hide the
numbers within the very words of a riddle—or even to construct anagrams around
them!
And the Roman practice of identifying a day by its distance from another, four days
prior to the Ides of March, meant that he could leave a properly constructed clue for
Batman days before his planned crime, when no last minute foolishness from some
upstart nobody could interfere.
It would be a magnificent triumph, his greatest ever, perhaps.
“CATAMARAN FOLD HERN ERROR HUH,” Riddler confided to Sly as he signed
his tab and stood to leave, “CATAMARAN HERDER FLU HORN RHO, Sly,
CATAMARAN HURDLE HERR FOR HON—Hurrah for the Roman Calendar!”
Sly caught the eye of the doorman and made a turning motion with his thumb and
index finger. The doorman nodded. He would take Nigma’s keys and call him a cab.

Batman was annoyed when the alert interrupted his monitoring of the Fab! video
feeds soon after Selina left. The live feeds would be easier to zap if Hugo alluded to
any of his Batman theories. Now Bruce would have to let the feeds backlog, sift
through them when he got back, note the timestamp of any items of concern, go back
to the production bungalow and deal with the individual tapes.
But it couldn’t be helped, there was a crime in Gotham.
He flicked a control to shrink the video feeds to a minimized window and typed in a
code to display the alert at this workstation. The automated monitoring routines threw
up a map of the city indicating a crime connected to one of his themed enemies. A
yellow circle was superimposed on the map with a zoom in on Hudson U. Campus.
Beneath it were the words:
University Archeological Museum:
Artifacts from 1st Century Catacombs… valued at $130,000
Catman. Damn him. First that “Catworthy” stunt and now this.
His annoyance with Catman grew steadily as he drove to the museum. It was only
when he reached the crime scene that he began to reassess the situation. There were
clues, too many and too easy. First he found an artificial vibrissa—an animal
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whisker—lying by the empty display case. This was white with a black stripe,
indicating it was from a striped animal, a large striped animal—like a tiger. But this
wasn’t a real tiger’s whisker. It was plastic fiber, the kind of detail they might add to
an animatronics figure or stuffed simulacra.
There were perhaps a dozen exhibits and theme restaurants around Gotham that
might have such fake tigers. And that’s where the second clue came in, to narrow it
down for him. The museum was closed for the night and the custodians had already
left. All the trash cans were empty, except for one by the elevator. It was the oldfashioned kind with an ashtray on the top, even though this was a non-smoking
building. In the circular tray meant to be filled with sand was a balled up paper
napkin. “The Safari Club,” it said.
One clue too many.
Either this was the work of a very sloppy copycat, or else it was a trap.

There was no sign of Harley at the Safari Club, just a message asking me to wait in
the Tiger’s Paw Room. The room was what I imagine the Fab! guys would call “Early
Tarzan Nightmare.” A lot of wicker, rattan, and leather. Animal print carpets, pillows,
and throws. The tables were glass tops supported by figures of cheetahs, zebra and
elephants. And, oh yes, there was a tiger—stuffed.
There was a leopard print chaise longue—not purple, thank god for small favors—
and right in front of it on the cheetah table was an ice bucket chilling a bottle of
champagne, a portable CD player from which Harry Connick Jr. softly crooned, and
another note from Harley saying ‘whatever happens’ I should ‘go with the flow.’
I was starting to think I’d have to have that talk with the tassel twit before the night
was over, when the sixth sense went haywire right before I heard the voice:
“Selina?”
Not the voice I was expecting, obviously.
“What are you doing here—Never mind. Go. Now. This is a trap.”
Yep, it sure was, Handsome. But not the kind you were thinking, I’m sure.
My wheels were spinning like mad trying to work it out. What was the demented
little twit up to? Throwing me and Batman together like it’s prom night?
“Selina, I don’t know what Catman is up to, but if he’s gunning for you too…”
I tuned him out. …champagne (domestic, but make allowances for Harley) …soft
music… …animal skins (again, making allowances)…
There was no mystery what she was up to.
…Batman…
There was no mystery what she was expecting to happen.
…go with the flow…
And there was no question she was around somewhere watching.
I eyed Batman meaningfully; I gave a guttural growl and licked my lips. Here I was
just thinking how he needed some fun.
˜˜Trust me,˜˜ I signed, stretching up to reach him.
Just as our lips met, there was a muffled squeal from behind the armoire. Through
the kiss, I felt his lip twitch—he understood.
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CHAPTER 4: PROFILING, BODYWRAP, AND
POP ART
At Arkham Asylum, just like anywhere on planet Earth, certain people annoy each
other. The mental health professionals take pains to keep these individuals separated
whenever possible, particularly when one of them is Joker. Once an inmate is released,
of course, they are, by definition, safe to rejoin society. That means they get to endure
bureaucracy like everyone else.
The final step in release processing was signing for their personal belongings, and
the clerk did not care if Joker was in line behind Poison Ivy. She didn’t care that Ivy
hated Joker or that the air outside her window had begun smelling of lemons because
Joker passed the time singing “100 bats chained to the wall.” All the clerk cared about
was that Pamela Isley examine each and every one of the personal articles that were
taken from her when she was brought in, initial the inventory sheet, initial the pink
copy, initial the receipt, sign on the dotted line, and then sign again on the little blue
card indicating she had received her copy.
The clerk furthermore did not care that this was a criminal waste of paper.
Joker cared. He cared that Pammy’s declaration of principles about the waste of
paper tied up the line and by the time he reached the front door—yep—he had missed
the bus back to town.
HAHAHAHAHAHA! But so had she! And that meant fun times ahead.
“So PAMMY! HAHAHAHAHAHAAAAAAA Looks like we’re hoofing it all the
way back to Gotham. Unless you want to share a cab.”
“You are festering pustule on the buttocks of Mother Earth.”
“So no cab-share?”
She ignored him.
“Ooooh-Lemon. The guys really go for that, don’t they.”
“No man can resist me.”
Joker raised an eyebrow.
“No man whose body has not been polluted with chemical toxins past the point
where…”
“Yeah, yeah, yeah. Point is, Pammy, you can get a ride back to town and I can’t.
You know, the ‘profiling’: green hair-white skin-keep driving. So what do you say?
Let me ride with you, please, pretty please, pretty please with sunflower seeds.”
“Why would-”
“Why would you help me out when you hate my guts? Because if you don’t, any
cab that stops for you will be HAHAHAHAHAHAAAAA-ECH-SPLAT and no ride for
you. Savvy?”
“Oh alright, but I’ll only take you over the bridge. I will not have your foul being
polluting the beauty of my park.”
“Oh, like I really want to tiptoe through the crabgrass.”
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“Now Hugo, this is what we call a body wrap to detoxify your skin and fat cells before we get
to the tanning booth. It’s an herbal blend of alfalfa leaf, chickweed powder, yarrow, cornsilk,
garlic powder, hawthorn berries and kelp…”
Bruce grunted at the video feeds. There had been no indiscretions to zap. Hugo
seemed to be going along with the program. So far, at least. But Bruce would continue
to monitor, just in case Hugo decided to use the television show as a platform to air his
Batman theory.
If he didn’t, if Hugo really had moved beyond his Batman obsession, that was
certainly good news. But Bruce was reluctant to believe it. Tim said it was because he
was allergic to optimism. (Just the kind of thing he was used to hearing from Tim
lately; that boy was getting more and more like Dick every day.) He did distrust the
kind of naïve confidence certain associates in the League espoused, that cockeyed
certainty that everything worked out for the best in this best of all possible worlds.
Deluded romantics. That’s what superpowers led to.
Science, on the other hand, science was the superpower of ordinary men and
women. Men and women with working minds. Men and women who could not rely
on super strength, speed, or magic to survive, who turned instead to the world around
them. Observing the world around them—seeing what was, not what they wanted to
be, that was the scientist’s way.
And for observing obsession, one couldn’t do better than Harley Quinn.
Harley’s insane fixation on the Joker had not diminished when they broke up as a
couple. He still drove her every thought and action. Bruce wasn’t sure how Batman
and Catwoman fit into the picture, but somehow they did. The demented pixie was
playing matchmaker. And even though he had played along at the time, he fully
intended to work out what she was up to and why.
He did play along at the time.
He let Selina pull him in. As always. Damn. It was dangerous, and he really
shouldn’t have allowed it. With Quinn watching. It was no time to be playful. Why
did he always let her…
The thought was interrupted by an alert… Bruce paused the video of Hugo Strange
getting his back waxed and transferred the alert to the workstation where he sat.
“Now what,” he muttered, “cat clues pointing to a candlelit supper at
d’Annunzio’s?”
But it was no crime in Gotham this time. Bruce found himself looking at the
surveillance cameras from, literally, his own back yard. He cursed obscenely. There
was Harley Quinn at the north perimeter of the manor grounds, tripping the alpha
alarm, then the beta, then the delta, then the delta-2s that Selina added—then the
motion sensor in the bush.
Bruce rolled his eyes. The bush sensor was put there for his neighbor’s dogs. And
Quinn tripped it. He was watching the most blissfully incompetent trespasser in the
320-year history of Wayne Manor.

Ivy longed for the quiet peace of her lair in Riverside Park. It was smaller than her
niche in Robinson Park, but it was quieter. Robinson Park had too many people
trudging through it. People. What a nuisance people were. After a stint in Arkham,
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she liked to isolate herself from as many of the two-legged animals as possible and
commune solely with her beloved plants.
This she would do as soon as she could be free of the park workers.
Perhaps technically the landscapers were not as bad as other humans. At least they
spent their days caring for plantlife, even if they only did it for money. But after a spell
at Arkham followed by a cab ride with Joker, Ivy wanted only peace. Plant peace.
People-free plant peace.
But that was never possible when returning to a park lair after any sort of absence,
for always the human pests grew bold while she was away. Always they had to be cut
back and weeded out when she returned.
This time there were three signs, a bench and a garbage can to be removed. A simple
spritz of the new landscape crew was sufficient to get that done. But they were slow.
How she wished they would hurry up and finish so she could be alone with her
babies. Unfortunately, every time she tried to hurry them, they stopped altogether to
give her their full attention. They would revel in the sound of her voice, look at her
longingly, and then dawdle even worse than before trying to maintain visual contact as
they worked.
Perhaps a quick trip to the Iceberg was in order. There was no people-free plant
peace to be had there, but there would be ice-cold cosmopolitans to pass the time until
her new lair was ready.

Walking to the front door to fetch the mail, Alfred reminded himself sharply that he
was, after all, an employee at Wayne Manor. If Master Bruce came into the butler’s
pantry asking for the mail almost two hours before it was usually delivered, it was
Alfred’s job to go check. He did so with the air of one humoring his employer—right
up until he opened the mailbox and saw two envelopes left there.
He handled them carefully, for they did not bear the usual postmarks of regular U.S.
mail.
“Begging your pardon, sir,” Alfred said calmly handing over the letters, “I recognize
that it is not quite my place to advise an expert such as yourself in matters of this kind.
But the unusual delivery time and absence of a return address or—”
“Yes I know, Alfred,” Bruce answered crisply. “I know who they’re from, I saw
them being delivered… Harley Quinn,” he said thoughtfully, examining the larger of
the two envelopes. Satisfied that it held no booby traps, he opened it with a swift
stroke of the letter opener. A slip of paper fluttered out with the words:
From a friend,
Thought you should know.
Bruce scowled and slid several thick sheets out of the envelope. Photographs.
Alfred coughed.
“If that will be all, sir, I have some, er, dusting to attend to.”
Bruce nodded. When Alfred was gone, Bruce massaged the bridge of his nose and
looked again through the photos. There they were: Batman. Catwoman. Kissing.
Passionately. Like the now-famous Gotham Post cover, except here it wasn’t
Photoshop. Here her costume was right. Here it had really happened. WHAT was
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Quinn up to? Setting up Batman and Catwoman in order to send photos to Bruce
Wayne?
He remembered the second envelope. In his haste, he took none of the precautions
he had opening the first. Fortunately there was no explosion or cloud of SmileX. A far
different kind of poison oozed from this envelope:
Dear Bruce… This is so difficult to say… It’s not like we promised each other anything…
always cherish our time together…
He knew these phrases. The Dear John letter—the Dear John letter he’d written for
OSWALD! She… even for Harley, this was insane… she copied Oswald’s Dear John
letter to send to Bruce Wayne?
His wheels turned—a solution presented itself—and an unstable mix of rage and
disbelief churned in his gut… as the thought solidified, the disbelief waned and the
rage intensified: hooking up Catwoman with Batman to break up Selina and Bruce
Wayne? THAT is what Quinn was doing?!
Ever since Joker turned her to crime and insanity, Batman wondered if Harley Quinn
was suicidal. This seemed to settle it: Just about the only thing deadlier, he would
wager, than meddling in Batman’s private life would be messing with Selina’s.

Edward Nigma hated admitting it, but facts were facts. There was no such thing as
an intelligent man with a hangover. He might have been the smartest rogue in Gotham
yesterday; he might be again tomorrow. But right now his head hurt and that’s really
all there was to it.
He sat staring at the wall in front of him as if he was still at Arkham and medicated
out of his mind.
It was too much trouble to try and make coffee. The sound of the grinder alone. If
only he had a Query… or an Echo… … …or Doris. Doris refused to be a criminal
sidekick, but she made wonderful coffee.
He had had an idea too. Roman something. Days of the week or… numerals? There
was probably a bottle of aspirin somewhere.
If he could find it.
Which would mean getting up.

“Howdie Miss Isley, nice to see you again. The usual?”
“Thank you, Sly.”
“I’ll bring it to your regular table.”
“It’s fixed then?”
“Yes ma’am, just last week. Got it all fixed up in time for your return.”
Ivy smiled regally. For one not enslaved by her pheromones, Sly really was a very
thoughtful and attentive creature. Then her expression faded into a disapproving
frown.
“Still using paper napkins, I see. One day, I must do something about that.”

Bruce knocked at the door of Selina’s suite.
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“It’s open,” a strained voice panted from the exercise room in the back. She was
working out again.
“I don’t care; I’m still knocking,” he answered grimly, “You’ve made it quite clear
that interrupting the workout leads to claws, and you’ll want to save them for this.”
She paused midway through a backbend.
“Oh?”
Bruce was startled at the menace packed into the single word. When they bantered
on rooftops, her tone was more playful. Since then, when they argued, even if she was
really angry, she was seldom… dangerous.
“What has the little tassel twit done now?” Selina asked with a calm slow-building
fury.
Bruce stared. How did she know?
“C’mon, hot stuff, let’s have it. After that thing last night, Harry Connick Jr. and the
domestic bubbly, she didn’t do that just to see the look on your face—although it was
priceless, God knows. There has to be a second act. What’d she pull now?”
She seemed just hot enough that Bruce thought it wise to step back from the way
he’d begun the conversation. And he switched to Batman’s voice knowing that,
although it unnerved most people, Selina found it sexy.
“Let’s just say I wouldn’t have been so reluctant to play along last night if I’d known
you were breaking up with that dud Wayne.”
It worked. The statement was just enigmatic enough. The murderous look shifted
into a puzzled one—temporarily. The key to a temper like Catwoman’s, he had
learned, was to give her time to adjust to whatever development was setting her off.
He gave a sad nod. “Yep. At least you tried to let him down easy with that goodbye
letter. It’s too bad the photos came at the same time, because after seeing what went on
in that catlair, I doubt he’ll be in the mood to listen to any—”
He was interrupted by a familiar hiss.
“If you really don’t want me taking this out on you, start making sense.”
Bruce showed her the contents of his morning mail.
“Selina, I knew you’d be upset by this, but we don’t have time to waste on temper.
The situation exists, we’ve got to knuckle down and deal with it.”
“Oh, agreed,” she said happily, “I’m going to deal by using her face as a scratching
post. What’s your plan?”
“Selina.”
“Yank that silly bell off the tassel and shove it up her—”
“Selina.”
“Don’t give me that Father Knows Best / tsk-tsk /talk the loony off the ledge tone—”
“Selina, please.”
“So FAR up her butt!”
Exasperated, he shot his hands out in a swift Ryotedori wrist grab, countering her
expected Tenchinage response with a smooth turning lead that ended with her pinned
firmly, back against his chest.
“Feel better getting that out of your system, Kitten?”
A hiss was the only answer, so he tightened his grip.
“Selina, there really isn’t time for this.”
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She paused. “I don’t see why not; is the clock ticking on something?”
“Joker released from Arkham two hours ago.”
He felt her body relax within the pin, like a deflated balloon. “Shit. So that’s what
this is about.”
“Of course. With Harley, it’s always about Joker, one way or another. It took me a
minute to work it out at first. Way to make Puddin’ unhappy? Strike at his good
buddy Brucie.”
She turned within his arms and looked at him, but not tenderly.
“Eww.”
“What?”
“We talked about that.”
“What?”
“No getting inside their heads. It’s creepy.”
“It’s important to know how the enemy thinks.”
“It’s a turnoff.”
His lip twitched. “One more reason to get him back in Arkham quickly.”

When Sly brought her drink, Ivy insisted he join her at her table… just for a few
moments… to talk a bit… get caught up.
She wasn’t used to this. Cajoling.
For his part, Sly was looking around uncomfortably. He didn’t sit down with
customers. He would chat for hours with anyone who sat at the bar, but to sit with
patrons, that was Mr. Cobblepot’s prerogative.
Of course… Sly was running the place now.
He sat.

They argued the whole way down to the cave.
“I am not treading on your sacred right to go all batty on Joker matters—”
“I do wish you would drop that expression. It is not ‘going batty’ to prepare a—”
“Whatever. Point is, Harley is screwing with ME, and I don’t let that pass, and I don’t
let the boyfriend handle it—”
“Selina—”
“—AND I don’t stand quietly in the background while the—AAAIIIIEEEE!”
A scream such as had never been heard in the Batcave before echoed through the
caverns, causing the bats to shriek, squawk and shudder several seconds after it
ceased.
“WHAT! WHAT IS IT?” Bruce yelled.
Selina just stood, wide-eyed, staring at the Workstation 3 monitors with a look of
frozen horror.
After a moment, she raised a finger and half-pointed. Bruce had already turned in
the direction she was staring. His eyes registered the horror just as Selina found
strength to manage a hoarse whisper:
“Purple mannequin.”
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On the screen, the FAB! decorator was showing Hugo Strange what they had made
of his apartment in his absence.
“…this amazing artwork we found stashed away in the garage. Now this is clearly an
important sculpture by one of Gotham’s most challenging artists. A piece like that, you’ve got
to show off. You don’t want to hide this away, so see how we’ve made it the focal point of the
room.”
“Oh god,” Bruce groaned.
There, in the center of Hugo Strange’s exquisitely redecorated living room, sat a
contorted mannequin dressed in a Catwoman costume.
A sharp intake of breath and Selina recovered from the initial shock.
“I take it Quinn is out of the basement,” Bruce observed dryly.
Hostile green eyes glared at him.
“Did you know about this?” the tigress snarled.
Harley was indeed out of the basement—and Bruce thought it best to clarify that it
was Hugo and not Batman that would be taking her place.
“I’ve seen the mannequin. She wasn’t dressed that way at the time,” he answered.
Selina stormed off to the costume vault but Bruce lagged behind, pretending to make
an adjustment at the workstation. He too wanted to change into costume, but just this
once he would wait and allow her to go first. Batman’s survival instinct would never
permit his telling Selina, but he considered the catsuit an improvement. When he had
seen Hugo’s mannequin in person, she wore a camisole, garter belt, silk stockings—
and a Batman cowl.

“That’s it!” Riddler proclaimed happily. “The Roman Calendar, that was my grand
idea. Using the Roman Calendar!”
His smile faded as he looked around the empty lair, realizing he was speaking aloud
and there was no one to hear.
“Oh well,” he grumbled to the Scrabble tiles laid out on the kitchen table. “If there’s
no one to hear, there’s also no one to think I’m strange for talking to myself, is there?
The comforting paradox of living alone. Now where was I?”
Yes, the calendar, that was it. The Scrabble tiles would do well for clues, for each
day was represented by a series of letters. He hadn’t thought of that part last night!
“Aren’t I clever,” he smiled at the tiles.
“Now then, in the Roman Calendar there were specific days set aside to shop, to do
business, to go to court, and to conduct various religious rites. All of my crimes…” he
said, searching for a specific tile “…will take place on days that were designated dies
nefasti, which meant no legal action could take place. Ha, ha, ha. Some irony, eh, Dark
Knight! And the dies nesfasti were indicated by the letter N, so where are the Ns, I’ll
need a lot of those…”

“Miss Isley, are you okay?”
“Oh my, OOH, oh, ha, ha, my,” Poison Ivy gasped with her hand on her chest,
“perfectly alright, Sly, thank you for your concern.”
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“You were laughing like Mr. Joker!”
She sighed.
“I know. I apologize. But it was funny.”
“I’ve never seen you laugh before, ma’am,” Sly said cautiously.
The slightest whiff of lemon tinged the air.
“It is true, I do not often indulge in rocking laughter like some kind of slobbering
hyena,” she said defensively, “but that does not mean I’m not capable…”
“No, of course not, ma’am,” Sly enthused quickly, protective of the customer’s
goodwill and future tips, “I didn’t mean it like that, honest. I think you have a very
nice laugh.”
Ivy paused, looking at Sly curiously, as if he started speaking a foreign language
she’d never heard before.
“You do?”
“Yes, of course, Miss Isley. A very nice laugh. And a pretty smile too. You should do
that more often.”
The lemon tinge evaporated, replaced with the faintest hint of orange.

“Now Hugo, you’re looking good, your apartment looks good, you know how to make the
crème brulée for the special dessert when you bring your date back here at the end of the
evening. That just leaves the date itself. So we thought we would take you out to this Iceberg
Lounge for a dry run, go over the menu, the wines, and work out some special touches for you to
make sure this is an unforgettable evening.”
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CHAPTER 5: FAB!
Batman steeled himself. He had endured more brutal interrogations than this, from
craftier foes.
“Bruce… please, darling… I know you know…”
Far more savage interrogations…
“I know you were scrutinizing that FAB! video when they drove up to Hugo’s
place…”
Rigorous mind probes by unspeakably cunning alien technology…
“I know you caught details you could use to pinpoint his location…”
Ruthless…
“Please tell me.”
The interrogations and mind probes never went quite this far, however. Selina in the
catsuit—Catwoman without the mask—an ungloved fingertip tracing down the ear of
the bat emblem on his chest, across the arc of the head and then over the other ear.
“I may have paid attention to the feed, but that doesn’t mean I have house number,
street and intersection…”
A lie. The Gotham Cathedral spire visible over the roof was the clincher. It was
Featherbed Ave, mid-block, and the edge of the 5 was visible just outside the
doorframe. So mid-500 block, probably 532 to 538.
“No? My great detective couldn’t work it out from some little detail?”
But there was no way he could tell her that.
“Flattery will get you nowhere.”
Not when she was in this mood.
She bit her lip. Pouty. Completely out of character. She would stop at nothing right
now.
“Then what will?”
“Considering what I know you have in mind? Very little.”
Naughty grin. DAMN HER.
“Ooh, that sounds like a challenge.”

The DEMON minion F’Nos had asked around. He found that it was all as he had
been told: In the decadent city, it was not considered disloyal to go out seeking
diversion on his evening off instead of sitting on his bunk and meditating on his duty.
It was considered “normal” to go out. It would help him blend in.
The best place to go was obviously that favored by his master Gr’oriBr’di, the
revered head of all DEMON operations in this hostile outpost of Gotham City.
Gr’oriBr’di said he must go to the Iceberg Lounge, partake of a martini, and not hit on
Roxy Rocket.
F’Nos understood this last instruction and was proud of his cleverness. American
bars, he knew, were equipped with mechanical bulls upon which the warriors who
gathered there would test their manliness and skill, trying to stay atop the mechanical
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beast as it bucked and shimmied. Roxy Rocket, he surmised, was a similar test of
manhood upon which the warriors of the Iceberg Lounge demonstrated their fighting
skills. It was obviously a great honor to test one’s mettle against Roxy Rocket, and it
would give offense to the Iceberg Warriors for a newcomer to take on this great
challenge without first proving oneself through lesser trials. F’Nos wondered what
these preliminary tests might entail, but he was confident that his DEMON training
was equal to the task.
He was confident until he reached the canopy at the Iceberg’s front entrance and
found himself surrounded by five men of curious appearance and manner, who
walked excitedly in a circle around him, looking him up and down and commenting
on his apparel.
“Now that is slimming… sort of a body stocking underneath?”
“Snaps for you, dearie.”
“Like we told Hugo, it’s the accessories that make the outfit.”
“See how that big square collar matches the belt and the gloves—a touch of color,
with restraint.”
Flustered, F’Nos hurried past them into the building only to find himself surrounded
once more…
“Watch the cord, Mac!”
“Duct it!”
“LIGHTING! Why aren’t those wires taped down yet?”
“Busy hanging lamps here!”
“Tripods! Comin’ through.”
“Oomph, watch where you’re going, pal. These are expensive cameras we’re setting
up.”
F’Nos backed away from the cluster of burly technicians and bewildering electronics,
this time to collide with… Salvation.
“Gr’oriBr’di! Most esteemed master, Gr’oriBr’di!”
F’Nos’s face lit up as he recognized one of the trio he had backed into. Then he
remembered his station and bowed obsequiously.
“Whoa, no, no, none of that,” Gr’oriBr’di ordered, pulling F’Nos to his feet. “Glad
you made it, buddy. You remember Sly…”
The man next to Gr’oriBr’di, the one who had come to the Chinatown headquarters,
gave a friendly nod, and F’Nos answered with an uncertain half-bow.
“…And this is Lori Leeberg.” Gr’oriBr’di indicated a trim, petite woman in a blue,
skirted suit. “She produces the show these guys are setting up for.”
F’Nos had no idea what ‘producing’ meant, but he could see the men working with
the equipment were minions and this woman was supervising them, so he bowed low
as he would to any overseer and waited for leave to rise. Lori had extended her hand
when, instead of shaking it, this strange man bent in half and stood staring at her
shoes. She looked to Greg Brady in confusion, and when he only shrugged, she patted
F’Nos on the head.
“Thank you, F’Nos,” Brady said, “Just go to the bar and wait for a second. These
guys will be done setting up in a few minutes and Sly will be right over.”
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He pointed the strange man towards the bar and returned to Lori’s side. “They will
be done soon, won’t they? I mean, kinda blocking traffic here, and people are starting
to arrive for the night…”
As he spoke, Catman stumbled in, nearly as flustered as F’Nos had been. Luckily, he
sidestepped the tech crew.
“There is a cadre of paisley pushers out there!” he announced to the room at large.
Then, seeing the unusual activity, he hurried around the technicians to the tiny group
of familiar faces. “Sly, my dear fellow, there is a cluster of highly opinionated men in
hair gel outside the door to this establishment. They made many snide comments
about my cape.”
Sly looked to Lori and Greg with an I-told-you-so grin.
“That’s the cast of FAB!, Mr. Blake. They’re going to be filming here tonight.”
“Taping,” Lori corrected.
“Right, sorry. All this TV jargon is new to me. They’ll be taping here tonight and
tomorrow, and then the show will be broadcast—when did you say, Miss Leeberg?”
Catman had been looking at the woman since she first spoke.
“In a few weeks,” she answered, “once it’s edited down with the other segments.”
“I know you,” Blake remarked. “You were in here before. FOIL! You were the
silver foil girl—she was the silver foil girl!” He pointed with excited indignation,
repeating the accusation to Greg and Sly, and then looked back to her with a
disapproving glance at the dull blue of her tailored suit. “The foil was better.”

The hostess Raven looked theatrically down at her seating chart, although it was
already determined where the group before her would be seated. FAB! The cast of
FAB!—two of them anyway—Jai and Ted!!!—were right here IN PERSON. Raven
adored the show, taking pains to tape any episode she had to miss because of her job at
the Iceberg.
And here they were—Jai and Ted—standing right before her podium, waiting to be
seated! She smiled up at them and led their party through the dining room to the large
round table strategically placed before the video cameras. The FAB! culture and food
experts took their seats on either side of Hugo Strange.
It was Hugo Strange, Raven knew that. But it was touch and go if she would have
recognized him if she hadn’t been fully briefed before the group arrived. In her mind,
Raven imagined how the transformation might be described on the show…
In place of the coke bottle glasses were slim tinted lenses in chic wire frames that
rested lower on the nose and covered only the bottom two-thirds of the eye. The beard
was replaced with only the faintest layer of stubble, perhaps a day’s growth that
suggested a sophisticated but rugged casualness and framed the face to make him
appear less jowly. The suit was new too, a deep wine-colored shirt with a two-tone
maroon tie in a checkerboard pattern, topped with a textured sports coat, also winecolored, but a touch lighter.
Raven was not one to flirt with customers, least of all a drooling mouth breather like
Strange. But it was for television, it was for FAB! If she complimented him, that might
get on the air (and it was the least icky he’d ever looked).
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“Looking very dapper tonight, Dr. Strange,” she offered, handing around the menus.
He looked up at her over the tops of the glasses, a wild flash in his eyes, and he
opened his mouth to speak—then he stopped as if remembering something, glanced to
the man at his left, the one at his right, and finally he looked back up at Raven.
“Thank you, my dear,” he said simply, then looked again at his companions as if
expecting a biscuit.
“Now then, Hugo,” his culture guru began, “when you sit down with your lady, it’s
best to let her have a minute to look over the menu herself, but if she hesitates, you
want to be able to suggest a specialty or two. So let’s call over a waiter and ask what
this place is known for.”
“Riddle me this!” a loud voice rang out from the doorway.
Strange winced. “You’re about to see what the Iceberg is known for.”
“What is the absolute worst thing you could run into in the course of a crime spree?”
“Batman,” Tom Blake answered.
Riddler shook his head no.
“Batman and Robin,” Scarecrow said.
Again Riddler shook his head.
“Batman and Superman?” Mad Hatter guessed.
Riddler looked around at them slowly, his shoulders slumped in disappointment.
“You all think inside the box,” he grumbled sadly and started for the bar.
“WELL?” Catman bellowed, “Let’s have the answer already. What is the absolute
worst thing you could run into in the course of a crime spree?”
“Your ex,” Nigma said flatly.
Hugo’s food guru tried to resume their conversation:
“Now before we get to the wine list, what about a cocktail? I see martinis are a
specialty here… ”
“Your ex!” Jervis exclaimed, eager to get the full story, “Would that be Query the
first, Query the second, Echo, that short one with the bandana or—”
“Doris.”
About half the room offered faint murmurs of sympathy while the other half glanced
furtively at the jukebox. Catman spoke for the latter group.
“NO COUNTRY MUSIC!” he roared.
“WHY? Don’t want to sully the memory of the Stray Cat Strut marathon?” Riddler
yelled back. “And what are the Stray Cats but rockabilly? Hm? Answer me that. And
how far is that from country? That’s what we want to know, Tom! Answer that one!”
“Martini!” the Fab! duo called out, “can we get a couple martinis over here?!”
“When I have woman issues, I handle it as a villain should,” Blake maintained, “in
the field, striking a blow in the name of Feline Criminality!”
“Yeah, right. ‘CATWORTHY jewels!’ That meant Selina, you pretentious ass. And
your woman issues were striking out with a bimbo in tinfoil—”
“That purple hellcat is not—”
“—and not recognizing that the kitty-chick groupie was here for you—”
“—some sort of monopoly on cat crimes just because she’s got a big rack—”
“—whereas Doris I ACTUALLY LOVED!”
Much of the room went quiet after Nigma’s outburst, so that the conversation at the
FAB! table could be clearly heard…
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“…not a fiasco, but an opportunity. If something like this were to occur tomorrow
night, it’s an opening to say ‘Ah yes, Catwoman. I have a very important piece of
Catwoman-inspired artwork in my apartment. Perhaps we can go back there after
dinner and I’ll show it to you.’”
Beneath his sunless tan, Hugo blanched.
“Et tu, Hugo,” Catman said simply.

Hugo Strange sat alone at the large table under the television cameras—alone as far
as he was concerned. Poison Ivy’s plant companions now occupied the seats on either
side of him. They were basking in the warmth of the television lights, she said.
Hmph.
Poison Ivy. A manic antho-hylo-botanophiliac with obsessive narcissistic overtones,
control issues and goddess delusions indicative of acute egomania.
And he sat there with her pets.
His Fab! advisors had abandoned him. They sat at opposite ends of the bar,
consoling Riddler and Catman respectively, while Hugo sat before television cameras
playing with a swizzle stick.
“Doris was special,” Eddie was explaining to the food expert, Ted. “A mind like
that, never too tired for a brainteaser, that’s hard to come by. Did the Times crossword
in ink…”
“The Blake men were always big game hunters,” Blake was telling Jai, the culture
expert. “That’s out of vogue today, but I tried running a photo safari. Still plenty
dangerous, right? Harsh jungle, hot sun, lots of 600 pound wild things…”
“…So Games Magazine had this contest, big promotion, with a pyramid of gold bars
as the grand prize. A prize of gold bars for solving their supposedly unsolvable
puzzle, you see. And these gold bricks are on display in their lobby…”
“…there is just no challenge in taking pictures of rhinos and lions instead of shooting
them, so I undertook to become the ultimate predator. Mine is the thrill of the hunt
with the ultimate adversary, the Batman…”
Jai tried—for the fourth time—to plug a gallery he knew in SoHo that featured safari
photography. He stole a glance at his colleague, similarly trapped at the far end of the
bar.
“…so I attack the offices, and there she is. My Doris! She works there now! She
actually made up some of the puzzles in this promotion…”
“…can’t upstage her. She’s the cat-villain everybody knows. She’s in with the old
guard, Riddler and Penguin and Two-Face, and I’m just some guy in a funny mask.
ME! With my enchanted cloak, fashioned from the fabled Fabric of Ka, imbued with
the mythic nine lives of a cat!”
Jai nodded… slowly… sipped his martini … and didn’t say a word.
“…she says ‘anti-social criminal behavior is so unnecessary, Edward. If you set your
mind to it, I’m sure you could win the grand prize legitimately’…”
“…and when I scored the White Jade Cat from the Xing Gallery, police never came
after me, Batman never came after me. All assumed Catwoman had taken it!”
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“…and to think I always wanted her to see me in the field. I really shine out there. I
am in my element. King of Conundrums! The Prince of Puzzlers…”
“Oh, I get it, like a drag name!” Ted exclaimed. Then he glanced furtively at the
cameras. They were too far from the mics for any of this to be picked up, or that bon
mot would have surely made the promo for the episode.
“…so I said ‘Purple? What’s with purple? There aren’t any purple cats!’ … And what
does the flea-bitten she-witch have to say to that? She looks good in it. She wears what
she pleases, and it pleases her to wear purple because (see above) she looks good in it.
And this rabble cheered. These people sitting here right now let loose and cheered her
on. THERE ARE NO PURPLE CATS, PEOPLE! And that’s when they stopped inviting
me to parties.”
“…went in prepared to confront Batman, Robin, Nightwing, any of them. Even that
Azrael disaster would be preferable to this…”
“…when I found the solution: MASCULINE cat-crimes. The priceless remains of a
Saber-Tooth Tiger at the historical society…”
“…there are 8-million people in this city. Certainly the law of large numbers says
the chance of running into DORIS at the scene of a crime should be all but
impossible…”
“…that’s when my ideas petered out. There just aren’t that many cat-objects out
there that are decidedly macho…”
“Right, right,” Jai exclaimed, “Not a big call for bobcat testicle sculptures… Well, not
in the U.S. anyway.” Then he looked longingly at the cameras trained across the room,
just as Ted had, and sighed in despair that none of this priceless conversation could
possibly be picked up by the cameras or microphones.
“…probably seeing that guy that had the desk by the door, the one with all the
crossword puzzles tacked up—with the thick hair and… What is Blake saying down
there?”
“…with masculine appeal so as to never again be confused with the flea-bitten…”
“OH FOR GOD’S SAKE BLAKE! You wandered around here for a month muttering
‘masculine catstuff, masculine catstuff’ until Oswald asked you to leave because you
were bothering the other customers. WHICH YOU WERE! Then YOU said there was
only one particular customer who was bothered, and it was disgraceful the way we all
kowtowed to the flea-bitten she-cat, and that’s when Dent hit you.”
Hugo Strange turned to the plant on his left. “A puzzle fetishist and a
porphyrophobic ailurophile with a vestment fixation have hijacked my makeover.”
His complaint was interrupted by a ruckus in the entranceway, followed by the
sound of an insane cackle growing closer.
“HAHAHAHAHAHAHAAAAAAAAA!”
Hugo turned to the plant on his right. “Oh, like it can get worse.”
“Hahaha… ha. Ha. Yes, boys and girls, The Joker has come among you once more.
But wait! Hold off on the cheers of welcome, for once you hear what’s happened to
me, HAHAHAHAHAAaaaaa—you’ll weep. But first, SLY! Sly, my good man, a beer
and a crowbar, if you please, HAHAHAHAHAHAAAAA!”
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Taking a hint from the wild pointing from the dark haired hostess, Jai and Ted hid
themselves behind the ornate screen behind her podium once the mad clown made his
entrance.
“This is outrageous,” they complained in stage whispers, “it’s becoming the Catman
and Riddler show! Or it would be if they’d been close enough to the microphones.”
“But you’ve got a few minutes at the table,” Raven insisted, “remember, when you
arrived, telling him about the menu. And I said how nice he looked. You can use
that.”
They looked at her and then at each other. They didn’t look happy.
“Well,” Ted whined, “I guess we could. But snaps for the couture doesn’t do us any
good. If we use that clip, it will just set Carson off, you know. It’ll be all about the
clothes and the beard and nothing else.”
Raven bit her lip. The clothing expert, Carson, was certainly the funniest and most
colorful of the Fab! crew…
“We can still salvage it,” Jai said, “we just go back out there, take our seats like none
of it ever happened, and say ‘so Hugo, if you were on your date now, wouldn’t this be
a splendid opportunity to talk about the local color and…”
“You can’t go back out there,” Raven interrupted. “You don’t understand, Joker is
here now. Don’t you get it. JOKER is the CARSON of the Iceberg set.”

“Sly, oh Sly? Where is Sly—WHAT HO! Come away from that hothouse harlot, my
lad, you don’t know where she’s been. Bring Uncle Joker a good sturdy beer and a nice
frothy crowbar.”
“Excuse me, Miss Isley. Duty calls.” Sly stood, but Poison Ivy reached out, placing a
proprietary hand on his arm. “I told you, call me Pamela. And there’s no need to jump
just because the Lord High Jester starts barking orders.”
“It kind of is my job, ma’am.”
Ivy bit her lip as Sly left for the bar. Oswald had made it quite clear that if she ever
unleashed her more irresistible wiles on his bartender, lifetime banishment from the
Iceberg would only be the beginning of her troubles. The birdman did little more than
strut—or waddle—around his nightclub for the last few years, but still, the Penguin
was once a force to be reckoned with. There was really no telling how much trouble he
could be if he decided to be trouble. It was better to let Sly go on about his business,
even if, at the moment, that meant listening to whatever had Joker worked up now.
“…And it was locked! The Hacienda was LOCKED. I never lock the door. Who
would dare break in? HAHAHAHAHAHAAAAAA!”
Unfortunately, that meant everybody else had to listen too, for Joker did not seem to
have a volume control.
“HAHAHAHA-SO. It takes me fifteen minutes to get in the door, and then I realize,
HAHAHAHAAAA, I can break a window. So I go back outside, break a window and
finally I’m home. Or I think I’m home, but you know what? … I say do you know what,
Sly?”
“What, Mr. Joker?”
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“It was pink! Somebody came into the Hacienda East, put a lock on the door, and
made the whole place pink! So I went to the Hacienda West—another lock on the
door! And now I’m starting to get concerned. There is some kind of serial lockinstaller loose in the city with a truckload of pink shit. What’s the world coming too, I
ask you. So I go to get my goody bag, because sooner or later I’m going to find this
guy—and my goody bag is gone! No acid-spray flower, no 50,000 volt hand buzzer, no
lead-plated rubber chicken!”
Joker picked up his drink and walked with it into the dining room, directing his
complaints to the room at large.
“So I went to Circus Burger, because by this time I’m having a bit of a day, and
there’s nothing else to do when you’re having a day but to order some fries from a big
clown head, then take the big clown head with you, find a guy in a paper hat, and
bash, bash, bash away with the clown head until the paper hat is all squashed flat, and
then eat your fries. HAHAHAHAHAAA. But the clown head is gone. I get up to the
window and THE CLOWN HEAD IS GONE. Just a little black squawk box. You can’t
bash, bash, bash paper hat guy with a little black squawk box. IT ISN’T DONE.”
“Where was Harley?” Ivy asked testily. That sick clown had a tendency to take out
his bad days on his girlfriend. Harley and Ivy were not on friendly terms at the
moment—and they weren’t going to be unless and until Harley explained what she
was doing on a crime spree with Two-Face. But even if they weren’t friendly right
now, they were still friends. And Ivy would repeat her question until she got an
answer. “Where was Harley during all of this?”
“Who?” he asked with exaggerated confusion.
The plants on either side of Hugo got up from their chairs and repositioned
themselves near Joker in order to strike if necessary.
“So anyway,” Joker tried his best to ignore his new escorts and went on explaining
his troubles, “So now I’m getting kinda frustrated, and I want to let off some steam. So
you know that Gotham T-shirt place in Times Square with all the bat stuff for the
tourists, you know that big sign they have with the great big BAT in the oval just
LOOMING over the store. I figured what that needed was a big ol’ red smiley face
painted on it, and I just knew somebody in the store would bleed red, right? I get
there, and there’s a great big picture of ME in the window: ‘Celebrating 365 Days
without a Joker-related incident!’ And these tourists came up asking to take my
picture standing in front of the window-picture and the sign. So now I can’t go after
them or it’ll be a year until they can put up the sign again. So I went to Smiling Pete’s
Auto Dealership to have some fun. With a name like Smiling Pete’s, you know they’ve
got to be a fun crowd. So I figure: Joker—that’s me—take yourself down to Smiling
Pete’s, mow ‘em all down, and let Chaplin sort ‘em out. I get there, and it’s now
THRIFTY Pete’s. I look up at the sign, and Pete’s not smiling! He’s squeezing a
nickel—and he’s not even happy about it! And the Laughing Buddha is now Peking
Gardens. And the Grinning Gremlin is now Twenlowe Brothers Limited. AND
THAT’S NOT FUNNY!”
One of the animated plants standing next to him mimed holding its stomach and
rocking with laughter.
Joker looked at it wickedly for a moment, then at Ivy, and then back at the plant. He
lunged at it, intent on ripping it to shreds, and it ran behind Hugo’s table. Joker moved
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to run round the table to the left—the plant did likewise so they remained exactly
opposite each other. The Joker moved right, the plant moved right. Fake left-run
right. Fake right-scurry under. Move by move, the plant evaded capture and Joker
became more and more enraged.
Finally, the mad clown picked up a chair in frustration and smashed it against the
table, breaking it into several large pieces. He gripped the largest piece and swung it
terribly.
“NOW we got us a party. Why is there never a Robin around when you need
one?… BLAKE! You’re in orange and yellow, get over here! HAHAHAHA
HAAAAAAAAA!”
Nigma, who had been watching the proceedings like a floorshow, finally spoke up.
“Time to test the nine lives theory, puddycat?”

Selina bent down with excruciating slowness and dragged her lips over the insignia
on Batman’s chest. There was a grunt… followed by a deep-throated purr.
“I do love that sound,” she murmured, “that ‘I’m not entirely certain what you’re up
to but I’m not stopping you any time soon’ grunt.”
A different rumble sounded, haughtier, disapproving. “You’re naming the grunts
now?”
“Only that one,” she laughed, her hands drifting around his waist. He tensed for a
split second until he felt them settle on his back, clear of the utility belt. “It’s not all the
grunts, just that one. I’ve called it that for quite a long time. Since the Julian Rubies.
Remember?”
“How could I forget?”
“You had fun that night, admit it.”
“Fun? Fun is not a word I normally associate with patrols or interventions—”
“Fun isn’t a word anybody associates with patrols or interventions…” she remarked,
then switched to a sultry whisper that puffed hot breath onto his lower cheek, “but we
were talking about the Julian Rubies—and you had fun.”
“As I recall, you didn’t get what you wanted that night either,” he twitched.
She ignored the taunt and focused on the non-denial.
“It could be even more fun now… the mask can come off, no pointy ears in the
way.”
She pinged an ear of the cowl playfully.
“I see,” he said gruffly, “You think that a little playful seduction is all it’s going to
take to get me to reveal the information you want… if I even had the information to
give?”
“Yes. I do.”
“Well, if that’s the case…” With inhuman speed, he wrapped his arms around her
waist, lifted her to a sitting position on the ledge next to the console, and stepped in
close—too close. Leaning down, his lips brushing against the base of her neck, he slid
one hand across her lower back while the other glided upward to tangle in her hair.
“…Why don’t you let me handle Strange and you can take care of Quinn.”
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Selina said nothing… for a long moment, the skin of her throat tingled where the hot
breathy whisper had warmed it. Her pulse pounded and her heart raced—but no less
so her mind raced for a reason, any reason, to reject this outrageous proposal. He was
finally playing back—which, okay, was new and she couldn’t honestly say it was a bad
thing. On the contrary, that tingle and the voice and the fingers were…. NOT a bad
thing. But he couldn’t win. Not on the first try, no way. She’d suffered a hundred
rebuffs like this, or a thousand. No way he was going to pull this off on the first try.
Her brain simply had to come up with a reason to reject this—without getting nasty.
Definitely didn’t want to discourage his doing it again. Some reason—amusing playful
reason—damn, it was hard to think with all the blood rushing…
“You don’t have claws,” she said finally.
It sounded better in her head. Hugo’s crime obviously required sharp bits of…
The hand behind her back fell away, and Batman quickly pulled three batarangs out
of his belt, one between each finger—then he slowly dragged them up her back.
“No, but I have the next best thing…” he graveled.
“Well,” she said thoughtfully, enjoying the feel of the cold metal as he played along
her spine, “maybe you actually could remove his colon with one of those things… but
even so…” she sighed finally, “You’re not me.”
He would understand that. He had to. Ultimately, it came down to that: the
perverted atrocity was a crime against Catwoman and Catwoman had to handle it.
“You’re not me, Handsome,” she repeated, “So no.” She lunged forward,
momentarily sucking on his lower lip, then released it. “The game was fun while it
lasted though.” Then she spoke airily, gathering her gloves, cowl and whip as if to
depart. “Well, if you’re not going to help me hit his apartment while he’s out, I’ll just
have to go to the Iceberg and nail him there.”
She waited while he mulled it over, reading his thought: private evisceration vs.
public pounding.
“Selina, they’re still filming. Chances are there’s cameras, production crew and
assistants all over that house… granted, some of those brownstones on the 500 block of
Featherbed Avenue have rear entrances but—”
“Featherbed, 500 block, look for the camera crews, got it.” She threw her arms
around his neck spouting a sincere “Thank you, My Dark Knight, my dearest love”
before pressing a wet kiss onto his open mouth. “You really are the best.”
He grunted as she started to leave. “Selina, wait…”
He paused.
His lip twitched.
“Whatever you’re planning… get rid of that damn mannequin.”
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CHAPTER 6: HA-HA-HAPPY HOUR
“Come on now, Blakeypoo, bring that nice fresh cape over here. Uncle Joker’s in the
mood to bash some orange and yellow, and there doesn’t seem to be a Robin around.”
“Comrades, DEFEND ME!” Catman wailed, diving for cover.
He dove first behind Mad Hatter, who stepped nimbly aside, then behind Mr.
Freeze, who sidestepped just as swiftly. Finally, Catman ran behind F’Nos, seated at
the bar. F’Nos swiveled on his barstool to face the man scrunching behind him.
Catman turned, F’Nos swiveled, Catman turned again, F’Nos swiveled again, making a
complete circle. After a second full revolution, F’Nos decided he didn’t like this game
and took out his saber, pointing it at his antagonist’s throat. Catman crawled on all
fours to find a barstool with a more cooperative patron to hide behind.
“That’s what we really need around here,” Joker complained loudly to no one in
particular. “A supply of Robins to take out our frustrations. Oswald! Oh, Ozzy! Can’t
we get some… where is he?”
Joker looked around the room, searching for Oswald, and seemed to notice the
cameras for the first time.
“Now what have we here?” He put his eye up to the nearest camera lens.
“Helloooo, anybody hooome in there?”
“Ahem,” Sly cleared his throat distinctly, “Mr. Joker, I’m very sorry, sir, but we can’t
have this. We cannot have you beating up the other patrons on national television. I’m
going to have to ask you to leave.”
Joker paused knocking on the front of the cameras and turned towards the
incomprehensible words. There was Sly, looking unhappy. And Giggles right next to
him, arms crossed, unhappier still.
“Now look, boys,” Joker began reasonably, “I can take a joke as well as the next guy,
I really can. Not nice to be playing jokes when I’ve told you all about pink haciendas
and smiling Pete not smiling, but hey, not everybody is as nice as me. Nevertheless…”
He swung his weapon viciously, taking out one of the tripods. “…I’ve got a crowbar
here and I want to let off some steam—”
F’Nos, seeing Gr’oriBr’di engaged in a showdown, ran forward with his saber
drawn, positioning himself between his master and the threat.
“Hey look,” Joker pointed his stick, “One of those Ra’s Aluminum Ghuls. You want
a piece of me, Flyboy?”
“Mr. Joker, that isn’t a crowbar, it’s a broken chair, and it’s coming out of the security
deposi—”
“You should replace it with the non-wooden kind, like my table,” a cool voice
decreed from her recently repaired polymer booth.
Sly looked to the heavens for patience. “Not now, Miss Isley, please. Got a situation
here.”
“I must insist,” Ivy declared, “No man can refuse me and it is a perfect time to
establish a new policy—” As she spoke, her plants positioned themselves on either
side of Sly and Greg. The larger one extended a tendril and took a belligerent poke at
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the Joker, while the other arranged its leaves to mimic the crossed-arms position with
which the two men faced the stupefied clown.
“NOT FUNNY!” Joker screamed. “But I’ll show you what is funny,
HAHAHAHAHAAA!”
Killer Croc stepped forward into the middle of the gathering. “No Ha-Ha at Sly. Sly
go away, Hugo tend bar. Croc no like Hugo tending bar. Clown no Ha-Ha at Sly.”
Joker looked with hatred from Croc, to Sly, to the plant, to Sly, to Hugo Strange in
the back flipping him off, to F’Nos, to the other plant, to Greg, and back to Sly.
“You’ll all be sorry,” he moped to the extent his permanent smile would permit.
“You can’t keep a clown down. And you can’t get down off an elephant. You get
down off a duck. HAHAHAHA. Down off a duck, I gotta remember that. Anyway,
as God as mah witness, I’ll find what’s become of my joybuzzer and rubber chicken,
and when I do, as Bob is my witness, I’ll never see Gumby again.”

..:: OraCom Channel 4: Batmobile ::..
:: Boss, I’m still monitoring that video feed like you asked. Joker has left the Iceberg. Repeat,
Joker has left the Iceberg. ::
“Damnit.”
Batman’s foot hit the gas pedal, in frustration more than desire to accelerate the car.
Frustration—and guilt. He should have anticipated this. Harley’s notebook had listed
every offhand crime idea Joker’s sick mind had spouted over the course of a year.
Batman naturally informed the businesses that were potential targets, suggesting
strategies wherever he could as to how they might protect themselves.
Why hadn’t he foreseen this? What did he expect to happen? Blocked at every turn,
Joker was sure to go off some way or other. Batman should have found a way to track
him from the moment he left Arkham.
Again his foot hit the gas and again the surge of the Batmobile’s powerful engine
seemed an outlet for Batman’s guilt, rage, and dread.
It was pointless now to continue at top speed to the Iceberg. Joker would be long
gone by the time he got there. All that would remain would be to count up the bodies.
The denizens of the Iceberg Lounge were criminals; most were his deadliest enemies.
But he was not eager to see what Joker had done to them.
“O?”
:: Here, Boss. ::
“Body count?”
:: Um. …Zero. He just… left. ::
“He LEFT?”
:: Affirmative. ::
“Impossible. Joker would never slink away.”
:: Boss, it’s on tape. You can see it. I don’t have sound; I still can’t get past those damn antibugging measures Cobblepot uses. But it’s there, plain as day. There was what looked like a
standoff with Sly and Brady and the plants. A DEMON op and Croc got involved, and Joker
made some kind of a speech, shook his fists and left. ::
“Acknowledged. Batman out.”
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Since his indoctrination of the Cult of Ra’s al Ghul, F’Nos had never been guilty of
cowardice. He was an Ajax second level of the DEMON’s League of Assassins. He did
not flee combat. He did not flee danger of any kind. His life was sworn to the Great
One and it would be an honor to lose it in service to his liege or any of the DEMON’s
appointed overlords, such as Gr’oriBr’di.
F’Nos would never flee combat or danger.
He did flee FAB!
F’Nos had come to understand, in the course of his evening at the Iceberg Lounge,
that the men who surrounded him when he first neared the building were minions of a
cult called FAB! just as he himself was of DEMON.
He realized that his behavior at the door must have given great offense, and he
watched carefully when two of them came into the bar and sought an opportunity to
introduce himself and explain his earlier rudeness. Indeed, he was rehearsing what he
would say—
Fellow warriors, I am F’Nos, my saber pledged to Ra’s Al Ghul since the year of the second
Blood Moon. I know not of your calling to FAB!, but pray that we might commune as brother
soldiers until such time as the aims of our masters might conflict and we meet in glorious
battle.
—when the episode with the mad clown compelled him to put such thoughts aside
and engage his sword in defense of Gr’oriBr’di.
When the menacing clown had left, F’Nos found himself the center of much
attention. Many who saw the event wished to buy him a drink, and Gr’oriBr’di gave
him leave to accept their hospitality.
F’Nos was at the bar surrounded by these admirers when saw the cowardly warriors
of FAB! creeping out from their hiding place. They had hid themselves! He was
outraged and denounced them. But they took his pointing and calling their names to
be some kind of invitation and joined the crowded circle at the bar. Here they renewed
their interest in his apparel, and even expanded it to include his saber!
He fled.
While there could be no excuse for cowardice, F’Nos assured himself as he left the
building that there was no shame in departing a nightclub. As if the Fates themselves
would confirm this view, he was immediately rewarded with an important bit of
enemy intelligence. The miscreant clown that threatened his master was still in the
area. He was ascending the stairs in the rear of the building, and F’Nos watched
suspiciously as he knocked on the door of some apartment over the club and was
admitted.
Treachery! The clown was hatching some plot against the Iceberg, and F’Nos drew
the saber that the FAB! cultists declared “pointy but practical” and swore on its blade
to safeguard his master Gr’oriBr’di’s interests no less than he would Ra’s al Ghul
himself!
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..:: OraCom Channel 4: Batmobile ::..
“O?”
:: Yeah, Boss? ::
“Joker’s heading on leaving the Iceberg?”
:: Can’t tell from the vid feeds, it’s all inside cameras. All I could see is he went out the door.
::
“Damnit. Alright, call in Robin, ‘Wing… Batgirl… everybody, get them all. Draw a
net around the Iceberg. Monitor each direction for Joker sightings… Do NOT
approach. Just let me know if you see or hear anything. It’s Joker and he’s agitated.
No telling what he’ll do.”
:: Roger, Boss. All except Nightwing. He’s got a 2-11 at the river. I’ll send him to backup R
as soon as he’s clear. ::

“Quack-a-kwa? That’s all you’ve got to say for yourself? Ozzy, I am appalled. I am
shocked. I am shocked and appalled. I offer you the greatest honor any villain could
hope for, a team up with ME! HAHAHAHAHAAAA. And what do you have to say
for yourself?”
“Quack-akwa-kwa…”
Joker was not so insane that he didn’t recognize a stinking drunk when he saw one.
And he’d watched enough television to know that the way to deal with stinking
drunks is to stick them in a cold shower and make them drink coffee.
A half-hour later, he discovered, to his dismay, that the shower and coffee routine
doesn’t sober them up; it wakes them up. Now he had a wide-awake drunk on his
hands.
“KWAK-KWAK-KWAK! Outragemush! Abslootly outerrageimous! Couple Evita
Perons on my hands. KWAK-KWAK! Taking over my club, All About Eve. KWAK!
KWAK! KWAK!!!”
“An old fashioned team-up, Ozzy. That’s what’s called for. Joker and Penguin,
together again.”
Oswald squinted at him strangely. “Oh contraire. We were never together. –hicUnless you count that time it looked like I was killedydead and –hic- somehow half of
Gotham got the idea you did it and you–ulgh-hic-gulgh had to clear yrself. That is the
closest, -hic- we ever came to working together. –kwak-belch-”
“It’s the SPIRIT OF THE THING, Man!” Joker argued. “The Old Guard reclaiming all
that is HAHAHAHAHAAAAA in Gotham from these young whippersnappers with
their newfangled ideas about not beating Catman to death on television.”
“KWAK-KWAK-KWAK!”
“Whatever.”

Roxy Rocket arrived at the Iceberg, still in the throes of an adrenaline high from a
thrillingly dangerous Nightwing chase. She approached the bar, face flushed, and laid
out a bit of wet fabric torn from the vigilante’s costume.
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“Lay my drink on there, Sly,” she called. “Torn from the beast as he jumped onto my
rocket from the bridge, if you can believe it. Almost tanked in the river. WOOHOO
what a rush!”
“Roxy, my dear,” Riddler said sweetly, “Dragons are known to be very fond of
riddles, so answer me this: Who will be impressed by your ripping a bit of cloth from
an iguana when we are toasting a bona-fide dragon slayer in our midst?”
Roxy’s flush of excitement glowed redder into a flush of anger.
“Figures,” she huffed, “Like the time I do a record-setting two mile freefall skydive
into a ring of fire, and by the time the picture comes out, some glory hound has done
2.5 into a churning lava pit. So what flavor of the month upstaged me this time?”
“Here you go, Roxy. Long Island Iced Tea with extra Coke and triple sec, just like
you like it.”
“Him,” Nigma pointed. “TO SLY, everybody!”
“TO SLY!” the room intoned.
Roxy blinked.
“Sly?”
“TO SLY!” the crowd repeated.

“Let’s see it again,” Batman ordered.
Oracle’s fingers skimmed over a key and the footage of the Joker-Sly confrontation
replayed on the largest monitor of her workstation. Once the situation at the Iceberg
had defused on its own, there was no need for Batman to go there. He’d come here to
view the vid feed and deduce what he could.
“Tell me again why I couldn’t just send this file to the Batmobile?”
“Bigger screen here,” Batman growled absently, eyes never leaving the monitor, “I
need to see detail. Especially without sound… Run it again.”
Barbara sighed and set up the vid-file to loop.
“That should hold you for a while,” she said turning to wheel towards the kitchen.
“Am I keeping you from something?” Batman asked, noting the sigh.
“Yeah,” Barbara joked, “Got a hot date coming by soon. Nice guy, comes in through
the window.”
Batman’s lip twitched—not at Barbara’s remark but at the tape: Ivy’s plant poking
Joker in the chest. He watched the confrontation twice more before Barbara returned
to her place with a fresh cup of tea.
“Actually,” she admitted, “you are sort of keeping me from a project. There are two
more sets of vid feeds on this node. One is a van interior and the other is a residential
apartment—”
“I know,” Batman interrupted, freezing the frame and enlarging the image of the
DEMON agent.
“Oh, you knew.” Barbara deflated. “Well, you only gave me the keycodes for this
one and I found the others on my own. I was keeping an eye on them just in case, but
then about half an hour ago, I lost the signal from the apartment.”
Batman suppressed the lip-twitch in a grunt.
“Not a surprise. Don’t worry about that.”
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Selina, obviously, he surmised. But there was no need to go into that with Oracle.
He looked back at the screen. Joker’s mouth was too far from the camera to read his
lips effectively, and the sword blocked Sly’s face for much of the confrontation.
Whatever went down, there were no clues here as to what it meant or what might
happen next.

By now, there were three different accounts of what had happened between Joker
and Sly. The groupies and the gawkers all focused on Ivy’s plants, for that was the
kind of local color they braved the dangers of the Iceberg in order to see. The
henchmen’s stories all centered around F’Nos, the fierce DEMON minion who had
raced to Greg Brady’s side “like the fat hobbit running in to save Frodo.” The rogue
accounts all dwelt on Joker’s humiliated exit. But the one aspect that intrigued Roxy
remained constant through the many versions: Sly. Sly had stood up to Joker; Sly
remained and Joker was gone.
She looked around for her hero. The new big bad of Gotham was Sly, her Sly! Her
one and only bartender beau. Roxy’s eyes danced with excitement as she scanned the
room for the man of her dreams when… they narrowed. Sly, her Sly, the man of her
dreams, her bartender beau was sitting in Poison Ivy’s corner booth with the garden
slut crawling over him like some kind of vine!
As Roxy marched through the bar towards the main dining room, there were
murmurs that caused Tom Blake to start from his barstool and look around furtively.
When he realized the whispers about a “catfight” had nothing to do with him, he
slumped back down in contemplation of his highball.
“‘Scuse me,” she began, tapping not Ivy but Sly on the shoulder as a means to get
both their attention. “I realize we’re supposed to make allowances because you’re a
plant and all, and you don’t get how this whole thing works with normal men and
women getting together, instead of, say, some slime mold from the Malaria islands.
But I say ‘Hey, if she’s gonna hang out with humans, then somebody should clue her
in. Otherwise she’s just going to keep making an ass of herself, over and over, time
after time, man after man—after man.’ So here’s the truth, Pammy, direct from me to
you: a healthy red-blooded guy will grab at anything once, particularly if it’s rubbing
up and down on him like a three-dollar whore. That’s not true love, it’s not even
grooving on your lemon scented beauty. It’s just what they do. Reminds them of—
Excuse me—”
A wisteria had come up behind her and Roxy paused to swing it into a headlock.
“—As I was saying, they’re not overcome by your beauty or anything. It just
reminds them of all those daydreams they had about the naked gal in the magazines
when they were fourteen, locked in the bathroom, beating off to Daddy’s Playboys. It’s
got nothing to do with you. To go the distance with—oh, let’s say a guy like Sly here—
you gotta have something more than bare skin and a set of knockers going for you.
You need to connect with him as a person—which is gonna be real fuckin’ hard to do
after I twist your head off and stick it on my tailpipe!”
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..:: OraCom Channel 4: Batmobile ::..
:: Oh my dear lord. ::
“Oracle? What kind of report is that?”
:: Um, sorry, Boss. Distraction. What’s your ETA getting back to the Iceberg? ::
“Six minutes. Has he been spotted?”
:: No. There’s– It’s- ::
“Oracle, report.”
:: It wouldn’t be a good time for you to show up at the Iceberg, Boss. Something weird’s
happening. ::
Batman seethed. Joker on the loose and now Oracle unable to furnish a concise
coherent report.
“What exactly is happening?”
:: Without sound, I’d have to say it’s—OH, OUCH! ::
“O! WHAT IS IT?!”
:: That’s gotta hurt… I mean, er, it’s… I’m speculating because there’s still no audio, you
understand… ::
“Spit it out, Barbara, what the hell is going on?”
:: Roxy. Ivy. I think the technical term is… a catfight. ::

Tom Blake leaned in the doorway between the bar and dining room with his arms
crossed.
“When I scratched up that table, they charged me $1400,” he remarked drolly as Ivy
tried digging her nails into her own wood-free table to prevent being pulled off by her
hair.
“Stupid herb-rinse bitch,” Roxy wailed as wisteria tendrils clawed at her arms, trying
to pull her off Ivy’s hair. “Just getting back at me for Harvey, don’t think I don’t
know!”
Sly merely remained at the table, cradling his head in his hands. The better part of
valor forbade trying to explain to either woman that he was merely being friendly to
Ivy… the better part of hotel-restaurant management forbade running from the fracas
like a prudent man. And the better part of Iceberg survival strategy forbade drawing
any more attention to himself than could be helped as…
“Not going to back down for a butch fichus tree.”
“AIEEEEE! MY BABIES!”
…as the cause of the current disturbance.
“See, a little jet fuel, a match. No problem.”
Riddler, Ted and Jai from the FAB! cast all joined Catman in the doorway and
watched silently for a few moments.
“Can’t put a fire out with alcohol, Pammy,” Riddler called out.
“Ooh, too late,” Ted winced.
“…and those vines better stay outta my face too, because they make damn good rope
to tie some uppity bitch to the tailpipe and go for a joyride…”
Riddler, Ted and Jai parted calmly to allow the ignited fichus tree to run through
them into the bar, the hallway beyond, and finally the men’s room.
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“MY CAPE!” Catman screamed. “That FLAMING THING singed my cape!”
“I resent that,” Jai said coolly.
“Well, it was on fire,” Ted conceded.
Yelling was heard from the men’s room and the door burst open; billows of smoke
poured out. Through the haze, Mad Hatter emerged.
“Will you walk a little faster?” he called excitedly, “said a whiting to a snail. There’s
a porpoise close behind us, and he’s treading on my tail.”
Riddler, Ted, Jai and Catman all looked at him, then behind him at the thin trail of
smoke leading from his tailcoat back to the men’s room.
“Now see, doesn’t that have more style than saying that flaming thing singed me.”
“What’s that smell?” Ted asked, crinkling his nose.
“Lemon pledge,” Blake, Nigma, and Tetch answered in unison.
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CHAPTER 7: LAST CALL
There are something like 90 cars in Gotham City for every on-street parking space.
Double parking and blocked bike-lanes are a way of life—during the day. After dark,
however, though cheap metered parking is just as scarce, few Gothamites will risk
clogging a traffic lane by double parking. They certainly don’t do it on Fifth Avenue,
near the big jewelry stores, nor in the diamond district, museum row, or near the
upscale parkfront condos. They don’t do it near Crime Alley, either. Or in the
Bowery. Or Hell’s Kitchen. What these high crime areas and privileged
neighborhoods have in common is an increased likelihood that the Batmobile could
make an appearance. Garage parking might be pricey, but not as pricey as replacing a
Lexus squashed into a sheetmetal fortune cookie by a vigilante on a hot pursuit.
It might be assumed that the situation is more acute in the blocks surrounding the
Iceberg Lounge. The Batmobile, Redbird, and other vehicles associated with vigilantes
are spotted in this area more frequently than in any other part of town. But double
parking is never an issue there because it isn’t necessary. There is always a ready
supply of available curbside parking. The Iceberg clientele are too notorious for
anyone to risk taking the last space. What if Joker came by and couldn’t find a place to
park? Or that big green one, what is he called? Crocodile Hunter? No Crocodile
Killer? Whatever. It isn’t that far to the 11th street lot and it’s a nice night for a walk.
That was Bruno Giani’s reasoning as he fastened The Club to his steering wheel,
locked his car, fed quarters into the kiosk and collected his timestamp. He didn’t know
this neighborhood at all. Cara, his girlfriend of a week and a half, lived here. But he’d
never picked her up at home when they went out. They always met someplace
midtown, near her work or his. But tonight she wanted to make him dinner, so he had
to venture into this strange neighborhood to find her apartment.
He felt bad for whining about it. It was a nice gesture, he supposed, although it
seemed a little soon for her to be cooking for him. But his promotion demanded a
celebration, she said. He was on-air talent now, as VJ for a new music station. The
months spent cramming music trivia had paid off, and he even got a new hairstyle for
his on-air debut. The haircut and dye streak seemed a lot trendier midtown near the
studio than it did here in the dark streets of who-knew-where-this-was by Cara’s
apartment. He felt conspicuous. Green hair made one conspicuous, and that would be
okay elsewhere, but not knowing the neighborhood, he might look less sure of himself
as he walked along. Conspicuous and uncertain was a bad combination. Knowing it
was folly to walk on the street like a lost victim, Bruno twined his car keys between his
fingers, making an especially brutal fist with the tips of metal protruding from the
knuckles. It was an elementary precaution for walking several blocks after dark in an
unfamiliar neighborhood, and it gave him confidence. It gave him confidence right up
until the whoosh—
There was a strange whooshing sound and Bruno looked up just in time to see a blur
of colored cape vanish amidst the fire escapes.
“Whoa,” was all he could say.
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He walked on excitedly. He had just experienced a close encounter of sorts, and his
qualms about the too-soon-cooking-date were forgotten in his eagerness to share the
news with Cara: he had seen one of the actual costumed crimefighters of Gotham
City!
At the cross street, he stopped short as a slick red cycle eased silently and slowly
through the intersection… just as it crossed his path the masked rider turned and eyed
him carefully.
“Whoa,” Bruno repeated.
“Oracle,” Robin spoke into his mouthpiece before the Redbird sped away down the
street, “Spoiler and I both made visual contact. It is not Joker. Confirmed. Guy has
green hair but it is not Joker.”
More excited than ever to find Cara’s apartment and tell of his spectacular sighting
of TWO costumed night people, Bruno became careless. He missed the little Indian
grocery where Cara said to turn. He missed it and wound up too far West. He turned
around as inconspicuously as he could and started back the other way, blocking out all
irrelevant details in his determination to spot the Indian grocery on the corner. He was
so intent on looking for the landmark that he very nearly walked into the—CLOWN
GIRL! THE FAMOUS ONE, FROM THE NEWS THAT GOES WITH THE JOKER!
HARLEY QUINN! He nearly walked into the actual Harley—
“Whoa,” he mouthed.

Harley ignored the strange man on the street and continued on to the Iceberg front
entrance. At the canopy, she stopped and checked her list:
Bring romance to the belfry -Check
Get piccy of cat-bat smoochy-smoochy –Check
Send it to Brucie -Check
Get Dear John letter from Ozzy -Check
Change name, send to Brucie –Check
Get a funnel cake -Check
Clean powdered sugar off costume -Check
Return to Iceberg, Rub Puddin’s nose in it
Get a manicure
“So far so good,” she announced happily, folding her list and returning it to her
pocket before nodding to the doorman. He opened the door for her but reeled
backwards. Before Harley could enter, she too was forced backward by a pungent
cloud of lemon.
“Three dollar whore, huh?” an angry voice roared inside.
“Uh oh,” Harley squeaked, wrinkling up her nose.
“Try saying that again with my foot on your throat, eh, you trampAARRGH!”
“Three -lgh- Dollar –Oulgh- WhoeeeeeeeeEEE!” “She bit me!”
“Red?” Harley’s eyes bulged as Poison Ivy appeared briefly in the doorway then was
yanked away.
“Harl?” was heard in the distance. Then Poison Ivy and Roxy Rocket together
crossed the hall past the entranceway. Ivy, holding Roxy’s arms twisted tightly behind
her back, seemed momentarily in control—except that her head was being pulled
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downward at an odd angle by a chunk of hair Roxy clutched in one of her pinned
hands. “Harley, it is you,” Ivy repeated, sounding pleased before erupting into a series
of Ow-ow-ow-ow-ows.
“Hiya, Red,” her friend answered with an uncertain wave. “Good ta see ya again.
You look… busy.”
“Oh not really,” Ivy answered casually, though she winced in pain as Roxy tugged
on the hair. “Just taking Roxy here outside for a little talk about what would really
happen if one of my climbing Clematis were to come into contact with her tailpipe.”
“Chummy with the sidekicks too,” Roxy spat, “oh yeah, queenie big shot with the
sidekick, but no respect for an equal!”

Bruno was lost; that’s all there was to it. It was hard to get lost in a city laid out on a
square grid with numbered streets and avenues. But he kept passing the same
mailbox-tattoo parlor-subway entrance-deli, and he was never finding the Indian
grocery. It was running into those famous costumed types all at once that did it. It
messed with his head. But he couldn’t stop and ask directions, he just couldn’t.
Directions to an Indian grocery? He’d get laughed at or beaten up, but either way, he’d
never get to Cara’s before the dinner was cold.
“Whoa,” Bruno whispered. At the crosswalk, what looked like the road company of
Kismet was crossing the street: Two-dozen men in some kind of matching oriental
outfits with… sabers drawn?
It was a long shot, Bruno knew, but if he followed them, they might just lead him to
the Indian grocery.

Harley felt funny sitting at the bar with Catman and Riddler, while effectively
ignoring the ongoing tussling, scraping, and sometimes screaming going on between
Red and Roxy.
She felt funny, but she did it anyway. As Eddie pointed out: a catfight—no offense,
Blake—was a catfight. The guys were all enjoying the show and there was a lot of
money riding on the outcome. If she stuck her tassels in and interfered, she would be
liable for all the ruined wagers. Eddie also reminded her about the Poison Oak the last
time she got involved in the Pammy-Harvey situation. (Blake started to say something
at that point, but Eddie shushed him.)
Harley sipped her drink. It didn’t matter much anyway. Puddin’ wasn’t here to rub
his nose in the breakup of Brucie and Catty. She could wait, of course. She could wait
forever to make her Puddin’ suffer—and he would suffer. He would suffer long and
hard, she would see to that. The way he tossed her aside after all she had done for
him. He would pay. He would pay in spades. Bat-shaped spades, if there were such
things. For every moment of misery she suffered, he was going to eat batarangs. The
day of reckoning was coming that would wipe that grin off his face but good—him and
anybody else that laughed at that stupid octopus joke. She would wait as long as it
took. And if she was going to wait as long as it took, she couldn’t get mixed up in a
barroom brawl.
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She would just watch.
…She finished her drink in a dramatic gulp…
And while she waited and watched, another drink would be nice.
Harley looked around. “Where’s Sly?”
“Probably hiding on the floor,” Blake muttered.
“Shhh,” Eddie cautioned.
“On the floor trying to get underneath the floor.”
“I don’t get it,” Harley squeaked.
“Not to worry,” Eddie assured her. “What is a less cruel rose defender? A KINDER
THORN! Another drink, that is. Oh, TED!”
A man Harley had never seen before appeared on the other side of the bar.
“You rang. Ah, a new arrival.” He looked at her, seeming pleased.
“Harley,” Eddie introduced her formally, “This is Ted, from Fab! Ted, this is Harley,
from Arkham.”
“And what are you drinking, Harley from Arkham?” Ted asked gamely.
“Diet sprite.”
Ted’s face froze into a mask of shock, horror and disappointment that seemed
vaguely familiar.
“With a tequila chaser?” she squeaked, trying to soften the blow.
Ted shook his head and turned away, and Harley realized why the look was
familiar. It was the what-a-waste expression Batman gave her early on when she first
got together with—
“HAHAHAHAHAAAAAAAAAA!”
“—Puddin’!”
Lost in her memories, Harley ran across the room to greet her Mistah J before
remembering they were finished and she hated him with the fire of a thousand suns.
“UNHAND ME YOU HA-HA HARLOT!” Joker wailed, swatting her away with… a
parasol?
“Kwak, kwak, kwak!” Oswald objected, waddling in after Joker. “Watch how you
handle that thing. It’s a machine gun, not a baseball bat. Kwak, kwak, kwak.”
“That is Mr. Puddin’ to you, madam,” Joker told Harley. “And while we’re at it, you
stepped on my purple suede shoes. Don’t.”
“Oh, hiya, Ozzy,” Harley said sweetly, picking herself off the floor and ignoring
Joker. “I din’t see ya there, I was so surprised to see Puddin’.”
“Do you mind, I was threatening you, Missy,” Joker put in.
“Oswald no longer, Ms. Quinn. You will address me as Penguin, if you please, for I
am The Penguin once more. QUAKK-kwak-kwak. Now then, your outburst has rather
marred our entrance, but as it is done, allow me to confer with my colleague before we
address you and the other hostages.”
“Hostages?” Harley squeaked.
“Quite.”
“Colleague? Oh right, that’s me. Heh. HAHAHAHAHAA!”
“Quite.”
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The doorman was too overcome by the Lemon Pledge-scented pheromone cloud to
intervene, or even notice, when the Roxy-Ivy fight sprawled out the door towards the
parking lot.
He found himself fascinated by a small flyer pasted to the side of a
streetlight: Frustrated at work? Quit your Job! Network Marketing is the answer…
The doorman was even less able to react when Joker and Penguin entered,
brandishing parasols.
Network marketing meant Amway, didn’t it? Whatever that was.
By the time F’Nos arrived with what looked like a platoon of DEMON assassins, the
doorman was past caring and let them surround the building without interference.

“Loyal Iceberg patrons,” Penguin announced in a firm clear voice, “I realize that you
are all more accustomed to taking hostages than becoming hostages. Nevertheless, I
must insist you all move slowly and calmly into the bar where we may…”
The hostage-taking was momentarily interrupted when Joker tried to nudge an
uncooperative henchman into the bar area by shooting him, only to have his
machinegun parasol jam. He swung it like a crowbar, aiming for the henchman’s head,
but hitting the tablerim when the man dodged.
“You will be paying for both that table and the ruined parasol,” Penguin assured
him sternly.
“It doesn’t work!” Joker complained. “I want my lead-lined rubber chicken. I want
my joy buzzer! I want my banana peels! Weapons that work, damnit. HAHAHAA!”
“Noted,” Penguin said calmly, “but you don’t have any of those at the moment. And
we have these, even if they haven’t been used in a while. So kindly…”
“Awww, can’t find your joy buzzer or banana peels, Puddin’? Poor guy. Sniff, sniff.
They make daiquiris here, y’know. Maybe Sly has some bananas behind the bar.”
Penguin had started to respond to Harley’s taunts with a pained “Ms. Quinn,
really…”—until she mentioned Sly. “SLY! Where is that traitorous bird with the
traitorous feathers of… betrayal.”
Joker stared at him.
“The traitorous feathers of betrayal? Oh Ozzy, you really haven’t done this for a
while. HAHAHAHAHAAAAAAAA!”
He swung the parasol at Harley’s head, this time chipping the wall when she
ducked.
“STOP DOING THAT!” Penguin roared. “Either fire the thing properly or—”
“—or what? Suffer the traitorous feathers of betrayal? HAHAHAHAHA!”
Penguin sighed a sigh of great dignity, as if collecting himself. Then he turned his
back on Joker and addressed Harley directly.
“As I was saying, Ms. Quinn, my business is with Sly. Once I have settled matters
with him, the rest of you may go.”
“And my business,” Joker piped up, “is with that snot-nosed fern. Where is that
uppity piece of weed, hm?”
He swung the parasol again with more force than before, spinning himself around in
a full circle.
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“The weed is dead, Joker,” Greg piped up. As the former henchman Giggles, he was
able to word the news in a way he knew his old boss would appreciate: “Very dead.
You always said that was the best kind. Ha-ha. Yes?”
“Y-yes,” Joker seemed perturbed. –He didn’t care that Giggles hadn’t been so
friendly on his last visit, he was quite used to the rest of the world being irrational,
unpredictable and downright insane. He was perturbed because he had it in his head
to beat up this vegetable, and now it looked like someone had gone and done it for
him. “Who… killed it?” he asked.
“Roxy Rocket. Doused it with lighter fluid and set it on fire.”
Joker let out a low whistle. “Impressive,” he said.
“IMPRESSIVE!” Harley wailed. “To have a salad barbecue??? I captured Batman! I
broke you out of Arkham! I infiltrated the GCPD for you! I ate FISH!!!”
When Harley was forced to stop for breath, Oswald cleared his throat, then fired his
weapon into the ceiling… He winced as bits of the faux-ice façade sprinkled down on
the dining room… but at least now he had everybody’s attention.
“As I was saying: Sly. Where is he?”
“I believe he’s hiding in the men’s room,” Ted offered helpfully from behind the bar.
“Hiding?” Oswald asked, confused. He turned to Joker, “You told me he was the big
bad. You told me he’d taken over. Am I to understand that the greatest, most
fearsome power to rise in the Gotham Underworld, so terrible as to be able to unseat
the Emperor Penguin himself, is hiding in the men’s toilet.”
“Y-yes,” said the other Fab! representative Jai, who suddenly appeared at Oswald’s
side, “but he’s not hiding from you. I don’t actually know who you are.”
“I don’t know who you are either,” Oswald said calmly, then pointed the tip of his
parasol at Jai’s nose, “From whom is my disloyal bartender hiding?”
“Someone called Roxy.”
Joker and Penguin turned to each other slowly.
“Roxy again?” Penguin asked.
“I’ve teamed up with the wrong badass,” Joker cried, running out the door. “ROXY!
ROXY!!!”
After a moment’s strained silence, he entered the room again, more slowly and
backwards. In front of him were the tips of two DEMON swords—attached to
DEMON arms—attached to DEMON minions—followed by more DEMON minions.
“WOOHOO!” Harley cheered, “Look at you guys! Cut him up, DEMON-guys, cut
him up good. That’ll teach him to go laughing at his own stupid joke, ‘cause nobody
else will. You know why you gotta laugh at it yourself, Puddin’? ‘Cause it’s not
funny. It sucks. It’s stupid and it sucks. And the only ones stupid enough to pretend it
doesn’t suck are the henchman that only laugh cause you pay’em to. Like YOU,
Giggles! You laughed at that stupid thing. Well the day of reckoning is coming,
Buddy!”
Harley drew back and landed a spectacular punch on Greg Brady’s jaw.
His head bobbed back slightly, and he blinked in shock.
“And THAT goes for the rest of you too!” Harley went on, railing at the room,
“Don’t think I haven’t noticed. I see. I see who of you laughs at that joke, and come
the revolution, you’re gonna be the first ones against the wall, ya hear me?”
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The Batmobile screeched to a halt outside the Iceberg. Batman knew, in such a
hostile environment, he had little chance of beating answers out of anyone. But he had
to try something. The dragnet had failed to spot Joker. If he waited for the madman to
resurface on his own, there was no telling—
Before he could complete the thought, the madman did resurface on his own. He
came barreling out of the Iceberg, along with Penguin…
“BATMOBILE!” Joker screamed, seeing the car, “SALVATION!”
Before Batman could react, Joker and Penguin were cowering behind the closed car
as the Iceberg doors burst open again and a mob of DEMON minions surged after
them… Harley Quinn followed, yelling something about fates that would be too good
for the rotten skunk clown and anybody fool enough to stand beside him!
Batman didn’t hesitate. His mission was Justice, and while he sometimes wondered
what true Justice would be for a sociopath like Joker, he was sure it was not being cut
into hyena kibble by a mob of DEMON minions. Batman revved the powerful
Batmobile engine, forcing everyone, DEMONs and Rogues alike, to step back from the
car. Then he opened the door, shot a death glare at the minions, another at Harley, and
finally turned his attention to Joker and Penguin, still cringing behind him.
“Problem, gentlemen?” he graveled.

The commotion brought Ivy and Roxy out from the alley…
Both women were tattered and Ivy’s arm hung at an angle nature never intended.
Roxy limped, but when she saw a circle of unquestionable danger in the form of
20+ men with drawn sabers closing in with menace at something at the center, she was
quick to change her one thwarted antagonist for the thrill of twenty well-armed
playmates. She dashed into the center of the circle, pointing the tailpipe of her
dismantled rocket at the drawn swords, placing herself between the mob and whatever
they were going after.
“EVERYBODY STAY BACK,” she snarled. For a full second, there was no reaction
whatsoever, then from behind, she felt a tap on the shoulder. She turned towards it to
see—
“Heh. Hi, Batman.”
“HAHAHAHAHAHAAAAAAAAA!” came the sick cackle from further behind her.
And then, a smoother voice: “I told you she was a feisty one, kwak-kwak.”
Roxy sighed and backed away from Batman, Joker and Penguin, into the half-circle
of minions.
“Brave for girl,” a minion noted.
“Bite me,” Roxy answered.
“Fellow warrior,” the head minion came forward and introduced himself with a
formal bow, “I am F’Nos, my saber pledged to Ra’s Al Ghul since the year of the
second Blood Moon. I pray that we might commune as brother soldiers… or… as…
(His eyes riveted on her chest) …as soldiers… until such time as the aims of our
masters might conflict and we meet in glorious battle.”
“O-kay,” Roxy said in the same way she’d deflect a come-on at the bar. “I’m Roxy
and my rocket is pretty much spoken for so—”
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“Roxy? …Rocket?” he blanched. He had been given one and only one order by his
esteemed master Gr’oriBr’di in conjunction with a night at the Iceberg. Do not engage
Roxy Rocket.
“Yeah, Roxy Rocket. Easy to remember. Anyway, my rocket is pretty much pledged
to my own enjoyment so I—”
“Must go,” F’Nos stammered, terrified, “Must go now.”
He ran—he ran down the street, around the fire hydrant, the news box, the taxi
stand, around the corner, and all the way back to Chinatown. Batman had readied a
batarang, but opted not to throw when all the other minions took off after their leader,
all seemingly fleeing for their lives.
Batman, Joker and Penguin all looked at Roxy.
She shrugged.
“What did I say?”

Batman stretched his shoulders, trying to ease his discomfort, and returned his
attention to the log entry. He’d been sitting too long. He turned his neck right and left
and again returned to the log. It was a complicated entry, from two weeks before, the
night of the Joker-Penguin incident outside the Iceberg. Harley was involved, and
Roxy, and DEMON agents. Ivy was spotted outside. And he knew from the video
feeds that Riddler, Catman, Strange and others had been present inside. The crossreferences were a nightmare, and now he had to enter updates.
Joker, Penguin and Harley had all been sent up to Arkham that night, Joker and
Penguin for attacking the nightclub and Harley because she wanted to ride in the van
and scream at Puddin’. But now…
Harley had been held for observation, then released.
And Penguin! Somehow Penguin, as the Iceberg proprietor, persuaded the
authorities that he was a victim of the attack and not an instigator.
Batman glared at the words on the screen with a disgusted nausea churning in his
gut. The fools. How could anybody be that stupid? How was it possible anyone so
naïve, gullible and stupid could even survive from day to day, let alone be entrusted to
make decisions that affected the welfare of his city?
It was obscene. He slammed his fist on the desk and stood, pacing to the rear of the
cave near the Zogger controls, then back to the workstation.
He gave the log the same death glare he’d given Greg Brady that night after Joker,
Penguin and Harley were sent on their way. It was too easy, picking the villains off the
ground and shoving them into the van for Arkham. Far too easy. So he’d ventured
into the Iceberg for a “conversation” with Brady and Sly. They’d been lucky this time,
and he planned to impress that upon them. Oswald Cobblepot was a dangerous man
to cross… Except he never got to deliver that message directly because Sly was already
in hiding (and not from Oswald, if Brady was to be believed). Batman pushed for
details, naturally, but all he could get from Brady were variations on “Back off, can’t
you see the guy has suffered enough?”
More frustrated than before, Batman had stalked out of the nightclub and relieved
his aggravation by rounding up fourteen of the DEMON agents. Those from the
Gotham cells, he shipped back to Ra’s personally. Those from nearby Bludhaven, he
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turned over for formal deportation. A new headache for Ra’s, and in these times, there
was no telling what might finally put DEMON on the government’s radar.
He had just begun opening a channel to the INS system to check on the deportations
when two independent alarms sounded to remind him the Fab! episode with Hugo
Strange was about to air. The first alarm pinged discreetly in the corner of his
computer screen. The other clip-clipped down the stairs from the clock passage, across
the floor of the cave, and finally fell silent behind his chair. Soft arms settled around
his neck.
“Fifteen minutes, Handsome. Better get a move on.”
“All ready,” he grunted, ignoring the smell of vanilla lavender scented skin and the
fingers massaging his shoulders. “I’m pulling the broadcast feed, the satellite feed,
control room feeds, and there’s an EMP beam loaded up at the Watchtower aimed
directly at the satellite, if need be—”
“No, I don’t think so,” Selina purred, placing a determined hand over the monitor
before easing herself into his lap. “I was thinking more like: get changed, come
upstairs, TV room, chips and dip. Dick, Barbara and Tim are already here.”
“We’re talking about my identity here, Selina. I needn’t remind you that you would
be in just as much danger if the world found out…” He paused. “This is Hugo Strange
we’re talking about.”
“Exactly. Besides, you’ve been over every bit of raw footage as they taped it, right?
So it’s not like the final edit can have anything in it that will surprise you.”
“That naughty grin of yours says otherwise.”
Her eyes danced but she admitted nothing.
“Come upstairs. Eat some chips. Dip them. Be a person.”

Because he had seen all the raw footage, Bruce was able to maintain a grim poker
face…
…that Freud Gone Wrong beard… Dick roared with laughter; Bruce remained grim.
1967 called, they want their glasses back… Tim snorted; Bruce remained grim.
Somewhere in Minnesota, an encyclopedia salesman is missing his sport coat… Barbara
gasped for air between guffaws, and Bruce remained grim.
Selina wasn’t grim, but she was silent. Bruce eyed her occasionally. She sat there,
nibbling a potato chip, her mouth curled into the subtlest of cat smiles. He knew the
look. She was waiting for something…
The greatest detective in the world still needs a certain critical mass of information in
order to draw valid conclusions. Batman knew enough to infer WHEN in the broadcast
the something would occur, but the WHAT… knowing Selina, the what could be
anything…
On the screen, Hugo was returning home after his beard shaving, herbal wrap and
shopping spree, to be met at the door by the FAB! decorator and see how they had
redesigned his home.
“Now let’s see your new living room…”
Reflexively, Bruce leaned forward in his chair, the jaw clenching just a bit tighter, the
poker face hardening into a colder, stonier stare.
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“…this amazing artwork we found stashed away in the garage. Now this is clearly an
important sculpture by one of Gotham’s most challenging artists. A piece like that, you’ve got
to show off. You don’t want to hide this away, so see how we’ve made it the focal point of the
room.”
As one: Dick, Tim and Barbara all turned from the image on the television towards
Bruce’s chair. They turned because of a noise, a rare noise, some would have thought
an impossible noise: Bruce was laughing.
They looked back at the screen and back at Bruce. It wasn’t a bellylaugh or anything,
but… mouth open, kind of curled upward on the ends like a smile, and rhythmic
puffy-grunts… yeah, that was a laugh.
They looked back at the television again, and back at Bruce again. On the screen, the
audio was exactly what he had heard on the raw feeds. But the visuals: the cut-ins of
the purple-clad mannequin had been replaced with shots of the same mannequin
dressed in a Harley Quinn costume.
“Nicely done, Kitten.”
“Meow.”
Dick, Tim and Barbara looked back at the screen.
“Anybody want to clue us in?” Tim asked, knowing nobody would.
“They’ll be watching this at the Iceberg,” Bruce noted.
“Definitely,” Selina agreed.
“Harley will be humiliated.”
“I would think so. Yes.”
“She’ll probably do something unspeakable to Hugo.”
“Good chance, Yep.”
The room grew quiet, and everyone returned their attention to the television.
Predictably, the edited-down version omitted the entire prep-visit to the Iceberg and
went straight to Hugo and Manikin’s date the next day. As always, the Fab! team was
shown watching footage of their protégé in action and commenting on his
performance. But in this case, the protégé was upstaged. From the moment the couple
entered the nightclub, it became the star of the show, and all of the witty Fab!
commentary focused on the Iceberg itself…
-Raven, the hostess: Just look at her snapping out those menus. Snaps for you, Dearie.
There is a woman that knows what’s what.
-Sly, the bartender: Now that is a martini! And if you ask me, that fellow has a secret. I’ll
just bet it has to do with that gal in the back, too, in the Amelia Earhart getup, just look at her
checking out his ass.
-Greg, the bouncer: My but that is a well-muscled man. Just look at how he pulled apart
those two squabbling in the back…
-And the Barflies: The orange cape and the green question marks? See, that’s why you
should never get into a slapfight with someone if your colors clash. You look like some kind of
nautical signal flags: changing course to starboard, diver below, pair trawling in progress…
Pair trawling?… It’s an expression… Oh look, Amelia Earhart has Orange Cape in a
headlock…
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A BOOK OF FIVE RINGS: INTRODUCTION
From my youth, my heart has been inclined towards the Way of Strategy. I went from
province to province, dueling with strategists of various schools, and not once did I fail to win,
even though I had as many as sixty encounters. I am a warrior of Harima province. I have been
many years training in the Way of Strategy, and now I think I will explain it in writing for the
first time.
—Miyamoto Musashi, Go Rin No Sho
It’s not that I distrust Selina.
It’s more than a year since I realized how completely I do trust her. There was a catcrime. A frame-up. Talia throwing a tantrum. But long before I learned who was
behind it, I knew—absolutely knew—that Catwoman was not.
I never made a decision to trust her. It simply happened. So many years, so many
encounters, so much shared time… We fought each other, sometimes passionately,
sometimes more… I don’t know… ‘playfully’ she would say. But I am not playful.
But we fought each other. And at times, we fought together. Shared time.
Something grows between you. Whether good or bad, shared time creates an
understanding. You come to know the essence of a person. The essence of Joker is
madness. The essence of Superman is decency. The essence of Ra’s al Ghul is pride.
The essence of Catwoman is… impossible to put into a word. But it is warm and alive
and it draws something rich and joyful from the act of living. There is nothing there to
doubt, nothing to suspect, and nothing to question.
I don’t distrust her. Catwoman was a criminal and an adversary, but I do not
distrust her.
The dilemma is the woman, not the cat.
The first time Bruce Wayne was invited to the Knickerbocker Cotillion, Charles
Ashton said he hoped I wouldn’t bring some callgirl from that Mayflower Madame
escort service, because it made Old Gotham Society into a tasteless joke. This year,
Gladys Ashton-Larraby said she hoped Selina wouldn’t wear those Manolo Blahnik
shoes with a Judith Lieber bag, because that’s all Hermoine would write about and the
other ladies’ outfits wouldn’t get a mention.
So Catwoman really isn’t the problem this time—unless you figure in that the
evening bag is in the shape of a sleeping cat. I don’t claim to be an expert on society
columnists or women’s fashions…
That’s really not the point anyway. Whether Selina’s celebrity from Cat Tales makes
it more or less likely that a newspaper would write about her is NOT the point. The
point is that it’s a given that she’ll be attending the party because Bruce Wayne is. The
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point is that her outfit is what Gladys is worrying about, not what vulgar bimbo
Wayne might foist on them this time. The point is…
The point is I’ve lost control.
With Selina at my side, Bruce Wayne is not perceived as a womanizing playboy.
I have to regain control of how they see me.
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THE BOOK OF GROUND
It is difficult to realize the true Way through sword-fencing alone. Know the smallest things
and the biggest things, the shallowest things and the deepest things. As if it were a straight
road mapped out on the ground…
Selina glanced over the image on the computer screen, then looked up at Bruce.
“There are times you are downright strange.”
His eyes narrowed critically. She had asked to see the fake Dear John letter that
Harley Quinn sent in her effort to break them up. And he showed her.
“Harley wrote it, and it’s supposed to be from you. How am I strange?”
“Harley sent it. But you… scanned it. You made a special file to keep it in. That’s
just weird.”
“I didn’t make a file; I had a file. I had to make one when I wrote the original for
Jervis to send to Oswald, supposedly to be from Lark. I had to invent a new category.
Before this—”
“This is you arguing that you’re not downright strange?”
“Kitten, there is a way of looking at this where it’s all your fault, you know. Before
you came along, rogue correspondence was evidence. Dear Johns were for battling
trumped up paternity suits. End of discussion. Rogue correspondence, sub-cat Fake
Dear John letters NEVER would have come into my life before you.”
“I tell you what,” Selina smiled sweetly, “just as soon as you get to the part you think
contradicts the premise that you’re strange, you send up a flare.”
Bruce felt a tug at the corner of his lip, but suppressed it. How she loved teasing
him.
“At least there’s a second document in that folder now,” he grimaced without a
twitch. “I hate folders with only one piece of paper in them… makes me think I went
and misfiled something… waste of hard disk sectors…”
Selina stared. Then she turned her head slightly, a kitten puzzled by a telephone.
“You’re putting me on,” she said at last.
“Impossible.” Twitch. “I don’t have a sense of humor.”
She laughed. She had a wonderful laugh. And like any cat, once he took the
initiative and started playing with her, she hopped into his lap and began redefining
the game.
“Well, now that we’re over courtesy of the tassel twit’s machinations,” she purred,
“ever get together with an ex and do it for old times sake?”
“Actually, no. Can’t say that I have.”
“Good.”
Bruce had intended to wait until he had a complete strategy mapped out before
informing her of the Fop Initiative. But she was in such a good mood now. It was folly
not to take advantage of the opportunity.
“Why, Miss Kyle, are you trying to seduce me?”
“Who, me?”
The wide-eyed innocent bit. What an impossible woman.
“Yes you,” he grunted before the kiss.
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“Who’s seducing who?” she gasped when they came up for air.
He switched off the computer screen with a twitchsmile.
“Not in front of the data?” she asked, giggly.
Perfect. She was in such a good mood. This would be much easier than expected.

OraCom: Channel 1—Nightwing
:: Wing? ::
:: Hey, Gorgeous.::
:: I love you very much. ::
:: Uh oh. ::
:: No, no, no. Schmuck. ::
:: Whew, that’s better. You had me scared there, O. What happened? ::
:: I can’t just say ‘I love you’ and mean it? ::
:: Oh man, somebody’s in it deep. And if it’s not me… ::
:: There he goes, son of great detective, on the case… ::
:: …If it’s not me, it must be B. What’s he done now? ::
There was an audible sigh into the microphone, then a slurping sound.
:: I’m not quite sure. But something went down, he’s checking in every five minutes. ::
:: Checking in? Frequently? On a standard patrol? ::
:: Yeah! Totally bizarre, right? And there’s these weird pauses, like he’s waiting for
something. ::
:: Chitchat. ::
:: Huh? ::
:: He wants chitchat. He thinks you know something. It’s an opening for you to relax and
make small talk so he can find out. ::
:: ‘Wingy, my love, ninety seconds of silence followed by a grumbly ‘Batman out’ is not
making small talk. ::
:: It is with him. Would have thought you knew that by now. So what do you figure
happened? ::
:: No idea. Anyway, have you seen the Gotham Post yet? ::
:: Yep! ‘Nightwing’s Flavor of the Month.’ I’ve been seen ‘swinging around with
Tarantula.’ Go me! ::
:: You are now single. ::
:: Ha, ha. Look, it’s pretty slow out here tonight. What say I make one more pass for our
silver Honda and call it a night? ::
:: Stop for some mint chocolate chip? ::
:: You got it, Beautiful. Nightwing out. ::
OraCom: Channel 2—Batman
:: Batman? ::
:: Here, ‘Wing. ::
:: She hasn’t heard a thing. ::
:: Damn. ::
:: … ::
:: … ::
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:: I haven’t either, Bruce. ::
:: … ::
:: … ::
:: Batman out. ::

From his position atop of the Wayne Tower, Batman could look east towards the
Phase II construction of those Cromwell condos, halted until a more favorable
economy sold off the last units of Phase I. He could look west to the Moxton Building.
Old Man Moxton delaying the announcement of the Harriman merger until Luthor’s
reelection saber-rattling put defense stocks front and center. And if he jumped to that
gargoyle, snagging the pole with the MoMA banner for momentum and swung north,
he would see fraternity kids from Hudson University laying traffic cones to force the
left lane of car coming off the Beacon Avenue Bridge into their canning gauntlet.
It was all strategy. Some of it sound… and some what you’d expect from witless
college kids that think they’re clever. But it was still strategy. It was an attempt to
foresee the entire journey before setting out, and planning ahead for what was
expected down the path.
Just as the Book of Ground instructed.
The Book of Ground, first section of Go Rin No Sho, the Book of Five Rings, by the
greatest samurai sword-fighter Miyamoto Musashi.
Musashi was a samurai who codified what it meant to be a warrior. He was a man
who knew the word went beyond mere fighting ability, who knew the samurai must
be both an individual combatant and a military commander. Knowing these were
branches of the same tree, he set forth the principles of epic warfare and single combat
in exactly the same way.
Batman considered Mushashi’s Book of Five Rings a masterful textbook:
If you master the basic principles, when you freely beat one man, you beat any man
in the world. The spirit of defeating one man is the same as for ten million… You will
be able to beat men in fights, and to win with your eye. You will be able to conquer
men with your body, and beat ten men with your spirit.
The Book of Five Rings was not widely studied like Sun Tzu’s Art of War or
Machiavelli’s Prince. It did not offer simple maxims easily adapted to modern business
or politics. It divided itself into the five elements of Zen philosophy: Ground, Water,
Fire, Wind and Void—and quite often the author had to stretch, or outright cheat, to
make what he wanted to say fit those prescribed headings.
But for one who took the time to study the book as Batman had, who absorbed its
principles and tested them—not just in the context of sword-fighting but in other
martial arts, in business case studies, and in daily life, and who found them equally
sound wherever they were applied—the Five Rings had much to teach. Batman knew
this. It was a tested principle.
As often as he had studied the thin volume, he always found new insights in light of
his most recent battles.
And the most fundamental of its teachings is that the Way of Strategy must
dominate all aspects of life. Strategy is your first and constant thought. Whatever
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happens and whatever you do must be weighed against it. “When you have attained
the Way of Strategy, there will be not one thing that you cannot understand, and you
will see the Way in everything.”
It was a concept Bruce had embraced in living his life as Batman. He ate certain
foods at lunch to obtain an energy boost hours later during patrol. When he bought
the Porsche, he got a red 944 instead of the black 911 he preferred, because it seemed
more the clichéd image of a sports car the idiot-fop would buy.
The camouflage of the Fop had to be restored. She must see that; Selina wasn’t
stupid. Bruce Wayne had to be perceived as an idle fool so that no one could suspect
he was Batman. Now that he had a permanent girlfriend, the womanizing playboy
was gone. He had to dial up other aspects of the act to compensate.
“So you’re buying a Lamborghini, a yacht, and a new plane?” she had asked when
he told her.
“Yes,” he graveled.
“And you want to christen all the new toys with a bit of globetrotting.”
“Yes.”
“Sounds great! Meow in fact.”
He grunted. And that was that. Until hours later when he was ready for patrol and
found Catwoman waiting for him at the Batmobile.
“Hang on a second,” she began without any hint that she’d returned to the earlier
conversation. “Are we talking about a real someplace warm and exotic, or ‘Bruce
Wayne is in Tahiti’ when you’re really down here defragging your hard drive?”
“Tahiti,” he answered grimly. “I’m not leaving Gotham unprotected for a month or
more.”
“And I’m supposed to have gone with you? That means what? I can’t show my face
in public? I’m stuck here under house arrest until you decide we’ve imaginary
globetrotted enough? No way, Stud. Kitty gotta prowl.”
“So don’t come,” he turned on her, anxious to get out of the cave and begin patrol.
“Bruce Wayne is away and you decided to stay here. That might be even better, in
fact. Spark some gossip. The Wayne yacht is in St. Thomas and Selina Kyle is still in
Gotham, do the math.”
She hissed.
“Effectively making a fool of me in as blatant and public a manner as possible. I
don’t think so. Let’s hear Plan B.”
“There is no Plan B. That IS Plan B. Plan A is you come with me like I said in the
first place. It’s not like it makes any difference, when we’ll both be here the entire
time.”
“The difference is you can still go out at night. I can’t. Fairly common knowledge
I’m Catwoman, you know.”
“Selina, you must have laid low before now. After the Manteca affair, there was no
sign of you for a month. Where were you then?”
“Martha’s Vineyard.”
He grunted one of those ‘I rest my case’ grunts, which Selina correctly interpreted as
“See, I’m right but I’m too big of a man to jump up and down and scream ‘I told you
so.’”
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“I was in Martha’s Vineyard the REGULAR way, where you put your ass on a plane
and actually GO to Martha’s Vineyard!”
“We’ll talk about this when I get back.”
“Nothing to talk about, Handsome. You need to go back to the drawing board on
this one. I don’t like being ordered around. I am not hiding out in my own home on
your say so, and I am not going to put up with a bunch of imaginary bimbae…”
“Bimbae?” he twitched in spite of himself.
“I mean it, Bruce,” she said seriously, “you need to come up with something else. I
thought you had all kinds of alternative plans ready at a moment’s notice once there
was an obvious failure like this.”
“An obvious failure? Kitten, just because you don’t like it… The plan is sound.
We’re doing it. Come or don’t come. Your choice, I’m not ordering you either way.”
“That is not a choice at all, and you damn well know it.”
“We’ll talk about it when I get back.”
We’ll talk about it when I get back. What he’d said when he asked her to move in in
the first place… Blurted it, not asked. It was the Anniversary, and he was emotional.
He wanted her to be there for him and didn’t want it to be a conversation… Maybe he
hadn’t thought through every consequence beforehand.
The Way of Strategy was supposed to be the first and last consideration at all times.
Could he honestly say he had done this where Selina was concerned? Could he
honestly say he had mapped out this journey before setting out?
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THE BOOK OF WATER
Water adopts the shape of its container. Your spirit is like water, sometimes a trickle,
sometimes a wild sea. You must absorb the Way of the Sword into yourself so it is always in
harmony with your spirit. Your spirit, like the water, must take the shape of its container: the
Way and Life of the Sword. It is necessary to maintain the combat stance in everyday life and to
make your everyday stance your combat stance.
You must work on this.
“Training must go beyond the mat and become a way of life, Wayne-san. Every
aspect of life becomes part of the training.”
“Hai, Sensei.”
“When you walk, sit, kneel, or lie down to sleep, you must feel your balance always.
When you enter a room, you must feel its energy and you will know if it is empty or
no. If you do this, if you open yourself up and extend Ki, even though the room is
pitch black, even though those within may be silent as ninja, you will sense their
presence. You understand?”
“Hai, Sensei.”
“We will see. Today we do Free Battles. The true battle is not with your opponent; it
is between body, mind and spirit. You will have trouble with this. You are young. You
are rich. You are American. For you, life is soft. Body will not like pain and mind will
not like discipline. Tonight, after Free Battles, your body will ache and your mind will
decide it has better things to think about than feeling your balance as you move. You
will come to me and say you are leaving my dojo.”
“No, Sensei.”
“You contradict your teacher, Wayne-san?”
“Respectfully, Sensei. I know my heart. I will stay.”
“You are soft, Wayne-san. You will not maintain the discipline.”
“I will, Sensei.”
“Meow.”
Bruce started, a violent spasm snapping his neck forward as his eyes shot open. He
blinked, looking around… utterly confused for a moment…
…the air smelled dry and processed…
…He lay stretched out on a white leather sofa… across a carpeted aisle, a small burl
wood table inlaid with the letters WE and two deep chairs that matched the sofa…
Wayne One. He was on the airplane. He must have fallen asleep. Checking his watch,
he calculated that he’d slept for at least an hour. They would be landing soon.
Bruce massaged his brow, then rose and walked to the kitchenette. He took a bottle
of chilled spring water, wet a handkerchief and toweled off his face. He drank the
water in a series of urgent gulps and dropped the empty bottle into the trashcan—then
he looked down at it. A bottle of spring water. That really wasn’t the kind of
impression he liked to leave the cleanup crew. So he retrieved the bottle from the
trash, refilled it with water from the sink, and returned it to the mini-fridge. There he
took out a bottle of champagne, opened it, and poured it down the sink. He dropped
that bottle into the trashcan and returned to his seat with a satisfied grunt.
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:: We’re beginning our descent into Fort Lauderdale, Mr. Wayne, :: Captain Leffinger
announced over the intercom. :: You’ll want to buckle up. It’s a sunny 75-degrees, and
the marina just radioed in to report knee-high surf with a moderate chop and sea
surface temperature of 73-degrees. If I may say, Mr. Wayne, it looks like an ideal day
to be buying a yacht, sir. ::
Bruce twitched his lip at the intercom. Maintaining the idle playboy image might be
a tiresome chore at times, taking valuable hours away from Gotham and the Mission,
but the glamour of these excursions did delight employees like Captain Leffinger.

Philipos, the yacht broker, had sent a helicopter to deliver Bruce from the airport to
the marina, and Leffinger was chatting with the chopper pilot. Bruce gave them a few
minutes to converse before setting out. While he waited, he presented them with his
best daytime-Fop, bored with all the glamorous perks showered on him by a fawning
merchant class. But behind the mask of a jaded playboy, the inner man wondered
what he was doing here alone.
There was no reason to bring Selina along, certainly. The Playboy had always been a
solo act. And since she wasn’t supporting the Fop Initiative, there was no point in
including her on a trip like this which was really just to acquire props for a piece of
theatre, after all.
What could she contribute if she was here? Other than a bit of company on the
plane, that is. Why should she have any input on the yacht he purchased if she wasn’t
going to come along on whatever excursions he took with it? Selina never understood
the necessity of the Fop, that was the problem. She didn’t give him a hard time when
he went into Idle Rich Boy-mode, not exactly, but the air of disapproval was enough.
That damned connection of theirs, he knew well enough what she thought. To have
brought her along on this trip to procure new “toys” for the Fop, the plane ride down
might have been okay, but the trip back would be murder.
That was his thought as the chopper speeded him to the marina, as he shook hands
mechanically with Philipos, and as he toured the Dahlia, a 240-foot luxury cruiser said
to be the 21st century equivalent of William Randolph Hearst’s famous party boat The
Oneida. Twelve feet longer than Donald Trump’s Princess, two more staterooms than
the Ari Onassis Christina, the Dahlia was a floating mansion. It was a vulgar cliché. It
was exactly the image of a billionaire’s mega-yacht he had led Philipos to believe he
wanted.
But as he toured the vessel, Bruce’s eye kept flickering to a smaller, sleeker craft he’d
spotted when the chopper touched down. On a whim, he asked Philipos about it.
“A motor yacht? I thought you wanted… er, well, that is a very fine boat. A
Pershing, 88-footer, four staterooms, galley, salon, all first class, Mr. Wayne. But… I
thought you wanted something more—”
—Pointlessly vulgar, Bruce thought. That is what he’d steered Philipos into showing
him. That is what he wanted, wasn’t it? A floating monstrosity with a crew of twenty
that would broadcast his presence in all the jet set playgrounds. Announce it, but deny
mere hotel guests so much as a glimpse of the notorious playboy. “Who is that?” they
would murmur from their rented beach cabanas that seemed so prestigious minutes
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before and now seemed plebian hovels. “Bruce Wayne. American. Filthy rich and
such a snob.”
The Pershing could never serve that purpose.
Philipos continued showing off the outrageous luxuries of the Dahlia’s master suite.
“Large bedroom… a king-size bed covered in fine Venetian linens, as you see…
custom made furniture, all from Milan… wall lights are Baccarat crystal, walk-in
closets…”
The Pershing was a vessel for impromptu jaunts down the coast. A weekend
getaway, just him and Selina, no need to pretend he didn’t know how to navigate. It
was tempting.
“…off the bedroom, look at this, Mr. Wayne, nothing like this on ordinary yachts. A
wood-paneled study with an onyx fireplace, leather furniture and handmade Austrian
lamps… A writing desk, silver-embossed stationery…”
The Pershing wouldn’t need any crew at all. With just the two of them, there would
be nothing to hide. He could install a few utilities, like an OraCom console. He
wouldn’t be cut off from Gotham; they really could take a few days now and then
when it was quiet…
“…and in the bathroom, double sinks and a bathtub with six-head shower, LeFroy
Brooks fittings complement the Carrara marble finishes…”
“I want to see the Pershing,” Bruce said abruptly. Then, startled by the unfoppish
directness of his tone, he quickly added “What’s she called?”
“Whatever you want,” Philipos answered with a shrug.

La Gatta Mobile. An in-joke, harkening back to that first date on the opera house
roof. It had more style than naming the boat Selina or Cat-something.
Bruce looked out the window of Wayne One at the deep blue of the ocean below.
La Gatta Mobile, or maybe just Verdi. Either would make a good name. IF he got
the smaller boat instead of the Dahlia.
In one respect, La Gatta was the smarter choice. Batman had the satellite cave in
midtown Gotham, the Batmobile was essentially a rolling Batcave, but the BatBoat just
got him from A to B. If Bruce Wayne were to buy himself a simple, completely private
motor yacht that needed no crew… that would be loaded with all the technical luxuries
anyway, state of the art media center with satellite and internet just like Wayne One
had, he would be providing Batman with a sea-worthy, portable cave. And La Gatta
would be just large enough that her “lifeboat” could actually convert into a BatBoat to
get him back to Gotham in a hurry—or even convert to a mini ultralight BatWing!
Bribery now, Psychobat sneered in his head. It’s come to this? Bruce Wayne trying
to bribe Batman?
But he wasn’t really. A little quid pro quo between Bruce and Batman was not
unprecedented. When Bruce Wayne bought a new Porsche, the Batmobile would be
due for a few upgrades in the next six months or so. And there were sure to be some
new gadgets inspired by the tech features that came with either yacht.
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Besides, all he was really doing was thinking through the options. There were valid
points to be made in favor of La Gatta over the Dahlia. They weren’t any less valid
because he happened to like the idea.
Ok, maybe he had gone down there for the Fop boat and changed the plan
midstream. So what? It was his money, after all. Wasn’t it his choice to spend three
million on the boat he wanted instead of thirty on the one he didn’t?
No.
Not if the choice put other considerations above the Mission; that was not something
he could ever allow to happen. “The Way of the Kitten” was not going to start
overriding a sound strategy Batman arrived at after careful study—
Although…
This would mean real, non-imaginary getaways that Selina could come along on,
getting them out of the current Plan A/B quandary Batman’s strategy had dropped
them into… It would set them on a better course without his losing face…

Bruce helped himself to another bottle of spring water, but instead of returning to his
seat, he paced up and down the aisle of the passenger cabin.
The Pershing-88, the Gatta, was not the biggest or most luxurious vessel ever built,
but it was the fastest boat on the market to still be considered a yacht. The AshtonLarrabys of the world all knew that Selina had given Bruce Wayne a taste for danger
and excitement. The Gatta could work, in that respect, without damaging the Fop
persona: He was trying to impress Selina. What better way than to join speed, thrills,
and wealth in an ultra-sporty motoryacht?
It was rather sporty… All those sweeping curves and rigid angles, it looked a little
too “Batty” for Psychobat’s liking. It looked like a BatBoat—at least, in Batman’s eyes, it
was starting to look too much like a BatBoat.

The front wall of the Wayne One passenger cabin contained a grid of four video
screens that could display any combination of movies and satellite programming, highspeed internet, video conferencing, the feed from a miniature camera embedded in the
nose of the plane, or could blow up any one of those options over all four screens.
Bruce had elected this last option for an emergency conference with Lucius. An
environmental impact report was released on the Foundation’s new housing project,
and Mayor Hill had called with a list of concerns. While Lucius read back the bullet
points they’d hammered out in response to each issue, Bruce distanced his mind from
the conversation and seemed to see the scene from outside his body, as an objective
third-party observer:
A busy, able executive and philanthropist—who happened to be dressed casually in
polo shirt and khakis because he was traveling on personal business—conducting a
meeting where and when it was necessary.
Hardly a Fop playing with overpriced tech toys he didn’t understand.
Hardly an idiot Fop playing with toys he only bought because he was too dim to find
imaginative ways to show off.
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Hardly a worthless idle dilettante that couldn’t even think up new ways to waste all
that money.
He’d done it before. Bruce Wayne had tempered the playboy act before, when he
took over management of Wayne Enterprises. The secret was important, but not more
important than the tens of thousands of jobs tied to WE. Not more important than rent
and food on the table for tens of thousands of families. Not more important than
millions of dollars helping to drive Gotham’s economy, and the research and products
meant to enrich people’s lives.
To be CEO of a billion-dollar, multi-national corporation, there was a limit to how
stupid he could allow himself to be.
He had learned to walk a careful line: The Fop would appear at a nightclub opening
with an especially photogenic bimbo, usually a model. It would make the papers, and
the next morning he would indulge in a some brainless banter with a new
secretary. He would greet a new client with a glib remark that, after all, might have
been a joke, you could never tell with a guy like Wayne. Such minor performances
went a long way. Then he was free to get the job done.
Like water, he had adapted himself to the shape of his surroundings so serious
business leaders could know they were dealing with a strong and stable company, one
with vision and leadership. Yes, one heard stories about Bruce Wayne and no doubt
most of them were true. But based on what they saw with their own eyes, individual
executives knew they could close a deal with Wayne Enterprises without fear the place
would collapse into a heap of incompetence before the week’s end.
He had done it before.
If feckless stupidity was negotiable for the sake of Wayne Enterprises, why not a
sporty motor yacht for the sake of…
…there’s the rub. For the sake of what exactly? For the sake of making it a little
easier with Selina? She was the reason he had to do this in the first place. She was the
reason the playboy act had foundered.
He had wanted more Selina in his life.
There was no way to reconcile that with any aspect of the Mission. He simply
wanted it for himself. He liked being with her. She made him happy. It had nothing
to do with the Mission, and he wanted it anyway. He went after it, he got it, and
now… somehow… that want was breeding new desires that had absolutely nothing to
do with Batman.
It was infecting other parts of his life, parts that—like the Fop’s yacht—were tied
intrinsically to the Mission. Batman’s camouflage. He was letting thoughts of Selina
cloud his judgment about Batman’s camouflage.
It had gone too far.
He had gone too far.
There was no way he could just cut Selina out of his life like some malignant cancer
but… what choice did he have? What choice did he really have? If he couldn’t get
himself under control, get himself refocused on the Mission in spite of her—
:: Well, Bruce, when you lay it out that way, the decision makes itself. ::
He blinked up at the video screens. Lucius was shuffling his papers with a satisfied
grin.
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:: I’m sure the Mayor will be very relieved by this. Gotham’s welfare first, and all
that. ::
“Yes, of course, Lucius,” Bruce answered in a daze, “Gotham has to come first.”
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THE BOOK OF FIRE
This book is about fighting. The spirit of fire is fierce, whether the fire be small or big; and so
it is with battles… It is difficult for large numbers of men to change position. An individual
can easily change his mind, so his movements are difficult to predict…
“100.7, miss. I do wish you would let me call Dr. Thompkins.”
“No way, Alfred. I can get plenty of rest and drink lots of liquids on my own.”
Alfred pursed his lips and glared in stern disapproval. Selina didn’t appear to notice
and Alfred recalled, with new sympathy, the many years Master Bruce had returned to
the cave speechless with frustration because of an unrepentant cat burglar.
“Very well, miss,” he sighed, in the manner of a family servant used to picking his
battles, “I will acquiesce to your wishes for now. But if your fever reaches 101, I shall
call Dr. Thompkins, with your permission or without it.”
Selina attempted a hiss, which disintegrated into a series of weak coughs, followed
by a wince.
“Not fair,” she grimaced, rearranging her aching legs under sheets that felt clammy
with sweat, “No fair taking advantage, just because I’m too achy to banter back.”
“On the contrary, Miss Selina,” Alfred replied coolly, “If I were in any way inclined
to ‘banter,’ I would have mentioned that you picked a most unfortunate time to forego
Western medicine and become a Christian Scientist.”
Not wanting to repeat the hiss-coughing fit, Selina could only manage the hostile
scowl of a cat cornered in an art gallery with a sack full of Miros. Alfred ignored her
glare as deftly as she had ignored his and continued collecting the empty glasses from
the bedside table.

Bruce returned home from the airport with a new sense of urgency. The Mission.
The Mission was all. The Mission came first. The only way to save the life he had built
with Selina was to make sure it would never interfere with what really mattered. In
reestablishing his priorities, in reestablishing Batman at the heart and soul of all he did,
he could rest easy, knowing the light Selina brought into his life in no way jeopardized
the Mission that was his life.
He bypassed the manor entirely and went straight to the cave. After a short
workout, he logged into his workstation and began setting up patrol routes for the next
few nights, plotting out stopping points based on recent activity and potential targets
tied to the At-large list. He transferred these new routes to the Batmobile and OraCom,
then went to the costume vault to change.
When he reemerged, he noticed it—or the lack of it. Alfred hadn’t left the inevitable
sandwich at his workstation. No ham and turkey staring up at him like an accusation.
Was it possible his butler finally understood? Perhaps progress was being made after
all. Since Selina moved in, Bruce did take his meals in the manor more often. Maybe
that was all it took to make Alfred see that if he was hungry, he would sit down to
dinner like anyone else.
Good.
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It was about time.
He grunted at the empty space where no ham and turkey on asiago loaf with lettuce
and Dijon that he didn’t ask for and didn’t want sat waiting for him to eat it anyway.
Patrol was invigorating. First the mugger outside Robinson Park turned out to be a
junkie more than willing to point him to a dealer in order to avoid a prolonged
beating. The dealer was just as eager to point him to a crack lab, although in his case
Batman curtailed the beating with a brutal roundhouse that probably dislocated the
dealer’s jaw and definitely rendered him unconscious. The scum in the crack lab were
not given the option to escape any part of the beating. Batman knew he could analyze
the coca paste to determine their supplier—or rather, to confirm their supplier. He was
already certain what he would find, and that could wait until after patrol.
The last hours before returning to the cave he spent hunting Garfield Lynns, the
pyromaniac known as Firefly. It was 14 days since Lynns was released from prison in
Keystone City. And Lynns rarely went more than 9 days without torching something.
16 days was the record. Batman was not certain if Lynns had returned to Gotham, but
if he had, he would not be allowed to use any part of Batman’s City to fuel his sick lust
to make things burn. At least Firefly’s pathology made him predictable: he favored
buildings that would burn a certain way, level by level. Parking garages were his
favorite, the Guggenheim Museum was a likely target for its spiral structure, and there
were certain office complexes with the right configuration. A quick survey of these
turned up nothing suspicious… until he reached the I-Mark Plaza. And there he was:
Firefly, attaching thermal detonators on the roof… something new. Batman felt a
nauseous rage building as he worked it out: remote detonators on the roof to set off…
What? Explosives obviously, but where? Down on the base columns. Damnably
clever. Once the fire reached the detonators and hit a certain temperature, the bombs
would detonate, blowing out the main supports, causing the building to collapse in on
itself. The predictable foe had become just that much less predictable. And Batman
expressed his dissatisfaction vehemently on Garfield Lynns’s jaw, ribs, throat, and
solar plexus.
He returned to the cave and quickly typed up the log entries. Then he took the coca
paste from the crack den into the lab. As expected, the paste had been made dissolving
the leaves of the South American shrub Erythroxylon coca, not in a mixture of baking
soda and kerosene like most suppliers used, but in a unique mixture of bromide and
petroleum solvent—The Miami Turk’s signature. Up until now, the Turk was smart
enough to avoid Gotham City. But crackdowns in Bludhaven, Philadelphia, Buffalo
and Hartford had been cutting into his cash flow. Batman had wondered if
desperation might lead the Turk to this fatal mistake: moving his filthy business into
Gotham.
Batman smiled down at the mortar and pestle, Petrie dish, and microscope slides on
the worktable. It was not an amused twitch-smile or a warm playboy grin; it was a
long, slow smile of deep and quiet menace. There was a principle, long-remembered
from his studies. The Book of Five Rings, the chapter on battle tactics, called the Book
of Fire: To hit the enemy “In One Timing” means when you have closed with the
enemy to hit him as quickly and directly as possible without moving your body or
unsettling your spirit… That is exactly what Batman had planned for The Miami Turk
if he dared enter Gotham.
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He opened a secured landline to Keystone City. In the 17 rings it took a sleepy voice
to answer, Batman reconsidered and re-rejected the JLA Comlink. Those channels
were too often monitored, and if he wanted to put up with questions, he could ask
Clark or J’onn. Clark would want to investigate the Turk himself before acting, unless
Batman submitted to the 2,000 questions necessary to reassure The Boy Scout he was
doing the right thing. J’onn would at least postpone the questions until after the job
was done—once Bruce explained the time factor. A time factor that shouldn’t need
explaining, a factor that should be perfectly obvious to anybody that knew him.
Batman hated “farming out” a job like this. He preferred handling such matters
personally—as witnessed by the discreet alert beeping in the corner of the computer
screen indicating a new inmate (one Lynns, Garfield) admitted to the Arkham
infirmary. But in a case like The Miami Turk, it was more important that the response
be immediate. The Turk brought his filth into Gotham City and BAM, the steel jaws
clamped shut on his ass. Now, not three months from now when he made another run,
and not letting him back into the city, even to get his ass kicked.
No, Batman needed it to happen now, with lightening speed. Someone with ties
enough to law enforcement to be familiar with the Turk. Someone who could handle
the situation quickly and discreetly, but still publicly enough for word to get around.
And most of all, someone who would answer Batman’s summons with little more than
a “Sir, yes, sir.”
:: H-Hello? :: a groggy voice warbled on the other end of the phone.
Police ties, willingness to help out and speed…
“Flash,” Batman growled, “Got a job for you.”

Feeling a warm and intense satisfaction at a job well done, Batman entered the
costume vault. As expected, the mere fact that Batman called him to collaborate on a
case perked up Wally West’s ears. He had read enough Fed bulletins on the Turk to
need no more info than the scumbag’s last known coordinates. And, just so the Turk
was absolutely aware which was the fatal mistake that led to his downfall, Flash was
quite clear about the message he was to deliver before ending The Miami Turk for
good: “Batman sends his regards.” Just as the Book of Fire instructed, it was quick, it
was direct, and he didn’t even have to stir from his chair.
Yes, a job well done. Batman removed the cowl, cape, utility belt, chest plate and
leggings, and then reached for the kimono.
This was just as it should be. No thought of her all night. Just him, alone with his
Mission. And now, after patrol and a job well done, the kimono—Selina’s gift—so he
didn’t have to change back into Bruce Wayne’s shirt and slacks just to go up to bed.
Purrfect.
At the end of the clock passageway, he considered a stop in the kitchen. But he was
too tired. Morning would come soon enough and he’d grab a bite. He climbed the
stairs wearily, running an absent finger over the kimono, black and slate gray woven in
a tight herringbone pattern with black piping. His mind wandered back to another
climb up these stairs after a late patrol.
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It was early in their relationship, not long after he’d revealed his identity. They’d
slept together, of course, most often at her place, but occasionally at his. But that night
was very different. It wasn’t bedding down for the night after sex. He was coming
home from patrol, as he had so often, to a dark, still house. He had hired her to help
improve Wayne Enterprises security. She’d been working mostly from a laptop in his
study. It got late, it was a long drive back to her place in the city, and he did have
those 25 spare bedrooms. Alfred set her up in the Chinese Room, and Bruce had gone
out on patrol. When he returned, just as he climbed these stairs, he’d had the oddest
feeling at the sudden realization: She was there… Selina… Catwoman… was sleeping
under his roof. She was in the Chinese room, right across the hall from his bedroom, at
that very moment. He didn’t have to retire to a lonely cold bed and conjure memories
of a fantasy cat. She was right there. He could knock on the door, he could go inside,
he could touch. It was early enough in their relationship that that part was still new.
He was allowed to touch. Catwoman—Selina—was right there for him to touch.
At that moment, the Bruce of the present had reached his own bedroom and realized
with a start that right there Selina was not.
He stared stupidly at the empty bed for a moment, and then turned, looking around
the room as if trying to confirm that he was still in the present. His fingers touched the
silk of the kimono again. Yes, the present. Selina’s gift. From Tokyo. So where was
she?
“Alfred!” Bruce called, stepping out into the hall, heedless of the hour.
Fortunately the manservant was already up, albeit dressed informally in a bathrobe,
and hastened from a doorway at the far end of the hall near his own room.
“Oh good evening, sir,” Alfred began in a hushed tone as soon as he was close
enough, “I see that you are back. I trust you had a satisfactory evening, sir.”
“Alfred, what’s going on? Where’s Selina?”
“I regret, sir, that Miss Selina is unwell. She is experiencing a fever. A touch of the
flu, perhaps, or a mild virus. We thought it best for her comfort and your own wellbeing, seeing that she might be contagious, if we moved her out of your bedroom.”
Bruce gave a mild sigh of relief, and mentally kicked Batman for not remembering
the first rule of detection: the simplest explanations are always the most likely.
“So she’s in her own suite for the duration?” he asked.
“No, sir. There is no longer a bed in those rooms since she moved in her own
furniture. I have put her in the Rose Room.”
“The Rose Room!” Bruce hissed in an indignant whisper, “You put her in the Rose
Bedroom. Alfred, that’s the Bimbo Room, what are you thinking?”
Alfred raised a disapproving eyebrow. And Bruce glared a hostile bat-glare.

At 4:15 a.m., Bruce stormed into the kitchen gripped in a complex jumble of
emotions he would be hard-pressed to describe. He opened the refrigerator door as if
to surprise a criminal cabal planning some kind of uprising. He took out the ham,
turkey, lettuce and mustard as if he was rousting suspects. He laid out the asiago loaf
and paused before slicing, as if the bread knife were a threat meant to terrify a reluctant
stoolie into talking.
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Then he massaged his brow, feeling like a man utterly out of control, and calmly
finished making himself the sandwich he should have eaten nine hours earlier.
He turned back to the refrigerator suddenly, as if remembering something, opened it
again and took out a half-bottle of dry white Bordeaux. He poured, sipped, and looked
thoughtfully at the glass, remembering:
“Once I took a girl to Maison de Pierre, world-famous for their wine cellar…”
The roof of the opera house, at the very beginning… His ‘first date’ with Selina… a
picnic basket and a bottle of Bordeaux it took him forever to open. Catwoman was not
like other women. Catwoman he could talk to about the way things were.
“Once I took a girl to Maison de Pierre, world-famous for their wine cellar. I was
patrolling later, so I didn’t drink. She noticed, didn’t say anything, just filed it away.
When she got around to breaking up with me, she included in the laundry list of my
faults my dishonesty in never telling her I was a recovering alcoholic.”
She laughed. She saw it at once, the ironic absurdity of it all. She was like him, she
knew what it was to have a part of you they can never see. She understood. For the
first time in his life, he found himself able to speak honestly, as he was, on a date with a
woman. And she laughed, and she smiled, and she kissed him. She smiled at him, at
the man he really was.
How could Alfred put her in the Bimbo Room like it was nothing, like it was a mere
household expedient?
Bruce Wayne rarely had sex with the bimbos. In the early days, the occasional torn
muscle or random bruise was easily explained: “That new ADA Harvey Dent plays a
mean game of squash.” But Bruce was no fool. He knew he had only a limited time in
which to establish the playboy persona before his body amassed too many scars to pass
as a mere “rabid sports nut.”
There are other arts besides karate and meditation taught in the Far East. A few
tricks from here and there made Bruce seem an inventive and far more experienced
lover than he truly was, and soon there was tittering at all the debutante balls about
Bruce Wayne’s “skills.” That was really all it took. After that, no self-respecting
debutante, divorcee or actress/model/whatever was going to admit going on a date
with THE Bruce Wayne and not getting “the W treatment.” He became a legend with
astonishingly little effort on his part.
Maintaining the reputation couldn’t have been simpler. A little too much
champagne in front of a warm fire or in a steamy hot tub resulted in a very sleepy date,
one that could be carried upstairs, placed in the bed and left for morning. The Rose
Room was chosen because it was closest to Alfred’s own room, where he would notice
if any sleeping beauty woke in the night and wandered. It was also farthest from
Bruce’s room, where they would be least likely to hear anything when he returned
from patrol. In the morning, Bambi, Greta or Daphne would be greeted by a rather
distinguished butler. He would apologize that Mr. Wayne had to run off on business,
give her a full breakfast, and call her a taxi—or if she were a socialite of sufficient
standing, Alfred would chauffeur her home in one of Mr. Wayne’s many fine
automobiles. Again, the Fop’s reputation took care of the rest.
And that was the bedroom where Alfred installed Selina. Where he put Selina! It
was outrageous. How could Alfred, of all people, be so callous and thoughtless?
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Selina had changed everything. She changed his life. She made him happy. How
could he toss her into the Rose Room like some bimbo? Like she was a prop only here
for him to manipulate for the sake of a smokescreen?
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THE BOOK OF AIR
In my doctrine, I dislike a preconceived, narrow spirit… You must know the Ways that
others are taught, so I have written about other traditions of strategy in this, the Wind Book.
The air was still heavy and damp from the rain. It made the traffic louder. The most
scientific corner of Batman’s mind supplied the reason reflexively, although the rest of
him didn’t really care: sound waves travel more efficiently through solids. Air
molecules weighed down by high humidity, like now, are thicker. Ergo, the traffic
noise, rising off the street with the heat of the day and the exhaust of the evening rush
hour, was louder… So what?
He cast a line, snaring a gargoyle on the face of a West Side apartment building, and
leapt into a rush of that damp rain-laden air. His body slashed through the wind,
perfectly balanced, perfectly controlled, until an effortless shake freed the line from the
gargoyle as he dropped to a two-foot perch overlooking Riverside Drive.
He quickly identified the apartment that was the object of tonight’s surveillance and
trained infrared lenses on Ruth Levy’s window. Because of a universal law that
plagued him whenever he wanted to dismiss thoughts of Selina, Ruth Levy had a cat.
The scruffy-looking black Persian sat just inside the window, watching pigeons, while
her mistress watched TV in bed. Batman grumbled that a dog would at least offer her
some protection, but then he reminded himself that Ruth Levy had no idea she was in
danger. How could she know that a carved tablet unearthed on the other side of the
world made her the target of religious extremists?
The so-called Vayu Tablet was found by an archaeological dig at Belur. It was
thought to be a fragment of a four part treatise on health by ancient Hindu holy men.
If authenticated, it would be a find of enormous significance to archaeology, but of
even greater import to India’s Hindus. The region’s Muslim population found that
upsetting enough. Extremists had already made the tablet the object of a holy war
within India’s borders. Thinking to protect the priceless relic, the scientists had
shipped the Vayu Tablet to America for authentication. A blue-ribbon panel had been
assembled, including prominent experts from Gotham’s museums and universities.
One of these was Dr. Mark Levy, Professor Emeritus of Archaeology, Hudson
University; Curator of Asian Antiquities, Gotham Museum of Art; loving father of
Ruth Ann Levy, 710 Riverside Drive Apt 6B… and oh yes, a member of Temple Beth
El. That an American Jew was involved in the authentication of a relic that would
galvanize their Hindu enemies ignited a new, unprecedented hatred within a
particular sect of extremists.
Oracle had picked up CIA and Interpol speculation that the terrorists were planning
an assassination. Batman knew better. If the blow had already fallen, if the tablet was
proven authentic and they were powerless to do anything but watch their enemies’
triumph, then these sick, thwarted men might seek to punish what they were
powerless to prevent. But they weren’t that powerless—not yet. By kidnapping Levy’s
daughter, they could force him to sabotage the findings, perhaps even destroy the
tablet.
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So Ruth Levy was under bat-surveillance until the authentication was completed and
the tablet safely out of Gotham. Unfortunately, that surveillance now included a cat
that noticed a more interesting sight outside its window than pigeons. It seemed to be
staring directly at Batman.
What was it about cats? Why did they always have to insert themselves into your
field of vision when you needed to focus elsewhere? Not that the little nuisance was
interfering with his stakeout. He could see the apartment, the front and rear entrances,
the fire escape, street out front and the alley behind. The problem with any
surveillance job like this wasn’t staying focused; it was boredom. Hours and hours
alone in his head instead of patrolling. Impossible for the mind not to wander to…
topics… that were on his mind during the day. And now when his mind did start to
wander, there was going to be a little feline face looking up at him with that curious
intensity they all seemed to have.
Like Whiskers and Nutmeg, when he moved the bed from the Blue Room into
Selina’s suite.
Quite unnecessary, Alfred had said, and the cats had stared at him like an intruder.
But Selina? Selina’s reaction surprised him: She gave a weak little smile and put her
arms around his neck, rested her head against his chest, and let him carry her back to
her own rooms without a word of complaint. On the contrary, “happy purr” and “my
dark knight” were her only comments.
He’d been expecting to put his foot down, as he did with everybody once they
started challenging his judgment on something. “Quite unnecessary, sir” from
Alfred—who was perfectly aware why the Rose Room had connotations that made it
inappropriate for Selina’s sickroom. And angry glares from her cats. But from Selina
herself: “Happy purr.” It made him wonder what she was up to. Easy acceptance of
what he wanted? Impossible woman.
The reason he gave was plausible enough: she would be more comfortable in her
own room, surrounded by her own things. Selina seemed to sense too that moving the
bed gave him something physical to do, which was his preferred method of dealing
with anything.
“Better than the get-well bouquet you sent Harvey, anyway,” she teased when he set
her down in the bed. How she loved teasing him. Even from a sickbed, while she
arranged her tissues, aspirin and water glass on the bedside table, she managed to take
a little swipe with a free claw. If she ever found out about the Bimbo Room, he
shuddered to think what her reaction might be. From an ordinary woman, there might
be retroactive jealousy, disapproval, or bizarrely irrational hurt feelings. But with
Selina, that all seemed too pat. Her response would be more feline, surely, strangely
amused, a new world opening up of ways to needle him. Impossible woman.
Was he ever a crimefighter to her, he wondered suddenly? A dangerous threat to her
freedom and criminal activities? Or had he always been kitty’s yarn toy? He looked
involuntarily to the cat in the window for an answer. Still amber eyes studied him
curiously.
Dissatisfied with this wordless tête-à-tête, he fired a line to make a quick pass
through the two-block area surrounding Ruth Levy’s building. Checking the line with
a reflexive tug, he swung effortlessly into the abyss, defying the weight and pull of
gravity, his mass cutting the air like a blade. Muscle memory and unthinking reflexes
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parted his knees, tipped his head back and pulled his legs open for speed. It was what
circus acrobats called ‘Cowboying,’ according to Dick, because cowboys rode with
their legs apart. At the two-block mark, Batman paused on the post office roof to
survey the neighborhood from the new vantage point. Satisfied, he returned to his
original position opposite the apartment, opposite the window… and opposite the cat.
The little creature stared, just as before, as if this return was wholly expected.
“So how was Florida,” Selina asked finally, once she had settled herself in the new
bed. “Did the Fop buy himself something suitably tacky?”
She was mocking him. They all had their opinions about his habit of referring to
Bruce Wayne in the third person when he meant the role of Bruce Wayne rather than
his true self. He considered it a useful discipline, but everyone else chose to look at it
as a peculiar quirk. But only Selina dared make fun of it to his face.
“You’re feeling better,” he noted.
“Evading the question? Whatever you bought must be an absolute horror.”
He explained about the Dahlia’s master suite: the walk-in closet, the Baccarat
sconces and the onyx fireplace. Selina listened with an odd expression, like she was
trying to tune in a different frequency. When he finished, she didn’t speak and her
expression never wavered. It was like she was waiting for something.
“What about the other one,” she said at last.
“What other one?”
Her face shifted into a look he recognized, the look that always followed “You’re a
thief.”
“The other boat.”
“I never said anything about another—”
“Look, I’m way too achy, sweating, chills, sore throat, feverish for the rooftop denial
routine right now. Just tell me about the other one that you want and don’t want to
admit to wanting.”
He glared.
She reached for her water glass.
He grunted.
She took an aspirin.
He shifted his weight, telegraphing the ‘this ends now’ rooftop ultimatum.
She coughed feebly.
…
He told her about the Gatta. “Salon on the upper deck, teak floors, cherry wood bar
and cabinets, complete dinette, a barbecue, large sun pad fore of the hangar. Oh, and
the state rooms, upholstered leather mostly. Big galley, of course. An entertainment
system with all the bells and whistles…”
He didn’t believe what he was hearing himself say. He was gushing about the Gatta
like one of those eager young management trainees, so thrilled to be meeting the head
of the company. It was suddenly quite glaringly obvious: he not only wanted the
Gatta, he had already decided to buy her.
“We could take real trip. Up to the Vineyard maybe. Just you, me, and a picnic
basket—on the fastest yacht in the fleet.”
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She laughed at that. Then coughed and shooed him from her room, saying her fever
must be higher than she thought, she was delirious, she thought she heard him use the
word “fun.”
Impossible woman.
:: Boss? ::
The incongruous voice from the OraCom pulled Batman from the memory.
“Go ahead, O.”
:: I’ve been analyzing the security tapes from Gotham International Airport like you
asked. I might have something for you. 4 PM this afternoon, there was a group of four
men getting the courtesy shuttle to Biffy’s Car Rental. One is a 7-point match on a
suspected terrorist from the FBI database. So I went into the Biffy system and checked
the credit cards used between 4 and 6 o’clock. One is stolen; one is suspiciously new,
issued only last week. ::
“And?”
::The stolen number has been used four times already. DVD Player, a guitar, car
stereo, hubcaps. Not our guys.::
“And the other card?”
:: Paydirt. It’s been used twice. A Pakistani restaurant and a fleabag motel, both by
the interstate. ::
“Good work, O. Address?”
:: Transmitting it now. But I’ve already sent BC to cover that end; she was in the
neighborhood. What you want to know is they rented a green Chevy Lumina from
Biffy. GS License plate Z41C-245. ::
Batman grunted.
:: You’re welcome. Oracle out. ::
Batman stretched his legs with another pass around the neighborhood before
returning to his post. The cat had repositioned on a chest of drawers. It was reclined
comfortably, but still focused on his position outside the window.
So… the decision was made. He was buying the Gatta. Bruce Wayne was no more a
shallow, womanizing Fop than he had been before, and now he’d bought a boat for
little trips up the coast with his girlfriend. None of which made it any less likely that
Bruce Wayne was Batman. It didn’t make it any more likely, but that wasn’t the point.
The whole exercise was for naught. He hadn’t made an inch of headway on regaining
control of Bruce Wayne’s image. He just had a new boat.
For a split second, the thought of buying both boats flickered in his mind… only to
be canceled out by the emergence of a new consideration: PsychoBruce. The man who
ran a billion dollar global corporation was putting his foot down. He was not going to
waste any more time on this. The decision was made. He was buying the Gatta.
Second-guessing, third-guessing, and fiftieth-guessing a fait accompli was a misuse of
time, effort, and brainpower. He was a busy man not about to squander those
resources. What’s next?
Next.
Next.
Next.
Next… unless the Chevy Lumina appeared, there was really nothing to do at the
moment but work out if the Gatta could be parlayed into a public exhibition of
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Foppism. He would reactivate his membership at the Yacht Club, certainly… Then he
could throw a big party to celebrate the new boat… Get drunk and make a spectacle of
himself. Maybe he couldn’t arrive with twin bimbos in sailor suits and then depart
with two different women. Maybe he couldn’t chase the waitresses around, making
them call him “Commodore Wayne.” But he could certainly confuse starboard and
port, trip over a dock line, and fall on his face.
He noticed the little cat across the way seemed more hostile than it had a minute
before. It was not difficult to read the word “Jackass” in its stare.
Okay, so Selina didn’t like the Fop act. Neither did Alfred. Neither did Tim.
Nobody actually liked the Fop. Even Bruce himself occasionally felt like punching him
in the mouth—
…
Where was that van? Batman looked to the apartment building with a sneer of
absolute hatred, a taste of adrenaline and coiled tension filling his mouth. He tugged
the bottom of his glove absently, flexing his fingers into a fist. He fired a line to the
arm of a streetlight and plunged into the empty air once more. He twisted his body at
the bottom of the swing to reset his trajectory, eye-marking his next target, and pulled
up to land atop a dry cleaner’s billboard.
He regarded Ruth Levy’s window from this new angle and waited impatiently for
any sign of the Lumina.
Maybe.
Maybe it was time to readdress the Fop.
The public persona was crucial for keeping the secret. Bruce Wayne and Batman had
to be established as two radically distinct beings that could not possibly share any
common ground. Batman was smart. Bruce was an imbecile—except when he needed
not to be for the sake of Wayne Enterprises. Batman was selfless and courageous,
devoting himself to protecting his city. Bruce was superficial, spoiled, shallow and
selfish—except when he needed not to be for the sake of the Wayne Foundation.
Perhaps that was the answer. He certainly had to compensate for Selina in some
way. Bruce Wayne in a lasting, stable relationship? There had to be an offset. The
Foundation might just be the key.
A hint of green appeared six streets away. Batman trained his digital scope on it and
adjusted the magnification, confirming the license plate of a green Chevy Lumina.
At last.
He tugged the edge of the glove once more, this time in anticipation, and
thoughtfully massaged the right knuckles with the left fingertips.

On 64th street, leading away from Gotham General Hospital, there is a uniform line
of buildings approximately the same height: a parking garage, a convent, an annex of
the University Medical Center, and a beauty salon. It made a perfect avenue for
Batman to “pace” …back and forth… the upper deck of the garage to the convent to the
roof of the annex to the salon… back to the annex, back to the convent, back to the
garage to glare again at the hospital where Yawar Kashani would be taken into custody
as soon as he was out of surgery.
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The place was swarming with pencil pushers by now. The Feds had beaten the
GCPD by almost twenty minutes, which disappointed Batman more than a little. They
did have the advantage over the local police: the Feds had suspected these terrorists
were active in Gotham, even if they were mistaken about their intent. So they’d been
watching, apparently, just like Oracle had been, for any kind of official blip: and when
the two terrorists Batman apprehended, Raqim Bandari and Yaquin Ali, were booked
at the 12th precinct, federal agents stepped in at once, taking the case out of local
hands. The third man, now in surgery, would disappear just as swiftly into the
bureaucratic vacuum. Leaving only the unknown fourth still out there, the only hope
of any more leads.
Batman swung again out as far as the convent but came to a halt on the roof of the
annex to greet a waiting visitor.
“Something wrong?” he graveled, annoyed at the interruption.
Nightwing laughed.
“Do you have any idea how silly this looks on a GPS grid? This little blip pacing
back and forth over a quarter block.”
Batman’s eyes darkened into savage, narrow slits.
“I don’t allow Oracle to track me.”
Nightwing shrugged.
“Busted, eh. Well it would look silly on Oracle’s grid, but actually I just saw from
the roof of the Kinko’s over there. It looks silly from there, too.”
“You think this is funny? This thing was bungled, ‘Wing. One of them is still out
there and we’ve lost him. One is in emergency—”
“You didn’t put him there, Bruce. He ran straight into an oncoming car.”
Again Batman flexed his fingers into a fist, this time grinding it into his open hand.
So that’s what ‘Wing was doing here. A suspect brought in by Batman was
undergoing emergency surgery, so Oracle dispatched Nightwing to ‘humor and handle
him’ through the guilts. He wasn’t even hiding it. He gave no feeble excuse about
being in the area anyway or following a perp. He was watching from the Kinko’s.
Nightwing went on. “Remember what you used to say every night before we pulled
out of the cave: ‘Expect the unexpected.’ The guy ran in front of a car. There was no
way you could plan for that. It’s one of those things.”
Batman looked at him levelly. “This isn’t about guilt. So the next time your wife
gets it into her head to check up on me and sends you in to—”
“Yeah. Fine. We were concerned; we’re terrible people.”
“Nightwing—”
“Bruce! We were concerned. Deal with it! You were gruntier than usual. It wasn’t
normal gruntiness, it wasn’t trouble-with-Selina gruntiness, it was something new.
Then this guy shows up in the ER, and we were concerned!”
Batman gave a curt grunt, which made Nightwing chuckle. Caught being ‘gruntier
than usual’ and unable to dismiss the issue effectively without grunting even more,
Batman returned to an earlier part of the conversation:
“I did say ‘Expect the unexpected.’ I also taught you ‘your strategy is of no account if
when called on to fight—”
“—in a confined space you want to use the long sword. Yeah, I know, the Book of
the Rings. Bruce, that’s sword-fighting from like 500 years ago!”
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“The principles are sound. If you rely so much on one weapon, one way of doing
things, then what happens when the circumstances change? When conditions no
longer favor doing it the way you always have… you’re screwed.”
Nightwing said nothing at first. He looked at the batline his mentor had used to
swing from the convent.
“If you can’t adapt, then yeah, I guess you’re screwed. I should be getting home.
Babs will be waiting up.”
Batman watched his former partner swing off the roof, cutting the damp rain-laden
air, balanced and controlled, just as he himself had done. The pointed mention of
going home to Barbara hung in the air while the figure swung roof to roof, smaller and
smaller, to finally disappear into the cityscape.
“If you can’t adapt, then yeah, I guess you’re screwed.”
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THE BOOK OF VOID
People in this world look at things mistakenly and think that what they do not understand
must be the void. This is not the true void. It is bewilderment.
Cold.
There was cold.
And black.
A sour taste.
A bizarre sticky concoction smeared on his face.
Morning dew and dried blood.
Maybe his own. Maybe not.
Which was worse?
Batman’s eyes opened as waterless slits, swollen, bloodshot, and stinging with the
shock of early daylight. Through a jackhammer pounding in his brain, he realized he
had no idea where he was.
Outdoors. Hard. Stink of damp concrete. An alley.
Batman rolled painfully onto his stomach and rose to his knees, only to be doubled
over, his gut wrenching so tight with dry heaves that he nearly passed out.
As soon as he was able, he croaked a single word “Car” into the communicator and
sunk back into a torpor of aching, burning, and nausea. What seemed like hours later,
the quiet hum of the Batmobile pulled him back to awareness, and he hauled the mass
of his aching body into the car.
“Home,” he managed weakly.

~~~~~~~~~~~
Until you realize the true Way, you may think that things are correct and in order.
However, if we look at things objectively, from the viewpoint of laws of the world, we see
various doctrines departing from the true Way.
~~~~~~~~~~~

Hours later, Bruce lay in bed, staring at a stark ceiling. He had only the dimmest
recollection of returning to the cave, changing in the vault, and climbing the stairs to
his room.
There had been a moment in the vault, hanging up the cape—a moment where he
had it pieced together—a punk that turned out to be not a lone assailant but a lookout
for a street gang. Jumped from behind, a taser, then a brick. The details of such fights
blurred into a thousand others… but he beat them back… then beat them down… hard.
Then the alleyway… He had stumbled back to where he thought the Batmobile was…
realized it wasn’t there… and collapsed. He was able to recall all of that in the vault,
for that one split second, but found he couldn’t hold the thought and still work his arm
to hang up the cape. That moment’s switch in focus to coordinate eye, hand, cape, and
hook had dissolved the fragile thread of memories into another confused blur.
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Only slightly sharper was the memory of Alfred in the hallway when he got home.
A dismayed “My word” that Bruce wasn’t meant to hear concealed in a hurried “Very
pleased to see you home, sir. Your bed is turned down, and I shall of course not
disturb you until you ring.”
The only perfectly clear memory he had was Selina.
Alfred’s voice, a dismayed “My word”… And then Selina emerging from her suite,
looking so pale and so tired, and holding Nutmeg.
“Good. You’re home.”
Bruce assumed he’d nodded, turned into his room, and collapsed onto the bed. He
honestly couldn’t remember. That one moment was so startlingly vivid, but the rest
was all vague, dim and wispy fragments lost in a whirlpool of ache and nausea.
Any other man would surely begin to doubt himself. Any other man or woman,
waking up god knows where coated in god knows what, would surely take at least a
few minutes to reconsider their vocation. If crimefighting meant mornings like this,
was it really what they wanted to be doing with their lives?
Bruce had no such doubts. His only thought was that a hot shower might revive
him. He got up, walked to the bathroom, and turned on the water… Then he turned…
slowly… to a sight his peripheral vision had registered… in the mirror. He saw a
reflection of a man he didn’t recognize. He wasn’t sure who it was, but it certainly
wasn’t Bruce Wayne. Bruce Wayne’s skin wasn’t gray. Bruce Wayne didn’t let his
cheeks grow stubble like that. Bruce Wayne didn’t have bags the size of a thumb under
his swollen, bloodshot eyes. Bruce Wayne didn’t have a mouth that hung limply open,
cheeks and lips sagging like a wet sock on a curtain rod.
The wraith before him blurred and faded as the mirror coated with steam from the
shower. The hot water did revive him a little, enough to recall the events of the night
more clearly. The gang, the fight, he beat them. Then the alley. No Batmobile.
Alfred’s voice, a dismayed “My word” that Bruce wasn’t meant to hear. And then
Selina emerging from her suite, looking so pale and so tired, and holding Nutmeg.
“Good. You’re home.”
What was it about that moment that struck him?
He toweled off, wrapped himself in a thick terry robe, and collapsed again onto the
bed—thinking, for some reason, about Walt Whitman.
That was the thing about mornings like this: when the thoughts started coming
back, there was no telling what crazy associations they might bring with them. It
would have delighted the monks he had studied with in Tibet. The holy men would
fast and meditate for days seeking a blank nothingness; they thought that inner void
would bring revelation. Bruce never bought it. He knew there was value in
exhaustion. He knew it was necessary to break down the body and drain the mind for
the breathing and martial arts moves to become instinct. There was no time in a life or
death fight to rely on conscious strategy. It had to be embedded into the deepest
animal core; it had to become reflex. That is undoubtedly what the ancestors of those
monks knew, and they concocted that elaborate philosophy to achieve it. But to expect
true insight? “Glimpsing the no-thing and opening the mind-flower in a moment of
Satori?” No. That is where the Western Man in Bruce balked. That is where the
Scientist rebelled. A bad morning like this was simply part of the package. It went
with being Batman. There were upsides and downsides to the life he had chosen. This
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was a downside. Waking up in the occasional alleyway, unsure of how he got there.
Getting home in a haze. Alfred’s voice, a dismayed “My word” that Bruce wasn’t
meant to hear. And then Selina emerging from her suite, looking so pale and so tired,
and holding Nutmeg.
“Good. You’re home.”
He knew his perceptions were dulled from the strain of the night, but that one
word—coming from her—seemed to hang in the hallway between them like the
cloying sweet of cut grass in the heat of heavy summer air.
Home.
O quick mettle, rich blood, impulse, and love! Good and evil! O all dear to me!
O dear to me my birth-things—All moving things, and the trees where I was born—the
grains, plants, rivers;
Walt Whitman. From Leaves of Grass. The one called Longing for Home.
O my heart! O tender and fierce pangs—
He had wanted more Selina in his life. He wanted her here, at Wayne Manor, living
in his house; he wanted to come home at night knowing she was there waiting in the
bed.
It was the anniversary of his parents’ murder. It was a difficult time for him. Even
those that cared for him called the days leading up to it Hell Month. Even friends like
Lucius pulled away. Even family like Dick. Even Alfred.
O longings irrepressible! O I will go back to old Tennessee, and never wander more!
He wanted her here. He wanted to come back from that patrol, from the ritual visit
to that cursed alley, and know she was there, in his house, in that room, accepting him
as he was, loving him for the man he really was. He wanted… home.
“I am not hiding out in my own home”
He’d been so caught up in their argument he hadn’t even heard it.
“Nothing to talk about, Handsome. You need to go back to the drawing board on
this one. I don’t like being ordered around. I am not hiding out in my own home on
your say so, and I am not going to put up with a bunch of imaginary bimbae…”
She had called the manor her home. The cave, her home. His house, his cave…
Selina called them home.
And he hadn’t even heard it.
~~~~~~~~~~~
Polish the twofold spirit of heart and mind, and sharpen the twofold gaze of perception and
sight. When your spirit is not in the least clouded, when the clouds of bewilderment clear away,
there is the true void.
~~~~~~~~~~~
Bruce got up, dressed, and crossed the hall to Selina’s suite. She wasn’t there, but
Nutmeg deigned to sniff his fingertips and rubbed her head against his hand.
Whiskers was in his usual spot in the portrait gallery, looking down onto the Great
Hall, but when he saw Bruce, the cat came to the top of the landing and followed him
down the stairs. At the foot of the stairs, Bruce slowed and watched his feline escort.
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Predictably, the cat took the lead, heading towards the morning room. There, as
expected, Bruce found Selina.
“It still works. The little furball led me right to you,” he noted.
Selina looked up, ignoring the allusion to bat-chases past, and made an observation
of her own.
“You look like hell.”
“Thanks for noticing,” he grumbled sarcastically. “I’m better than I was an hour ago;
I’ll be better an hour from now. I figure I’ll give my head that much longer to clear,
then catch up on the log entry…” He trailed off. This wasn’t what he came to talk
about. And there was no way to smoothly transition from log entries that wouldn’t
write themselves to—
“Decided on a boat yet?”
His lip twitched as the transition became unnecessary.
“It’s more complicated than that,” he said.
“I see. So there’s going to be confirmation hearings or something?”
The twitch tugged harder on his lip, threatening a full smile.
“I’m getting the Gatta; you’re right, she’s the one I want.”
“Well now. Those are some new words for you. Did you just learn them?”
Bruce ignored this. Impossible woman! Not that he expected her to make it easier
for him, but she could at least refrain from making it harder. Meanwhile, the
demented little furball had hopped into her lap and was purring up at him like his
admission about wanting the Gatta was a victory for all catkind.
“I’m going to pass on the Lamborghini and the new plane. No phantom trips. When
we’re both feeling better, when Gotham is quiet enough, we’ll take the Gatta out for a
day or two.”
“It sounds wonderful,” Selina said quietly. Then, after a pause, she added “What
aren’t you telling me?”
Bruce said nothing at first, then spoke with a mild strain.
“There’s no point in a new car. Bruce Wayne would have to have the cutting edge:
the fastest, sleekest, most powerful sports car made. And there’s a new Bugatti coming
out that’s far too similar to the Batmobile for Bruce Wayne to even consider buying it.”
“Bruce, what aren’t you telling me?”
“And a new plane is just, well, between Wayne One, the Cessna, the Batwing and the
two jets owned by Wayne Enterprises— What do I want with another airplane
anyway? It’s not… like…”
“Bruce.” Her voice was impossibly gentle, the lengthy pause even more so. “What
is it you’re trying to say?”
“I can’t have both you and the playboy cover, Selina.”
She looked up at him evenly. It was obvious from the discussion of the Gatta, but he
would say the obvious anyway “And I can’t give you up. So the playboy is… over.
And now… I’m not sure… where that leaves me.”
“Ah. Well, reinventing a bit of the public persona isn’t exactly fun. But it’s not like it
was forced on you by some no-talent bottom feeders trying to make a name for
themselves by pissing all over your reputation, to the extent that you had to mount an
actual goddamn stage show just to set the record straight. Or, for that matter, it’s not
like you’ve got to make wholesale changes to your masked life, up to and including
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scrapping the longest unbroken winning streak since the advent of killjoys in capes,
finding yourself plopped into the middle of a readymade family (yellow ruffles). Not
to mention, it’s not like living with you is exactly a day at the beach. So what was your
problem again, Bruce?”
The word “pussywhipped” hovered on his lips, but the self-preservation instincts
honed over a thousand patrols held it back.
“The problem is that ‘Bruce Wayne’s life’ and my life have always been two entirely
different things. If they’re going to be sharing more common ground, I’m not sure
what the ramifications of that might be.”
“So what? Feel your way as you go.”
“I don’t do that. I plan the journey before I set out.”
“Dull.”
“Prudent.”
“Control freak.”
“Cautious.”
“Bruce, you’re the best there is. You’re the most staggeringly brilliant mind of your
generation. Are you seriously telling me that Gladys Ashton-Larraby is going to throw
you a curve you can’t handle?”
“That’s not the point.”
“Let’s make it the point. Because I really do think, and I’ve thought for quite a long
time, that the obsessive control thing is beneath you. That’s for those other guys, the
mediocrities, that are afraid and they should be. Because they know—down deep, they
know—that they’re not good enough to handle whatever comes along. They want to
control everyone and everything around them, because they don’t trust themselves.
They can’t improvise. They can’t deal with what might happen on its own. They don’t
have the stuff. Bruce, that’s not you. That is so not you. You can handle anything.”
Bruce felt his chest push slightly outward, an involuntary response. The woman he
loved looking up into his eyes, telling him he was wonderful, and his chest swelled.
He took a step closer, placing a gentle arm around her neck, and pulled her in, leaned
down himself until their lips were touching.
A kiss.
Deep and penetrating.
The primal man was aware he just agreed to something.
The civilized man had no idea what.
Whatever it was, he would find out soon enough.
Whatever it was, he would deal with it.
In the moment.
As he was.
~~~~~~~~~~~
In the void is virtue and not evil. Wisdom has existence, principle has existence, The Way
has existence. Spirit is nothingness.
~~~~~~~~~~~
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Tim Drake had already decided to skip the information sessions on Metropolis
colleges. He had read the brochures on Nordham University, the University of
Metropolis, and Metropolis Institute of Technology. He was sure they were all good
schools but…
—his father wanted Ivy League or nothing.
—his Uncle Derek, the playboy travel writer, said Tim would be a fool to consider
anything less than the University of Hawaii.
—his stepmom championed her own alma mater, UCLA at Berkeley
—and although Bruce hadn’t said a word, Tim had a strong hunch that anything
farther than Hudson U or University of Gotham would mean the end of his tenure as
Robin. How could it not? Batman and Robin, that was the deal after all. And Batman
was Gotham City.
There would come a day when he’d have to make those decisions, hard decisions
about crimefighting and the rest of his life: to continue as Robin, find a mantel of his
own as Nightwing had, or maybe even hang up the cape, settle down to life as a
regular person? That day would come; those choices would come. But not today. If he
stayed in Gotham, those decisions did not have to be made today.
So the speakers from Nordham and Met-IT could pitch the merits of their campuses
to the other seniors at Brentwood Academy. Tim had the afternoon off. He returned to
his room, tossed MacBeth and Introduction to Calculus onto the bed, and patted Jowls,
the desktop gargoyle that perched on the corner of his computer screen.
“How are we doing, Jowley. Any e-mail come in while I was out? You don’t know
how lucky you are, Pal, being the tiny desktop version with a nice dry roof over your
head. Saw your big brother last night, on top of the Grupnel Tower, big chip out of his
nose and a bird’s nest in his ear. So count your blessings.”
Tim patted the gargoyle again and scrolled through his mail. One in particular
caught his eye.
To: Tim Drake <Drakester@oraclesecure.brentwoodacademy.org>
Fr: The All Seeing O
Re: Security risk
Tim,
You downloaded another version of that file? We talked about
this. It’s a security risk. Knock it off.
“IT IS NOT!” Tim yelped at the screen. “Barbara! Pitysake, woman! Every guy in
Gotham that ISN’T Robin is doing it. It’d look pretty damn suspicious if I wasn’t.”
Tim swung his elbow onto the desk and his neck into the cradle of his waiting hand
in a fluid, exasperated flop that left his face mere inches from the computer screen.
“Problem, Jowls,” he told the gargoyle, “Ever since that bootleg of the Poison IvyRoxy fight showed up on Kazaa, there’s like six different versions of it reedited and set
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to music. I got the Saber Dance and Linkin Park versions before Barbara starts in on
me about this security stuff. I know why we have to let her encrypt all our ‘net activity
through OracleSecure, but that’s all it’s supposed to be. Scramble/descramble, that’s it.
Not peek in and see what Tim is downloading now, damnit. It’s just a bit of fun; it’s
not a security risk. She just doesn’t like it. A spectacular catfight between two
gorgeous, famous, costumed villainesses lacking complexity… set to the Saber Dance…
with some sound effects here and there.”
Without moving his head, Tim flicked his eyes up at Jowls, who seemed to be
looking back down on him.
“I know, it’s kinda not nice. But it’s not exactly nice when Ivy lets those vines slink
up my legs and make a wish.”
He sighed. According to Randy-quad, the definitive version showed up over the
weekend: Beethoven’s Pastoral intercut with Pat Benetar’s Hit Me With Your Best Shot
and Christina Aguilara’s Dirty. He had to see it. He just had to. He was seventeen, he
was a healthy red-blooded male, and he put his life on the line nightly to make the city
safe for decent people. He deserved this.
“C’mon Jowls,” Tim said, removing his lucky gargoyle from its perch and tucking it
into his jacket. Barbara might peek into his datastream but there were others she
wouldn’t dare, “To the Batcave!”

“O, For-tu-na!”
The opening strains of Orff’s Carmina Burana blared out of the small computer
speakers on Jimmy Olsen’s desk. He lurched forward, fumbling for the volume control
knob and turned the volume all the way down, his heart racing. He peeked up over the
edge of his cubicle around the Daily Planet newsroom. Thankfully, the music hadn’t
really been loud enough to be heard over the normal din of the reporters’ bullpen, but
he nervously scanned the room anyway, making sure no one had turned their attention
his way. Satisfied that his secret was still safe, he ducked back down into his cubicle,
turned the volume knob up just a touch and restarted the video.
His buddy Geoff had sent him an e-mail with a link to the Website he’d been
scouring the ‘Net for…Undernet.IvyRox.com. It was, to every male Superhero fanatic
between the ages of 12 and 30, the motherlode: A site dedicated to all of the various
versions of the Ivy-Roxy catfight in several different downloadable formats.
Jimmy watched the video clip—now at a respectable volume—with the intensity of a
conspiracy theorist with the Zapruder film. Sure, he’d seen the video—he’d watched
the original more times than was probably prudent—but each version just got better
and funnier. This one, set to Carmina Burana, was the funniest he’d seen by far—
including an added-in cartoon Joker sitting in the background, drooling and clapping.
“I’ve heard that if you pause it exactly at the one minute, thirty-seven second mark,
you can catch a glimpse of Roxy’s nipple.”
Jimmy’s head jerked around like an owl. Lois Lane was leaning against the doorway
of his cubicle, her notepad in one hand and her “World’s Greatest Reporter” coffee
mug (Thanks, Clark.) in the other, as she stared at his computer screen with a smirk on
her lips. Jimmy stuttered and stammered a ridiculous excuse about clicking an errant
link as he spun back around and fumbled across his desk again, this time for his
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mouse. Unfortunately, he fumbled a bit too frantically, knocking the cordless mouse
across the desk and sending it careening into his cup full of pens—which promptly
exploded all over the desk.
Lois stood there, blithely sipping her coffee as Jimmy did his impression of a Jim
Carrey movie. Once Jimmy finally got control of the situation and managed to turn off
the video clip, he turned with a sigh toward his visitor.
“S-s-sorry, Miss Lane. I-is there something I can do for you?”
“Clark and I are heading to Gotham City for a few weeks and Perry wanted me to
tell you that we’ll be using a freelance photographer if we need one while we’re there,
so you’re not coming with us. He says to check with Green and Lewis to see if they
need you for anything. Well, that and that the real reason why you’re not coming with
us is that he didn’t want you getting within a hundred miles of Poison Ivy or Roxy
Rocket.”
Jimmy blanched, his mouth agape. “He… Mr. White said that?!”
“No,” Lois replied, smirking again. “Actually, he just wanted me to tell you to check
with Green and Lewis for assignments. That last stuff I added just to watch your face
turn that color.”
He stared at her blankly for a moment, then she winked at him and walked off,
leaving Jimmy sitting motionless in his chair, waiting for his heart to stop pounding
like a jackhammer.

One of the great ironies of life with Batman: sometimes the best place to avoid him is
right under his nose. Not that avoiding him was a big priority when I was working; I
always liked to sweeten a prowl with a little bat-action. But now and then I did
happen upon the Batmobile. There it would be, parked in some side street,
announcing to those with eyes to see that he wasn’t there. He had been there, but now
he was off patrolling, usually to the south or southeast… And he would be coming
back to this spot, but when he did, he would be intent on getting to the car and moving
on to his next location. He would not be focused on the rooftops and that meant the
neighborhood was mine for the taking.
Today that irony had returned in an unexpected way. Today it meant the one place
to avoid him was the cave. Paradox of paradoxes, the Batcave is so central to all he is,
his great mission, and today—after last night—he was avoiding it like the plague.
The cave is more than his war room. He might think of it that way, all the tools and
resources he’s assembled for his work. But that’s not it at all. The Batcave is a
monument… to his pain. And this morning, the way he’s hurting, it was the last place
he would come.
Most bad nights, he’ll return late, near dawn or sometimes after. Not last night. He
was back early, couldn’t have been very long after I’d turned out the light. I’d only
started to drift off when I felt a warm tug pulling at me, then the arm wrapping
around. I purred and nestled in some, and he said “Go back to sleep.”
Woke me up instantly. It was Batman’s voice. “Go back to sleep.” It was Batman’s
voice and it shouldn’t have been. Not cuddling in the middle of the night. I twisted
around in his arms and looked into his eyes. The room was dark but we’ve a lot of
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years looking at each other across more darkness than this. I knew something was
wrong but I still wasn’t prepared… I’d never seen anything like it. He seemed…
scared.
“I killed a man.”
“Bruce—”
“I killed a man… almost. ‘Almost’ doesn’t matter. He’d be dead if not for… luck. I
threw him off an electrical tower. If it had been closer to the ground or he’d fallen
faster, or if I’d snapped out of it just a split second later…”
“But you—”
“Luck.”
“I wonder.”
He glared at that. Even in the dark I could feel the glare: How dare I dilute the
gloom.
“Tell me what happened,” I said. I knew it was a long shot. He’ll never talk about
the bad nights as a rule. But this was a little different. That look he had… scared.
Scared, I could see now, of himself, of what he’d nearly done.
“It was… Rage. Insane, murderous rage. This woman, she’d found… the perfect
murder weapon. A stone, some kind of runic stone, magic. Possessed anyone who
touched it with a madness, sick, insane fury. And it… did other things… magic…
whatever you drew from it, as long as it would drive the killing… All she had to do
was get someone to touch the stone, point them at her victim and wait…”
I took a deep breath. At least now I understood what happened, why he was in such
a state. I wasn’t at all sure how to address it, what he needed to be able to step away
from it to let it heal.
“Wow, a trifecta: Murder, Madness and Magic, the three things you hate most of
anything in the world.”
No grunt.
“And yet, after all that, this demonically clever woman with the perfect plan and the
magic rock—”
“Stopped.”
“—lives.”
“Yes. She’s in Arkham.”
Still no grunt.
“My point is: you didn’t cross that line. Even with her, even after the trifecta.”
“Of course not,” he said.
“Of course not,” I repeated. I really hoped he would say more. I really hoped he
would say “Because I don’t kill. Because Batman doesn’t kill.” He had to say something
to get past this. I didn’t think “of course not” was going to be enough.
“When… it happened. When I tossed the perp off that tower, the thought that, that
brought me back, snapped me out of it: He was only the first. The rage didn’t subside
when I pushed him; it exploded. I would kill them all, all the criminals, everywhere.
That’s all it took, that one split second I could see the wrongness of it, the madness
cracked open and… I was free of it. I leapt and fired a line, accelerated my fall to
intercept him, last second. It was luck.”
“And then you went after her. And she’s in Arkham now and not the morgue
because…?”
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“Let’s get some sleep.”
“Alright,” I sighed. I didn’t think there was the slightest chance of that happening,
but I rearranged myself and the covers, preparing to settle in. He laid back and I
curled into the crook of his arm, put a hand on his chest and closed my eyes.
“Goodnight, Kitten.”
“Goodnight, my Dark…”
Something was wrong. I felt a cold shiver. I didn’t know what at first. Something
was just… wrong. I thought of Azrael for some reason, the Imposter, in that cowl,
pretending he was Batman. It was that same sick feeling, a crazy kind of panic
sparking deep beneath the surface, ready to erupt any second but held in check for the
moment by the cold shiver getting colder by the minute.
My fingers were so cold… against the warmth of Bruce’s chest… and then the
realization came, right underneath those cold fingertips, I knew what was wrong.
“When did these heal?” I whispered. “Bruce, the scars on your chest…” Four
parallel scratches. Mine. They’ve been there for years. Now suddenly—
I’ve never been afraid of him. Not of Batman and certainly not of Bruce. But at that
moment, I couldn’t even know if this was Bruce. He got out of bed in icy silence,
walked into the bathroom and turned on the light. I only saw a bit of color reflected in
the mirror, flesh tone, blur of movement, more flesh tone. Then he came back. With
the additional light from the bathroom I could see at once, the scars were all gone. His
chest, legs, back… all completely unscathed.
He got back into bed. When he spoke his voice was almost… ashamed.
“I told you the runestone was magic. It would give whatever you drew from it to
further the killing. I overturned a jeep that was coming right at me; I could walk
through gunfire like through… raindrops. The bullets passed right thr—”
“The scars, Bruce. What happened to them?”
“The first ‘murder weapon’ this woman created with the stone, I fought him. I
fought him four times last night trying to keep between him and his victims. The stone
made him strong. I was pretty banged up by the end of it… after I touched it, I… the
first thing I did was… heal.”
“Ah.”
“Fractured bones, cuts from the fight. I needed… in the madness, I felt I needed to
be strong in order to… It must have healed… everything.”
“I see.”
He didn’t say anything else for the rest of the night. He didn’t really have to. Bruce
hates magic. He’s a scientist; he has a rational mind. And he respects natural law even
more, if possible, than manmade ones. Magic lets someone cheat those laws, and he
hates it.
In one night, he’d been touched by murder, by madness and by magic. And that was
bad enough. Now it seemed there was going to be a permanent reminder of the taint.
He was quiet this morning when we got up. Not silent but… definitely brooding.
And I still haven’t heard a grunt.
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The elevators opened and Lois crossed the newsroom crisply, noticing that the desk
across from hers was as empty as when she’d left for lunch. Clark still hadn’t shown
up yet. What’s worse, he hadn’t come home since leaving the night before to check on
some earthquake in South America somewhere. It was really nothing new, this kind of
thing happened all the time, but that didn’t stop her from worrying. Well, okay, not
worrying, because “worrying” made her sound like some whining, nervous house
frau… but there was always that grumble in the pit of her stomach whenever Clark
was gone too long…
Not that you’d ever know it by looking at her. Externally, she was the same
unflappable Lois: just another day that her husband was exceedingly late. She
bypassed the cubicles, proceeded straight into Perry White’s office and dropped a
“doggie bag” the size of a phonebook onto his desk.
“Dateline Metropolis: Beef is Back,” she said dryly.
The editor looked up at her, then down at the bag.
“I sent you to interview Fickly.”
“I did, Perry. Former Meteors Coach, three-time championship winner, now
celebrity restaurateur Riff Fickly. The guy just opened a steakhouse in downtown
Metropolis, Perry, did you think he was going to let me interview him in his garden?
He made me come to lunch. He made me order their specialty: That’s the remains of a
48 oz steak in that bag. If you finish it, you get your picture taken and put up on the
wall.”
“Long as you got the interview.”
“Be a pal, Perry, next time some puff piece like this comes along, give it to Green.”
“Green would’ve just interviewed Fickly. You’ll be bringing me features for the next
month on Atkins, mad cow, the ranchers’ lobby, and other influences shaping the
American diet.”
Lois grinned.
“So this assignment wasn’t punishment for Clark and Luthor?”
Perry handed back the bag.
“Give this to Jimmy, my cholesterol can’t take it.”
Lois took the bag and started to leave when Perry finally spoke again.
“No, Lois, it wasn’t punishment. I forgave you for marrying Kent in the first place
and screwing up my newsroom with romance. I forgave him for that story on Luthor
and bringing the wrath of the White House down on us. And I even forgave you that
expose on mismanagement at LexCorp, although God knows losing all that advertising
hurt us right on top of the White House thing. The only thing I won’t forgive is this
leave of absence business, taking up vacation time for a damn fool—So your husband
has to go to Gotham for a few weeks! You’re a liberated woman, Lois! Why do you
have to go with him?”
“Shopping.”
“Excuse me?”
“Great shopping in Gotham, Perry. And good restaurants—many of which serve
something more than nine different cuts of red meat. Usually I only get a weekend trip
a few times a year, but with this publisher talking to Clark about writing a book, what
more excuse do I need?”
Perry grunted.
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“Get out of my office. You’re on deadline for that interview.”
“Love you too, Chief,” she chirped.
Returning to her desk, Lois heard more muffled strains of “O, For-tu-na!” from
Jimmy’s desk, the giggling of several interns, and finally an excited debate about
whether the fight was over Nightwing, Riddler, or Two-Face. “Don’t you read the
Tattler—” “But the Post says—” “hotwing and smokinggun both say—”
That did it. Clark’s disappearing act, Perry’s agitation and a pound of bleeding-rare
cow sitting like a lump of lead in her stomach she couldn’t do anything about, but the
Porky’s shower room boys on top of that? No. That was one nuisance too many, and a
nuisance she could easily remove.
She stepped determinedly into the cubicle and snapped off the monitor. “It is one
thing to be addle-minded adolescents,” she announced, “It is quite another to aspire to
a career in journalism and not know the difference between legitimate sources and the
publicity stunts of some trashy tabloid…”
While the monitor was dark, the video file played on and the speakers punctuated
Lois’s tirade with a flourish of trumpets and a cacophony of spirited cat-screeches.
The interns giggled anew.
And Lois looked guiltily towards Perry White’s office.
“I’m sorry, Perry, the first amendment was fine when I left for Gotham.”

In a lazy corner of Riverside Park, a crawling vine of hedera helix inched underneath a
picnic blanket and coiled around the sleeping student’s backpack. It extracted her
laptop, returned to Ivy’s secluded lair, and waited. The other plants were attempting
to soothe her rage as best they could, administering calming spritzes of pollen and aloe
vera rubs.
When Ivy noticed the vine’s return, it showed her the laptop and, at her signal,
smashed it against the nearest tree.
“Nicely done,” she said with an approving nod. “Enough is enough, my dear Flora,
enough is enough. There comes a point when the healthiest flower has absorbed all the
fertilizer it can take, when it senses in its very petals that if it is subjected to one more
atom of manure, its delicate green insides will simply explode!
“I am Gaia’s Chosen One, Nature’s own Vessel of Green! It is my prerogative to
have any man I please. And it’s not as if I tried to actually seduce Sly, I was just
amusing myself with a little flirting, when that insane Roxy Rocket pounced on me like
some kind of crazed harpy!”
The plants listened respectfully, which made their company so much more
comforting than her so-called friends and colleagues at the Iceberg.
Ivy considered herself too regal to brawl if she could avoid it. She realized she may
have come to rely, just a tad, on her plants and enslaved drones to do the fighting for
her in most situations, and for that reason Roxy was able to partially get the upper hand
for a time in the earliest phase of their battle.
“But I rallied,” she told the flowerbeds, “I got in a few good licks at least before it
was over. It was just bad luck that we were outside by then, out of range of the Iceberg
gawkers and those damned video cameras.”
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A Clematis returned from its foray into the park proper and offered her a camcorder
and a small PDA—which she ordered smashed and their electronic carcasses dropped
into a heap of similar inorganic mulch at the base of a tree.
The Iceberg grapevine and that monstrous videotape spreading over the internet
faster than Florax Fungus made it seem like she had had her ass handed to her! By
Roxy Rocket no less! And that was not to be endured.
She would find a way to settle this. She would bring this city to its knees once and
for all. First the Iceberg, then all of Gotham!
Poison Ivy was Nature Incarnate, Gaia’s Chosen Vessel of Green, and Gaia’s Vessel
would not be made a laughing stock!

“Daily Planet. Lane.”
Normally, Clark couldn’t help but chuckle at his wife’s “business greeting.” Today,
he just managed a light smile.
“Hello, Lane. This is your husband.”
“Hey, Smallville.” It was without fanfare or excitement, but Clark knew her better
than that. It was too casual. She was relieved, overly relieved, to be hearing from him.
He mentally kicked himself for not calling sooner. “So, you planning on coming in
today or should I dump your already cold coffee?”
“Actually, I need you to tell Perry that I’m working from home today. Tell him I’ve
been talking to the Chilean Ambassador all morning and I’ll have a story on the
earthquake on his desk by press-time.”
“Sure, make me the Fall Gal,” Lois replied sarcastically. He could tell that she was
still concerned about him; she’d no doubt seen the AP newswires about the earthquake
in Chile and its devastating results—312 dead, over 1200 injured.
“Of course,” he answered, trying to allay her fears. Over the course of their
marriage—actually, ever since she’d known the truth about who he was—they’d had
many phone conversations that went this way. She always justified it by explaining
that they never knew who could be listening on the line, but he knew that part of it was
her own stubbornness in expressing her real concern, especially over the phone. So
they always played this little game of sarcastic banter and innocent reply, though
underneath it all, they were having a completely different conversation.
“Fine. I’ll do your dirty work for you, Smallville. But you’d better be really nice to
me when I get home,” she teased, though what he heard was: “I missed you last night.”
“Thanks, honey,” he responded cheerily. The line was silent for a moment, then he
quietly added, “I love you, Lois.”
He could almost feel her heartache over the silent line.
“I love you too, Clark.”
They shared another few seconds of silence, then she hung up the phone. He pressed
a small button, turning off his JLA Comm unit. He hated using it for personal calls, but
it wasn’t like he would be getting a cellular phone signal on the summit of Mt. Everest.
He should be back at the Daily Planet newsroom by now—the Superman job was
over and he could resume the Clark Kent part of his day. Most days, he actually
reveled in the controlled chaos of the DP Bullpen. He called it the Human Work Ethic
in its Purest Form, and he found a strange sense of comfort amidst that flurry of
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activity. But considering he’d just spent the better part of twelve hours sifting through
five hundred tons of rubble and debris, only to retrieve dead body after dead body
after dead body… the thought of spending the rest of the day surrounded by bustling
humanity was a daunting and difficult notion.
Even for Superman.
He took a deep breath of thin mountain air. When it came to “getting away from it
all,” there really weren’t many places quite like the top of the tallest mountain in the
world. He glanced around the summit, noting the other reason why he enjoyed
coming up here. It was tradition for every expedition to the top of Everest to leave
something behind—a small token or marker indicating their successful climb to the
famous peak. Each one was different and each one seemed to reflect the personality of
the party it represented: small flags and banners with the hand-written names of
climbers past, a used oxygen canister, a spare glove, even a small metal lunchbox with
(Clark noted with a small smile) a picture of Superman on the cover. To Clark, each of
these markers indicated the pinnacle of human achievement, the fulfilled promise of
the best the human race had to offer. And today, it represented something else as well:
man’s ability to conquer the harsh reality of nature… a point in stark contrast to the
previous night’s activities.
He knelt down in the snow, examining a small cluster of the bright canvas pennants.
This set were Sherpa prayer flags, each displaying a symbol, not of a distant god or
mythological beast, but denoting some aspect of the enlightened human mind:
compassion, perfect action, fearlessness. His thoughts turned to another example of
the peak of human achievement, of what one man with drive, desire and dedication
could accomplish without the benefit of superpowers or metagene enhancement. One
that held a much more personal meaning to Clark.
Bruce.
Clark and Lois would be in Gotham City in a few days. He decided that he would
call Bruce when he got home and set up a lunch or dinner date for him and Lois with
Bruce and Selina, a nice casual meal enjoyed in the company of friends. Besides, he
thought with a chuckle, Bruce hated it when Clark came to Gotham without telling him
first.
Superman’s cape tugged hard on his broad shoulders, the end snapping violently in
the harsh wind. There was something… odd about the wind today. It wasn’t the
hardest wind Clark had ever experienced up on that peak, but it felt strange:
constantly shifting directions as if it couldn’t make up its mind which way to blow. For
the first time in his many visits to the summit, he felt like he could actually feel the
chillness of the air.
Then, suddenly, the small canvas pennant he had been reading ripped away from its
metal post, dancing and twisting in the violent wind until it disappeared in the harsh
glare of sunlight on snow. Superman stared at the now-empty pole, a shiver running
up his spine.

Miriam Nash was too experienced a witch to ignore signs and portents when they
quite literally appeared on her doorstep. She thought it nothing but bad luck when the
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taxi splashed her legs as she left her apartment that morning. She made her usual stop
at Brice’s for a bagel and coffee, and didn’t even notice that she stepped in some fresh
tar on their sidewalk as she juggled her wallet, bag and umbrella on her way out. It
was only when she reached her destination and was unlocking the door that she
paused to wipe the grime off her shoes.
She proceeded inside, switched on the lights, switched off the mechanical alarm, and
murmured “Arcquix conquiescete” to disarm the magical protections she set in place to
protect her business overnight. She set her coffee and bagel out on the counter, as she
always did, hung up her coat, and then returned to the front door to swap out the sign
THE CURIOSITY SHOP: Antiques and Curios from around the world for THE
CURIOSITY SHOP: We’re Open.
It was then that she glanced down and saw she had coated the welcome mat with a
ghastly streak of tarry grime. The customers who came by browsing for “antiques and
curios” wouldn’t care, but her real customers, the ones for whom the antiques were
merely cover, were attuned to signs and symbols. Those who sought out The Curiosity
Shop as the finest Magic Shop east of New Orleans would not see the M in Welcome
smeared with a bit of dirt from the street. They would see Mannaz Reversed, a
powerful symbol of depression, mortality, and despair. She simply couldn’t have a
welcome mat that announced to her customers “Expect no help within.” She would
have to get a new doormat.
She returned inside, thinking to go out and buy one at lunch. Just before lunch,
however, she received a delivery. Novelty mugs, mouse pads, plaques and banners,
garden stones—and doormats. 15 doormats, $6.50 wholesale/$9.95 retail, reading: By
the pricking of my thumbs, something wicked this way comes.
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CHAPTER 2: EXCESS BAGGAGE
Tim had situated himself at workstation 2, taking Jowls the desktop gargoyle from
his backpack and setting him neatly atop the computer screen, then setting a bag of
Combos next to the keyboard, when he heard the rhythmic squeak of the uneven
parallel bars. He got up from the chair and walked casually to the mini-fridge, where
he could peek into the gymnasium.
“Oh, hi Selina,” he called with a wave when he saw who it was. “I didn’t think you
liked working out down here.”
She twisted, pulled into a handstand perfectly perpendicular to the top bar, then
swung down and arched neatly through the bars, landing on the mat where she could
converse more easily with Tim.
“I don’t very often,” she said sliding her legs apart and dipping one hand down to
touch the floor while pointing the other to the ceiling. “I prefer working out in my own
suite. But today, well, Bruce needs some space and I’m giving it to him.”
Tim paused for a moment, stunned, while Selina held the yoga posture then bent her
forward knee and stretched as if she were warming up for a run. He heard himself
burbling “Oh. Space. Yeah, well,” when he decided to forget he was in the Batcave
and instead assumed rooftop discipline: pay no attention to the spectacular female
body clad in purple leather—or in this case, purple leotard—focus instead on the
dangerous criminal and what she might be up to.
Except the dangerous criminal was up to a half-moon posture that made her look
like the hood ornament on a very expensive car.
“I’m, ah, downloading some, ah, research paper- research from- download for- paper
on- Scottish play,” he managed and left the gymnasium hurriedly. He wiped a bead of
imaginary sweat from his brow and patted Jowls on the head.
“We’re, uh, going to pretend to do some research on Shakespeare for a while,” he
whispered to the gargoyle, “just play along and we’ll look for that other file later.”

Miriam was quite certain the episode with her doormat was a portent. She wanted
to learn more, but she had strict rules about consulting the dark arts during business
hours. It would have taken a far more dramatic upheaval—perhaps if the walls started
wailing or oozing blood—to cause her to lock her doors early or to risk non-initiated
customers walking in on anything they might deem odd. So she sat reading a
magazine, THE GOTHAMITE, through most of the day, although the essays of this
special correspondent, Clark Kent, weren’t exactly her cup of tea. Very little in the
GOTHAMITE conformed to Miriam’s idea of light reading. But it was the kind of
thing customers liked to see behind the counter of an antiques shop. The discreet ad
she placed in the back brought business to both the curios and magic half of her store.
And the cartoons were amusing enough.
One cartoon in particular, from the current issue, caught her eye: A Batmanlike
figure on a rooftop hunched next to a gargoyle with the caption “Rough day,
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Gus?” Miriam reached for her scissors and clipped it out. It was just the kind of thing
to tape to the side of a bookcase to amuse her customers. The knickknack crowd
would see a simple GOTHAMITE cartoon, but her other customers would recognize
the gargoyle as Maxilas Do Blostiban, Guardian of the Fifth Circle and aspect of Hel,
the daughter of Loki.
Though she was anxious to get home and investigate the portents, Miriam still
waited attentively on her customers: there was the girl, about sixteen, who never did
work up the nerve to ask about the magickal wares that brought her to The Curiosity
Shop in the first place, who browsed and browsed and nervously twirled her hair
around her finger… Miriam wasn’t unsympathetic, but she had firm rules and she kept
to them. She would not reveal the magick side of her business to any who didn’t ask
directly… Finally the girl bought an Art Deco ashtray. Miriam shrugged. If they
couldn’t work up the gumption to help themselves, there was really nothing she could
do. The next customer was a tourist that decided a Vessel of Merĝląy would make the
perfect “slop bowl” for his Regency tea set. And just before closing, a different breed
of tourist stopped in for clove candles and mugwort. After a few minutes of knowing
conversation, Miriam realized this customer had no need of mugwort. He had sought
her out the way another type of enthusiast might visit a dealer in classic motorcycles or
rare books. She easily persuaded him that he needed a better souvenir from the
famous Curiosity Shop than herb candles and mugwort, so she showed him the new
charoite gems from Russia (“Excellent for enhancing magickal powers, helps to
recognize and integrate negative energies, very good for healing…”) and rather than
bargain when he offered a lower price, she tossed in a few ametrines.
By the time she left for the day, Miriam had almost forgotten the troubling portents
of the morning, but the sight of the doormat on her front step… “Something Wicked
This Way Comes” …brought a swift and distasteful reminder.
Arriving home, the first thing she did was set out candles, incense and Tarot cards to
learn more—but her cat, Greymalkin, would have none of it. Greymalkin was no
demon familiar; she was a rambunctious cat with the playful temperament of a kitten.
On those occasions when Greymalkin decided the Tarot were her playthings, Miriam
knew any attempt at a reading would lead to chewed cards, overturned candles, and
incense ash tracked across her tablecloth in the form of tiny gray pawprints.
Miriam picked up the cat and shut her in the bedroom—but she put away the Tarot
cards all the same. It was a foolish witch that would proceed with a reading that had
been disrupted in such a manner. Instead she tried casting runes, but the results were
cryptic. Exasperated, Miriam made one final attempt: she consulted her customer
records for a phone number and called one she knew to be a powerful wizard. If Jason
would form a secondary for a seeing ritual… While she listened to the phone ring on
the other end of the line, Miriam opened her bedroom door and Greymalkin shot out in
a dizzying blur of gray at the exact moment the other phone picked up.
..:: This is Jason Blood, ::.. the earpiece intoned while her cat charged across the table,
scattering runestones and spilling candlewax ..:: Like Dante in Purgatorio, I journey
direct towards the sunset, hand to brow to screen the superflux of light… I’m out of
town right now, but I do check the machine regularly. Leave a message and I’ll get
back to you as soon as I can. ::..
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Miriam hung up the telephone with a disgusted snort. She decided she didn’t really
want to know what mighty force was headed for Gotham.

Passenger: Kent, Clark Seat 3B FC
GA17
Clark took the tickets from under the Daily Planet fridge magnet and slid them into
his jacket pocket, then he returned to the front door and smiled quietly to himself.
There were many things Clark adored about his wife: her fire, her tenacity, her
brilliance, her passion… but over the years, he’d come to realize that it was the little
things, the quirks, that delighted him the most. The way she drummed her fingers on
her keyboard when she couldn’t get the phrasing of a particular idea. The way she
would pick all of the red M&Ms out of the bag to eat first. Her meticulous, almost
scientific, method for preparing her coffee each morning.
Her inability to go anywhere for more than five days without packing at least four
suitcases…
Clark couldn’t stifle his grin as he looked at the mountain of luggage piled up by the
front door to their apartment. The folded, hanging-style suitcase leaning next to the
wall was his, but all of the others—one medium-sized wheeled case, two soft-side bags
and a handbag-sized makeup case—belonged to Lois. He lowered the laptop bag that
he’d been carrying from his shoulder down on the floor next to his suitcase and turned
back toward the bedroom just in time to see Lois emerge from the hallway. She was
hefting a huge travel bag, a behemoth of a hard-sided suitcase-thing from her college
days (before suitcases came with sissy attachments like “wheels”). From the way she
struggled with both hands to half-carry/half-drag it across the floor, Clark figured it
must have been packed to its limits with unrefined lead bricks.
Clark moved to help her and received a vicious stare he seldom saw outside of The
Slab’s Maximum Security Wing. She defiantly lugged the monstrous suitcase over to
the door and dropped it with a resounding thud, then turned and looked at her
husband with a sweet and gentle smile like she’d just traipsed daintily across the living
room with a basket of flowers instead of Goliath’s handbag. Clark returned smile for
smile as he shot a quick glance at the pile of suitcases.
“You know, we’re only going to Gotham for two weeks. We’re not moving there.”
“And they say Superman doesn’t have a sense of humor,” Lois replied flatly. She
patted his cheek sarcastically and headed back down the hall.
“There’s more?” Clark called after her.
“It’s Gotham City, Clark.” Lois’s voice carried out from the bedroom where she was
putting he last few items into her carry-on bag. “And we have no idea what all we’ll be
doing while we’re there. While your fashion requirements may be limited to the grand
‘Tie/No Tie’ debate, mine are much more specific.” She re-emerged from the bedroom
and dropped the last bag onto the pile. “I just want to be prepared.”
She surveyed the mountain of canvas and leather, double-checking to make sure
everything was ready to go. “What I don’t get, is how you got two weeks worth of stuff
jammed into just one bag.”
“Well, the hotel does have laundry and dry cleaning service,” Clark explained, only
to be interrupted by an impatient…
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“Clark, whatever you don’t pack for is what Bruce is going to ask us to.”
“…Besides, if I’m missing anything or need anything I don’t have, I can always zip
back here and grab it. I can do the same for you if—”
She stopped him with a glare. After the mismatched shoe incident in L.A. two years
ago, she’d declared a moratorium on Superman making emergency clothes runs on her
behalf. Wanting to get away from the theme of their respective luggage needs, Lois
changed the subject.
“Did you get in touch with Bruce? Are we getting together at some point?”
“Yes. We’re having lunch with them tomorrow afternoon.”
“So Captain Anti-social was actually agreeable to having a meal with us in public?”
“More than agreeable,” Clark explained. “He was downright excited about it.”
Clark had called to set up a lunch date for himself, Lois, Bruce and Selina. He hid
from Lois his own trepidation at Bruce’s upbeat response. Rather than indifferent
acceptance or even a polite rebuff, Bruce had responded with overwhelming
enthusiasm—a full-bore blast of Foppish cheer. Clark had seen Bruce that way before,
usually when trying to divert a prying eye… classic overcompensation by The Fop…
But hearing it aimed in Clark’s own direction, it was a bit… unnerving. Clark figured
that Bruce must have had company in the manor, overhearing the phone conversation.
“Excited?” Lois said with a smirk. “Bruce? Are you sure you dialed the right
number?”
He shot her a look of mock disgust, then smiled. “Actually, he told me that he’d
make all the arrangements. I’ll call him tonight when we reach the hotel and get all the
pertinent details.”
“Lunch with the Billionaire Waynes. You could get two whole chapters for your
book out of one meal,” Lois joked.
“Funny you should put it like that. ‘Billionaire Waynes,’ I mean…”
“What?” Lois looked at him quizzically for a moment, then her eyes widened in
realization. “No! Not a chance! I told you a million times, no! I’m not going to do it!”
“Why not?”
“Why not?! Let’s see, ignoring the fifteen thousand glaringly obvious reasons, I’ll go
with the easiest of all: I don’t know her that well, Clark.”
“Oh, c’mon, Lois. It’s just a friendly, harmless inquiry.”
“Let me make sure I’m crystal clear on this: you want me, your loving and adoring
wife, to ask Catwoman—claws, whips, already-took-me-hostage-once Catwoman, the
same Catwoman who polished off two and a half bottles of champagne after the ‘Mrs.
Wayne’ incident at Dick and Barbara’s wedding—you want me to ask her when she
and Bruce are going to settle down and start making with the baby bat-cats?!”
“You don’t have to put it like that.”
“It doesn’t matter how I put it, Clark, that’s how she’s going to hear it! And I really
don’t feel like spending my two weeks in Gotham in the hospital getting my innards
surgically reattached!”
“Look, you don’t have to come right out and ask her. Just… feel her out a bit. See if
she’s receptive at all to the idea. What’s the worst that can happen?”
“She takes me hostage again,” was the deadpan reply. “And this time I don’t think
she’ll be nearly so reasonable about it. I was an innocent bystander that time. I’d hate
to think what she could do to me if she was legitimately pissed. Best case scenario: she
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tells Bruce, Batman goes berserk, and it’s all my fault. CORRECTION: it’s all your
fault! I can see the headlines now: Superman pisses off Batman. Gotham in Ruins.”
Clark chuckled. “If I had a nickel for every time I’ve heard that one.”
They were interrupted by three short buzzes from the intercom. It was the signal
from the doorman that their taxi had arrived. Lois deflated at the sound and shook her
head.
“There’s the cab, flyboy. Keep your nickels and take those bags downstairs.”
Clark bent down and effortlessly scooped up all of the suitcases, slinging several
over each shoulder and picking up one in each hand. The whole time, his eyes never
left hers. Lois wondered for a moment if he was purposefully making it look easy… a
little show of superhuman testosterone. But she knew him better than that. He stood
there for a moment, just staring at her, then finally responded in a reserved tone.
“I’m not telling you that you have to do this,” he said, “You don’t have to if you
don’t want to. I’m just asking. Please. For me.”
She stared back into his eyes, those eyes that she could never say no to…
“Fine,” she finally relented. “I’ll tell you what, I’ll use the word ‘wife’ in a sentence
just to see if she breaks out in hives. But if she scratches my eyeballs out and serves
them in the evening pâté, I’m holding you personally responsible.”
He smiled lightly and leaned in and kissed her cheek. “Thanks, Hon. You’re the
greatest.” She opened the door to their apartment and he strolled out, looking like a
human luggage rack.
She closed the door behind him then made one last pass through the apartment. Her
mind struggled with what exactly she was going to say to Selina—to Catwoman.
Clark’s great and glorious plan: Lois would talk to Selina while he himself talked to
Bruce.
He’d been like this since Dick and Barbara’s wedding, trying to get all of his
unmarried friends to tie the knot. It was cute and charming in a way, but now that he’d
progressed into full-scale, multi-tier sneak attacks, maybe it was time to sit down and
have a little heart-to-heart.
Although, there might be no need. Once Bruce was finished with him, Clark might
put this whole crusade behind him anyway. That was the one thing she could take
some solace in: as bad as she was going to get it from Selina, Clark would be getting it
ten times worse from Bruce.
“‘Come to Gotham,’ he says. ‘It’ll be fun,’ he says. ‘What’s the worst that can
happen?,’ he says…”
She snapped off the lights and headed for the door, muttering to herself: “Honestly,
you’d think he’d know better by now.”

Something I’ve learned since getting involved with the bat family is that there is
more common ground between crimefighters and rogues than either group would care
to admit. Example: Everybody with a Gotham nightlife, everybody, both
crimefighters and rogues, has their own personal set of mysteries. Naturally “Who is
Batman” is a common question whenever rogues gather, and “What drives Joker”
seems to get a lot of lip service among the bats. But those are for show. The real
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mysteries, the ones we ponder in private, are more eclectic. One of mine for example:
Some time before I die I would like to find out how, in the name of all things feline and
furry, Pamela Isley got the idea we’re friends.
Setting aside her little habit of trying to kill Batman—and for that matter, seducing
Bruce—there is still the reckoning for many, many nights at the Iceberg when I had
troubles of my own (who doesn’t), but rather than unwind in the company of friends, I
had to sit there listening to Harvey, Eddie, or both singing The Ballad of Humoring
Pamela.
So Queen Chlorophyll has never exactly been at the top of my Christmas card list.
And yet, she called that morning, insisting she had to come over to talk because I was
“the only friend that can help now.” What could I do? The Humoring Pamela
Principle pretty much demands that you go along when she gets that worked up. But it
did present a bit of a dilemma in terms of where to meet. In the mood Bruce was in,
the last thing I wanted to risk was hitting the “criminals in my house” nerve. But
meeting her out in the garden—and letting Miss “No man can resist my leafy beauty”
see firsthand what a large and lovely garden the manor has? No. So it had to be the
house, and that's when I had one of those revelations-by-necessity. It occurred to me
that if Pammy’s visit did happen to set Bruce off, it might be the best thing for him,
bleed off a bit of that steam before it built up enough pressure to blow up the whole
radiator.
But the minute I walked into the morning room to greet my visitor, I saw I had been
worrying about the wrong radiator. Ivy was an absolute basket case.
It started with “Heya, Catty” and an awkward rise from her chair, offering me her
hand like she was applying for a loan or something. This embarrassed us both equally,
I think. I asked her to sit down and took a seat myself—the one behind Martha
Wayne’s old writing desk, which didn’t exactly ease the loan manager feeling. Then
she started to ramble—about the plants, no surprise there—but instead of the usual
complaints about injustices done to her babies (I had forgotten to tell Alfred to remove
a vase of cut flowers), I heard:
“…was really Ivan that started it. The best goddamn flytrap ever bred, Catty,
Nature’s masterpiece, that was Ivan. Nobody could wrap his tentacles around that
goddamn interfering Bat like Ivan. So what is any good mother to do? I let him do
what he did best. Not my fault he was so darn good at it. I was proud of him…”
I bobbed my leg impatiently. I had heard this all before. Soon it would build to a
great crescendo about Two-Face the plant-killer and 22 imaginative uses for hedge
trimmers. I wanted her to get on with it so I could remind her that Harvey was a
friend of mine and shove her out the door. Except instead of the usual segue about
Harvey, she started talking about Roxy: She’d had her ass handed to her—by Roxy
Rocket! It was not to be endured. And now she was a laughing stock. Also not to be
endured. It had to end and it had to end now, not later, now, before one more mouthbreathing cretin got it into his head that that sorry creature getting tossed around by
her hair was Ivy the Irresistible, Gaia’s Chosen and Mother of all things Green. She
had to get back into shape so she could hold her own in a physical confrontation as
well as any other rogue of her stature.
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That’s the gist, anyway. The literal text, believe it or not, wasn’t quite that coherent.
I honestly didn’t know what to say. It’s not every day “Gaia’s Chosen” calls up
wanting you to be her personal trainer.
I told her I’d think about it.
I hadn’t meant to; I was going to say no. I was about to say no, when she asked
about that tape.
“You’ve seen that awful video?”
“I know about it,” I admitted, “I’m sorry.”
What else could I say? I certainly wasn’t going to tell her I’d seen it. I’d seen the
original feeds Bruce pulled off the Fab! cameras at the Iceberg, but when none of it
showed up in the broadcast, we all figured that was that. But someone in the Fab!
offices must have made a bootleg, and before long, it was the number one download on
kazaa.
“Then you understand,” she declared, reclaiming a bit of the old royal Pammy,
“You’ve had it happen to you. Been held up for these no account… vermin… MEN to
drool over with their sick lowly fantasies, and these stupid, ignorant fools going along
with it like… like your degradation is some kind of ENTERTAINMENT!!!” The brave
grasp at the old royal Pammy was short-lived. She had shrieked the last word at a
volume Bruce was sure to hear. Although to be honest, at that point I didn’t much care
what Bruce thought.
She was right. I had been there.
“So you see why you’re really the only one that can help me out, Catty. Getting back
your dignity and adding a couple style points to boot, that’s your thing.”
She was right. I had been there… and it was awful.
“I’ll think about it, Pam,” I said, “Meantime, maybe you could stop by the library
and get yourself some Tai Chi videos or something, okay?”

Lois, like any star reporter, had logged enough travel time to become an expert on
airline food. Metropolis to Gotham was a fairly short flight, a “snack flight” rather
than full food service. She was expecting a muffin and probably a bag of pretzels. She
hadn’t allowed for the fact that Gothamite Publishing was sending them first class,
where the Daily Planet’s limited expense accounts only covered economy flights. So
she was quite delighted when the expected muffins came warm, served with tongs
from a lined basket instead of sealed in plastic. She was floored when the stewardess
returned a moment later with a tray of miniature pastries, offering “Éclair, petit fours,
cannoli?” Lois watched Clark take one of each. She would have liked an éclair, but
having already taken a muffin… They would be two weeks in Gotham; she couldn’t
afford to start splurging yet if she wanted to get home the same dress size she was
now. She waited for Clark to look across the aisle and swapped his chocolate éclair for
her muffin. Then she turned to the window and nibbled her treat, and allowed her
thoughts to return to the question of that “friendly, harmless inquiry” he wanted her to
make of Catwoman.
Like any good reporter, Lois catalogued what she knew about her subject. She
recalled her first encounter with Catwoman: a robbery at LexCorp headquarters,
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thought to be impenetrable. That was going to be her story: a break in LexCorp,
missing datafiles swiped from Luthor’s own computer while he was giving a tour to
visiting VIP Bruce Wayne. Superman and Batman arrived almost immediately after
the alarm sounded. Batman was certain it was Catwoman and that she was still in the
building, and the chase was on. The next thing Lois knew, she was a hostage. While
that had happened before, no other criminal that grabbed her was quite so
straightforward about it: “I need leverage with the heroes and you need a story,”
Catwoman had said. It made you feel lucky that she picked you.
It was lucky, as it turned out. Lois got her story all right, but she also got to see the
bat-cat sparks up close and personal. That was a show in its own right, but it was the
conversation it sparked later, when the women were alone again, that had a profound
effect on Lois. Catwoman had spoken about “the man you want and the man you can
have.” The cat burglar couldn’t know Clark Kent had proposed and Lois accepted—
but that she still had doubts because of her feelings for Superman. That brief
conversation with a thief in a mask—a thief who could take anything she wanted,
except the one thing she wanted most—it silenced those doubts that had haunted Lois
since the moment she said yes.
A few weeks later, Clark told her the truth. In the years since, whenever Lois
thought of Catwoman, it was with a bittersweet sense of “Poor Kitty.” Lois had found
she could ‘have her cake and eat it too’: Clark and Superman were one and the same.
But Catwoman…
So, when they met again, when Catwoman saved the Justice League from
Prometheus in full view of a hundred reporters, Lois reported the episode more
accurately, and more flatteringly to Catwoman, than any of the others. Selina noticed,
but she never knew why. Still, she told the world during her stage show about the one
reporter in a hundred who got it right. She singled out Lois by name as living proof
that journalists weren’t all lying maggots. She even proposed a “Lois Lane
Preservation Society”—which always got a laugh because of Lois’s well-known
penchant for getting herself into trouble in pursuit of the big story.
And now, thanks to Clark, the advocate of the “Lois Lane Preservation Society” was
most likely going to shred her like yesterday’s newspaper.

I didn’t literally mean I would think about it. It was something to say, something
softer than a definite ‘no’ to tide over an awkward moment and get Ivy out of the
house.
I hadn’t seriously considered helping her until I went back to the cave. Tim was
there. He had his feet up on the desk, the keyboard in his lap with a bag of snacks, and
in front of him, playing in slow motion on a cluster of three computer screens was what
Gaia’s Chosen so recently referred to as “that awful video.” It had changed since I saw
the Fab! feeds. There was a soundtrack now, and a cartoon Joker prancing around in
the background—and there was a horny teenager sniggering at it. It was that last that
struck a chord. He wasn’t “Tim” or “Robin” at that point. He was the life support for
a penis, a poster boy for “men are pigs” getting his jollies at Pam’s expense. Pammy is
no model of common sense, understanding, or emotional maturity, and most grief she
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brings on herself. But by all accounts except Roxy’s, the only thing she did that night
was go to a bar, have a drink, and flirt with the bartender.
I removed my shoes and padded noiselessly into the main chamber of the Batcave,
stationing myself directly behind Tim. I watched him watching the tape for a minute,
then pointed towards the screen just inside his peripheral vision.
“See that hair-pulling move is something you really want to be able to defend
against,” I said, making him jump. “Because if Roxy ever got your long flowing locks
tangled up like that until you bumped your own tit against the jukebox that way, the
cartoon Joker would be too busy laughing at the pair of you to notice somebody
sneaking up right behind him.”
I rumpled his hair playfully then grabbed a handful and pulled his head backwards
to look up at me.
“And we wouldn’t want that, would we.”
“No, Ma’am,” he said, his tone a notch higher than usual.
“Good boy.”
That should have been the end of it. Tim made himself scarce, leaving me on my
own in the cave again—with his gargoyle knickknack, a bag of cheese-filled pretzels,
and the video of Pam and Roxy going at it in the background. The thing that gnawed
at me while I cleaned up the workstation was less the images on the screen (although
Ivy’s performance left a lot to be desired) as my own performance with Tim.
I’m not a mother hen. I’m a rooftop cat. Wagging a finger, “Now remember,
Timmy, even a rogue is somebody’s daughter,” just isn’t my style.
So that’s why I agreed to help Pammy. If I didn’t like that tape—and I don’t—that
was a right-thinking rogue’s way to respond: Toughen the silly flower blossom up a bit
so she can punch back. Not tsk-tsking at Tim like some suburban soccer mom.

Bruce stared into the mirror, his face barely visible through the steam from his
shower. It was no use—he couldn’t escape the thoughts of what had happened any
longer. He had spent most of the day trying to ignore it, trying to focus on anything but
the madness of the night before, but everything he did somehow seemed to remind
him.
He spent a good deal of the morning in the study, catching up on his Wayne
Enterprises e-mail and reading through several reports that Lucius sent. He sat
through a twenty-minute teleconference with Lucius and the division chiefs discussing
the quarterly earnings. Being in business mode had helped; it gave him something else
to focus on. But every time he moved in his chair, every time he felt the cool cotton
fabric of his shirt gliding smoothly over his pristine back instead of the rough ridges of
scar tissue, a strange unease washed over him.
After lunch, he decided that the constant reminder he got from sitting in his highback office chair was too much, so he chose to stand or pace instead—except that
whenever he walked, he recognized the lack of that twinge above his left knee from an
old gunshot wound. Frustrated, he spent the early part of the afternoon perusing his
library. He had correctly identified the runes carved into the magical fetish as Nordic
in design, so he read through several books on Norse mythology, trying to figure out
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where the runestone had come from or what kind of power the symbols represented.
After turning a page resulted in a nasty paper cut and he realized that it was now the
only marring mark on his body, he put the book back on the shelf and stormed out of
the library in disgust.
Meditating helped a little. He sat in the lotus position on a mat in the Sun Room,
taking in deep, rhythmic breaths as the afternoon sun bathed him in warm, glowing
light. He was able to completely clear his mind, focusing on the peace of nothingness—
until a bead of sweat rolled straight down his chest without being detoured by any catscratch scars. At that point, he gave up, came upstairs, and took a shower.
Now, standing in front of the bathroom mirror and staring at himself through the
steamy haze, he decided that the only way he could come to grips with all of this was
to think it through.
Each of those scars represented something. Each one told a story. They were a road
map of his successes and failures over the years—physical reminders of all that he’d
accomplished. He understood that the scars on his body were a part of his job; that
they came with the territory—they were the price you paid. You couldn’t put your
body through the kind of abuse he did night in and night out and not have the physical
scars to prove it. He had accepted that from the beginning and, in some respects, had
even come to appreciate those scars as indications of a job well done. And in the blink
of an eye, they were gone. It’s like the slate was wiped clean and now he had to start
over from scratch.
The worst part about all of it was that, physically, he felt fantastic. He felt
rejuvenated, refreshed, in peak physical condition. It seemed ridiculous to be so
unnerved by the previous night’s events when he felt so perfectly healthy and strong.
He realized that what was making him so anxious was not entirely what had happened
to him, but rather the method by which it happened.
Magic.
Bruce was a scientist, a rational, logical being. He believed in the rules and laws of
science, and that everything had a logical and reasonable explanation. Fundamentally,
nature existed and abided by those rules and everything adhered to those laws. The
scientific guidelines of physics, biology, chemistry, they were all deeply rooted in
proven laws of nature. Magic was a perversion of those rules. Magic broke those laws
and circumvented those guidelines. Magic was a shortcut. Magic was… cheating. His
rational mind railed against that perversion, but more than that, he understood the one
unbreakable rule all magic-users acknowledged, but the significance of which none
liked to admit…
“Master Bruce?”
The soft British voice tore him from his thoughts. He took a deep breath and walked
out of the bathroom, one towel wrapped around his waist and another in his hand as
he rubbed the wet hair on the side of his head.
“Yes, Alfred?” He strolled past the butler on his way around the bed, heading
toward the closet.
“You wanted me to inform you…” The normally unflappable butler gasped lightly.
“My word.”
Bruce froze and glanced back over his shoulder. “Alfred?”
“I’m sorry, sir. It’s just… your back…”
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“I know,” Bruce replied with a disgusted grunt.
“If you don’t mind me asking, sir, what happened?”
Bruce relayed the entire story to Alfred just as he had to Selina the previous night—
the runestone, the madness, the perp he almost killed, the woman responsible… and
how the magic had somehow healed his scars. Alfred, who was just as logical and
rational as Bruce, took it in stride. It was hard to disbelieve when the evidence was
staring him in the face.
Once Bruce finished, Alfred thought for a moment, then responded. “Perhaps it
would be best not to dwell on the ‘hows’ and the ‘whys,’ sir, and simply accept the
undeniable benefits.”
Bruce wanted to disagree, to debate the negative aspects of what had occurred, to
explain in great detail the fifteen hundred ways this was all wrong… but he knew that
Alfred was only trying to help.
“Perhaps,” was all Bruce could reply. “Anyway, what did you come here to tell me?”
Alfred took the hint: the discussion was over. He straightened, taking on a more
professional tone. “You asked me to inform you when Miss Kyle’s, er, guest had
departed. Miss Isley left the premises about fifteen minutes ago.”
Bruce’s face darkened. “Thank you, Alfred.”
“And I made the arrangements for tomorrow’s lunch as you requested. You have
reservations at D’Annunzio’s for 12:30.”
“Ah. Thank you. That will be all, Alfred.”
“Thank you, sir.” Alfred paused for a moment, then bowed his head respectfully and
left. Bruce dressed quickly, then stopped in the middle of the master bedroom and sat
down on the corner of his bed, his mind still churning over everything that had
happened. He considered Alfred’s words about the disappearance of his scars being a
‘benefit.’ They brought into sharp focus what was most unnerving him about the
whole affair.
Bruce didn’t know a lot about magic. Any enemy, natural or magical, that he faced
he fought the same way, using his own natural abilities and naturally honed skills. If a
situation did call for magical intervention, there were always the Jason Bloods and
Zatannas of the world to offer assistance. He saw no logical need to have more than a
passing knowledge of what magic was and what it could do. But the one thing he did
know about magic was that it too was subject to that one law of the Universe: you
couldn’t really cheat. Magic was a lie. Oh it bent those natural laws all right, but there
was always a price. Every practitioner admitted straight off that one of the primary
precepts of magic was balance. But few of them really understood the significance of
that concept. Every action had a consequence; every positive, a negative. Every
blessing had a curse. Yin and Yang. Good and Evil.
Magic, like Nature, had a habit of balancing everything out. The anxiety he had been
feeling all day was that sickening anticipation of waiting for the other shoe to drop.
You can’t really cheat nature. So what would be the price of this healing that was
forced on him in a moment of madness?
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CHAPTER 3: RESERVATIONS
Batman was uncertain what to make of this new development. He was unsure
exactly when Selina had stopped stealing, but he was aware that Catwoman continued
to prowl the neighborhoods she considered her territory. The one time he’d asked
what that prowling consisted of, he was treated to a Discovery Channel summary of
cat behavior in the wild: How little time a leopard or jaguar spends hunting, compared
to the constant surveying of their territory to note who else has passed through and
what is going on. He didn’t press the issue. She was Catwoman, it’s what he loved
about her, and Catwoman prowled the night.
When he first noticed her that night—that once-familiar movement, darkly purple
and so enticingly round and graceful, on a distant roof—he merely watched for a
moment, a pleasant tickle tugging the corner of his lip. This was the first time they had
run into each other this way since their personal circumstances changed so radically.
Bruce reflected on that for a moment, calculating the square footage of the city and the
relative size of “her territories” and his patrol routes. It wasn’t really surprising. In a
way, he was surprised they hadn’t crossed paths before now… then he thought no
more about it.
Until an hour later when he saw her again—or thought he did. He realized at once
that was too much of a coincidence. He must have imagined it. She was still on his
mind from the earlier sighting, causing him to glimpse a pattern of color and
movement where it didn’t exist.
When it happened a third time, he refused to dismiss it so easily. He was Batman.
He trusted his senses. This is what he did. He was Batman, he patrolled his city, and
the very act of patrolling meant being aware. He trusted his observations and he
trusted his instincts.
“Lenses engage,” he barked, focusing his attention on the spot where he thought he
saw movement—where he had seen dark, purple, round cat-movement. He
scrutinized the spot as the lenses clicked into place, gazing with superhuman
concentration as if the cowl systems required his will to function. “Infrared engage…
magnify… magnify more.”
He waited.
Waited.
Waited.
Then he saw it. Her.
With lightning speed, he fired a line and swung into intercept position.
“What do you think you’re doing?” he began before his boots hit the rooftop. It was
unlikely she heard more than the last word, but he didn’t care. She’d know the tone
well enough, and the question was obvious under the circumstances. But she didn’t
answer fast enough so he repeated, “I said what do you think you’re doing?”
She looked amused. Impossible woman.
“Busted, eh? Well, the junior bats never noticed. But then you were always better.”
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“Catwo— Selina,” he wondered why his voice sounded so tired suddenly, “What in
god’s name are you doing?”
She looked at him a long moment, an unfathomable look in her eye.
“I would have thought…” —it was obvious. Something she’d said often over the
years when it had been obvious. Why else would someone be opening Tiffany’s safe at
three in the morning. How many times had he heard it: “I would have thought it was
obvious, Stud.”
“…it was obvious, Bruce.”
That was then. This was now.
“I was a bit worried you might go around trying to get all those scars back in a single
night.”
Batman stared. He felt himself exhale, a pocket of air that should have been a grunt
expelled as silent breath. It should have made him angry—following him, questioning
his judgment—but all he could see was concern. She cared about him; it wasn’t
something she’d ever hid well. They’d met on so many rooftops over the years, both
aware what the other felt, both denying it. Now that it was all out in the open, well…
well, of course, she could come out and say it if she wanted to. At home or in the cave,
he wouldn’t have blinked. But here, on a rooftop, in masks, it wasn’t something he
could grunt away. She was worried, and that’s why she was here. That’s why—he
shook his head with an ironic twitch-smile as realization dawned—that’s why she’d let
him be all day. He had wondered why she hadn’t come padding around with the pity
and consolation. This was why. She knew Bruce would cope in his own way, and
whatever that way was, it wouldn’t be anything where he could hurt himself. But
Batman, Batman might do who-knows-what, so she would keep an eye on him.
He reached out and stroked her hair absently.
“Go home, Kitten. I’m fine.”
She looked skeptical, so he pulled her in and bent to kiss her forehead—opting at the
last moment to kiss her lips instead. He told himself that was the more effective way to
persuade her, but he was quite aware, as he tasted the faint raspberry of her lipstick,
that that strategic edge was only an afterthought.
“Go home,” he repeated gently, “I’ll come back in one piece, I promise.”

Sore muscles were not a familiar experience for Poison Ivy. There was a curious ball
of tight ache above each knee and a coiled gnawing sensation running up the back of
each thigh.
“Catty’s fault” she muttered, double-checking the address on the small plastic bag
from her pocket. Catty’s fault. Insisting on all those rolls before they even began the
martial arts training. And why? Because the training would involve her getting
thrown around a good deal (as if she hadn’t had enough of that by now!) and she
needed to be able to fall safely. Ivy didn’t see why she should have to fall down at all.
Catwoman was supposed to teach her how to throw other people around. Getting
tossed around herself she could manage without any instruction. But Selina was
insistent. That itself was annoying. Poison Ivy might be Nature Incarnate, but even
she couldn’t tell a cat what to do. Especially when the cat was doing her a favor; that
weakened Ivy’s position even more.
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But the aching ball of tension in her back radiating out to her arms was enough to
make anyone reconsider their options. She had to reverse the intolerable situation
regarding her image and retake her place in the rogue pantheon. But it would be better
if she could do it without punishing her body this way.
She had paced back and forth in her secluded glade in Riverside Park, pacing and
thinking, thinking and pacing, all the while ignoring the cries of her beloved meadow
grass as her heels pierced the soil.
When she realized what she had done, it brought a sharp reminder of another time:
At the Highland Games, preoccupied with a setback, she had throttled an innocent
bayleaf… The odd woman who came up to her then… who made her some kind of
magical herbal concoction… Ivy had experienced a phenomenal boost in her powers
that day; that witch’s brew enhanced her abilities enough to order ancient trees into
battle. She never got the opportunity to test what other enhancements it might have
made to her other powers. It would be worth finding out. If her more persuasive
abilities could be enhanced sufficiently, she could undo the damage to her image
without resorting to torturous exercise and aching limbs. And if not, maybe it would
at least be enough to bring Catty around on this awful “rolling” business… If not, if
that strange woman’s potions could do nothing at all to boost her pheromones, it
would be enough to energize her as it had before. If she could rally the trees again:
with all the trees from Riverside Park, Robinson Park, and Smokey Oval Park at her
command, free will would be irrelevant.
A quick search turned up the plastic bag that had contained the herbs, and the tiny
typed label glued to the back told her she would find the mysterious woman at The
Curiosity Shop, 16th and Lexington.
Ivy looked from the bag to the sign on the door: THE CURIOSITY SHOP: WE’RE
OPEN, and inside the glass doors she saw the petite woman she remembered from the
Highland Games, with half-moon glasses and a mass of graying hair escaping in wild
wisps from a neat, prim bun.

Nothing pleased Giovanni d’Annunzio quite so much as the name Bruce Wayne on
his list of luncheon reservations—except possibly that same name on the list of dinner
reservations. Giovanni was always delighted to put those two letters “BW” on his
seating plan inside the little circle denoting the best table, and signify with his own
initials that this placement was approved by Giovanni himself and was therefore
untouchable by the rest of the staff.
As a customer, Bruce Wayne appealed to every aspect of the Giovanni’s nature: His
money and fame meant any appearance, even a quiet dinner, might be written up in
the press. But it was his social position that elevated him above the crass celebrities
and nouveau riche that Giovanni-the-restaurateur might be happy to feed, but whom
Giovanni-the-snob would never accept on par with true aristocrats. But beyond this,
Bruce Wayne had one additional quality, one that Giovanni-the-Italian appreciated
above all the others: the man was always accompanied by the most beautiful female
companions. For years, each woman was more striking than the last, a seemingly
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endless parade of blonde and brunette, ever changing, and who could blame him.
What man could choose from among such stunning creatures?
When he did finally settle on one woman for more than a week, the lady had several
qualities besides her looks to recommend her: Selina spoke flawless patrician Italian,
she appreciated his food and was not shy to say so in pithy and quotable terms, and
she had brought royalty to d’Annunzio’s. Diana, Princess of Themyscira, did not
entirely conform to Giovanni’s ideas of how nobility should conduct themselves.
Certainly no European royals would show so much décolletage before five. But
Giovanni decided to forget about that the moment Diana left the restaurant. Once she
walked out that door, she ceased to be a too-flamboyant figure in his dining room and
became a most distinguished personage that had once graced his establishment.
Giovanni was therefore excited—and curious—to see what great personalities might
comprise today’s “Wayne Party of four” at 12:30.

Miriam watched impatiently as the customer with green skin browsed a corner set
up with Ukrainian Easter eggs, carved boxes and batik paintings. “Can I help you,
dear?” she called over. Poison Ivy smiled but shook her head no. She drifted to a table
of Wedgwood and Jasperware. Miriam drummed her fingernails on the counter.
“You’re quite sure you don’t want any help?” she asked. Poison Ivy shook her head
again. “Oh, you’re really too ridiculous,” Miriam said testily, “It’s perfectly obvious
you’re here for the magicks, young woman. But I can’t help you if you don’t ask.”
“I— I—”
“So it’s lucky for you that I remember you,” Miriam explained, a friendlier cajoling
tone taking over, “Because if I didn’t, you’d be looking at teacups for an hour until you
finally bought a picture frame or something equally useless.”
Ivy stared in mute shock. Miriam waited for the woman to find her tongue and state
her needs, but when the silence went on too long, she tried again: “Your look is quite
memorable, you know. I remember you quite well, from that booth I set up at the
Highland Games. You bought… bobile root, I think, and a crystal charm.”
She didn’t really know what Ivy had purchased, but then neither did Ivy. All
Miriam really recognized was the startling contrast of red hair and greenish skin.
“I— I—” Ivy began, just as before.
“Come into the back, dear. I just brewed some tea. Green cha, chamomile and
catnip. It will do you a world of good.”
Catnip struck a chord. Aching muscles and endless rolls. Postures to loosen her
muscles and then more rolls. No, no, no, no, no.
“No,” Ivy blurted. “No thank you, I mean, for the tea. I did want, that is, you were
very helpful that day. I had had a very humiliating experience—with a man,” she
hastened to add. “A rude insensitive brute of a—”
“Yes, yes, quite,” Miriam nodded with more sympathy than patience. “It happens all
the time.”
“Well this is ten times worse,” Ivy wailed, “a hundred times worse, a thousand.
There are who knows how many of the lowly scum-dwellers out there getting entirely
the wrong idea about me. And it has to stop!”
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“Oh dear,” Miriam looked very troubled. It sounded like a scorned lover was
spreading a vicious rumor, a sadly familiar story. “That’s just the sort of thing I’m here
to help with, dear,” Miriam soothed.
She provided her customer with gems, herbs and oils appropriate to her
supplication, and she found her a suitable ritual. She showed Ivy where to substitute
her own name in the entreaty, and where to state her needs. The total came to $312
and Miriam handed over three discount coupons (“These are good for 15% off your
next three purchases”) and a small card divided into ten squares with a tiny moon
punched into square one (“Every ten-dollars you get a punch, and when it’s full, that’s
another 15% off”). Ivy noted happily that both the coupons and the card were printed
on recycled cardstock.
“Do you want a receipt?” Miriam asked, “I don’t like wasting the paper if you’re just
going to throw it away once you’re out the door.”
“You are a wonderful person!” Ivy exclaimed, beside herself at this rampant respect
for Nature.
Miriam blinked, ‘have a nice day’/parting nod being the more usual way customers
dismissed themselves. The woman left, but as she closed the door (a little too firmly,
surely), she jostled loose a terra cotta plaque hanging above the door. Janus, Roman
god of doorways, fell from his nail and crashed to fragments on the floor.
Miriam rushed over, looked down at the smashed plaque, out the door, down at the
plaque, and back out the door. She ran outside, looking in both directions for the
green-skinned woman, memories of the Highland Games and wild crowds fleeing
from walking trees flooding back into her mind.
“Atropus, Lachesis and Clotho, What have I done?” she murmured. She never
associated that one chance customer with the bizarre events of that day. It was just
possible she’d sold a potentially destructive magickal device to exactly the wrong
person.

The lunch conversation began on a highly literary note. This wouldn’t surprise
anyone that knew the facts of the Kents’ visit to Gotham without knowing Clark
personally. If one knew only that Clark Kent wrote an exposé on President Luthor,
setting off a chain of dominoes that ended in a book deal from Gothamite Publishing, it
would have all seemed perfectly natural, a snapshot of Gotham’s power elite: Visiting
hotshot/investigative journalist/political pundit and wife having power lunch with
billionaire CEO and female companion. But no one who knew Clark’s humble, softspoken charm could ever think of him as a power pundit any more than they could
dismiss Lois as “and wife.”
It was Giovanni’s famous snobbery that caused the Wayne Party of Four to resemble
the Algonquin Roundtable. Lois had been the first to reach his podium at 12:15, having
gone shopping while Clark attended his first meeting with the publisher. Giovanni
looked her over: She was attractive, although her slim black dress, chic in any other
city, was a bit provincial by Gotham standards. But she was more than presentable,
not “dressed down” in that horribly déclassé manner favored by certain movie stars,
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bohemians, and wannabes that fancied themselves ‘artistes.’ Giovanni greeted her
warmly and led her to the cloakroom to check her bags.
But that brief period of “sizing up” brought out Lois’s work persona. As a journalist,
she would assail kings and prime ministers with question after question, heedless of
anyone’s power or pretensions. It was her method of coping with the vaguely
judgmental way Giovanni had looked at her. She began questioning him and he,
unused to being the focus of such attention, opened up at length. He stationed Lois in
the lounge and sat with her, insisting she sample Limoncello, his favorite aperitif. They
chatted amicably, although Giovanni had to leave from time to time “just for un
momento, Signora, just un momento” to seat other customers as they came in. By the
time the rest of the luncheon party arrived, Lois had finished three Limoncellos, but
she knew more about d’Annunzio’s than Gothamites who dined there for years.
Once they’d placed their orders, Giovanni made the rounds of the table. He took
Selina’s menu from her hand, he took Bruce’s, he took Clark’s, he took Lois’s—and he
replaced the last with a much thinker volume: REFLECTIONS by Diana, Princess of
Themyscira.
“Look,” Giovanni said proudly, “Like I tell you, one of d’Annunzio’s most famous
guests. She sit in that very chair you’re in now.”
“Oops,” Selina winced. “Hadn’t thought of that. Sorry, Lois.”
Lois gave Selina a sideways look… then Bruce. She was beginning not to regret the
upcoming chat in re “marital bliss and you.”
“Oh look,” Lois said with mock delight. “It’s an autographed copy.”
Bruce’s eyes became focused and piercing.
“I didn’t know there was a book signing in Gotham,” Clark said casually.
“There wasn’t,” Bruce declared firmly.
“I send to her in Washington,” Giovanni explained happily, “and she signed.
Personal message. Very gracious lady.”
Clark breathed a sigh of relief. He didn’t want to think about the next League
meeting if Diana had trespassed in Batman’s city without his knowledge.
“Very nice,” Lois said politely, handing the book back as if she’d enjoyed the
privilege of holding it long enough. “It might interest you to know that my husband,
Clark Kent,” she pointed to him playfully, “is also about to be published. Well, he’s
been published many times, but this time it’s a book, a collection of his essays from
THE GOTHAMITE, The Atlantic and George. Since Clark actually is a writer, I think
you’ll find his work—don’t laugh Clark, I see you sniggering over there—find his work
far more readable than that of Diana’s ghostwriter, a.k.a. that Australian that thinks she
pisses champagne.”
“Lois!” Clark exclaimed, although he’d heard his wife’s rant a number of times.
Bruce hid his lip-twitch behind a sip of water, while Selina did nothing to conceal her
wide grin.
“Don’t ‘Lois’ me, Smallville. Diana has a ghostwriter and it’s that ridiculous
Australian. He left his fingerprints all over it. Choppy sentences, overuse of similes,
and apparently lacking any grasp of what a paragraph is or when to break it, he just
starts a new one every ten words or so regardless.”
Selina turned to Bruce with a look of absolute delight.
“Oh, I like her. Can we keep her?”
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Bruce had set down his water glass and the twitch was now taking refuge behind his
thumb as he pretended to scratch his chin.
“Lois,” Clark said firmly, “honestly—and no offense, Selina—Lois, my darling,
feathers in your mouth.”
“It’s not catty if it’s true. I didn’t make this up, Clark, she wrote a book about ‘how
to be a better person.’ On planet Earth, you spend that much time and energy telling
other people how they should live their lives, you’re gonna catch some. You hear what
I’m sayin’? There will always be the fan club with nothing but fawning admiration.
There will always be the opposition, every bit as extreme and determined. And in
between, there will always be a vast, vast majority that kind of wish you’d shut up, but
don’t really care one way or the other.”
“I check on your appetizers,” Giovanni said hastily.
After such an introduction, the foursome had to seem terribly interested in books for
the remainder of the meal. It would have been suspicious if, spending that much time
on the literary efforts of a woman they barely knew, they weren’t at least as engrossed
in Clark’s own project. It was not in Clark’s nature to boast, but Lois was ready to
supply dialogue whenever Giovanni or the waiters came within earshot…
While the appetizers were brought:
“After Clark broke that story about a Luthor-Imperiex connection, Perry put him on
a tight leash. The Planet was catching all kinds of hell from the White House spin
machine. Perry wasn’t about to fire Clark, but he couldn’t have the paper on the
outside looking in for the rest of the Luthor administration.”
While the appetizers were cleared:
“So he started giving Clark these low-profile international stories with no political
overtones. Clark liked the work. He’s always had a knack for filing on time against
harried deadlines, he could somehow get into places that no other reporter in the
world could get near, and he always kept his travel expenses remarkably low.”
And while the main courses were served:
“Anyway, the new assignments were giving him a new perspective on a number of
issues, foreign and domestic. He needed an outlet, and the GOTHAMITE said yes.
They’ve been publishing his essays for a couple months now, and it must have struck a
chord somewhere, because George and The Atlantic were requesting reprint rights and
Gothamite Inc. called last week and said they wanted to collect the material in a book.
This trip is all about selecting which essays to use, writing a forward, adding some
filler…”
While the main course dishes were cleared, there was no continuation on this
elevated theme. Instead, Lois was undergoing a kind of transformation—a silent
transformation not unconnected to a persistent nudge from under the table. She
glanced at her husband for a brief moment… and he glanced back. They appeared to
be having an argument silently with their eyes. Finally, Lois rolled her eyes, and
sighed, defeated, as many before her had been when faced with the Man of Steel
determined to do good. She turned to Bruce and Selina, smiling politely. She lifted her
napkin off her lap and lightly dabbed at the corners of her mouth, then stood.
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“Please excuse me,” she announced, glancing around the table and stopping at
Selina. “Selina, I was about to visit the powder room. Maybe you’d show me the
way?”
Selina stared at her curiously for a moment, then glanced over at Clark, who was
sitting perfectly upright in his chair with a smile so wide he was almost swallowing his
ears. She glanced back to Lois curiously, then dropped her own napkin on the table,
rising from her chair.
“Sure…” she answered slowly, a slightly bemused expression creeping onto her face.
She motioned in the direction of the restrooms and led Lois away from the table.
Clark watched them intently, tracking their path until he was certain they were out
of sight. Bruce tried desperately to control the smirk tugging at his lips as he blithely
picked a few crumbs off of the table.
“So,” Bruce said, pulling Clark’s attention back to him. “What did you want to talk
to me about?”
Clark studied him closely for an instant, then chuckled. “Was it that obvious?”
Bruce picked up his water glass and raised it to his lips. Just before taking a sip, he
muttered behind the rim of the glass, too low for anyone else to hear, but just loud
enough that he knew Clark would catch it with his super-hearing.
“That ‘S’ on your chest doesn’t stand for ‘subtle,’ Clark.”
Clark laughed lightly. “All right then, straight to the point. I’m just wondering when
you’re going to stop messing around and finally make an ‘honest woman’ out of
Selina…”
Bruce froze mid-sip and glared at him over the rim of his glass. He slowly,
purposefully, set the glass back down on the table and took a deep breath. Clark
noticed that strange twitch tugging at the corner of his friend’s mouth again.
“Define ‘honest,’” Bruce replied dryly.
An oh-please look crossed Clark’s face. “You know what I mean, Bruce. When are
the two of you going to finally settle down?”
Bruce leaned back in his chair, the lip twitch getting more erratic. “Clark, in all the
years that you’ve known me, have you ever seen me settle for anything?”
Clark shot him a disgusted look. He knew that Bruce would keep playing with
semantics unless he came right out and said it. “Have you guys even talked about the
possibility of getting married?”
There it was—finally out in the open. The two men stared at each other across the
table, neither one moving. A waiter came over and quietly removed the plates from the
table as another came in behind him and set down several dishes of palate-cleansing
sorbet. Both experienced employees of D’Annunzio’s, neither waiter made any
outward indication that these two men staring each other down in complete silence
was in any way out of the ordinary. Just before they turned to leave, Bruce broke away
from the gaze and thanked them both politely, then picked up his spoon and scooped
out a small bit of his sorbet.
“I see,” Bruce replied flatly before sampling the lightly fruity, frozen delicacy. He
twirled the spoon slowly around in his fingers, lightly gesturing with it as he spoke in
even, matter-of-fact tones. “So, you’ve had this conversation with Wally. You’ve had
this conversation with Kyle. It’s not that far of a stretch to imagine that you’ve had
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similar conversations with Diana and with Arthur as well. So, it’s my turn now, is that
it?”
“You two are perfect for each other, Bruce. We can all see that. Why not make that
official—”
“Look, Clark,” he interrupted. “I know that ever since the announcement of Dick and
Barbara’s engagement, you’ve had these wedding bells chiming in your ears, but
you’ve got to stop trying to play matchmaker for the rest of the group. Your heart’s in
the right place, but the private lives… especially the private love lives of the rest of the
crew are, quite frankly, none of your damn business. So it’s time to put the Yenta back
in the box now. Eat your sorbet.”
Clark was taken aback by the bluntness of the words. He stared blankly at Bruce for
a few moments, then finally spoke softly. “With all of the things that we see on a daily
basis… the hatred, the anger, the madness and the violence… I worry about all of us,
Bruce. It’s important for each of us to have something to counterbalance that. I just
want to be sure that all of you… that all of us… have some level of stability in our lives.
Some amount of… happiness.”
Bruce considered the words solemnly as he finished the last bite of his sorbet. He set
the spoon down and glanced across the table at his friend, a warm, genuine smile
appearing on his face.
“I am happy, Clark. Happier than I’ve been since… since I can remember. And that
has nothing to do with any ring or certificate.” He wiped his mouth with his napkin,
then stared pointedly into his friend’s eyes. “Stick with the grand scale world-saving,
Clark. Leave the personal stuff to the rest of us.”
Clark let out a single, breathy chuckle and nodded slowly. “Will do,” he replied
lightly as he picked up his own spoon and began eating his sorbet.
“By the way,” Bruce said, leaning back in his chair again, the twitch-smile returning.
“Sending your wife to have the conversation I’m betting she’s having with Selina in the
bathroom right now? Not your brightest move.”

I couldn’t figure it out. I’d never seen a transformation like it outside of a Fop
covering a secret identity: the woman who was a dynamo at the lunch table had
somehow downshifted into a stammering nincompoop.
It began with: “So, um, things with Bruce going okay?”
“Fine,” I said. And I started putting on lipstick, because I’ve never been big on ‘girl
talk’ and every woman knows you can’t say too much that way without smudging.
“Good, good,” she went on. Now please remember, this is a professional writer
talking who disemboweled some fledgling Faulkner not an hour earlier. Her next
words I quote verbatim: “Good is good. ‘Cuz y’know Clark has been, I mean we’ve
both been… not to mention… it’s just… well… you two look so good together.”
I got it.
I let her twist in the breeze for a bit while I became very engrossed in my
eyeshadow. My silence led her to such astonishing feats of verbal lunacy as “And
good together is so much better than good apart because even if you have good
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without anybody else, it’s fine to be independent and all, but alone is really no fun, and
the apart kind of good can always get better if there is someone else to—”
“Stop.” I snapped my compact shut on the word and dropped it into my purse.
“Clark put you up to this, didn’t he?”
She looked panicked for a moment, glancing at the door like I might blow or lunge at
her or something. Then she sort of deflated, and then she was Lois again.
“Yes, of course he did,” she announced. “You think I give a shit if you two get
married or not.”
What I find most troubling about the whole episode is the fact that the married state
can apparently cause perfectly sane and capable women to go along with conversations
like this one because HE thinks it’s a good idea. The possibilities with regard to Bruce
are nothing short of horrifying:
Oh Pammy, would you come along to the powder room with me, please?
Selina, you’ve been the Iceberg 600 times. Why can’t you—
JUST COME TO THE TOILET, IVY, AND LEAVE THE WEED AT THE TABLE!
Meanwhile, Lois had become fascinated by her nail polish.
“Look,” I said finally, remembering our first meeting, way back when at LexCorp.
“You obviously need some leverage handling the hubby, and I need to get back out
there before Bruce says ‘just coffee’ and I miss out on empress peaches stuffed with
amaretto cream on a pomegranate reduction drizzled in Belgian chocolate. So let’s
pretend you had your say, I shot you down, and we agreed to settle it with shoe
shopping like any sane, rational women with a free afternoon on Fifth Avenue.”

While Poison Ivy found her lair in Riverside Park to be cozier and more secluded
than the one in Robinson Park, she chose the latter for the ritual.
Miriam had stressed that the summoning could not create power, it would merely
draw it forth from elements where it already dwelled. Since Ivy was not an
experienced practitioner in the Craft, Miriam had been skeptical of her ability to focus
her will to draw forth the dormant powers. Ivy scoffed at this, since Miriam—while
undoubtedly an excellent witch—could not possibly understand her special connection
with nature. The very notion that she, as a goddess of all things green, needed any
great feat of concentration to bond with plant life! But she would hedge her bets all the
same. Robinson Park was far larger than Riverside, and therefore had more greenery
for her to draw on.
She found a clearing of sufficient size, where no grass would be sacrificed, and drew
a circle in the soil, as instructed. She placed one of the gems marked with symbols
along the precise point in the arc to the north, another to the south… east… and west.
Placing the last one, she noticed for the first time a statue of Janus where the main path
forked off to the ice-skating rink. She made a wry face. She had no particular objection
to Janus as the Roman god of gates, doors, beginnings, endings and doorways. She
wouldn’t have cared, had she known, that he was also Bifrons, an Earl of Hell with six
legions of demons at his command. What she objected to was his appearance. He had
two faces, one pointing in each direction.
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Poison Ivy was not at all keen to conduct her ritual with some two-face staring at
her, even if this one was 1) a statue and 2) a god. He was 3) a man and 4) a two-face.
So 5) she could find a new clearing…
Except that it would take some doing to find another clearing this large. She couldn’t
kill grass for the sake of her ritual! And she wanted to act now, while the sun was high
and the plants were most energized. She would simply have to ignore him. Ignoring a
two-face that pushed himself forward in an inconvenient place where he wasn’t
wanted would be no problem whatsoever.
So she composed herself, moved to the center of the circle, and began her appeal:
To the focus of my spirit
the nexus of my thought
I summon all the power
On earth or hades wrought
To right the wrong done the goddess
To right the wrong done the goddess’s name
My mentation is thy avatar
Thy transcendenceis, my claim.
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CHAPTER 4: RIGHTING THE WRONG
The Viking Sagas tell of a Time before Time, when gods and giants fought for
dominion. The gods won, but prophecy decreed the two sides would fight again in a
cataclysmic war that would mean the end of all: Ragnarok.
To prepare for this great battle, each side assembled an army from the fallen warriors
of the earth. Half of those killed in battle, the Valkrye took to Valhalla, Odin’s great
hall, where they feasted on mead and boar’s meat, waited on by the Valkrye
themselves, until the day came when they would fight for the gods at Ragnarok.
The remaining dead went to the underworld, dominion of Hel, the daughter of Loki.
Hel guarded her army for the giants, but although their numbers were equal to the
army of the gods, they could not match the terrible fierceness of Odin’s warriors…

By the time Selina and Lois made it back to the table, they were laughing and joking
like long-time friends. Once the initial tension had broken, they laughed about it, the
absolute ridiculousness of Clark’s “plan.” They had waited in the bathroom a few extra
minutes—to “give Bruce time for a full-scale flogging,” Lois explained—before
returning to the table.
As they approached, Lois noted the browbeaten look on her husband’s face with a
small amount of satisfaction. From the look of concern he shot at her, she guessed
Bruce had time to not only berate Clark’s own initiative but to address “sending Lois
into the Kitty’s den” as well. Lois smiled sweetly at her husband’s confused stare—he
obviously hadn’t expected her to return in one piece, much less laughing and joking.
The men stood politely as the ladies arrived and sat. Once back in their seats, both
women’s demeanor abruptly changed and they each affixed Clark with an icy stare.
Clark’s confusion turned quickly to concern, bordering on blind panic under the
weight of the dual blast. Bruce hid the twitch-smile behind a sip of water.
Just as he was starting to question his own safety, Clark—who many considered to
be the mightiest hero on the planet—was ‘rescued’ by a bright Italian voice.
“Now that the ladies have returned, it is time for dessert, no?” Giovanni asked as he
materialized next to the table.
“Yes!” Clark chirped a little too eagerly.
Giovanni rambled off a list of desserts, each one seemingly more exquisite than the
last. Knowing Miss Kyle’s particular fondness for their confectionery delights,
Giovanni focused his attention squarely on her as he proudly announced d’Annunzio’s
newest addition to the after-meal selection: a chocolate soufflé, filled with a Godiva
chocolate/Grand Marnier mousse, served on fudge-raspberry reduction and sprinkled
with fresh raspberries.
Selina and Lois both agreed on the soufflé. Bruce got his “just coffee.” Clark got
apple pie. Actually, what he got was the “spiced apple-cinnamon tartlet with honeycream sauce,” but it sounded close enough to “apple pie” for him.
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Conversation before the desserts arrived was decidedly lighter, liberally peppered
with barbs in Clark’s direction (“some people do think the whole world lives like TV
sitcom families”) from both Lois and Selina. When the desserts arrived, Giovanni
hovered politely around the table, waiting for appropriate—and quotable—responses
to the new dessert. The ladies did not disappoint.
“Oh meow,” Selina breathed, closing her eyes dreamily, “It tingles… all the way
down.”
“My god…” Lois moaned, placing a hand on Clark’s forearm. “Sorry, Honey, but I
think you just dropped down a notch on my Favorite Things list…”
Clark stared at her in surprise, listening to the sounds she was emitting—sounds
he’d never heard outside of the Kent bedroom. He coughed lightly and took a bite of
his tartlet.
Satisfied with the positive responses, Giovanni thanked them all graciously and
headed back to the kitchen to inform Roberto, the head Pastry Chef, that he had indeed
crafted another Kyle-approved masterpiece.
“You know, Clark,” Selina quipped, “if she has any more of that, you could be…”
She stopped suddenly as she realized he was no longer paying attention to her. His
eyes had gone distant, glassy. His ears suddenly twitched… no, not twitched—perked.
It was a surprisingly feline move from such an obvious dog-person. She stared at him
strangely for a moment, then turned to Bruce to see if he knew what was happening…
but Bruce had already done that shift-in-density thing. Selina instantly realized what
was happening—they were both going into “work mode.”
Noticing the sudden shift in the atmosphere at the table, Lois glanced up from her
dessert and saw an all-too-familiar look on her husband’s face. He heard something—
something nasty in the area that might require his attention. She glanced over to Bruce
and was shocked at the incredible change in his demeanor. She knew that she was no
longer looking at Bruce Wayne, Playboy Fop, but instead she was looking at Batman
wrapped in a Bruce Wayne suit.

Miriam had lost sight of the mysterious green-skinned woman, but after the first
moment of panic had passed, she realized that wouldn’t matter in the long run. If the
Janus plaque was a warning, then the green woman would reveal her location soon
enough. Anyone attuned to the astral plane would feel it if the lines of magick shifted
from their normal patterns, and Miriam had always been sensitive to the location of
such disturbances.
As it turned out, she needed no special sensitivity. All of Gotham could see the
funnel of black clouds forming over the west half of Robinson Park.

Ivy had closed her eyes, repeating the chant as instructed, focusing all her will on
those crucial words: To right the wrong done the goddess… To right the wrong done the
goddess’s name…
She had become so focused on her incantations that she failed to notice the growing
chill. The warmth of sunlight, so important to her plant-like serenity, had vanished
from her skin. And the air was turning dank and sour. Ivy closed her eyes tighter and
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concentrated harder, blocking out the encroaching distractions… Right the wrong done
the goddess… Right the wrong done the goddess… Right the wrong done the… oohulgh…
Her insides seized with a wave of nausea that broke all focus and her eyes popped
open.
“Uh oh,” she breathed, seeing herself surrounded by a thick smoky fog.
Ivy screamed as a lightning bolt struck the center of her circle mere inches from her
feet, knocking her back—the fog solidified above this point—solidified blacker and
grimier and smellier—a disgusting stench of sulfur no plant could abide—but also into
a shape—the shape of a disembodied head with two faces—the shape of the bust of
Janus.
“Thank you, Green One, for your pains. Too long have I been absent from this
mortal realm.”
Ivy recovered from the shock enough to regard the… whatever it was… with a wry
expression.
“You’re—”
“SILENCE!” the thing bellowed, “I gave you not leave to address me, mortal! Your
summoning, unasked but welcome, brings power to mine fingers fit to tear the veil
between worlds! For that, I give you leave to speak.”
“Now look, Bub,” Ivy poked the fog belligerently at it’s thickest point, “You’re not
exactly what I ordered but you’re here to—” she found it impossible to continue as a
hurricane wind swept through the park. The fog remained completely still, but leaves,
twigs and dirt flew through the air, and trees bent low. Ivy found it difficult to breathe
in the face of such gusts and impossible to speak.
“I am here to right the wrong done the goddess. Hel, my fair one, goddess of the
Underworld, is wronged as any deity of any pantheon.”
These last words were punctuated by a fresh burst of lightning and shrill crash of
thunder.

Clark’s eyes refocused and locked onto Bruce’s. There was a strange, intense moment
of silence between the two of them. When they finally spoke, it was in low, discreet
whispers—too low to possibly be heard outside of the table.
“Where?” Bruce asked.
Clark’s ear perked again. “About a mile, a mile and a half, north-northwest.”
Bruce thought for a moment, picturing the grid-lined map of Gotham he kept locked
in his brain. His brow knotted lightly as he tried to place the location. “Dogs?”
To anyone else, it would have seemed an odd question, but Clark knew to trust the
man’s instincts. He listened again, trying to pick out particular sounds amongst the
chaos. “Yes, quite a few.”
Bruce nodded slowly. “Robinson Park,” he growled. His right arm flinched suddenly
as searing pain sliced across his biceps. Already in “Bat Mode,” he ignored the pain for
the time being, instead focusing his attention squarely on Clark. He knew that look on
Clark’s face—he knew that what he was hearing wasn’t just a single person in
trouble—this was something big.
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Selina noticed the flinch and eyed him curiously. It seemed an odd reaction from
him… then she noticed the vein throbbing in his neck—it was an intensity she’d never
seen outside of the cave.
Clark hadn’t noticed Bruce’s flinch; he was too intent on focusing on the noises.
Aside from the obvious panicked screams and barking dogs, there was something
else… a lot of something else…
The two men traded intense glances again, both reaching the same conclusion. Lunch
was about to be cut short. Bruce picked up his napkin and wiped the corners of his
mouth, then dropped it onto the table, discretely pressing a small button on his watch
in the same motion.
“Sorry, ladies,” Clark apologized as they both stood. Selina marveled at how quickly
Clark had shifted back into the bright, happy reporter. “We have to step out for a
bit…”
Clark leaned down and kissed his wife’s cheek, not wanting to interrupt her obvious
enjoyment of the culinary delight. Selina stood with them, her attention focused
squarely on Bruce. She stepped in between Bruce and the path to the door, regarding
him with a concerned look. She knew there was something wrong with him but…
He stepped forward and kissed her gently. It was oddly natural, comfortable—
especially considering he was obviously still in his focused Bat Mode. Her hand slid up
inside his sport coat, gently caressing his side. When he pulled away, confusion mixed
with the concern on her face. What had gotten into him?
“I’ll be fine,” he assured her with a low growl.
“I didn’t ask, Stud,” she replied, practically on instinct. He felt his lip twitch slightly
in spite of himself. Bruce stepped around her and he and Clark strolled purposefully
toward the exit as Selina returned to her seat.
As they neared the front door, Bruce rubbed his upper arm where the strange pain
had struck. The pain was gone—vanishing as quickly as it had appeared—but now his
arm felt strange. His skin felt… tight and it itched lightly. He’d check on it when he
changed into the suit.
Bruce suddenly lurched to the left and careened into Clark as a sharp, stabbing pain
shot through his left thigh, just above the knee. The pain was excruciating; it felt like
something tearing through his leg from front to back, taking skin, muscle tissue and
blood with it. It felt like a bullet wound.
Clark was able to grab him quickly and help get him back upright. He glanced in
surprise and confusion that the normally sure-footed Bruce had somehow just
inexplicably lost his balance. There was the briefest flash of pain across Bruce’s face,
then he straightened himself and continued toward the door, ignoring the curious
stares of the patrons around them.
“Sorry,” Bruce muttered, almost incoherently as they stepped out into the daylight.
Clark was about to ask his friend what was going on when they both noticed the dark,
menacing clouds moving quickly across the sky, swirling and coalescing around a
central point about a mile away.
Finding the source of the catastrophe would be easier than they expected.
Clark moved as if he was about to take off then and there, then stopped and turned
to look at Bruce.
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“You need me to zip you to the manor or something?” Clark asked quietly as they
stared up at the sky.
“No need,” Bruce replied, as a large, black Rolls Royce pulled up in front of the
restaurant. Bruce knew Alfred was waiting a few blocks away and would have come
as soon as he received the signal from Bruce’s watch, but even so the timing was
impeccable. Bruce stepped up to the rear door of the car and opened it, motioning for
Clark to get in.
As soon as they were in, Bruce called up to Alfred in the front seat. “Two blocks,
then turn right into the alleyway behind the old Holcom Theater.” During the short
trip to the alley, Clark’s eyes never left the window and the ominous clouds forming
overhead.
Once they were safely parked behind the theater, Bruce opened a hidden
compartment under the back seat and pulled out a spare Batsuit. He heard Clark’s
door open and glanced up to see Cla— no, Superman, already changed into his
costume, standing beside the open door, and glancing up toward the blackened sky.
Superman leaned his head back in the door. “Do you need…?”
“Go!” Bruce cut him off. “I’ll catch up.”
Superman nodded once and was gone, streaking up out of the alley.
Bruce quickly began to change into his costume. He glanced over at his bare arm and
noticed… a scar?! Right where the pain had sliced across his biceps was a perfectly
formed, thin scar. He shook his head lightly and continued suiting up.
“Once I’m gone, head back to the restaurant and wait for Selina and Lois,” he
instructed Alfred. The butler glanced up into the rearview mirror and nodded.
Suddenly, Bruce rocked violently back against the seat, his arms splaying out wide.
A huge gash suddenly opened across his abdomen like he was being gutted by a giant
invisible knife. He clenched his teeth, growling against the pain. Alfred spun around in
his seat to see what was happening. They both watched in horror as the wound across
Bruce’s stomach started to close back in on itself, the skin bunching up and closing the
hole… leaving a perfectly formed scar.
Bruce let out the breath he hadn’t realized he’d been holding, panting lightly as he
stared down at the scar. This was it—payback. Nature was collecting its debt,
balancing out the healing he had received from the magic rune. And he knew that
somewhere, Mother Nature was laughing.
“What on Earth?!” Alfred gasped from the front seat, staring at the freshly formed
scar.
“Magic,” Batman spat in disgust.

Tim would have liked to check in with Alfred before he went into the Batcave. He
would have liked to double check that it was empty. He would have liked absolute
confirmation that Bruce and Selina were out for the day… But since he was technically
cutting class, he knew he would have to risk it. Talking to Alfred would just stir up all
kinds of questions, and all he really needed was to pick up the books he’d left behind.
He heard a strange sound as he ducked in through the Batmobile entrance. At first,
he thought it was some kind of generator hum. It wouldn’t be the first weird echo that
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popped up when Bruce installed something in the wrong place, then disappeared
again when he moved it. So Tim wasn’t surprised that it got louder as he approached
the main chamber—he did notice it was getting higher and squeakier—then he forgot
about the noise completely when all the bats flew at him.
“Crap, crap, crap, crap, crap,” he blurted, shielding his eyes with one arm and
waving screeching black blurs away from his head with the other. He worked his way
through the cyclone of bats—which he finally realized were not coming at him directly
but were freaking out every which way.
He finally reached the main chamber, curious what could have happened to upset all
the bats, but happy that at least he wasn’t being personally attacked—when something
small, gray, and fierce flew at his face, clamped onto his throat and hissed an awful
spray of fetid stench into his nostrils. Tim struggled to pull tiny but strong claws out of
his neck.
“JOWLS!” he gulped, when he saw what it was.
The thing cackled another awful spray of stink at him and hopped away like a
monkey. It raced around the cave, swiping at a wounded bat as it went, and settling
finally back on the workstation where Tim had left him. He picked up a batarang and
pounded it fiercely into the desk, then took off for the costume vault. Tim chased after
it—only to be forced back by a stab of white pain slicing through his arm.
“AAAAAAAARGH!” Tim screamed as he fell backwards.
He looked at the arm and saw a Bat-grapnel sticking out. He didn’t have time to
register the thought when Jowls was on top of him again, growling and hissing with
that stinking breath, and pounding at him with some kind of club.
Not a club, Tim realized vaguely, a grapnel launcher.

Back at the restaurant, both women had returned to their desserts, each eating
silently. It occurred to Lois first that they were quiet for the same reason, preoccupied
by the same thoughts.
“Sometimes I hate it, you know,” she said without preamble. “I’ve never told
anyone that. I hate it sometimes, having to share him with the rest of the world.”
Selina looked up but said nothing at first. She was somewhat shocked at the naked
honesty of the statement—and at its coming from a woman she barely knew. Then the
full weight of the situation hit her. What was said in the powder room was so much
piffle, and Selina had dismissed it as such. But this was the reality: Superman’s wife
opening up to her candidly as the only other woman who might understand. It was
just there, sitting on the table between them like so much chocolate soufflé, automatic
mutual acknowledgement that they were… in the same boat.
“The sudden exits,” Selina began hesitantly, like one speaking a foreign language,
one learned from books but never spoken out loud.
“Oh, those you get used to,” Lois chimed in with a quickness Selina found alarming.
“Well, not completely, but it gets easier over time.”
“No,” she insisted. “Maybe you get used to it; I don’t. Every time it happens, I get
whiffs of ‘the bimbos.’ It’s what he did to all those women over the years that were
just… fop cover.”
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Lois raised an eyebrow and Selina realized the associations she’d been making were
unfair. If a boy scout like Superman did it to his own wife…
“Look,” Lois said, finishing her last bite of soufflé, “You get to that point where you
realize that no matter how capable you are at taking care of yourself, there’s always that
issue of him wanting to protect you if you’re there. No matter what we do, they have
to have that sense of security that you’re safe… and you realize that it’s best to just let
him go and do his thing.”
Selina felt the blood draining from her face. It was a cage, that’s what Lois was
describing; it was the cage Selina had been terrified of stepping into since… since…
Xanadu. When they got back from that weekend at Xanadu, the weekend she’d left
with Batman and come back with Bruce Wayne. Her head was reeling the whole flight
back. Instead of parting where they’d met up at the little executive airstrip near Bristol,
he’d turned to her with that dangerously handsome unmasked face and said “Why not
come out to the house?” Just like that. Come out to the house, like it wasn’t the richest
mansion in the country, like it was simply his home. She agreed, and then she met
Alfred, and then Bruce showed her around the manor. Then he opened the cabinet of
the grandfather clock and set the hands to 10:47, revealing the passage to the cave.
He’d held out his hand… She took it without a word and followed… And somewhere
in that one moment, underneath the wonder of seeing the Batcave, beneath the thrill
discovering the man, inside the euphoria of being in love, that terror was born: the
cage. Lured inside by such tempting bait: He was bringing her—she was walking
into—his most private sanctuary. He was bringing her to his most special place…
“They have to have that sense of security that you’re safe” …and the door slams shut
behind you. “They have to have that sense of security…” that you’re safe? or that
you’re theirs. That you’re owned.
“That’s just what I was afraid of,” Lois said crisply. Selina shook herself back to the
present and looked across the table. Lois was looking at a small leather portfolio set
between them with the word d’Annunzio’s embossed in gold leaf. “They stuck us with
the check,” she announced.
Selina smiled knowingly—she and Lois were not quite that alike after all. She
reached into her lap and produced Bruce’s wallet like a conjurer’s trick.

Goddesses do not panic. They may not enjoy having hellish smoke-beings appear in
their midst, invulnerable to their plant-minions, oblivious to their pheromones, and
choking off all life-giving sunlight…
They may be driven half-mad by the screams if the trees they’re so connected to are
stripped of their leaves by gale-force winds… if the shrubbery is ripped from their soil
by sharp gusts wreaking of hellfire… if all the flowers and grass withering for lack of
sun and air wail with one voice as a great mass of dying nature…
They may even run, blinded though they are by the fog and chaos, to get away,
anywhere away, from the shrieking, darkness, evil, churning madly, everywhere,
deadly to flowers, deadly to grass, deadly to trees… running madly, screaming like the
dying flowers, wailing like the dying grass, shrieking like the dying trees until they
find themselves cowering, cold, tight and tighter, and screaming still under something,
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anything, large and strong enough, for protection, and quiet, anything to get away
from the awful clamoring of all that dying green!
But they do not panic.

Batman landed roughly on the roof of the Gotham Banking & Trust building,
ducking into a roll to slow his inertia. Not the most graceful of landings, but
considering that halfway through his swing his left arm had suddenly broken—causing
him to jerk erratically and change trajectory—forcing him to overcorrect and overshoot
the edge of the roof by a good six feet—leading to this awkward landing…
As soon as he stood, he felt his left humerus snapping back into place, resetting itself,
and his whole upper arm throbbed. The scars and wounds were still returning, the
time in between each re-appearance getting shorter and shorter as he got closer and
closer to Robinson Park. Wounds that originally took months to heal were resurfacing
and re-healing themselves in a matter of seconds. It was a… bizarre sensation.
He grunted away the pain, forcing himself to continue on. That was one of the
strange things he’d long ago discovered about wearing the suit—just being wrapped in
the cape and cowl seemed to boost his tolerance for pain… though today was certainly
testing that theory.
He knew he shouldn’t be out in the field like this. Batman’s effectiveness as a fighter
came from his ability to control and trust his body—something that he couldn’t
guarantee considering what was happening. But he also knew that Superman was out
there, battling whatever magical evil had been unleashed upon Gotham, and Batman
would be damned if he was going to let his friend stand alone. Especially considering
Clark’s susceptibility to magical damage…
Batman grunted in determination as he reloaded the grapnel launcher. From here, it
was an easy path to the park—swing from the gargoyle on the corner of Grupnel
Tower’s roof, around the Parkside Apartments and over the Eastern Gate of the park.
He pointed the grapnel launcher toward Grupnel Tower… and froze.
The gargoyle was gone.
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CHAPTER 5: BERSERKERS
The fiercest of the Viking warriors were the Berserkers. The Berserkers were no
ordinary fighters. They became possessed of a savage rage, unable to distinguish
friend from foe and blind to everything but their own mad fury. In the throes of “the
berserk,” they became enormously strong and were magically immune to harm from
any weapons.

By the time Superman arrived, Robinson Park was completely encased in a thick
black fog. It clung to the sides as well as the top, giving the impression of an ebon
brick. The yells Superman heard were all coming from inside it. So he blew three
short, precise puffs of superbreath, hoping to clear it and alleviate the fears of those
trapped within… But the fog did not disperse. It didn’t even move.
Superman flew to the east and blew again, testing the new angle. He flew to the
north and blew yet again, harder. Still the solid mass of fog remained untouched. He
focused his X-ray vision on it—and was so shocked by the result he “stumbled”
momentarily in his hover. He couldn’t see through it. The “fog” was impenetrable to
his vision… unaffected by his breath…
In his mind’s ear, he heard Batman’s voice when they had encountered similar
phenomena in the League. He heard the voice, deeper than usual with contemptuous
disgust, uttering a single word: Magic.
Superman was vulnerable to magic—and magical beings were often, like this fog,
not vulnerable to him. He didn’t let that deter him, but flew determinedly into the
dark miasma where the yells and cries were most intense.
Unlike human eyes, Superman’s vision needed no time to adjust to the darkness
within the sooty cloud cover, but his mind did need those same seconds to process
what his eyes were showing him. The people weren’t panicking; they were attacking
each other. Dogwalkers were wielding their leashes like whips and garrotes, softball
players swung their bats like clubs, and crew teams rammed with their oars. A
mounted policeman rode through, slashing and pounding to the left and right with his
billyclub. Superman charged to intercept him before he crushed the skull of a jogger
fighting off the dogwalkers—
Superman was horrified when, lifting horse and man as one, he heard the sickening
crack of contact between the heavy club and the jogger’s head. He turned mid-flight to
see the damage, only to see instead the jogger—unharmed—cutting down the
dogwalkers with his bare hands. The jogger charged in his direction, howling with
inhuman rage at the policeman and horse Superman still held above his head.
Superman hadn’t recovered from the shock when the jogger leapt—leapt! 12 feet at
least!—and punched him in the jaw. Superman was thrown—actually thrown back—
with the weight of the blow. He lost his grasp on his load, sending it plummeting into
the park in a chaotic mass of man and horseflesh.
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The policeman—who should have been crushed by the fall, threw the horse off of
him like—like it was nothing—and within seconds the jogger and policeman were
locked together, hands fastened on each other’s throats.
Despite the chaos, Superman heard one voice emerge distinctly from the
pandemonium: “Superman. Southeast corner. Now.”
He was reluctant to leave the policeman and jogger—or any of these people—lest
they hurt themselves. But they didn’t seem to be hurting each other (despite their best
efforts). And he didn’t seem able to stop them anyway (despite his). It was better to
heed Batman’s summons and see if he knew what was happening.

There are two kinds of women in the world: those who savor, and those who don’t.
The ones who savor know how to enjoy a good time when it happens. We dig in the
claws and ride a rush as hard and as long as we can.
If, for example, one was having an especially good night, getting into the Crenel
penthouse in record time, getting into the safe in record time, and discovering that the
old boy not only had the bearer bonds she expected, but that he also had a diamond
bracelet all ready to give his mistress… Well, it’s only natural to keep a good thing
going. To prowl a bit instead of going straight home—to prowl near the Moxton
Building or Wayne Towers—his favorite haunts, hoping for a little scrap and scratch.
It only makes sense to women like me to feed the high.
And then there are those other gals. I don’t know if they feel guilty about having fun
or if they take themselves too seriously—or maybe they’re just afraid they’ll get their
hair mussed if they throw their head back and have a good time. Whatever it is, they’ll
push back from the table at d’Annunzio’s, still flushed from some masterpiece of
chocolate-raspberry bliss, and their first words uttered will involve “walking it off.”
Lois, to her credit, did not say “walk it off” after Giovanni’s magnificent soufflé.
Instead, her eyes glanced at Bruce’s credit card, and then looked up at me. There was a
curious glint in her eye, one I associate with phrases like ‘Riddle me this’ and ‘Let’s flip
for it.’ One I associate with prowling on a good night, hoping to keep the thrill going
with a little bat-action.
“Let’s go shopping,” she said.
No instant-penance for the joys of the soufflé. On the contrary, while we’re still
glowing, let’s feed the high. Let’s take the billionaire’s black AmEx and try on the new
Escadas. “Let’s go shopping,” Lois said, and it’s just possible, in that one moment,
every salesclerk at Saks had simultaneous orgasms.
We’ll never know for sure, because as soon as Lois and I stepped out the door of the
restaurant, we saw the dark patch over Robinson Park.
“Guess we know where they went,” I remarked. I wasn’t bitter, but I was still
smarting. I’d been left behind with the civilian and that was bad enough. And then the
civilian had said it was because he needed it to be that way. I didn’t want to believe it; I
still don’t. Bruce isn’t like that. He knows I don’t need to be protected like some
weakling Girl Friday.
“C’mon,” Lois called, charging up the street towards the park. “Whatever that thing
is, it’s news.”
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“Um, hello!” I said, sprinting after her. “What happened to ‘they need to know
you’re safe/best to let them do their thing?’”
“Not to the point where I don’t do my job,” Lois announced crisply, “Rushing to
wherever he’s needed, that’s his job. Going after the story is mine. And that thing up
there is a headline. Let’s go bag it.”
Definite echoes of “Riddle me this”… Definitely.
In the years since I’d become Catwoman, I thought I’d done it all in terms of Gotham
extracurricular activities. But as Lois Lane led me towards Robinson Park with the
same determined gait I’d once led her through my escape route from LexCorp, I
couldn’t shake the feeling that this would be a new one: I was heading, at full speed,
into my first Lucy sketch.

Superman streaked through the park toward the southeast corner. He flew a good
twenty feet off the ground, trying to stay above the building chaos, but that didn’t stop
several of the raging humans from attempting to leap at him. He managed to
successfully dodge one especially persistent leaper who followed him for several
hundred feet before crashing into a hotdog cart and immediately getting into a scuffle
with the cart owner. Again, he felt that twinge of remorse as he looked down at the
combatants. It seemed to go against everything he stood for to just let these two crazed
people pound and claw at each other. But it still seemed that no physical damage was
being dealt and he’d heard that tone in Batman’s voice. Superman took a deep breath,
then continued on toward Batman’s location.
He landed in time to see Batman locked in a battle with a rampaging jogger. Just as
he was about to intervene, he saw Batman’s hand shoot forward and a small cloud of
green smoke enveloped the jogger’s head. The jogger flailed madly for several seconds,
swiping at the cloud surrounding his head in rage, then dropped to the ground,
unconscious.
“Neuro-toxin,” Batman explained, his eyes scanning the immediate area for any
more approaching attackers. Superman noticed the green lenses covering Batman’s
eyelets—obviously allowing him to see through the dense fog.
“Although they appear to be impervious to physical attacks,” Batman continued,
focusing his attention on the downed jogger, “it looks like some things are still
effective.” He held up a small green capsule. “This is the gas I use against Killer Croc.
A man this size should have dropped instantly.”
“What is this? What’s going on?” Superman asked as he knelt down on the other
side of the body that Batman was examining. He hoped that Batman had some kind of
explanation for this bizarre set of circumstances.
“Working on it,” was his only reply. Batman quickly and methodically searched the
body, looking for clues. Superman scanned as well, literally scanning him from the
inside out.
“Batman, do you see that?” he asked, pointing to the man’s forehead. Batman
focused on the area that the Man of Steel was pointing to, but saw nothing. He shook
his head and Superman focused again, shifting his eyes through various light spectra.
“Infrared spectrum.” It sounded more like a question.
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“Lenses. Infrared.” Batman barked lowly, and the lenses flicked lightly.
“What is that?” Superman asked once he realized that Batman could now see what
he had. “It looks like… a rune?”
“Yes.”
“Celtic?”
“Nordic.”
Batman traced a gloved finger over the strange symbol glowing in the unconscious
man’s forehead. He recognized the rune—he’d seen it twice in the last 72 hours. Most
recently, he’d seen it when reading through the book on Norse Mythology in his
library. But before that, he’d seen it on the magic runestone he’d held just three nights
before. It was the same magic or, at least, the same kind of magic that had turned him
into a rampaging beast…
“Berserkers,” Batman growled. They both stood, their eyes still locked on the
unconscious jogger. “Someone—or something—is turning these people into berserkers.
Did you see anything…?”
“Only the crazed people,” Superman interrupted. “The berserkers.”
“We need to find the source. It has to be somewhere here in the par…”
Batman stopped as a scream suddenly pierced the fog. It was no howl of rage or roar
of insanity, it was a shriek of the purest terror—a sound both heroes were all too
familiar with.
They both started scanning the area quickly. The dense fog made it almost
impossible to tell where the terrified scream was coming from. But they both knew
what that scream meant: there was someone else in the park who wasn’t affected, who
hadn’t been turned into a crazed warrior… and they were in trouble.
Batman suddenly looked back to Superman, his jaw tightening. He pulled a handful
of small capsules out of his belt and handed them to Superman—more neuro-toxin. It
might not help against the big bad—whatever it was—but he could at least keep the
berserkers from getting in the way.
“Go!” Batman instructed. “Find the center of this mess. Find what’s doing this and
stop it! I’ll take care of the bystanders…”
He hadn’t even gotten the last word out of his mouth and Superman was gone,
streaking off the way he had come.

Once he’d gotten over the shock, Tim found he had no trouble subduing the fierce
little gargoyle. Holding onto it was another matter. Built to fit on top of a computer
screen, the thing was about the size of a large bullfrog—too small for Batcuffs, and too
squirmy to tie up with Batline.
Every time Tim managed to grab onto the little menace, it bit him. The only way he
could hold it at all, he discovered, was with one hand clutched around the throat and
one grasping the head, pulling it back firmly so it couldn’t lunge and snap. That left
the little monster’s legs free to claw up Tim’s wrist and forearm. Four times Tim
managed to capture it this way, and four times it tore into his wrist until it broke free.
Now it was loose in the cave again and he had no idea where, although he heard the
occasional clank of Batarang against rock.
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Tim abandoned his pursuit long enough to slip into the costume vault and change
into Robin—the costume wouldn’t give him complete protection, but it was a vast
improvement over his school clothes. He headed back into the main chamber,
cautiously scanning above and to the sides… scanning… scanning… until at last, he
saw it… lurking up there in the truss supporting a storage platform… It was in the
same position, haunched over its front claws, as it had been as a desktop statue. It
didn’t look nearly so cute now.
Robin eyed his adversary with the focused intensity of a rooftop combatant. The
little beast wasn’t exactly threatening now that the element of surprise was spent: It
couldn’t conceal itself well, its hostile intensions were clear, and its attacks were
obvious and ineffective.
“Okay Jowls,” Robin announced, making an elaborate show readying a Batarang. If
he was right, the gargoyle was fierce but stupid, and would react predictably to a
taunt. “Playtime’s over. This ends. Now.”
When the reaction came, Robin took a step backward, his mouth dropped open in
surprise. No rogue, street thug, or henchman had ever been quite this stupid: the
gargoyle, thinking itself cunning, had stood and walked along its perch until it could
conceal itself behind some truss. As soon as it imagined itself hidden, it turned in
Robin’s direction. Robin could see its eyes clearly, glowing in the shadows, trained on
him as it moved. Jowls walked in this way to the end of the support, then turned and
paced back the way it came—still eyeing Robin with those obvious glowing eyes—
until it reached the end of the “cover” of truss beams. It kept walking from there but
with eyes forward, as if casually and unaware of Robin’s presence… until it reached
the other end of the perch. Then it turned again and walked back—glaring at Robin just
as before as soon as it imagined it couldn’t be seen.
Robin had let this idiotic performance continue for three full cycles when he saw
Jowls stop in his pacing and curl his front claw. It pulled back and threw the Batarang
it held from before. It threw its weapon poorly, like a baseball. Robin didn’t bother to
dodge as the Batarang flew harmlessly past his legs and hit the floor behind him with a
dull thud.
“Ouch,” Robin said with dry sarcasm. “Wounded to the quick, Jowls. Now if you’re
done being clever—”
In a beautifully synchronized move, Robin swung his right arm outward as if pulling
back to hurl his Batarang. Jowls ran to his right, and Robin pivoted, tossing a palmed
object from his left hand to intercept Jowls at the edge of the platform. The thing
flashed a blinding light for a split second, then exploded into a snarl of aerodynamic
netting. Within seconds, the dazed monster was hopelessly tangled in a web of netting
and truss, and Robin was able to collect his prisoner without fuss.

Batman focused his attention on the high-pitched shrieks, trying to locate the source.
Undeniably female… and they were getting closer.
There! Batman caught the vaguest of shadows moving through the fog off to his left.
He took off, running as fast as he could after the indistinct figure. After only a few
seconds, he had closed the distance between himself and the wailing woman and he
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now understood the reason for her terrified shrieks. Behind the running woman, now
only a few steps away, was a snarling, enraged man wielding a concrete birdbath like a
giant club.
Batman leapt into action, springing forward and slamming into the berserker at full
speed. The birdbath tumbled harmlessly away as the two bodies slid across the grass,
entangled in one another. Batman was up in an instant, pulling a gas pellet from his
belt. As soon as the berserker got to its feet, it was met with an open palm slapping
violently against its face, the small capsule smashing open and filling the air around his
head with thick green vapor.
Batman leapt back a few feet and dropped into a defensive crouch. He knew he’d
never beat the rampaging beast in single hand-to-hand combat, but it was much easier
to simply dodge such an erratic fighter. The berserker ran out of the gas cloud,
swinging wildly. Batman avoided the swinging arms with ease, keeping a safe distance
from the snarling madman. Within a few seconds, the ferocity dwindled and the man
collapsed.
Batman turned to check on the berserker’s original target. She wasn’t screaming
anymore. Instead, she was staring dumbfounded at the scene before her. As Batman
approached through the fog, the woman’s features becoming clearer as he neared her.
His lips curled into a sneer with recognition. “Ivy!”
“B-Batman?” Poison Ivy balked. “What are you… when… wha…”
She looked frightened, terrified, but there was more to it than that. There was
something else mixed in with that horrified gaze—Panic? Confusion? He wasn’t sure,
but it was entirely possible that she really was just an innocent victim here. She lived in
the park, after all, so it was plausible that she heard the disturbance and came out of
her lair only to run into a throng of rampaging humanity…
Whatever the case, it was obvious that it would take some time to get information
out of her. She was babbling incoherently, her eyes now fixed on her downed assailant
with a glassy-eyed stare.
“I didn’t… It’s not… My babies… screaming… those people…”
Batman took a step forward, his voice a commanding boom. “Ivy. What happened?”
She instantly returned her attention to Batman. “It wasn’t… I… this… wasn’t
supposed to happen… I was just… spell… not this… my babies…”
Batman shot forward, grabbing Ivy by the shoulders and growling. “What did you
do?”
Startled, but no more coherent, Ivy immediately went on the defensive. “I didn’t! I…
it wasn’t supposed to… bun-lady said… the clearing… that stupid video… I couldn’t
control…”
Batman shook her viciously, realizing that Ivy was much more than just an innocent
bystander in all of this. “WHAT DID YOU DO?!”
“It’s not my fault!!” Ivy wailed, taking great offense to being handled and talked to
in this manner. “I was merely trying to… that stupid video… and all those stupid
men…” Her eyes locked viciously onto his, realizing that this arrogant, violent,
meddling man was exactly the kind of man that had pushed her into this whole thing
in the first place. “Men like you! Making a mockery out of me! Making me some…
getting some cheap thrill off of… YOU made me do this! This is all your fault!!”
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Ivy suddenly pushed back, flailing her arms wildly at Batman. He held her firmly in
place… when searing pain shot up the back of his right shin as a new gash appeared,
another scar returning. The reemergence of the wound caused his leg to jerk violently
and set him off balance, sending them both tumbling to the ground.
Realizing that they were suddenly on the ground and that she, quite literally, had the
upper hand, Ivy snapped. In her mind, everything that had ever gone wrong,
everything bad that had ever happened to her was a result of this man on the ground
beneath her. And now she had him beat—pinned to the ground, under her control. It
all made sense now—the whole Roxy thing had been a fluke! She didn’t need some
summoned creature! She didn’t need Selina and her ridiculous training! She was
Poison Ivy, The Goddess of the Green and NO man could ever hold her down…
She raised her fist high in the air, preparing to strike a nasty blow against Batman,
against ALL men… the power of a million unrecognized paybacks clenched in her
fist… the strength of all of nature condensed into one punch…
Batman’s hand suddenly shot up and two fingers prodded dangerously hard into
Ivy’s underarm, striking a cluster of nerves and rendering her arm instantly useless. As
her now completely harmless fist dropped like a stone to her side, Batman used the
shift in her center of gravity to spin her off of him. He was instantly back on his feet
and grabbing to pull her up. She began shrieking again, the culmination of all of the
pain, fear, anger and frustration she’d been through in the last few hours flying out of
her in a piercing cry. Her one good arm swatted at him harmlessly until another quick
nerve strike rendered her completely unconscious.
As much as he wanted to leave her lying there on the ground, he knew that any
berserker who stumbled across her prone form would surely rip her to shreds. With a
grunt, he hefted her body up under his arm and headed toward the nearest park exit,
hoping that the chaos had not extended beyond the boundary of the fog.

I knew we were in trouble as soon as we reached Robinson Park South, the street
lined with hotels on the southernmost edge of the park, where the hansom cabs queue
up in between the regular taxi stands. The traffic was at a standstill and people were
standing along the sidewalks, all staring up at the mass of black encasing the park.
Gothamites don’t stop and gawk as a rule. Yeah, sure, that was Robert DeNiro
coming out of Nobu, so what; actors gotta eat too.
But there they were, lined up around the park: gawking. It was a lucky break as far
as Lois was concerned, dozens of eyewitnesses ready to utter pithy word-pictures for
her readers. She went fluttering through the crowd asking what everyone had seen.
Most of them missed the thing forming. They arrived late, as we had, and only noticed
once the traffic ground to a halt.
After a few minutes’ fruitless searching, I thought about the hotels—the doormen
would have been standing out front the whole time. I told Lois and pointed her to the
front of the Plaza. The doorman was an older man, Asian, whose nametag read
“Ken.” Lois melted him with a skeptical glance at the unlikely nametag and asked
what his name really was that the hotel assumed tourists couldn’t pronounce. It was
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Cu Ba, and soon Cu Ba was telling her all that had happened since the first clouds
darkened over Robinson Park.
I knew I should stay out of it. Lois was doing her job, and she knew how to question
a witness. But after the part with the clouds, Cu Ba’s story shifted focus. Nobody had
come out of the park since the strangeness began, and only two figures went in:
Batman and Superman. The latter was quite a novelty in Gotham, and Cu Ba pointed
excitedly to the sky where he had appeared, where he had flown, and where he had
entered the park. Batman, he added dismissively, came in from that way—but he
didn’t look right.
I knew I should stay out of it, but I wanted to know what that meant. I cut off Lois’s
next question. “What do you mean he ‘didn’t look right?’” I asked.
“Swing,” he said, motioning with an index finger towards the far end of the street,
“like they show on TV, on rope from up that way. But land very bad, double over.”
And here Cu Ba moved both hands to his left side and bobbed slightly. “Then he stood
up and run into park. Not look right.”
I looked towards that corner of the park. Not that there was anything to see except
cabbies and tourists gawking at a big black wall of fog.
Lois put her hand on my shoulder. “It doesn’t mean anything,” she said.
I hate this. I HATE IT. This isn’t me. This isn’t what I do. I don’t stay behind and
fret about him like some goddamn civilian.
But something was wrong at the restaurant… and before. Something had been
wrong with him since the runestone.
I had already decided to go in when the fog swelled outward, right where I was
looking, and Batman came running out—with an armful of green I recognized in a
blink as… Poison Ivy?

No longer just a floating double-head, but now in his full fifteen-foot, winged,
demonic form, Janus surveyed the battlefield before him. Hundreds of his newly
created berserkers battled endlessly in front of him, clawing, pounding, biting and
hammering at each other for lack of any other targets. He smiled wide, baring rows of
sharp, pointed teeth, content that this was the perfect beginning of the army he
desired. And it was just the beginning, he knew. He would amass an army of
berserker warriors so massive as to shake the very fields of Valhalla itself. His beloved
Hel would have her revenge.
An odd green mist suddenly sprayed across the battlefield, carried on a powerful
wind that rivaled the gale that Janus had summoned when he arrived. The mist coated
the battling berserkers, and within seconds, they began collapsing on the field.
“What?!” Janus howled in surprise.
Superman spit the crushed capsule shells from his mouth and floated in the air over
the battlefield, his arms crossed over his chest.
“Release whatever hold you have over these innocent people and return to your own
plane of existence. This invasion ends NOW!”
Janus sneered at the brightly-clad speck of humanity and howled in rage.
“Insignificant WORM! You dare to deny the will of Janus the…”
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He never got to finish the proclamation as Superman suddenly swooped in and
planted a powerful uppercut on the demon’s chin, sending him hurling backward.
Superman followed the sailing form, landing on the ground mere feet from where the
demon finally came to rest.
“Oh, I dare,” he replied, arms back in their folded position. “Time for you to leave
now.”
Janus suddenly leapt to his feet and swatted Superman away with the back of his
hand. “I think not, mortal!” the demon howled. “These warriors now belong to me!”
Superman sailed backward through the air from the force of the blow. He was able
to quickly stop his momentum and fly straight back toward the demon, slamming into
its chest with both fists and knocking it back again. In mid-flight, Janus brought a
clubbing hand down across Superman’s back, slamming him into the ground below.
Janus kept himself aloft with his own powerful wings, then landed directly in front of
the prone hero.
“Impressive power,” the demon chided, “but not even close to mine. I will crush you
like a…”
Superman was suddenly up on his feet again, his hands latching onto the demon’s
shoulders. Janus instinctively latched his talons onto Superman’s shoulders as well,
and they were locked together in a powerful stance, wrestling for supremacy.
Superman was dwarfed by Janus’s huge size, but he still pressed upward against the
demon’s shoulders, shoving with all of his might. Even as Janus’s powerful talons dug
into his skin, he held his ground, undaunted.
“Release… *ugh*… these… people!” Superman demanded, his corded muscles
straining against the weight of the demon’s powerful arms.
“Oh, I’ll release them, speck,” Janus replied, a menacing smile spreading across his
face in spite of the struggle. “I have to. Only by releasing them from this mortal coil
will they enter my beloved Hel’s domain and become the army she so richly deserves!”
Superman’s eyes widened in realization—he was going to kill them all! A renewed
sense of urgency filled his body and he pressed harder against his foe, actually shoving
the giant back a few feet.
A low rumble emanated from Janus’s chest that sounded like a growl but soon
shifted into laughter. The demon glanced menacingly back over his own shoulder. The
ground began to tremble beneath their feet as thirty large figures suddenly appeared
through the fog behind Janus’s back, charging toward them. None of them matched
Janus in size, but they had a similar shape—large winged creatures with gaping maws
and taloned hands. And each one made completely of stone.
Gargoyles.
To his horror, Superman quickly realized that the stone monstrosities weren’t
headed toward him, but were bearing down on the mass of unconscious berserkers
behind him. They weren’t there to help Janus in this fight, they were there to slaughter
the innocents. With an amazing burst of power, Superman actually lifted Janus off of
his feet and slammed him to the ground.
He knew it wouldn’t keep Janus down for long, but it broke the stalemate hold long
enough for him to get away and go after the gargoyles before they could begin their
gruesome task.
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One thing about Batman, he can size up a situation in seconds. When he burst out of
that fog on the edge of the park, the first thing he did was scan the crowd. He saw
us—and even with those lenses in, I could read the thought from the way he turned his
head—he didn’t know what we were doing there. And then he saw Lois’s hands: pen,
pad, tape recorder… ah. Grunt. I couldn’t hear it from this distance, but I’m sure it
was there. Grunt. That’s his way.
We went up to him. I looked at the bundle he carried and stated the obvious: “You
have an armful of garden slut,” I noted, pointing to Poison Ivy.
“Lenses disengage,” he growled. I love that tone. When he doesn’t want to
acknowledge the teasing.
Then something weird happened. His whole side spasmed and dumped the armful
of unconscious garden slut onto the sidewalk.
“Hey, hey, hey,” I blurted, bending down to check how her head hit the concrete.
“Ivy’s not exactly my favorite person, y’know, but come on.”
“I’m fine,” he said mechanically. It’s what he’d said at the restaurant. It’s what he’d
said on the roof last night. I would have asked what he meant by it, but just then I saw
these little cards that had spilled out from Ivy’s graceless tumble.
“The Curiosity Shop,” I read. “16th and Lexington. 15% off.”
“Go,” Batman ordered. “Take Lois, see what they know. It’s about Berserkers. And
maybe gargoyles.”
“For real or just sending us out of harm’s way?”
“Um, guys,” Lois interrupted. We turned and she was pointing down Fifth Avenue.
Despite all that was happening, it still took a minute to process what I was seeing. It’s
like that when something is so completely wrong. You’re so sure your eyes must be
lying to you, it takes a minute to really see what you’re seeing.
“Speak of the devil,” I murmured.
It was a gargoyle—the kind I see every night—same size, shape, texture—except it
was walking up Fifth Avenue towards the park. It didn’t actually speak, but you could
still hear it. Somehow you could hear its words in your head.
˜˜Six thousand was my right,˜˜ it said, ˜˜Six thousand will be mine. First shall be thou, Dark
Mortal, first of six thousand pledged but never yielded.˜˜
“Selina,” a far more familiar voice graveled in my ear, “Go. Now. Berserkers and
gargoyles. Now.”

Superman managed to stop about half of the charging gargoyles on his first
swooping pass. Though magically enchanted, they were still simply made of stone. He
blasted through the rank of charging beasts, shattering many of them with a single
punch. He quickly went to work on the others, demolishing them with great punches
or high-intensity blasts of his heat vision. Dust and debris littered the ground beneath
him as he landed, scanning the mass of unconscious, but unharmed human bodies.
In the distance, he heard Janus’s menacing laughter, as the ground began to shake
again. Another pack of gargoyles charged across the field.
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The “Curiosity Shop” was locked up when we got there. I wasn’t about to let that
stop me, and I wasn’t going to waste time explaining to Lois. It took less than a minute
to open the door. Another to bypass the alarm. I headed for the counter, certain I
would find some clue to where the shop owner lived. I got as far as this little
nameplate: Miriam Nash, Venus in Scorpio, when all of a sudden, a kind of white
numbness hit me.
I heard Lois utter a sort of “uuohh” noise, but when I turned to see… I found I
couldn’t turn at all.
I was… frozen.
This was not good.
I couldn’t quite think straight…
to work out…
what to…
do…
next…
…
…But I’m pretty sure I was only standing like that for a minute when the woman
came. I couldn’t see where she came from, but she was suddenly there. Shortish, gray
hair, glasses, like a funky librarian. Presumably “Miriam Nash—Venus in Scorpio.”
She took the little card from my hand and looked at it, then up at me.
“Arcquix conquiescete,” she said. I felt my legs flush warm suddenly.
“You can move now,” she told us, just as Lois started spurting a lot of questions I
didn’t bother listening to. “A kind of magical burglar alarm. I expect you’re here
about the green woman?” she went on, indicating the card.
“Yes,” I nodded. “Poison Ivy. She’s… I don’t know what the hell she’s done but—”
“Hell is exactly what she’s done. And your timing is rather unfortunate, ladies. I
was on my way there, to the scheol fissure, when your tripping my alarm brought me
back here.”
“Look, Miriam,” I said, “under other circumstances, I’m on board with the crisp
matter-of-fact attitude towards breaking and entering. But in this case, we broke in TO
GET A HOLD OF YOU. We’ve got… there are… people that we care about are trapped
in that park right now. And all hell is breaking loose in there. What did you call it, a
fissure?”
“Yes, a scheol fissure, a tear between our world and the world of the dead. Your
friend with the green skin opened it, or… No, not quite. She…” Miriam trailed off
and seemed to listen, then she looked up at me. She looked exactly like a funky
librarian that just found the out of print reference you wanted. “She awakened
something—Janus, most likely—and channeled power into him until he opened the
fissure.”
“How do we close it?” I asked.
“Closing a door that never should have opened is simple if you can find out why it
was opened in the first place. The difficulty will be sending back what has already
come through it.”
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Lois stepped up, in full reporter mode. “Hang on, we know ‘Who’: Janus. When
and Where are covered. So let’s go back and hit ‘What’ before we tackle the Whys.
What exactly is a scheol fissure and what is coming through it?”
“It’s an opening between worlds,” Miriam said, “Janus is also called Bifrons. By that
name, he is a lord of the underworld, commanding legions of dark beings. Any of
them would heed his call. I don’t know, I can’t sense what is coming through the
fissure, but it’s a good bet that he opened it for the purpose of letting it into our world.
If you can find out what it is, you’ll probably learn the whys.”
“It’s that,” I said, pointing to a corner of gargoyle statues. “Except big. It—one of
them, at least—looked just like that one.”
Miriam went to the table and picked up the statue. “This one?” she asked.
I nodded.
“This is Blostiban, Guardian of the Fifth Circle—and an aspect of Hel, the Norse
goddess of the underworld. This is what Bifrons called forth?”
“That’s what we saw, yes.”
“Your green friend’s name isn’t Hel or Blostiban, is it?” Miriam asked skeptically.
“It’s Pamela.”
She sighed—a rather perturbed sigh often heard in conjunction with Pammy, one
way or another. “That makes no sense,” Miriam said at last. “But the spell I gave her is
to right a wrong. And Hel was certainly wronged.”
“How?” Lois asked.
“And does it have anything to do with Berserkers?” I added.
Miriam took us into a back room and dug out one of those books you only see in
horror movies—or Jason Blood’s library. It was large, the size of a small table top,
covered in thick dark leather that was carved and embossed with symbols. She turned
the strangely thick pages—vellum, maybe, or heavy paper coated with some kind of
lacquer.
While she read, a little cat, a beautiful Korat with luminous green eyes and a coat just
about Whiskers’s shade of blue-gray, leapt down from the bookcase and landed in our
midst.
“Greymalkin, NO,” Miriam wailed, trying to collect the cat while it swatted her
sleeve and played with the pages.
“Maybe you should—” Lois started to say.
“I had the same thought,” I told her quietly. Under other circumstances it would be
fun to watch, this sorceress flummoxed by her own cat. But we were pressed for time.
I picked up Greymalkin and settled in a corner chair. I spent the next ten minutes
telling the little darling how beautiful she was and letting her chew my handbag.
When Miriam was ready, she waved us back to her place at the table.
“The Sagas of Norse mythology say that the gods and the giants were destined to
fight a great war called Ragnarok. To prepare for the great battle, they made a bargain:
the Valkrye would bring half of all the dead warriors to Odin. They became the army
of the gods. The other half they left for Hel, to fight on the side of the giants. But Odin
cheated. Not all Viking warriors were the same. There were some called Berserkers
that were stronger, fiercer, possessed of an inhuman rage, incredible strength,
unimaginable violence, and—”
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“And they were magical,” I whispered, thinking of what happened to Bruce. “They
could draw on magic, as long as it served the killing?”
“Some legends say yes, they were magically immune from weapons… The
Berserkers were Odin’s special property. His name actually comes from the German
words for ‘rage’ and ‘possessed.’ So Odin took all the Berserkers. And that’s how he
cheated. The two armies were equal in number, but whenever a Berserker fell, he was
brought to Odin. It would be like having a ‘fair fight’ between the Vienna Boys’ Choir
and the Pittsburgh Steelers.”
“So… righting the wrong?” Lois asked.
“Bifrons wants to give Hel the Berserkers she should have had to fight at Ragnarok.”
I felt my blood run cold. Bruce had been a Berserker. Six thousand was my right…
Pledged but never yielded… First shall be thou, Dark… Mortal.
“If this Hel is goddess of the underworld,” I started to speak my thought. “If she’s a
goddess of the underworld, then to give her the Berserkers he’s making, Bifrons will have
to—to make them dead?”
Miriam nodded.
“Yes. And since they are immune to weapons and the fiercest attacks, that’s why he
would have opened the fissure to bring forth demons that could kill them. Even a
Berserker will die if you twist its head off.”
“HOW DO WE—” I stopped. I was shouting and Greymalkin had squirmed at my
volume. Her back legs tore deep into my arm as she jumped down. I took a breath
and began again more calmly. “How do we stop them? How do we send them back?
And—and then how do we close that damned door?”

Batman rolled right, dodging the huge stony arm swinging in his direction.
Thankfully, most of the bystanders had scattered when the gargoyle had come
stomping up the street, so now it was just him and the animated statue, battling it out
amongst the abandoned cars on Fifth Avenue.
He cursed himself for not packing any explosives in this spare suit’s utility belt.
Though huge and menacing, the gargoyle was still only stone. A well-placed
concussion grenade would have ended this fight ten minutes ago, though he wasn’t
doing too badly with just batarangs and strategic kicks.
One of the gargoyle’s “knees” was almost completely crumbled and the huge thing
stumbled slightly anytime it shifted its massive weight to that side. There were large
chunks of stone missing from various parts of its body and it was missing the tip of one
ear. And, Batman noted, it had several claw/puncture marks on the side of its head and
a worn groove that circled its neck, though those were not from this fight. No, those
were a result of countless grappling hooks and lines that had latched onto its neck
night after night as it had sat on its perch on the roof of the Grupnel Towers.
Spying those scratch marks again as he came out of the roll, Batman came up with a
plan. He could use a grapnel line to grab the rampaging statue and pull it over without
having to risk another close assault. He pulled the grapnel gun from his belt, aimed it
and fired.
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Though the gargoyle face never actually moved or showed any expression other
than the one it had been carved with, Batman could immediately sense a shift in the
thing’s demeanor—even before the strange voice invaded his mind again.
˜˜NO! No more swinging!! No more ropes!!˜˜
The thing clutched at the grapnel in its neck and yanked it out, then pulled the silk
batline so hard that it wrenched the gun from Batman’s hand. The thing charged him
fast, its mental voice howling in Batman’s mind.
Batman easily leapt clear of the charging gargoyle and landed on the hood of a
nearby car. The charge had brought it close enough for another close assault. Batman
crouched lightly, waiting for just the right moment to spring toward his foe with a
perfectly aimed kick that would take that crumbled knee out once and for all.
If he had been given the time to study the strange phenomenon of his scars
returning, if he hadn’t jumped immediately into this bizarre case that forced him to
handle the reemergence of his old wounds in the field, he would have noticed a few
things. First, that the scars had been returning in the reverse order in which he had
received them. Second, that with each passing moment, the speed with which they
were returning was increasing exponentially. Given that information, he could have
calculated—or at least estimated—when certain scars would return.
If given the chance, he could have seen what was coming.
He could have traced the “road map” of his scars backward and determined that his
body had just reached that horrible night—the night that he had battled another huge
monstrosity and lost.
The night he’d fought Bane.
White hot pain stabbed through his lower back like an iron spike. His knees buckled
as he lost all feeling below the waist and he collapsed onto the hood of the car.
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CHAPTER 6: ALWAYS A PRICE
I’ve been thinking a lot about Bruce’s objections to magic. I’ve come to the
conclusion that my own are very different. With Bruce, it’s all tied up with the kind of
man he is. Scientist, yes. Intellectual, sure. Detective, first, last and always. You
wouldn’t expect him to be gung ho about anything that messes with the way the world
is supposed to work. But it’s more than that. It’s about right and wrong. His ideas
about right and wrong are not open for discussion.
That’s not my kink. Never has been; never will be.
No, my issues with magic come down to people like this Miriam Nash.
“Closing a door that never should have opened is simple if you can find out why it
was opened in the first place.” That’s what our witch-lady said. Then she spends the
next ten minutes decking us out in all kinds of charms and herb oils for “protection.”
“If you shut a door that somebody else opened, they might come to find out why.
And these aren’t exactly the cranky 4th-floor neighbors blocking the elevator open with
their golf clubs. Put these on.”
She handed me another crystal, and Lois a carved fish on a ribbon.
“Um, Miriam?” Lois began. Miriam cut her off with a spritz from yet another
atomizer and flogged the pendant on her neck with a sprig of something leafy. I got a
strong whiff of clove, carnation and bayberry.
“Why am I not surprised you hit it off with Poison Ivy,” I grumbled when she got to
me. Spritz! And a cloud of hyacinth, juniper and frankincense joined the other scents.
She swatted my crystal with the leafy thing and I saw it was a handful of fresh sage.
“Now the gems,” she muttered. “Prehnite, ruby, garnet, black tourmaline, and
hawk’s eye should do it.” She went over to a strange cabinet she had against a back
wall, like an old-fashioned druggist’s cabinet. It was shallow, and covered with rows
and rows of tiny little drawers. Lois looked at me.
“She said closing the door was simple,” Lois hissed.
“For me, cracking the safe at the diamond exchange is two minutes’ cat’s play,” I told
her, “but I wouldn’t go around calling it ‘simple’ if only because of the nine armed
guards you have to get through first.”
“I guess magic folks have a different idea of what’s simple.”
“Lois, I go drinking with the craziest crazies in this city, and nobody’s idea of ‘simple’
involves fourteen layers of protection against pissed off hell-lords.”
“Good news!” Miriam announced brightly, “I found some leopard skin agate, very
protective, especially against sorcery and possession. And it fits your theme, dear!”
“Oh good,” I sighed. Meow for the theme.

We sat in a circle around the small ritual table in Miriam’s backroom. We had joined
hands. Between my right palm and Miriam’s left was the leopard skin agate. Between
my left and Lois’s right was a red tiger eye. Miriam was quite confident this would be
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our best strategy. Since neither Lois nor I were “experienced practitioners,” we had to
make use of every advantage, and my connection with cats was evidently a plus.
I would have felt a whole lot better about that theory if Miriam’s own bundle of
feline joy, Greymalkin, hadn’t trashed the ritual table when she was setting it up. I
tried not to think about that. Miriam had stressed the importance of focusing on the
spell and the spell only.
I closed my eyes while Miriam muttered her incantations. I inhaled the incense,
sandalwood, jasmine, and… there was a distraction. Greymalkin had returned from
wherever Miriam put her. The cat was in my lap, burying its head into the crook of my
arm.
I recalled the discipline of meditation, I recalled meditating with Sensei… I inhaled
again deeply and let the drone of Miriam’s chanting lull me… I recalled… I realized…
Miriam had stressed focusing on the spell and the spell only… I realized this is where
Poison Ivy failed. Pamela has no patience. Pamela has no discipline. She complained
about the rolls when I tried to train her. She wouldn’t meditate at all… Miriam’s soft
voice continued to murmur… sandalwood, jasmine… I saw it all unfolding.
“This wasn’t an accident,” I heard my voice saying. It wasn’t. I knew it now, I could
sense it the same way my nose could smell the incense. “There are no accidents.
Something wanted this. Distractions. Janus for Ivy. Two Faces. So easy to lead her
where he wanted her to go. Janus has two faces. A cat for me. They’re fighting us.
Anything to distract us. They’re vulnerable. They’re so vulnerable. Easy to stop
them. Easy to close the door, to send them back, to free the others. Just don’t let them
distract… Janus for Ivy. Cat for me. Back for—oh, god!”
Bruce.

Batman’s back injury had been a subject of much speculation over the years. The
press had known very little about the sudden change in Batman’s appearance, style
and methodology. They simply concluded that the much publicized battle between
him and the monstrosity known as Bane must have left the real Batman incapacitated,
resulting in someone acting as a “Replacement Bat.” In the superhero community,
speculation over the extent of the damage dealt to the original Dark Knight ran the
gamut from “minor muscle strain” to “permanent debilitation.”
In reality, the wound had been severe but not permanent. From Bane’s “backbreaker” maneuver, Bruce had suffered a minor fracture in his L3 vertebrae and a
massive herniation to his L3-L4 vertebral disc. The disc had swollen to the point where
it was pressing on his spinal column, causing temporary paralysis from the waist
down. After a painful spinal tap and months of anti-inflammatory medication and
physical therapy, Bruce had worked himself back into peak physical condition. The
path to recovery had been long and arduous, but Bruce knew better than to try to push
himself too quickly. Back injuries were not something to mess around with.
In the end, he was able to reclaim the mantle from Jean Paul and resume his career as
Gotham’s primary protector. Upon his return, Bruce did make some modifications to
the Batsuit—though nowhere near the kinds of changes Jean Paul had made—
including extra support/protection for his lower back.
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All of that was of little comfort as he lay crumpled on the hood of the car with no
feeling in the lower half of his body. He knew he had little time—Blostiban would be
turning her ire on him at any moment. He grabbed the side of the car with both hands
and pulled hard, yanking himself over the side and landing hard on the concrete
sidewalk with a thump.
Quickly scanning the contents of his utility belt, looking for something—anything—
to combat the giant stone monstrosity, Batman began formulating his plan. If the back
injury followed the same course as the other returning wounds, he would only be
incapacitated for a few more seconds—but how long would it take for full motor
function to return? He needed to find something to keep Blostiban busy until he was
able to stand again and fight…
There was a great wrenching sound as the car he was hiding behind lifted up
suddenly and was tossed aside like a piece of errant litter. Blostiban towered over
Batman’s prone form, staring down with that hideous, stone snout. Reacting quickly,
Batman tossed a smoke pellet into the monster’s face. He knew that the smoke would
have no effect as a choking or debilitating agent, but he hoped for enough confusion to
give him the precious seconds he needed.
Pinpricks began dancing up and down his legs. He rolled and pulled himself over
the sidewalk to a nearby parking meter and began using his muscular arms to pull
himself upright. His normal bench-press was nearly three times his body weight, so
strength wasn’t the problem—the problem was maneuvering the dead weight of his
lower body. He’d just managed to get himself upright—albeit a half-standing/halfleaning posture against the parking meter—when Blostiban was towering over him
again, the last vestiges of the smoke-bomb dissipating around the gargoyle’s head.
The thing reared a massive stone arm back, preparing to strike, then paused. The
gargoyle’s head tilted slightly to the side as if regarding Batman in curiosity.
˜˜You are wounded, Dark Mortal?˜˜ The voice rolled through Batman’s mind again.
˜˜Perhaps you are not the warrior that I thought.˜˜
Batman steadied himself against the pole. He was starting to regain the feeling in his
lower extremities, but he still didn’t have the leg-strength to hold himself up
unassisted. He stared back viciously at the giant form, silently daring it to continue its
assault.
Blostiban’s head straightened. ˜˜No matter. If you are deemed worthy, you will make a fine
addition to my army. If not, I will enjoy feasting on your entrails.˜˜
The arm came swinging in and Batman shoved hard against the pole, propelling
himself backward away from the blow. As he landed roughly on the concrete, he
realized that he had actually felt his legs adding to the push. He tried to curl his legs to
attempt to stand and pain shot up his back again. It was dangerous to move this much
while his back tried to heal—the best plan was to lie still and just let it happen.
Unfortunately, there was a fifteen foot stone behemoth with other ideas.
Batman pulled one of the heavier Batarangs out of his belt and tossed it with deadly
accuracy. The metal weapon spun through the air, heading straight for the statue’s
crumbled knee. It wasn’t enough to knock the entire knee loose, but it did cause
Blostiban to stumble once more. The monster howled again, mentally, then charged in,
scooping up Batman before he could get away.
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Now caught in the mighty beast’s grip, Batman pulled a small bulb from his utility
belt. The bulb, divided in the middle, contained two inert fluids that, when combined,
created a highly corrosive acid. Again, he doubted that it would cause the huge beast
any pain, but it might give him the ability to slip away. Blostiban held Batman up,
reaching with her other hand to grab at his head—then suddenly she stopped, her head
whipping around as if she’d just heard a loud noise behind her. She stood there,
completely motionless, staring back up the street. She stood that way so long that
Batman wondered if she might be returning to her unanimated statue form.
Then, Blostiban moved again, this time turning to face whatever it was that drew her
attention.
˜˜Meddlesome, interfering bitches!˜˜ Batman heard the enraged voice in his mind, the
mental words oozing with contempt. The gargoyle threw Batman to the ground like a
child angrily discarding a broken toy and stomped off down the street.
Batman lay on the ground, pain racing through his body. The landing had hurt but
the pain in his lower back was worse. He considered getting up to follow after
Blostiban, but another shot of pain racing up his back changed his mind. He lay there,
silently cursing Fate as the muscles in his legs started to throb. After a few more
seconds, he felt strong enough to stand.
Down the street, the gargoyle turned a corner and disappeared. Where was it going?!
Then the words echoed through his head again. ˜˜Meddlesome, interfering bitches!˜˜
Oh, god.
Selina.

Adding to my growing list of issues about magic: apparently the simple ritual to
close the hell-door can spontaneously shift into a mind-blowing vortex of revelation if
whatever spirit force you summon likes the cut of your jib.
Adding to my growing list of issues about magic: I don’t like agreeing with Batman
this much! I really don’t. But sorry, he’s got a point on this one. There is something to
be said for the reliability of science. You heat water to 212° F, it boils. Every time! No
guesswork.
With magic, somebody like Miriam puts a ritual together based on whatever she
knows about the herbs and the gems and the symbols and the Big Bad Magical Thing
uptown trying to rip Bruce’s head off. It turns out if she happens to lock into
something like oh, say, a cat-theme when Norse mythology is involved…
“Oh, I see what happened! Just look at this, I had no idea. The Nordic seeresses, the
Volva, were tied to cats! It says they wore capes and hoods lined with catskin and
catskin gloves. In their Seidr rituals, they would slip into a trancelike state to
commune with spirits to learn the answers to questions… They would just open their
mouth and chant out the answers.”
I would have happily slammed that great big book shut on her fingers, but I was too
preoccupied with what I had seen in that vision. I wanted to make sense of it all before
it faded—I didn’t have time to indulge in getting pissed.
“That does sound like what happened to you, Selina,” Lois chimed in. I glared at
her, reconsidering my membership in the Lois Lane Preservation Society.
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“I expect the Spirit Forces were intrigued by you,” Miriam concluded happily, “a
newcomer as you are to the Craft, but ˜˜COMING FOR YOU˜˜ tied to cats and therefore
the ancient Egyptian spirits, ˜˜COMING FOR YOU˜˜ focused on your meditation, and
draped in such suitable ˜˜COMING FOR YOU, INTERFERING BITCHES˜˜ feline
imagery—”
“We have to go,” I said, “We have to get out of here, now. It’s coming for us.”
They both stared at me.
˜˜INTERFERING BITCHES, COMING FOR YOU NOW!˜˜
I realized too late that I wasn’t making sense. They didn’t hear it, the voice was
sounding in my head just like it had outside the park. It was the thing from the park,
the gargoyle-thing that fought Batman, I could sense it. It was coming to get us before
we could try another ritual. We heard the door to the shop burst open and saw the big
lumbering thing coming through the outer room.
“Selina,” Lois hissed, “What you did to Prometheus that time—”
“1-No element of surprise here,” I spat out quickly, “2-No bullwhip, 3-I only
distracted him for a minute until one of the heroes could—”
I didn’t get to 4-and Prometheus was after the Justice League whereas this thing was here
for US, when our big stone friend shattered the counter in its path and loomed in the
doorway. Miriam’s backroom is a lot like Kittlemeier’s—with one critical difference I’d
already noticed. Kittlemeier smokes, and he likes to duck out the backdoor for a few
puffs before a fitting. Miriam’s backroom had no backdoor. There was only one way
out—and Hel/Blostiban was completely blocking it. She was too big to come through
it, but that was no consolation considering what she’d already done to the front door
and the counter.
But she… it didn’t burst through. It stood there staring angrily. Not that it had any
facial expression; it was still a big stone gargoyle. But you could feel the rage pouring
off it in waves. And the voice echoed in my mind again, louder than before.
˜˜MORTALS. INSECTS. HOW DARE YOU INTERFERE.˜˜
“It can’t harm us,” Miriam said calmly. “The protections I put in place are very
powerful.” She stepped forward, between Lois and I, and took our hands. I felt the
stone again between our palms like before.
“Ċøŋfųţă, Đěşįįţ, Ŀěŋtœšċå,” Miriam called out. It was a strong, commanding voice,
like I’ve heard Jason use when incanting.
Blostiban didn’t seem impressed—but I imagine that’s just the demon equivalent of
rooftop bluster. Catwoman’s Rule #12: you never let on if “That’s far enough,
Catwoman!” was a surprise. You bluff. This thing was bluffing. Miriam was getting
to it. It didn’t look any different but it underwent the reverse of Bruce slipping into
BatMode. It got less dense.
“Ċøŋfųţă, Đěşįįţ, Ŀěŋtœšċå,” Miriam repeated, “There is nothing for you here,
Blostiban of the Fifth Circle, aspect of Hel and daughter of—”
˜˜Ruhe, Hexe DämonFrau! Das Berserkergang sind meine, ich hat, was meins ist! ˜˜
It lost even more density, now you could see it, the rock collapsing in on itself while
a thick stinking mist started oozing out of its pores. It was like the rock itself was
smoking and, at the same time, the smoke was eating away the rock until all that
remained was this solid mass of fog. It was similar to the vision I’d had of Ivy in
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Robinson Park, but the smoky form that confronted her was Janus, a head with two
faces looking out front and back. This was a solid mass of fog without form—half
black as night, and half white as snow.
“So you abandon your aspect of Blostiban and appear before us as Hella?” Miriam
sneered, “You have no more sway in this form than the other, daughter of Loki.”
Add to that growing list about magic: focusing on the hocus-pocus, magicians often
miss the point.
“Um Miriam,” I pointed out the obvious as it was happening, “She might not have
any extra powers this way, but she can fit through the door.”
The foggy mist had already seeped into the room and thickened again around us. It
brought a clammy suffocating aura with it that was quite disgusting, but seemed
otherwise harmless… The black was on my side, the white on Lois’s. Something about
that tugged somewhere in my brain. This black and white meant something, but I
couldn’t see what—not yet. Then the mist solidified again, it pulled together and
thickened into a solid form right in front of Miriam. It was no longer a gargoyle; it was
a woman. Half of her face was lovely, half was ugly and misshapen. From her waist
up, her skin was pink and alive, while her waist down was dead and rotting.
The something-thought tugging in my brain clicked, suddenly it clicked, it all made
sense, and I started to laugh.
Miriam was chanting in earnest, and the remaining mist started to clear.
I thought about a picnic basket left beside a leopard statue in a closed jewelry store
near the opera house…
And a note somehow slipped into my pocket when I went out to get my morning
coffee…
Miriam chanted on, the woman-shape started to fade, the mist was completely gone,
and I was still chuckling.
I thought about a diamond cat pin with emerald eyes locked in a safe…
Another in a gift box, in his pocket, and an exquisite garden set for a romantic
candlelit dinner.
The last piece of the puzzle was ours.
I thought about a Valentine’s Day when Harvey called in bomb threats to 22
different florists to shut them down on their busiest day of the year…
To lessen “the sick massacre of all those roses.”
“WHAT is so funny,” Lois demanded, leaning forward to look over at me without
releasing Miriam’s hand.
“Are we alone?” I asked.
“Probably,” was the less-than-assuring answer from Miriam.
“Now I get it,” I told them, “Hel and Janus. They’re a couple! This isn’t some
random goddess whose wrong he decided to set right because Ivy just happened to
summon him by accident; they’re a couple! With the two faces and the black and white
mist split down the center, these guys are made for each other.”
“And knowing that helps us how?” Lois asked testily.
“This isn’t about opening or closing a portal to Hell,” I told her excitedly, “It’s about
the lengths men go to impress women.”
“And that helps us how???” Lois repeated.
“I have absolutely no idea,” I admitted.
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The ground beneath Superman’s feet was littered with so much rubble, debris, and
dust, it looked like a ten-story building had collapsed. He’d just dispatched the latest
round of gargoyles—the fourth wave—and he glanced over at the clump of
unconscious human bodies, brushing the dust off of his arms.
In between “rounds” with the gargoyles, he’d managed to make several quick trips
to carry many of the knocked-out berserkers to a safer distance halfway across the
park. There were still close to a hundred bodies in the middle of the field, but
thankfully, no innocent human had been killed.
He peered through the thick fog and could just barely make out Janus’s hulking
form. The demon was taking long strides, nearing the concrete-strewn battlefield.
“Okay, Janus,” Superman muttered to himself, “I’ve dispatched your minions. It’s
your turn.”
As the demon neared, Superman heard its low rumbling laughter. There was
something else underneath the derisive laughter, though—a strange busy chatter
coming from somewhere behind the lumbering beast. Superman tried to block out the
laughter and concentrate on the other noise—trying to pinpoint where it was coming
from.
“Impressive display, Mortal,” Janus laughed. The underlying noise grew louder and
Superman realized it was a low, chanting voice and it appeared to be coming from
somewhere directly behind Janus. Then it dawned on him: it was Janus’s other face—
the one in the back of his head. It was chanting in a strange, rhythmic and ancient
dialect. He was casting a spell!
“But ultimately, all for naught,” the demon continued, raising his hands slowly as the
chanting got louder and more intense.
A strong wind poured over the battlefield, kicking up the dust and debris at
Superman’s feet. Superman hopped back a few steps, out of the pile of rubble as the
wind continued to pick up. Small cyclones formed right in front of him, scooping up
the rubble and blowing fiercely.
At first, Superman believed that Janus was simply clearing the battlefield, moving
the debris aside to give them ample room to fight. But even after the rubble was gone,
the cyclones persisted—close to a hundred 12-15 foot tornadoes danced across the field,
never touching down or causing damage, simply hovering a few inches off the ground.
Janus controlled them all with waves of his hands, sending them all dancing about in
strange patterns.
Then suddenly, the winds began to slow and dissipate. To Superman’s internal
horror, he noticed that standing in the middle of each miniature tornado was a
perfectly reformed gargoyle. He’d originally combated them all in waves of twenty to
thirty, but now, he had a pack of a hundred stone monstrosities, all staring directly at
him.
He said nothing, simply stared straight at Janus. With a sudden ferocity, he spun and
blasted the closest gargoyle with a powerful punch, shattering it instantly. The
gargoyle exploded into thousands of pieces… but the pieces simply hung in the air a
moment, then reconstituted back into the gargoyle.
Janus laughed again and underneath the hideous laughter, the other voice, the voice
of that other face, continued chanting.
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Superman discreetly flicked on his comlink.
“Batman? What’s your status?”

Batman stared up the street, his eyes locked on the area where he had last seen
Blostiban. For the first time in years, he was torn—torn between chasing after the
rampaging gargoyle headed toward Selina and reentering the park.
He knew the women had obviously made it to The Curiosity Shop—that they had
already begun to work on reversing this chaos. He was fairly certain they must be the
“Meddlesome, interfering bitches” that Blostiban had been mentally screaming about
when she left. He hoped that they would have the time to disperse all of this before the
monstrous gargoyle reached them.
But if not… He started to head up the street after Blostiban, his legs still slightly
wobbly. He’d made it all of two shaky strides when a voice blared through his
communicator.
..::Batman? What’s your status?::..
Clark. And worse, he knew that tone in the Man of Steel’s voice, he knew it all too
well—he needed a hand.
Batman silently cursed himself for even considering chasing the gargoyle. Selina
could take care of herself—he knew that more than any other person on the planet.
Plus, if they had already reached Ivy’s magic source and were working on a resolution,
they were safer there than anywhere else.
He activated his communicator as he ran toward the park entrance, the last of the
weakness finally leaving his legs. “Southeast Entrance. On my way.”
The streets and sidewalks were still devoid of people. Most Gothamites—while
surprisingly jaded when it came to witnessing street crime or supervillain crime
sprees—were smart enough to realize that huge, looming mists over Robinson Park
and animated, angry gargoyles stomping up the street meant it was time to vacate the
area.
As he quickly neared the entrance to the park, Batman noticed that there was one
person whose disappearance from the scene was conspicuous: Ivy. He remembered
dumping her unconscious body right outside of the entrance when he had emerged
earlier. He remembered Selina and Lois not taking her with them as they left for the
magic shop. He had a vague recollection of seeing her body still lying on the sidewalk
during his battle with the gargoyle. But now, she was gone.
He quickly scanned the area but didn’t see her. It would have to wait. Clark was in
trouble.

Clark’s brilliant plan.
No sooner had I told Lois I didn’t know how the truth about Hel and Janus would
help us, I did see how it would help.
The cage. Clark’s brilliant plan.
“You want to pull Blostiban of the Fifth Circle, aspect of Hel the goddess of
Nifilheim, into the POWDER ROOM for some GIRL TALK?” Lois screeched.
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“Six thousand dead Berserkers is a hell of a big gift to be accepting, no pun intended.
I think we should sit her down and make sure she knows what she’s getting into, yes.”
“You’re insane!” Lois said.
But Miriam took my side, “He is raising an army of freakishly strong magical
warriors, I’d imagine he’s expecting something more than a goodnight kiss. Yes, that
approach might work. Goddesses are notoriously proud and no one tells them what to
do, even a significant other. She may respond if you can put it to her properly. But I
doubt she would return here for a chat, no matter how we entreated. She only came
before to prevent our closing the fissure.”
“The park,” I said. “She’ll probably be heading back to the park to collect her
Berserkers. What if we summon her from inside Robinson Park? Janus is right there,
strutting around like the big man, running the show. It’s perfect.”
“It is,” Miriam agreed. “But after that confrontation earlier, I’m sure she won’t
answer my summons no matter what. You two will have to do it without me. And
you’ll need a third; I doubt two would be sufficient even if you were experienced
witches. Your friend Poison Ivy will have to help you.”
“Come again?”
“Your friend Poison Ivy—it was her mishandling of the Magicks that brought this
about. You mess around with the Magicks, there is a debt.”
I was about to remind her that no one tells a goddess what to do, when Lois cleared
her throat.
“The park is crawling with Berserkers,” she reminded us. “And you don’t even have
your whip, remember.”
“Lois, I would be happier in costume, I would be happier with costume, claws and
cat-o-nine tails, but there isn’t time to go all the way home and—”
“Wait,” Miriam said. She was looking at me strangely. “Your whip may be
accessible.” She had that listening-look again, the research librarian on a case—and
then the pleased smile that she’d found your reference for you. “Yes, of course. Jason
Blood, Jason Blood now lives in your old apartment, right on the park.”
They all do this, all the magic types. They all have this annoying habit of knowing
surprising and personal details that they just pull out of the air. Every single nonmagic mask-wearer I know has cursed them for it at one time or another.
“Don’t be silly, my dear,” Miriam interrupted—although I hadn’t said a word of this
out loud. “This isn’t some psychic second sight, it’s good business to remember my
customers’ wants and needs. I know that Jason moved recently because he bought
Tempus Stones from me to set up a temporal field in his new flat.”
I blinked at her. So did Lois.
“Oh, now I have to explain Tempus Fields,” she sighed wearily. “People are not
meant to travel through time. It disrupts the natural cause-and-effect of what we do
shaping who we are, and who we are guiding what we do. Stuff, on the other hand,
inanimate objects, have no memories, no experiences. They don't grow or make
choices. Stuff simply is. It remains static and unchanging at many points in time. It’s
quite common, among magick users, to—oh, how to put this in layman’s terms—to
‘reshuffle’ time in order to store a great many objects in a very small space. Follow?”
“Sure, why not,” I said.
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“Good. Now Tempus Fields are created with Tempus Stones. You can make your
own. Most witches and wizards do try it themselves once or twice when they’re young
and have more enthusiasm than sense. But after a while, who needs to bother with a
twenty-seven night ritual and all the radiation burns. Not to mention some of those
ancient Acadian words are hard for English speakers to pronounce. It’s much easier to
buy them from… well, from me.”

I’m still not a fan of magic; I’m still working on that list. But I let Miriam open a
portal to transport us back to Robinson Park. There was no time to waste with another
frenzied run across town.
We split up as soon as we stepped out of the portal, I to retrieve my costume and
Lois to find Poison Ivy.
I had no trouble breaking into Jason’s apartment. Miriam was quite sure the magical
protections she had us decked out in (I still smelled like a spice rack), combined with
the fact that this space had been my home for years, would circumvent any spells Jason
had in place to stop intruders.
I took a quick look around, noting all that was similar and different. Jason had a
mail table in the entrance, just as I had. His was an antique, Spanish, probably, with a
lovely Mantegna painting over it. Where I had an urn stand with a spray of flowers, he
had a suit of armor. It’s interesting, Jason has an eye for quality, but for a modern man
under ninety, his tastes do run to the stodgily old-fashioned: mirror from the 20s,
Regency chaise longue, 16th century desk… It’s all beautiful, but even in the big
mansions in Bristol, even those old fossils aren’t quite as relentless in the use of
antiques.
I continued my search. The kitchen, breakfast nook, guest closet and guest bath were
very much as they used to be. Jason uses the same room I did for his bedroom, and I
quickly checked the closet and master bath…
Miriam said Jason would have a Power Center, a sanctum sanctorum with his spell
books and magic paraphernalia. She said that’s where I would find the Tempus
Stones. I double-checked the bookcases by the desk. There was quite an assortment—
history, magic, myth—but more like reference books, not spell books as far as I could
tell. Not out in the open that way. Miriam said I should be alert for some part of the
flat that I felt uncomfortable going near since most wizards would set up an avoidance
zone to protect their Center. But I hadn’t felt anything, and I’d been over the whole
place.
Except I hadn’t.
My old exercise room. I had forgotten it completely. I even walked past the door
when I checked the guest bath. I marched down the hall, cursing magicians and their
head games every step of the way. Under normal circumstances, I might feel awkward
breaking in on a friend, invading Jason’s private space. Not now. I opened the door…
It was a simple room. No clutter. Nothing to distract, I suppose. There was a stone
fountain with running water. The floor was stripped to the concrete with a kind of rag
carpet over it. And there were the bookshelves. The real spellbooks. Even I could see
that. And three smooth, polished stones carved with symbols.
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I picked them up… and felt a cold shudder like icy electricity across my teeth. The
thought shivered down my spine: it’s been a while since I’ve stolen anything. And I’d
never taken from a friend. This might not be the GCPD’s idea of theft, but this was
Jason’s home now, and I had broken in, and I was taking—or at least borrowing—his
magic. It felt wrong.
I could hear Bruce as clearly as if he was standing behind me: “With magic, there is
always a price.” I could hear Batman too: “You can’t go waltzing into somebody else’s
home and take something that doesn’t belong to you, Catwoman.” And I could hear
Miriam: “You mess around with the Magicks, there is a debt.”
There was no time to worry about it. This needed to happen. If I owed Jason Blood
a debt at the end of it, so be it. I brought the Tempus Stones to the bedroom, and
arranged them in a triangle as Miriam instructed, under the bed around the spot where
I used to keep my costume. I held the image in my mind, reached in, and just like that,
my fingers touched soft leather. I retrieved the whip, claws, and gas grenades the same
way.
I replaced the stones in Jason’s magic room. The shuddering feeling returned. I
could hear Bruce again as clearly as if he was standing behind me: “With magic, there
is always a price.” I had a flash—something in a mirror—red eyes reflected in a mirror.
I shook it off, changed quickly into the costume, and was in such a hurry to leave, I
nearly bumped the suit of armor on my way out the door. That suit of armor—it’s so
Jason. It makes sense after all, all the antiques. He is an immortal. That might even be
his armor from all those centuries ago*.
Back on the street, I saw Lois standing next to Cu Ba, the Plaza doorman. She was
waving to me frantically. She had found Poison Ivy.
“When I described her, Cu Ba pointed me right to her. But… Well, Selina, as soon as
I saw, I figured I better wait for you to collect her.”
“You mean you waited for the whip,” I said.
“No. You’ll see.”
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CHAPTER 7: MEN!
Batman ran through the fog-laden park, the lenses in his cowl affording him some
visibility. Finding the source of the chaos—and Superman—was not very difficult; just
follow the noise. There were blasts like cannon shots resounding through the park.
Batman approached the scene and immediately summed up the situation: Superman
was standing in front of a pile of human bodies—unconscious berserkers—as what
could only be described as a horde of stone gargoyles closed in around them. Any time
a gargoyle got too close, Superman blasted it with a well-placed punch, shattering it to
pieces in a loud explosion of force. He followed the punch with a blast of Superbreath,
sending the shattered pieces sailing backward away from the bodies. Batman realized
the necessity for the blast of breath as the pieces reconstituted into complete gargoyles
mere seconds after they shattered.
It was a standoff—the gargoyles slowly circled the mass of bodies, their stone eyes
never leaving the brightly-clad protector. Superman watched them all intently, blasting
any gargoyle that crossed his invisible boundary line. Several of the gargoyles
attempted to rush in at once, but were instantly shattered in a blur of motion as
Superman flew around the bodies in a circle at lightning speed.
Sensing the stalemate, Batman rushed toward the scene, scouting out the weakest
point in the gargoyle circle where only one monster stood between him and the Man of
Steel. He leapt into the air, planting a foot in the center of the gargoyle’s back and
sending the stone fiend tumbling forward to the ground. As soon as they landed,
Batman sprung forward, flipping in midair and landing expertly at Superman’s side.
Instinctively, The World’s Finest heroes stood back to back in defensive stances, their
eyes trained on the circle of foes. Superman turned his head slightly, speaking back
over his shoulder to his compatriot.
“Glad you could make it.”
“Details,” was the Dark Knight’s only reply.
Superman quickly and concisely explained the situation to Batman—Janus, the
unconscious berserkers at their feet, the mass of other berserkers he had already moved
away from the battlefield, the battle with the gargoyles—pausing only momentarily to
dispatch any gargoyle that moved in too close.
“Any idea of the cause?” Superman asked as he finished his report.
“Poison Ivy,” Batman growled as he tossed an acid vial at a gargoyle coming in on
his side. The vial exploded into the monster’s thigh and immediately began eating
through the stone. With its next step, the gargoyle toppled over as its leg suddenly
broke away.
“Ivy?” Superman asked curiously, blasting another gargoyle and blowing the pieces
away. “I didn’t know she used magic…”
“She doesn’t,” Batman replied disgustedly. “She was dabbling in things she had no
experience with and this is the unintended result.”
“So how do we shut it down? How do we send these things back to where they came
from?”
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“I’ve got…” Batman paused, realizing that telling Clark that his wife was currently
working along side Catwoman and the proprietor of The Curiosity Shop to conjure up
a solution was not exactly the best of ideas. “… people working on that now.”

I should have expected this. Pammy was having a Really Bad Day. She’d want to be
with plantlife. The park was a fogged-in Hellmouth overrun with Berserkers. So the
nearest patch of greenery was the Plaza Hotel’s Palm Court. Lois took me inside and
pointed her out to me. I took a seat beside her, remembering her stunt at the Highland
Games, remembering what she did when it all went sour. I really should have seen
this coming.
“You’ve been sucking down cosmopolitans,” I said. It wasn’t a question, but she
confirmed it anyway.
“Couple,” she hiccupped.
That’s: Poison Ivy + Really Bad Day + the nearest patch of flora serves alcohol. Some
days, Gotham can’t catch a break.
Gaia’s Chosen snapped her fingers high in the air and pointed down to the tabletop.
One of the giant palms for which the room is named bent down across my shoulder,
holding a pitcher of pink liquid in its leafy fronds. It topped off her glass and then
hovered, waiting, as some kind of creeping ivy snaked out of its planter. The vine
crawled across my lap and deposited a chilled glass on the table in front of me, and the
hovering palm poured from the pitcher.
“Unless you want a murtinni,” Pam slurred hospitably.
I let my head tip forward until the bridge of my nose could rest between my fingers
and massaged. Ivy’s biochemistry is such that she is completely immune to poisons—
meaning it should be physically impossible for her to get drunk. The catch is that she
can control it; she can let alcohol affect her if she chooses. On a Really Bad Day she
chooses to. Who wouldn’t?
What I didn’t know was if, having decided to let herself get snookered in the first
place, could she then switch it off or did she have to sober up the regular way like
anybody else. I decided the best way to find out was to push her and see what
happened.
“Nope, no time for a quick one,” I said, standing. “But I’m glad you’ve had your
share because liquid courage is better than none. We’re going into the park, Pammy.
You’re going to help us summon Hel-Blostiban.”
She gave me the same look Nutmeg does when I get out the cat carrier. Like I can’t
possibly be suggesting that she get into it and let herself be taken back to that vet with
the long needles.
“You can’t possibly be suggesting—”
“No. I’m not. Because that would be a conversation, and this isn’t one. We are going
in there and you’re coming. And the reason I know that, Pamela, is because you don’t
have any choice here. I know I don’t need to remind you: you got into this because you
fight like a girl. So you can either get your ass off that chair and come with us
willingly, or you can follow your hair.”
I have to assume the reason I didn’t smell a cloud of lemon pledge at this
announcement was that either all the cosmopolitans had short-circuited her
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pheromones, or else the comparatively mild scent of lemon couldn’t punch through the
fourteen layers of herb oils Miriam had me coated in.

It turns out the prospect of being taken back into a park full of rampaging Berserkers
will sober Ivy up very nicely, thank you. She snapped into full goddess mode the
minute we stepped outside. It was the sight of that fog wall that did it. Coming
through the revolving door, she saw it there: black, opaque, and twenty-feet high, right
where the edge of the park should be. She stopped dead in her tracks. Lois was still
pushing through the door behind her, her arms full of Miriam’s ritual-supplies. She
careened right into Pam’s back, pushing her forward towards the park and setting off
full goddess-mode.
“No, no, nonononono, I am NOT going back in there. I am going to repeat that,
because it bears repeating: I –shall– –not– set foot in that park again until it has been
cleansed of all the—”
“—of all the Hell lords and rampaging Berserkers that you unleashed? Yes, Pammy,
you will. You’re going back in. And your new pets can come.” I added the last
because the trees and vines from the Palm Court were now pouring out of the
revolving door behind Lois, undoubtedly summoned by Ivy once she sobered up
enough to realize what I was prepared to make her do.
“And before you bother having the shrubbery grab us, I’ll tell you right now that it
won’t do you a bit of good. You’re going to help us, Pamela, not because I can kick
your ass, although I can and I will—but because you conjured that stuff in the first
place. You summoned Janus because he has two faces and you couldn’t keep your
mind off Harvey. And if you don’t want Harvey to know that, you’re going to have to
make me happy. Clear? Good. The trees can help Lois carry the ritual supplies.”

“We’ve got to get these people out of here!” Superman landed in his spot at
Batman’s back after dispatching another round of gargoyles. He was starting to feel the
pointlessness of their guardian mission.
“I agree,” Batman grunted, flinging another acid vial. “Remove their target.”
“I came up with an idea to get them all out in one move, but I couldn’t risk leaving
them unattended for a few seconds. Can you hold the line long enough for me to…”
“Go!” Batman instructed.
That was all that was needed. Had it been a League mission, plans would be
arranged and in-field strategies would be formulated. But this was just the two of them
and Superman knew… Clark knew… that no matter what, Bruce would keep the
civilians safe long enough for Superman to carry out his plan.
Superman launched himself into the air and spun around, instantly blasting the
ground in between the gargoyles and the unconscious berserkers with a high-intensity
blast of his heat vision.
The instant Superman had left the ground, the gargoyles began moving in. Batman
reached under his cape and pulled out his second grapnel gun, aiming it through the
crowd of stone monsters directly at the hulking figure of Janus. He didn’t fire—he’d
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never planned to. Merely the sight of the line-firing device in Batman’s hand had
garnered the reaction he was looking for. Several of the gargoyles became highly
agitated at the sight of it—just as the Blostiban gargoyle had. Batman knew he’d used
several of these gargoyles, perched in their immovable positions on the rooftops across
Gotham’s skyline, as swinging points on many a night.
The enraged gargoyles started knocking aside the others to get at the dark-covered
man. No longer concerned about Janus’s instructions, they now had one sole purpose:
revenge. Revenge on the Dark One. O he of the pinching metal claws and the hard swinging
cords.
General chaos erupted through the ranks as those that were shoved took obvious
exception to the shoving and shoved back. It didn’t take long for Janus to realize what
was happening. He increased the level of his chanting, snapping the gargoyles back
into line and onto the appropriate targets. But it had taken long enough.
Within seconds, Superman had carved a ten-foot wide, ten-foot deep circular trench
in the ground around the pile of bodies. Some of the gargoyles had been standing a
little too close and suddenly found themselves tumbling into the trench. Superman
dove into the trench, flying around the length of it twice, blasting those unfortunate
few, then immediately turned in and burrowed through to the central point of the
“island” he’d just created.
The ground began to tremble under Batman’s feet and he instantly realized
Superman’s plan. The “island” slowly began to rise as Superman pushed up from
below, lifting the entire mass of land slowly into the air. Janus realized it too, as he
began barking orders at the gargoyles to stop them.
The gargoyles, though large and obviously powerful, were not built for agility.
Several attempted to leap the distance to the slowly rising island but fell short and
tumbled into the trench—now a ten-foot deep pit—instead. Just as Superman thought
they were in the clear, one of the gargoyles leapt up, using one of his companions back
as a step and managed to grab the edge of the island. The whole land mass tilted
suddenly with the added weight. Superman was able to correct the tilt almost
immediately, but several of the unconscious bodies shifted dangerously close to the
edge.
Batman leapt forward and grabbed the sliding bodies, managing to keep them from
falling off. The gargoyle kicked its legs violently in the air, trying to crawl up and over
the edge of the island. Seeing the gargoyle’s climb and realizing that there were only
fifteen feet or so off the ground, Batman leapt over the side, planting both feet squarely
on the monster’s head and sending them both tumbling toward the ground.
As they fell, Batman curled his legs and sprung off the monster’s head, gaining little
leverage in free fall, but just enough to use his cape to sail over the throng of gargoyles
below. He landed hard on the ground, ducking into a roll and immediately springing
back to his feet a few yards behind the gargoyles.
“Batman!” Superman called out after witnessing the display. He had no intention of
leaving his friend behind to deal with a hundred agitated gargoyles.
But Batman left no room for debate as he shot an intense glare up at the rising
landmass and the comparatively small figure underneath it.
“GO!”
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Ivy’s entourage of palm trees and vines from the Plaza did come in handy as we
made our way to the clearing. Berserkers are strong and quite stubborn, even when
faced with the business end of a cat-o-nine tails. The greenery would hold them back
while I knocked them out… while I tried to knock them out would be more accurate.
The first one to approach the clearing: we heard him coming. These guys might be
strong, but they’re not subtle or cunning. The crunch-clomping as he approached
sounded like Croc trudging through the Iceberg after last call. I was poised to attack as
soon as he came off the path—caught him in the neck—drugged claws—should put a
man out in seconds. Except it didn’t. It was a minute before he even slowed down.
But the vines came through—they tangled through his legs, tripping him very neatly,
and a well-placed kick took him the rest of the way down. One of the palms threw
itself across his body and the vines quickly coiled around, tying him to the trunk. This
guy just might have been strong enough to throw a tree aside if it was blocking his
way, but he wasn’t nearly coordinated enough to maneuver while strapped to one. I
punched him again—again—again—and finally his eyes rolled and he went limp.
So the plants were more helpful than either Pam or Lois, in that respect.
While the rainforest kickline helped me keep the clearing free of Berserkers, Pam
helped Lois set up for the ritual. I got the best of that deal, believe me. Four feet of
coiled vine was the only thing keeping a crazed woman from slashing my throat open
with the blades of her rented ice skates and I had the best of the deal.
Miriam had said Hel wouldn’t answer the summons if she was with us. So she gave
us everything we would need to call the goddess ourselves, along with a very explicit
set of written instructions. Pammy took one look at the handwriting and got
hysterical. Lois had to slap her. I heard it all playing out behind me while I clawed a
viciously strong gardener trying to pull my arms off:
“Bun lady! NO! No bun lady to-do list. Bun lady is bad.”
Underneath that baseline, I heard Lois muttering: “Thank God I didn’t bring
Jimmy. Last thing I need. Picture of me wearing the mask of Homenoptok, juggling
candles and whacking Poison Ivy with an anointed shrub.”
“Bad things come from bun lady list!” “Can just see the headline: Pulitzer Prizer
Pummels Plant Lady!” “No candles! No chanting! No list, nolist, nolist!”
And Lois slapped her.
It was probably a bad move under any circumstances, but right now…
This all started for Pammy at the Iceberg. This all started with a catfight. Now, Lois
slapped her face and BINGO, Pammy must have flashed right back to that moment
with Roxy. She let out a howling screech that even berserking-gardener turned to look
at. That part was lucky and I swung the whip handle left across his throat, right across
his temple, then down over his head once he doubled over. The drugged claws had
finally dispatched demented ice-skater-woman, freeing me up to help Lois. Although I
had no idea how.
Diverting Poison Ivy’s attention from herself for ten blessed seconds is not
something I’d ever seen done, let alone attempted personally. The plants that were
helping me against the Berserkers were starting to weaken from the lack of sunlight,
and I was beginning to realize that we wouldn’t get very far with the ritual if I had to
stop every few minutes to beat off another attack.
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At that moment, a hero arrived to save the day. I don’t have the “Look up in the
sky!” admiration for Superman that most do, but I don’t shrink from admitting his
arrival at that moment saved the day. As I said, it is no mean feat pulling Ivy’s
attention away from herself, but a great big mass of blue, white, and red swooshing
through the sky with a large slab of land, that got a looksee. The arms and heads of
what one could only hope were unconscious berserkers dangling over the edge of the
flying landmass, that got even Queen Chlorophyll to stop and focus.
He obviously noticed us too, because he doubled back as soon as he’d taken those
bodies wherever they were going.

::Batman?::
::… Go ahead::
::Who exactly were those “people” you had working on the problem?::
::…::
::Batman?!::
::Little busy here.::
-Line secured::Bruce, what is my wife doing in the park with Catwoman and Poison Ivy?!?::
::-grunt- Hopefully, reversing Ivy’s spell…::
::…::
::…::
::…::

With a Man of Steel hovering nearby, I figured it was safe to focus on the ritual. I
took my place, sitting on the ground between Pam and Lois. We joined hands around
the gemstones, just like at Miriam’s, forming a circle around the arrangement of
incense, candles, and runestones.
I began the invocation Miriam wrote out for us…
To the focus of my spirit
the nexus of my thought
I summon Hella of Nifelheim…

The sound of a stone on stone collision resounded across the field as Batman
launched off of one gargoyle’s shoulders, sending it careening into another one. He
knew that trying to take these things on was suicide, so he was simply dodging and
avoiding them as much as possible while he made his way closer and closer to Janus.
The only way to stop these things was at the source.
As Batman neared, Janus called to him in a tone that sounded half like a deep,
guttural voice and half like the barking of a large dog. “You and that other mortal may
have moved my claim farther away, but rest assured, they shall be mine.”
Batman dodged another clubbing blow from an approaching gargoyle and lithely
slid between two others. He could hear the chanting now, low and droning, coming
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from behind Janus. He realized—as Superman had before—that the chanting was
coming from Janus’s second face in the back.
The front face continued its taunting. “And you will make the perfect genesis, Dark One.
The grandest soldier to lead the… NO!!”
All of the gargoyles stopped their assault at once and immediately turned to their
master. However, Janus’s attention was not on them, nor was it on the “Dark One”
quickly approaching. His eyes squinted slightly as he scanned a great distance, trying
to focus on the waves of magic that he suddenly felt shuddering through the park.
“Meddling bitches!” the demon howled. Quite similar to the tone Blostiban had used
when she had mentally screamed the same words, Batman realized with a small smirk.
Janus began snorting, barking and grunting at the gargoyles, which Batman
surmised to be some sort of strange language. All of the gargoyles immediately turned
and started running off in the same direction Superman had gone only moments
before. Flapping his massive wings, Janus rose into the air and began to follow them
from above.
Batman pulled his grapnel gun again and fired, the line wrapping around Janus’s
taloned foot. Either the demon didn’t notice or was too intent on this new problem to
care. Batman’s shoulder almost dislocated as he was yanked off of the ground, sailing
along behind the fast-moving demon. He barked a quick order and the Comm Unit
reengaged.
::Superman. They’re headed your way.::

I summon Hella of Nifelheim, Daughter of Loki,
Sister of the Wolf and World Serpent, Guardian of the Fifth Circle
I summon—
Perhaps I should explain why I don’t share the rest of the world’s wide-eyed “Look,
up in the sky!” opinion of Superman. It isn’t because the one time I pulled a job in
Metropolis, I found I could play him like a three-dollar fiddle. It isn’t because when
Prometheus attacked the Watchtower, he had Superman sitting quietly in the corner
like a good dog while he beat the shit out of Batman. It isn’t even because he sent his
wife into the powder room to find out when I was going to let Bruce put a collar on my
neck.
It’s stuff like this. I was trying to concentrate ‘the focus of my spirit’ on Hella and our
entreaty to join us for a sisterly sitdown. While I’m trying to concentrate, Earth’s
greatest hero decides to whip up a protective cyclone to hold back any marauding
threats. You try focusing your spirit with a guy in a bright red cape buzzing around
your head at subatomic speed.
If our message to Hella was anything other than what it was, we would have been
totally screwed. But as it turned out, annoyance at Superman—or more likely Lois’s
annoyance at her husband—proved to be just the thing. The same suffocating
clamminess we felt at Miriam’s seemed to descend on our circle. The fog congealed
around us, right inside the eye of SuperCyclone.
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Then it solidified at the very center of the circle, and took on the womanly shape in
which we saw her last. I was glad of that; I wasn’t sure how stable Pammy was at the
moment or if she could handle the gargoyle form.
˜˜It is not for mortals to summon me,˜˜ Hella said in our minds. I could practically feel
Ivy freaking beside me, so I decided to step in.
“Um, excuse me,” I addressed the calmer goddess. “Could you not do that? I mean,
could you possibly talk the regular way we do north of the underworld, by making
sound? The head-chatter is a little unsettling, and she’s holding on by a thread as it is.”
Ivy squeezed my hand so hard I damn near dropped the tiger eye, but Hella
nodded. When she spoke, it was a cold, dead voice, but it was a voice-voice, coming
from her mouth and sounding in our ears rather than in our brains.
“What is so pressing,” she said very slowly, “that it could not wait until thou, like all
mortal flesh, enter my realm?”

Batman hit the ground hard and released the grapnel as Janus swooped in toward a
massive cyclone in the middle of the park. It was obviously where the women had set
up shop because the gargoyles had already started circling around the tornado. Clark
was running defense.
Janus landed behind the gargoyles, the chanting from his backward facing mouth
getting louder. Batman couldn’t hear what was being said inside the massive funnel,
but he doubted he would have been able to over Janus’s chanting/snarling combination
anyway. He could barely make out several shapes in the center of Superman’s
defense—but there appeared to be four figures inside.

The moment was here. Lois was looking at me like it was my show and mine alone.
I took a deep breath.
“We think you should reconsider letting Janus go through with this,” I said gamely.
“Six thousand Berserkers is a pretty big gift no matter what, but Hella, honey, letting
him right your wrong for you?”
Before Hella could reply, Ivy snapped to attention.
“THAT’s what’s going on. You’re letting a man right your—”
“Technically a god,” Lois corrected.
“A mangod,” Ivy insisted. “What are you thinking, girl?”
“Do you have any idea what they’re like if you let them help? I mean, look at this
self-appointed Lois-protector flying around our heads right now. Do you think she
asked for this kind of interference when we wanted to ask you here for some private
girltalk?”
“He is listening in, you know,” Lois added acidly.
Hella looked up at the horizontal streaks of blue and red clearly visible within the
cyclone.
“Yes,” she confirmed. “He is listening as if it concerns him. Because it involves
thee…” She turned to Lois. “…because it involves thee, he thinks it concerns him.
Outrageous.” Then she turned slowly to the left and seemed to peer intently through
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the wall of the cyclone. “And the other. He watches. This concerns thee not, Dark
Mortal.”
“Oh, good luck with that,” I told her. “You just try getting Batman to back off
something because it’s none of his business.”
Ivy snorted her agreement.

Frustrated that he couldn’t tell what was going on and realizing that Superman
couldn’t relay the information without potentially being heard by the people inside—
or worse, outside—the cyclone, Batman decided to refocus his efforts on Janus. Several
of the gargoyles had been smashed getting too close to the cyclone, but immediately
reassembled a few steps back.
The chanting. Janus’s chanting was keeping them going. Batman sprinted up behind
Janus, meeting the demon’s backward facing gaze with a glare of his own, and flung a
smoke bomb toward the thing’s massive maw.
Janus managed to move his head just enough to avoid swallowing the projectile, but
the vial smashed against his rear forehead, smoke instantly surrounding his head. He
spun violently, smacking Batman with the back of his massive hand and sending the
Dark Knight hurling backward.
“This concerns you no more, Dark One!” Janus’s front mouth bellowed as he swatted
the smoke away from his faces. Batman landed in a roll, then immediately sprung back
into action. The smoke bomb hadn’t hit its intended target, but the smoke had
obviously provided Batman with another opening. The rear eyes were clamped shut
now, still fighting the effects of the stinging smoke. Janus could no longer see Batman
approaching.
As he bolted toward the demon’s back, Batman reached up, disconnected the cape
from his suit and brought the whole cape in front of him—holding it by both ends. He
leapt up, planting one foot on the base of Janus’s tail and the other directly between
where the demon’s wings connected to its back. Continuing his momentum, he thrust
the middle of the cape across the chanting mouth, looped his hands and the ends of the
cape around the front and pulled back, effectively gagging both mouths at once.
Janus howled behind the gags, twisting and swatting violently at the gnat on his
back with arms and wings. Batman, both feet now firmly placed between the
monstrous wings, reared back on the cape ends like a stagecoach driver trying to stop
an out-of-control team of horses.
The demon thrashed around, unable to reach Batman and screamed a muffled
scream of rage.

“And then comes the pouty anger,” Ivy said.
“Or the puppy dog eyes,” Lois amended.
“Or the brooding,” I added.
“Because you don’t want to do it his way.”
“After all he’s done for you.”
“When his way is so much better.”
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“You’re just being stubborn”
“Hormonal”
“Willful.”
“Like he’s doing you a big favor letting you put the TV on after sex to drown out the
frightfully inorganic city sounds that make it impossible to get to sleep.”
“Um, Pammy.”
“Just because the Home-Garden channel is on 15 and isn’t divisible by two.”
“Ivy, stop.”
“Because that sure didn’t matter when Penetrator II or Good Will Humping were on
Channel 93.”
“Ivy, I’m begging you. More information than is needed or wanted. Please stop.”
“Good… Will… Humping?” Hella asked.
“Never mind,” I told her. “You don’t want to know. Where were we?” I looked to
Lois who chimed right in with the next item on the agenda.
“Ego. Vanity and Ego. You would not believe how long a straight man can stand in
front of a mirror and preen until you’re standing there yourself and see it, waiting for a
zipup.”
“Right,” I followed up, “You look good in an $8,000 suit. Congratulations, darling, now
you want to move over so I can get to my earrings.”
“And hair products, who knew they can get so attached to ZIRH that it’s a cosmic
crisis if the hotel sundry shop only has Suave.”
I glanced up at the SuperCyclone and stifled a grin. Added to the surprising
discoveries made since entering Bruce’s world: that natural spit curl wasn’t so
“natural.”

In the walls of the spinning vortex, the noise was tremendous. The rushing wind was
distorting all of the surrounding sound, making recognition of the things said inside
the protective center impossible—at least, that’s what Clark was telling himself. There
was no way he was hearing what he thought he was hearing…
He was pushing himself to the limit of his speed, blocking the four women from the
onslaught of a hundred rampaging stone gargoyles, selflessly putting his life in harm’s
way to protect them… there was no way that they were sitting around having a First
Wives Club-style girl-chat—especially one about him and Bruce!
Speaking of Bruce, what in Rao’s name was going on outside? Bruce appeared to be
riding around on the flailing Janus like some demented rodeo cowboy…
Then it hit him. Bruce was distracting the demon, preventing him from keeping the
chant going. Superman forged ahead stronger, widening the berth of the tornado. He
started slowly blasting through the ranks of the gargoyles, pleasantly surprised when
they didn’t start rematerializing as he went. If he could just keep the cyclone under
control…

“Of course it’s all about control,” Lois was saying. “That’s why he won’t label a VHS
tape or a computer disk and just lets them all sit there looking identical. You can’t
straighten up the room because he has ‘a system.’ He knows what they are that way.
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Whereas if he’d just write on the label so anybody that can read will know what’s on
the damn thing, then you could put it away.”
I sighed. I couldn’t help her out on this new topic. Bruce was a labeler. He won’t let
me near a disk until it’s been catalogued, backed up, affixed with a printed label, and
filed appropriately. And if, God forbid, something gets put back wrong! You think
traipsing off with the museum’s Monet is a big deal? “Why are ‘03May Police Reports’
in front of ‘03May Police Feeds?’”
Naturally I couldn’t say that. Here we were trying to point out what stubborn,
inflexible, controlling jackasses men can be, and because Ivy was with us, I couldn’t
mention Bruce. Other men might hog the remote, Bruce has an emergency override in
his watch. And I couldn’t say a word.
I guess I could have complained about the Fop, but Ivy’s presence was a hindrance
there too. Not so much because of his identity, but because of my own pride. What
could I say? That his women were accessories? Black tie affair: the Armani tux,
DKNY cummerbund, the Bentley, and you. Just another ornament, bought and paid
for—in this case, for the bargain price of six thousand berserkers.
Actually 5,999 because the Dark Mortal is taken, Honey.
And I couldn’t say any of it.

The corded muscles in Batman’s arms strained as he continued pulling back. Janus
was snarling now, trying to gnaw through the cape. Thankfully, the Kevlar mesh was
holding, but Batman didn’t know for how much longer.
He managed a quick glance to see that the vortex was widening, taking out the first
row of gargoyles. Without the chanting from Janus, the gargoyles had stopped
rematerializing after being destroyed and, instead, the dust and debris was getting
sucked up into the spiraling winds and scattered across the park.
Batman held on tightly, wrapping the ends of the cape around his hands for a better
grip. He bent his legs slightly, trying to keep himself in line with Janus’s center of
gravity as the demon bucked and thrashed. But it was getting more and more difficult
as Janus’s movements got more and more erratic.
Whatever the women were doing inside the protective cyclone, he silently implored
them to do it quickly.

As our talk went on, I began to see Ivy’s inclusion as more of a blessing than a curse.
Because she was with us, there were a great many things I hadn’t said—thank God! As
it was, without knowing anything of the real particulars about my relationship with
Bruce, Ivy had declared me—
“Bat-whipped.”
“Excuse me?”
“Oh, give it up, Catty, you’re bat-whipped. From day one, you let him get under
your fur.”
I was speechless. All I could think was: It will be a small private service, plants and
family only.
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“Now that’s true, Selina,” Lois chimed in. “That time you took me hostage in
Metropolis. The second he showed up with Superman, your focus changed entirely, it
was all about him.”
A small private double service…
This couldn’t be happening.
“Oh, like you’re in a position to talk,” Ivy turned on Lois.
I am not bat-whipped, okay? The whatever-it-is between Catwoman and Batman…
is. It’s always been. And I have always managed to keep it in its proper place in
relation to everything else in my life. If I had the choice of falling for someone that
wasn’t quite so much an overbearing control freak, would I? Well… …No, probably
not. Because he wouldn’t be Bruce if he was easygoing and accommodating and—
and—and you don’t GET that choice anyway—which Pammy should know better than
anybody.
“Pamela,” I found my tongue once the shock wore off, “May I remind you that you
CONJURED JANUS because you COULDN’T GET YOUR MIND OFF TWO-FACE!”
I turned to Hella.
“That’s what we’re up against here, Hella. That’s what they do. You give them just
the tiniest opening, you let them in THAT much, look how they take over. Pammy,
help me out here, vegetation example.”
“I am over Harvey Dent,” she declared.
“What’s the big tree in south Florida,” Lois asked, “with the roots all over sucking up
the aquifer?”
We all looked at her—even Hella.
“You wanted a plant metaphor for how men infiltrate and take over?”
“Kudzu,” Ivy said happily. “Men are like the kudzu vine. Grows over everything,
trees, power poles, everything. Sixty feet a year. Japanese brought it in for an
exhibition in 1876, now it covers seven million acres of the Southeastern United States.
Can’t stop it. Herbicides, best ones, take ten years of repeated treatments.”
“See, there you go, men are kudzu.” I figured I better bring us back to the point
before Pammy got carried away.
“And that’s just human men,” Lois added, “Can you imagine what an infernaltestosterone case like Janus could be like if you let him get away with this? He’ll turn
Nifilheim into his den!”
“He’ll start ordering you around like it’s Taming of the Shrew,” I said.
Hella looked again in the direction she had before, as if peering farther into the
distance than any of us could see.
“Too little payment for so great a debt,” I quoted.
Hella stepped out from the center of our circle in the direction she was staring. I
broke the circle and stood, moving behind her. I’d finally worked out how to frame the
thought that was gnawing at me.
“When you get right down to it,” I told her quietly, “He’s giving you a whole lot of
nothing-really-useful-anymore. Ragnarok is over. You lost. What are you going to do
with six thousand berserkers now? It’s not about you anymore; it’s about him. It’s
about him getting them for you. And I don’t think it’s a sweet ‘Honey, look what I did,’
either. I think it’s a cage. I think it’s putting us in a box like a thing, something owned,
their personal property. They don’t have to think about it or worry about it, it’s just
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there, waiting, right where it should be next to the Nintendo. And you realize one day
that all of the party announcements are for ‘Mr. Janus & Guest’—not that there’s any
question who he’s going to be bringing because you’re a foregone conclusion.”
She turned to me but didn’t speak. Instead I heard that eerie mind-voice once again:
˜˜Like an accessory. Bought and paid for. For the bargain price of six thousand Berserkers?˜˜
I glared.
All the magic types do it. Why did I expect more consideration from an actual
goddess.
“My private thoughts are private,” I told her bitterly.
˜˜Or 5,999. Because the Dark Mortal is taken.˜˜
“Peace, sisters,” she said aloud before disappearing through the wall of the
protective cyclone. Then the mind-voice returned. ˜˜There is wisdom in thy counsel; I
thank thee for thy pains.˜˜
At first, I didn’t realize we all heard the last statement. Not until Ivy started
sputtering. First she made a gasping hiss, like those big steam presses at the dry
cleaners, then she began the slow ramp up to Leaf Bitch with a grievance: Hella, Roxy,
Kazaa, Men-Men-Men, bartender at the Palm Court, Bun Lady…
She had held on pretty well, all things considered. At least, that was my take. Lois
wasn’t so generous. Either that or she thought the ramp up to Leaf Bitch might be Ivy
succumbing to the enchantment and turning full-blown Berserker on us. (Harvey has
never, to my knowledge, seen a real Berserker in action, but I’m sure he would back me
up that it’s an easy mistake to make. He would have loved what happened next.)
Lois tapped Ivy sweetly on the shoulder, and as Ivy turned, Lois socked her square
in the jaw. There’s something poetic about a one-punch knockout, even if it does send
the punchee flailing back onto the ritual cloth… overturning the anointed gourd,
scattering the sacred gems, kicking over the herbal candles and setting the ritual cloth
on fire.
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CHAPTER 8: THOU TWO-FACED JERKWAD
THOU
The lines of magic shift and phase simultaneously through our world and a
thousand other planes of existence. There is an elegant simplicity to the patterns they
weave, linking time-space with other realities.
After a few decades practicing the magickal arts, a seasoned practitioner like Miriam
Nash will learn to sense if those patterns shift or falter from some disturbance. But
even an experienced witch like Miriam will seldom know the nature of the
disturbance. The sense comes naturally from years channeling the magickal force, but
learning to interpret it can take many lifetimes.
Still, as she tidied the backroom at the Curiosity Shop, Miriam tried to make sense of
what she was experiencing. Ever since the tumult in the park began, there had been
concentrated waves of disturbance. It was like a neighbor blasting a stereo. The
magickal plane was in turmoil, but by now she was becoming accustomed to the
constant din. She tried to “listen” for anything familiar. Selina and Lois were using
her incantation to summon Hella, and she would recognize the patterns of her own
magicks. When they began, she felt it distinctly. It was as if, in the midst of the
neighbor’s blasting stereo, in the bewildering din of hiphop, she could pick out the
strains of a favorite Mozart concerto. They were calling Hella. That comfortable
recognized rhythm of her own magick grew stronger when they got through. It
quickened and glowed with triumph when another magick, presumably Hella’s, began
reverberating in a complimentary cadence… not only had they made contact with the
goddess of the underworld, they had convinced her.

What was once a simple clearing in Robinson Park now resembled a battlefield.
Batman had positioned himself on Janus’s back between the wings, enraging the
demon like an itch he couldn’t scratch, the reinforced cape tied like a gag across the
demon’s twin mouths, silencing his chanting. Without Janus’s protective mantra, the
gargoyles could not reform themselves as they came, one by one, too close to a great
cyclone in the center of the action and were ripped into an explosive blast of debris.
The last gargoyles destroyed themselves with a desperate, futile lunge at the heart of
the tempest… then a figure walked through the whirring wall of the twister with the
casual air of one walking through a doorway. It was a woman, her body pink and
alive from the waist up, dead and rotting from the waist down. She paused once she
completely cleared the funnel, directing a quick sort of shrug towards the whirlwind
behind her. To Batman, well-versed in reading body language, it seemed like amused
acknowledgement for a favorite pet’s trick: oh look, the doggy is walking on his hind
legs.
Superman, seeing that the gargoyles were no more, slowed then stopped his frenzied
spiral and let the cyclone disperse. As he stopped, he noticed the small fire caused by
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Ivy’s sudden collapse (thanks, Lois) into the candles. A quick blast of Superbreath
extinguished the flame before it could reach Ivy’s unconscious body. He returned his
attention to the figure that had strolled untouched through his tornado.
The woman continued her slow but direct progress towards Janus. When she got
close enough, Batman could see that half of her face was lovely, half ugly and
misshapen. This, he knew from his research into Norse mythology, would be Hel,
goddess of the underworld. When she reached Janus, her eyes flared red, looking like
Superman’s when he used his heat vision. There was no beam or sense of warmth, but
the cape incinerated, sending Batman tumbling backwards onto the ground behind
Janus, as the demon cried “My own!” joyously from the mouth nearest Hella the
moment it was freed.
“Your… what?” Hella inquired while Superman flew to Batman’s side. He was
about to brief Batman on all he had heard going on inside the cyclone, but Batman held
up a hand for silence and watched Hella intently. There was something about that
tone, “Your… what?” It was familiar. “Cat stuff… You don’t have a lot of cat stuff around
your apartment. I always figured you would.” “Well, this isn’t a hideout; this is my home.”
Translation: You just said something wrong; you need to figure out what and fix it. Quickly.
“My own, my Hella, my beauteous one…”
“I am unaware, Janus, of when I became that which could be owned.”
“But my darling…”
Batman almost shook his head.
“What’s going on?” Superman whispered.
“My,” Batman murmured, barely audible from behind closed teeth. “She doesn’t
like the possessive. He doesn’t get it. He keeps hammering away at it.”
The two heroes looked past Janus, still positioned closest to them… they looked to
Hella, standing just in front of him on the other side… then beyond in a straight line
behind her to the three women: Ivy—picking herself off the ground… Lois—keeping
her eye on Superman… and Selina—her eye trained most definitely on Hella—who
had finished the preamble and was now on a roll.
“…never needed thy help, never asked for thy help, and thou certainly, by Freja’s
golden chariot, never stopped to consider the possibility that maybe, just maybe, I
never wanted thy infernal help.”
“But this is all for you, my eternal love. It is not ‘help’; it’s a gift! I was called to right
the wrong, and there was no greater wrong than—”
“A gift. A GIFT? What manner of gift be six thousand Berserkers that became
irrelevant at the Battle of Vigrid nine eons past? What manner of JACKASS would
think I have need of warriors now? What purpose can there be in such a gift but to
indebt the receiver—That is not only a low trick, it is an obvious and insulting one to the
daughter of Loki, greatest Trickster of the seven realms!”
The women weren’t actually nodding along, but the air of satisfaction from the
grouping behind Hella was unmistakable.
“I refuse thy ‘gift,’ Janus. No inducement will persuade me to accept the burden
thou tries to heap upon me disguised as a love-token. Thou canst depart this sphere
whenever thy may wish. Return to watching the lower beings of the Third Circle play
that idiotic game with the porcine bladder, if thou so chooses.”
“But… but…”
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“Or perhaps, instead of trying to impress me with misguided tokens of affection,
thou couldst perhaps listen! As if any number of warriors—and, incidentally, the Dark
Mortal is the only one among them that seems to have any ability beyond the
Berserkund—as if any number of warriors could equal a little patience and
understanding—”
“PATIENCE AND UNDERSTANDING?!? All I’ve ever shown you is patience!
Infinite cursed patience and yet all you do is talk about how miserable you are! How
lousy things have been for you since the fated day on the final fields!”
“If all I have done is given voice to my grief, it is because I have had precious else to
speak of. The Yellow One at least pretended to care about my troubles.”
“Here we go.”
“He of the ochre-leather skin and eyes of infernal fire—”
“Infernal fire, my left wing! Etrigan is a vile insult to all trueborn sons of Hell!
Bonded to a human pestilence by his own half-breed relation, he’s gone mad, I tell
you. He’s gone native! He is a revolting affront to all that is ignoble in the
netherworld—”
“Etrigan understood me!!!” Hella screamed, “Choosing thee over him was the worst
mistake I ever made, thou— thou— thou—”
“Two-faced jerkwad!” Ivy prompted from behind.
Hella considered this. She had no idea what a ‘jerkwad’ might be, but it sounded
right.
“Verily,” she pronounced, glaring at Janus.
“Well it’s too late now, Mistress!” Janus yelled. “‘Eternally bonded,’ remember? I
have done nothing but serve you since the beginning of time, and this is to be all the
thanks I get?!”
Batman and Superman—or to be more accurate, Bruce and Clark—winced. For all
the mortal-bashing these demonic invaders had done since their arrival, neither of the
insignificant mortal insects would have stepped into that one. Behind Hella, the
women’s reaction was immediate and unambiguous: See, there it is! ‘After all I’ve done
for you!’
The ground began to tremble slightly, and again Hella’s eyes glowed red. “The
mortal sisters were right about thee,” she declared with a withering stare. “Thou
forgets thyself, Bifrons. The Roman mortals might have called thee Janus and thought
thee a god—a minor god—of doorways. Heh. But we both know thy true nature and
thy true stature. Legions of dark beings thy may command but I am not one of them. I
am Hella of Nifelheim, and I declare—”
“You would pull rank on me—”
“I declare the Berserkergang released from their enchantment.”
“—on ME! You ungrateful slut!”
“I restore those gargoyles made in the image of the lower beings to their places on
the buildings of the human city.”
“I want your obnoxious Midgarde knickknacks out of the Fifth Circle by the blood
moon, or by Neron—”
“I restore life to this park that thy ill-conceived enchantments has razed so
disgracefully.”
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“That stupid Viking scrollwork on absolutely everything—”
With a wave of her hand, Hella of Nifelheim, goddess of the Underworld, opened a
large swirling portal in the ground. She stepped into the center of its circle, mystical
energy dancing across her feet, and turned back to Janus.
“And I will tell Etrigan what you said about him.”
“IMPOSSIBLE GODDESS!”
“Goodbye, Janus.”

“What just happened?” Superman whispered as soon as Hella’s form had dissipated
and disappeared down into the swirling void of the portal.
“Hell hath no fury…” Batman responded, his eyes never leaving Janus for a moment.
Around them, the black fog that had filled the park started swirling down into the void
as well.
Clark turned to look at his friend for a moment and noticed that strange twitching at
the side of Batman’s mouth. “Was that a joke?”
“Of course not,” Batman replied flatly. Before Superman could say anything else,
Janus suddenly howled—millennia of frustration, anger and rage pouring out from
both mouths simultaneously.
The demon wheeled on the three women standing amidst the scattered remains of
the summoning circle.
“YOU!” Janus bellowed, stepping toward the trio. “You three are the cause of this!”
“36-B,” Batman grunted and both heroes sprung into action. Superman was instantly
hovering in front of Janus, his arms folded sternly over his chest.
“It’s over, Janus. Time for you to go home.”
A derisive snort escaping his nostrils, Janus swatted at the interfering, brightly clad
gnat. Superman could have easily deflected or dodged the blow, but instead, took it
square in the chest and sailed up out of the park like a homerun ball headed for the
upper deck. Janus’s swing hadn’t been that powerful and, in fact, Superman had to add
a bit of power to his trajectory in order to clear the first row of buildings outside the
park and disappear beyond the horizon of the cityscape.
The eyes in Janus’s rear face, still blurry from the smoke-bomb earlier, registered
movement behind him and a second later, he felt something like a tap on his lower
back, just above his tail. He’d barely registered the glass capsule exploding against his
hide, but the acid began to eat through his skin like a swarm of burning maggots.
Howling again, Janus spun toward Batman, who was standing with his arms across
his chest in much the same posture Superman had been in only moments before.
“Insufferable worm!” Janus snarled as he stepped back toward Batman.
“Three.”
Janus hadn’t even heard the word as he stomped closer, his giant maw snapping
violently.
“Two.”
A faint sound rolled across the sky—a light crack, followed by a low rumble that
sounded like distant thunder. A demon long-used to the continual dull roar of the
Underworld’s eternal fires, Janus barely registered the noise.
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Batman heard it and knew exactly what it was: Clark, breaking the sound barrier out
over the Atlantic as he raced back toward the city. And the park.
“One.”
At the end of the countdown, just as Janus was swinging his massive taloned hand at
the meddlesome mortal, Batman dropped to the ground and a giant red blur streaked
in at incredible speed, right through where he had been standing. Superman planted
both fists in Janus’s midsection and instantly rocketed him straight up into the air, not
slowing down until they were in the upper part of the ionosphere.
“Show’s over,” Superman dictated, grabbing the surprised demon by his massive
throat. “You lost. You want to throw a tantrum about it, fine.”
Superman spun the giant beast around and grabbed him by the base of his wings,
tilting them both forward until they were hovering parallel, facing the ground several
hundred miles below.
“But not on my planet!”
With a sudden burst of energy, they were in motion again, streaking back toward the
surface. Janus squirmed, trying to release himself from the Man of Steel’s grip to no
avail.
As they approached the ground, Superman caught sight of the mystical fog over
Robinson Park, swirling around the portal like a miniature hurricane. He aimed for the
center of the funnel, pressing harder, increasing speed.
At the last possible second, Superman released his grip and looped up skyward as
Janus tumbled, howling in rage, into the portal. By the time Superman had slowed his
momentum and returned to the park, the last of the fog sucked down into the portal
and the magical gate closed itself.
Batman was just finishing a hurried conversation on the communicator in his cowl as
Clark touched down beside him.
“Emergency crews are on their way to handle the civilians,” Batman explained.
“Well that was certainly… different,” Superman stated flatly. Batman grunted in the
affirmative as Catwoman and Lois strolled nonchalantly up to them.
“You lost your cape, Handsome,” Catwoman purred teasingly. The tilt of her head as
she eyed his upper body made it quite clear that she liked the look.
Batman grunted again, glancing back and forth between her and Lois. He glanced
between them at the scattered remains of their summoning paraphernalia in the
clearing behind them, noting the conspicuous absence of their third party member.
“That’s not all I lost.”

Considering the fact that all her beloved plantlife was inside the park, and all that
awaited her outside were abandoned hansom cabs, concrete sidewalks, a row of hotels,
and beyond that only the noise and suffocating congestion of midtown rush hour, the
speed of Ivy’s exit would have shocked anyone who knew her. She had staggered
awkwardly here and there as she reassessed the quickest path to the open air of
Gotham, and only when she reached the promenade at the South Exit, clearing the
boundary that was so recently a wall of black fog, did she pause to assume a more
dignified carriage.
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Comparatively dignified. There were limits, after a day like this, of what even a
goddess could manage.
She needed somewhere to get away from all of this. Somewhere to relax.
Somewhere quiet. Harley sometimes talked about a spa. Thoughtless girl, half of those
places gave you “relaxation” by grinding up the rarest and dearest of her green babies
into some kind of paste, then rubbing you down with the oozing guts squished out
from poor defenseless plants. No, no, no. She couldn’t fight those battles now; she
needed rest. She needed somewhere that she didn’t have to worry about bad magic,
stupid men or even her suffering babies… somewhere safe…

“She’s where?” Batman growled in disgust.
“Arkham,” Superman replied. “Checked herself in, apparently.”
Batman grunted, staring from his perch on top of the Gotham Banking & Trust
Building down into Robinson Park. The park was crawling with rescue crews, police,
public works crewmen and a swarm of reporters. But it was the two large units of
soldiers in Army fatigues carrying machine guns that held Batman’s attention.
Superman followed his friend’s gaze to the closest cadre of soldiers standing guard at
the southwest entrance to the park.
“National Guard?” the Man of Steel asked.
Batman confirmed. “Luthor’s asserting himself again. Sending ‘his boys’ into my city.
Just to show me that he can.”
“Bruce, did you ever stop to consider that maybe the President’s intentions were
altruistic?”
Bruce shot him a quick sideways glance, noting the barely contained smile creeping
across Clark’s lips, then returned his attention to the park below. “Now who’s the one
making jokes.”
There was a slight commotion on the fire escape. “Now just put your foot onto the
ledge and give me your weight.” Selina’s voice. Then Lois’s, “My heel is stuck in the
grate.” “I said not to put your weight down.” “I don’t see why I have to do this.”
“You’re off the sidelines now, Lois. This is where the action is.”
One of the inherent benefits of working so closely together for so many years is a
mutual understanding of the other’s thoughts. Bruce and Clark’s eyes met in a moment
of silent, absolute communication bordering on telepathy, both agreeing that this
would be the last time the “World’s Finest” team functioned as a quartet.
“Whatever happened to the idea of a Lo—damn, those were Italian—Preservation
Society?” “You don’t need one. Maybe you can start one for Ivy.” “Man, what a highstrung prima donna she turned out to be.”
“Something we can do for you ladies?” Superman asked, assuming the crossed arms
position in which he’d confronted Janus.
Catwoman ignored him and walked to the edge of the roof, peering into the park.
“National Guard?” she asked without turning her gaze.
“Yes,” Batman growled.
“Bastard,” she declared, “Just to show us he can.”
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Superman looked very slowly from Catwoman back to Batman, who used virtually
the same words seconds before. He tried to control the light smile threatening to
spread across his face at this latest example of two people so perfectly matched.
Along with the ability to summon and cajole extra-planar beings, it seemed that Lois
had somehow acquired a knack for reading minds. Because she suddenly elbowed her
husband in the ribs, telling him silently to knock it off.
“So Luthor’s flexing his Commander-in-Chief muscles again,” Lois said, ignoring the
‘innocent’ stare from her husband as she strolled to the edge of the roof to look down at
the scene below. “Is this really a surprise to any of us? He’s probably seeing to it right
now that he gets credit for stopping this ‘threat to the American Public’s safety.’”
“Or finding a way to blame all of this on him,” Batman added, nodding in Clark’s
direction.
“Yes, he’s been doing that more and more recently,” Clark agreed, already seeing the
‘Was Superman to Blame?’ headlines in his mind.
“I keep telling you it’s high time you took him down for good,” Lois chided, the
distaste for all things Luthor apparent in her voice.
Superman bristled. “And I keep telling you that we cannot involve ourselves in the
political affairs of this or any country…”
“Blah, blah, blah,” Lois dismissed him, not wanting to get into this argument all over
again.
“It’s too late now,” Batman added with finality. “Any plan to oust Luthor from the
Presidency would take years to plan and execute. By the time it was ready, he’d
already be out of office.”
It was a lie, they all knew. Each of them knew, or at least suspected, that Batman
already had a plan—probably more like six—to take Luthor down in ways that could
never be traced back to anyone in the superhero community. Clark wouldn’t even be
surprised if the groundwork was in place for a few of them already.
But Batman was in complete agreement with Superman on the issue. The second
they crossed that line, the second they started taking action against the democratic
decision of a free people—misguided or not—they stopped being Protectors and took
that dangerous step toward Rulers. And that was a step that Batman would never
allow. The message of Batman’s statement was clear: End of Discussion.
“At least everyone is safe and the crisis is over,” Superman announced, taking
Batman’s cue and changing the subject back to the events of the day. He placed his
hands on his wife’s shoulders, squeezing gently. “Though I’m still not entirely certain
how…”
Lois turned, taking her husband’s hands in her own and tugging him toward the
center of the roof. “C’mon, Smallville, I’ll explain it to you on the way back to the hotel.
And don’t worry, I’ll use small words…”
Superman stared at her in mock disgust, then picked her up in his arms. He and
Batman traded another silent look. They never said Thank You, they never patted each
other on the back or commiserated over a job well done—it was never needed. They
had done exactly what had needed to be done and that was that.
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“Miss Lane,” Superman finally replied, “no need to dumb it down on my account.”
With that, he took off into the sky, his wife in his arms, and disappeared over the
cityscape.
“I’d give a lot to hear how she explains Good Will Humping,” Selina said once they
were finally alone. Then she changed the subject abruptly back to the discussion
Batman had declared at an end. “So you wait and let Luthor self-destruct.” It was
Catwoman’s Rule #8: ‘Because he says so’ is not a reason to do/not do anything. Make sure
he knows this. “He will self-destruct soon enough, I guess. All that hubris, he’s bound
to trip over it sooner or later.” She glared down again at the National Guard troops.
“But I really hope it’s sooner.”
Batman grunted and stared a moment more at the soldiers below, letting Selina’s
words hang in the air. A familiar sting raced across his thigh—another returning scar—
but he grunted that away as well. In the heat of battle, he’d pushed away the pain,
drowning the returning wounds in a sea of adrenaline. Now that the fight was over,
the pain returned but he managed to keep it mostly hidden.
He finally turned away from the park and looked directly at her. A strange, lengthy
silence passed between them as he found his mouth trying to form the words. She had
done a remarkable job today. He’d sent her off on a fact-finding mission, to discover
what had happened and try to find a method to reverse it. In a sense, it was a simple
expedient to get her away from the park, away from the battle, away from the danger.
But not only had she found the information he’d been looking for, she’d rendered a
solution, devised a plan and executed that plan to perfection.
Bruce knew that, although this wasn’t her normal milieu, there had been times in the
past that she’d come through for him, for all of them. And she’d done it again today—
she’d faced insurmountable odds, stared danger in the face and fixed a problem that
wasn’t even her responsibility to fix. He wanted to thank her.
But Batman didn’t thank anybody. Not Nightwing. Not Oracle. Not any of his
cohorts in the Justice League. Not even Clark. It just wasn’t done.
Selina watched him curiously for a moment, knowing the battle going on in his
brain. She flashed her sly smile and sauntered up to him, pressing in dangerously close
as her hand danced across the emblem on his chest.
“Don’t strain yourself, Stud,” she purred seductively. She playfully nipped his lower
lip with her teeth, then turned and launched herself off the far end of the roof, her whip
uncoiling as she went.
Batman peered over the roof, watching her lithe form twist and dance as she hopped
from rooftop to fire escape. The twitchsmile tugged at the corner of his mouth.
Impossible woman.
He pulled the grapnel gun from his belt, turning instinctively toward the Grupnel
building and taking aim. He froze and stared out across the barrel of the device, his
eyes locking onto his target.
The gargoyle of Blostiban.
After a moment’s hesitation, he shifted the grapnel and fired, the metal claw
gripping into the stone lip of the roof next to the gargoyle’s feet, and he swung out into
the early evening air.
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Martha Wayne used to call it the Sun Room. Large bay windows took up most of the
eastern wall, affording a spectacular view of the east grounds and the woods beyond.
As the morning sun peeked over the tops of the trees, the light would pour in through
the windows and cast the entire room in a soft, warm glow.
Bruce sat motionless in the lotus position on a mat in the middle of the room. He
always found the room to be the perfect meditation space. Though it seemed crammed
in between the great library and the eastern dining room, the Sun Room somehow
seemed detached from the rest of the manor—a silent, relaxing space.
He focused on the thin gentle lines of smoke flowing from a burning stick of incense.
The dark sandalwood scent filled his nostrils as he stared at the smoke line and tried
not to notice the way smoke curled at the tip… tried not to notice it open into a spiral
as it dispersed just like the void where Hella made her exit.
Magic. It was worse than feline logic.
Leave it to magic to re-fracture and re-herniate his vertebrae in the middle of a
battle. A powerful sigh forced itself through the controlled exhale of his Ki breathing,
decimating the thin slow line of smoke curling up from the incense. It reformed itself a
moment later, right before Bruce’s eyes, and he glared at it with Batman’s most
malevolent stare. What a metaphor. A few seconds’ disruption and all was set right
again. That was magic’s attitude. No harm done. As if it was as simple as a few
seconds’ paralysis.
He closed his eyes and took another deep breath, small beads of sweat collecting on
his shoulders, rolling lazily down his naked back, zig-zagging over the scars and
ridges, and finally getting soaked up by the waistband of his sweatpants. The morning
sun danced across his back muscles as they twitched, another small cut opening across
his left shoulder blade, then closing again in a perfectly formed scar. He exhaled
slowly, clearing his mind of all other thoughts except the pattern of the returning scars.
They were almost done, he knew now as he thought backward through the history of
his wounds.
Another inhale brought a strange but familiar scent tingling into his nostrils.
Lavender-Vanilla-Tearose.
“Good morning, Kitten,” he greeted without opening his eyes.
“Good morning, Handsome,” Selina replied softly. She watched him quietly, his
whole body radiating in the glow of the room. She couldn’t help the small jolt in her
own stomach as she saw a large cut suddenly open across his arm, then slowly close
itself back up.
He’d finally relented the night before and told her about the returning scars. It
couldn’t really be avoided with them sharing a bed—she’d seen the ones that had
already come back the instant he took off his shirt. After making assurances that it
would all be over soon, he’d kissed her gently and they’d gone to bed, the exhaustion
of the day catching up to both of them. Bruce slept fitfully, the errant nature of the
returning scars keeping him from getting more than a few minutes sleep at a time.
He’d finally given up and come down to the Sun Room, hoping to meditate his way
through the pain. It had mostly worked.
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“You know, if you’d wanted a reason to not share a bed with me last night, you
could have just said you ‘needed some space’ like a normal boyfriend and spared
yourself all the magic mumbo-jumbo,” Selina teased lightly.
Bruce’s lip twitched in spite of himself. His eyes opened slowly, expecting to see her
standing against the doorjamb, that teasing smile on her lips. She was standing in the
doorway all right, but the smile was nowhere to be seen—in fact, her face showed an
uncharacteristic concern, a twinge of worry creasing her brow. There was nothing
either of them could do but wait it out, but she still couldn’t help the twisting in her gut
about what he was going through.
His chest muscles spasmed lightly as four perfectly parallel lines suddenly opened
across his chest, right where the Bat emblem normally rested. Fate, it seemed, was not
without a sense of timing—his early Catwoman wound. He exhaled slowly as the cuts
closed, his eyes locking onto hers without even a hint of malice behind them. In fact,
his lip twitch turned into a full-fledged grin.
“Woof.”
Selina came forward and knelt in front of him, placing her fingers gently over the
scratches as they closed back into the original scars.
“That’s better,” she murmured.
“Talk about possessive.”
Her eyes flicked up from the scars to his face.
“Marking your territory,” he noted dryly.
“Maybe a little. Mostly I was just thinking. All this that you’ve been going
through…” her fingers stroked another scar absently as she said this, “…it makes me
realize how… silly… I’ve been. Angsting over stupid little… self-indulgent…
nothings.”
“Such as?”
“Feeling the cage door shut? I don’t know. It’s been…”
“It’s been all Clark’s fault.”
She looked up, confused by his sudden change of tone.
“When in doubt, blame the Alien. It works for the League,” he said.
Selina looked more confused than ever. He was almost… lighthearted. While she
didn’t understand, she wasn’t going to mess with a good mood. She patted the
restored cat-scratches playfully.
“Well, all over now anyway. Everything’s back as it should be.”
“If you say so,” Bruce agreed as she stood to go. Selina had just disappeared
through the door when he brought a hand to his cheek and felt it ooze warm and wet
as the first cat-scratch he ever received reappeared, and just as quickly dissolved.

“I told you so,” Lois reminded her husband sweetly. “I told you Bruce would wind
up inviting us for something you didn’t pack for.” Clark decided not to notice that she
said this in a halter top and wrap skirt he had never seen before.
“It was a surprise,” he admitted, rather than pointing out that she obviously hadn’t
packed for a lunch cruise on their friend’s yacht either. It wasn’t like the invitation was
foreseeable. It wasn’t like Bruce, a little getaway to recoup after the harrowing events
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of the previous day. In all the years they had worked together, Clark had never known
Bruce to need (or at least to acknowledge the need for) reset time.
Clark regarded his friend shrewdly, then glanced through the deck and inner wall of
the boat to read the words freshly stenciled on the hull. “La Gatta Mobile,” he
mouthed. He looked again to Bruce, then back towards the side of the vessel.
From his position on the upper deck, Bruce watched his guests with a wry lip twitch,
then headed down to the galley. Selina was unpacking the lunch basket and he moved
behind her, placing his hands around her waist. She reacted to the interruption exactly
as she would if she were cracking a Mattson safe instead of spooning jasmine rice onto
poached salmon—as if it were no interruption at all and, of course, she knew he was
there the whole time.
“Alfred’s idea of a picnic is very different from other people’s,” she noted.
“Mmhm,” he answered, burying his nose in her hair.
“I’m serious. Besides the salmon—with mustard-dill or red chili sauce depending on
how daring your palette, there’s fruit here, green salad—with shallot vinaigrette…” she
said, pulling out the bottle, “vegetable sushi, cashew-crusted chicken with honey
mustard sauce, dinner rolls, butter pats, apple crisp for dessert and… after-dinner
mints. Your butler is not human.”
“No. But one of our guests isn’t. Alfred is very fond of Clark, he’s never been
certain about his appetite, and he likes to make sure.”
“Ah.”
“Speaking of,” the voice graveling so softly in Selina’s ear became deeper and softer
still, “I hate to be the one to tell you, Kitten, but I think you can expect another tête-àtête before they go.”
“Growl.”
“He looks at me, he looks at the boat, he looks at me again. I’d say you’re getting all
the credit for this little outing.”
“Ivy should get the credit. It was all your scars coming back inside of a day that did
it.”
“Let’s not tell him that.”
“Why not? He can send Lois up to Arkham to have ‘the talk’ with Ivy, Lois can slap
her again in front of the surveillance cameras, Tim can set the whole thing to music and
get himself into UCLA Film School, and I don’t have to talk to any of you ever again.”
“How did I get on that list?”
“You grunted in my hair.”

Back on deck, Clark stood with his arms wrapped in a similar stance around his
wife’s waist as they looked out onto the sun glimmering off the water. He was
strangely silent.
“You’re not listening in on them, I hope,” Lois chided.
“No, of course not,” he told her. “I was just… It is not ‘a cosmic crisis’ that the
sundry shop didn’t have ZIRH. I could have zipped home for it if I wanted it that
badly.”
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“You could have zipped right down the block to Bloomingdale’s, Clark, but you
didn’t. So what you wanted to do was exactly what you did. You came back to the
room and yakked about it for ten minutes.”
“First meeting with my new publisher, I guess I was just a little nervous and needed
something to hang it on. Was it that annoying?”
“Of course not, it’s adorable.”

“Of course not, it’s personal.”
“Selina, I am the only one that doesn’t know what was said inside that cyclone.”
“Tough.”
“The only one besides Janus; and I think I have a right to.”
“This concerns thee not, Dark Mortal.”
“Selina.”
“You’re going to have to do better than that if you want me to betray the sisterhood.”
“I named the boat for you.”
“Thank you.”

“You’re welcome.”
“And thank you for letting me have the whole byline.”
“You’re welcome.”
“…”
“…”
“It really wouldn’t kill you to label those videos, you know.”
“I have never called you hormonal.”
“It was implied.”

“He doesn’t have to say it, a woman can tell.”
“Estrogen solidarity. Poor Clark.”
“The things you decide to fixate on, I swear to god, Bruce. Hormonal and puppy dog
eyes? I’m going to be having nightmares for a month about Channel 93 and Good Will
Humping.”
“Okay, now I’m going to have them too… Thanks.”

“So 93 is the porn channel?”
“That’s my guess.”
“And the divisible by 2 thing would be Dent.”
“One presumes. Certainly based on the ‘Two-faced jerkwad’ comment.”
“It will be good to get back home to Metropolis.”
“You said it.”
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“I didn’t say I don’t appreciate his help. I’m glad he was here considering what we
were up against. I just said it will be nice to—”
“Have them gone.”
“Get back to normal.”
Selina laughed.
“Normal? For Gotham? What’s that?”
“Two to a rooftop, gargoyles don’t move, and Ivy is the only one that—”
“—that smells like a spice rack. I know, I thought I got the last of that herb oil out of
my hair, but that rosemary really clings—wait a minute. Did you just make a joke?”
“Of course not.”
Selina glared at the corner of his lip until it twitched.
“You might have a point. It will be good when they finally go home and everything
can go back to normal.”

A mile or so up Gotham Harbor, a woman stood alone at the prow of a larger, much
more ornate yacht. The harbor breeze twirled her dark hair as she stared through a set
of high-powered binoculars at Bruce and Selina making their way out onto the deck of
the Gatta.
“Make your time, Cat-witch,” she said softly. “For I am coming to take back that
which is rightfully mine.”
A wide smile spread across the woman’s face as she lowered the binoculars.
“My Beloved.”
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STRANGE BEDFELLOWS
LUTHOR RESIGNS

Washington D.C. —Alexander Luthor, 43rd President of the United States, resigned
his office effective 12:00 noon today amidst mounting evidence in the ongoing
KentGate controversy. The President continues to deny any involvement in or prior
knowledge of the attempted assassination of Daily Planet reporter Clark Kent. Kent’s
bestseller Strange Bedfellows has been creating headaches for the White House…
Bruce had read The Gotham Times account twice. He skimmed the headline and
opening paragraph one final time before setting down the newspaper with a grunt of
satisfaction. The Times was more restrained in its account than the Daily Planet, but
that was understandable. The Planet’s feud with Luthor was well known, even before
his election. They had plagued him when he was a corrupt business tycoon, they
continued to plague him when he became President, and now he was implicated in the
attempted murder of one of their star reporters.
Bruce shook his head at Luthor’s insane miscalculation. Other newspapers, like the
Gotham Times, maintained a detached tone. They were going out of their way to
preserve the appearance of neutral dispassionate reporting. But the fact was that the
most conservative media, the ones that had always been most supportive of Luthor,
could not be unaffected by the nature of the scandal: it was one of their own, a
journalist, that Luthor tried to have killed.
“You can’t possibly drink hot coffee with your mouth twitching that way, Bruce.
Why don’t you just have your laugh and get it over with.”
Bruce glanced up across the breakfast table at a pair of amused green eyes scanning
him while a slow finger stroked seductively around the rim of her coffee cup.
“Nothing about Luthor is funny,” he pronounced.
“Oh, come on, even you can’t pretend The Post’s version wasn’t funny. I mean, they
got that Superman and Batman were involved taking him down, but other than that?
Pffft, Lex flying around Metropolis hopped up on Venom in a dayglow spacesuit?”
Bruce glared. He refused to acknowledge tabloids like The Post on principle and he
wasn’t about to start now.
“He looked like a Tylenol capsule decked out for Mardi Gras.”
Bruce refused to acknowledge the Post, and he certainly wasn’t going to admit to…
“Don’t strain yourself holding back the twitch, Bruce. I’ve seen the new wallpaper on
your desktop.”
“Selina—”
“Scanned from page six, I believe.”
“Selina—”
“Supes looks quite pissed.”
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“Selina.”
“You look quite sexy.”
“…”
“Admit it. You liked that story. The pair of you enjoyed that win a lot more than
beating back a parkful of berserkers and gargoyles, that’s for damn sure. And you kind
of like the Post reflecting it all in their crazy funhouse mirror.”
“We did what needed to be done. Neither of us enjoyed it.”
Selina shook her head with an expression at once affectionate, amused, and sad.
“You really do believe that, don’t you. And I’ll bet you don’t have a thing for bad girls
in purple, either.”
“Impossible woman,” Bruce growled, tossing down his napkin. Then he walked
across to her side of the table and kissed her cheek. “Are you going into town today? I
could meet you after work, quick drink and a bite at d’Annunzio’s?”
“Sure,” she purred. “Now go run off with your newspaper so I won’t see you
chortling all over that headline.”
“Nothing about Luthor is funny,” he repeated over his shoulder as he left the room.
It wasn’t. As much as he was happier waking up in a world where Lex Luthor was
not President, as much as he could take satisfaction from his role in making that a
reality, he could not honestly say he felt anything like the enjoyment or amusement
Selina attributed to him.
For one thing, there was the ease with which it all played out. Batman was never
entirely comfortable when he could capitalize on an enemy’s mistakes. The stupider
the mistake, the greater likelihood that it was a trap. Even if, as in this case, there was
no reason to think the mistake suspicious. Luthor’s hubris was legendary. That he
would try to kill Clark was perfectly in character. That he wouldn’t really try to hide it
was also, shockingly, in character. Batman could easily trace out Luthor’s reasoning.
He would have been convinced his position made him untouchable. There could be no
proof tying him absolutely to Kent’s death, and it would be useful to have a few
whispers—like there were about Diana and Prince Charles. It would be known that he
was dangerous, that he was capable of it. That, Luthor would reason, would deter
other reporters from digging where they shouldn’t. With all the resources at his
disposal as President, with Black Ops Special Forces that would have been untraceable
(although no more successful considering the target’s Kryptonian biology), Luthor
hired a sniper with ties to DEMON. With Talia Head, the Demon Head’s daughter,
running his company (into the ground) while he was president.
Only he didn’t figure on Kent surviving, or the uncannily knowing detective work
bringing one fact to light after another. There would never be enough proof to
impeach and indict him. Batman knew it even though Clark’s optimism insisted to the
last that it might be possible. But there was enough. Batman knew, from the moment
Luthor took the oath of office, that this day would come. They couldn’t rightly move
against a democratically elected President. They couldn’t. It crossed an uncrossable
line and both heroes knew it. They couldn’t act until Luthor himself crossed a line.
Once he took that step, once he became a criminal, then it all became possible. Every
protocol Bruce had in place for the President’s removal had Luthor’s own misconduct
as a necessary first step. Then it was crimefighting. And crimefighting was what
Batman did better than anybody in the world. By the fourth day after the shooting,
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Luthor found himself under such a cloud it was impossible for him to continue as
President. He resigned “for the good of the office,” knowing it was the only way to
salvage even a fraction of his reputation. This way, there would be some, however
few, that still saw him as a good man and a good president who was smeared.
Whether that would be enough to ever rebuild his legacy remained to be seen.

“Rise and shine!” Barbara sang as she accosted her sleeping husband with a
breakfast tray and morning newspaper. “Breakfast in bed, for my sexy bird.”
The tantalizing aromas of cinnamon, coffee, and bacon penetrated Dick’s sleepy fog a
few seconds before conscious thought. He smiled down at the tray before him and
blinked, connecting the happy aromas with the sight of French toast, a “Love the
librarian” coffee mug, and—PANIC! Conscious thought had shrugged off the last of
the groggies and caught up with the rest of his brain, and that first conscious thought
of the day was one of alarm.
“What’s the occasion?” he asked, hoping his voice didn’t reveal the wild acrobatics
his mind was engaged in as he frantically tried to recall if he’d missed the anniversary
of a first date, first kiss, first team-up against a costumed villain…
“No occasion,” Barbara answered happily.
Dick eyed her warily. He picked up a fork warily, and he gave the French toast a
suspicious poke. “French toast stuffed with… is that custard? …sprinkled with
cinnamon and powdered sugar? Bacon extra crispy. ‘Love the librarian’ mug. Babs,
c’mon.”
“Do I need a reason to show my sexy bird how much I love him?”
Dick performed his best recreation of Bruce scrutinizing Zogger logs.
Barbara grimaced. “Party poop,” she said. “I just wanted you to get up so I could tell
you the news. And since you didn’t get back from Bludhaven until after five, I figured
if I was going to wake you up this early, the least I could do was make your favorite—”
“How early is it?” Dick asked, looking around for the clock. “8:30!” he gulped when
he saw it. “You woke me at 8:30 when you knew I only got in at—Babs, that’s like less
than three hours sleep.”
“Don’t be such a wuss, Dickie; it’s not like we’ve got anything doing today. So
you’ve got all day long to rest up.”
“I was resting up,” he complained.
Barbara took the fork deliberately from his fingers, cut off a bite of French toast, and
dangled it enticingly before his mouth. He resisted for about ten seconds before
snapping at it in an aggressive, but vanquished, gesture of surrender.
“Okay, okay,” he said, waving the white flag energetically as he chewed, “you win,
you’re my gazette. Tell me, my all-seeing Oracle, all the news I missed while I was in
Bludhaven for nine whole hours last night. Long as I can eat while you do it.”
“Azrael is back,” Barbara began, wasting no time getting to the headline.
“Back from the dead?” Dick asked acidly. “Neat trick.”
“He wasn’t dead; you know that perfectly well. That’s just the Post being the Post.”
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“Darn.” Dick sighed melodramatically. “Even the Gotham Post could get one right
occasionally. Don’t you think? Just to keep us off-balance… Oh well, since he’s not
dead, where has Captain Lugnut been?”
“Undercover. You’ve heard about the Kishley-Krull divorce, right?”
“Margo Kishley and Ted Krull? Sure. Who hasn’t? Both movie stars, both famous,
both rich, both hot tempers—”
“Exactly. Well, couple months back before it all went public, Az stumbled onto some
information that looked a lot like Ted Krull was considering the quicker, less
expensive, less-damaging-to-his-reputation divorce alternative.”
“Having his wife killed.”
“Yep. ‘Accident’ while she was shooting on location in Rumania. So Azrael
infiltrated the film shoot to protect her, and in the course of it, he found a lot more
going on with that film crew: espionage and drug smuggling. He followed the trail
through the circuit of film festivals, that’s what wound up taking so long.”
“And you knew all about this the whole time?”
“No, I just got the story once he got back to town, showed up on my radar again
last—”
“And you’ve been bursting to tell someone since last night.”
Barbara bit her lip in a guilty manner.
“Ah, I see. You told Bruce. But Bruce already knew. He’s annoying that way, isn’t
he?”
“He’s insufferable. ‘Toronto Film Festival ended Thursday. Two days to make sure
the locals didn’t mess up the paperwork. One day R and R. One day travel time. He’s
back right on schedule. Grunt.’”
“My poor Barbara.”

The most distressing thing about Bruce’s decision to forego the idiot fop routine was
the revelation of how ingrained his antics had become. Bruce knew he was an
intelligent man. He had assumed the role of a shallow airhead as camouflage. He
never dreamed, never dreamed for one moment, that it would become a habit he
couldn’t break any time he chose. Yet here he was at the entrance to the executive
elevator, swiping his access card two, three, four times until he lined up the magnetic
strip properly with the scanner.
The more conspicuous aspects of the Fop act had been easy enough to jettison: Selina
was his escort now wherever he went. He was no longer photographed with an everchanging string of bimbos. And he no longer had those women’s inane blather to
repeat about the books, current events, and conversations they missed the point of so
consistently.
It was things like this, the unconscious mannerisms, that he was finding hard to
shrug off. He had always tempered the act at Wayne Enterprises. The company’s
welfare was too important to too many people. He couldn’t allow himself to seem
truly stupid, so he opted instead for more subtle hints about his intellect. Hints that
were open to interpretation. He knew he didn’t appear clever, here in the building that
bore his name, bungling with his keycard each and every time he made for the
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executive suite. But he didn’t look like an absolute idiot unless the viewer was already
disposed to see him as such.
That had been his theory every time he deliberately screwed up scanning the card.
But he was having a hard time seeing it that way when he caught himself doing it
unconsciously.
It was that thought which accounted for his sour expression exiting the elevator into
the executive suite on the very morning he should have been beaming with pleasure.
“Good morning, Mr. Wayne,” Lily greeted him at the reception desk.
“Good morning, Mr. Wayne,” Moira Selmon echoed from her new office.
“Good morning, Bruce,” Lucius beamed, happily snapping into step beside him as
he walked to his office door. “And ‘Hail to the Chief, who in triumph advances.’”
“Morning, Lucius.” Bruce acknowledged the greeting before chastising, “It’s fine to
be happy about it, okay. But let’s not strut. It’s tacky.”
“Bruce, come on, it’s payday. LexCorp is finished. They’re in default on all their
loans, it’s all ours now. Just like you predicted all those months ago.”
“It was there for anybody to see that knew what they were looking for, Lucius. That
woman had no business running a company; we all knew that. They’ve been
hemorrhaging cash for years now. She could keep the losses off the income statements
for a while by selling assets. But she couldn’t hide it on the flow of funds. It’s all there:
Cash going out and not coming in, so she sells a plane. When those reserves dry up,
she leverages a couple patents. Then a radio station, then the building.”
“And now that they’re in default, all those assets go to whoever’s holding the paper.
Which is you, because you’ve been buying up the LexCorp debts for months now.
Bruce, this is a huge victory. And you say ‘don’t strut?’”
“LexCorp is the biggest employer in Metropolis, Lucius. Close to a million people
woke up this morning not knowing if they still have jobs because Talia Head is—in my
office.” Bruce concluded the sentence in a very different way than he planned to when
he opened his office door and saw the visitor seated primly before his desk.

“We’re not officially open to the public for hours yet,” Sly called to the visitor
spreading his paperwork over several tables in the Iceberg dining room. “But if you
want a cup of coffee or something, you just give a holler, okay, Mr. Nigma?”
Edward Nigma gave Sly a thumbs up, then he cracked his knuckles and stretched
out his arms before he resumed organizing his papers. From the office doorway,
Oswald Cobblepot watched the exchange and returned to his desk with a disgusted
kwak. Nigma heard the noise but ignored it. He had too much to do to waste time on
whatever mini-dramas were going on between Penguin and his bartender.
“A WIT MEETS TOON,” he murmured, subconsciously making an anagram for ‘no
time to waste.’ “No time to waste, no time to waste, no time to waste.”
It would be his best crime spree ever. He could operate in the style of his fellow
rogues. Taking inspiration from the very pages of the Gotham Post, he could torment
the Dark Knight with the most tantalizing clues all tied to the distortions that
ridiculous tabloid offered the public as Killer Croc, Scarecrow, Catwoman, Two-Face,
Poison Ivy, Mad Hatter… He had ranked them all, assigning a mathematical value to
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the degree the Gotham Post distorted their appearance, personality and methodology.
He could now proceed through the list, one by one, devising clues drawn from—
“Can I help you?” Eddie muttered, noting the presence that appeared over his
shoulder.
“Just curious what you’re doing over here, Mr. Nigma,” Sly said amiably, as he
stood there looking over the tabloids, sipping coffee.
“I needed space to spread out these newspapers and organize my clippings.”
“Don’t you have a hideout?”
Eddie’s face transformed, expressing the most violent revulsion. “What comes of the
untended hideout when the Prince of Puzzlers is incarcerated, Sly? As you know, since
the defection of my darling Doris,” he pronounced these syllables with controlled
disgust, “I have been without a henchwench. There was no one to tend to the hideout
while I was in Arkham. In my absence, something crawled into the air conditioner and
died.”
“Oh, gag.”
“Quite. The air is unbreathable. I’m airing it out. With luck, maybe I can go back by
July.”
“Hm. So that’s why you’re working here?”
Nigma nodded slowly, as if to say he was trying to, barring interruptions. Sly took
the hint.
“I’m going to be down in the basement checking the inventory. Let me know if you
need anything.”
As soon as Sly had gone, Nigma went back to work. He didn’t get far before another
presence waddled into his field of vision and then moved behind him, hovering over
his shoulder just as Sly had done. Penguin was a fellow Rogue, one of Riddler’s own
stature, and he was letting Eddie use the nightclub to work on his project. Eddie knew
he couldn’t ignore Oswald or brush him off as he had Sly.
“Which of these pictures do you think is further off on Selina?” Eddie asked, looking
down on two different artist renderings clipped from the Gotham Post.
“The goggles,” Oswald said instantly.
“But the ears on this new one, and the whiskers on the mask, isn’t that kind of—
weird?”
“It isn’t good, I’ll grant you,” Oswald agreed, “But it’s not as bad as the goggles.
And at least the whisker one has her hair right.”
“Okay, goggles it is.”
“You want the one that is worse? You looking to give blood the hard way?”
“A DEED MYTH MOMS SNOT, Oswald old man, A DEED MYTH MOMS SNOT…
Method to my madness, that is.”
Oswald quacked and waddled off. Eddie watched him go, his wheels turning as he
mentally deconstructed the Penguin’s return to the helm of his Iceberg empire. Nigma
was fairly certain the original “mutiny” was exactly what Sly and Greg claimed.
Oswald had gone to pieces after that “Lark” affair, and his bartender and former
bouncer took over the business, Sly running the legitimate nightclub and Greg
managing the criminal concerns, to keep both operations afloat. When Oswald pulled
himself together, they were more than willing to hand back control.
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Oswald pretended to go along, but Eddie knew he was far too paranoid to really
believe them. That would explain why he kept Sly on: Keep your friends close and
your enemies closer.
That being the case, he was probably worried about Greg more than Sly. Greg who
returned to whatever he was doing for DEMON in Chinatown once he was no longer
needed at the Iceberg. That would be a worry for Oswald. Eddie was sure of it…
The only thing he didn’t know, Nigma reflected as he looked down onto the tables
full of Post clippings, was if this curious Iceberg tango could be of any use in his
upcoming scheme.

The office door closed behind Lucius, leaving Bruce alone with Talia. He checked his
watch theatrically.
“Well let’s see, it’s all of forty-five minutes since your mismanagement of LexCorp
made those kidnapping photos irrelevant. What kept you, Talia?”
“You mock me, Beloved. You allowed that horrible woman to blackmail me with
photographs you know existed only because of my father’s need to test worthy
lieutenants…”
Bruce sighed. There it was, only four words in, “Beloved.”
Selina had shut it off for a while. She had kept Talia out of their lives with the threat
to make those photos public. Ra’s had done it before, many times, shown pictures of
Talia, bound and gagged, allegedly kidnapped, to some individual in whom he’d taken
an interest. He did it to test their resourcefulness in “rescuing” her. While Talia was
running Luthor’s company, she couldn’t afford to have those pictures in print as “illicit
bondage photos of the LexCorp CEO.” Now that she had no more reputation to
protect, she wasted no time. Here she was, in his office, making up for lost chances to
address him as—
“Beloved, surely you must realize, I have done this all for you. I broke your enemy’s
power for you. I delivered up the whole of his empire to your hand. Could that filthy
slut serve you half so well?”
“Talia, you didn’t understand the first thing about your own product line or why it
was successful. You poured massive sums into R and D, ‘reinventing’ products until
nobody would buy them anymore. Then you poured more massive sums into
marketing to convince your ex-customers that all your mistakes and bad decisions
were really a great improvement. You can’t insist things into being what they’re not,
Talia. It didn’t work with corporate buyers any better than it did with… with me. You
never turned those sales around, despite all those ads and all those press releases. And
you are never going to become dear to me by calling me Beloved. Can you understand
that, Talia? Or is it too adult a concept for you?”
“Your mind is so quick, My Beloved, your understanding so penetrating. I knew you
would see at once what I was doing. Our minds share such splendid synchronicity.”
“So that’s it. You’ve given reality a paint job again and decided your epic
incompetence was really a brilliant plan and you did it for me. Fine. Now that you’re
warmed up, let’s see how long it takes you to rearrange this reality: Talia, I don’t love
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you. I never did, I never will. You are not welcome in my office, in my home, or in my
city. I am happy with Selina. If you want to be happy, move on.”
Bruce knew it was a futile exercise. It would take her less than five minutes to
transmogrify his words into an idea she found more palatable. He tried anyway,
knowing it to be a lost battle, because that is what heroes do.
He also used that five minute window to eject her from his office. She was in the
express elevator before she could complete her rewrite of his thoughts and feelings.
She was being escorted down to the street before she could enlighten him about what
he really felt and how he should have expressed it. That might not be what ‘heroes’ do,
Bruce told himself, but if he was a hero, he was also a man. And a man had his limits.
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CHAPTER 2: SIMS AND RIDDLES
Jean Paul Valley expertly juggled his key ring, the pizza box, and the plastic bag
containing the latest Sims expansion pack. This was going to be great.
You are in high spirits, Mortal, the voice in his head noted.
I am, Az. Best thing about being back in Gotham: decent pizza. We got three hours before
patrol. Gonna see what all is new for the Sims.
Must you waste our time with those foolish computer games?
I must. Get used to it, Az. I’m a geek. I have geek-fun. Sims 2 expansion pack is geek—
If we must spend time at that machine, I would prefer to play Dark Forces.
Nope. You were at the helm all through Rumania, in Berlin, in Cannes, in Toronto. Enough
already. I need this.
When we are working on a case, Mortal, it must surely be understood—
Yes, of course, Az. But it was a long case. It feels like when I was a computer programmer.
When I’d get back from a week’s vacation, the backlog was so bad, I wound up more exhausted
than before I left.
Very well. Take these three hours and refresh yourself. While you restore your
mortal faculties, I shall prepare myself for this evening’s patrol.
Peachy.

In the satellite cave deep beneath the Wayne tower, Bruce returned the spare Batman
costume to its vault. He buttoned up the dress shirt he’d worn to the office that
morning, omitting the jacket and tie. He noted several wrinkles from the careless way
he’d abandoned the shirt on the vault floor in his hurry to answer the signal. At home,
Alfred always appeared in the interim, cleared away whatever he had been wearing
and left a laundered replacement. Bruce wondered absently, as he walked out to the
main chamber of the cave, if he shouldn’t run up to the penthouse for a fresh shirt
before he went home. That way, he could send this one to be drycleaned and not have
to suffer Alfred’s barbs if he went home in this wrinkled one.
Any other time, Bruce wouldn’t trouble himself. Alfred was an employee, after all.
But even he could only push the butler so far. And after ordering him to make that
phone call…
There were some ways, Bruce reflected, that his life was simpler pre-Selina. Not as
full and not as happy, but simpler. Case in point: Dinner at d’Annunzio’s.
If, back in the day, he had to stand up a date because of bat-business, he stood them
up. He didn’t need a good excuse; he didn’t even need a credible excuse. It was often to
his advantage if they saw through a blatant lie and threw a drink in his face at the first
opportunity: a nice public breakup, with the bimbo du jour reinforcing the playboy
image for him, making a scene about all the other women he must amuse himself with
all those times he disappeared.
Selina knew the truth, and that should have made the whole thing simple.
Something came up that Batman had to attend to…
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But not when the something was a riddle.
Not when he had to tell her that Talia was back, that the ‘wolfsbane’ Selina had
devised to keep her at bay had staledated, and now on top of all that, a riddle was sent
to the GCPD containing a picture of that goggled insult the Post called Catwoman.
“Thanks a lot, ‘Eddie,’” Bruce growled at the packet of papers embossed with a
question mark.
It was more convenient to work out of this cave for the moment. He had been in the
city already, working at the office, when the signal went off. This cave was closer; the
costume he kept here was closer. He had to return here anyway, and it would waste
valuable time to return to the manor cave when he could just as easily analyze the
evidence from this fully equipped base.
The fact that he wouldn’t have to see Selina or risk her viewing the goggle-picture
was a bonus.
Here’s a quandary: To begin with the fairest or the most maligned…
Alfred was not happy about delivering that message, though. It’s not like he hadn’t
done it a thousand times. “Call d’Annunzio’s and have them tell whatshernameGretta…” “Mandy, sir.” “Whatever, tell her I was playing racquetball with Trump and
pulled a hamstring.” “Very good, sir.”
Maybe this wasn’t quite the same, but still. Alfred was his servant, he did have
something come up, and he asked his butler to deliver the message for him as a simple
expedient. It was pointless to let the ill-concealed disapproval of a “Very good, sir”
distract him when he had important crimefighting matters to attend to.
Here’s a quandary: To begin with the fairest or the most maligned?
Hook’s ticking tormentor or the El Giza enshrined?
The ancient legend of Ra or the urban legend of the sewer?
The pot before the luck shall be the first after-skewer.
15-2-10-7-4

OraCom Channel-1
..:: Testing. Nightwing, you’re at the docks? ::..
..:: This is ship’s purser Gofer Smith coming to you from the Lido Deck. ::..
..:: Very funny. Proceed to location 2 and channel 2. ::..
OraCom Channel-2
..:: I don’t understand why I have to change locations. Can’t you just tweak all the GPS
signals and OraCom links from the one…::…
..:: No, I can’t. Tweaking means factoring in all the atmospheric conditions. The water, the
pollution, the altitude… ::…
…:: Sorry I asked. Okay, where am I now? ::…
…:: Roof of the downtown public library. ::…
…:: Check. ::..
…:: Proceed to location 3 and switch back to channel 1. ::…
OraCom Channel-1
…:: There a reason we can’t get Robin, Spoiler and Canary or somebody to help with this
instead of making me do ‘em all? ::…
…:: Because I made you French toast. ::…
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…:: Knew I was going to pay for that one way or another. ::…
…:: Proceed to location 4… ::…

Bruce scrutinized the clippings that had come with the riddle. They were all faked
photographs or artists’ renderings of his enemies, they were all from the tabloids, and
they were all free of any physical evidence beyond a single fingerprint the Batcomputer
had confirmed as a perfect match for Edward Nigma.
The computer was cranking away at an algorithm he just completed to analyze the
images for any hidden patterns. He had it searching the content, the rogues included
and excluded. He had it analyzing the dates of the issues the images were clipped
from. And he had a new routine to detect any sort of steganography or coding hidden
in the pixels themselves. Bruce knew he had to give the routine a full twenty minutes
before drawing any conclusions, but his gut told him the analysis would come up
empty.
There was something about the riddle itself that told him. He singled out the two
images it seemed to refer to most pointedly.
“What on earth are you doing down here?”
Bruce turned and acknowledged the interruption with a curt nod.
“Nightwing,” he said blandly.
“O, I’m at location 12. Signing off for a bit… Because I am… Well, fine, then I’ll
make you scrambled eggs… I can call it an omelet if you want me to, but you know it’s
going to be scrambled eggs. ‘Wing out.”
Nightwing removed his mask and shrugged apologetically at Bruce. “Helping her
recalibrate the OraCom,” he explained.
Bruce returned his attention to the pictures spread out on the desk and Dick walked
over to look. “What are we—oh man, what’s their thing with those goggles?”
Bruce glanced up at him sternly without moving his head.
“I don’t think the goggles are the salient issue here, do you?”
“No, I guess not. This is Riddler?”
Bruce pointed wordlessly to the envelope embossed with the question mark.
“The fairest… and the most maligned…” Dick murmured as he read the riddle.
“Croc and Catwoman,” Bruce said crisply. “Selina’s press might be far from
flattering, but bad as it is, it pales in comparison to calling Croc a cannibal.”
“‘Most maligned’ is still a matter of opinion—”
“Read on. Hook’s ticking tormentor, Captain Hook—the clock in the crocodile.”
“Got it. Urban legend—giant reptiles in the sewer—although that’s mostly
alligators, isn’t it?”
“Nigma will take liberties when it suits him.”
“And this last?”
“Crock pot.”
“And ‘El Giza,’ ‘legend of Ra,’ ‘luck’ is all Catwoman?”
“Cats are associated with luck, either bad or good, in most cultures,” Bruce ran down
the evidence crisply, as if ticking items off a mental list. “El Giza is the site of the
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pyramids—Egyptians worshipped cats, plenty of shrines with cat heads on women’s
bodies, the legend of Ra says he transformed into a cat to slay a giant serpent.”
“And ‘the fairest?’”
“They’re friends,” Bruce grumbled. He certainly considered Selina the most
beautiful of the criminals he’d faced over the years, but he didn’t like hearing it from
the likes of Nigma.
“Could be a way to steer you off Tom Blake,” Nightwing mentioned. “The Catman.
All the cat references apply to him too.”
“His picture isn’t included,” Bruce noted.
“Ah. Any idea what it means, or what these numbers or the ‘first after-skewer’ might
be?”
Bruce shook his head, his eyes never leaving the clippings.

Azrael thought the lookout atop the SysCo building made an excellent vantage
point. He could look into Gotham Plaza, through the Plaza and down Broadway, or
across to the roof of the Moxton building, so popular with the Batman’s operatives that
a few hours observation of that one summit would acquaint him with everyone that
was active in a given night.
Jean Paul did not share Azrael’s delight with their position. The angle at which Az
was looking down onto the Plaza reminded him of Sims 2.
You are sulking, Mortal. Did you not enjoy your recreation?
You know I didn’t, Az. We came out to patrol an hour before we needed to because I was not
having a good time.
I don’t understand why. I thought the representation of Infinity you created was
quite profound.
Jean Paul mentally sighed. His SIM persona was residing in a small, spartan
apartment, much like his own. He had sat alone at his computer desk watching his SIM
sit alone at his computer desk, hovering over the screen where yet another tiny SIM
was pictured.
My game-self is a geek with no life, Az. How much does that suck?
You should have played Dark Forces, Mortal. You would have found more
satisfaction in battling for the forces of light in the endless war against evil.
We’re doing that now, Az. A game is supposed to give you an escape from what you do in
real life.
Then why did your tiny avatar sit at his computer playing the same game you did?
…
The other tiny avatars were gathered around a hot tub.
Why is there never a mugger around when you need one?
Many were female.
Welcome back to Gotham. You’d think at least a drug deal goin’ down.
Scantily clad.
Hey, look! Guy down there selling fake Rolexes! Let’s go get ‘em!
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“First after-skewer,” Dick bit his lip, repeating the one phrase that bothered him in
the riddle. “First-after. Not strictly opposites like first and last, but it sounds funny.
After-skewer. What’s an after-skewer?”
Bruce ignored him and concentrated on the numbers.
Dick never found “bat-mode” conducive to problem solving, so he resorted to a
favorite pastime from his days as Robin: needling Batman about a certain soft spot.
“Meow-meow-meow-meow,” he sang.
“Richard.”
“Huh? Oh, sorry, just thinking out loud.”
“Sure.”
“She does fit in somehow or other. You said it yourself. Giza, Ra, fairest. Who else
could it be? Plus, we got the goggle-pic right here,” he said, holding it up.
“Richard.”
“Meow-meow-meow-meow…” he sang again, tilting it back and forth to make it
dance.
“I can still send you to your room, you know.”
“Poor Selina, how she must hate those bastards at the Post. They make up shit about
her past, about her work, about her personal life, and then, to add insult to injury, they
make her look like this… Jesus, talk about getting skewered.”
Both men’s eyes met in a moment of electric comprehension.
“After— Post. Post means after.”
“Skewer.”
“Post-skewer. First Post skewer. Croc is the first Post-skewer?”
“Computer, VOX override. Suspend current operation, apply analysis matrix
Gotham Post, display relevant articles on Killer Croc.”
“Which article do we start with?”
“The first, then the worst, then the one this picture is clipped from. And if that
doesn’t work, we brute force it.”
“What are the numbers again?”
“15-2-10-7-”
“Slow down, one at a time… 15. Got the first article on him here. Fifteen letters in…
T. What was next? 2? Two letters more…E…”
“10.”
“8-9-10… A. T-E-A”
“7”
“R”
“4”
“S. T-E-A-R-S Tears. Son of a bitch. Crocodile tears.”
“Computer, VOX override. New search: theme targets, search term: tears. Display
main screen and relay to OraCom.” Bruce stood and headed to the costume vault to
change back into costume. “Dick,” he called back from the vault, “when it comes up,
you prioritize that list, split it into thirds. Have Oracle call in Robin, we’ll each take a
third and—”
“Slow down, Bruce. No need. Only one target here, and it looks like we’re too late.”
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Batman raced out of the vault, cursing; his cape, cowl and gauntlets still in his
hands. Nightwing had his right hand to his earpiece. With his left, he held up three
fingers.
Batman hurriedly donned the cowl and switched the OraCom to channel 3 in time to
hear:
…:: Bergdorf’s department store, ground floor, fine jewelry, twenty minutes ago. They just
added a boutique for a new jewelers called Gocciolina, specializes in teardrops. ::…
“Understood, O. Thank you.” Nightwing answered.
“Damn,” Bruce hissed.
… :: That you, boss? :: …
“Affirmative, O.”
… :: Not sure what kept you from dinner tonight, but I sure want to thank you. After you
cancelled on her, Selina came by with one of those desserts from d’Annunzio’s. You know, the
ones they say are better than—::…
“Oracle, the security tapes from the robbery—”
…:: Already uploaded to your opencase partition in the main cave system. I made a
subdirectory: ‘Teardrop.’ So how long were you guys going to keep that fudge-raspberry torte a
secret? ::…
“Batman out.”

Talia paced back and forth in her hotel suite, an agitated nausea coiling in her
muscles, propelling her body to either move or burst into convulsions of nauseous
rage. An hour in the hotel’s limited “fitness center” did nothing to drive this
intolerable FRUSTRATION from her system.
Why could she not make him understand? It was she that he loved, she that he
always loved, would always love and was destined to be with. Why couldn’t she
MAKE him see that?
It was the Cat’s sorcery, obviously. Somehow she bewitched him. It was
understandable if he wanted to amuse himself while they were parted. But now that
they could be together, now that she had come to him, there was no reason for him not
to have the wretched slut sent away. The only reason her Beloved would not have
done this already is that he must actually believe those horrid things he had said to
her. He must actually believe himself happy. Clearly the wily Cat-witch had used that
time close to him to ensnare his mind.
But she would free him. She would show him what filth he had taken to his bosom.
She would show him what the Cat really was, and once her spell was broken, then he
would realize how he truly felt.

Bruce crept silently into the darkened bedroom. He slipped under the sheets with a
stealth the bed’s other occupant would have admired if she’d been awake to witness
it—but that would have defeated the purpose. He lay there for a long minute, watching
Selina sleep, watching the sheet rise and fall gently with her breathing.
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It was a long time since Bruce faced up to his conflicted feelings about her, about her
ties and friendships with certain rogues. “Deceiving myself is not a luxury I can
afford,” he had said.
The goggles had nothing to do with his canceling dinner.
She wouldn’t like the picture if she saw it in the cave. She wouldn’t be happy about
Talia being back. But Selina was a rational adult, not some raving Arkham case. She
would deal with the situation just as she had the cancelled dinner. Stuff happens, Stud;
we adjust.
She certainly knew about the Post’s outrages before now, one more picture wouldn’t
come as any surprise. And she had to know the wolfsbane wasn’t a permanent
solution.
So…
Why did he cancel?
Why did he really cancel that dinner date?
Riddle me that, Eddie.
They were friends. She’d gone to him for help in the past. He’d come to her.
It was a gray area.
Couldn’t anybody see that that was a gray area? They were friends. It’s not like he
was afraid she’d go back to stealing or anything. But a twinge whenever Eddie popped
up again was natural enough. Wasn’t it? Not much of one. Just a nagging… little… if.
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CHAPTER 3: PLAYING CATCH UP
It should not have been possible to break Zogger. Bruce knew that; he designed it.
He built Strategic Self-Mutating Defensive Regimen 4, somehow designated ‘Zogger’ in
Dick’s teenage years, to be the perfect tool for drilling fighting skills until the
movements became reflex.
In his heart, Bruce knew that if he’d been using the system as it was intended, he
never would have broken it.
He was only trying to focus. He was only trying to silence the half-dozen issues
bouncing and echoing through his mind so that Batman could focus. There was a
dangerous criminal at large. Last night, Riddler had kicked off a new crime spree with
a decisive win. He had gotten away with his prize before Batman even suited up,
almost before he had solved the riddle. He needed to focus. Obviously, he needed to
focus. He had to get there first next time, before the crime even started, and end it. He
had to stop these crimes and he had to put a stop to Riddler’s sick schemes before he
could cause real harm.
It was late when Bruce gave up on sleep and came down to the cave. He knew he
wasn’t as sharp as he should be to run the Strategic Self-Mutating Defense Regimen, so
he selected the lowest setting. It was an elementary level created to introduce Robin to
the system. It was never meant to run on Bruce’s profile. He hadn’t given it a
moment’s thought when he placed his thumb on the ID-panel to enter the fight area.
He only thought of it as setting the mechanisms to the proper height and weight. It
was only when the puncture arm snapped off in his hand that he realized the attacks
launched at him on his profile required a level of force in defending himself that the
elementary settings could never withstand… Before he could complete the thought, the
alpha arm launched itself at his head. He reacted automatically, with a powerful block
that ruptured the pressure chamber at the joint. Hot steam oozed from the crack,
widening it, until finally the whole joint broke open. The steam started pouring out in
thick billows, and the whole system seized with a mechanized groan. The remaining
attack arms wobbled from the sudden loss of pressure. Then… there was only the
squeak of bats unsettled by the disturbance below.
Batman was stoic, standing there surrounded by the lifeless carcass of a
crimefighting tool that had served him well. Strategic Self-Mutating Defense Regimen
5 was overdue, anyway. But it would be weeks before he had the time to build it.

In a small, innocent-looking curio shop in the heart of Gotham City’s Chinatown, the
man who was born Greg Brady—renamed Gr’oriBr’di when Ra’s al Ghul hired him to
head the Gotham City operation—listened to the new agent’s surveillance report on the
Iceberg Lounge.
Greg was, by far, the most patient and least-bloodthirsty lieutenant in the DEMON
organization. He himself had been a Joker henchman, and he felt a natural
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camaraderie with the men that was unusual in the strict caste system of DEMON. As
such, Greg didn’t always know how to deal with new arrivals like this Il’Nar.
Il’Nar had been an assassin. Since his arrival, he had twice offered to list all the men
he had killed “for Esteemed Master Gr’oriBr’di’s consideration.” Greg concluded that
Il’Nar was a very good assassin and was eager to recite his resume so ‘Esteemed
Master’ would know to give him the really good kills.
But Greg had no real use for an assassin, so he put Il’Nar on intelligence detail. He
gave the newcomer the same first assignment he always gave: the Iceberg Lounge.
Greg knew the Penguin’s nightclub was the best instant introduction to the many
costumed characters that populated the Gotham Underworld. And in about half the
cases, it loosened the men up a bit. Greg had no idea what went on in the desert
compounds that churned out these minions like so many mindless automatons, but he
knew there was nothing like drunken Ghost Dragons having a Green Day sing-a-long
to put that DEMON indoctrination into a proper perspective. Greg never expected
Il’Nar to be one that loosened up. He just didn’t seem the type. But Greg had sent him
to the Iceberg all the same, since intelligence about the various rogue activities, and
particularly any run-ins with ‘The Detective,’ was an important part of DEMON’s
operation in Gotham.
It was this report Greg listened to now—and he wasn’t at all sure what to make of it.
Could it be a joke? Could Il’Nar be the kind of guy to pull his leg? It didn’t seem likely.
Guy that fresh off the boat offers to tell you about all the people he’s killed didn’t really
seem like the prankster type.
“Riddler is working out of the Iceberg’s backroom?” Greg asked skeptically.
“Yes, my lord.”
“And you think he’s living in the basement?”
“There were personal items kept there, my lord.”
“I know I’m going to hate myself for asking this but… Il’Nar, what kind of personal
items? I mean, isn’t it possible Cobblepot is just letting him store some stuff to—”
Il’Nar bowed and left the room while Greg was still speaking. He returned a minute
later with a bulging duffel bag. He pulled the cord and began dumping small wads of
green fabric onto the desk, causing Greg to jump back in surprised horror.
“Is that Ed Nigma’s laundry?” he asked, voice quivering in dread.
“Yes, my lord.”
“Get it off my desk,” Greg ordered quickly.
“Yes, my lord.”
“Er, thank you for the very, um, thorough report, Il’Nar. You better return that stuff
to the Iceberg though before it’s missed. And, eh, to keep a low profile—when you’re
not leaving the other guy dead, we like to ‘keep a low profile’—so don’t bring back any
more, uh, ‘visual aids’ to go with your reports from now on.”
“Yes, my lord.”
Greg sighed. He thought of adding that it wasn’t necessary to keep repeating the
Yes-my-lords after every little thing. But he’d learned that the more fanatical minions
could only handle one or two ideas at a time, and he definitely didn’t want any other
directives competing with NO MORE GREEN UNDERWEAR ON MY DESK.
“Is there anything else?” Greg asked, mostly to be polite so Il’Nar didn’t have to
gather up the dumped laundry in silence.
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“There was speculation about the handmaid who stands at the door with the book of
names.”
“Raven. She’s Ozzy’s hostess. Cute little bird, isn’t she? Particularly when walking
away,” Greg winked to show that this kind of between-men banter was acceptable in
his operation.
“The handmaid Raven,” Il’Nar merely added the name to his report without
acknowledging (or perhaps without comprehending) the joke. “There is speculation of
her ties to the Scarecrow.”
“Whoa-nonono. I think you’re confused there, buddy. Scarecrow is the straw guy.
Big into fear. Doesn’t like bullies.”
“Yes, my lord. Jonathan Crane the Scarecrow.”
“I can see how you might be confused. Scarecrows are made to scare off birds, a
raven is a kind of bird. But, y’see, the whole henchwench thing, I don’t think Mr.
Crane is exactly into the whole… eh… boy, how do I put this?”
“I am not speaking of my own observations, my lord. My report merely repeats what
the hatted one was heard to say.”
“This is from Mad Hatter? Well, shoot, Hatter is never wrong about these things.”
“As you say, my lord.”
“Anything else?” Greg asked.
“The beacon of He Whose Name Must Not Be Spoken was lighted—”
“Batman. Here in Gotham, we just call him Batman.”
“But my lord, it is death to speak the name of the Great One’s mortal foe in the
presence of—”
“Il-Nar, this one is a deal breaker. It’s Batman. The light is the Bat-signal, the car is
the Bat-mobile. Otherwise, by the time you go through all the rigmarole to tell me the
car’s out front and he’s coming in, he’ll already be in here and I’ll be scraping my jaw
off the floor. ‘Kay?”
“This is an order, my lord?”
Greg paused, weighing the relative merits of Il’Nar adapting his speech to the
Gotham standard versus not having any more Riddler laundry dumped onto his desk.
“Nah, it’s just a request. If you really want to go on calling Batman HWNMNBS,
that’s fine. Just remember—no more taking souvenirs from the intelligence missions,
okay?”
“Yes, my lord.”

“Well, this is new,” Selina purred with amusement. “In the past when you’ve
interrupted my workout, you waited until I actually started my workout.”
She stood in the doorway of her exercise room in her three-room suite across from
the bedroom she shared with Bruce.
“This thing isn’t bad for isolating muscle groups,” he noted, bending the arm of her
Bowflex in a slow deliberate move that caused the muscles of his forearm to bulge just
before the bicep followed suit. “Smoother resistance than free weights.”
“Mhm,” she noted dryly, never taking her eyes off the swelling muscles.
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“I adjusted the tension for the leg exercises, you’ll want to make sure you change it
back… Um. Hello?”
By now, Selina had come into the room and straddled the bench, resting her weight
on his legs and stroking a finger down the bicep with slow, reverent delight.
“Meowww,” she breathed.
“Kitten,” he said, a dry irony creeping into his voice as she kissed down the muscles
of his arm, “do you mind if I borrow your exercise room for a while until I rebuild
Strategic Self-Mutating Defense Regimen 4?”
“Mmmmrrreworl,” was the soft, feral reply.
Bruce stroked the back of her head for a moment, hugging her to him. Then he took a
bit of her hair at the neck and gently pulled upwards, turning her head to face him.
“Selina… I have some news… you’re not going to like it…”

In’Qel, a DEMON agent who was technically new to Gotham but, having only been
transferred from Bludhaven, was far more receptive to Greg’s methods, announced
that the visitor Gr’oriBr’di summoned had now arrived.
“Thanks, In’Qel. Um, before you show him in. Have you guys done the jackelope
thing to Il’Nar yet?”
“My lord?” In’Qel looked incredulous.
“Come on, I know all about it. Every time we get a new guy, you order pepper steak
from Ho Sai Gai and tell them it’s jackelope, an American delicacy, cross between a
jack rabbit and an antelope.”
In’Qel grinned. “Actually, my lord, we started getting pork instead, with the spicy
mustard.”
“Ah,” Greg stifled a chuckle, “Of course, because the jackelope is such a hearty
meat.”
“Yes indeed, my lord, quite gamey. It takes a very tangy sauce to stand up to it.”
“Okay, well, have your fun, but go easy. Guy’s got the cork in pretty tight.”
“Sire?”
“Just go easy on him. Oh and when you place that order, be sure you get me a fried
rice and an order of spare ribs.”
“Of course, my lord. Your guest, my lord.”
“Hey, Sly!” Greg called out warmly as In’Qel showed his visitor in.

Bruce was very thoughtful walking down the stairs, across the great hall to the south
drawing room, then on towards the library. Selina’s reaction to the Talia news was…
puzzling:
“She’s back, eh? Well, I guess that’s understandable. Since she lost her gig at
LexCorp, she’s only got three options left: back to daddy, find a new protector, or
evolve.”
It was a bigger riddle than Nigma had ever thrown at him.
She was absolutely calm. She was downright detached. Just one of those things. Like
when he had to cancel plans they had made for some JLA emergency.
“She’s back, eh? Well, I guess that’s understandable…”
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When she said it, Bruce remembered his hand moving instinctively towards the
utility belt, which, of course, wasn’t there. It was only when his fingers grazed the
smooth warmth of Marc Cross leather that he realized what he was doing. It was more
puzzling than any of Nigma’s silly word games and a part of him moved instinctively
to inspect the evidence for fingerprints, trace chemicals, or explosives.
Not that there was any rhyming note to analyze. There was just his girlfriend, still
nestled on top of him from those few moments’ play on the Bowflex, looking up at him
with warm loving eyes…
“…she’s only got three options left…”
He hadn’t expected her to be a raving lunatic, but he certainly hadn’t expected that.
“…back to daddy, find a new protector…”
She wasn’t happy about it, but she wasn’t that upset, either. Not unnerved or
unsettled. Annoyed would be the strongest word he could fairly use.
“…or evolve.”
It was good news, certainly. He didn’t have to deal with a riled cat on top of
everything else. Talia was back and she would certainly pull something. Riddler was
active and there was no guessing what he was up to until the next clue came in. But
Bruce could relax and know that, whatever was going to happen in the next days and
weeks, he wouldn’t have to split his focus between it and wondering about Selina…
“She’s back, eh? Well, I guess that’s understandable. Since she lost her gig at LexCorp, she’s
only got three options left: back to daddy, find a new protector, or evolve.”
His fingers moved again towards the utility belt, and again found only the soft
gabardine of his civilian clothes.

Dick brought a breakfast tray laden with juice, eggs, and English muffins from the
kitchen, then stopped in his tracks when he saw Barbara already up and sitting at her
workstation.
He sighed, altering his path to set the tray gently beside her.
“That was supposed to be breakfast in bed,” he told her, bending to kiss her cheek.
“Incidentally, Woman, I’m quite aware that you’re an imposter. The real Barbara
Gordon Grayson is not a morning person.”
Barbara acknowledged the joke with a wry smile, took a muffin from the tray, and
returned her attention to the screen. She conducted the rest of the conversation
without moving her eyes from the computer.
“I was anxious to get into this riddle,” she murmured. “I’m playing catch up here.
Bruce didn’t show it to me straight off.”
“So you’re working on it now? But we already solved it. It was tears, for the
teardrop heist. The end.”
“Killer Croc/Tears was only the first. He comes right out and says that. I want to
take this whole thing apart and put it back together every which way before the next
clue comes in.”
Dick didn’t argue. He was pretty sure the next riddles would follow the same
puzzle-logic as the first: a clue pointing to a specific rogue and a numeric code. The key
to the code would be a Gotham Post article about the villain in question. Find the right
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article, you have the key document to use the code. It didn’t require any elaborate
computer wizardry at this point, and deep down, Barbara knew that. She was just
prickly over not being given the riddle to start with, and this flurry of activity was the
result.
“It wasn’t an intentional slight, y’know,” Dick mentioned, sneaking a portion of her
eggs onto his own plate. “Bruce wanted to attack this one his own way. He would
have brought you in on it soon enough.”
“An omelet is supposed to be a solid half-moon of delicious golden-yellow…” she
noted.
“…with the structural integrity to hold the ham and cheese in the middle. Yes, I
know. And I can’t do that. So until we get invited over to the manor again, you get
scrambled eggs.”

Bruce was so absorbed by his thoughts that he didn’t notice he’d picked up an
escort. Whiskers was following his left heel like a remora trails a shark, staying a
precise six inches behind the foot however it moved. Bruce reached the grandfather
clock, turned the hands to 10:47, and started automatically into the cave without
realizing what was happening.
Suddenly, a feline yeowl erupted behind his foot the same instant a cyclone of
squeaky pandemonium started whirring overhead. Whiskers dashed back towards the
clock passage and, finding the entrance closed, he ran back at Bruce, leaping frantically
up his leg then climbing to his chest, whining piteously for protection from the wild
squawking of flying mice. Bruce hurried back to the study, instinct blotting out the
pain of tiny claws clamping into his flesh in a terrified effort to gain shelter from the
bats under the nearest refuge—which happened to be his shirt.
“Okay, fella,” he told the cat calmly once they reached the quiet peace of the library.
Not surprisingly, the cat didn’t budge. “It’s okay,” Bruce added with a half-hearted
pat.
But it wasn’t ‘okay,’ not at all. He had been unaware, Batman had been unaware of
what was going around him. He had no idea what was happening until it erupted all
around him. That kind of mistake he couldn’t afford. That kind of mistake got you
killed.
He went on stroking the trembling fur in silence for a minute or two. At last the cat
relaxed the clawfists digging into Bruce’s torso and looked up at him with a contented
purr.
“Haven’t you heard about curiosity?” he asked severely. “No, I guess you wouldn’t
have, not from Selina.” He gave Whiskers a final rub between the ears, then grabbed
the scruff of the neck, pulling the cat away from his shirt and setting him on a chair.
“No more cave for you,” Bruce instructed—but Whiskers had already decided the
whole episode never happened and was studiously licking a paw.
Bruce returned to the cave, more alert than before, but angrier. He wasn’t sure if he
was angry at Selina, for being such a distraction, at himself, for letting her get to him,
or at the little six pound furball that was only doing what came naturally, even if it did
bring the whole situation to Bruce’s attention in a way he couldn’t ignore.
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In his mind’s eye, Bruce pictured Selina watching him waste time on this ridiculous
question… Those damnable green eyes dancing with triumph, so pleased with her
ability to steal his focus, even away from such important matters as…
“If you’d ever embraced Feline Logic, Bruce,” the phantom cat chided, “you could
just blame Eddie. If he hadn’t picked such an inconvenient time to be going off with
the riddles, you could give the demonspawn matter the attention it deserves…”
Bruce felt his lip twitch as the imaginary Selina started to fade, then snapped back
into focus to add the afterthought “…not that she deserves much.”

Sly looked at Greg incredulously.
“Jackelopes? That gag was like… summer camp, around 8th grade?”
“Most of these guys are playing catch up,” Greg explained. “Not a lot of outside
interests, so we start with the basics.”
Both men relaxed, and the next few minutes were spent in polite chitchat before
Greg changed the subject abruptly.
“Ozzy treating you okay?” he asked.
“It’s a little awkward,” Sly admitted, “but we’re settling back into a routine. Few
months, it’ll be like it never happened.”
“Still, until he trusts you again, probably going to be watching you, testing you, who
knows what all…”
“Eah,” Sly made a dismissive wave. “I don’t mind that. My first six months at the
‘Berg was that way. It never stopped. All the other bartenders came and went, he
couldn’t figure out why I stayed if I wasn’t up to something.”
Greg chuckled.
“We all know why you stayed, Man. How is the Rocket?”
Sly blushed, then laughed in return. “Haven’t seen her. Don’t want to. Look, I
admit there was an attraction there once upon a time; she’s a hottie.” Sly stopped and
sighed. “But she’s nuts, Greg. I chased her for a year, nuthin. We had one date, she
damn near got us killed. I go off to Florida, all of a sudden she wants me back? And
then that whole catfight with Miss Isley, damn near burned the Iceberg down. Enough.
Find me a nice normal girl that likes to go home at the end of the day, order a pizza,
watch a video.”
Greg smiled, but again steered the conversation back to the subject he’d invited Sly
over to hear about.
“So the situation with you and Oswald, during the day, like, when it’s just the two of
you before customers arrive. It’s not too difficult.”
“Nah, it’s fine. ‘Course it’s a lot easier with Mr. Nigma there.”
Greg’s face betrayed no emotion, but inside he was relieved. It looked like Il’Nar—
although an assassin that might consider his reassignment to spy as something of a
demotion—was not actually making up tall tales just to mess with him. Having
confirmed this much, Greg decided to probe on the rest of his agent’s report.
“True what the grapevine’s saying about Scarecrow and Raven?”
Sly shook his head. “I don’t know what’s going on there. They say Mr. Hatter is
never wrong, but I dunno. I didn’t think Mr. Crane swung that way.”
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Greg nodded. “Me either. Guess we’ll see.”

Nearly every diamond sold in the United States, nearly half those sold throughout
the world, pass through Gotham City’s Diamond District. The insular world between
48th and 46th Streets, between 5th and 6th Avenue, feels more like an East European
village than midtown Gotham, as flocks of Hassidic men in high hats and flapping
black frock coats push past gawkers in leather miniskirts. During the day, the air is
musical with the sounds of Yiddish blended with Spanish, Japanese and Urdu. At
night, it becomes a cat’s cradle of electric eyes, with the most sophisticated security
systems in existence hidden behind the most unimposing storefronts.
The Parker Exchange was an oddity in this tiny community. Only a year old in an
industry dominated by fifth and sixth generation businesses, they were playing catch
up and they knew it. They’d found a shortcut to reputation in a flashy specialty:
colored diamonds, the largest “fancy” diamonds available in yellow, pink, red, and
blue.
Yellow diamonds, called “Canaries” in the trade, had made tempting prizes for both
Catwoman and Penguin over the years. If the Parker Exchange had opened sooner, it’s
doubtful they would have made it to this first anniversary. But the Penguin had retired
from active burgling—and while nobody was quite sure about Catwoman’s status after
Selina Kyle did that stage show, insurance rates had been quietly adjusted on certain
categories of jewels and artwork.
The Parker Exchange was therefore proud, rather than fearful, to celebrate their
anniversary with a spectacular display of the Kimberly Canary. At 82 carats, it was the
eighth largest yellow diamond in the world and famous for its unequalled clarity.
A jewel of such importance would obviously tempt the greed of any number of evildoers, so Azrael had been keeping a close eye on the Parker Exchange. Tonight, he
sensed something was wrong as soon as he approached the building, and he silenced
the mortal’s prattling about the Gotham Knights’ chances against the Metropolis
Meteors.
Something wrong, Az? the mortal asked.
There is… death… in the air, Azrael answered, before tuning out Jean Paul’s
thoughts completely from his consciousness.
Yes, there was death here, hovering in expectation. Someone was ready to kill.
Azrael advanced cautiously into the building, noting subtle signs of an intruder. They
knew enough to avoid setting off the alarms, but had not bothered to shut off the
security cameras. Azrael moved quickly, realizing such disdain for the living men that
monitored those cameras must mean the thief intended their deaths. That is what he
sensed from outside: the intruder must surely realize he would be spotted, must expect
to be confronted by the guards, and his resolve to kill was so powerful that the aura of
death was already present, as if the veins already oozed out the lifeblood of the vic—
Azrael stopped in his tracks, frozen by the sight before him.
Mortal? he called to his other half.
Oh sure, just shove me aside and then—
Mortal, I wish to know your view of what it is we are seeing.
Uh… what do you think it is, Az?
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It looks like the Feline.
Y-yeah. I’d say so.
You concur?
Definitely a woman. Definitely a cat-getup. Purple. Ears. Tail. Um. I thought she wasn’t
stealing anymore?
This establishment houses valuable gemstones, including a canary diamond that fits
in well with her ‘theme.’
Yeah, I guess. And they’re not exactly open for business this time of night.
So you concur. It is Catwoman, and she is here for dire criminal purpose?
Uhhhhhh…
Mortal, while the criminal is taking some considerable time dismantling that
display base, our time is not unlimited. If you would please reach a decision.
Since when do you ask for my opinion on a crimefighting thing?
…
Since it’s Catwoman? I mean, er, since we think it’s Catwoman?
Our previous confrontations with the Feline were not… satisfactory. As you have
frequently reminded me—
You accused her of stealing nerve gas for terrorists—something she would never do, as
everybody in this town seemed to know and most of them tried to tell you, but you went right
ahead because you were Batman—and she will never, ever forgive us.
Azrael said nothing, but Jean Paul experienced a sensation he had not felt since
childhood when his father was about to lose his temper.
That is why I am asking you to confirm my reading of the present situation, Mortal.
That is Catwoman, she is up to no good—
You are NOT thinking of confronting her, Az.
She is a criminal. She is intending mortal injury on the guards here. Our duty—
No, Az. Catwoman doesn’t do that. Everybody knows that, too. I don’t know what she’s
doing over there, but it… oh man, I bet it’s a setup, Az. Catwoman doesn’t steal anymore and if
it looks otherwise, what do you want to bet she’s staging it to trick us into accusing her.
She mocks us?
She mocks us whenever she sees us, Az. But this is a new low. Boy oh boy, I thought we
reached an understanding last time. But to do something like this just to trick us? Look out,
she’s coming this way!
“Halt! Cat Thief, I charge you in the name of St. Dumas to state your business in this
place!”
WHAT ARE YOU DOING?!
I had no choice but to confront her once she had seen us, Mortal.
Yeah, but ‘charge you in the name of Dumas,’ where’d THAT come from? You haven’t
spouted like that since, y’know, the days back in the other guy’s cape.
There are aspects of my performance that will always be dictated by the System,
Mortal.
Whoa, look at that, now she’s hissing. Oh, you have really done it now, Az. Az? Az? HEY,
AZRAEL! She’s getting away. AZ, focus already. Gal in the catsuit is running away.
Shouldn’t we—
Silence, Mortal. You were correct. Her purpose here tonight was only to mock us.
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HUH? Az, what gives?
That was not the Feline we encountered previously. It was not the woman Selina
Kyle who lives at Wayne Manor. That was an imposter.
I am so confused.
It was an imposter. You were correct. She seeks to mock us. She would trick us into
making ourselves ridiculous before Batman. Your pride would be so damaged we
would be forced to depart this city—
My pride? Wait just a darn minute—
An Azrael cares not for the goodwill of others, Mortal. I care not if we stay in this
city without the good opinion of its protector or his agents.
I still don’t see why you let her get away—ESPECIALLY if you know it’s a copycat?
You are so eager to remind me of our first encounter with the Feline, Mortal. Need I
remind you that the accusation about the nerve gas was but the least of our offenses by
her reckoning. She saw at once we were not the Batman she knew. She calls us ‘the
imposter’ to this day.
She calls us ‘Pheromones.’ Imposter would actually be an improvement.
She persists in alluding to that incident at every opportunity. This is but another
example. It is exactly as you said. She staged this to trick us into accusing her. She
sent this imposter Catwoman to remind us of—
—Of an imposter Bat? I don’t think so, Az. When we thought it was Selina Kyle, yeah, a
setup seemed like the most logical explanation, because Selina’s Catwoman doesn’t steal
anymore. But if it’s not her, then—Az, Az you’re not listening to me. Az, where are we going?
Az! Az, you’ve got the wrong idea here.
Enough prattle on matters you know nothing of, Mortal. Tell me again about these
Gotham Knights and their quest to subdue the Meteors of Metropolis.
Jean Paul sighed, knowing from long, hard experience it was impossible to reason
with an angel once he’d made up his mind—no matter how wrong he might be.
Once the vigilante had left, the room remained still for a long moment… then a
figure emerged from the shadows. The outline of a man took on a greenish tint as it
moved into the glow near the window. Edward Nigma looked quizzically at the stand
where the sleek figure had fiddled with the base of the diamond display, then left
without her prize. His eyes moved carefully to the spot where she came forward to
hiss at Azrael. “Barney Fife,” Nigma mouthed, his brow knit in some arduous
calculations. Then his eyes flickered to the spot where Azrael had stood like a statue
all that time—watching the cat—getting hissed at—then standing some more after she
left. Just stood there like a dolt, and then he left. Nigma’s eyes turned slowly to the
door, following the path where Azrael had exited.
“Well now, REVENGE HAS THY NIGHT, CAT.”
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CHAPTER 4: TRIPTYCH
Wayne Manor, Morning.
Bruce sat sketching out plans for the new Zogger, brow knit into a crinkled triangle
of intense concentration, as Alfred looked on, wondering what was really going on…
Iceberg Lounge, Morning.
Edward Nigma sat with the Times crossword, a page of anagrams, and a legal pad of
new riddles, brow knit into a crinkled triangle of intense concentration, as Sly and
Oswald looked on, wondering what was really going on…
Murray Hill Apartments, 4c, Morning.
Azrael sat sketching a new armor design, his brow knit into a crinkled triangle of
intense concentration, as Jean Paul looked on, knowing only too well what was really
going on and wondering what, if anything, could be done to stop it…
Don’t do this, Az. I know you’re not a touchy-feely talk-it-out kind of guy, but it would be
better than this! Az? Az, I know you can hear me. Put the pencils down, Azreal. Put the
pencils DOWN and listen to me for a blessed minute, will ya? You do this every time there’s a
setback. You tune me out and go running into the System and butching up the armor. Azrael,
listen to me, it has never once helped. Talk to me, damnit!

Iceberg Lounge…
After a minute’s whispered conversation, Oswald pushed Sly forward. The
bartender approached Nigma cautiously, stopping each time the latter grumbled…
“Eight letters, a nutty liquor” …or tore a page from the legal pad, grinding it into a
ball, and setting it neatly into a small paperball pyramid at his elbow.
“What is it, Sly?” Nigma asked without looking up once the bartender came into
range.
“Um… I was just wondering, uh, if you’d like some coffee or anything, Mr. Nigma.
You’ve been at it, whatever it is you’re doing there, since dawn.”
“A-ma-retto—a nutty liquor—so that’s tailfeather, number six going down. I have
been at it since before dawn, Sly, as you and the bird ogling me from the doorway—
yes, I see you Oswald, speaking of tail feathers—well know. I have been at it since I
got in last night, I have not slept, and I certainly have no need for more (eight-letter
word for stimulant) caffeine, as the length of this sentence will attest.” He looked up
and smiled a bright smile, pleased with his cleverness. “But you should make a pot for
yourself and Ozzy. Get wired, Sly, my good man, I think you’ll find after a cup or two,
you’ll be able to keep up with my witty eight-letter word for repartee, begins with a b,
badinage.”

Wayne Manor…
“Alfred,” Bruce asked crisply as the butler began dusting the sideboard, “Have you
noted anything… peculiar… about Selina lately?”
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“Peculiar? No indeed, sir.”
“Nothing unusual at all? She seems her usual self to you?”
“Yes, sir. Very much so. Might I inquire what in particular you—”
“Oh, it’s nothing.”
“Very good, sir.”
Alfred turned to leave, but Bruce went on speaking.
“She’s just… in a really good mood all of a sudden, that’s all.”
“Surely that isn’t cause for alarm, sir.”
“No, I guess not. It’s odd, though.”

Murray Hill Apartments, 4c
A normal man, agitated as Jean Paul was becoming, would have felt tension coiling
in the muscles of his shoulders and neck. He might have stretched, stood, or even
paced to ease the physical manifestation of his fevered thoughts. But with the Azrael
personality in control of the body they shared, he could do nothing but coexist with his
anxiety as it twisted into tighter and tighter spirals of options that were no options.
Azrael was having an absolute meltdown.
Catwoman was always a bit of a raw nerve—for the both of them, but more so for
the Azrael side. In their time in the Batman’s mantel, she was the only one that had
truly beaten him. The reaction then wasn’t good. That period was painful and
confusing for Jean Paul to remember, all the more so because he hadn’t learned to
distinguish Azrael from his own self. He would never be entirely sure what had
happened, what incident ignited what response from what part of his personality. But
he knew the combination of the Mantel and the System proved disastrous, and he
knew he was unable to stop it.
Jean Paul couldn’t let it happen again. Azrael was in trouble. The wild theory Jean
Paul himself suggested, that Selina Kyle was setting them up, set off some kind of
weird fixation when Azrael realized it wasn’t Selina in the catsuit. Now he was
channeling the System like mad, redesigning the armor over and over. Jean Paul
couldn’t let it happen again… but where could he go?
To go to Bruce with this was unthinkable. Azrael—losing it—again—and because of
Catwoman?
Oracle was a possibility—they had a good relationship once—but Oracle had
married Dick Grayson. That was worse than going to Bruce.
Robin and Batgirl were children.
There had to be someone. There had to.

Wayne Manor…
Bruce merely stared at the arrow on his sketch indicating the tiny roving arm that
would deliver a half-dozen rapid blows to the midsection. In his mind, he almost felt
the blows, so lost was he in memory of a hundred late night Zogger sessions. Sessions
after patrol, after an encounter with a maddening cat, sessions meant to clear his mind
of the echoes.
“That’s far enough, Catwoman.” “It’s never far enough, Dark Knight.”
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No rooftop encounter had ever haunted him like her behavior at breakfast. Alfred
must have brought in the tray while Bruce was in the shower. He had come out of the
bathroom to find Selina, lying on her stomach on the bed, reading the newspaper and
laughing like a schoolgirl.
“Guess what,” she announced, flopping over onto her back to face him, looking up
with a tickled smile, “I have cat powers.” And then peals of laughter.
“You have woman powers,” he noted, voice dipping into Batman’s gravel, “And
that’s quite enough trouble as it is.”
“Woof,” she said, rolling back onto her stomach. She bent her knees up and crossed
the ankles, letting the legs bob back and forth as she read, the muscles of the calves
gently tensing and releasing on each move.
Bruce grunted, feeling she’d made his point for him. He picked up the silver pot
from the tray, poured his coffee, and picked up his own newspaper, still neatly folded
in its little pocket in the side of the breakfast tray… The second paper was a new
phenomenon. Alfred had been quick to add a second cup to the tray as soon as Selina
started sleeping over. After she moved in, the pastries began appearing. Not every
day, but often—a chocolate croissant or a raspberry scone. And now, a second
newspaper.
Bruce brought the coffee to his lips and one of those strange chains of sense
memories reminded him of another morning, another cup of coffee, another
newspaper—a box labeled Stage Views right beneath the fold:
CATWOMAN PURRS
They say God writes lousy theatre. They haven’t been to offBroadway’s
Hijinx
Playhouse
lately,
where
Selina
Kyle,
purporting to be one of Gotham’s most mysterious costumed
nightcrawlers, The Catwoman, is currently starring in a onewoman show…
Bruce vividly remembered the words burning off the page into his brain, a swallow
of coffee gone awry, a gurgling cough, and then a frantic attempt to mop the hot liquid
off the page, read the soggy words beneath, wave off Alfred, and at the same time go
on breathing despite the lingering sting of snorted coffee and the state of shock
congealing in his lungs.
He turned back towards the bed as if turning from that past shock into the present:
the puzzle of Selina—that same Selina from the stage of the Hijinx Playhouse, the same
Selina who mounted Cat-Tales to answer an insult from that very newspaper—lying
on his bed, actually laughing at the Post’s latest outrage.
“‘Chosen of a cat god,’ oh my dear lord, somebody at the Post is off his medication
again. That’s why I can jump from rooftop to rooftop, it seems.” She looked up at him
with a delighted wink, “Only been doing it since I was 23. Don’t ask me how you pull
it off though.”
Bruce said nothing.
“How can anybody be so wrong in so many ways. You’ve really got to wonder,
don’t you?” she laughed merrily, popping a bite of scone into her mouth. “I’ll bet you
Blake has kittens when he sees this.”
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Where was the indignation? Where was the rage? Where was the litany of
imaginative organ removal techniques involving cat-claws?

Iceberg Lounge…
“Where’d he go?” Oswald asked, looking around the bar where Ed Nigma had been
loitering since moving into the Iceberg.
“Out,” Sly told him, “Said there’s no way he can continue like this.”
“KWAK-KWAK-KWAK! There’s gratitude for you, after I let him stay in my bar for
a mere pittance of rent, and the most trifling percentage of his earnings whilst he was
our guest.”
“I don’t think he meant us, Mr. Cobblepot. He left this note.”
Sly held out a folded Iceberg Lounge napkin stained with a brown mug-sized ring
and smelling strongly of stale coffee. Oswald opened it, read the words scrawled
inside, then reread them.
Gang aft No Way! Bitch!
“The best-laid schemes o’ Mice and Men gang aft a-gley,
An’ lea’e us nought but grief and pain for promised joy.”
The best-laid plans are my plans, you copycat bitch.
Gang Aft Aglay? I’ll show you Gang Aft Aglay.
No goddamn copycat is going to track litter over my timetable.
“This isn’t a riddle,” Oswald noted, “it’s a rant.”
Sly said nothing at first, but merely went on polishing the bar with his trademark
calm. Oswald watched this behavior, remembering those first weeks when he’d
noticed the bartender’s unflappability in the face of rogue excesses.
“Well, kwak-kwak, back to normal around here, anyway.”
“Yes, sir, Mr. Cobblepot,” Sly smiled.
“Make sure you add the cost of that table onto Blake’s tab.”
“Already done, Mr. Cobblepot.”

Beneath Wayne Manor…
Bruce fired up the Batcave systems that monitored the security cameras positioned
throughout Wayne Manor. The ones in Selina’s suite were out again. It had become a
running game between them: She disconnected them, he restored them; she rerouted
them to show the interior of Alfred’s pantry, he set them back; she rigged them to play
a loop of ‘Catvid-legs’… he let that one stand for a day, then switched it back.
On a hunch, he punched up the feed from the camera in the morning room. She was
there. Bruce sat back in his chair, watching the image with a curious mix of satisfaction
and unease. Selina was sitting at the desk, sipping coffee and reading the morning
mail from the look of it… and unless there was some kind of short in the system, she
was humming… Rodgers & Hammerstein?… When she first moved in, she always
used the little office she’d set up in her own suite. Lately, she’d begun using the
morning room more often…
Maybe it was that simple.
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They’d grown much closer since the first time Talia tried inserting herself into their
lives. Selina was more secure in their relationship now; more secure in the life they
were building together. So Talia’s power was diminished. She was no longer a threat;
she was, at most, an annoyance.
It was—it should have been good news. But Bruce felt a queasy inclination to gulp all
the same and his mind raced to find the reason… Selina was reading her mail in the
morning room, letting go of those distinctions she insisted on so adamantly when she
first moved in. She was a cat; she would always be independent. But she was growing
beyond that aggressive, almost paranoid, guarding of her independence. She was
beginning to see that a life with him didn’t threaten it. She was…
She was… She was showing Jean Paul Valley into the morning room?

10 blocks north of the Iceberg Lounge…
Nigma left the Gotham Public Library with as energetic a gait as he’d entered an
hour earlier. But where anger and frustration spurred him on earlier, he moved now
with a renewed determination to get the job done. A mere forty minutes in the
computer lab and he’d found the information he needed.
He hailed a cab and named an address. As the taxi pulled into traffic, he thought
through the possible scenarios. He had his riddles laid out, there was a sequence and
Catwoman was to be #2 in that sequence. He had laid the foundations in that first
riddle, already sent to Batman. Croc was first, but Catwoman was mentioned.
Catwoman was the key to crime #2. Catwoman HAD to be crime #2 if his clue was to
be fair. Now all he had to do was send the code and it would be up to Batman to find
the correct Catwoman article in the Post to learn the target: Canary.
He simply could not have a fake Catwoman running around Gotham sniffing
around his cat-prize—with Barney Fife trailing after her, no less.
No, he had to put a stop to this copycat nonsense. He wasn’t sure how yet, but given
his intellect and hers, he was certain there would be no difficulty.

Wayne Manor…
Jean Paul would never feel really comfortable talking to Selina Kyle, but the Azrael
situation was too dangerous and too important to let butterflies stop him. He had
eliminated the entire Bat-family as potential confidants. The whole AzBat history
made the subject too delicate. Selina might hate him still for daring to take Bruce’s
place, and she wouldn’t take pains to hide it. But even her pointed dislike he could
endure more than facing Bruce with the news that Azrael might be coming unhinged
again.
That was his theory, at least, until he reached the morning room. Jean Paul had told
Azrael that he wanted to see Alfred. It was plausible enough, it got him to the door of
Wayne Manor, and he’d blurted out his request to see Selina the moment Alfred
Pennyworth opened the door. Azrael began ranting and Jean Paul tuned him out as
resolutely as the vigilante often did to him.
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I didn’t use to be so good at this, Az, he thought before shutting that door in his mind.
But after all those weeks in Rumania and Berlin, I think I can just about get through a ten
minute conversation with Selina without your—oh.
Jean Paul felt all his determination unravel when he reached the morning room and
Alfred, who had been walking in front of him, stepped to the side. Jean Paul found
himself looking through the open space formerly occupied by Alfred’s back, through
the doorway at Selina, seated at the desk. She was humming something; she looked…
quite lovely in that split second looking up, before recognizing her visitor. And then…
disgust. Her face didn’t exactly “fall,” but the disappointment was clear enough. “Oh,
it’s you” was never said aloud, but Jean Paul heard it just as clearly.
Jean Paul’s resolve faltered—and Azrael began screaming in his mind.
—herself into the Batman’s life, robbing us of a powerful ally in this matter, and
perhaps the one best equipped to handle her, but that you must also place yourself
under yoke of her—
“Um, really sorry to bother you,” Jean Paul managed, sounding whiny even to his
own ears. “I hope it’s not too bad a time?”
“No, of course not,” Selina answered with all the warmth of a tax attorney, “Have a
seat. Can Alfred bring you anythingnogood. Well then, what do you want?”
Jean Paul steeled himself and explained, as briefly as he could, that he wanted her
help. Azrael, the Azrael personality, that is—Yes, he supposed he was worse than even
Bruce about referring to his crimefighting persona as a separate entity, but it really was
very different from the usual vigilante alter-ego situation, not that he was pretending
to be an expert about superheroes—
She looked so disapproving; he kept stumbling and qualifying his remarks, taking
strange verbal detours. Before long, he was explaining how Azrael was an artificial
personality programmed into him by the Order of St. Dumas… when he realized she
didn’t care.
“It’s just that, you have a very profound effect on Azrael… ma’am. He’s acting
wonky again, and I really don’t know what to do. I figured if anybody could talk him
down, it’d be you.”

Beneath Wayne Manor…
The words “Azrael” and “over the edge” were all Bruce needed to hear. Without
bothering to close down the console, he was on his way out of the cave, up to the
morning room to get some answers.

Wayne Manor…
“Let me get this straight,” Selina said crisply. “Your… ‘Azzier half’ is having an
episode, and you want me to… do what exactly? Sit him down for milk and cookies?”
There was no answer. It seemed like the poor ass couldn’t even look up at her.
Selina realized that, like it or not, she needed a different approach.
“Look… Jean Paul,” without realizing it, she had infused the name with a slightly
French pronunciation, and it startled him into looking up at her. His mouth opened
and the words began pouring out in a stream…
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“I know you didn’t set us up, Catwoman. I know that! I knew as soon as he said it
wasn’t you in the catsuit. As soon as we saw it was a fake Catwoman, then it all made
sense! But he won’t see that. He’s got this idée fixe about you now. He thinks you set up
the whole thing to humiliate him because of the time it was him in the batsuit and I
know you’re going to hate me now for even bringing that up but—”
“Hang on,” Selina ordered. Jean Paul stopped, less because of the verbal cut-off and
more because Selina Kyle’s hand had appeared—firmly—on top of his. It wasn’t a slap
or anything, but it was physical, it was her hand, it was there on his thumb and
forefinger, touching him, and it punctuated the order to stop talking with the force of a
thousand Halt in the name of St. Dumas.
“A fake Catwoman?” Selina asked pointedly.
“Yes, ma’am.”
“Don’t call me ma’am. A fake Catwoman?”
He nodded.
“You mean like goggles and cat powers from the Gotham Post?”
“No, more like you. Purple and, and stealing jewels—except with a tail.”
“A tail!”
“And… not as pretty.”
Selina glared a glare of absolute contempt, and Jean Paul thought of a different detail
to have noticed.
“And not so good at the stealing, either. She didn’t disable the cameras or
anything.”
Selina flexed her fingers and Jean Paul gulped. The gesture was most eloquent, even
though there were no claws there: something needed to be shredded. Preferably
something that would scream.
“I, I jus’thought,” he stammered—when Bruce burst into the room, seized his collar,
pulled him from the chair and slammed him against the wall.
“What happened? How many hurt? What triggered it? What part of town? Who
was there? Who else knows?”
“HEY!” Selina cut in, “Excuse me, I think this is my meeting, and if anybody is going
to claw some answers out of the pheromonially-challenged mouse, it’s going to be me.
So take a number.” She turned to Jean Paul without breaking for air and started her
own barrage of questions: “Where was this fake Catwoman? What was she after? How
did she go about breaking in? Why didn’t she disable the cameras? What did she say?
How did she fight—”
“Kitten,” Bruce started to say, still clenching Jean Paul’s shirt in his fist, “Do you
mind, this is import—WAITAMINUTE, a fake Catwoman!?!”
“Ye-es,” Selina answered in a mocking singsong that erased all doubt that the good
mood of the morning was a distant memory. As she went on, Bruce found her tone
disconcertingly familiar. It harkened back to the old days on rooftops, telling Batman to
back off. “Was working on that before you came barging in, so barge the hell out so I can
get on with it!”
“I really do think she can be more help,” Jean Paul added meekly. “Maybe work
together, with Az, I mean, on finding this imposter. If we can just convince him
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Catwoman—real Catwoman, I mean, Selina—isn’t involved, I think he’ll have to realize
you have a right to help take down the copycat. Right?”
Bruce looked from one to the other. “I want a report every fifteen minutes,” he
barked finally, turning to go. Then he stopped and turned back.
Of course.
His eyes met Selina’s.
“Talia was bound to try something,” he said flatly. “This is it.”
“I don’t understand,” Jean Paul said, “Talia Head? Why would she want to send Az
into a death spiral?”
“This started off such a good day,” Selina complained. “I had cat powers.”
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CHAPTER 5: EUREKA?
Nobody really appreciated Talia Head’s unique talents as much as Talia herself.
Consider her transformation into the kind of independent single woman her Beloved
required. Although raised in the court of Ra’s al Ghul with a thousand minions to do
her bidding, she had embraced the democratic practices of Beloved’s country. She had
no handmaid to collect her worn clothing and place it into the laundry bag supplied by
the hotel, so she did it herself. She filled out the instruction card for the laundry service
and placed the bag outside the door with her own hand. She called the concierge
herself and made her own appointments with the hotel salon for a set and manicure.
Truly, she was the living embodiment of liberated womanhood.
Another sort of woman, weak and uncertain of her abilities, might be discouraged at
the setback. Talia had been forced to leave the diamond exchange before she was ready
because of that wretched Azrael. At least there were the security tapes of Catwoman
breaking in, so this time, there could be no doubt of the perpetrator. But there had been
no mauling of the guards with the claws of a hellcat, as she had intended, to raise
Beloved’s ire with the spilling of blood. It was vexing to think she would have to don
that horrid cat costume again. But her Beloved must be made to see what kind of—
Meaiwoww…
Talia stopped, keycard in hand, at the door to her hotel room.
Meaiwoww…
The noise coming from the other side of the door was…
Meaiwoww…
Too disgusting! Someone was playing games. Someone clearly had no idea who they
were dealing with. To antagonize the Demon Head’s daughter! Talia opened the door,
eyes burning with fury, to see—
Meaiwoww…
“Riddle me this, Pet!” A curious man with thinning hair was seated comfortably in
her room before a room service cart. On top of the cart, a revolting feline thing was
standing around several empty bowls; on the shelf below, there were two covered
dishes.
“If a cat has been fed and you give it more food, it doesn’t much care.” The man was
undoubtedly The Riddler, another of the criminal filth for which her Beloved remained
in this wretched city instead of taking his place at her side. Riddler reached down to
the lower shelf as he spoke and placed one of the covered dishes before the cat. He
lifted the lid to reveal a small bowl of minced meat, which the cat sniffed at… and then
looked up at him with indifference.
“If, on the other hand, some mousy wannabe were to come along and pull on kitty’s
tail…” Riddler reached down to the second dish, and placed it before the cat. In one
move, he lifted the lid with his left hand while pinching the cat’s hindquarters with the
right. A small lizard sat on the plate, and the cat promptly hissed, lunged, and bit its
head off. “Good kitty,” Riddler remarked, picking the cat up and stroking its head.
“That’s not much of a riddle,” Talia noted coldly.
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“No, it’s not,” he conceded. “Neither is what’s going to happen to you when the real
Catwoman finds out what you’re up to. What are you up to, by the way?”
“Calling hotel security,” Talia announced grandly, “And having you thrown out.”
“Sit down, you stupid snatch,” Riddler hissed, as Talia lifted the phone from its
receiver to hear no dialtone. “Who do you think you’re dealing with? Or don’t you
think at all?”
Talia started to fume and rummage for her cell phone.
“SIT DOWN!” Riddler bellowed. “Please,” he added sweetly. “We need to talk. I am
going to talk at any rate. If you are here, then I will talk to you and you will listen. If
you are not here, I will call Selina and I assure you she will listen to what I have to
say—and then she will shred you into so much…” he pointed to the headless lizard
carcass on the plate.
Talia sat. She would have her revenge on this vermin, but for now she sat. In her
father’s court, she had learned early there were times a woman could do no more than
sit and listen… sit and listen and wait for her opportunity…
“Good,” Riddler declared. “Now then, I don’t know what your problem is or why
you’re running around town in a catsuit… For that matter, I don’t know why you used
a LexCorp card to reserve this room. That was downright stupid, Lady. Makes you real
easy to find, and you can’t even use it to pay your bill now that you tanked the
company. But I digress.”
He patted the cat on the head and sat it down. It promptly ran across the room and
started chewing the handle of Talia’s handbag.
Talia seethed. One of the criminal vermin that kept her Beloved from her went on
speaking and a filthy cat was chewing on her purse.
“Like I was saying, I don’t know why you want to run around town in a catsuit. And
I don’t care—except that you picked a bad time. You’re messing with my timetable,
Sweetie, and that’s got to stop. So either knock it off for the next, say, two months, or
else take it out of town. If you go with the latter and leave town, you can take Barney
Fife with you. That numbskull Azrael does not figure into my plan. When I challenge
the Bat, it is a clash of Titans! And I don’t need any inferior intellects running around
the chessboard. Got it?”
A cat was chewing on her purse and the horrid criminal vermin was giving her an
ultimatum?
“I do not deign to take orders from peasants such as you, Little Man,” Talia said
coldly.
“Oh, this isn’t an order, Pet,” Riddler answered sweetly, “it’s a threat. Knock it off, or
I’ll tell Selina and then she’ll knock something off—probably something you’d rather
stay attached to. Like your head.”
The cat discovered a buckle on her purse and began pulling at it.
“‘Cause I gotta say, cute as you looked in the catsuit, I don’t think you got the ninelives thing in you.”
“An Al Ghul lives a thousand lives,” Talia answered absently, preoccupied for a
moment with the soft determined growls coming from the cat as each new tug at the
buckle inched her $12,000 Birkin bag along the floor.
Riddler laughed. “’A thousand lives,’ eh? Well, isn’t that special. You’d get on real
well with Tom Blake, y’know that, the Catman. Maybe that’s what you’ve got in mind
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playing dress up with the catsuit, hm? Reowrl. You know what they say: ‘Once you go
cat, you never go back.’ Heh, heh, just ask Bruce Wayne…”
The mention of Beloved’s name on the vermin’s lips added a whole new level to
Talia’s torment, and, for the moment, her attention recoiled back again, away from the
cat and back to the Riddler.
“…lucky guy that Wayne, although what the attraction could be on her side is quite
the braintease. The man is an absolute idiot!”
“HE IS NOT AN IDIOT!” Talia exploded, pushed beyond the limits of human
endurance. “He is genius made manifest! A repugnant riddling menace like you is not
fit to polish his shoes!”
“…”
Riddler was taken aback. It wasn’t, if the truth were known, the first time he’d gone
a little far with the taunting and wound up getting screamed at. It was such an effort
dealing with the dumber sorts like this Talia Head. He had to hold back all his
anagrams and word games or he wouldn’t be understood. It was a strain, and he had
to be excused for taking a few pot shots when—in addition to merely being stupid—his
listeners insisted on making a spectacle of their ignorance.
“…Nor is that diseased cat-slut fit to stand at his side…”
But really, she was carrying on like an absolute Arkham case.
“…to sit at the head of his table…”
Nigma had to wonder if they were talking about the same guy.
“…travel with him to the great capitals of the world…”
Talia certainly wasn’t the sharpest pin in the cushion, but nobody could be so stupid
that they thought Bruce Wayne was smart by comparison.
“…unworthy… unfit… undeserving…”
It was almost like she was confusing Wayne with— Oh let’s not even go there.

Although…

Hm.
Hm.
Hm.

And it would explain the…
…and the…
…and, of course, Catwoman.
Whoa.

“…in his box at the opera…”
Now that was a conundrum.
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“…photographed arriving on his arm at all the great occasions…”
That was a conundrum worth the conundring.
“…will never truly have him…”
Or whatever it is you do with conundra.

Dick retired to the bedroom as soon as it became obvious he was a riddle-widower
for the day. Barbara was analyzing old Post articles on every rogue included in the
packet of photos sent with the Croc riddle. As single-minded as Bruce could be with a
new riddle clue, he had always included Dick in the process. Barbara wasn’t so
generous. She might still be smarting from her exclusion the other night. Dick had
been included in that, solving the riddle with Bruce, so this was her show.
It didn’t really matter. Dick had no desire to be petty. He was just… bored. The idea
of lying around the house like a lazy-male caricature did have a certain appeal. He was
entitled, after all. He worked hard. Tonight, Nightwing was going to suit up and work
hard again. Unlike Bruce, he was going to allow himself some downtime. A day off.
Why not? If Barbara wanted to spin her wheels all day like a compulsive workaholic,
let her. He would rest up for the night ahead.
Unlike Bruce. It was with that happy thought that Dick turned on the television. It
had been a long time since he’d had the chance to see The Young and the Restless.

Edward Nigma walked in a brisk figure eight around the lobby of Talia’s hotel,
across the street into Robinson Park, around the batting cages, and back across the
street and into the lobby.
He had to calm himself. CMON DU RUN, he thought, reflexively generating
anagrams for Conundrum. CORN MUD NU… MUD ROC NUN… Batman. MBA
TAN… NAB TAM… BAT MAN… oh. Try a different word, something more
challenging. Bruce Wayne… Idiot. The man was an idiot. It never made sense, him and
Catty. A man like that and a hot babe like Selina. It never made any sense. The brain is
the ultimate sex organ, after all. The sexiest men were smart. It was only the dullards
that needed the thick hair and six-pack abs… YARN CUB WEE… ANY CUBER WE…
After several minutes of this soothing mental tonic, he found himself back in the
park. He stopped his pacing and sat on a bench.
He had a schedule. He had a complete crime spree, his cleverest ever, mapped out.
He couldn’t just set it aside. He had already sent Batman the first clues! It was begun.
He couldn’t just abandon the scheme at this point. He had already sent the Catwoman
clue intertwined with Croc’s. How could he simply ignore that? How?!?
But… But if… If, if, if.
If, if.
If it were true…
It might be difficult for him to set aside the precedent of riddling clues to announce
his next crime. But it would be IMPOSSIBLE to set aside this new possibility and
pursue his original scheme as if nothing had happened.
What if Bruce Wayne was Batman?
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He had to pursue this question. It was too tantalizing a possibility. The Riddle of
the Sphinx was nothing to it. Batman’s identity! The Post crime spree would have to
wait. The Catwoman crime would have to be postponed. Yes. No. Yes! What was he,
Two-Face? Did he have to flip a coin? No, he was the Riddler! And this was the
Riddle of the Ages! And the solution beckoned to him! He would not turn his back on
it!
So… How to proceed?
…
He needed a clue.
It would be folly to build any plan on so shaky a foundation. He had only wild
speculation at this point. Only the stupidest fool would construct any theories on the
chance words of an agitated hysteric. He needed more pieces of the puzzle.
He looked up at the hotel…
It wasn’t an attractive prospect, but he did know one certain source of information.
She who had supplied that first puzzle piece…
It wouldn’t be an easy task considering how he’d begun with her. But Talia Head
was not a smart woman; it could probably be managed. He would go back and
apologize to begin with. Collect his cat, tell her he liked her spunk. And he would get
a room at the hotel—on her floor, if it could be managed. The proximity would be
useful. It would help convince her of his interest, and it was certainly more
comfortable than the Iceberg basement.

Dick turned off the television and went to rejoin Barbara in the living room.
“Soaps have changed,” he announced.
“Did you say something, Dickie?” she asked absently, engrossed in a Post article
about a psychic girl and her pet, the giant four-armed gorilla.
“The soap operas, Young and the Restless, General Hospital. I haven’t watched since
college. They’ve gotten really odd.”
“Oh?” Barbara pretended to listen while wondering to herself why psychic girl and
her gorilla were fighting vampires. “How’s that?”
“Our heroine, the all-around perfect good girl goes to a doctor to try and help, eh,
somebody—I dunno, old friend-enemy-something, you can never tell on soaps—who’s
been kidnapped, ‘experimented’ on, all kinds of microbots/cybernetic stuff attached to
her. With me so far?”
“Dickie, if somebody was psychic enough to realize a gorilla was sentient, don’t you
think they should be able to tell if they’re getting mixed up in a cult of ancient
vampires?”
“And it turns out the doctor she’s going to for help is the business partner/college
friend/roommate of the woman who’s been trying to wreck her public image because
she’s so all-around perfect good-girl how can ordinary women compete with—
VAMPIRES?!?”
“That’s what it says, cult of ancient vampires… What were you saying?”
“Never mind.”
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On her prior visits to Gotham, Talia’s entrance into Chinatown would have been
conspicuous. Even uptown Gothamites took the subway to the Canal Street station.
Tourists sometimes took taxis, but more often arrived by the dozen on double-decker
buses. A white stretch-limo from one of the uptown hotels, too wide and unwieldy to
turn onto the back streets, that would be noticed. Particularly when it stopped,
choking off traffic, and a chauffeur emerged to open the door for a haughty woman in
a tailored white suit.
It was lucky the “ghetto fabulous” trend had made designer knockoffs all the rage
with the beautiful people. It was assumed that Talia was just another Madison Avenue
socialite come in search of obvious fakes. As she marched crisply along the streets too
narrow for her limo to travel, she was assailed with whispers of “LV colors—Miss, you
want LV colors? Prada? Kate Spade? Burberry?”
She ignored these, but found the food carts and cooking stands harder to blot out.
The dirty smells of this horrible city were a positive assault on the sensibilities of any
refined being. Once Beloved came to his senses and took his place at her side, their
first order of business really must be to move out of this rotten and rotting city.
Talia bypassed these narrow stalls, past padlocked gratings and murky basement
stairs, until she found the address she sought. At the curio shop, she slapped In’Qel for
raising his eyes in her presence, erasing in a second the softening his eight months in
Bludhaven and four weeks in Gotham had brought about. He begged esteemed master
Gr’oriBr’di to forgive the intrusion that his most unworthy servant might announce the
arrival of the Great One’s Daughter, Talia al Ghul.
Greg was appalled at his star pupil’s regression into a groveling toady, and his
concern for the henchman prevented his giving Talia his full attention for the first
minutes of her visit.
“I have heard promising reports of you, Gr’oriBr’di of Gotham,” she declared.
“Ulstarn speaks of his removal from this post in terms that leave no question of your
cunning and brutality. Since that time, so it reaches my ears, you have moved to take
over Oswald Cobblepot’s operation as well. This speaks well of your ambition as well
as your guile.”
“Oh, I really wouldn’t say I took over anythin—”
“Of course not,” Talia interrupted, “I quite understand.” Too dignified to actually
wink, she merely gave a twitchy side nod to indicate her shrewd appreciation of his
unspoken tactic.
Talia was very pleased with what she saw in Greg Brady. He was truly everything
Ulstarn had said: the innocence with which he denied plotting against Cobblepot, it
would fool anyone. He had the requisite power, for he commanded her father’s
minions… He certainly didn’t have a fortune on the scale of a Lex Luthor, or even
King Snake… but he had cunning and ambition. With cunning, ambition, and power,
the fortune would be his soon enough. Yes, he would do very nicely. If Beloved did
not soon wake to his destiny, then this Gr’oriBr’di would make a suitable protector in
the interim.
“Um… Well, what can I do for you, Miss Head?”
And the vermin Edward Nigma’s advances had given her the perfect means to
approach him.
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“Al Ghul. Now that I have completed my mission destroying LexCorp, I have taken
back the name with which I was born, Talia al Ghul.”
“Your mission destroying LexCorp?” Greg asked. “Ohhh, yes, of course.” He gave
the same sideways twitch-nod she gave earlier. “I quite understand,” he assured her.
“Well then, Miss al Ghul, what can I do for—”
“I have need of an assassin. Your best. I wish Edward Nigma dispatched without
delay.”
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CHAPTER 6: LOSING HIM
There’s a reason cats work alone. You know why? Because people are annoying.
Consider Pheromones over there.
He had the gall to call himself Batman. He took Bruce’s place. He LIVED in this house,
he came down to this cave, he had the unmitigated gall to go into the vault and put on
that cape—Bruce’s cape and cowl—and then go out into city calling himself Batman.
He makes my skin crawl. I can barely stand to be in the same room with him, and now
I was supposed to work with the miserable shit.
After the morning room, we had gone down to the cave. First, we watched the
“HelmetCam” record of Azrael’s encounter with the faux Catwoman. Then we
watched it again. Oracle had already accessed the security videos from the Parker
Exchange, so now we sat there watching catvid-who-does-she-think-she’s-fooling for the
fifth time. Bruce was lurking not far away, pretending to work on Zogger. I got the
vibe he wanted to keep an eye on us—on me—which was frankly a little insulting. It’s
not like I was going to claw Azrael into two-hundred pounds of cat kibble. Not in the
Batcave. Alfred would have to clean it up.
“VOX Control. VidFeed: Parker Exchange. Halt and replay from time index 23:15.”
Six times. We were going to watch it a sixth time.
“Vidfeed. Play at quarter speed until time index 23:19.”
He used that voice too. The deep one he thinks sounds like Batman. Fooled a lot of
them with that. He fooled Two-Face, fooled Gordon, he even fooled Tim. But he never
fooled me.
“Freeze. Enlarge quadrant C3, playback at 1/8th speed.”
“Look,” I told him frankly, “We’ve watched this independent film from Nepal’s most
neurotic auteur six times now. There’s nothing more to see as far as I’m concerned. It’s
the spawn.”
He looked at the tape, then at me, then at the tape, and then at me.
“The… spawn,” he said finally.
“Talia al Ghul-Head-whatever,” I explained, “the demonspawn.”
“I know who you meant,” he declared.
How I hate that voice.
I was having a really good day too. The thing with Bruce’s scars, all of them coming
back that way after the Berserker episode, seeing him… seeing him hurt like that, it put
a lot of the nonsense into perspective. I love him. We’re good together. We’re happy.
What did it really matter if a few silly people jumped to some silly conclusions about
us? If Clark Kent tried to play matchmaker? If we even decided to… Anyway, it was
a good day. And then he showed up. Jean Paul Valley, Azrael, the walking, talking
reminder of… losing Bruce.
Jean Paul says Azrael has an idée fixe about me.
Well, Pheromones, it’s mutual.
“She tried to frame me once before,” I said, filling him in on the history. “But there
was no dressing up that time. She just had some cat crimes committed in Gotham. She
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must have figured the thefts themselves would set Bruce off or something, turn him
against me. The DEMON crowd isn’t big with the new ideas. She’s recycling what
she’s done before, just like her old man.”
He nodded.
“I begin to think your brazen to be true, Catwoman. I had thought you the instigator
behind this new villain’s appearance, but I see now you are innocent.”
“Be still, my beating heart,” I growled quietly.
“An innocent, unjustly slandered,” he kept going.
“Um, yeah, good. Glad we got that cleared up.”
“By a petty, covetous woman, made foolish and bitter by her disappointments.”
“Ho-kay. Fine. Now about finding her.”
“To make slander of a lady’s good name is among the vilest of sins.”
“Bruce!” I called, feeling I was losing control of the situation, “How do you switch
him off?”
“There can be no ‘switching off’ of Justice, Catwoman. I pledge my sword to the
righting of this wrong.”
Exactly the wrong thing to say.
“Down, boy. No! No righting the wrong. Put down that thought and step slowly
away from the hero handbook.”
“What’s the problem?” Bruce asked too casually, coming over to join us.
I explained. “Pheromones wants to right my wrong.”
“Oh god,” Bruce winced.
“The lady’s name is maligned,” Azrael announced to the whole cave, as if even the
bats hadn’t caught on by now.
“I just got the smell of rosemary oil out of my hair, Bruce. I’m not keen to sit down
with any more goddesses that need the lecture notes for Coupling 101.”
He was about to say something when an alert sounded at his workstation. He went
to check it, and bristled.
“Just a message coming in,” he graveled.
Batman’s voice, the real one. How anybody could be fooled by Pheromones’s
imitation, I will never understand.
“I… have to go out. You two settle this between you. Work it out.”
I was so stunned, I let his rather… commanding tone pass. I do not take orders from
Batman. And he knows that by now. I just—temporarily—missed the chance to
remind him of that fact because I was so surprised by the whole message/run-off
routine.
I didn’t have a chance to really consider the situation with Bruce, though, because of
Azrael. Now that he’d decided I wasn’t the bad guy, he was more gung-ho than ever
to focus on the case.
“So the Demon Head’s daughter is the false Catwoman, and her purpose in this
deception is to bring ruin to the true Cat’s good name and The Batman’s high opinion
of you.”
Swear to god, that’s how he talks. In this particular case, it wasn’t quite as annoying
as usual. He was, despite all the pomposity, strangely direct in his approach:
“Find her. Stop her. Teach her not to attempt such folly again.”
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I don’t believe anyone has ever taught the demonspawn anything, not successfully at
any rate, and I told him so. His response was, again, conspicuously not-annoying for
Pheromones: The followers of St. Dumas were longtime enemies of the Demon, he
said. They had “ways…”
It sounded colorful. What they used to do to heretics in the good old days. But I
hoped it wasn’t going to come to hot coals and thumbscrews.
“The Order of St. Dumas keeps up with the times, Good Lady,” came the none-tooreassuring reply “There have been many advances in technology since such primitive
methods were employed. The Order serves St. Dumas with the best means at their
disposal.”
“Um, Pheromones, just to be clear, are you talking about torturing the demonspawn?
Not that it’s necessarily a deal-breaker, I just want to be clear.”
“It seldom comes to torture.”
So of course, I had to go along. I was a little piqued about Bruce and the way he took
off, but this had to take precedence. “It seldom comes to torture” and the
demonspawn? I somehow didn’t think a stern talking to from a guy with a flaming
sword was going to do the trick, and somebody had to and keep an eye on him.

In any organization the size of DEMON, there are official rules and mandates that
every minion knows, scorched into their very souls by the rigorous indoctrination.
Then there are the other rules and precepts, unofficial, never hinted at in any
document or training. They are known just the same by every minion from the lowliest
pit-stirrer up to the master’s own bodyguard Ubu. One such unofficial precept was
that transfer to Gotham City was a punishment.
This had nothing to do with the Great One’s great enemy, He whose name must not be
spoken. Not directly. It was because of Ulstarn, the lieutenant who had run the vital
outpost in the heart of the enemy’s stronghold for so many years. Ulstarn’s loyalty to
Ra’s al Ghul was beyond question. He was simply… unpleasant. Monumentally
insecure, obsessively suspicious and downright paranoid, it was hell—living hell—to
work for such a man. And so slowly, month-by-month, word got around: the glory of
challenging the Master’s great enemy, He whose name must not be spoken, must be
balanced against working for Ulstarn, He who figured any two minions talking together
must be plotting against him.
When the higher tiers of DEMON realized this, they put the men’s dread of Gotham
to good use. There were always minor transgressions for which death was too extreme
a penalty. Flogging or starvation, while effective, left a man in poor condition to fight
for their liege as a minion should. A transfer to Gotham, on the other hand—in some
cases, the mere threat of a transfer to Gotham—offered a welcome alternative for the
DEMON overseer in need of a pickling rod.
When Ulstarn was replaced with Gr’oriBr’di, all of DEMON held its breath. No one
knew what kind of man this was. He had not come from their ranks but was chosen
personally by the Great One himself, named by the Great One personally and awarded
a prestigious second apostrophe!
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Not knowing what to expect, Raf’on, son of Raf’Fir and a third generation servant of
the Demon’s Head, was the first to test if Gotham City would still be a punishment
posting under Gr’oriBr’di. He sent a discipline case, Ul’Gei, a rebellious but promising
Ajax second class, who all agreed had a splendid future before him if only he didn’t get
himself executed before the quarter moon.
Like most minions, Ul’Gei did not remain in Gotham for the full term of his posting.
He was discovered, like so many are, by He whose name must not be spoken, and returned
to the compound in the same cargo crate used to smuggled him into the United States.
On Ul’Gei’s return, Raf’on watched him closely. The man’s spirit was broken. He was
silent, he kept his head down, he kept to himself.
When other minions returned from Gotham, they were found much the same.
Silent. Heads down. One would almost think they were disappointed to be back in the
compound. They kept together, as men will do that have endured the same terrible
hardships. Whoever Gr’oriBr’di was, he knew how to break a man’s spirit. The
returned minions whispered of his torments only among themselves—“ice burrows,”
“the rocket,” “jackelope”—and the overseers understood that transfer to Gotham City
was still a punishment to be dreaded.
The assassin Il’Nar was one such punishment posting. He had been ordered to kill
Clark Kent and he had failed. This was no minor transgression. Failure to complete a
sanction was punishable by death: death by a thousand cuts, death by burning, death
by drowning, death by hanging, death by half-hanging drawing and quartering, and in
less severe cases, the condemned would be allowed to take their own life, not
honorably by the sword as a warrior, but by the voluntary consumption of strychnine.
The sentence was determined by the manner in which the assassin failed. The problem
was that, in the case of the Kent sanction, no one could determine what Il’Nar had
done wrong. Unable to issue a reprimand, let alone pass sentence without some kind
of definite findings, Raf’on got the matter off his desk the only way he knew how: he
transferred Il’Nar to Gotham City… indefinitely.
Il’Nar knew if he was ever to get back to the compound, he must prove himself to
Gr’oriBr’di. He would serve Gr’oriBr’di as no overseer had ever been served. This first
sanction, Edward Nigma, was a test, and he was thankful to be given it so quickly. He
was thankful to Edward Nigma for so foolishly crossing DEMON in whatever way he
had done that so demanded his swift removal.
Il’Nar had no difficulty infiltrating the Iceberg basement where he knew Edward
Nigma now dwelled. There was only a skeleton staff in the building before the
establishment opened for the evening: Cobblepot (well known to all DEMON
personnel stationed in Gotham from the dossiers) and Sly the bartender (well known to
all DEMON personnel stationed in Gotham for his lessons on the relative merits of
Heineken, Beck’s, Guinness, and Samuel Adams).
Il’Nar searched the Iceberg basement with quiet efficiency and, finding it empty,
positioned himself behind the door, uncoiled his garrote, and waited for Nigma’s
return.

It turned out Azrael wasn’t completely useless to work on a case with.
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Well no, that’s not quite true. Azrael is useless. But Jean Paul is right up there with
Oracle for the computer wizardry. It only took him a half-hour to find where the
demonspawn was staying.
It took me that long to persuade him to wait on the roof.
Official reason: I knew the hotel well. On the park, very upper. It was a regular
stop on my prowls when I was working. So it only made sense for me to go in alone.
Unofficial reason: He was a little too sugared up about this ‘avenging the lady’s
name’ business, and the idea of ME holding anybody else back from eviscerating the
demonspawn was just plain wrong.
The real reason: Helmet-Cam. This guy can record everything that he sees and hears
in costume. Those who do not learn the lessons of history will repeat them: I didn’t
know what was going to happen when I saw Talia again, but whatever it was, I was
quite determined it would not wind up on Kazaa via Az-Cam.
So he waited on the roof, and I took my old route onto the concierge floor. I knew
the man at the desk. I had chatted him up a few times in the past, strictly to gain
information about the place back when I was working. George. He’s been concierge
here for fifteen years. Got into it “temporarily” for some extra cash on learning his
wife was pregnant with twins. By the time she dropped the little rugrats, he had so
many contacts in the restaurants, nightclubs, stores and box offices around the city, he
couldn’t see giving up the tips and going back to data-entry.
George had told me that the hotel guests who stay in these rooms fall into two
categories: those that don’t really know what a concierge is and don’t begin to take
advantage of his services, and those that carry on like Pharaoh in a Cecil B. Demille
movie. The woman standing at the desk now clearly fell into the latter category:
“You’re quite sure housekeeping gave the carpet a thorough cleaning, not just
vacuum? I want the room perfect tonight, absolutely perfect, so if they didn’t see to it,
you’ll have to move me to another room…”
Demonspawn in rare form.
“Now, about the dinner reservation. Definitely for two, at eight thirty at Sinclair. A
good table, mind you, quiet. We’ll want privacy, not being gaped at by a lot of
common riffraff…”
Head full of plans from the sound of it.
“Then we’ll come back here after dinner. You understand that I’m not to be
disturbed all night…”
If this was for one of her Bruce fantasies, she was farther gone than I thought.
“…under ANY circumstances…”
I was just thinking how that woman needs a hobby when—No, it couldn’t be—but—
I was quite sure—well, almost sure—No, I am sure—I saw Batman-cape disappearing
down the hall!
“…be returning around eleven, so make sure room service has the champagne and
caviar ready to go…”
He… He did do a swift and strange disappearing act in the cave but… but he
wouldn’t be answering a summons from Talia!
I had to have been mistaken about the cape. Too much ‘bat’ on the brain. And we’ve
seen where that leads:
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“I prefer Osetra caviar, not Beluga.”
But it did look an awful lot like Batman—not just the bit of cape, but the way it
moved. It was only for a split second but a girl can tell. I can tell at any rate.
Which reminded me that Pheromones was still on the roof.
What could it hurt, I figured?
So, while Demonspawn gave elaborate directions about what kind of oysters were
acceptable if they couldn’t find the caviar she wanted, I called Azrael.
He told me… he told me he could see the Batmobile parked in the next block.
“Now about the Dom Perignon. 1959 or ’62 I think…”

I do not understand this, Mortal.
Leave it alone, Az.
This was not a preliminary expedition to assess the lay of the land.
Leave it be, Az.
This was not a fact-finding mission.
Leave it, Azrael.
It was to be a confrontation.
I know.
But the feline has retreated.
I know.
While the villain remains unchastened.
Az.
Why have we retreated?
I don’t know what’s happened, Az, but look at her.
She is standing on the rooftop of that jeweler.
That’s not what I meant.
You told me to look. I have analyzed her appearance on several spectrums.
Az, it’s… it’s like you with the costume, okay? Look at her. That’s the Catwoman version of
your redesigning the costume routine.
…
Something rattled her and she’s pulling back to process it.
But I—
Shut up, Az.
But—
Azrael.
…
Let the wookie win.

Since I had stopped on Cartier’s roof, he beat me home. He was in the cave, which
isn’t exactly unusual. He was working, which isn’t unusual either. I said “Hi,
Handsome” and he grunted. Not unusual.
So why did all of this “not unusual” suddenly feel so strange?
I asked how his business in town went… “Fine.”
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It was an opening for him to tell me what it was about, and instead of telling me
anything, he said “Fine.”
That wasn’t odd. It’s Bruce. He’s not chatty.
Still.
I mentioned that Alfred was making a roast for dinner. It was just something to
say—dinner—it had nothing to do with what I’d overheard at the hotel. Bruce
grumbled something about patrolling early, sandwich on a tray would be fine. His
eyes never left the computer screen…
I never considered the obsessive workaholic thing suspicious before. It’s his way.
It’s how he is, I knew that going in. But now… Suddenly I wasn’t so sure. It seemed
like he was avoiding me.
I walked up behind him and started rubbing his neck. I do this often when we’re in
the cave together. He’s never closed a file before to keep me from seeing it. Not until
now.
It got to be seven o’clock. Seven thirty. Seven forty-five. I wasn’t exactly clockwatching, although I may have glanced at my watch a few more times as it neared
dinner-reservation time.
Ten to eight, he went out.
It was way too early to patrol. Even an “early” patrol. It was still daylight, for pity
sake.
I’m not proud of myself, but I followed him.
I think he knew. He lost me in any case, purposefully or not. I lost him just over the
bridge.
I don’t know why, but I went to the hotel. I don’t think it was a conscious decision. I
certainly don’t remember making that decision… I just kind of… ended up there.
It was stupid, I know.
I was being silly, I know.
There was no way—NO WAY—I was going to find the Batmobile there… that would
just be…
It couldn’t be…
I left the Jag and swung up onto the roof of the Moxton building, knowing that when
I looked over the edge of the roof, there couldn’t possibly be a…
And viola, Batmobile. Parked two blocks from the hotel, in the alley behind the
Moxton, same as before.
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CHAPTER 7: UNANSWERED QUESTIONS
Batman extracted himself completely from the service duct above the elevator before
disconnecting the overrides and recoiling the tungsten cord. Then he swapped out the
tungsten cartridge for his regular silk batline. The switch accomplished, he closed the
inner chamber of the grapnel launcher with a frustrated snap and looked out at the city
with a grimace.
Nothing about this was proceeding satisfactorily.
Talia having dinner with Greg Brady. An assassin loose in his city chasing Riddler
for god only knew what reason. And to make matters worse, Selina tailing him. For
the fifth time tonight, he pushed that last thought aside. It was personal. Personal was
automatically relegated to later. Even his anger at the time he lost earlier losing her tail
he would assign the lowest possible priority. After everything else was dealt with,
there would be plenty of time to work out…
“What’s going on?”
The Selina in his mind was usually more accommodating than the real thing. He
could tell her “Not now, Kitten” and she’d go away.
“Bruce, please.”
Usually.
“Tell me what’s happening, Bruce, please.”
But not tonight. Tonight, the thought of her was stubbornly resilient.
“Can’t you see it’s got me so worked up I’m chasing you around Gotham like—”
“Like a clinging, irrational demonspawn?” he spat.
“…” She looked hurt. “…That wasn’t exactly kind, Bruce.”
“How would you characterize it?”
The imaginary Catwoman sauntered up to him as seductively as the real one would
any time he challenged her behavior. She rested her claws delicately on the emblem on
his chest and looked up at him with daring, unapologetic eyes.
“I would say that I’ve followed you just as persistently as your own thoughts have
been pursuing me all night.”
“No.”
“Not just a river in Egypt, Bruce.”
“What?”
“Denial. Bad joke, I know. But come on, you have work to do. You know you’ll be
able to find me in bed tonight and we can settle all this then. How do you explain my
being here at all right now? How can you justify wasting this time thinking about it
when you should be out there—”
“Then let me,” he graveled dangerously. “Go away and let me be. You already cost
me time tonight, the real you. I could have met Brady in Chinatown but for the time I
lost losing your tail. I can’t get the job done if the thought of you keeps working its way
back into—DAMNIT Catwoman, you haven’t been this much of a damnable
distraction since…”
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He was alone. The chimera had, in the way of cats, vanished when she was
offended.
Fine. Let her. It was true whether she wanted to hear it or not. He hadn’t found it
so difficult to shut her out since the old days. This new image of her tonight was
disturbingly like that felonious Catwoman of the rooftops, the one he had to resist for
the sake of the mission, the one who took her revenge by implanting herself in his
imagination… All those nights as he lay in bed, all those hours trying to write out the
log entries of an encounter that should have… Damn. He was doing it again.
By now, he had reached the Batmobile. A part of him ached to go home to her and
talk it out. It was the part of him that had ached to hold her on all those rooftops in the
past, the part of him that wanted to be tender, to meet her halfway, to believe it was all
possible for them… The rest of him squelched the impulse as it always had. Back then,
it was because he was a crimefighter and she a thief. Now it was because he was a
crimefighter and there was work to do.
“Hatch open,” he barked into the tiny communicator. He would start at the
Iceberg…
The hatch opened and Catwoman—the real Catwoman—regarded him stiffly from
the passenger seat. She spoke the same words with the same intonation as her
imaginary doppelganger had only moments before.
“What’s going on?”

Freeze was telling the igloo story again and Jonathan Crane knew he could let his
mind wander. He kept a discreet eye on Raven, and when the pretty little thing moved
from her podium and disappeared towards the backroom, Crane began counting
silently to himself: One-Ablutophobia. Two-Achluophobia. Three-Agateophobia.
Four-Ailurophobia… all the way up to Sixty-Graphophobia, the fear of handwriting,
when he was sure a full minute had passed.
Victor was up to the part of the story where the ice-sculpture of Nora was melting.
Crane excused himself and headed for the hallway to the men’s room, but instead of
turning at the door, he continued on into the backroom. Raven was waiting, hugged
him briefly, and pulled him towards the basement, murmuring about prying eyes and
more privacy downstairs.
He followed the gentle tug on his arm, letting her guide him down the dark stairs,
although he wondered, not for the first time, how this situation had come about and
how far he would let it continue. He certainly never set out to get a girlfriend. He
started paying attention to Raven get her alone. He’d only wanted a guinea pig—or a
guinea fowl, in this case—to test his new gender-based fear toxin. He needed a female,
a fragile, fearful female, and Oswald’s comely little hostess seemed like the ideal
candidate.
He didn’t plant the lizard on her podium. It was one of those things. He was
pondering the need for a test subject, and a lizard snuck into the Iceberg and took up
residence on her reservation book. She had such a divine scream when she discovered
it, how could a man not notice such wild abandon in expressing her terror. He
continued to watch her as the rest of the Iceberg went on about its business. He
noticed that for the rest of the night she wouldn’t touch the podium. For the next three,
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she tensed whenever she was around it. It was hypnotic to watch. The lizard was long
gone, but because it had been on that spot and had frightened her, she continued to eye
the book suspiciously, a primitive cringing in fear of a long-dead volcano. He had to
have her—for his test subject.
So he approached and they talked. They talked for hours. While his object remained
to isolate her for capture, he had to admit he enjoyed their conversation. He did finally
get her alone, but when the moment came for him to strike, it… it didn’t exactly turn
out as he planned. Then she kissed him and he really couldn’t help recalling the ‘78
Berkeley study on the correlation between fear and other states of heightened arousal.
It was a week later, he still hadn’t found a test subject, and he was following Raven
into the basement. Fear was the last thing on his mind—until that lovely scream of
Raven’s sounded again and the wire cut into his neck.

Batman did not explain himself. Every fiber in his being screamed that he did not
and would not explain himself. He worked in his own way and that did not include
Catwoman following him around, letting herself into the Batmobile, and demanding
explanations. The JLA, GCPD, Alfred, Robin, Oracle and Nightwing, everybody
knew: his way was the way, period.
“I had to meet someone,” he heard himself explain quietly.
“Someone,” she repeated. It didn’t sound like a question, but it was.
He sighed. Was it only this morning she was so unnervingly cheerful? Laughing
about the Post, singing and smiling in the morning room? Where was all that self
assurance?
“Next stop is the Iceberg,” he said, revving the engine. “Come or stay.”
“You know I can’t be seen getting out of the Batmobile at the Iceberg,” she answered
quietly.
He touched a button and the hatch on her side eased open with a soft pneumatic
hiss. She started to get out… In a flash, Bruce saw their whole relationship unraveling
just as quickly as her confidence had done. He saw himself graveling a curt “See you
at home” before driving off, saw her going back to the manor hurt and confused, or
else following him again and his having to lose her. He saw himself getting home
angry and frustrated, saw her waiting there alone and baffled, his lashing out, her
lashing back. Then an awful tension in the bedroom, her turned away, her back to him
as she lay on the farthest edge of the bed. One night, two, three, and then finally—
Bruce’s arm shot out to grab her wrist before she left the car.
“Hey!” she hissed in surprise more than anger.
He looked up, their eyes meeting, and he tugged the arm back into the car.
“I’ll drop you a few blocks shy of the ‘Berg,” he said simply. “No one will see.”
She settled back into her seat and fastened the safety harness as the hatch quietly
closed again. She said nothing, nor did he until the car was in motion.
“I was meeting Brady,” he explained calmly. “I wanted to intercept him before he
left Chinatown, but I missed him.” He decided not to mention the reason he missed
that connection was because she was tailing him. He thought back to that image of
Selina in the bed, curled up, turned away, pulling as far away from him as she could
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physically get. It was an outcome he desperately wanted to avoid, and making her
defensive was not the way to go about it.
“I knew Brady was going to that hotel tonight, I was able to intercept him in the
elevator.”
“How, How did you know that? And what does any of it—”
“He’s having dinner with Talia,” Batman answered. The disapproval in his voice
was palpable, and Selina picked up on it immediately.
“Why do you care?” she asked softly.
There was silence for a half-minute until the car pulled into an alley. Then Bruce cut
the engine abruptly and turned to her. He stared for another half minute, her question
hanging in the air. Then he pulled back the cowl.
“Selina.”
More silence. He was hoping for some kind of response, although he couldn’t say
what. She might have at least followed his lead and removed her mask.
“Selina, you shouldn’t need to ask a question like that.”
“Well I do, whether you think I should or not. Because there’s only one possible reason
I can think of and it just can’t be that.”
His lip twitched as an ironic parallel occurred to him, and then dissolved into a grim
scowl when he realized the implication.
“I can understand what you’re saying. Last year, when Talia arranged for that cat’s
eye crown to be taken from the history museum, I felt exactly the same way. There was
one explanation that simply couldn’t be. I knew you weren’t the one responsible. I
didn’t know who did take it or why, but I knew you could not be involved.”
Bruce paused, considering whether to go on. The fact was that when he caught
himself trusting that way, he reacted badly. Trust meant vulnerability, and that was
not what he bargained for when he first reached out for Selina. He didn’t know how
the situation ever got that far, and at the time, he wasn’t at all happy about it. Most of
his subsequent behavior was chalked up to “Hell Month” and he’d let that impression
stand. But the truth was the realization that he now trusted her had knocked him
back. Since that night, he’d grown used to the idea. They’d grown closer and closer as
a result of that mutual faith and comfort with one another… or what he had assumed
was mutual faith and comfort.
“I knew what was and wasn’t possible, regardless of how it looked, because of what
I know of you, Selina. And it’s a little painful to realize that more than a year later,
you’re still not that sure of me?”
Selina turned away and looked out the window, then back at him.
“Okay,” she said finally, “fair point. You’re not… jealous… of Brady and Talia, and I
should know that without having to ask. You’ll tell me the rest when you’re ready,
and in the meantime…” She looked again out the window and then turned back, this
time with a naughty grin, “…meantime, I’ll go have a drink at the Iceberg and see what
the grapevine has to say.”
He offered a warm smile, fleeting but more than a lip twitch, then he replaced the
cowl. The worst was over. Things might not be “settled,” exactly, but they were clear
of the whirlpool that threatened to suck them under. Bruce watched as she exited the
car and disappeared at the end of the alley, heading towards the Iceberg. He didn’t
need, or especially want, the kind of intelligence-gathering she had in mind. He hadn’t
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said why he was going to the Iceberg. It wasn’t something “the grapevine” would
have any knowledge of. But her offer was a way of moving on, and he wasn’t about to
refuse. He would give her some time to have a drink and hear the latest, then he
would proceed in his own way.
While he waited, the Selina of his imagination returned, plucked a set of batcuffs
from his utility belt and immediately set to work trying to pick them.
“You’re looking at this all wrong,” she said. “It’s not a big trust thing like the cat’s
eye crown. It’s you and Eddie. It’s your not telling me about that riddle. You know
perfectly well I wouldn’t be working with Eddie. You know perfectly well I’m not
going back to that life. You know… perfectly… well that there is nothing to worry
about. But you still don’t like it. Right?”
He said nothing.
“Well?”
Batman snapped to attention, all personal thoughts swept aside by the instant
priority as a figure ran into the alley and up to the Batmobile—it was Catwoman—
Selina—back already?—and knocking on the window.
“You better get down there,” she panted the moment the hatch started to open.
“You’re not going to believe this one.”

Nightwing stood on the ledge outside the window, watching the scene within before
deciding to go inside. Jean Paul Valley—Azrael—sat talking to Barbara. He had
brought one of the chairs from the kitchen and positioned it alongside her computer
desk. He had it turned the wrong way and was straddling it. Barbara had brought
them tea. At least she was the one drinking from the ‘Love the Librarian’ mug, Dick
thought sourly.
Still. It was petty and stupid to be lurking outside his own home this way. He
opened the window with a brisk twap to announce his presence to those inside. Then
he slipped in and strode indifferently to the couch. “Honey, I’m home,” he declared,
flopping onto the soft cushion so that his legs landed well apart. He removed the mask
and tossed it to the side table, then turned to acknowledge their guest. “Jean Paul,” he
said simply. It was all very casual, all very free and informal, but the undercurrent was
subtly aggressive, the alpha male announcing his dominance.
The alpha female was less than amused. Barbara had never known Dick to lounge
around that way in costume. It was a ludicrous performance, and she was just about to
call him on it—when the OraCom went wild as multiple channels began pinging
simultaneously.
Dick and Jean Paul transformed instantly. Personal differences swept aside, they
moved behind her, one looking over each shoulder at the flickering screens.
“What is it?” Dick asked.
“Ambulance, fire, police dispatch—and Batman’s channel, but… What the hell?”
Oracle held her hand over the earpiece trying to concentrate.
“It’s Selina… She’s on B’s channel… from the Batmobile, and… I guess he’s on the
same line from the cowl system… They’re talking over each other a bit—oh, man, that
freaks me out when they talk in sync that way. Don’t you just hate that?”
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“Yes,” Dick and Jean Paul answered in unison.
They glared at each other—then both began to speak at once:
“So what—”
They stopped, like two drivers at an intersection, and Dick mimed taking his hands
off the wheel, yielding the right of way.
“So what are they saying?” Jean Paul asked, “What is going on?”
“I can’t tell. Too much chatter, too much going on still… but it sounds like all hell is
breaking loose at the Iceberg.”

It wasn’t the first time Bruce considered installing a regular bed in the Batcave. The
slim cots in the med lab were adequate for their purpose, but they couldn’t be called
comfortable. And there were times, like now—in fact, after every go-round with Killer
Croc—that the stairs up to the manor, and from there up to the bedrooms, seemed an
insurmountable obstacle. It would be so nice to just lie back once Alfred finished
stitching up his shoulder and not have to move his battered limbs until morning.
He mentioned this, knowing the reply would be what it had always been.
“Absolutely not, sir. If you had the means to sleep comfortably down here, I fear we
would not see you for weeks at a time.”
Alfred emphasized his veto with a slightly more vehement tug than was necessary as
he pulled the thread taut on the last suture. Then he gave the shoulder a final pat and
said goodnight. Bruce heard a quiet “Go right in, miss” just beyond the doorway, and
then Selina appeared.
“All patched up?” she asked lightly, inspecting the wound.
He grunted.
“Croc did this?”
“Yes.”
“Because you kept him and the rest of them at the Iceberg from killing that DEMON
guy?”
“Yes.”
“And he’s in the hospital now.”
“Yes.”
“And so is Scarecrow?”
Bruce nodded.
“I am so confused. The only thing that’s made any sense today is Talia running
around town in a catsuit. And if that’s not a sorry state of—”
“I can explain.”
“COULD YOU?! Could you, really? That’d be nice. I would appreciate that.
Should we break out the PowerPoint and hand puppets, or do you think you can do
this without visual aids?”
Bruce took a deep breath and ran his fingers through his hair. He understood her
agitation, but it wasn’t helping matters.
“The man in the hospital is called Il’Nar,” he began calmly. “He’s one of Ra’s al
Ghul’s assassins. He attacked Scarecrow and Raven in the Iceberg basement. It went
badly. He was expecting one person, not two. He jumped Crane, Raven screamed and
fought back, the others heard the commotion. The League of Assassins aren’t
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amateurs. If it was just Oswald’s muscle or a couple of Frieze’s henchmen, or even a
half-dozen Ghost Dragons, he’d be on a plane home right now instead of a respirator in
the ICU.”
“But once Killer Croc got into it…”
“Exactly. That must be the point where you came in, after they’d just captured
Il’Nar, and Croc was holding him down.”
“That would explain the lynch mob vibe I was getting. I couldn’t get the details, but I
knew somebody was hurt. And they wouldn’t call an ambulance, because paramedics
beget cops and anything official would interfere with their vi… handling of the
situation.”
“You were about to say ‘vigilante justice,’” Bruce noted.
Selina shrugged a non-denial, and for a long minute, neither spoke. She had moved
behind him, and he felt her finger trace from the fresh stitches down to the older scars
on his back. Then he felt her lips on the back of his neck, kissing softly out to the
shoulder. This, he knew, was her way of smoothing over ‘vigilante justice.’
“So why does Ra’s want to off Jonathan?” she asked suddenly.
“He doesn’t. Riddler was the target.”
Selina’s mouth dropped open.
“Eddie? But that’s nuts! Why? Why on earth.”
“I don’t know,” Bruce admitted. “I just don’t know,” he repeated under his breath.
“You know an awful lot though. How?”
The corner of his lip twitched.
“Think about it, Kitten. How do I know? Why was I at the hotel if not to see Talia?”
“You said you went to intercept… Brady.” Selina’s brow had wrinkled. Now, her
eyes gleamed, and an uncontrollable smile spread across her lips as she spoke the
name and the final piece of the puzzle fell into place. “The message before was from
Greg Brady.”
Bruce nodded.
“Maybe that ‘you can do so much better than this life of crime’ speech of mine, as
you so sweetly referred to it, is a bit more convincing than you care to admit.”
“He’s been working for you since then, since that fight? Greg Brady has been
working for you all this time?”
“In a way. He’s been… ‘planting some seeds’ inside the DEMON organization for
me, but he hasn’t been actively working against them or passing me information. We
agreed that would be too dangerous for him. But when it came to actually ordering
someone killed…”
“THAT’S why you looked so put out at the thought of him and Talia!” Selina
blurted, and Bruce couldn’t help but chuckle at her priorities.
“Yes, Kitten, that’s the reason. It wasn’t him being close to her. I was—and still am—
concerned about her being in a position to influence him. Anyway, for now, I’m
confident Brady is reliable. He’s playing along, but he drew the line at sending this
Il’Nar to kill Nigma. When Talia ordered the hit (and the order did come from her, it
seems, not from Ra’s), she told him that Riddler was now staying at her hotel. He
couldn’t flat out refuse the sanction, but he bought some time by sending Il’Nar to
Nigma’s last known location, the Iceberg, and telling him to wait there for his chance.
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Then he got word to me; that was the message this morning. After I met him, I went to
the hotel to collect Nigma, and that, I assume, is when you and Azrael spotted me.”
Selina nodded. Then she bit her lip thoughtfully. Bruce had an impulse to kiss it…
“So where is Eddie now?”
The impulse faded.
“No idea. He’d vanished from the hotel by the time I got there.”
“Does he know they’re out to kill him?”
“I don’t know.”
“And we don’t know why?”
“No.”
“Whew. Okay. Lot of question marks left then. Heh, he’d like that.”
Bruce glared.
“I don’t.”
“So then you went back to see Brady tonight—and when I screwed up your
rendezvous in Chinatown, you went back to the hotel because he’d told you he would
be there meeting Talia?”
“Right.”
“What a mess.”
“It’s not exactly the most satisfying night of crimefighting I’ve ever experienced.”
“So what happens now?”
“That’s a very good question.”
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CHAPTER 8: CAVIAR, ICED TEA AND
TAROT
“Now to truly experience the wonder of caviar,” Talia instructed, “you want to
spoon a good-size portion onto your toast point, there, just like this, and then place it in
your mouth without biting…”
Greg’s eyes grew wide, but he let his pretty date feed him the little triangle of bread
she had prepared, heaped with gooey black fish eggs and a sliver of onion.
“…now use that silver tongue of yours to pop them against the roof of your mouth,
to release the full flavor of the rich delicacy.”
Greg managed a smile as he did so and then swallowed. His palette wasn’t
accustomed to the “full flavor of the rich delicacy,” to him it tasted a lot like “too much
salt.” But he liked trying new things, and he appreciated the effort Talia was making
on his behalf—not to mention the cost of this extravagance (as well as that of the
champagne, a luxury he liked much better). He wasn’t at all sure why she was doing
it.
Well, he understood why in the strict sense; he wasn’t an idiot. Woman invites you
out to dinner, then up to her room afterwards, and there’s a candlelit table waiting
with a bottle of champagne… He just wasn’t clear on why him. He didn’t get it. He
didn’t get it back in Chinatown when she transitioned so eerily from having Nigma
killed to dropping those hints about a charming little bistro near her hotel… then once
he’d let the hint pass came the flat out invitation.
Greg was far from sheltered but he had never been on a date like this. It was like
you see in the movies, the posh restaurant on the Upper East Side, so loud and busy,
crowded with beautiful people in fashionable clothes. There were older ones too that
seemed to breathe money and power, especially the men in the gray suits that kept
eying them while they waited for their table. At first, Greg assumed they were just
admiring Talia. She was a pretty little thing, petite and brunette, which was certainly
his favorite combination, and with such a reserved, exotic air about her. Certainly that
warranted a look or two from men that have working eyes, who could blame them.
But then, as Talia and Greg walked to their table, he couldn’t help but notice the eyes
that followed her were more hostile than admiring. Phrases like “Yeah, it’s her” and
“some nerve” wafted through the air. They could have meant anybody, but Greg
didn’t think so. Then while they looked at the menus, he could hear two men distinctly
from the table behind him:
“What’s she calling herself now? Arugula or something. Like her face wasn’t
plastered on enough magazines that she’d go unnoticed.”
Greg winced, suspecting Talia could hear as well as he could. ‘Arugula’ was the way
the reservation desk had butchered her name and most of the patrons had heard it
called out several times in the lobby and lounge before they were seated. There could
be no question now who these hostile pockets of dialogue were discussing. Talia
ignored it all the same, studying her menu with icy dignity.
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“…Head, huh, ‘bout all she’s good for, if you ask me…” “Oh but pronounced
‘Heed,’ David, don’t forget, it’s pronounced ‘Heed.’ Affected little bitch.”
Both men seated behind him laughed bitterly, and Greg threw down his napkin
angrily.
“Many people lost money in the reversal of LexCorp’s fortunes,” Talia said calmly to
her companion, seeing that he was ready to cause a scene on her behalf. “It is most
understandable that they wish to blame someone for their disappointments.”
“Still, Miss al Ghul, people should have more consideration.”
“Not in this city,” she muttered bitterly, “but please, call me Talia. Now then, the
goose livers look tasty, how about that to begin?”
Greg said nothing but his eyes raced over the appetizers in search of somethinganything that sounded better than goose livers.
“I’m actually more of a Joe’s Crab Shack kind of guy, Miss al… Talia. You know, All
You Can Eat Fridays, jalapeno poppers, heh hehe.”
Talia affixed him with an icy stare.
“How about the stuffed mushrooms,” he suggested, grasping at the first words that
looked familiar. “Stuffed with crab, capers and—uh oh, Arugula.” He gave a happy
laugh—which startled Talia very much.
“You… can laugh at this?”
“What else is there to do?”
Talia stared.
“Hey, Miss Talia Head al Ghul, you’re talking to Greg Brady here. ‘I’ll take Names
People Make Fun Of for 500, Jack!’”
He laughed again. Talia didn’t seem to get the joke at all, but Greg recognized her
polite smile for what it was and encouraged it until it became a tentative laugh.
He had been in DEMON long enough to hear stories enough about “the Great One’s
daughter,” but he was beginning to think that, under it all, she was a regular girl that
just needed some loosening up like all the rest of them. Get her away from this place
with the goose livers and nasty patrons that hated her, and find a nice roadhouse
where you tossed the peanut shells onto the floor, and who knows…

Hiding over a head shop, how was that for irony? Riddler, the greatest brain among
all Batman’s foes, taking refuge over a head shop.
This is how Edward Nigma consoled himself about his present circumstances. He
was in hiding. He was on the run for his life—and he wasn’t even sure how it all came
about. He had just got settled into the hotel where Talia was staying, conveniently
positioned right across the hall from her, he made contact and turned on the old Nigma
charm.
But the silly woman had refused to be charmed. Talia al Ghul turned out to be not
quite as stupid as he supposed going in—which was terribly inconsiderate of her. She
saw through his pretense and she refused to be gulled. That was unusual. Too many
women, in his experience, would latch onto the slightest hint of non-hostility and
decide romance was in the air. Stand next to them in a group photo and they start
picking out china patterns. He had Talia pegged as exactly that kind of needy
headcase, but she had truly surprised him.
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But then! Having had brains enough to see through his charade, she reverted to
form and foolishly let him know she smelled the rat.
Why?
Why? Why? Why do women do such things??? If you’re going to be stupid, then BE
STUPID and step into the trap. If you’re to be savvy enough to see what’s what and set
a trap of your own, you should at least have the brains to cover your tracks!
Nigma doubted that a creature like Talia could present him with any kind of actual
challenge, but he would have been happy to engage her in a test of wits (such as they
were) simply as something to do. It would have kept his mind occupied as they both
went through the pretense of courtship while trying to destroy each other.
But to simply TELL him to his face that he was an unappealing little worm and she
was going to have him stepped on! What kind of game was that???
Women. Women were a riddle. Women were A RIDDLE.
So now he was in hiding in this cramped little room above a head shop, and the
irony that appealed to him so much when he rented it was fading fast in the cloud of
odors emanating from below. Cheap incense was bad enough on its own, but cheap
incense covering marijuana was downright nauseating.
He had to THINK. Quite apart from the whole ‘hired killers hunting him’ situation,
there was the Batman question to consider. He NEEDED TO THINK—HE NEEDED
TO THINKTHINKTHINKTHINKTHINK.
There had to be a way to clear his mind a bit so he could process all this. There had
to be. There just had to.

Nightwing was positioned on a rooftop across from Gotham Memorial Hospital.
With the Scarecrow and a DEMON assassin both inside as patients, it was understood
among the Bat-family that the place needed to be kept under 24-hour watch. The
midday shift was the most demanding at this time of year. And that, Nightwing knew,
is why he had been assigned it. Barbara’s little punishment for his giving Jean Paul a
hard time.
It was hot and unpleasant to be in a dark Kevlar costume on a rooftop in the heat of
summer. The sunlight glared off the tiny viewscreen where Oracle piped the feeds
from the hospital’s surveillance cameras. He had to squint. He was sweating like a
farm animal as the sun beat down on his dark hair and he had to squint, all because he
had acted like a husband and Babs didn’t like it.
…
Dick knew he was being petty. It was the kind of grievance you nursed on a
stakeout simply for something to do. Otherwise, out of sheer boredom, you might start
to imagine crazy things like Selina’s Jaguar pulling into the parking garage below.
Dick stared at the car as a woman’s slim, white hand reached out of the window to
take the timestamp from the machine. He saw the car disappear into the garage and
then turned his attention to the viewscreen. He punched up the lobby cameras and
waited to see if a shapely dark-haired woman got off the elevator from the garage…
none did. He checked the ICU floor, and then the hallway outside the Scarecrow’s
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room… Nothing. He started to check the lobby again when he felt a delicate tap on his
shoulder and a thermos bobbed into his peripheral vision.
“Heya, handsome, something cold to drink?”
His head jerked up from the screen… Either Bruce was finally providing rooftop
cocktail waitresses for their convenience, or else…
“Hi, Selina.”
“Hi,” she smiled.
“I saw your car. Didn’t think you’d be visiting Crane,” he said, taking the thermos
gratefully. “Is this iced tea?”
She nodded. “Bruce wanted me to look in on Jean Paul at his apartment. So I
figured as long as I was coming into town, I’d come see you before heading over to
JP’s. We’re supposed to be working together on this Talia idiocy. Although now that
he’s gone and broken his leg, I might be off the hook there. Do I have you to thank for
that, by the way?”
“Boy, you really don’t like him,” Dick couldn’t help but chuckle. “I knew there was
a reason we got on so well.”
“No, I don’t,” she admitted frankly. “Tied up with a lot of bad memories, I guess.”
Dick sipped his tea and ran his fingers through his sweat-soaked hair.
“That’s true for most of us,” he mentioned.
She shrugged, not caring, and again Dick had to chuckle. For Selina, other people’s
views on any subject, from the laws against burglary to the care and feeding of batwannabes, was entirely their own business. Her view was dictated by her own feline
fiat and it always would be.
“It was Croc that broke Azrael’s leg,” Dick explained, changing the subject. “The
two of us went down to the Iceberg just as soon as Oracle said there was trouble. Croc
was holding the DEMON guy and fighting off Batman at the same time.”
Selina raised an eyebrow.
“Yeah,” Dick understood her skepticism. “Even for Croc, that’s not possible. He
couldn’t do both, so he threw DEMON-guy down and sat on him—cracked up his
ribcage, damn near collapsed a lung, I think. We knew we had to get him to move
before the guy was crushed. Even Batman’s way can take a while with a monster like
Crockers, so—”
“Flaming sword?”
“Flaming sword. Azrael got him to stand up all right, but then it’s not just Killer
Croc, it’s ‘angry and scorched’ Croc. Picked Az up like a basketball and made a free
throw straight into the bar.”
“Ah.”
“Yeah… So… Bruce has you going to see him?”
She nodded. “Yep. I’m not sure why. If it’s just to ‘be nice’ and make a gesture—or
to get me out of the way for a while.”
“Selina! I can’t believe you’d even think that last one. I mean, ok, Bruce’ll do that, I
know—to me. To me, sure. To Babs, certainly. To Tim, weekly. But c’mon, getting you
out of the way?”
“It’s a little weird at home right now, Dick. Something’s happening with us. There’s
something going on that neither of us seems able to talk about or even admit to—”
“You’re just getting this now?” Dick asked in a flat deadpan.
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Selina’s eyes flared angrily, but she said nothing. Dick gulped the remaining tea
from the thermos and handed it back.
“Selina, I really think it’s nothing more than he didn’t like that riddle coming in with
the Catwoman goggle picture.”
The angry stare morphed into one of shocked confusion.
“Riddle?”
“Y-yeah. …Oops. Way to go, Grayson. Guess he hadn’t mentioned that to you?”
Selina slumped wearily. “No. Not like he tells me all about ‘work’ in the normal
course of things—and I don’t expect him to tell me everything but… damn. Riddles
now. And demonspawn. This whole thing is such a mess.”
“Talia? I haven’t heard this one. You said you’re working with Az on it? What’s
Miss Nepal up to now?”
“Oh, I don’t know,” Selina sighed. “Trying to get under my skin probably. Running
around town as a second-rate Catwoman. I mean, really, at this point, what’s another
one, give or take? I’ve already got this idiotic goggle-bitch in the Post with cat-powers
and bad hair. At least the spawn’s got decent hair.”
Dick stared.
“Well she does,” Selina insisted.
“Maybe she wants to bait you—get you to try and kill her.”
“I don’t kill people,” Selina reminded him sweetly. “I make them wish they’d never
been born. Speaking of which…” She stood, taking the thermos, and moved to leave,
“I’m off to the Imposter’s to take my medicine. Checking in on the miserable…” She
trailed off, then turned back to Nightwing thoughtfully.
He waited… the mention of Azrael had obviously set her off in some way and he
was curious what might follow.
“Dick, when it happened… with… Bane. If I’d come to you in Bludhaven, I mean,
when I saw he was gone and that it was an imposter in the batsuit, if I’d come to you
and asked, would you have told me… something? anything? that he wasn’t dead at
least?”
Dick gave a sad smile and a sadder nod. It was one of those questions that couldn’t
be answered fairly… It was impossible to know what he would have done at that
time—but it was easy to see the answer she needed to hear. “Of course.”

Nigma only took three steps into the head shop before he reconsidered. Much as he
felt the need to calm his agitated mind, he simply wasn’t prepared to get high. He got
such a tremendous kick out of THINKING, he couldn’t risk gumming up the works of
the priceless mechanism of his mind. One need look no further than that sorry chap
behind the counter to assess the risks involved using these substances.
“Dude,” the clerk began (because it was the beginning of a sentence, Nigma figured),
“Can I, like, help ya?”
“That’s okay, Dude,” Nigma answered back (because it sometimes amused him to
communicate with inferior minds on their own level), “I only wanted to read these
notices on your bulletin board.” “OR DO A MUDDLE YON,” he muttered under his
breath, improvising an anagram for “you addled moron.” He made a pretense of
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looking at the posted ads: a band called Shards was playing at a club called Redlight—
although how that related to the picture of a candle dripping wax onto a human skull,
even the Riddler’s great brain couldn’t fathom. There were rooms for rent and futons
for sale. The cheap mimeographed sheets were all pink, yellow or blue—except for a
single one in white, with two simple words in plain black type:
GOT QUESTIONS?
A man of Edward Nigma’s mentality couldn’t help but be intrigued.
“I say, Dude!” he called to the store clerk, “Would you know who posted this
enigmatic sign with the question marks?”
“Oh, that’s Madame Keila, Dude. She’s got that little place in the back, just go round
to the alley, green door by the dumpster, can’t miss it.”
Eddie’s face lit up and he waved a cheery wave of thanks to the helpful clerk. A
green door, what clearer sign could he hope for?

Azrael had been quiet. At first, it might have been the painkiller administered before
setting the broken leg. But now, Jean Paul was convinced it had more to do with the
DVD he was watching to pass the time.
Mortal? Azrael spoke at last, This program we are watching…
Sex and the City.
Er, yes. It is not appropriate for one like myself.
You didn’t mind the SIMS bikini babes in the hot tub.
I merely drew your attention to elements of the game your tiny avatar did not seem
aware of. I in no way—
Oh, whatever, you Dumasian stuffed shirt. This show is educational, remember that. That’s
what Green Arrow taught us.
I do not know that he was completely serious when he said that.
Sigh. Look, Az, the Order didn’t prepare you to deal with aggressive women. And lord
knows the girls at New England Polytech never gave me a clue. This show helps. That guy is
called Mr. Big. You watch him, and next time Catwoman throws us a curve, that’s the stuff to
give her. Forget adding gold epaulettes to the armor, just stand back like Mr.Big and say…
Nice dress.
Nice dress?!? We watch six seasons of this stuff and THAT’S what you come up?
This is not suitable for one such as I, Mortal. Give me the remote.
No.
Although this Charlotte does display a seemly virtue.
Really?
She is modest. She does not discuss her orgasms as much as the others do.
Eh, yeah, I guess.
Her heart must be pure indeed to resist the wanton influence of her comrades.
I like Miranda.
You would. Beware the temptations of the flesh, Mortal.
It’s a TV show!
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It is this lack of discipline that allowed our adversary to gain the advantage and lay
us low.
It was the fact that he’s a six-foot-five, 270-pound reptileman that could pick us up and throw
us like a lawn dart.
Answer the door, Mortal.
The doorbell rang before Jean Paul could sputter his surprise. He juggled his bowl of
popcorn and crutches, muttering all the while about insufferable angels that were more
literal than the Deep Blue chess program—when the door swung open and he found
himself staring into the icy green eyes of Selina Kyle.
“Nice dress,” he remarked meekly.

Riddler was less than thrilled on reaching Madame Keila’s green door to see the sign
above advertising “Horoscope, Palm Reading, and Tarot.”
“What is a lot of hooey?” he queried at the sign. But he went in anyway,
remembering the original Got Questions? ad that brought him here and the green door
he had considered a happy omen.
Opening the door, he was again hit with a wave of aromas. It was similar to the
smell in his room—for this place too shared a wall with the headshop and the same
combination of patchouli and weed seamed to permeate. But there was something
else, something he couldn’t identify… Bizarre smells seemed to be his special curse this
week. He began to wonder if he would be in this position at all if he’d just made the
best of the dead rat in the air conditioner and stayed in his hideout in the first place.
“You crinkle nose,” a woman’s voice observed. “You no like the smell of my
sauerkraut?”
“Is that what it is?” Eddie wheezed, looking around. The woman, presumably
Madame Keila, had entered from a dark backroom not unlike Kittlemeier’s. She had
dark, greasy hair pulled into a tight bun, an unflattering style that made her look older
than she probably was. “I’m sure your sauerkraut is very good on its own,” Eddie
offered. “It’s just combined with those other smells from next door, it presented
something of a puzzle.” Madame Keila smiled, revealing wildly crooked teeth.
“You want fortune?” she asked peremptorily.
“Yes!” he answered instantly. A question and a play on words, how could he resist?
“Sit,” she ordered, pointing to a side table. Nigma did as instructed and Madame
Keila disappeared into the back. When she returned, she wore a heavy-looking paisley
shawl over her sleeveless cotton shirt.
“That looks warm,” he noted. “You don’t have to bother with it on my account.”
She shrugged it off her shoulders but looked at him critically.
“You don’t believe, do you?”
“No,” he admitted, “But I like the amount of your conversation that you phrase as a
question.”
“Okay, fine,” she said decisively, as if suddenly understanding everything. Then she
laid out several cards, placed her hands over a specific one and pointed down at it with
her middle finger. “Turn.”
Eddie obeyed, flipping the card over, and looking at it with alarm.
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“That man has bat-wings,” he noted, pointing to the card.
“Is Devil,” Madame Keila explained.
“Could be,” Eddie admitted. Or he could be an obnoxiously rich billionaire dating my
best friend, came the ancillary thought.
“You have strong feelings against this man,” Madame Keila noted, observing her
subject’s reaction rather than interpreting the card.
“That is a misconception,” Riddler replied, puffing himself up with great dignity.
“Others may hate him. I merely enjoy the game. I rejoice in his existence, for at last, I
have an opponent smart enough to play with. When I can fool him, it is a success,
intellectually and artistically.”
Madame Keila nodded. If the customer wanted to do all the talking, that was fine
with her. They were sure to be happy with their reading that way. She pointed to the
next card and Nigma flipped it over.
“Ace of Swords… is Air sign, has to do with brain. Great mental powers at work.”
Nigma puffed up importantly. “That is very true.”
“Upside down means mental illness. Compulsion.”
“No, no, no, no, no,” he shook his head. “That is another misconception. Look, any
game, there are rules. Giving a fair clue, that’s just one of the rules of the game. The
way people carry on like it’s some kind of a disease, it’s quite ridiculous. To be sure,
there are those who are downright crazy, but I am not one of them! It’s only inferior
intellects that can’t understand that, so they call me crazy.” He pointed back to the
Ace, “It’s the curse of genius. The mediocrities have always had to rework it so you’re
not better than them, you must be ill.” He turned the card around so it was right side
up, indicating genius rather than compulsion.
Madame Keila gave an uncertain nod and pointed to a third card, but Nigma wasn’t
finished.
“And another thing, I don’t go around saying all those stupid people should die, not
like some, not like Miss Demonspawn and her old man, you want to talk about who’s
crazy. I have absolutely no problem if all the dimwits want to go on living. I’d like
them to KNOW how fucking stupid they really are, but that’s as far as it goes. Because
there are smart people in this world and there are stupid ones—which brings us right
back to bat-wings over here…” He pointed back to the Devil card and began punching
his pointing finger into the table to accentuate each word. “And I really need to know
which one he is.”
Madame Keila was now sitting back on her chair, one hand on her hip, the other
leaning on the table.
“You finished?” she asked dryly.
“No,” Nigma said petulantly. They sat in silence for a minute, his rant having spent
itself. Then he began wagging his finger while he thought. “I need some kind of a
test. That’s what I need to do… Well, let’s see, there is that outstanding cat-clue that I
was due to send out and never did. What if I sent it in some sly way that he’ll never
know about,” Riddler pointed to the Devil card yet again, “unless he’s y’know, and
then he’ll figure it out and kick my ass… and then I’ll know! Ha! That’s pretty good.
And I’ve already got the cat. Cute enough little thing, but what do I want with a pet
cat? I only got it for that bit with Talia. Yeah, that’s not bad. Send the clue on the cat.
It’s good, it’s really, really good. Hot damn, it’s the perfect plan!”
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He stood happily and held out his arms. “Thank you, Madame Keila!” he exclaimed,
bending down to kiss the good lady, when he suddenly bolted upright and slammed
his hand back on the table.
“No, damnit all, there’s a snag. I’m still in hiding, because that miserable little bitch
has sent some kind of super assassins to kill me. DAMN THAT SILLY WOMAN
ANYWAY! AM I NEVER to get this operation off the ground because of her
interference. Demons, Demons everywhere I turn. This is all that Ra’s al Ghul’s fault,
you know. That miserable hairdo. And whipped! The guy is whipped by his own
girlie-spawn. Not just this one, oh no, he’s got a whole litter of the psychobabes. Spare
the rod and all that; they up and killed him, that’s what they did. Someone replaced
that Lazarus shower gel he uses with something a little more potent, you hear what I’m
sayin’. Took over his whole operation. Girlified it, too. I hear they’re putting in a Pier
One. And the henchmen used to think it was rough! Ha! Just wait. At least Ra’s
never sent you on a feminine products/Haagen Daaz run or had you exiled ‘because
you look like that two-timing bastard Achmed.’”
“Your reading is concluded,” Madame Keila cut in. “Twenty dollars.”
“You don’t even want to know what it takes to be an Ubu these days,” Nigma
replied.
“Twenty dollars, please,” Madame Keila repeated.
“Yeah, whatever,” Nigma reached into his wallet and pulled out a bill, tossed it onto
the table and left in disgust.
Madame Keila went straight to the telephone and called her contact at the Gotham
Post. “Gregory, I have had such visions, great events unfolding in the Far East. I have
such predictions for you… it is about Death, grim and inevitable, like that song, the
Schubert, Death and the Maiden.”
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CHAPTER 9: ROUND ROBIN
So I sat in Jean Paul’s living room and let him tell me all about this case he had been
working on that kept him out of Gotham for so long. He sat in a tall chair, his broken
leg, bound up in a ferociously thick cast, rested on the sofa. It didn’t look very
comfortable, but he said he wanted to sit higher than the leg and this was the best
arrangement he had found.
“So the attempted murder led to the movie set, and that opened up the whole
espionage thing, and then the smuggling and the drugs, and finally the whole customs
debacle with this bonded warehouse that was nothing but a front for the Russian mob.
So it was quite a case.”
“Quite a case?” I drawled, “You law and order boys are so painfully literal
sometimes. The Iceberg crowd would call something like that what it really is: a
runaway bobsled to hell.”
He looked confused, then smiled. He doesn’t get my sense of humor.
I had done what Bruce asked: I had looked in on him. I brought him Alfred’s
cookies. And I had stayed long enough to be polite. There was no need to keep this
farce going… Or at least: there was no reason related to “Hey, Kitten, how about
looking in on the poor guy with the broken leg.”
“You want some popcorn,” Jean Paul asked.
It was my opening to leave; instead I said “Sure.” I even offered to make it so he
wouldn’t have to get up. He followed me into the kitchen anyway to show me where
he kept the popcorn.
“Jean Paul,” I noted, “I could have found that on my own. I can find where Cartier
keeps the loose emeralds; I can manage ‘packet of Orville Redenbacher in the basket on
top of the microwave.’ You don’t need to follow me around like a puppy.”
“Sorry.”
“And don’t apologize so much! You’ve got a broken leg, for heaven’s sake. I’m just
saying don’t mess with the crutches if you don’t have to.”
“Right, sorry. I mean—RIGHT!”
I couldn’t help but laugh. He’s very odd, but it’s not a completely irritating odd.
The popcorn was done before he got himself back to his chair. We sat for a few
minutes eating in awkward silence, when I saw a Sex and the City sleeve sitting on the
table. I asked if he had been watching it. He turned beet red and sputtered like Jervis
sampling red-hot chili sauce.
“I— ei— ah— oh, sure— well, I—I—I—”
And this is what took Bruce’s place on the rooftops. He suddenly seemed like such a
miserable little mouse. There is a cat in me. Whatever else is true or not about
Catwoman, that much I’ve always known. There is a cat in me and nothing will bring
her out like the wretched squeak-squeak of a sniveling little mouse.
“Why, Pheromones,” I purred, “Get a hold of yourself. It’s just a fun little comedy…
about sex… in the city… If that’s all it takes for you to go to pieces, you better not go
out there after dark.”
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The mouse ran into his hole. Which should have made me feel better, but didn’t. He
was looking down at his cast, scratching the surface compulsively even though he
wouldn’t be able to feel a thing under all that plaster.
I took a breath. Way to go, Selina.
“I’m sorry, Jean Paul.”
Nothing.
“Jean Paul, look at me.”
Nothing.
“That’s looking down at your cast. Look UP at ME.”
Third time’s a charm. He looked up.
“I’m sorry,” I said, “That was rude, and I didn’t come over here to be rude to you.
You have a way of… ruffling my fur sometimes. I get catty. I apologize.”
“Why did you come over?” he mumbled.
I didn’t answer at first. It was a more complicated question than it seemed.
“Because Bruce told you to,” he concluded.
“Yes and no. Well, no, because nobody tells me to do anything and you should know
that by now. But on the yes side of no, he did ask me to come, and that’s why I came
over in the first place and that’s why I brought cookies. But it’s not why I’ve stayed.”
He cocked his head a bit and raised an eyebrow, an odd little combination of
skeptical crimefighter and confused puppy dog.
“He told me you and Riddler are friends,” Jean Paul said finally, his baffled tone
tipping the balance towards the puppy.
“Oh, come on, you silly putz! It wasn’t that hard to follow. For pity sake, you’re
going to be throwing ‘feline logic’ at me next. Yes, Bruce asked me to come, but I’ve
stayed for reasons of my own which I will get to if you’ll just pipe down, stop being
annoying, and let me get on with it…”
This look crossed his face that I recognized from the Watchtower. Batman and
Martian Manhunter talking—arguing, rather—telepathically.
“Your imaginary friend should pipe down and stop being annoying too, Jean Paul,
because this is me being nice, believe it or not. And that has an expiration date. So tell
Az to take a Midol. Now then. You obviously can’t continue to help me out on the
demonspawn matter because you’ve only got one good leg for the next few weeks—”
“The demonspawn matter?” he asked.
“Talia Twitterhead running around town in a fake catsuit, you didn’t think I’d
forgotten about that, did you? I don’t intend to let something like that pass. I’ll be
visiting her soon—solo.” He looked disappointed and I realized that, bat-impostor or
no, men are men and those XY egos need tending to as regularly as any of Pammy’s
exotic orchids. “Which I can do, since you were able to pinpoint where she was
staying. That was some first-rate work, Jean Paul, I doubt Oracle herself could have
done it so quickly. So. It started me thinking, since we can’t work together on Talia
anymore, maybe you could help me out that same way, behind the scenes, researching
another matter.”
A new look crossed his face. I’d seen that one before, too. Eddie sitting down with a
crossword, Jervis panting to spread some fresh gossip, Whiskers hunkering down with
a catnip mouse. I had him. When the idea first occurred to me, it was just to give him
something to do. It’s boring as hell being laid up that way. But after Dick let it slip
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about that riddle, a more practical reason suggested itself: having my own personal
Oracle to work on whatever it was Bruce was hiding from me.
“Do we have a deal?” I purred, knowing the answer already, “Or do you have to flip
a coin or something?”
“I’ll do it, Catwoman,” he answered—and his voice had a slightly different timbre.
It wasn’t the bat-voice, but there was an edge. “It sounds… like an interesting
challenge.”

Wayne Manor was home to Dick for so many years, he didn’t bother calling ahead
before coming over. Since he wanted to see Alfred rather than Bruce, he let himself in
the kitchen rather than ringing at the front door. The kitchen itself was empty, and all
Dick found in the butler’s pantry was Nutmeg curled up on Alfred’s chair enjoying a
nap.
Dick assumed Alfred must be somewhere in the house, so he checked the drawing
room… the morning room… the study… And finally, just as he was trying to decide
whether to go up to the bedrooms or down to the cave next, the clock passage opened
and Bruce walked out.
“Alfred’s out shopping,” he announced curtly. “Market day.”
Dick didn’t bother to ask how Bruce knew he was looking for Alfred and Bruce
didn’t bother to explain. He always knew things; he was Batman.
“Isn’t that Tuesdays and Fridays?” Dick asked, remembering the routine from when
he was growing up.
“Monday and Thursday now,” Bruce replied. “So he and that French chef next door
can keep an eye on what each other buys.”
“You’re kidding.”
“That’s the way Alfred explained it to me.”
“That’s so bizarre.”
“I wouldn’t press him about it,” Bruce grumbled. “The one time I did, he said he
doesn’t tell me how to stake out Joker’s hacienda.”
Dick laughed. “Well, I won’t ask him about that, but I really do need to ask him
something. I’m in it deep with Barbara. Quickest way out is for me to learn to cook an
omelet.” Bruce glared and Dick quickly diagnosed the source of his mentor’s
disapproval. “It’s marriage-logic, Bruce, not detective logic.” That led to a new sound,
somewhere between a grunt and a sigh, which Dick could also translate. “I know, I
know, you hate it whenever something won’t fit into one of your categories. Would it
help if I called it a marriage-protocol?”
“It would help if you didn’t pretend there is an entirely different set of rules for
dealing with a woman just because you put a ring on her finger.”
“But there are. And it’s not a bad thing either, Bruce. I mean, look at this tiff with
Babs. She’s all pissed at me ‘cause of how I treated Jean Paul the other night. Big
whoop. It’s not like ‘Oh shit, I’m back to dateless Saturday nights for the rest of my
life.’ It’s time in the penalty box, but I know I’m not off the team.”
The grunting-sigh resounded, and Dick was about to say more when the doorbell
rang. He stopped to grab an apple as Bruce went to answer it, then Dick followed to
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the foyer. When he got there, Bruce was signing for a delivery. What Dick noticed at
once was a stiff tension emanating from Bruce that hadn’t been there before. The
deliveryman handed over a box and Dick instantly saw why. The box was green and
covered in question marks. The dots below each mark were not painted circles but
round air holes, through which a plaintive mewing could be heard.

I had returned to the Parkview, Talia’s hotel, and was trying to decide how to
proceed. Once upon a time, when Bruce and I first got together, this psychotic harpy
came to my apartment for a catfight. She came into my bathroom for the confrontation,
if you can believe that. I was tempted to return the favor now, because, as I let myself
into her suite, I heard the sound of the shower running. It was an appealing thought,
surprising her in her bathroom just as she had done me. It had just the right touch of
payback. Except for one thing: that original confrontation ended in the shower stall.
And I believe very strongly that if two women have issues involving a man, it is
important for the dignity of everyone involved that nobody gets wet. You want to
avoid swimming pools, fountains, sprinklers, garden hoses, and yes, bathtubs.
I was in her suite, but that was as far as I planned to go. I would wait—it was only a
few minutes, but what I noticed in that time changed the whole course of what I
wound up saying to her. Polo. I smelled Ralph Lauren’s Polo. Bruce said that Greg
Brady was having dinner with Talia last night; evidently he’d made it up to her room.
Hm.
“How dare you break into this place, you miserable cat-thief!” my favorite psycho
screeched from the doorway—and that absolutely settled it. The minute I saw her, I
knew I was right about the Polo. Beneath all the foot stomping from being intruded
upon and the horror of Catwoman sitting in her furniture, she had the undeniable glow
of someone who’s needed a good bunny-humping for ages and finally got one.
“You chose Option #2,” I answered dryly while she knotted and reknotted the belt of
her hotel robe like she had a grudge against it. “You did have options, you know, when
LexCorp tanked. You could have gone back to Daddy, you could have found yourself
a new protector, or you could have evolved. Did you even stop to consider that one at
all?”
“Get out.”
“Guess not. You’re a remora in $400 shoes. Why bother evolving when you can just
follow the fin.”
“GET OUT OF HERE, YOU HELLACIOUS HELLCAT!”
“Oh, calm down, Talia, I’m leaving soon enough. But first, like it or not, we’re going
to have a talk. The less you interrupt, the sooner it will all be over. ‘Kay?”
She gave the robe belt another really vicious knotting, but said nothing more. I
obviously had the floor… and that alone was quite telling. She was just going to stand
there and let me spank her.
“You know, Talia, there was a time I figured I hated you more than anybody, but it
occurs to me that I’m not even close. You’re the one that really hates your guts. I mean,
look at yourself. In one week: you bankrupt Luthor’s company. You try to frame me—
which, by the way, seems to have honked off Bruce and Azrael ten times more than it
did me, and I’m plenty pissed. You put a hit out on Eddie and, as anybody will tell
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you, fucking with my friends is a quicker route to blood loss than prancing around
town in a catsuit you don’t have the figure for. And now, to top it all off, you start
screwing Daddy’s #1 man in Gotham. ‘Death wish’ does not begin to cover it, this is
The Rube Goldberg Suicide Machine. Ten thousand years of human history, nobody
has ever devised a more convoluted Dadaesque way to kill themselves… And I’m
totally wasting my breath here, aren’t I.”
“Are you quite through, she-cat?” she asked with a raised eyebrow.
I sighed.
“So this is what Bruce was bashing his head against for years, hm? No wonder the
mere sight of you gives him a headache. No, I’m not quite done yet. Because your
crowd is bad enough when you’re gunning for the rest of the world. But seeing one of
you turn all that destructive creativity on yourself, that isn’t nearly as entertaining as I
would have thought. It’s embarrassing is what it is. You’re an embarrassment to—”
“Let me save you some time,” she interrupted coolly. “I have already had a number
of women tell me what an EMBARRASSMENT I am. How I am a DISGRACE, and
have lowered the ceiling, and set back the cause, and betrayed the sisterhood, and
DISEMPOWERED all our daughters for DECADES TO COME!!!”
Well, she started off cool, but by the time she was betraying the sisterhood, she had
worked back up to a shriek. I had a hunch why that might be. Dinner with Greg
Brady = dinner in a Gotham restaurant, and I was at D’Annunzio’s recently enough to
know what the ladies who lunch were saying about Talia when she wasn’t in the room.
“This was at the restaurant last night?” I asked quietly.
“Yes. In the powder room.”
“The ladies can be vicious,” I probed.
“Quite.”
Her tone was crisp, controlled… and very unconvincing. They really got to her.
“At least with you, vermin slut though you are,” she announced, “I know the nature
of your grievance. You covet the man whose heart will always be mine. But these
women, I did nothing to them. They… may have suffered some small financial
reversals as a result of the LexCorp situation, nothing more. The same was true of their
husbands, but the comments of the men in the dining room were nothing compared to
the wanton venomous attacks of those women—”
I couldn’t help but laugh, not as I had at our first meeting to belittle her overblown
pride, but from genuine amusement. Talia al Ghul was one of the great comic
creations. What made it funnier still is that she thought she was a tragic queen: Juliet,
Medea and Helen of Troy rolled into one, with a spritz of Chanel No.5.
“What you did to them, Talia,” I explained briefly, though I doubted she could ever
understand, “is this: you got in. You got into the boys club. And there would be
jealousy from that no matter what. But here’s where you really messed up: You
failed. They let you in, and you screwed it up. That’s where all the resentment is
coming from. You proved all the gender crap right.”
“You believe this to be so?”
“Yes. Given what they know of you, that is the reason they hate you.”
“I see.”
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She glared at me with pure loathing and I glared back. We both felt the need to
clarify that ninety seconds of (comparatively) civil conversation didn’t make us friends.
“Now if they knew you better,” I added quickly, “they would have a whole different
list of reasons to hate you.”
“You will never have him,” she declared, Helen of Troy in her big scene.
“Goodbye, Talia,” I said sweetly, standing to go. “I’m sorry you’re so needy and
desperate for validation that you have to invent a romance where it doesn’t exist.”
I went to the door and opened it.
“I’m sorry your life is so completely pathetic and devoid of substance that you
require a man to be the scaffold for every thought and impulse of your being.”
I left and turned for the parting shot—happy to be back on catfighting terms with the
demonspawn and happier still that nobody had to get wet.
“Nevertheless, my pity for your dismal non-self notwithstanding, Bruce is still too
busy to waste his time carrying the dead weight of your soul. He’s doing more
important things, like breathing.”

After the episode with Whiskers sneaking into the cave, Bruce thought it best to
examine the feline contents of Riddler’s package in the study rather than taking it
down to the Batcave as he would to analyze any other potential evidence.
Technically it was addressed to Selina, but he saw no reason to delay on that score.
The box obviously contained a live cat… Well, “obvious” was never something you
took on faith where the Riddler was concerned. Nigma had been known to outfit a
baby carriage with a recording of a crying baby and enough explosives to put a hole in
the world. But a close examination of the box for tripwires and other traps, and a
closer inspection of the contents through the holes, only revealed little patches of tan
and black fur inside moving in perfect sync with the plaintive mewling, leading
Batman’s final conclusion to confirm Bruce’s first observation: the box obviously
contained a live cat. Opening it at once would be the logical way to proceed even if it
wasn’t from a known felon, known to be active at the moment, and known to be
pursuing a cat-theme… Still, for all that was “known,” Bruce couldn’t help but feel
those meowing question marks were mocking him.
He used a letter opener from the desk to carefully pry open the top. A chubby furry
face—black, white and tan, with pale yellow eyes and a pink nose—looked up at him.
He glared down at it. It meowed back.
The meow was slightly less troublesome coming from the cat than from the riddling
box… Slightly. But not much. He had an urge to interrogate the little beast, which
was, of course, ridiculous. Just having the thought made him feel ridiculous.
Fortunately, at that moment, he heard the front door open and a cat he could press for
answers clip-clipped across the foyer.
“Selina, would you step in here a moment?” he called.
Clip-clip-clip and she appeared in the doorway.
“Meow,” she said.
“Meow,” the cat answered.
“Yeah, meow,” Bruce grumbled. “Look at this. We’ve got trouble.”
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“Oh, look at you, aren’t you the sweetest little thing,” Selina cooed, ignoring Bruce
entirely and fussing over the cat. “Where did you come from, you little ragamuffin?”
She saw the cat’s tag before the box. “Flummox,” she read. Then she bit her lip.
“Somebody named you Flummox? Oh lord.” She looked up at Bruce, who was now
holding the box up for her to see. “Eddie,” she said flatly.
“Obviously,” he graveled. It was Batman’s voice, she noticed immediately, and
bristled.
“Just like you to go jumping right into Bat-mode without stopping to consider there
might be a perfectly natural—oh, but wait, you do have a reason don’t you. There’s
that riddle you never told me about.”
“How did you know about that?” he asked coldly.
“Does it matter? I didn’t find out from you.”
“This isn’t the time to go into it.”
“It’s NOT?!? We got a question mark cat here called Flummox, if this ISN’T the time
to talk about the Catwoman riddle, I can only guess you’re waiting for ‘Tell-yourgirlfriend-why-you-didn’t-mention-the-riddle-and-goggle-picture Day.’”
He stared for a long moment—not at her, but at the cat.
“That first riddle did hint that a Catwoman clue would be next,” he murmured,
clearly ignoring her question and moving on to bat-business. “It’s overdue, in fact.
And now this shows up. But why send it to you? Unless I’m supposed to know that
it’s overdue and go looking for it. It’s a new twist, getting the Catwoman clue from
Catwoman, maybe that’s what was meant all along. He knows you’re with Bruce
Wayne now, but could still be playing ‘Bat and Mouse’ games on the side, so…”
“Bruce, could we put the crimefighter in the box for five blessed minutes and talk
about this? This is relationship, not crime. Pointy ears does not handle relationship,
remember, because he sucks at it.”
“I’m trying to keep you from becoming Nigma’s next target here.”
“Eddie’s not going to make me a target of anything. Leave him out of this, leave the
cat, leave the bat, just you and me, 5’s a crowd… You’re not even listening to me.”
“There is another possibility.”
“Yeah, there’s the possibility Greg Brady is the secret mastermind behind this whole
thing, playing all sides against the middle so he can run off with the demonspawn.
Can’t believe that didn’t occur to you, day one.”
“Selina. There’s the possibility… that Riddler knows?”
She sucked in her breath and looked down at the cat, then up at Bruce again.
“No. He couldn’t. Could he?”
“It’s a prospect I’m forced to consider from time to time. Usually I can dismiss it
pretty easily. This time I’m not so sure. He’s sending clues to the house—and for some
reason, Talia wanted him killed.”
Selina started examining the cat with more interest, then turned her attention to the
box. “There’s a note in here. Did you see this?”
Bruce was instantly at her elbow. “I hadn’t. I’d only opened it when you came in.”
Selina skimmed quickly. “Straightforward. Says he picked up the cat in an alley by
the Parkview Hotel—that’s where she’s staying all right, it all fits together, we know he
was there.”
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“We’re not a shelter,” Bruce spat. “That’s not even a plausible cover story.”
“He doesn’t need ‘a plausible cover story’; he’s a friend, it’s a cat…”
“We are not an animal shelter.”
“It doesn’t mean I wouldn’t know anybody that might want a cat.”
Bruce gave a thoughtful look that slowly morphed into a disquieting smile. “Yes,
that’s true.”

The real Catwoman’s entry into The Parker Exchange was accomplished in half the
time as the impostor’s and with far greater efficiency. She had installed videoloops
onto the surveillance cameras and gassed the guards within moments of her arrival,
preempting the possibility of visual evidence or unwanted interruptions of the events
to unfold.
Unlike the impostor, she wasted no time attempting to dismantle the alarms in the
display base for the Kimberly Canary, eighth largest yellow diamond in the world. She
merely took a claw and etched a large question mark into the Lucite case, followed by
an arrow pointing to the left. Then she made herself comfortable in the darkened
alcove where the arrow pointed… and waited.
An hour later, she had the opportunity of observing Riddler’s arrival at a crime scene
for the second time in her professional career. The first was when she’d just returned
to Gotham, a simple cat burglar without a costume or moniker. It was that chance
encounter with Edward Nigma that nudged her along to becoming Catwoman1. His
manner now was just as cocky as it had been that night… IDing the electric eyes,
circumventing the pressure panels… right up until he reached the case and saw her
love note etched into the glass. He turned slowly in the direction of the arrow.
“You still strut,” the darkened alcove observed in Catwoman’s voice. “Nobody to
see, you know. I nixed the cameras.”
“Clever kitty,” he remarked dryly. “But you’re here. That’s audience enough, but
not the one I was expecting.”
Catwoman leaned forward into the light.
“Bad form, Eddie. Not starting off with a question? For shame. Allow me: What do
you think you’re doing, Edward?”
“What do you think I’m doing, ‘Lina?”
Selina raised an eyebrow beneath the mask.
“It looks a lot like you’re trying to make trouble for me—and I’m just wondering why
that might be.” She rubbed the claws of her right thumb and index finger together
thoughtfully.
“And how could I, a humble hobbyist in the ancient art of posing puzzles, make
mischief for you, my favorite feline?”
“You’re not ‘humble,’ Eddie, but we’re making allowances for alliteration, yes?”
He turned his attention back to the case and traced the question mark scratched into
its surface thoughtfully, then looked back towards Catwoman.
“A riddle for you, Selina. Why are such good friends as we sparring with words?
Are we… jockeying for position? Sizing up… an opponent?”
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She laughed. “Don’t be ridiculous, Eddie. We both know if it came down to it, I
could kick your ass. And since neither of us wants that outcome, there’s no reason for
it to occur, now is there?”
“Touché. And the duel continues. Which brings us back to the original question:
why are we dueling at all?”
“Why did you send me that cat?”
“Do you have to ask?”
Catwoman glared and took a step forward.
“This isn’t a parlor game, Eddie. This isn’t who can answer the most questions with
a question.”
“Why are you here, Selina?”
“Why do you think?! Because I already have two cats and that’s quite enough for one
lap. So I gave that adorable little furball you sent me to Dick and Barbara. Dick and
Barbara GRAYSON, Eddie. Bludhaven PD and the goddamn commissioner’s
daughter. The ones that look at me funny at every family dinner wondering what the
wily cat is up to…”
“Oh come off it, ‘Lina, you were a bridesmaid at their wedding.”
“Yes, and the ruffles made my ass look big. You think any of that matters to cops
and copspawn?”
Nigma bit his lip thoughtfully.
“So Grayson knew a cat-riddle was due and turned Flummox over to be inspected,
that’s what I’m supposed to believe, eh? And then what? Bats finds the next key in the
collar, and instead of coming by himself, he sends YOU to stop me?!? I don’t think so,
‘Lina. I don’t think that’s likely at all.”
“Eddie, you’re ranting. Do stop, it’s unattractive. Do you really think I would let
them see the real collar once I knew something was hidden in it? I’m the one that
found your little clue that spelled out ‘canary,’ and that’s why I’m here. I don’t know
why I’m ‘not the audience you were expecting,’ you sent me the thing.”
“Y-yes,” Nigma answered, chewing on this new idea. “I suppose I did… in a way.”
An idea that hadn’t occurred to him was always suspect. “Grayson really doesn’t trust
you?”
“No. Of course not. He assumes I’m after Bruce’s money.”
Nigma watched his friend critically. “Yes, of course. The money. Why else would
you possibly be interested in a man like Bruce Wayne.”
Selina met his gaze levelly. “Careful, Eddie.”
“I mean it, Selina, what else could possibly attract you to that simpering… airhead…
fop.”
“You better not be suggesting what I think you are.”
“Course not, ‘Lina, there’s a rule against that, isn’t there.”
She said nothing, and Nigma continued.
“Thou shalt not insinuate… about the cat… and the…”
He never finished the sentence. The room was silent except for the faint vibration of
a stagnant alarm system… joined a few moments later by the soft hum of a distant air
conditioner… and finally a siren blocks away.
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“If it were true,” Selina said finally, “Then Hugo is right. Hugo got there first. Hugo
Strange, Eddie. Hugo figured it out before the great Edward Nigma. If you go to bed
every night for the rest of your life telling yourself that you worked it out by virtue of
that magnificent brain and all Strange did was stumble onto it like a drunken fratboy
into a dumpster, then maybe, just maybe, you’ll manage to convince yourself before
you die. But make your little theory public, you’ll never convince the rest of the
world. All of them, Joker, Harley, Doris—Batman himself—everybody, will know Hugo
got there first.”
“What an interesting conundrum you place before me, Kittycat.”
“Not really. Like I said, that’s all ‘if it were true.’ There are eight billion—and one—
other reasons I could be with Bruce.”
“Eight billion following a dollar sign. That’s not your style, ‘Lina.”
“No it’s not. That just leaves one, doesn’t it.”
“I see. All right, well… I guess that’s that. Only leaves one more question, so riddle
me this, Kitty: How hard are you going to make it for me to leave with that pretty,
pricey, yellow rock?”

Four blocks from the Parker Exchange, the Batmobile sat well concealed in a
shadowy midtown loading dock. Batman sat within, waiting… waiting… staring like a
man hypnotized at a small console displaying a grid of the city… waiting…
At last, the little blip, a nanite transmitter embedded on the Kimberly Canary,
quivered. It did nothing more but vibrate in place for ten seconds or so… it was in
motion, Batman knew, but hadn’t moved far enough to change position on the grid.
After interminable seconds, it jumped to a box to the right and then continued its
stationary vibration… ten seconds more and it jumped again.
In contrast to the diamond’s painful slowness, Batman’s heartbeat raced. The
diamond in motion meant Selina had finished her little… chat with Nigma. How he
hated the thought of it, of any of them alone with one of his enemies. He would be
tense, certainly, if it was Dick or Tim confronting Scarecrow on their own or Cassie or
Stephanie alone with Clayface. But it was worse with Selina and Eddie—simply
because she wasn’t in danger. That had been her position when they discussed it:
Eddie was her friend, and whatever might go down, they would never really hurt each
other. Bruce had insisted otherwise, every fiber of his being resisted such reckless
complacency, especially with one of the most formidable rogues. But in his heart, in
the privacy of his own mind, he would admit she was probably right. And that made it
so much worse. It underscored the divide between them. Riddler, the criminal, his
nemesis, was Eddie, her friend, that wouldn’t hurt her.
It wasn’t a thought he liked dwelling on, and he willed the damnable little blip to
make its way down the grid so Batman could get on with chasing down that criminal
scourge and pounding his fist into that smug, riddling face. At last, the little yellow
circle complied and the Batmobile eased into motion.
Ten minutes later, Batman scrutinized the building where the stolen diamond had
been taken. It didn’t look like a typical hideout, and a quick sweep with the infrared
confirmed that the closed businesses on the ground level were as unoccupied as they
appeared. There was a light on in the room above, and Batman approached the
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window cautiously. Peering inside, he saw the diamond was in plain sight—an
obvious trap—sitting there, two chairs positioned around the table where it lay. The
chair nearest the window was turned out slightly like an invitation.
“What did the wolf say when he coughed up a sheep that didn’t agree with him?”
Batman said nothing, and Nigma waved for him to come inside.
“I’ve been expecting ewe.”
Batman glanced around the room with cautious eyes long attuned to the subtlest
signs of rigged windows, electric eyes, and other accoutrements of gimmicked
hideouts. Reasonably satisfied that there was no trap about to close on him, he crawled
through the window—but pointedly ignored the proffered chair. He stood, but Nigma
sat, then leaned back in the chair, making a show of his ease.
“That diamond is stolen. I’m taking you down.”
“I don’t think you can do that, Bruce,” Nigma answered conversationally. “No, I
really don’t see how you can go shipping me off to Arkham now. Not with what I
know. No telling who I might talk to in a place like that, now is there?”
Batman’s face betrayed nothing. He knew, of all his enemies, the one most likely to
one day penetrate his secret was the one who saw it as a riddle (“Who is under the
Batman’s mask?”), had a compulsion to solve riddles, and the intelligence to do so. He
long knew this was a possibility, and had long ago constructed protocols should it
occur.
“What time is it when an elephant sits on a fence?” Batman asked flatly2.
“Time to get a new fence,” Nigma answered suspiciously. “Everyone knows that
one. It’s worthless.”
“That’s why I have nothing to fear from you. Your compulsion. A riddle everyone
knows the answer to is ‘worthless.’”
Nigma lowered his eyes, raised a finger as if he’d thought of a loophole, then
lowered both his finger and his eyes together as if they were connected by an invisible
string.
“You know,” he said, resuming the conversational tone with which he’d begun,
“That really is most disappointing.”
Batman took the diamond from the table and turned back towards the window with
a frightening economy of movement, the cape swooshing dramatically around a body
that seemed removed from any physical exertion.
“You’ll get over it,” he graveled, stepping towards the window.
“Not that!” Nigma exploded, surprising Batman so much that he spun back to face
his adversary, pivoting automatically into a defensive stance. But Nigma still sat,
unmoving. There was no attack to defend against. Nigma merely looked rather…
hurt? “One imagined you would have some bit of intellectual bait-and-switch ready to
keep the big secret under wraps, old boy. So did the kitten.” He spat the last words
with disgust. “Hers was better, by the way. ‘Cept neither one of you went for the most
convincing argument of all. Neither one of you said, ‘Hey, telling the world would
have a really serious impact on Selina’s life and not for the better. Do I really want to
do that to her?’ That angle doesn’t occur to anybody but me? And I’m the one with a
compulsion? I don’t think so! Hugo Strange and elephant sits on fence, that’s what the
brain trust at the manor comes up with. Worthless riddle? I’ll tell you a worthless
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riddle: What profits a man if he solveth the puzzle of puzzles but doesn’t know who
his friends are? Chew on that one a while. Bruce.”
Bruce grunted, in true bat fashion, considering those words for a moment, and
Nigma’s chest swelled a bit as he mentally awarded himself the first point on this new
gameboard.
“Then you riddle me this, Edward,” Batman finally countered, “When does a friend
stop being a friend? When he uses you to get to his enemies.” Then, added more as a
declaration than a request: “No more clues to the manor, addressed to Selina. Ever.”
Eddie glanced down at the table, twinging slightly at the rebuke but having that
same I-don’t-take-orders-from-flying-rodents reaction that Selina always did. When he
glanced back up to respond, the room was empty.
He expelled the deep breath he didn’t realize he’d been holding.
“Riddle me this, riddle me that,” he mumbled, getting up from the table and
straightening the knickknacks around the room as if tidying up for the night, “tit for
tat, bat and cat, flying rat… wink at… combat… play at… splat.” He nodded, satisfied,
then switched off the light. “Still plenty of material to work with, old boy… Brass
hat… bridle at… wrestling mat…”
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CHAPTER 10: EVOLUTION
DEATH MAIDENS CLAIM RA’S AL GHUL
Dateline Birgunj: Ecoterrorist Ra’s al Ghul (whose name means “Flower of the
Prophet”) is believed dead following a bloody coup d’etat led by his own family
members. Stabbed to death at his summer home in the hills overlooking Birgunj, the
enigmatic al Ghul was rumored to have fathered numerous children at Woodstock and
other notorious “Love ins” in the 1960s …
Bruce had read the preposterous article twice. He skimmed the headline and
opening paragraph one final time before setting down the Gotham Post with a wry liptwitch, then he poured a small amount of milk into his coffee, stirred, and tasted it.
Across the table, Selina eyed him suspiciously. “No grunts?” she observed
skeptically. “Luthor’s resignation got six. Torching the cadaver like a marshmallow on
a stick doesn’t rate any kind of grumbly vocal acknowledgment?”
Bruce’s lip spasmed markedly. “The Times’s meticulously professional coverage of
Luthor’s resignation—which actually occurred—did have consequences worth
considering. The Post trying to pass off this fever dream of a supermarket psychic as
news…” His lip twitched again, and then morphed into one of the more charming
foppish grins, “…not so much.” He winked and sipped his coffee.
Selina continued to stare while Bruce looked through the small stack of morning
newspapers, setting aside the discarded Post, bypassing the Times and Daily Planet,
and settling at last on the Wall Street Journal.
“Was that a smile?” she asked incredulously as the shock wore off and she regained
control of her tongue.
Bruce thumbed through his Journal, evidently looking for a particular article. “As
for burning him,” he remarked conversationally into his newspaper without looking
up at her, “I don’t think so. A funeral pyre might be fine for grand opera, the last act of
Siegfried or whatever, but Ra’s is 1500 years old… I don’t even want to think about
what the insides might smell like.”
She raised an eyebrow doubtfully, which Bruce didn’t appear to notice.
“It’s the Post, Selina,” he said lightly, turning the paper back on itself once he found
what he was searching for, “Even by the standards of a tabloid that once reported the
death of a Soviet head of state with the headline ‘DEADSKI REDSKI,’ this story is
absurd. I don’t know why they don’t just reuse an old obituary like most papers do
since, you know, he keeps dying.”
Bruce held up his newspaper, leaving Selina to stare at a front page article on Wayne
Tech’s acquisition of several former LexCorp subsidiaries and the consequent
salvaging of 40,000 jobs. She gave the word “Wayne” the full benefit of her hardest catglare, but it had little effect on the figure behind the newsprint. The silence went on for
several minutes as Bruce read whatever article he was looking at and Selina stared
ineffectually at the back of his paper. When she got tired of this, she picked up the
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day’s menus, left beside her place at the table, and pretended to read them. This was a
contest of wills and she didn’t mean to lose.
“So when do I get a look at these cat powers?” Bruce asked lightly from behind the
paper.
“That does it!” Selina caved, “What the hell is going on with you?”
Bruce lowered his newspaper and blinked up at her, startled by the reaction.
“What?” he asked in genuine surprise.
“Cheerful. Smiling. Joke! At least it better have been a joke.”
“Oh. Sorry,” he said simply. “You’ve been saying all this time how ridiculous the
tabloids have gotten—and how I go overboard anytime Ra’s is mentioned—that I
shouldn’t take it all so seriously…” As he spoke, he underwent that bat-mode density
shift and then grunted. Selina stared again, more confused than ever, and Bruce set the
newspaper aside thoughtfully. “We should talk,” he graveled, “You were asleep when
I got in last night.”
“Actually, I wasn’t. I just curled up because I didn’t want to deal with it anymore. I
figured it would wait until morning. So… You talked to Eddie.”
Bruce grunted the affirmative.
“How screwed are we?” Selina asked frankly.
“He’ll keep quiet. He knows something none of the rest of them do. That will
appeal to his sense of superiority.”
“So the ‘worthless riddle’ angle worked?”
“Yes… Yes, but…” he trailed off.
“Uh oh. ‘Yes, but,’ you can’t leave it at that. What’s ‘Yes, but?’”
“Nigma will keep quiet because of his compulsion. But that’s not the reason he
gave. He claims that—you know how you had said you and he wouldn’t hurt each
other—he says he’ll keep it to himself because making my identity public would
adversely affect you.”
“How very clinically you put that,” Selina observed, “Like one of those tech stocks in
the Journal reacting to the LexCorp buyout.”
Waves of crimefighter disapproval pulsed across the breakfast table like it was
Cartier’s rooftop.
“Don’t look at me like that, Dark Knight; you’re curdling the milk,” Selina chided,
picking up the cream pitcher with a feline smirk, “I went to see Jean Paul, as you
requested.”
“Don’t change the subject,” Bruce ordered, still decidedly in rooftop mode.
“I’m not,” Selina replied with a smile, which was certainly not her usual response to
a bat-order. “I went to see Pheromones, even though I can’t stand him, because you
asked me to. And I am forced to admit that underneath the bat-impostor that I always
detested and always will, there is actually a human being inside Jean Paul Valley.”
“So what? You want me to acknowledge a human side to Riddler? You want me to
consider the possibility that he’s learned this incredibly valuable secret, and even
though he’s a villain and a rogue and a criminal, he’s just going to sit on it because
revealing it would hurt a friend and destroy a friendship?”
“That’s the general idea, yes.”
“No. It’s too sane and too normal and—”
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“And too human. And it involves a sensitivity toward others’ feelings that you
would prefer never to associate with any of them.”
“Selina… don’t. If I bend that far, I’ll… I have to maintain a certain level of
detachment in order to… do what I do.”
There was a lengthy pause.
“Well I’ve never been a big fan of your ‘detachment,’” she reminded him crisply,
“But I can understand what you’re saying. I went to see Talia yesterday too while I
was in town. I was quite the social butterfly yesterday.”
“So it seems. Is this also ‘not changing the subject?’”
“It is. The demonspawn and I drifted into uncomfortably non-hostile waters for a
few seconds.”
“Oh?”
“Neither of us liked it much. We snapped right back into scratch and hiss form as
soon as we possibly could. The thing is, Bruce, I don’t think you and Eddie are going
to have that option.”
“Neither do I,” Bruce admitted, massaging the bridge of his nose. “Why did he have
to—Damnit. The protocol worked, Selina, just like I always knew it would. Riddler’s
compulsion makes it impossible for him to tell; it would devalue the currency. Right
now, he’s got the answer to the ultimate riddle in his pocket. But if he makes it known,
he’s got nothing. It’s that simple. Why did he have to… Why did he have to pretend
it’s anything more than that? Why did he have to drag you into it that way?”
“Lot of question marks there, Stud,” Selina observed, sipping her coffee.
Bruce glared.
“Do you want the answer you’ll like, or do you want the truth?” she asked.
“I’m curious to know what, in your view, is ‘the answer I’ll like.’”
“Ego. He wanted the last word and it was something to say.”
“And the real answer, in your opinion, is?”
“You’re not going to like it,” Selina reminded him.
“Deceiving myself is not a luxury I can afford, Selina. It’s too dangerous in this life.”
She nodded and took a deep breath.
“Okay, you asked for it, here goes: Eddie made it personal because it is. He’s in the
same boat as you, in a way. You’ve got a face for him now and a name and a
girlfriend. You just became a person. And he doesn’t like that development any more
than you do.”
“You’re wrong.”
“I know a little something about learning the name of the man in the mask, Bruce.
I’m not wrong.”
Bruce said nothing.
“It could be a lot worse,” Selina observed. “Ra’s could be dead. You could have had
to torch him like a marshmallow on a stick, found out what the insides smell like after
1500 years. And by the way: Ew! Not the image I want while I’m trying to have
breakfast.”
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Ubu stood at the door to Ra’s al Ghul’s bedchamber, along with the messenger who
delivered the fax from Metropolis, and the guard who insured the document was not
tampered with while it was walked down the corridor from the communications
center. They waited in tense silence while, inside, The Demon’s Head read the
American newspaper’s account of his death.
Sitting up in his bed, Ra’s had read the article through six times before satisfying
himself that he was not misunderstanding the text. He was well-versed in English,
more so than any of his men, but the jargon of those decadent Americans changed so
rapidly. And of course there was danger in taking any report from Ulstarn at face
value, the man was so excitable—not to mention paranoid. Ra’s was indeed reluctant
to take this report seriously simply because Ulstarn had been the first to send it.
But after six readings, Ra’s was forced to conclude the outrageous story was every
bit as libelous, treacherous and insulting as Ulstarn had said.
First, there was this artist’s rendering of his Imperial Person that made him look
quite dead even though it was meant to represent him before his demise. Ra’s would
have been most grievously insulted by this affront (and ordered the artist assassinated
as Ulstarn suggested) had he not noticed that all the other persons depicted by this
same artist looked equally bereft of life.
Then there was that business about Woodstock again. Where do they get such
notions?!? As if the great Ra’s al Ghul would sully his person with Western
depravity—besides which, The Demon’s Head does not urinate in a field! And this
was to have been Talia’s conception. What effrontery. His offspring was conceived in
the traditional manner of the Chinese Imperial heirs, with Ra’s visiting all of his
concubines in turn, in order of their rank, at precise intervals dictated by the Imperial
time-keepers, building himself up, until finally it was time to consort with his official
wife when the stars were in perfect alignment. And if Melisande had done her job and
delivered him up a male like she was supposed to, the process would have yielded the
most favorable characteristics in the offspring worthy to be called al Ghul.
And instead, what did he get for his trouble? “DEATH MAIDENS CLAIM RA’S AL
GHUL” He was to have been murdered by his own daughter! Oh, not his real
daughter, perish the thought, but this invented one. This Nyssa. How typically
passive-aggressive of Talia, for Ra’s had no doubt it was she who planted this
outrageous story. Who else could it be? And what was this extra daughter he’s
suddenly presented with if not the return of Talia’s imaginary friend from childhood,
the one who had all the ideas about sneaking into the kitchens and sampling the
sweets. Her ideas had now expanded to murdering him and assuming the title of Ra’s
al Ghul for herself. This story was a threat, nothing more or less, a treasonous threat,
delivered in a cowardly passive-aggressive manner that was pure Talia.
“Ubu!” Ra’s called out, calmly but with a volume to make himself heard through the
heavy wooden door, “Ubu, kindly locate my daughter wherever she may be—I believe
that Ulstarn can provide you with her present domicile, even though her tenure at
LexCorp is (predictably) ended in disgrace, he will know where she was heading when
she left Metropolis—and tell her it is My Will that she present herself in the Imperial
Presence at her earliest convenience.”
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Selina’s remarks about Batman and Riddler being forced to recognize the other’s
humanity spurred Bruce on to complete the Zogger rebuild that afternoon. He itched
to try it out. It was gratifying, pounding all the ambiguities into a crisp squaluch of
flesh against canvas, skrechhk flesh against wood, smaurrk flesh against metal… The
gnawing doubts about seeing the humanity in a criminal… of seeing his own humanity
congealing around the perimeter of the Batman role… it could all be blotted out, if only
for a second, in the sting of fist meeting force field.
It worked. It worked too well. He stayed at it too long, pushing too hard, and he
hadn’t checked the clock when he began. Three hours of intensive Zogger begun in
late afternoon… by the time he switched it off, he was nearing muscle failure in his
upper arms. He cursed himself, glaring at the clock.
Bruce had a scientist’s understanding of physical law. That understanding knew
better, but he allowed himself to hope that his peak physical condition would allow his
muscles to recover in time for patrol. He went through the motions of dinner upstairs
with Selina, a kiss on the cheek, then returning to the cave and the costume vault. He
went through the formality of suiting up—he donned the leggings, the tunic, the boots,
belt and cowl… But the tremor in his triceps as he reached for the cape could not be
ignored.
He had said earlier that deceiving himself was not a luxury he could afford. He was
in this condition because he wanted to blot out thoughts of his own humanity—and the
mortality that went hand and hand with it. Deceiving himself was not a luxury he
could afford. He was a man, his body had limits, his muscles were pushed beyond the
point where he could swing from the Batline. Period.
He informed Oracle, so that Nightwing, Robin, Batgirl and Spoiler could modify
their patrols to accommodate his absence. He briefly considered the Watchtower—if
he could swap monitor duty with whoever was on tonight, he could free up his next
scheduled watch and give that night to Gotham… Except his next scheduled watch
was Third Saturday, the secret poker game… the scheduling acrobatics J’onn went
through each month to keep the players free and keep the non-players from learning of
the event… There was no point in even trying to fiddle with it. So he had the evening
free…
He checked the monitors of the security cameras in the manor, but there was no sign
of Selina. He switched to the camera in the garage and saw her Jaguar was gone. She
had already gone out for her prowl.
He sat back… and waited.

Greg wrapped the napkin around his fingertip and playfully wiped the last trace of
hollandaise sauce off the corner of Talia’s lip. Then he collected her plate and his onto
the breakfast tray and set it outside the door for room service to collect.
He smiled wonderingly to himself as Talia answered the telephone. She really was
something: she really did these things, the stuff you only see in old movies. “The
morning after,” and they had eggs benedict and mimosas from room service. You had
to love that! He imagined a carriage ride in the park was next, or a picnic—or the
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picnic/carriage ride montage—with some snappy bit of ‘60s jazz, while they pointed to
things and laughed.
“Hey, Sweetie,” he started to say, when he noticed she was sitting on the edge of the
bed, telephone still cradled in her hand, staring into space. “Sweetie? Talia? What’s
wrong, Hon?”
She said nothing at first, then looked up bewildered, like a deer in headlights.
“I am summoned,” she murmured, as if it were a death sentence. “I am summoned
to my father at once. The Third Assistant to Ubu delivered the missive personally. I
am to come now.”
“I wouldn’t,” Greg said simply.
“But I am summoned,” Talia repeated, as if perhaps the words weren’t understood
the first time.
“Yeah, I heard. We got that around the Hacienda sometimes too. ‘Come Now’—Just
sayin’, I wouldn’t if it was me.”
“-I- -am- -summoned-,” Talia repeated yet again, hitting each word with equal
emphasis.
“Yeah, I got that,” Greg assured her. “Look, Sweetie, he’s your old man, I’m not
gonna tell you what to do. But if it were Joker saying ‘Come now,’ and he had that
glint in his eye, and it was a Thursday, I’d be walking the hyenas right now, not calling
American Express booking the next flight to Nepal.”
Talia stared unbelieving.
“Wait a few days,” Greg cajoled, “he’ll probably forget all about it.”
Talia continued to stare.
“But even if he doesn’t, it’s better to let him blow his stack now and get there later
once it’s all resetting the trapdoors and sweeping up the broken glass.”
“Not go?” Talia whispered, incredulous.
“Yeah. Miss the message. Go to Atlantic City for a few days. Or camping, I’ll bet
you’ve never in your life been camping, now have you?”
“One does not defy a direct command of The Demon’s Head,” Talia explained,
although she would have thought the concept universally understood.
“Yeah, but, he’s your dad,” Greg pointed out. “Demon’s Head to us; Daddy to you.
You never—what—broke curfew when you were sixteen?”
“To defy my father in the way you suggest is… unthinkable… We would be
fugitives.”
“C’mon, T! It’s not exactly Harrison Ford diving off waterfalls and dodging
trainwrecks for the rest of your life. It’s laying low for a little bit, few days, weeks,
months, whatever, ‘til he cools down. Hey, you said ‘we’—so I’m invited? That’s great.
You’ll love it. Diners, biker bars, it’ll be an adventure.”
“No, that is not what I meant. This is not—”
“When was the last time you had an adventure, Talia?”
This was NOT what Talia had in mind from her new protector. It was also not the
manner in which men implored her to defy her father. It was not… it was not
ANYTHING akin to ANYTHING in her experience.
However…
How-ever…
The barbs of those women in the powder room still stung.
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The words of the vermin slut did as well. A remora in $400 shoes… Just follow the
fin…
She was still glowing from the only sex she’d had in 74 years and the only sex she’d
had ever where the man considered her pleasure part of the equation…
Her father would be furious.
Her father… would be furious.
It was suddenly not the most horrifying idea imaginable.
There was even… there was even… a certain appeal in that thought.
Her father… would be absolutely mad with rage.
“I’ll do it,” she whispered. “I shall go camping with you, Gr’oriBr’di. And I shall
not answer this summons of my father until next Friday!”

Bruce sat in the cave before the cluster of monitors at workstation 3. Catvid-museum
played in a reduced window on Monitor 1 and just beneath it was the feed of Selina in
the morning room a few days before. He had watched them both for an hour, trying to
make sense of it.
Behind him, he heard a faint rustling, Alfred collecting Bruce Wayne’s shirt and
trousers from the costume vault and replacing them with the silk kimono he could
change into when he ‘returned from patrol.’
“Good evening, Alfred,” Bruce called, making his presence known.
There were a few more rustling sounds as Alfred finished what he was doing in the
vault before joining Bruce at the monitors. “Good evening, sir,” he replied at last.
“You’re home quite early. Does one dare to hope you are, for once, satisfied with the
progress of the war on crime?”
Bruce grunted, opting not to explain that he had never gone out at all because he
overexerted himself on Zogger.
For his part, Alfred was less interested in Batman’s early return as he was in that
“Good evening, Alfred.” It might not be an earthshaking event under other
circumstances, but coming from Bruce—in costume, in the cave and at an hour when
Batman was normally out on patrol—it was a clear hint that Bruce wanted to talk. A
glance at Monitor 1 revealed what the subject of that talk was to be.
“A most interesting video montage you are screening this evening, sir.”
“I know,” Bruce murmured, his voice deepened not with Batman’s throaty gravel
but with a slight undertone of guilt. “That’s catvid-museum, earliest footage I have of
her in action. And it’s Selina. Selina is Catwoman. And there she is in the morning
room… sipping her coffee.” He pointed to the second window that showed the feed
from just before Jean Paul’s arrival. “Catwoman sitting at Mom’s desk—Selina
slipping through the electric eyes with the Cézanne painting. It’s the same woman,
then and now. I know that intellectually. There’s something I’m missing somehow.”
He sighed audibly. What was it that haunted him so? …Flopping onto her back with a
tickled grin about that Post story… “I have cat-powers” …humming Rodgers and
Hammerstein while she sat at the desk reading her mail… What was it that unnerved
him about this?
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Movement on Monitor 2 suddenly pulled his attention… It was receiving the feed
from the perimeter cameras.
“She’s back from her ‘prowl,’” he noted, “by her preferred route.”
“Sir?”
“She parks her car in the old carriage house instead of the garage. She has nothing
against keeping it in the garage at other times, right between the Bentley and the
Porsche. But coming back from a prowl, it’s always the carriage house. Watch.” His
lip twitched as he watched the images unfold exactly as he said. “I think it’s because
she likes coming back from a prowl on foot. Maybe she misses that from the city,
rooftop to rooftop to her balcony and home. That’s not possible out here, so she’s
adapted. The carriage house is just far enough to let her stretch her legs after the drive
home, maneuver through the ground security, and take either the spruce tree up to the
bedroom window or else the elm up to the roof to lower herself down to the East
Balcony.”
“Indeed, sir.” Alfred was aware he wasn’t saying much, but he sensed it was a time
to listen.
“She adapted,” Bruce repeated.
She was taking the bedroom route. She seemed to like it better, Bruce noticed, since
she discovered that flaw in the window alarm—a flaw only a master thief would
perceive and only razor sharp cat claws could exploit. He glanced back to the museum
video… That flaw had been in place much longer than she knew.
Movement flickered on Monitor 3, the interior of their bedroom. Almost in sync, the
Catwoman of the past entered the darkened museum on Monitor 1 as the Cat of the
present padded into their darkened bedroom on Monitor 3. She left the lights off, even
though it must seem as if she had beaten him home… she peeled off her costume and
kicked it under the bed, then disappeared off the screen in the direction of the shower.
This was her routine he was watching. Her routine in his house.
He looked back towards the tape of her in the morning room, then up at Alfred.
“She’s growing beyond that aggressive, almost paranoid, protection of her
independence,” he said, repeating his thought from earlier in the week, “She’s seeing
that a life here doesn’t have to threaten it. She’s… evolving.”
“Everyone does, sir,” Alfred said softly. “Such changes are a natural part of life.”
“It opens up possibilities,” Bruce said flatly. He did not sound happy about the fact.
“Indeed, sir,” Alfred agreed. “One possibility in particular. That too is a natural part
of life.”
Bruce’s eyes flashed angrily at the words. It was a flash Alfred hadn’t seen in years,
not since Bruce was a teenager.
“When Clark launched his harebrained matchmaking scheme,” Bruce said tersely, “I
shut him down because I knew, even if down-home cliché says otherwise, that it would
have been a mistake. Both Selina and I are happy with what we have, and I am not
about to jeopardize that with a push towards something neither of us are ready for.”
“And this gradual change in Miss Selina, sir, would seem to indicate that may not be
the case forever.”
Bruce looked down, considering the words… they gave weight and substance to an
idea he had not been able to put into words, an idea that had been fluttering around at
the corners of his consciousness, vaguely unnerving him from the shadows.
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“If she really did come around to the point where she was ready for that step…” he
began hesitantly. Then what? That shifted the question to him. And he wasn’t at all
sure how he felt about that.
“Master Bruce, it is not at all atypical for bachelors of a certain age and stature in the
world to resist any sort of entanglement that could—”
“I’m not a typical 30-something bachelor, Alfred,” Bruce interrupted. “I’m not
worried about losing my independence. I’m not afraid of becoming ‘Mr. Selina Kyle,’
that she’s going to start deciding how we live, where we go, or who we see socially.
Come on, get real. And it’s not my ‘stature,’ either. An ugly public breakup and 8figure divorce settlement, that’s the nightmare for rich men without secret identities…”
He sighed again and again looked at the monitor looping the catvid. “There is no
prenup for taking off the mask with a woman you’d once… and I crossed that line a
long time ago.”
“It’s nearly two years, sir, since you brought Miss Selina back with you from that
getaway.”
“Yeah, the one you tricked me into taking. We’ve never talked about that, by the
way.”
Alfred coughed. “I’m sure I don’t know what you mean, sir. It was a simple
miscommunication about Master Dick’s intentions with respect to your Father’s Day
gift.”
“Save it,” Bruce said with a rare smile. “We never have talked about it, Alfred.
What did you make of it, when I brought her back to the house? You knew she had
gone away with ‘Batman.’”
“I was surprised, Master Bruce, though hardly displeased. I was unaware your
connection with the lady was that far along.”
“Yeah,” Bruce laughed, “Neither was I. All of a sudden, I just… The roles had been
shifting for a while, we weren’t exactly ‘Batman’ and ‘Catwoman’ with each other
anymore, but… you still don’t quite realize until… All of a sudden, I just heard myself
saying it… ‘My name is Bruce’…”
“As I said before, sir, evolution is a natural part of life. For everyone.”
Neither man spoke. The two videos loops continued replaying the images of the past
while the two live feeds from the present slipped into idle, awaiting movement…
Bruce looked at each in turn, then looked back at his mentor and confidant, his eyes
straining with emotion.
“I can’t marry her, Alfred.”
“Master Bruce,” Alfred said gently, “Miss Selina already shares your home, your
secrets, your bed, and most importantly, sir, your heart. As you have said, you bound
yourself to her with far greater finality when you revealed your identity than you
would in any ceremony. And, as you have also said, your… qualms… about
formalizing the arrangement that already exists are not the usual ones. They are, as
they must be for any man, unique to your own past and circumstances. One is
therefore impelled to ask you, sir, what you believe them to be?”
“It’s complicated.”
“Undoubtedly, sir. But not much of an answer.”
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Bruce’s eyes flashed angrily again. Alfred was the only man alive who could
challenge him this way. On the grand scale, Bruce was grateful for that, but at
moments like, this he resented it bitterly.
“Contingencies,” Bruce answered at last. “The tighter the knot, the harder to…
extricate yourself if—”
“You have already dismissed that idea, sir. You said the divorce concerns of
ordinary men of means were not—”
“OKAY, okay, yes—and no. Our lives aren’t normal, Alfred, our careers aren’t
normal. There’s nothing to be gained by trying to hammer them into a ‘normal’
relationship. I told her that at the very beginning. So why start messing with it now?
The tighter the knot, the… forget it.”
“The tighter the knot, Master Bruce, the more of you it would rip out if it were torn
away. And if I may observe, sir, that is the third time in the course of this brief
conversation your eyes have flashed in anger. The last time I saw that particular flash
was when you were 17 and asked to usher at your cousin’s wedding. I venture to say,
sir, that you have a certain aversion to the institution of marriage and have had for
some considerable time before your life become other than ‘normal.’ And you would
do well, sir, to investigate those feelings honestly rather than—”
“Dressing them up in a bat-suit?”
Alfred nodded. It wasn’t an expression he himself would have come up with, but it
was apt—and what’s more, it was the kind of thing Selina might say.
“We’re already so close,” Bruce murmured, “closer than is prudent, probably. I’ve let
her… make me happy. If that were taken away, if she were… I don’t think I can
expose myself that way, Alfred.”
“Master Bruce, I am sure that you could find those who would say that, despite your
best efforts, you already have.”
Bruce stared at him in silence. “What, then? I should call it off now? It’s… No…
It’s—already too late?”
“On the contrary, sir. I merely mention it to point out that even with that ‘exposure,’
you have still managed to remain happy…”
Bruce began massaging his temples as Alfred went on talking. Damn her. If she’d
just stayed where she was… as long as she wasn’t ready, he shouldn’t have to deal
with any of these questions. Damn her.
“…If I may be so bold, sir, it appears to me that the question isn’t whether or not you
feel—”
“Enough, Alfred,” Bruce cut him off, “that’s all I can take right now. Let’s just drop
it… Damn her…”
“Sir?”
“LET’S JUST DROP IT, ALFRED! Enough. I don’t want to get into this any further.
Not now. It gets to be too much talk and talk about—I don’t even know what
anymore! Maybe for me marriage will always equal ‘dead in an alley.’” Bruce stopped
short, sickened and shocked at the harshness of his words. He had no idea where they
had come from.
He looked up at Alfred, expecting an equally appalled look of astonishment.
Instead, Alfred seemed almost content.
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“It’s nothing you need come to terms with tonight, Master Bruce,” he said calmly,
picking up an empty coffee mug from the desk. “As you say, the lady isn’t ready. Yet.”
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Harley Quinn watched the digital timer counting down, second by second…
It was almost time.
30 seconds.
She struck the match. 29…
Touched it to the wick. 28…
Watched the flame dance. 27…
♫ Happy Birthday to me… 22…
♫ Happy Birthday to me… 16…
♫ Happy Birthday, Dear Harleen… 8…
♫ Happy Birthday to me… 2… 1… Midnight.
Harley blew out the candle, wiped a tear, and ate her cupcake.
Twenty-nine. She was twenty-nine years old. And she was behind schedule. She
was supposed to have her own talk show by now. Her book, written while a brilliant
young doctor at Arkham, would have become a best seller in its first month and now
be in its third paperback printing. Then the radio call-in show, a stepping-stone only
since her looks made her a natural for television. She should, at this moment, be using
her star-studded birthday party upstairs at the Russian Tea Room to announce the
release of her second book, timed to catapult her TV talk show into national
syndication! And instead, where was she? Alone in her new HA-HARLienda eating a
cupcake.
And it was HIS fault.
“This is Harleen from Gotham,” Harley said sadly, although there was nobody but a
couple slobbering hyenas to hear. “I’m a long-time listener, first-time caller. I just love
your show.
“Why thank you, Caller. What did you want to talk about today?
“Oh Dr. Quinzelle, my life is just gone all off track somehow. I’m supposed to be
this brilliant, beautiful superwoman, sittin’ on top-a-the-world and restin’ my footsies
on the moon. I’m supposed to be you, Dr. Quinzelle!
“That’s sweet, Caller. What did you say your name was?
“Harleen.
“Harleen, let me ask you a very important question. Have you read my book?
“Oh of course, Dr. Q! I read it cover to cover. Twice!
“That’s great, Harleen—but if you’re going to read it twice, you might want to buy a
second copy next time, okay? Just kidding. Anyway, I’d like you to think about
Inmate Isley, profiled in Chapter 7: Flowerbeds: A Gardener’s Guide to Personal
Inventory. You need to sit yourself down, Charlene.
“Harleen.
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“And take a long look at the flowerbed that is your life. Make a list of all the weeds
cluttering it up that you don’t want to be there, and yank ’em out by the root!
“But I—
“Then write down all the flowers you do want and get out there and get yourself
some seeds.
“But—
“Thank you, Caller. And good luck to you. Next up, we have Debbie from Croton
Falls concerned about her husband’s foot fetish. Stay tuned…”
Harley ran a fingernail around the dried wax that had dripped from her birthday
candle. She felt exactly as if she had been blown off by a real talk show help-jock
spouting a lot of useless platitudes.
Make a list of all the weeds cluttering up her life: Mistah J. It was all his fault. She
would have the life she always dreamed of by now if that grinning maniac hadn’t
made her fall in love with him.
Make a list of all the flowers you do want in your flowerbed: Mistah J. Her Mistah
J. His winsome grin, his merry laugh, his green hair, his purple pinstripe. It was too
cruel that he would let something as trivial as that stupid octopus joke come between
them.
Sigh.
What could she do? There must be some way to teach him a lesson. Pay him back
but good for all her pain and suffering and unfulfilled dreams. And get him back to be
her Puddin’ again… “Pay back, get him back,” she sang to a made-up tune. “Pay him
back and get him back… Ha-haa, ha-haa…”
Well why not? She was an expert in the field of human psychology, wasn’t she?
Even if she did fudge her way through a few classes, it’s not like she didn’t have a
piece of paper saying she was a doctor of psychiatry just like the guys who hadn’t slept
with the professor to get a grade. Besides which, anything she didn’t know going into
Arkham that first time, she certainly knew by the time she broke out for the sixth or
seventh time. With the likes of Jonathan Crane and Hugo Strange as her colleagues—
well, maybe not Strange, he was pretty much a slimy loony-toon. But anyways, she
had certainly seen enough of them, from both sides of the glass, to be ranked as the
foremost expert on rogue-psychology in the world. So why not? Why shouldn’t she be
able to push her Puddin’s buttons, this way and that like a joystick, until he came
running back into her arms!
YES! This was a plan. This was a plan worthy of Dr. Harley Quinn. “Payback and
get him back, Ha-haa ha-haaa,” she sang again. She paused and rolled her eyes
towards the ceiling, concentrating, as she repeated the song deliberately “Pay… back…
and get him… back… Doo-da, doo-da.” The hyenas whimpered. Her made-up tune
had morphed from a schoolyard chant into Camptown Ladies. “Ooh-di doo-daday…”
“Well, shit,” she declared, stomping to the kitchen for another cupcake, “I can’t come
up with a brilliant scheme to bring my Puddin’ back to the tune of Camptown
Racetrack! That’s NUTS!” She turned on the radio to drive the siren song of the bobtail nag out of her brain.
♫All day
♫Staring at the ceiling
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♫Makin’ friends with shadows on my wall
“Sing it, Brother!” Harley told the radio-voice while she searched for a piece of
paper.
♫All night
♫Hearing voices telling me
♫that I should get some sleep
PUDDIN’S WEAK SPOTS, Harley wrote in thick block letters.
♫Because tomorrow might be good for something
“Yeah, it sure will,” Harley muttered darkly, she was starting to like this song. She
was gonna play that clown like a puppet on her own personal can of Silly String, and
this song would be her anthem.
♫Hold-on
“Holding?” Harley told the radio promptly, her pen poised over her list.
♫Feeling like I’m headed for a break-down
♫and I don’t know why
“Well, maybe it has something to do with letting a grinning clown screw up your life
plan and never getting your book deal or your talk show or your guest appearance on
Frasier…”
♫Well I’m not crazy
♫I’m just a little unwell
Huh?
♫I know right now you can’t tell
But—
♫—stay a while and maybe then you’ll see
♫A different side of me
“But I gotta be crazy!” Harley wailed, “It’s what brought me and Puddin’ together.
It’s what makes us so perfect for each other.”
♫…not crazy
♫I’m just a little impaired…
“I don’t like you anymore,” Harley told the radio.
♫I know, right now you don’t care
Harley stuck her tongue out at the speaker and then returned to her list.
BATMOBILE, she wrote carefully. Puddin’ really did have some kind of fixation on
Batman’s car, quite apart from his hatred for the crimefighter. Some kind of Oedipal
hostility transference complicated by a displaced manic aggression.
♫But soon enough you’re gonna think of me
♫And how I used to be

Jason Blood unlocked the door to his apartment, slammed his keys and backlog of
mail onto the carved table in the entranceway, and glanced up at the painting hung
directly above it. Andrea Mantegna’s Descent into Limbo. Limbo from the Latin
limbus meaning literally the hem or “border” of a garment. A temporary location on
the border of the afterlife for souls not ready, for one reason or another, to proceed to
their final location. Not unlike California.
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How typically ETRIGAN! Manipulating him into leaving town for no other reason
than some scaled-winged-demonic ex-girlfriend was whipping up a little Apocalypse
in Gotham, and Etrigan didn’t want to see her.
The worst of it was, Jason had enjoyed San Francisco. And he would have been no
more than perturbed to have missed something “big and mystical” in Gotham. But it
was the principle of the thing. Etrigan had played with his mind—again! He’d been
maneuvered into taking a holiday because the Prince of Hell couldn’t manage his
relationships.
Jason sorted through his mail, collecting the pieces he wanted to read, and retired to
his favorite chair in the living room. He tried, as he had throughout the flight home, to
settle in to the balanced state of ‘resignation’ and ‘pissed at Etrigan’ in which he lived
the bulk of his waking life. It was not an easy state to achieve when Etrigan was being
so bloody quiet. He detested that demon’s voice more than any sound in the world,
but its absence was always a worry.
In a case like this, embarrassment was a likely enough explanation. That his hated
adversary could be so disconcerted by an old flame’s return that he would actually
miss the chance to be released into the world, that would be shameful enough. But that
Blood himself now knew of Etrigan’s predicament…
Embarrassment was the most likely explanation, but with Etrigan you could never
know for sure. The son of Belial, Lord of Lies, deception was literally in his blood, or
whatever it was that coursed through demon veins. It was probably simple
embarrassment keeping Etrigan silent. But you could never be sure.

Batman knew something was wrong the moment he got out of the Batmobile. It had
been a satisfactory patrol: stopping a mugger was always gratifying, more so than any
other criminal scourge that afflicted his city. A mugger with a gun was doubly
gratifying. The scum AND his weapon were off the street and out of circulation; that
dwarfed all other accomplishments of the evening. Although, strictly speaking,
finding the location of Scarecrow’s new hideout would probably prove more valuable
in the long run as far as the war on crime. It was nearly a week since Jonathan Crane
had been released from the hospital, and until tonight, Batman had been unable to
pinpoint his location. He had been thinking over the log entries since the final turn
from the public road onto the Wayne property. He only put that mental outline aside
as he stepped out of the Batmobile and sensed the disturbance in the cave.
He couldn’t tell offhand if it was something about the bats overhead, if it was what
Sensei taught about opening your awareness as you entered a room to sense if it was
occupied, or if he was simply that connected to the cave that he knew instinctively if
something was amiss. He proceeded cautiously from the Batmobile’s turntable into the
main chamber. He eyed the workstations… they didn’t appear to be disturbed. The
tray with his untouched sandwich had been removed and the coffee mug washed and
replaced… that was routine. Alfred’s presence would not feel this way. Alfred
belonged in the cave; this was something that wasn’t as it should be.
There was a sound in the costume vault and Batman raced to the door, silently,
swiftly, nerves tensed, senses hyper-alert. Just as he got there, Stephanie stepped out.
“OH!” she gasped. “Oh… Oh, ah… um. Oh.”
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“What do you think you’re doing here?” Bruce graveled suspiciously. To
Stephanie’s ears, it sounded like Batman challenging the worst of the worst in the back
alleys of Gotham. If she had known him better, she would have realized that this
wasn’t the crimefighter at all, but merely an adult all-too-familiar with teenage hijinx.
“Wait here,” he ordered and stepped into the vault. “Lenses engage. Infrared.” He
noted the heat marks lingering on the last items touched and shook his head wearily.
Children. They were so fascinated by the trappings. He often worried about it. It
didn’t necessarily mean that they didn’t understand the somber nature of the Mission
and all the inherent dangers, but it always struck that nerve.
He returned to Stephanie and removed the cowl, giving her the full benefit of his
sternest glare.
“Well?” he asked, when the glare produced no result.
“I… uh…”
“No more of that. What were you doing with Robin’s costume?”
“Iwasgettin—”
“Speak up,” Bruce ordered.
“I was getting a picture taken. One of those Glamour Shots type things. It’s… a
present for Tim.”
Bruce stifled any visible reaction, although if he were alone, he would have allowed
the minor tickle at the corner of his lip to twitch.
“I see,” he said at last, sounding as stern and disapproving as he could manage
without resorting to the Batman voice.
“Sorry, Batman,” Stephanie mumbled, addressing her feet.
“Don’t ever do it again,” he ordered, turning and leaving her alone.

Well this sucks.
It’s not a surprise. You get into a knife fight, you’re going to get cut. You need to
know that going in and accept it, not be intimidated by it, use an arm to block a strike
like always, even when it means turning into the blade. So now I’ve got a few cuts in
the costume, and yeah, the skin underneath. That much isn’t a big deal. They’ll heal
and Kittlemeier will make me some new gloves and fix the slashes in the catsuit. In
two weeks, it will be like it never happened.
Except for him. He’s going make this into a thing, I just know it.
And it’s none of his damn business! What I do on a prowl is my own affair. It’s
hardly the first time I’ve gotten banged up. It’s just the first time since we’ve been
living together. He’s going to see it and he’s going to freak out. I can just sense it.
I don’t even do stuff like that in the usual course. I’m not a crimefighter, I don’t have
that “this is my territory and no crime shall be committed here” chip on my shoulder.
That’s his kink, not mine.
But there is such a thing as professional pride, and there is such a thing as respect:
for the city, for the prime targets, for the… I don’t even know what all. But it’s about
respect! You go breaking into Cartier or the Gotham Museum of Art, then you damn
well better live up to it. I absolutely can’t stomach these goddamn know-nothing wetbehind-the-ears wannabes sitting around in their grimy little hovels deciding they
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could take on a target like CARTIER! It’s offensive. It offends every fiber of, every
molecule in my… It just fucking pisses me off, okay! There they were, these goddamn
punks that know nothing about anything, and they DARED to break into MY PLACE!
That was simply unacceptable and I went down there, whip in hand, to explain it to
the ignorant little shits.
Of course, the nature of ignorant little shits is that they’re very attached to their
ignorance. You can never explain anything; the only satisfaction to be had is—to use
his expression—taking them down. They won’t be desecrating Cartier again with their
seedy incompetence any time soon, and I guess there is some satisfaction to be had in
that. But not much. The only real gratification I got from the whole thing was the
release of punching the one with the knife into next week.
It wasn’t really enough. I begin to see why Bruce has such a stick up his butt so
much of the time. It is downright sickening, and the satisfaction of punching some
payback out of them doesn’t quite balance this infuriating! goddamn! frustrating! need
to… ARGGHH!!!!
And on top of all that, I’ve got these slashes in my costume.
I just don’t need him making a thing of it on top of all the rest.
I really don’t.

Batman finished his log entry, then looked around. Selina usually came padding
around by now, not always, but most nights, with a cup of cocoa and a neck rub and
encouragements to come to bed…
Since Scarecrow was still at large, he updated the toxicology database with the latest
information on adenosine inhibitors and adrenaline activators. This data he
transferred to a memory stick no larger than a piece of chewing gum. He retrieved the
portable vapor analyzer from the Batmobile and removed a similar stick, replacing it
with this new one. You could never be too careful with Crane…
He returned the analyzer to the Batmobile and was about to call it a night when a red
light flashed on his workstation: once, twice, and then on the third flash was joined by
a soft yet urgent tweet of the JLA Communication Net. The call, Bruce noted, was from
Atlantis. Aquaman. He replaced his cowl before opening up the A/V connection.
“Accept,” he ordered, and the system bleated. Then the sea king’s scowling face
appeared on the giant monitor. “Evening, Arthur,” Batman said curtly.
“Hello, Bruce. Glad you’re there. Didn’t want to interrupt if you were on patrol.”
“Back an hour ago. What do you need?”
“That’s, eh… tricky to explain. You’re sure you’ve got the time?”
“Arthur.”
“You know the situation with California?”
“You mean Sub Diego?”
Arthur stared at him disgustedly from the screen. His baseline contempt for the
surface world’s press always spiked when they treaded into his realm with their catch
phrases and buzzwords. Sub Diego was only the latest of their presumptions.
“San Diego, yes. You’re aware of what’s been happening?”
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“The survivors of the earthquake last year, genetically tampered with to become
water-breathers: living beneath the surface, presumed dead all this time, and unable to
ever return home because they can no longer breathe air.”
“Thanks for the statistical analysis, Captain Compassion. You do realize that
people’s lives have been ruined by this…”
Bruce tuned out the rant. He could understand the frustration behind it.
“What do you need, Arthur?” he repeated when the rant had spent itself.
Arthur puffed out a belligerent sigh.
“I need to borrow your pet cat burglar.”

♫ I know they’ve all been talkin’ bout me
♫ I can hear them whisper
♫ And it makes me think that there must be something wrong with me
♫ Out of all the hours thinkin’
♫ Somehow I’ve lost my mind
♫ Well I’m not crazy
♫ I’m just a little unwell…
Harley reconsidered her thoughts on the song, the list of Puddin’s weak spots, and
her own life plan.
Maybe it wasn’t that crazy after all. She was in a better position now to write her
groundbreaking book on the psychology of Gotham rogues than she would ever be
working as a wage slave drone at Arkham. She had been one! She was already
famous, so she didn’t even need the book to put her on the map. She was already
known—so maybe she hadn’t lost so much time after all. The book would give her
credibility in the world, that plus her notoriety as The Clown Prince of Crime’s
handpicked Tasseled Princess…
It would work. She would bring enlightenment to the world about the nature of
costumed rogues, achieving fame and fortune for herself, and at the same time taking
her vengeance on the clown for taking the best years of her life and giving nothing in
return. That would teach him! The Great Joker, his reputation stripped away, his
darkest, most humiliating secrets revealed to the world. They would all know of his
secret love for… the mundane! That dream he has about washing the car on a Sunday
afternoon before the game—and not a hot car either, or his steamroller or even his
pogo stick—a Subaru Minivan. Just wait ‘til they all find out about that one at the
Iceberg!
Ha! Take that Puddin’! Ha, I say HA!
♫ …stay a while and maybe then you’ll see
♫ A different side of me.
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CHAPTER 2: CATS AND WATER
So I took a shower. Even with fresh knife wounds, it’s the best way to settle myself
after a chaotic prowl. I had bound the cuts up fairly well, so there was only a slight
sting here and there when the hot water hit.
My sponge was missing. This has become the norm and I’m going to have to get a
new one. I would have already but I just hate letting him win this way. The sponge
was a beautiful, soft, natural one—from Eddie, part of a gift basket he sent when he
was in Key West back in January. Q.E.D. Bruce didn’t like it. It got “accidentally”
moved to one of the guest rooms a few times. I found it on both occasions and brought
it back. That was that, for a while. Then Eddie found out the secret and all of a sudden
my sponge is gone again. When I found it this time, it was in Nutmeg’s stash under
the bed, and it has her tooth marks in it. As often as I return the thing to its little shelf
in the shower, it finds its way back to her stash. Yes, a cat will brave the shower, or any
water, if the enticement is great enough. I’m not sure how Bruce got her interested,
catnip oil most likely, but however he did it, it worked. Sneaky bat.
The sneaky bat was waiting for me, holding out a towel, when I stepped out of the
shower. He started to say something, and then his eyes went square.
“What happened there,” he asked, glaring at the cuts on my arms and hip.
“Nothing much. Certainly nothing I couldn’t patch up mys—”
“Have Alfred look them over in the morning,” he graveled—and I’ve got to say, sexy
as I find Batman’s voice in most circs, I was less than thrilled with it then. He was
going to go all overprotective now and make a thing of it, I just knew it. “Sharks can
smell a single drop of blood in the water from ten miles away, so—”
“Yeah, I know. I’ve seen the movie. Also, I think sixth grade science covered that.
Um… sharks?”
Instead of handing me the towel, he moved behind and started drying my back.
“Sharks?” I repeated.
“You might be doing some diving soon.”

entr’acte…
It has been said that earning a degree in psychology is the same as earning a degree
in manipulation, and having been manipulated her entire life, Harley had half a
thought—as she cleaned up a puddle of hyena piddle—that she might find out why.
Damien, or maybe it was Slobberpuss, objected to her delaying their evening walk until
she finished Chapter 1—Phylum Asylum. She glanced at her notes for the book, and
then at the chalkboard, dominoes and scale-models detailing out her more complicated
campaign to win back Puddin’s heart. She really needed a henchman-handyman, and
if he didn’t mind a little typing and filing, so much the better. But Ha-Ha Harry said
he wasn’t interested. Not after she explained there were no big robberies involved,
maybe a break-in at Arkham, just to get her notes in order for chapter 4, but there was
no money in it. “It’s for science” was not the way to get henchmen on board. She’d
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have to find another way. Of course, her esteemed colleague Dr. Jonathan Crane
(tentatively Chapter 3: Scarecrow—fear and gender confusion in the post-industrial age) did it
for science. Maybe she should consult with him before her next trip to the Iceberg to
recruit herself a hench-handyman and hyena walker who could maybe help paint her
scale model in his free time.

I didn’t have to dive for the initial meeting as it turned out. Aquaman was like a lot
of clients; he liked doing business on his home turf, which was Atlantis. They think it
gives them an edge in the negotiations or something. Little do they know; cats are
never put off by a little thing like home field advantage. They outrank you wherever
you hold the sit down. “A cat can look at a king” is the pertinent bit of catlore, not
“Cats don’t like water.” Although I braced for that remark to be repeated every step of
the way in this job by folks that thought they were clever. Not one of them would
know the truth about Felines and H2O, and I wouldn’t bother to explain. Sea King
wanted to meet in his capital city in the middle of the Atlantic, I didn’t mind.
Transporter in the Batcave connects to the Watchtower, and from there I could
transport down to Atlantis. (There’s no direct connection from the Cave to anywhere
but the Tower. Bruce’s orders. You really have to love that man. Meow.) But anyway,
it was a simple, two-transport deal. Fast. Easy. Unwet. No need for some Atlantean
conscript to come collect me in a shuttle-sub. I did have to wait for a noon-to-midnight
window when Martian Manhunter would be on duty. Bruce and Aquaman agreed that
“J’onn” was the most discreet and would ask no questions. Before his shift was Diana
(“too many questions”), and after that was Plastic Man (“And you want NO part of
that”).
Bruce was surprisingly cool about the whole thing. By noon, I was changed into
costume and he met me down in the cave. I was pretty sure Aquaman hadn’t told him
what this job was about. He kept saying he would “let Arthur explain it in his own
way”—which had to mean that he didn’t know. He only answered one question I had
before I left. It was an important one, but I’d been hesitant to raise the subject at all.
Still, it was nagging me. So right before I stepped into the transporter, I asked it:
“He’s not going to be another Clark is he? You know ‘Matchmaker, Matchmaker,
make me a match…’”
I would have sworn it would take a lethal-and-then-some dose of SmileX to make
Bruce laugh inside the cowl. He never does it. Never. But evidently the thought of
‘Arthur’ playing matchmaker was sufficiently ridiculous, even to the Bat. It was a quick
snorting chortle, not something the uninitiated would ever recognize as a laugh, but it
was one and it was creepy as hell.
I was very relieved as far as my meeting with Aquaman, the idea of an entire faction
in the Justice League campaigning about my love life was a lot more horrifying than
Batman chortling.

entr’acte…
Leon knew his job at Glamour Shots wasn’t art. Not high art, not low art, not any
kind of art. And he came to Gotham for art. It was the center of the art world; there
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was nowhere else to go if he wanted to pursue his dream as a world-class
photographer. You saw life through a camera lens, looking always to capture one of
those moments of pure visual truth… He ran out of money in six weeks, everything
cost so much here. Other hopefuls gave up and went home. Leon swore he would
never be one of them. He might not be able to support himself with his art, maybe he
never would, but he would eat and pay rent however he could and he would keep
taking pictures. It took three jobs to make ends meet, and Glamour Shots paid the least
of the three. But it was his favorite. He got to take pictures. They weren’t his kind of
pictures, but anything that let him look through a camera lens was fine with him.
They weren’t his kind of pictures. There was little variety for one thing: young girls
mostly, pretending to be sophisticated and sexy years before they even understood
what went on between women and men. And housewives, middle-aged and then
some, trying to be young and alluring again. Lies. They were decent portraits, some of
them. Leon liked to experiment with the lighting and filters, and the manager didn’t
mind as long as he kept on schedule. He had created some truly stunning effects,
definitely some pure visual moments, but not one of them could be called truth.
Like this blonde in the Robin outfit. She had the kind of eyes that writers embarrass
themselves trying to describe. This is what photography was about: eyes like that and
then putting on a mask around them, it was one fucking fantastic visual. It just wasn’t
true. That girl was no Robin, no way, no how. She was just the best goddamn picture
Leon had taken in eight months.
He couldn’t waste it. Every artistic impulse he ever had screamed that a visual like
that must not be wasted. He cropped off the stupid Robin stuff and blew up the perfect
square of the girl’s masked face into an extreme close-up. It was something. Leon
wondered if his manager might consider it for the ads in the store.
Probably not, though, those pictures were part of the décor, they probably came
from corporate, professional models and all… Leon looked down at the stunning eyes
of the close-up becoming more stunning as the image continued to develop.
A moment captured could be a pure visual moment without being true… “A pure
visual moment, whether true or lie,” he heard himself saying as he imagined showing
his portfolio to a gallery owner. “I compare moments of pure visual clarity that express
truth juxtaposed with those equally vivid that express untruth.”

“Hello, Selina,” the Martian greeted me at the tubes.
“Hi, Ï’ônń,” I winked.
“You’re expected below,” he told me fussing with the dials. “But you’ll have to wait
a few minutes for your biorhythms to recover from the first transport before
undergoing another.”
I knew Martian Manhunter slightly. He had shuttled me back to Gotham after the
Prometheus mess, and I had asked him some questions because, well, why be rude.
It’s a longer trip than the transporter; you don’t want to just sit there in silence. So we
chatted.
He told me he goes by J’onn on Earth; it’s close to the ubiquitous “John,” easy for
English-speakers. That is a little too much coincidence for anybody to swallow, so I
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asked about his real name. Wasn’t meant to be any kind of great bonding thing, it was
small talk. That seemed the way to go after turning the tide against the crazy with a
gadget who had flattened the entire Justice League. So I asked about his real name. He
brushed it off and we rode in silence for a while, then for no particular reason, he
started to explain.
His people are telepaths, so his name wouldn’t be “spoken” so much as zinged into
someone’s brain when he met them the way we say “how do you do.” This didn’t
strike me as any way to run a polite society; I don’t even like giving out my email.
He got a funny look at that moment that I strongly suspect was a Martian chuckle.
Now when the guy who just introduced himself as a telepath seems to chuckle at
your unspoken thought about the e-mail, you can’t help but consider the possibility
that he might be peeking into your brain. And if he had, that meant he’d also heard “no
way to run a polite society.” I really didn’t want to insult him. First Prometheus slaps
him into a state of spastic paralysis and some criminal cat burglar that only snuck into
their lunar clubhouse for the Storm Opals has to save him and his whole sorry team,
then he gets the fun of shuttling her home because Batman is busy being a jackass, and
then on top of all that she’s slamming his culture. No. That is not the feline way. So I
told him to zing. It seemed the best way to make a gesture. He said a human tongue
wouldn’t be able to pronounce his name, but I asked again. I was a bit curious by then
anyway, a name that could only be expressed telepathically, what could it be? After a
little more prodding, he agreed.
He sent the name twice into my mind, and the only way I can describe it is that a
part of it felt like Paris and the smell of this little bookstall by the Seine when it had
been raining. I tried my best at reproducing what I’d “heard,” and he said I have a
cute accent. He said it with a very curious look, one that was not—decidedly not—a
Martian chuckle.
I winced. Because the Paris flash had caused me to infuse the word with a rather
French pronunciation. It seemed right, this thought, this name, was closer to Paris than
to anything else in my experience. And the one thing the Parisians do not find remotely
charming is any kind of accent. You speak their beautiful language correctly or you
should not be speaking it at all. And the one word I’d ever heard of this man’s
language had conjured Paris in my brain. If his people were at all like the French, I’d
probably pained him more with that ‘cute accent’ than Prometheus had with the
gadget.
“Oh, not at all,” he cut me off (and now it was clear he had been eavesdropping on
my thoughts).
“Not really,” he said, “I would never intentionally enter another’s mind without
their knowledge and consent. It is merely that some thoughts are ‘shouted,’ essentially,
at a volume it is difficult not to overhear.” Here he paused for an unambiguous
chuckle of the regular human-looking variety before continuing. “If I may say,
Catwoman, yours is one of those minds which becomes very excited—and
consequently rather loud—when exposed to new ideas.
I stared.
“My expression just then had nothing to do with your accent, which is indeed most
charming. It is merely that—I have never heard a human accent speaking my language
before. And that was quite intriguing.”
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Batman would never have explained a look. At the time, I wouldn’t have thought
any hero would. At the time, that’s what surprised me the most about our
conversation. Today, the thought that struck me was very different: nobody had ever
asked about his name before? All this time on Earth, all his colleagues—his friends—in
the League and elsewhere, they never asked? They’re not even human, half of them,
one or two at least can probably come closer than Ï’ônń.
“Arthur can,” he told me conversationally. “But Arthur is a telepath. But no, apart
from him, the others never brought it up.”
“Was I shouting my thoughts again,” I asked sweetly.
“Screaming them,” he smiled back. “Something has excited the cat’s curiosity. This
isn’t your first time in the transporters, surely?”
I shook my head. “First time visiting Atlantis,” I explained. “What can you tell me?”
“That Batman doesn’t like it down there. Which is probably why Arthur invited
you. They’ve already sent the All Clear, by the way, a very efficient operation. Arthur
told them to be ready at noon Eastern U.S. time, and they sent the Ready at 11:45. But
you should wait a few minutes more before the second transport, it’s quite taxing
physically.”
So we made small talk again. I like what little I’ve seen of Ï’ônń. He reminds me a
bit of Harvey in a way, doesn’t quite fit into the social circles he’s landed in, but
making the best of it. He asked, rather perfunctorily, about Bruce and then, with more
enthusiasm, about Dick and Barbara. I told him briefly about their “new arrival,” the
as yet unnamed cat-formerly-known-as-Flummox. After a few minutes chit-chat, he
made the inevitable joke about cats and water (that’s one) and sent me on to Atlantis.

entr’acte…
Harvey Dent believed in Fate. He knew as well as anybody that Harley Quinn was
insane, just as crazy as the psycho clown she doted on. If she thought Galen MacDoogles
now lived in Selina’s old apartment, there could be no greater proof of her lunacy. But
Fate sent him to the Iceberg that night. He had been avoiding his criminal haunts, as
the coin dictated, since his release from Arkham. And it was the coin that had finally
decreed his exile at an end. It was Fate herself that threw him and Harley together at
that cramped table in the bar because 1) the dining room was crowded with Green
Dragons and Yakuza celebrating a joint routing of the Chinatown triads and 2) he had
no interest in the discussion at the bar as to whether a picture he had not seen of a
masked blonde in the window of a downtown Gallery was wearing a Robin mask. It
was Fate that sent him to that table with Harley and Fate that turned their conversation
to MacDoogles, the wonderful man with the red hair and the wicked dye streak who
shut Poison Ivy down with such snarky style at the Highland Games. If there was any
chance at all that Dent’s hero was still in Gotham, he surely must make an effort to
meet the man. So he pulled his hat down and his collar up to shield as much of his face
as he could and hailed a cab. When the first pulled up, he sent it away and hailed a
second. He gave the address of Selina’s apartment, got in and, at Two-Face’s
insistence, flipped the coin to decide if they would pay the fare or shoot the driver with
a .22.
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“I’ve got to admit, I’m impressed,” I told my host sincerely. “I’ve worked for royalty
before, and I’ve had VIP treatment plenty of times, but this is the first time I’ve ever
been met at the door by an actual king.”
Aquaman laughed. He’s one of those that puts a lot of energy into a laugh. You get
the feeling that he doesn’t do it often, like he saves it up for special occasions.
“No choice, really,” he said at last, “If I didn’t meet you myself, protocol dictates that
visitors entering by way of the JLA-transporter be escorted to the throne room by the
Prime Consular, which is currently Vulko. And as this is your first visit, Vulko would
consider it his duty to give you the full tour, including the complete history of the
infinite-bubble motif on the Grand Arch as it is echoed throughout every dome and
arced spire in Atlantia. I am proud of my home, Catwoman, and I want visitors to see
it as I do, not through the eyes of an architecture sophist.”
He did show me his favorite spots, only briefly pointing out the “Grand Arch” with
the infinite bubble motif and focusing instead on a garden of sea willows and a coral
tower that was the highest organic point in the city.
“The absolute highest point,” he was quick to add, “is the Palace spire, a half-meter
taller than the tower, but the tower has a better view. A 360 degree panorama of the
city; it’s a breathtaking sight. And a favorite spot for the artistically inclined to go up
and paint the view.”
Of course, he touched on the Travelogue stuff you’d get in any tour: Most of the city
is covered by a large clear dome with only a handful of smaller domed outcroppings. A
large majority of the population is strictly water-breathing, so a large portion of the city
is submerged. There are a handful of “dual-breathers” (both air and water) that live in
the city, though most prefer to live underwater. But there are a good number of dualbreathers who live above the surface in the open-air portion of the city. The only
exclusive air-breathers in Atlantis are visitors like me. The water level in the city can
actually be raised and lowered, though it is rarely done except once a year for the
annual Migration Festival. During the Festival, the entire dome is filled so that
everyone has free access to the entire city and the water-breathers can swim up to the
top of the dome to view the migrations and festivities.
The palace, which I had transported into, was the largest structure in the city and
home to all the royal consulars, ministers, guardsmen and their families. It was also the
only building that could fill and drain its rooms independently of the rest of the city.
“This is especially important in the primary chambers of the palace—the Ministers’
council rooms, the Throne Room, the Great Hall and the royal residence,” he
explained. As he showed me first the consular chamber, then the ministers’ chamber,
then the Great Hall, it became apparent that a number of these rooms had been drained
of their water and pumped full of air for my visit.
“You’ve gone to a great deal of trouble,” I noted. “Why? You could have met me at
the Watchtower, or even a Starbucks on the pier.”
“I wanted to see if you would come,” he said. “Cats and water.” (That’s two.) “And
of course, it would annoy Bruce.”
I laughed. “Ï’ônń said the same thing. I’m honestly starting to think you people put
more thought into tweaking Bruce’s nose than my crowd does.”
“What did you say?”
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“You people, the Watchtower crowd, you think more about how Bruce is going to
react to something than—”
“No, no. What you called J’onn!” And then he burst out with one of those ‘beensaving-this-up-all-day’ laughs. “‘Ï’ônń.’ I’ll have to remember that.”
“Look, if he’s got me saying something like ‘I lost my bra in the Alexandrian oil
lamp,’ I’d just as soon not know.”
“Nothing like that,” Aquaman assured me—except—it’s interesting—he wasn’t
Aquaman anymore. He was doing one of those shifts, but not like Bruce going into Batmode. Still, it was a shift. Informally, the JLA bunch call him “Arthur”—and the man
walking with me now nobody would ever call Arthur. I wondered if he had a Kingmode just like the others had a Hero-mode.
I didn’t have to wonder long, because, at that moment, he opened a large set of
double doors in front of us and I saw into…
“The Throne Room, this is the heart of Atlantean Government—and where protocol
dictates I receive a guest such as you on business such as this.”
He looked at me rather pointedly. I didn’t have to be a telepath to get the vibe that
he didn’t want to talk here—it was too cavernous and too stately to have any kind of
real conversation—but he didn’t want to say so.
I shrugged. “Let’s not and say we did,” I suggested.
He didn’t say a word, but led me through the throne room and into a much simpler
room in the back.
“My private office,” he said—and I noted that his King-mode, like Bruce’s Bat-mode,
had a different voice.

entr’acte…
Jason Blood needed no mystical second sight to know the visitor with such scarring
over half his face was the one-time Gotham prosecutor turned career-criminal, Harvey
Dent. But he would need much more than the surface sensitivity that evolves after a
few centuries channeling the magicks to understand why Dent thought he was a
Scottish Laird called MacDoogles. It would take a full casting at least to explain that
one, perhaps even a cross-temporal seeing. Etrigan obviously knew, he’d been
laughing about it since Dent’s arrival. Jason was grateful in a way. He didn’t get the
joke, but whatever it was, it broke Etrigan’s silence. For that alone, Jason felt he owed
Dent some small debt of gratitude. Then there was the dark-brother factor. There was
no comparing this troubled man’s multiple personality disorder to Blood’s own fate
shackled for eternity to a demon of Hell. It would be folly to even consider such a
parallel, and Jason Blood was no fool! But he did know what it was to share every
waking breath, every dream and every nightmare, with a dark “other” whose evil one
fought, day in and day out and too often unsuccessfully, to contain.

King Orin (a.k.a. Aquaman in royal/business mode, at least that’s how the flunky at
the door addressed him) wasted no time getting down to it once we were seated in his
private office.
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“I expect you read in the newspaper about the situation in California, that a small
part of San Diego wound up under water after that last earthquake.”
“The newspapers exaggerated, didn’t they? Like the whole Gotham quake and ‘No
Man’s Land’ stuff.”
“Yes and no,” he said with a bitter laugh. “They exaggerated the scale of what’s
submerged. But the more sensational details, that there are hundreds of people living
down there, genetically altered to become water-breathers if something like that
occurred. That is sadly and disgustingly accurate.”
He slid a folder across the table. I knew what it was going to contain. I slid it back,
unopened.
“Look,” I explained crisply, although I was quite sure I was wasting my breath. “You
can skip over the whole Hero-Hire 101 bit. I’ve done three of these over the years. I
know you guys think it’s very important to lay it on thick about all the humanitarian
reasons why the job needs done, and click off each and every reason why you feel it’s
necessary to bend some laws to make that happen. But here’s the thing: you’re already
paying me. It’s a job. You don’t need to sell me on it past that, not as long as the check
clears.”
“You’re a very interesting creature,” he said thoughtfully. I thought I detected relief,
like maybe he was actually pleased to finally have somebody he didn’t have to
convince. Then he slid the folder back. “Oblige me,” he said, gesturing to it. Typical.
Heroes are obstinate, mulish, obsessives—in the air, under sea, in caves, planes,
trains… “You can skip the first ten. Those are ‘the hero-humanitarian bit.’”
Hm. Obstinate, mulish obsessive—but he can be taught. I opened the folder and
skipped through the expected heartbreaking pictures of water-breathing survivors
huddled in an underwater mall, convention center, amusement park… Real “give and
give generously” stuff… He probably figures I’ll soften and kickback part of the fee.
That’s the problem with taking these jobs. Word gets around: Cat’s a soft touch…
When I flip past photo #10, I absolutely refuse to give him the satisfaction, not the
smallest gasp escapes me—but I must admit, photo #11 was a pretty shocking image.
“That’s baby boy Pfeifer, born two days ago. The first new arrival since they went
under…”
It was a baby all right, tiny as they come.
“…Seven pounds, six ounces.” He paused, his face solemn. “An air-breather.” He
paused again, letting the full weight of what he had said sink in. “The mutation didn’t
take. We’ve got dozens more pregnant women down there, and we have no idea how
many, if any, children of water-breathers will be able to survive the environment
they’re born into. We got that one to the surface in time—barely. We can’t count on
being able to do it again—and again and again, every blasted time. We need
pressurized incubators, infant breathing tubes, the list goes on and on. And time is a
factor.”
“And that’s why you want me instead of doing it through more official… ‘legal’
channels?”
This look fluttered across his face—quickly, but long enough for me to recognize it.
It’s the same look Bruce gets whenever he hears that one of the rogues has broken out
of Arkham. Again.
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“The surfacers—the surface government, I should say, the bureaucrats and
opportunists—know we need this and we need it ‘yesterday.’ I’ve told them it has to
happen, that they have to make it happen, period.”
“Oops.”
“Yes. Oops. I’m a king, Catwoman, not a councilman. I’m used to giving orders.”
“I know. Bruce told me you have zero-tolerance for bullshit and you don’t suffer
fools. Personally, I like that in a man. But eh, it doesn’t play too well with politicos.”
“So I’ve learned. It seems that even the lives of those ‘constituents’ they claim to love
so much come second to their own power-greed. Honestly, every time I think I have a
handle on the surfacer mindset, someone comes along and blows my theories out of
the water.” There was a barely contained hostility in his voice, a frustration that I’ve
seen before, many times—at the Iceberg. Harvey, Eddie, Jervis, sometimes Pam.
Always means the same thing: Thwarted! They had a plan, it would have worked, and
then the big bad Bat showed up and ruined the whole thing.
He took a deep breath and started again. “Anyway, now they can hold it all for
ransom, drag their feet until the next woman goes into labor, or the next. Long as it
takes to show me and everybody else who is really in charge. And if they get that
upper hand, then all the funding for research, every dollar and resource meant to make
those people’s lives bearable, any pretense of autonomous government they put
together, it’s all a joke.”
“I see.”
“I rule Atlantis, and those poor people had the misfortune to become submerged on
your Western Coast. The Pacific is simply too far away for me to keep a constant
watch over it; the logistics, the travel time back and forth. This simply must be
resolved to my satisfaction and quickly, not just for the sake of those babies. If it isn’t,
then my every waking minute for years to come will be spent trying to provide for
them, to assist them and to get them self-sufficient. And from here on out, every single
decision involving those lost souls will be exactly the same—the same bickering, the
same in-fighting, the same political bullshit. And I can’t allow that, Catwoman. I don’t
have the time or the ability to put up with that shit for that long. Atlantis must come
first.”
I smiled at that. I couldn’t help it. My way and My city. Heroes are adorable.
Obstinate mulish obsessives, but adorable.
“…Look, I’m bringing you in because you’re the best. You’re the perfect person for
the job. You snuck onto the goddamn Watchtower for Poseidon’s sake—”
“Yeah, yeah, yeah,” I cut him off. “Look, like I said, Bruce told me you don’t do BS,
so let’s cut through all that ‘you’re the best’ crap and get to the bottom line. Makes for a
shorter meeting.”
“How did a guy like Bruce ever manage to hook up with someone like you,” he
murmured, shaking his head. And I noticed something I’d never seen happen with
Bruce in Bat-mode: the King Orin façade was cracking a little. A hint of a smile and the
‘officialness’ in the air seemed to diminish just a touch.
“I think that’s fairly common knowledge in your circles,” I whispered with a smirk,
“it was doing shit like this that you’re hiring me for. So can we get back to the—”
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I stopped because he had scribbled something on a slip of paper and slid it across the
table. There was a number written on it with an awful lot of zeroes.
“Cutting through the BS,” he said simply.
I looked down again at the figure he was proposing to pay, and nodded.
“I need it to be absolutely invisible,” he said. “No sign at all of a ‘theft.’ No sign of
anything at all. That’s why I can’t use Atlantean troops or Leaguers, even if they would
go along with it. Neither group is exactly what you would call low profile. This has to
be perfect. Immediate, silent, and perfect. We just suddenly have all the equipment we
needed. And I give them all the credit: so glad you saw it my way, realized the
importance of getting this done…”
“i.e. did what you told them to.”
“Exactly. We understand each other, don’t we, Catwoman?”
I met his eyes.
“Well we have a deal, in any case.”
“Good. You know your assignment. We’ve agreed on price. Kelp okay or do you
prefer it in salmon?”
Bruce had also mentioned the sense of –grunt– for lack of a better word –grunt–
humor. I wrote down a number myself and slid the sheet of paper back.
“It’s a numbered account,” I said, simply to show myself un-awed by the hero that
makes a joke. “If the Swiss will take your kelp, that’s fine with me.”
“The Swiss? Damn land-locked, neutrality-addicted fuckers. I’ll work it out with
them.”
I took that as a handshake, and that concluded our meeting. He stood, smiling
broadly.
“Well, since you’re here, could I interest you in some dinner? Unless, of course,
Bruce is expecting you back…“A small, devilish smile crossed his lips. “In which case, I
can offer you a spare room for the night.”

entr’acte…
It was a shakier Bruce Wayne that descended the stairs into the Great Hall than had
ever appeared there before. What was Alfred thinking insisting he see this visitor
now? It made no sense! Alfred had never been exposed to fear toxin personally, of
course, but he had nursed Bruce and the others through enough episodes that he must
surely realize the hell of the aftereffects. Bruce’s heart still raced unexpectedly, his
blood pressure would surge for no reason, his body felt drained and sluggish from the
physical trauma—and his mind still reeled from the hallucinations: a theatre marquee
reading Cat-Tales, the words slashed with a Z as he looked up at it… Then Catwoman’s picture,
the close up, slash- slash-slash- by an invisible rapier… Running to the alley behind and finding
Selina cut to pieces… It was too much. He needed a day to pull himself together. He
was certain he looked twice as bad as he felt, and yet Alfred expected him to go
waltzing into the drawing room to talk to some visiting…
Bruce stopped, blinked, and blinked again. “Hey Bruce,” Harvey Dent smiled, “I
hear Selina’s out of town, so I told Jeeves I’d better see you instead. I really need a hand
on this one. It’s a two-man job, if you know what I mean.”
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Bruce fought with every nerve and muscle on his face to betray no expression that
might prove suspicious. He was quite certain that, although he still suffered
palpitations, the hallucinations were long past. What he was seeing—although it defied
any logical explanation—was real. Harvey Dent’s face was completely whole.
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CHAPTER 3: I REMEMBER THIS
It’s been said that all trial lawyers are would-be actors. Harvey Dent was, in his day,
one hell of a prosecutor. He played his voice like a musical instrument, played his
looks as well, a hint of charm here, a note of indignation there—all for the noble
purpose of convincing a jury but basking in their rapt attention all the same. As he
stood in Bruce Wayne’s drawing room displaying his full, unscarred face again, it was
clear he had lost none of his dramatic flair in his years as Two-Face.
“Hey Bruce,” he had smiled when Bruce entered. “I hear Selina’s out of town, so I
told Jeeves I’d better see you instead. I really need a hand on this one. It’s a two-man
job, if you know what I mean.”
As often happens when guarding a secret identity, Batman’s mind instantly sliced
the situation into cross-sections to be viewed from different angles:
-Bruce Wayne, the civilian playboy fop and Harvey’s old friend, should be
bewildered (no artifice needed there) but excited and pleased.
-The Bruce Wayne that was really Batman knew he’d been exposed to fear toxin the
previous night, a chemical containing powerful hallucinogens. He had to consider the
possibility that what he was seeing was not real. If it was some new aftereffect from
the toxin, he would betray himself by speaking of it to Dent.
-If it was real, on the other hand, it would be preposterous to ignore it.
“You said you came to see Selina?” Bruce asked, stalling for time.
“Sure did,” Dent answered with a devilish smile, “Two reasons. Ha.”
Two reasons. Same old Two-Face, except it was Harvey Dent talking and he’d said it
like a joke.
“One: I have a situation on my hands. Harley Quinn, ‘the tassel twit’ as you may or
may not have heard some of us refer to her, has lost her last marble. She’s going to get
herself a deathsmile or worse if somebody doesn’t talk her out of it. Unfortunately,
‘hem, my own efforts to talk to Harley solo have never ended well. You can’t reason
with a woman like that, you know the type. And nothing good comes of trying. So I
thought I’d bring in Selina. She’s such a sweetie, not at all homicidal. Only one of that
lot I can really bring in on this that will stop short of flat out murder.”
Bruce noted the continued use of “I” and “me.” Each one made the hallucination
theory less viable. Auditory hallucinations were common enough in the throes of a
fear toxin episode, as common as visual ones, but aftereffects had always been confined
to palpitations, night sweats, and similar symptoms. Hallucinations of any kind were
not normal this long after exposure. It seemed increasingly more likely that this really
was Harvey Dent’s true face, fully restored, that Bruce was looking at.
“What about two?” he asked.
“Excuse me?”
“You said you came to see Selina for two reasons. What’s reason number two?”
“Why, showing off my new face, of course.”
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Bruce broke into a belated foppish grin on having, at last, external confirmation on
what his eyes were seeing. It might be a Two-Face trick, but at least he knew his eyes
were meant to be seeing what they were.
“It is… quite a change,” Bruce said honestly.
“Isn’t it though,” Harvey agreed, turning his head from side to side to display his
matching profiles. “I can’t wait to shave.”
“How did it happen?” Bruce kept his voice suitably bewildered, but there were a
thousand bat-questions coiled behind this simple query waiting to follow up on the
answer. Unfortunately, or perhaps fortunately for Bruce’s foppish façade, Harvey was
too occupied with other musings to answer the question.
“You know what else I’m looking forward to? The Oak Bar. Remember those days,
Bruce: Some pretty blonde in one of those booths by the window. Send over a drink.
‘From the gentleman in the Harvard tie’ or maybe ‘in the Hugo Boss pinstripe.’ Not
‘from the two-faced freak that hopes maybe if you sit on his right side it won’t be too
much of a strain to sit and talk to him for ten minutes.’”
Bruce said nothing as the bitterness spiked and then spent itself. If this was a TwoFace trick, he’d outdone himself. The performance was pure art.
“How did it happen, Harvey?” he repeated. Harvey looked again to Bruce as if
using the question to pull himself back from painful recollections. “It’s impressive
work, certainly,” Bruce prompted. “A local surgeon?”
“Local yes, surgeon no. It was that fellow that’s living in Selina’s old place. Says his
name is Blood, Jason Blood. But I have my suspicions that’s an alias. He’s really…”
Harvey lowered his voice to a conspiratorial whisper “…a chap by the name of
MacDoogles. But keep that under your hat. It must be a kind of secret identity he goes
by. And I think he’s been so helpful to me in order to keep it quiet.”
“I won’t tell a soul,” Bruce promised flatly.
Jason Blood. Jason Blood meant magic. Interspersed with the sick flush Bruce felt
whenever that ugly subject was alluded to, he wondered if Blood might have possibly
swapped the themes of particular rogues. “Harvey Fullface” might be sitting here next
to him, but evidently Harvey thought he’d gotten to be that way by blackmailing Jason
Blood about a non-existent secret identity. It was so nonsensical, Bruce couldn’t help
wondering if Mad Hatter was running around with his face divided in two.

entr’acte…
I remember this! The plane landed in San Diego an hour ago, but I was still flying.
To be working again—what a high. Not some by the numbers entry into the Gotham
Museum after hours just to keep my hand in, but a real honest to god paying job! I
hadn’t felt like this since half-hour to show time that first night on Cat-Tales. Whewee!
MEOW! in fact.
It was two weeks since I acquired my own personal Oracle: Jean Paul Valley, a
remarkably decent hacker when he’s not busy being a remarkably annoying vigilante.
I had contacted him from the Watchtower between return-transports from Atlantis and
set him on finding me a cover. He’d found a perfect one in this conference for some
kind of specialty software: Two days, not too large, not too small, and the hotel is fully
equipped with laptop plugins and high-speed Internet in all the rooms.
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By the time I’m checked in (Bridgett Morse from Pittsburgh, Sr. Programmer,
Imaging Systems Ltd.) and get my laptop hooked up, he has a folder waiting for me
with a city map, locations where certain shipments are stored, blueprints for one
warehouse already. Either he’s actually better at this than Barbara, or he’s trying to
impress me. There is also an e-mail with an address, a vintage clothing store, because and I’m quoting- “geeks dress dowdy.”
I stare at these words. What the hell does he take me for! I’ve been walking around
in this body long enough that I know how to attract attention when I want to and avoid
it when I don’t. Did he think I was going to go bouncing my lack of complexity all
around San Diego in eye-catching Gotham ultrachic?
Moron.

Bruce’s stomach lurched as he entered the Batcave and saw the one horror of the
previous night that had not been a toxin-induced hallucination. There was a hideous
red grin painted on the Batmobile, a neon red Joker-grin on the hood of his car. A grin
he would slap off the original’s face in payment when they next met. For now, he
merely made a mental note to clean the horror off the hood at the first opportunity. In
the meantime, he would use one of the backup cars. Today’s business was too
important to be distracted by such petty vandalism.
Anxious as he was to talk to Jason and learn the truth about Harvey Dent’s
miraculous “healing,” it had to be postponed. Whatever happened there—and Bruce
couldn’t begin to guess what it might be—was unlikely to get Dent or anybody else
killed by morning. Harley Quinn’s latest stunt, on the other hand, could prove fatal in
too many ways to imagine if he couldn’t put a stop to it. Writing a book about the
rogues? What could she be thinking? The only way such an act wouldn’t end in a
permanent smile is if one of the others got to her first. It was, as Harvey noted, only a
matter of time until someone else found out what she was up to.
She’d beaten the odds once already, Bruce surmised, in that Harvey was working to
save her. Harvey had made no allusion to the coin-flip that must have occurred to
reach that decision, but he admitted he’d come to Selina as the one rogue he was sure
would 1) object to the book as much as anyone but 2) stop short of killing to keep it
from being published.
Bruce could concede a certain logic to the thinking as far as it went. But it couldn’t be
said to go very far. True, Selina wouldn’t like the book. True, Selina would probably
do anything short of killing Quinn to put a stop to it. But what could she do? “Two
heads are better than one” seemed to be the extent of Harvey’s actual strategy.
Still, Batman had to at least try to intercede. Harley Quinn was insane, but even the
insane have a survival instinct. The rogues were killers, every one of them, Joker, Ivy,
Scarecrow, Ventriloquist. The M.O.s varied, but none of them were above taking life.
He had to make her see that. He had to find a way.
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entr’acte…
I changed into my Bridgett-Morse-from-Pittsburgh street clothes and set off on a
walking tour of San Diego. Legwork isn’t glamorous, but it is an indispensable part of
any assignment. Blueprints are fine when that is all you have, but there is no substitute
for seeing it firsthand if only up to the doors and windows.
There were 4 locations I would have to penetrate:
-the infant breathing tubes were at St. Clara’s, a busy downtown hospital.
-the pressurized incubators had been specially commissioned from a medical supply
firm, they were sitting in their warehouse, waiting for the city to authorize delivery.
-a specialized genome analyzer had been built to work underwater to assist research of
both the mutated water-breathers and their children, they were sitting in a distribution
hub at the airport
-and finally, there was a FEMA station on the new docks set up for diving departures
and the lowering of equipment and supplies down to Sub Diego.
To make this happen as seamlessly and invisibly as Aquaman wanted, I would have
to penetrate all four in a single night. Pick-up, pick-up, pick-up and drop-off,
gathering everything needed from each location and delivering it to Sub Diego before
anyone could see it was gone.
Chiroptera Culpa or “Bat blame” is such a common obsession
among the Gotham City Rogues, it certainly warrants further
study.
As was discussed in Chapter 2, a Type-D rogue can
observe any given word, action, expression or even inaction of
the Batman and extrapolate scenarios as to its meaning which are
outlandish even by the measures of delusional psychosis. When
the delusions move, as they frequently do, beyond mere wishdreams of undeveloped psyches into scenarios where Batman is
perceived as the cause of all their failures…
Harley stopped typing momentarily to glare at a dark black spot high on the wall
that was surely either the world’s tiniest bat or the world’s largest moth.
…which is really bitchy when Batman really IS the reason
everything went wrong!
She typed fiercely. The creep. The big ol’ winged bat-creep. Why’d he have to get
into the middle of it that way and wind up snorting all the fear gas himself, huh? Even
if it was his car, that trap was sent for Puddin’! Now, after all the trouble she went
through to get the stuff from Scarecrow, it was wasted. She was all the way up to
Chapter 4 (Mad Hatter: Literary Fetishism as Sublimation of Sex Fear) on her book but had
made no headway at all on driving Mistah J back to her. At this rate, she’d be off the
bestseller list and in the discount bin before Mistah J even reached Phase 3, Begging!
And that bat-moth on the wall was really starting to piss her off. It was throwing a
shadow now, which shouldn’t have been possible just sitting on the wall that way.
“Bozo envy?” a deep voice read over her shoulder, “Quinn, how do you think a
homicidal psychotic is going to react when you tell the world ‘it’s about the big
shoes?’”
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“It’s not the shoes at all,” Harley said in an eerily professional tone, “It’s a pathology
that your gags will never be as funny as the the other guy’s, your pratfalls are a pale
imitation of Keaton’s, you once did a clever variation of ‘Who’s on First,’ but when was
the last time you did something really original?”
“Quinn.”
“Oh sure, Joker Fish. But Joker Fish are no Monty Python and the Holy Grail. Ni!!”
“Harley, listen to me.”
“And did anyone ever ask you to sell their burgers?”
“QUINN!” Batman snapped, “He is going to kill you. Do you understand? Any one
of them will kill you if you go on with this.”
“You just think that because they try to kill you, Batsy! I know better. I am a trained
professional, don’t forget. Batsy? Bats? Where’d he go?”

entr’acte…
You meddled, Keeper Mine,
In things that are not thine.
Each man alone must choose
If his soul he keep or lose…
Enough, Etrigan, Blood thought acidly. You’ve said your piece, about ninety times now.
The rhymes are getting worse by the minute. I get it. You’re upset about Dent. You had your
say; I didn’t listen.
Listen you did not,
So defiantly you sought
To magically erase
The most becoming features of his face.
His demon isn’t like you, Etrigan. It’s only a piece of his own tormented psyche. All that
was necessary to make Two-Face disappear was to make Harvey Dent believe he was gone.
Those scars were Two-Face to him. Ergo.
You meddled, Keeper Mine,
In things that are not thine.
Repeating yourself now, Etrigan.
Play what games you will with Jekyll and Hyde.
Free Will is, it shan’t be denied.

“Sir,” Alfred began calmly, “You know I defer to your expertise in all the many
specialties related to your mission—”
“Except this one,” Bruce noted dryly. They went through this every time he
disguised himself as Matches Malone. Alfred’s theatrical roots asserted themselves.
“The moustache, sir, I fear it shall not be as undetectable at close quarters as you
would wish. If you would only permit the use of a moustache brush to straighten
around the edge—”
“Malone is hired criminal muscle, Alfred, he’s not that well-groomed.”
Alfred sighed.
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“And the smell of the spirit gum, sir?”
“Got it covered,” he answered, reaching for an unlabeled bottle of pale green liquid.
He opened it, moistened his fingertips, then dabbed it at the corner of his mouth. “A
little eau de cigarette butts.” Then he took a clean glass and poured a richly gold liquid
from a tall thin bottle with a slanted black label. He took a hearty swig, gargled and
spat it into the sink. “Between the smell of cigarettes and scotch, nobody will be able to
detect any trace of spirit gum, especially not at the Iceberg.”
“I see, sir,” Alfred murmured disapprovingly. “Might one inquire what is to be
accomplished by this masquerade?”
“Harley Quinn,” Bruce hissed, “needs to understand the danger she is in. She needs
to realize what those so-called friends of hers are capable of if they find out what she’s
doing. She has to realize that without their finding out what she’s doing.”
As he spoke, he took a brownish-black cube and scraped its chalky surface against
his hands until the fingertips and nails took on a dirty, unkempt appearance. Then he
took a fine make-up brush, moistened the tip in a clear liquid, and applied a long, thin
line up the back of his hand, and an oval glob on the side of his thumb. Within
seconds, the liquid congealed into a kind of body putty, creating the illusion of a scar
and callous.
“Very good, sir. And how precisely is dressing up as some mawkish legbreaker
meant to accomplish this?”
In the mirror before him, the corner of Matches Malone’s moustache doused with
cigarette-scent made an abrupt twitch-like movement.
“By getting her into trouble for something she isn’t doing.”

entr’acte…
I am so spoiled. A city without Batman is, well, let’s just say the medical supplier’s
warehouse was not a challenge. I knew I couldn’t use gas or drugged claws to
neutralize the guard because there was to be no trace of any type of break in or
robbery—other than that the special pressurized incubators ordered for Sub Diego
would suddenly be there. These things are large and clunky. It wouldn’t be like
slipping a ruby necklace into my pouch. I was going to need time and a handcart. So I
came equipped for the hokey-but-effective knockout drops in the coffee. Imagine my
surprise to find no coffee brewing in the break room because there is no guard. None.
At all. They close the place up at five and that’s it. Can you believe that? I can’t. All
they have is this antiquated alarm tape and a couple video cameras—not good ones
either, the kind they sell at Radio Shack. I didn’t even have to bother setting up a tape
loop to cover what I was doing. I could just avoid them.
It bugged me at first, you know. If they were making it this easy, it must be a trap. I
was extra careful looking for some kind of additional surveillance or maybe a guard
with super stealth capabilities that didn’t drink coffee… nothing. It was all exactly as it
appeared. I guess they just didn’t think they had that much to protect.
I loaded the incubators into one of their vans. Didn’t have to hotwire it, keys were
tacked on a pegboard in the empty unlocked break room where no coffee was brewing.
I remember this being more fun.
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Batman, like most actors, knew how to immerse himself in the mindset of his
character. Matches Malone, like most scum that skirted the edges of the underworld,
wasn’t as bright as he thought he was.
Matches had rules, like anybody that survived in that shadow world. Couple Loretti
soldiers getting into it in the alley with some loser from the triads. Matches did what
any cockroach would do, he kept his eyes in front and walked inside without noticing.
His rules prohibited getting drunk amidst the dangerous factions that gathered in
places like the Iceberg. The rule was smart; Matches wasn’t. Night like he was having,
a man had to have a few. He wouldn’t get drunk or anything like it. Just a couple belts
to take the edge off. He stood at the bar, looked Sly up and down like he figured the
bartender was queer, and ordered a Tesco and Coke. Sly took it in stride, poured the
cheap bourbon into a rocks glass and then filled it with Oswald’s cheaper no-name
cola.
“Run a tab,” Matches barked, reaching for the drink.
Sly shook his head in that firm, sad way he always answered that request and moved
the drink out of the customer’s reach.
“No can do, sir, not without Mr. Cobblepot’s approval.”
“Screw Cobblepot, I need a drink. New goddamn caped do-good-freaks popping up
every time you turn around in this stinking shithole uva city—gotta put up with a
freakin GIRL ROBIN now, be a hot little piece too if she wasn’t another goddamn cop
in a cape—and you’re telling me I can’t have a drink lessen Mr. Too-good-fur-the-restof-youse Cobblepot says so.”
Sly let it wash right over him up until the final words, then he merely answered the
question with detached politeness.
“Not at all, sir. You can have any drink you like, you just have to pay for it up front
or get Mr. Cobblepot to sign off on a tab.”
Matches cursed under his breath, but reached for his wallet all the same. He had slid
it from his back pocket when he felt a large presence standing beside him.
“It’s okay, Sly,” said a voice, “Put it on my tab!”
“Heh. Thanks fur nuthin,” Matches said, turning to regard the speaker and lifting his
glass in a grateful toast. He saw not one, but three men standing there, dressed in the
colors of King Snake’s Ghost Dragons.
“Mr. Dorrance would like a word,” the one said simply, pointing into the dining
room.
Matches shrugged like a tough guy that figured he could take these three if he
wanted, but was willing to go meet their boss anyway. That was how you got work if
you were generic un-connected muscle for Gotham crime gangs. You went to listen to
whatever “boss” might want a word. So Matches took his drink and walked coolly
from the bar into the dining room and to a large corner table in the rear. He looked at
an empty chair and then at King Snake, sitting in state across the table, his back to the
wall.
“You wanted to see me?” Matches stated.
“Indeed. Sit,” King Snake ordered, gesturing to the chair. “Did I hear correctly just
now? You tangled with a new Robin this evening?”
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Although King Snake was known to be blind, Matches still paused and gave an
elaborate performance of a tough guy beaten by a girl and loathe to admit it.
“She tangled with me,” he answered finally.
“I see. Describe this creature.”
“Like any of ‘em, cape, mask, full of ‘emselves.”
“Yes of course, I mean physically.”
“Blonde. Lumpy in front. Good ass.”
“Interesting.”
King Snake seemed to think. Matches drank his drink. Finally, one of the other
Ghost Dragons spoke.
“There’s that picture of a girl Robin in that gallery window. Couldn’ta been her,
could it?”
“I dunno nuthin about that,” Matches answered.
“Thank you,” King Snake said dismissively. “You’ve been most helpful.”
Matches took the hint and stood to go, then turned back with an afterthought…
“You guys hiring?”
The Ghost Dragons looked to each other and chuckled. King Snake simply shook his
head.

entr’acte…
I knew St. Clara’s, the hospital, would be the biggest challenge. They didn’t close up
their doors at five o’clock, for one thing. It was crawling with people, 24/7. While they
didn’t have a lot of “security” in the sense of alarms, safes and electric eyes, they had
surveillance cameras everywhere. And the theft had to be invisible. Tape loops only
work with empty rooms. You run the same 30-seconds of the bare hallway or the
closed safe door, it’s undetectable. But if Bad Hairpiece walks from the nurses’ station
to the candy machine sixteen times, that’s going to be noticed. It’s not one of Bruce’s
catvids, but it’s still a conspicuous trail. There’s only one way to pull off a truly
invisible theft if you have to leave a video record behind, and that’s to make the
removal look totally routine and legitimate. Then it’s just another few minutes’
unremarkable footage that looks exactly like the 8 hours preceding it and the 4 hours
that follow.
That’s why I took the van from the warehouse. Bax-Trav didn’t just make medical
supplies, they offered “one-stop shopping” to hospitals: everything from suture and
clamps for the E.R. to paper towels and cleaning products for the supply closet.
Result: Someone wearing a Bax-Trav jumpsuit carrying a few boxes and a clipboard
can walk through a hospital without anyone batting an eye. The only part that was
even slightly tricky was picking the lock on the storage room quickly enough that it
would look like standard key-access on the video. I’m fast with a lock pick, but not
that fast… Still, it was doable. Just juggled the boxes a little bit. Woman carrying three
stacked boxes can’t slide a key in quite as cleanly.
Unlike the incubators from the BaxTrav warehouse, the breathing tubes were light
and
compact.
In addition to the breathing tubes, I took two other items from St. Clara’s: an access
badge and a sticker. The badge hung around my neck; the sticker went on a large
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Styrofoam cooler. With only a day of research, I had only devised three ways into the
airport distribution hub where they had the genome analyzer. The quickest was
waltzing in with what looked like somebody’s kidney headed for Brussels. Even with
tightened security in airport cargo areas, nobody wants to mess with the Styrofoam
cooler covered in hospital and FedEx stickers. That covered getting in and getting out.
In between, I had to dodge a few patrols—2 airport security, 1 national guard, 1 nondescript that I’d guess was FEMA. I guess it’s a good thing; they’re trying to keep an
eye on things. But all I had to do was stop and hide a few times. Put off my schedule,
but they didn’t make the hub any more secure. Not from me, anyway. I don’t know
what the norm is for bad guys out here. Probably like those small-timers I shut down
at Cartier’s… Whatever. Why should I care. I’m good at my job. This one was a job
worth doing…
Still. I missed Batman. Without any chance of… Well, any job has its ups and downs
and any job is what you make of it, right? This one might have been a bit of a chore,
but Aquaman was paying me well. And there were possibilities with that kind of
money: improvements to the Catitat, a shopping spree on my own nickel (“Thanks
anyway, Bruce, got this one covered”), just let the rest sit in the portfolio for a while.
You never know when it’ll come in handy. I mean, a girl has to keep her independence,
and Bruce is so bloody rich.
So I decided right there, waiting for patrol #4 to go on his merry way, that this job
would finance the Selina Kyle Independence Fund, made possible by a generous grant
from The Not-the-Wayne-Foundation and earmarked for whatever & whenever he gets
out of line.
So much has changed between us since the last time I did a job like this.
There were things back then that we both knew were impossible. Now they’re so
commonplace I don’t even think about them: I wake up next to him every morning
with no mask on—he sits across from me at the breakfast table—he calls me Kitten.
The impossible, the absolute impossible, is part of our daily lives now.
Can’t help but wonder what other “impossibilities” might one day…
Well. Anyway. Got a job to finish.
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CHAPTER 4: IN PLACE OF A CONSCIENCE
An individual who channels the magickal forces will, after a period of years, begin
developing sensitivities that outsiders might call mind-reading, psychic powers, or
second sight. As an immortal, Jason Blood had channeled magicks for centuries longer
than any normal wizard. His sensitivities were sharp and powerful—but that did not
mean he could foresee the future of any person, place or event. He could perceive
hidden links in people’s destinies. He could meet a bore on an airplane and know that
the man would die in the city they were landing in. He could sense it hovering around
the man like lingering perfume of the woman, not his wife, who had kissed him
goodbye in the terminal. He could know that it would be a car accident, the driver
arguing with her husband about a stuffed swordfish bought at a yard sale while he was
out parking the car. She liked it, and she didn’t like the lawn furniture he had wanted,
and they’d argue; they’d swerve, the swordfish would go flying off the roof of the car
and impale the bore with the mistress in Seattle that wore too much Giorgio.
Jason could know all that but still have no idea what the future held for Harvey
Dent, with or without his face healed.
Etrigan knew. Etrigan knew everything, Jason sometimes thought. But Etrigan lied,
and Etrigan was an agent of chaos even when he wasn’t downright evil, and you could
never tell when his advice was real, in their common best interests, and when it was,
well, Etrigan.
Etrigan had become, in Jason’s own words, what he had in place of a conscience.
The demon was a moral compass based on opposition. If Etrigan wanted something, it
was most likely an evil to be opposed. If Etrigan didn’t like an idea, Tally Ho!
(Although Jason himself rarely said ‘Tally Ho;’ it was undignified.)
And Etrigan had not liked the idea of healing Dent. He railed against it. From the
first moment of empathy, the demon could see the thought forming in Jason’s mind,
and he was enraged. Cursing and roaring, burning threats into Jason’s own blood that
seemed to boil at the obscenity.
Every man’s will.
To choose good or ill.
So much hissing about free will. Jason argued—because that is what you have to do
when an EVIL THING is WRONG, you have to stand up and SAY so—that Dent didn’t
have free will. He based everything on that coin.
And Etrigan said:
Still will. Thil. Shill.
Stuff and nonsense, Jason thought acidly.
Wrong you were
And wrong you be,
You heedless cur,
Hell’s detainee.
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Another comes to hear your case
For sniveling, whining, yawping Face.
The knight of Nox is more like me,
For Anger, Rage and Hate make he.
Trapped within a fleshy box,
Yet raging endless ‘gainst the locks.
Tell him your pity for poor Dent,
How nobly you would circumvent
The Will your God grant every soul.
That Will, the price to keep him whole.

entr’acte…
Robin held his position on the roof of a small apartment building in Chelsea.
“This bites, Bro,” he told his partner.
“I know, kid,” Nightwing answered.
“This bites hard.”
“It’s just for one night.”
Tim glared across the dark of the rooftop with pure hatred.
“Just one night of sitting here looking like Dieter in my basic black turtleneck doing
surveillance on the Ha-Hacienda while my girlfriend is running around out there in my
costume!
Nightwing shrugged.
“My costume and a Harley Quinn wig,” Tim resumed his rant when it failed to
produce any response. “It’s Steph, and she’s in my costume and she’s wearing a wig
cut like Harley Quinn’s hair, and she’s out there. Dude, it’s a good thing Bruce is rich,
‘cause I’m gonna need therapy after this.”
“She’s not out there yet. That’s why we’re here.”
“Oh thanks, I feel so much better now. She’s not out there yet. But as soon as Harley
goes out somewhere public so she has an alibi and won’t get killed on accounta this,
then Steph’s going to be out there. My Stephie, Dick, going running out of that
Batmobile like a freakin’ PowerPuff girl in my costume spouting some cutesy banter like
‘I’m Robin and you’re screwed’—Not enough therapy in the world, Bro!”
“Quiet, there goes Harley. Call it in.”
“I have nothing but hatred in my heart right now.”
Nightwing turned with an Enough!-Do-it glare that was pure Bat. Tim hit the
OraCom.
“Oracle. I have nothing but hatred in my heart right now,” he said into the mic.
:: Heh. So I take it HQ is moving? ::
“Nothing but hatred in my heart.”
::Roger, I’ll notify the Batmobile. Follow her. We want to make sure she’s somewhere
public.::

Jason stood on his terrace overlooking the park. Even without Etrigan’s
“prediction,” he sensed Batman was coming. There was a curious temporal echo on
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this terrace. Batman had come here before, often… Jason chuckled at the thought. It
was Selina’s place before he moved in, of course… He half-closed his eyes, seeming to
listen, and tuned in the echo like a radio signal… Batman came here often and always
by the same path: a batarang to the building next door, which was taller, and then a
swooping swing down to the northern side of the terrace by that planter… annoyance
there. One of the cats. Feline annoyance. At the planter being disturbed. It was the
only clear feeling Jason could perceive associated with those visits. The rest of it was a
cyclone of furious conflicting emotion.
“Lord, what fools these mortals be,” Jason quoted into the night.
Etrigan was curiously reticent. Jason would have thought these charged echoes of
the bat and cat would warrant a comment. But since Jason walked out on the terrace,
the demon had resumed his silence from their immediate return to Gotham.
What was the harpy’s name again? Jason asked, to show he was well aware of the
reason for the sudden peace.
Have a care,
You hypocrite.
For I was there
When you said it.
The Paris air,
Would sense foreswear.
All so unfair
Enough, Blood muttered, growing sicker with each line ending in a rhyme for
“Claire.” The threat was unmistakable. Etrigan knew everything about Blood’s own
past with women, and if Jason insisted on pressing for what Etrigan did not want to
reveal, he was prepared to fight dirty.
Jason thought about going inside. Claire’s picture and perhaps a scotch. But the
terrace echoes stiffened, like a breeze, furious conflicting emotion associated with this
terrace, and Jason turned to the direction from where he knew Batman was coming.
His chuckle creased into a wry, silent smile of both wonder and scorn as the object of
his earlier musings swung unaware through the echoes to land on that same spot now,
in the present, where there was no cat to object to his cape’s proximity to the planter.
“I’ve been expecting you,” Jason said simply. “I expect you’re here about—
“Two-Face,” Batman growled just as Jason said “—Dent.”

entr’acte…
I finally knew what’s been missing on this job.
Batman, sure. There’s no substitute for that. But besides the cat and flying mouse
game, something had been missing. When I slipped into the wetsuit, I knew what it
was… Meow. There had been no Meow on this job. I hadn’t been sexy, I hadn’t been
daring, and I hadn’t had any fun.
Up until that point, it couldn’t be helped. I’d had little time to plan this job and with
two different women down there in Sub Diego due this week—two women that could
literally go into labor at any minute—sexy, daring, and fun weren’t exactly priorities.
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I’m a professional. A pro does THE JOB; a pro does not compromise the job to show
off some skill inappropriate to the situation. Batman doesn’t stop in the middle of a
patrol to sing an aria, the President doesn’t stop in the middle of the State of the Union
to tap dance, and I don’t screw up a simple but important grab and drop where I’m
supposed to be invisible by a) making it harder than it has to be or b) making a big
Catwoman-was-here production out of it.
That said, I was positively purring to get out of that Bax-Trav delivery gal jumpsuit
and into the sleek tightness of the wetsuit. I was purring even louder at the thought of
this final phase, which would require nerve, cunning, and charm. I’d have to be
daring, I’d have to be clever, I’d have to be persuasive—in short, I could be a cat.

“You admit you did this,” Batman graveled accusingly. “Jason, what were you
thinking? If ending Two-Face was as simple as repairing Harvey Dent’s face, I would
have paid for the plastic surgery myself, years ago. Two-Face won’t be—”
“There is no Two-Face, Batman. He doesn’t exist; you must know that. He’s a
corner of Harvey’s mind that he’s come to treat as a separate personality, but—”
“You’re going to explain my enemies to me now.”
“If necessary.”
“Great. Quinn writes a book, now you’re hosting a lecture series. I KNOW what
Two-Face is, Jason.”
“Batman, do you believe Harvey Dent was a good man prior to the scarring that
made him Two-Face?”
“Jason—I know the beginning of one of those logic tree arguments when I hear one.
I know you have a nice little sequence of questions planned leading to a neat
inescapable conclusion that you were right to do what you did. The world is a better
place because you used magic to heal Harvey’s face. It’s all sophistry, Jason. No clever
logic-proofs will change what is true and what isn’t. And for all that, I will tell you
that, yes, Harvey Dent was once a good man.”
Jason rose and walked to the bar, poured himself a drink, then returned to his chair.
“So how do you explain Two-Face, hm? After the trauma of the scarring, he split
himself in two, creating the personality of Two-Face. But where did he get the raw
materials for such a vile beast inside a man who was basically a good, decent,
educated, hardworking public servant?”
Jason stopped and sipped his drink. Batman waited through the pause, then when
Jason didn’t seem inclined to continue, he spoke.
“Aren’t you going to tell me?”
“You know your enemies. I would prefer that you tell me.”
Batman sighed, exasperated.
“Most people assume that Two-Face is Harvey’s dark side: ‘Everybody has a dark
side and Harvey just gave his a name.’ It’s not that simple. His dark side would
simply be all the thoughts and impulses to do wrong that Harvey had suppressed as a
law-abiding citizen. That’s not it at all. Two-Face is Harvey’s own idea of his exact
opposite. Two-Face is the antithesis of all Harvey believes himself to be. Two-Face
actually had a… an identity crisis, for lack of a better word, when he—when they
realized that pre-acid Harvey wasn’t as perfectly good as they’d both remembered.”
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Jason smiled and made a vague “tada” gesture with his hand.
“There you have it. Two-Face is not Harvey’s dark side. He was an invention,
nothing more, based on the scarring, and with the scarring gone—with Harvey
convinced that he’s gone—he is.”
“And what’s the price?” Batman growled.
“Price?”
“With magic, there’s always a price, Jason.”
Jason winced as Etrigan began roaring with laughter in his mind.
Let me tell him, let me say!
Jason, please, you had your way.
Asclepius you did entreat
That Dent’s whore Fate your magicks cheat.
Restore his face? Restore his WILL!
From THAT you claimed would good distill.
Restore his will and take his coin.
From two-faced Fate is he enjoined.
Tell him, Jason, if you dare:
Not once may Harvey Fullface err.
If e’er Dent flips that coin again
To make a choice or feed a yen,
The deal is off, his scars returned.
Will twice bestowed, won’t be twice spurned.

entr’acte…
Harley was frantic by the time she reached the Ha-Harlienda. She’d run home in a
state of mind that an objective psychiatric professional might call blind panic. She
triple-locked the door, then ran to the kitchen and burst into tears at the sight of the
back door’s single deadbolt. What kind of lock was that anyway! She pushed a chair
in front of it, then a table. Then she took another chair and brought it to the front door.
Then she went to the closet and took out the shotgun and sat with it on her lap.
This wasn’t funny. Not haha funny and not Puddin’ funny either. Batman was
crazy! He must be stark raving Looney Tunes. Harley had heard the Iceberg crowd
gassing about that photograph in the window of some art gallery. It was a blonde in a
green mask and some of them thought it looked like a Robin mask. Big deal. Didn’t
mean there was any female Robin running around Gotham. Only the Post could come
up with dumb shit like that, right? There WAS NO BLONDE ROBIN! But now one
those nutjobs was saying they’d seen it themselves and it looked like HER? COME
ON! That was crazy talk. And then Nightwing leaves some kind of note for her with
the doorman! “Ha, ha.” What does that mean? Ha, ha, huh? Did they think this was
funny! Was this Bat’s idea of a practical joke? Ha, ha, yeah, right, ha, ha. Didn’t he
realize what Puddin’ and Red and all the rest of them would think? What they would
do? They’d kill her, that’s what they’d do! They were a bunch of HOMICIDAL
LUNATICS!!!
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As much as Jason Blood respected Batman, he could never completely get past the fact
that Etrigan liked him. Etrigan, the evil one, liked Batman.
He said Batman had a dark demon stirring his bile. The way he would fight and
fight, when there was no hope—meaning the way Batman would put his body between
Etrigan and his lunch, even though lunch was a worthless drug dealer. He would
physically fight Etrigan, if necessary, when it was the time for the demon to retreat,
even though it would be like punching solid rock. Batman would fight on endlessly,
spurred on by something inside that Etrigan could relate to.
Yes, Etrigan liked Batman, and that was not something Jason found it easy to
dismiss. And now Batman and Etrigan agreed—the vigilante and the demon were in
full agreement that Jason’s intervention was a blunder.
“Magic is a cheat,” Batman declared. “You can’t cheat Two-Face, I’ve tried.
Replaced the coin with a rigged one. When he figured it out, he went on a crime spree.
There had been seven coin flips that weren’t fair, so he did what he wanted the next
seven times without flipping. He is obsessed with Fate, obsessed with using chance to
make decisions. And you’re telling me he can never do it again or the spell is broken
and he reverts to the way he was?”
“Yes. An unforeseen catch. A bit of metaphysic sleight of hand, courtesy of Etrigan.
Free Will. Because I argued that Dent had no free will and healing him would restore it,
he must make good on that.”
“Does he know?”
“No. I didn’t realize at the time what the conditions would be.”
“But you knew there would be a price.”
“A counterbalance, of course. But Asclepius, the god of healing, isn’t really in the
ironic twist business. It’s usually a simple supplication to channel his energies in order
to restore whatever is corrupted, the tissues damaged by a wound or illness, into the
state they are supposed to be in. It was Etrigan that—”
“It wasn’t Etrigan, Jason. Etrigan couldn’t have done anything unless you opened the
door, letting magical forces in that can’t be controlled to—”
“It was Etrigan. The healing spell is to restore what was corrupted into the state it
should be in. Etrigan is the one who brought Harvey Dent’s Will into that equation.
He maneuvered me into arguing… the tissue on half his face was damaged and is now
restored because… Oh hell.” This last was sighed in defeat. “You’re right, Bruce. I…
botched it. Road to hell and all that. I felt… compassion for the man.”
“That’s not a bad thing, Jason.”
“Unless you have a millennia old chaos demon clamouring in your head.”
“What’s he saying now?”
“’Wit, an ’t be thy will, put me into good fooling! Those wits, that think they have
thee, do very oft prove fools’”
“Shakespeare.”
“Yes, I know. Shakespeare wrote entirely too much about fools. All of it in verse.
I’ve been hearing it nonstop.”
“Someone has to tell him, Jason.”
“By someone, you mean me.”
“Yes. He won’t be inclined to believe me.”
“Not your place anyway. This is my responsibility. I’ll talk to Fortune’s Fool.”
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“That was Romeo.”
“Romeo, Lear, and, I believe, Timon of Athens all used the phrase. But it applies best
to Dent, don’t you think?”
“Selina calls him Fate’s bitch,” Batman noted.
Jason paused and then grimaced.
“We really must prevent Selina and Etrigan from ever meeting face to face.”

entr’acte…
The only way to get a large shipment that included heavy, bulky equipment down to
Sub Diego was to use the FEMA station set up for the purpose. The station, unlike the
Bax-Trav warehouse, was manned 24/7. The difference was that these guys weren’t
security guards. They were professionals with a job to do, yes, but they went into this
work out of compassion. They could be reasoned with. You can’t exactly talk a
museum guard into letting you waltz off with a Degas. But I wasn’t here to take their
employer’s property. I was here to help the same people they were here to help. They
just needed a reason to cooperate. Didn’t even have to be a good reason, just a CYA
reason.
I had Jean Paul fax them the top two inches of some official-looking letterhead. Then
it stopped and he faxed it again. And again. When I showed up, they were trying to
figure out if the problem was their fax machine or the sender’s. Pete, the older one,
was ready to assume the incomplete fax was the authorization for my delivery to Sub
Diego. It wasn’t entirely the way I look in a wetsuit, either.
“About time, that’s all I can say,” he spat, “It’s about time. Those poor people.
Ought to be a special hell for politicians.”
Pete’s partner, Harold, was more of a tightass. He scrutinized those bits of
letterhead on the fax for a phone number. “If we could just get some kind of
confirmation,” he kept muttering.
I focused my efforts on Pete. I asked if he knew anyone down there. He did, a
buddy from High School. I invented a cousin. We bonded. And then we both looked
at Harold.
“If it’s legit, they’ll resend the fax,” he insisted. Then he looked at Pete—and then at
me, and then at Pete again. “Meantime, I guess it would be okay if you got the stuff
loaded.”

Jason found Harvey Dent exactly where Batman said he would be, in a downtown
theatre called The Flick with huge stone comedy-tragedy masks hung on its façade like
gargoyles.
This is going to be harder than I thought, he considered.
‘An ordinary fool that has no more brain
Than a stone’—What a sorry refrain,
Now that Face is alone.
Jason tuned out the rest and entered the theatre. He found Dent in the lobby, atop a
stepladder, dismantling some kind of laser.
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“Why Mr. Blood,” Harvey called happily, like the codename was the best joke he’d
heard in weeks. “What an unexpected surprise.”
“I told you, Harvey, you can call me Jason.”
Harvey winked theatrically.
“Jason it is. I’m just removing some pesky old ‘perimeter defenses’ that I won’t be
needing any more. This really is a fine old building, isn’t it; wasted as a criminal
hideout. I wonder if I should develop it myself or sell it. What do you think?”
Jason thought Dent’s obvious joy in his new circumstances was the lowest blow yet.
This was going to be like kicking a puppy in the stomach and then telling it there was
no Santa Claus.
“Harvey, I—I have some news. Some very bad news. You might want to prepare
yourself—for some very bad news.”
Harvey climbed down from the ladder and looked Blood in the eye.
“There’s a catch,” he said coldly.
“Yes. How did you—”
Harvey gave a wry, bitter laugh. “Free lunch.”
Etrigan began laughing hysterically. The former district attorney continued,
oblivious to the demon’s presence…
“I was offered a bribe once from a guy like you. From the Odessa mob. None too
subtle. Heh. No such thing as a free lunch. So here it comes, right, the shakedown,
and maybe a threat or two. I don’t think you know who you’re dealing with, Jason.
Harvey Dent is nobody’s fool. And nobody double-crosses Two-Face.”
“Two-Face is gone, Harvey. He’ll stay gone, as long as—”
“As long as what, as long as I toe the line and do what you say, right?”
“No, nothing like that. This isn’t what you think, Harvey. It’s not a betrayal or a
shakedown or a threat. It is merely a, a condition—”
“Same thing.”
“NO! Because it was a condition I was not aware of when I did this thing for you. I
was—in error. I did not foresee a consequence of calling on the magicks in the precise
way I did in your particular case. The fact is, Harvey, that you can remain this way for
as long as you choose, with your face fully healed, totally free of Two-Face and his
influence. You must simply… abide… by a, a bargain of sorts with the universe.”
“A bargain I never agreed to,” Harvey said, arching a brow. “I was a lawyer, Jason, I
understand contracts. I understand small print. I know that I can’t be held to a bargain
that I was never a party to.”
“You received the benefits of the healing spell, Harvey, your face is whole again.
You are bound to the conditions…”
The eyes danced wildly. Harvey Dent’s brilliant legal mind, at last unfettered by
Two-Face, attacked the problem as it was set before him. He attacked it from every
conceivable angle, looking for the loophole, the ambiguity, the… missed comma,
something, there must be something. After a half-hour’s probing, he admitted defeat.
“So we’re stuck with it,” he said finally. Jason noted the ‘we’ and tensed. Harvey
continued, “Yes, we’re stuck. You made a bad deal, Jase. Don’t blame yourself, it
happens. Get ‘em next time, right? In the meantime, well, I’ll just have to live with it,
won’t I. So what is this condition anyway?”
“You can never use your coin again to make a decision.”
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Harvey laughed.
“Is that all? Why would I! With no more Two-Face, why would I need to—Haha!
Oh Jason, Jesus, you really had me going there! THAT’s all it’s going to take to keep
from turning back to half a pumpkin! Come on! I am going to buy you lunch! There’s
this great Vietnamese place down the street.”

entr’acte…
Pete helped me load the incubators onto this sea-winch they had to lower big
shipments down to Sub Diego. The rest of the stuff was compact enough to ride with
me in one of the submersibles. They used these to shuttle Press, VIPs and relief workers
back and forth. Even Pete wasn’t going to let me take one out for a joy ride without
some kind of authorization—but now that the gear was loaded, I was past needing
their full cooperation.
Pete apologized again for Harold, who continued poring over the partial faxes,
looking for somebody to call for confirmation. I sent Pete out to the van to look for my
cel phone. I was sure I had a number in the address book, I said. As soon as he was
gone, I went to talk to Harold.
“Pete says you’re not usually this pissy,” I told him sweetly. And his cheeks started
to pink. “He says you just didn’t want to help us with the heavy lifting.” The pink
started to redden. “Bad back? My brother’s got one from weight lifting.”
He reacted as expected. Painted as a discourteous wimp by his treacherous partner
Pete, and then offered a manly out by the bouncy gal in the wet suit, Harold latched
onto the excuse that made him neither pissy nor wimpy. He had a bad back. He
stretched and turned and showed me where it pulled if he lifted too much weight.
When he sat back down:
“Hey, where’s my faxes?”
“Now, Harold,” I explained, slipping the neatly folded paper into place and zipping
up my suit, “You’re a smart guy. You know what’s going on here. I’m taking the sub.
And without that fax, there is no evidence to support your story. It would be so much
better for you and Petey to pretend this never happened. I’ll have them refill the gas
and air tanks down below, so no one will even know it’s been used… except you, of
course. It’ll be our secret. Tell Petey I’ll be back in two hours.”
I winked, blew a kiss, and, just for fun, got myself back to the submersible by way of
a simple backwards somersault. A minute later, I was on my way down to Sub Diego.

“I want you to punch me in the mouth,” Jason said directly.
Harvey set down his menu and looked curiously across the table at his guest.
“Try the steamed shrimp, they’re our—my favorite.”
“I really think you should punch me in the mouth instead of buying me lunch,
Harvey.”
“Tom hap nuoc dua, ‘steamed in coconut milk,’ how can you turn that down?”
“I would feel more secure that you understood how difficult this will be if you’d
only—”
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“Jason, please. You’re like this junior associate we had at the DA’s one year, Mick
Darcy, he accidentally stapled an internal memo into some documents sent to Defense
Council. I had to go in next day knowing they were going to get half my evidence
tossed out.”
“What did you do?” Jason asked.
“Offered a plea. Simple assault, dropped the gun charge. Less than the scum
deserved, but what can you do? Know what happened to Mick Darcy?”
“You bought him lunch?”
Harvey laughed.
“I set him to researching repeat offenders after an assault-plea. He thought he was
fired. He was so charged up to get a ‘working penance’ instead, he wound up creating
this whole spreadsheet, statistical analysis of career paths after plea bargains for
various offences… Made Law Review… Darcy—even had my job for a while—after.”
Harvey’s face darkened.
“The Bao Tu Jambon is also very good.”

entr’acte…
Had to happen. There just had to be a snag sooner or later, and 190 feet below sea
level, the snag wasn’t going to be dangerously sexy crimefighter in a cape.
I was headed for the Hotel del Coronado, formerly a luxurious waterfront hotel, now
the entrance to Sub Diego. I was trying to work out just how that final chat with
Harold had shifted on me. It was meant to be checkmate, grabbing the fax, leaving the
pair of them without any option but to shut up and play along. But somehow, once I
started talking, I wound up reassuring Harold that he wouldn’t be culpable if he
cooperated. That wasn’t a challenge. It wasn’t a dare. It was—hell, I don’t know what
it was! But it wasn’t me. It wasn’t feline. It’s not like I was afraid of returning to a
FEMA warehouse full of cops, after all. Risks go with the territory, it’s why these jobs
pay so well—and it’s half the fun. What could they possibly throw at me that I
couldn’t handle?
So why did I pat Harold’s head instead of tweaking his nose?
Maybe these FEMA guys weren’t quite as puffed up as cops or crimefighters, but
still, obnoxious authority figures, when you got ‘em on the mat… it was checkmate and I
just… Anyway, I was trying to work it out the whole way down. I was just nearing
the Hotel del Coronado, just sighted the cupola, when I saw another submersible rising
from behind it—the markings of a TV Network on its nose.
Shit. How do I hide a two ton submersible in the middle of the damn ocean?
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CHAPTER 5: MAN ABOUT TOWN
Harvey Dent was a Harvard man. It was an aspect of his personality even Two-Face
couldn’t supercede. Every year on the eve of the Harvard-Yale game, he bet on his
alma mater. His only concession after the acid was to give 2-to-1 odds.
He still had his Harvard tie—somewhere—if he could find it. He hadn’t worn it in
years, because he refused to cut it in half. The Armanis, the Hermes, the Pradas and
the Brooks Brothers he had turned over to Kittlemeier to be sliced down the center and
stitched onto dingy burlap or loud polyester for the Two-Face half. But his Harvard tie
he refused to sacrifice. He knew he had kept it safe, somewhere, but having searched
under all his Two-Face ties, his sock drawer, his underwear drawer, and his armoire,
he was forced to admit defeat. He’d had two… too many hideouts over the years.
And too many of those two-puns…
Anyway, in one move or another, he had obviously lost his tie.
A call to the student bookstore set that right. The nice girl he spoke to, Gail, was not
impervious to the charms of Harvey “the Apollo” Dent. She appreciated that he
wanted his new tie immediately. She said it happened all the time, alumni on a
business trip, needed to replace the tie for an important presentation. She said she
would FedEx it; he’d have it by ten o’clock tomorrow. Harvey squelched the impulse
to ask about sending it second-day air.
Habit. Old habit. It would take a while, certainly, to lose those old habits.
But by 10 a.m. tomorrow, he would have a new tie.
In the meantime, he would have to do some other shopping. If he wanted to rebuild
his old life, he would have to start by rebuilding his wardrobe. Every garment he
owned was split down the center, that was no way to appear in polite society…

entr’acte…
Heroes are infuriating. I wasn’t overjoyed when I saw another submersible rising
from behind Sub Diego, but I would have managed something. It might have involved
semi-nudity and a certain degree of Spring Break “girls gone wild” behavior, but it
would have neutralized the situation. Because let’s face it, when a reporter tells his
buddies that this hot chick in a mini-sub came on to him thirty fathoms down, their
response is fairly predictable.
But no. Because heroes can’t ever let it be. They can’t trust that you know what
you’re doing; they have to watch out for you. They have to call ahead to make sure a
school of fish is ready to run blocker. Just as soon as I sighted the submerged Hotel del
Coronado, there they were, several hundred thin silvery-greenish fish surrounding me
like a squirmy iridescent honor guard. They blocked any view the other sub could
have of me, and once it had disappeared, they stayed with me, escorting me down to
the cupola.
Infuriating. The hero, not the fish.
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Nothing about this job had felt right up until now. Since my plane landed in
California, nothing about this job felt like it used to. Now, finally, bottom of the
goddamn Pacific Ocean and I was back in familiar territory: Pissed at a hero. Pissed off
at that familiar mix of annoyance and gratitude. I just hate heroes interfering, watching
over my shoulder, and HELPING when they are not needed—but the fish were handy.

Ryan did not get to be the top-selling salesman at Feldman’s without being able to
pigeonhole customers. He had worked at the exclusive men’s clothiers for only two
years, but he had evolved, in only two months, an eye for the way people browsed. He
could tell by the way a man walked in the door: a sure gait—here to buy… a poseur—
putting on airs but way out of his price range… a quickrich—can afford to buy but
won’t. Never been in a place like this before. He’ll look around, get intimidated, then
scurry across the river to some outlet mall in Bludhaven…
The man in the tan trench coat was a puzzle. He fit none of Ryan’s prescribed
categories. He walked through the door like a regular, but then, almost immediately,
the assurance vanished and he was looking around like a newbie. Then he started
browsing like he might know quality merchandise. Ryan was puzzled and started
analyzing his clothes. You couldn’t tell much from a trench coat unless it was from the
very top or the very bottom. This was neither, and it hid too much of the shirt and
trousers beneath for Ryan to appraise. In desperation, Ryan looked to the shoes…
They didn’t match. They didn’t match?! One black shoe and one brown one? The guy
had to be a nut! Lunatics shopping at Feldman’s must surely be one of the biblical
signs of Armageddon.
Of course, you did hear about crazy billionaires.
Just in case this guy was some Howard Hughes, Ryan decided to wait on him.
“Welcome to Feldman’s,” he began, “What can I show you today, sir?”
“Anything that’s not double-breasted,” Harvey Dent answered with a bright smile.
Thirty minutes later, Ryan was returning from his third trip to the fitting rooms. He
had followed the mystery customer through the store, taking shirts, jackets, trousers,
braces, and even ties back to the fitting room as the odd fellow selected them. He
seemed to know what was what in terms of quality, although his sense of style seemed
behind the times—at least to Ryan. But Feldman’s had plenty of stodgy clients. Ryan
didn’t like to judge unless they were somebody else’s commission.
It was only once the customer walked back to the fitting room himself and removed
his overcoat that Ryan saw the guy was dressed from head to toe in clothing divided
down the center. In the zeal of calculating his commission, Ryan had forgotten the
mismatched shoes. He was struck now with the sight of… split down the center…
Even in the rarified air of Feldman’s, Ryan knew a thing or two about Gotham. He
read the newspaper, at least. And this guy was…
“You’re— you’re not—” he stammered.
“No, we’re not. I’m not,” Harvey answered. “Let’s start with the Polo, shall we?”
Ryan scrutinized the man’s face. It certainly wasn’t split down the center.
“The dress shirt?” the non-two-faced customer prompted. “The Ralph Lauren, if you
wouldn’t mind handing it over.”
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Ryan rapidly recalculated the commission he would earn on the sale (assuming the
customer paid for it instead of flipping a coin, killing them all, and waltzing out the
door with some $4600 worth of sartorial elegance).
He handed over the shirt.
“Can I find you some shoes?” he offered. He was risking his life for this sale, after
all.

entr’acte…
Alfred entered the Batcave med-facility as he did every Tuesday morning to check
the inventory of bandages, disinfectant, and other basic supplies. He expected the
room to be empty, as it always was at this time of day.
“Good heavens, Master Tim, you gave me quite a start,” he announced.
Tim looked up from the bloody puncture he was dabbing above his kneecap.
“It’s weird how you have to say that, Alfred. Other people you can just tell, y’know.
But when you get surprised, no sign of it. It’s kinda cool how you do that.”
“Master Timothy, your attempt to divert attention from the gaping hole in your leg is
duly noted. Now if you would permit me to have a look at the injury.”
“It’s nothing, Alfred,” Tim murmured, although he hopped up on the table to let
Alfred get a better look at the leg. “I was just blowing off some steam. Bruce and Dick
got some wicked settings on Zogger.”
Alfred inspected the wound, then Tim’s face, then turned with a look of sour
disapproval to find a fresh gauze. He saturated the pad with disinfectant, inserted it
into a pair of tiny forceps, and began probing the wound. Tim winced.
“My apologies for the unavoidable discomfort, young sir,” Alfred said blandly, “You
might find conversation a welcome distraction.”
Tim agreed and began chattering.
“Did you know they’ve got settings on that thing labeled François and Jean Paul and
Eddie? Ow! Man that smarts. I remembered Dick saying that Zogger did double-duty
around here in the old days, eeesh, how it was a training program, yeah, but that
sometimes Bruce used it to Ow-OwOw-ouch relieve the tension when Catwoman got
him all hyped…”
Tim paused in case Alfred wanted to say anything. He didn’t. So Tim continued.
“Anyway. I haven’t really had any problems like that so far. With girlfriends, I
mean. Lucky me, right. But with this whole mess with Steph running around in my
costume, I figured I’d try it out.”
“And did you find the experience rewarding, Master Timothy?”
“No.”
“Hm, perhaps there is hope for you yet. Master Timothy, one doesn’t wish to be
inquisitive into a young gentleman’s private affairs—”
“But—” Tim interrupted. It was absurd. Alfred was poking the gauze around his
kneecap. When a guy is digging around where your tibia meets your femur, he gets to
ask whatever he wants.
“But one is rather curious. I had the impression that you and Miss Stephanie were no
longer seeing each other in a romantic context.”
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Tim bit his lip guiltily.
“We weren’t really, after I started seeing Cecily just before Christmas. And it was
really nice at first. Cecily didn’t have anything to do with any of this life. She was just
a girl. It was so… easy.”
Alfred set the dreaded forceps aside and began bandaging the wound.
“But the thing was, even after ‘Tim and Steph’ broke up, Robin and Spoiler still
worked together. When that whole thing happened with Johnny Warlock, it made me
see that somebody from the outside is never going to understand the stuff we deal
with. I thought I had killed him, Alfred. And I had a date with Cecily that night. I
kept it. We went to some movie. I don’t remember a thing about it. All I remember is
sitting there in the dark for two hours thinking how there was no way I could tell her.
Even if I could tell her, y’know, if I told her I was Robin, there was still no way I could
tell her. There’s no way you can make somebody understand: ‘this guy is an enemy, a
powerful one. He absorbs energy and expels it. And he expelled too much, weakening
his body to where I thought I had decapitated him with a single kick.’”
“And Miss Stephanie was able to understand?”
“No. No, I went to see her that night after I said goodnight to Cecily. She was
totally clueless, but—see Alfred, that was it—it was the way she didn’t understand. She
thought I’d lost my nerve. I learned to fight from Bruce and Lady Shiva. If I back off a
fight, it’s not because I don’t think I can win. It’s because I learned something else from
Bruce. I learned strategy… Anyway. We got into it pretty good that night. There was
so much she didn’t get about me. But we could talk about it. We wound up knowing
each other a lot better because we could talk about it. I can never do that with someone
like Cecily, Alfred. Never. I can never… open up about the stuff that makes me me. It
limits the pool, girlwise; y’know what I mean?”

Even though he would never practice law again, Harvey knew only one way to try
on a suit. He assumed various poses in front of the mirror as if summing up for the
jury—pacing here, pointing there, leaning on the rail, strolling back to the council
table—and scrutinized his reflection at every turn. When he was satisfied, he told
Ryan to call in Old Man Feldman to chalk the alterations.
Harvey was delighted to see Feldman again. His face lit up when the dear little man
pulled back the curtain, his trademark wire-rim glasses and suit vest, a tape measure
around his neck just like Kittlemeier.
“Alec!” he called happily.
His delight was not mutual.
“Mr. Dent,” Alec Feldman declared coldly on seeing whom he had been called to
measure. “I regret that we are unable to do business with you. Your account here at
Feldman’s is closed.”
“So reopen it. Alec, come on now, it’s me. It’s Harvey.”
“I regret, Mr. Dent, that that will not be possible. We here at Feldman’s—”
“Alec, what are you saying? You still sell clothes, don’t you?” He pointed to the
heaps of suits and shirts he was trying on.
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“Our customers, Mr. Dent, are esteemed members of the community, more than a
few of whom you have robbed over the years. We at Feldman’s cannot in good
conscience—”
“We here at Feldman’s is YOU, Alec. I know a little something about referring to
yourself in the plural. You want to watch that, it has a way of sticking.”
Alec Feldman regarded Harvey haughtily, turned and left the dressing room. From
outside the curtain, Harvey heard hushed agitated voices, followed by an outburst
from the salesman:
“But why? He was Two-Face, so now he’s supposed to walk down the street
naked!?”
“You tell him, Ryan!” Harvey called from inside the fitting room.
“We must draw the line somewhere, Ryan,” he heard Feldman retort.
“We again,” Harvey muttered to himself. “That is so affected.”

entr’acte…
No one likes admitting they’ve made a mistake, but everyone does make them.
Every being on the mortal plane could err. Every being, every being, be it made of flesh,
energy, or spirit; winged, scaled, or feathered, every being within the strictures of
space-time was fully capable of screwing one up! The only gray area was whether the
being was so stupendously powerful that nobody witnessing the screw up would say
so. There really was no difference, Jason Blood reflected, between European courtiers
all running around with the bottom of their vests unbuttoned because portly Edward
VII couldn’t fasten his, and the Lightning Beasts of Altaire flying in a perfect
arrowhead formation right into the cliffs of Kaldar when the leader caught the wake
from Etrigan’s fireball. Every being in the universe made mistakes, but a prerogative
of the truly powerful was that the rest of them wouldn’t notice.
If one wasn’t that lucky, if despite being an extremely powerful wizard one did have
to have one’s mishaps pointed out, there couldn’t be a more maddening creature in the
universe to do the pointing than Batman. There really couldn’t. He was worse than
Etrigan, and that was saying a great deal.
Etrigan. Jason really didn’t feel up to another eighty stanzas of the demon’s latest
epic: Ode to a Horse’s Ass, so he returned to the terrace, where the aura of Etrigan’s old
girlfriend still lingered over the park, bringing a blessed silence.
Jason looked out on the park with satisfaction. While he remained out here, Etrigan
would be quiet—and he himself could bask in those other lingering echoes like another
man might enjoy a sunset. Batman really was insufferable when he was right about
your being wrong. The rebuke of the mortal man stung more than that of the chaos
demon. A mortal, confined to a single fleeting lifetime—it was such a limited
perspective—what did they know even of their own hearts—these echoes of his early
visits to Selina, what did that say of Bruce Wayne’s ability to see the truth about
anything. Such ragingly conflicted emotions when… Of course. Selina!
Batman was truly the most insufferable being in the universe when he was right
about your being wrong. And nobody knew that better than Selina. It had been too
long since they commiserated, not since that awful little bistro in New Orleans when
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she brought him the Scrolls of Delataire. He always enjoyed their talks, but he sensed
that she got more out of them than he did. She seemed to have few friends among
those ‘rogues’ and few chances to really tell stories of her adventures. He had listened,
and now she could reciprocate. Yes, that was just what he needed: A sympathetic ear
about an insufferable bat, and a tale or two from an entertaining cat. It even rhymed.
Take that, Etrigan.

Harvey Dent was a Harvard man. It was an aspect of his personality even Two-Face
couldn’t cancel out. He had never let his membership lapse at the Harvard Club, and
his colleagues there—broader minded than Alec Feldman—had never removed his
name from the rolls.
He sat now at the bar in a crisp, new, Asprey blazer over a polo shirt and trousers
(pricey, but one color per garment was worth it), and fidgeted with the swizzle stick.
He looked down at his fingers with alarm—it was the same way he had fidgeted with
his credit card before buying the blazer. It was the same way he used to fidget with the
coin.
Feldman. Turning on him like that. After all the years, all the pinstripe, all the pima
cotton button downs… It’s not like he was going to go off and commit some Two-Face
crime IN one of Feldman’s suits!
Well. There were plenty of other places to buy clothes in Gotham. And that sales
chap, Ryan, was nice enough to refer him. Geoff at Asprey, Philip at Barney’s, Stan at
Polo, they were all very helpful… Harvey fidgeted again with the swizzle stick. It was
with Geoff at Asprey where Harvey had hit that second snag.
Asprey blazer, $1700.
In his wild bachelor days, they used to call him Apollo.
Polo shirt, $250.
You don’t get likened to a Greek god shopping at Target.
Trousers, $250.
Harvey could well afford it. He had been operating as Two-Face for the past
mumble years, after all. Crime on that level does, in fact, pay. It pays very nicely
indeed.
Getting your life back from Darth Duality… Priceless.
It was standing there at the Asprey checkout, with his gold card poised in his fingers,
that Harvey seemed to have experienced a momentary ethical dilemma: Was it quite
right to be living off all that ill-gotten gain which was… from a certain point of view…
well… ill gotten?
It was only a second. He played with the credit card for only a second, the way Joker
sometimes fidgeted with a playing card, running his finger down the sides, top to
bottom, then pulling to let it fall ninety degrees onto its side, lifting it back up, then
doing it again… But anyway, he bought the stuff. It wasn’t a moral crisis or anything.
He had a choice to make and he made it.
Choice. There really wasn’t any choice: there were piles of clothes to buy so he
could get on with his life, and the only way to do it other than stealing the stuff was to
pay for it. And what he had to pay with was the wealth amassed in his old life. Case
closed. A minor ethical dilemma, and he’d made the call.
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And now he was just chewing on it.
That was understandable.
It was an ethical decision, the first one he’s made in quite a long time.
And he’d done it. He’d done fine.
It was quite a treat actually, considering both sides of the question himself with no
coarse Two-Face in his head making the whole thing so unseemly.
So he weighed both sides himself and made the decision himself.
People did it every day.
He made one, just like that, no big deal.
Not like he needed a coin flip to make a call like that.
There was actually a 50-50 chance that if he had flipped a coin, it would have said the
same thing he decided anyway.
It would be interesting to see if it did… But that would probably be cheating…
Harvey caught himself still playing with the swizzle stick. He set it down on the bar
decisively and glared at it. Then he picked it up and snapped it in two, and set both
halves back down on the bar.
He looked at them critically, picked up the larger one and snapped it in half as well.
He gave the three pieces a satisfied nod, symbolically thumbing his nose at all things
“two.” Then he gathered all three in his empty glass, waved it to the bartender and
ordered another drink.

entr’acte…
You meet a different caliber of person on rooftops than anywhere else in the world—
even if that rooftop is under water.
Her name was Lorena, a water-breather, one of the mutated survivors of the quake
that had deposited the Hotel del Coronado, a naval base, and approximately 10 square
miles of San Diego onto the ocean floor. She met me on the hotel cupola, considered
the entrance to Sub Diego by its residents, and led me to the naval base. The base, or
what was once the naval base, was now the home to the research and relief operations.
They had two pressurized rooms there, and I waited in one while the sub was
unloaded and refueled. I was surprised when Lorena joined me there.
“I didn’t think you could breathe air,” I told her.
“I can’t. Not for more than a few minutes at a time…” There was an undercurrent in
her voice that I recognized. Bitterness. Quite a lot. I’d heard it before, from Harvey
when he got to talking about his old life before Two-Face: a job he was good at, Gilda,
trying for a baby. “…But Aquaman said it was important that I greet you personally
and talk to you while you were here.”

“Bruce!” Harvey beamed, surprised but not suspicious when his old friend
appeared in the Oak Bar, and waved him over to his booth. “Selina out of town, right?
I should have expected you’d show up, you old dog. Just like old times, eh?”
It was like old times at first.
“Nice blazer, Harv,” the playboy man-about-town noticed immediately, “Asprey?”
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Harvey nodded. “Linen and silk blend.”
“Thought I saw it in the window,” Bruce remarked, sitting. Without his ordering, a
waiter automatically brought his usual.
“Still drinking the single malts, I see,” Harvey said, pointing to the elaborate set up
of scotch in a special tasting glass, a second rocks glass, empty, and a pitcher of Scottish
spring water.
But instead of the usual performance of a shallow fop reveling in the Oak Bar’s
pretensions, Bruce casually poured water into the second glass, took a whiff of the
whiskey and moistened his lips. “I don’t pretend to be a connoisseur,” he said simply.
“I suppose I’m just used to it.”
“Well I’m a connoisseur,” Harvey insisted, taking a large swallow of his own drink,
“and I must admit, I’ve missed them. It’s like coming home.”
Harvey looked at his glass lovingly. Bruce raised an eyebrow. “No more double
malts?”
“There is no such thing as a ‘double malt,’ Bruce. It’s either one single make of
scotch, a single malt, or else it’s a blend. More than one is a blend, plain and simple.
Nothing sacred about the number two. Use two kinds of whiskey and pretending it’s
something special. ‘Double malt’ indeed. Pure affectation.”
Batman overruled Bruce’s urge to take a healthy drink from his own glass. He had
to stay sharp, observing the new Harvey Dent, but if the observations continued as
they had begun, Bruce felt he was going to need something stiffer than spring water to
get him through.

entr’acte…
Lorena said the resort, the Hotel del Coronado and its convention hall, was their
population center. They had the same needs as they had above: food, shelter,
clothing. Except they needed ways to chemically cure food, since conventional cooking
was impossible. Their shelter was to protect them from predators more than the
elements, and the surviving structures from above were never built for that purpose.
And as for clothing, they needed fabric that could better withstand the salt. She said
Atlantis had sent some, short-term, and the Wayne Foundation was working on some
way they could make their own.
My eyes may have flickered at the unexpected name, but Lorena didn’t notice. She
had other problems—had to step outside for a breath of fresh not-air. I started to
wonder why Aquaman was so insistent that she speak to me, if he still had hopes I
would kickback my fee for the relief efforts or… …He couldn’t possibly want leverage
with Bruce; that wasn’t even worth considering… the Foundation was already onboard
anyway from the sounds of it, and anybody who knew the truth about us would know
that—
Lorena returned. And very soon I realized the real reason Aquaman had her talk to
me. It wasn’t for me at all. It was for her.
“If we can just get over this initial hump,” she was saying, “with the basic
necessities, then we can set up a school. And then some kind of industry. There are all
kinds of resources down here, if we can just get to a place where we can trade with the
surface for what we need instead of living on charity…”
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He was grooming her. He wanted them self-sufficient, so he was grooming this
woman to lead. She had “greeted me at the door” in a way, meeting me at the Cupola
just as Aquaman had at the transporters in Atlantis. And she was giving me an
overview of their culture just as he had on “the tour.”
I thought about that as I climbed back into the sub and decided not to be quite as
annoyed with my fishy escort back to the surface. Heroes are still infuriating. But
sometimes, I don’t know, they’re kind of cute, too.

Randolph’s was a comfortable, clubby lounge in the lobby of a venerable midtown
hotel. It had one particular feature that made it Bruce Wayne’s preferred spot for a
quiet drink with friends or business associates: it had enormous windows looking out
on the midtown streets, making it easy for him to watch the city and, if it were lighted,
to spot the Bat-Signal.
No signal was lit but, sitting with Harvey Dent as their boys’ night on the town
continued, Bruce looked out at the traffic all the same.
Harvey looked more and more at Bruce. He was starting to wonder just how
accidental their accidental meeting really was. He was feeling… scrutinized. It wasn’t
exactly “stuck in an interrogation room at the 22nd precinct while a room full of police
idiots stare at you from behind the ‘mirror’ that fools no one” scrutiny… And it wasn’t
exactly “sitting in the Iceberg after a particularly nasty rumor about you and Ivy
involving the mayor’s garden shrubbery” scrutiny. It was just an occasional clutch in
the pit of his stomach in the middle of saying something perfectly normal…
“Knights got a good team this year.”
“Yeah. Yeah, I caught the end of the Meteors game last night. Tough break losing in
overtime that way.”
“At least it was a game. I haven’t enjoyed sports much since…” he gestured to the side of his
face. “The Twins couldn’t win a championship with a gun to their heads.”
…And then that strange little clutch in his stomach.
He had a sudden flash of the social captains of Gotham’s High Society, the very
people he used to call friends, all getting together in secret to decide whether ol’ Harv
should be let back into the “inner circle” and electing Bruce to run the reconnaissance.
Perhaps this whole boys’ night was Bruce’s way of testing him to see if he would still
fit in after what Gladys Ashton-Larraby would call “that unfortunate Twofers affair” if
he passed and “Dent? No I don’t recall ever meeting a Harvey Dent” if he did not.
“Still got that skybox, Bruce?”
“No, I never used it after Dick went off to college. Finally, I just signed it over to the
Foundation. Lucius uses it to court donors.”
Harvey dismissed the idea that Bruce was shilling for a cunning cabal of Gotham’s
elite. The idiots debated if it was politically correct to serve goose livers at a cirrhosis
fundraiser. They couldn’t agree whether that hideous excuse for a dress Gladys wore
to the McIntyre opening was tan or taupe. It wasn’t exactly the Ra’s al Ghul level of
guile. It wasn’t even the KGBeast level of guile.
It was just… maybe it was just Bruce. He was different, less foppish, more human.
Talking about his new yacht.
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“So I went with the Gatta, the smaller one. It’s better suited to the rivers around
Gotham anyway. Perfect for picnics and short weekend jaunts. Besides, who do I need
to impress.”
It was still Bruce and it was hard not to like the guy, but it was hard to believe this
was the same wildman who once bet that, in the course of six months, he could score
more with Harvey’s dates than Harvey could with Bruce’s.
The mystery had teased him all night. It was only now that it solidified as a definite
question (What happened to the playboy?) that the answer presented itself: Selina.
Man.
What a woman like that could do for a guy.
Gilda was like that. In less than a year, she had transformed him from “the
Dentmeister” into “loving husband.” And he was happy about it! He remembered
looking at Bruce around that time, seeing him still alleycatting all over town every
night, and wondering if his old friend would ever grow up.
Of course, then came the acid… and Two-Face had made short work of the Dents’
marriage.
“You okay there, Harv?”
Harvey started.
“You were twiddling with that olive like a coin.”
Harvey looked down at his fingers dully, then up at Bruce.
“We should get something to eat,” his friend was saying. “Pierre, could we get a
couple club sandwiches over here.”
Harvey looked piercingly at Bruce, thinking back to that old contest they had…
Scoring with the other guy’s date… What a difference a woman like Selina could
make… The way Two-Face used to think about her. Geez, what a pig. She was a
beautiful, sexy woman, sure, but there are things a guy just isn’t supposed to notice
about the woman he thinks of as a kid sister.
The sandwiches came, and a fresh round of drinks.
“You were a million miles away there, Harv,” Bruce said glibly. “What on earth
were you thinking about?”
“You’ll sock me,” Harvey said honestly.
“Heh, come on Harv, really. Penny for your thought.”
“Women.”
“Ha. You haven’t changed.”
Harvey thought about that…
“Oh that it were true,” he said sadly, then his eyes danced and he looked up
mischievously. “Her skin is not alabaster, by the way. It’s green… Not that I settled
for what I could get because I was a freak. It made sense at the time. We had known
each other, you know, before.”
“When she tried to kill you,” Bruce said dryly.
“It made sense at the time,” Harvey repeated. “Of course, if I had it to do over again
today… Doubt I’ll ever think of the phrase ‘clingy like vines’ the same way again.”
He chuckled and, after a moment’s pause, so did Bruce.
That earlier thought about the date-swapping returned. Once upon a time, there had
been stories about Bruce Wayne and Poison Ivy—but those stories existed about her
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and every rich man in Gotham, anyone with wealth or influence she had wanted to
exploit.
“Like I said once,” Harvey declared with a worldly air, “not girlfriend material. A
wild night—or two. But not what a man wants to come home to.”
Bruce raised an eyebrow, unable to disagree, and took a discreet sip of his drink.
“Same with Roxy,” Harvey added, and Bruce’s scotch took a detour at the top of his
esophagus. He coughed sharply. “You okay there, Buddy? Yes, those Iceberg women.
Not a high cuddleability factor.”
With the aid of a napkin and several sips of water, Bruce had regained the use of his
windpipe.
“Oh, not Selina, of course,” Harvey corrected quickly. “I’m sure she’s amazingly
cuddleable. I mean… we mean… oh shit. Um… Did you hear the one about the
octopus and the bagpipes?”
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CHAPTER 6: YOU CAN’T GO HOME AGAIN
I was on my way home. Home-home-home-home-home. Meow! It was Economy as
far as Pittsburgh (as Bridgett Morse, Sr. Programmer, Imaging Systems Ltd. who Jean
Paul seemed to feel wouldn’t spring for at least Business class on a 4½ hour flight—
cheap bastards). Then salvation. I slipped into the first class lounge for the Gotham
shuttle, shed my dowdy Bridget Morse duds, and boarded my flight home as me. It
wasn’t Wayne One, but I had legroom, a glass of champagne, and peace of mind that
an insurance salesman from Allentown wouldn’t occupy the seat next to me.
I thumbed through the in-flight magazine and nearly purred at the delicious photos
of Gotham, my Gotham, after dark. More than a few of the cityscapes were shot from
above. It wasn’t quite the rooftop perspective, but it was close. Close enough for a
homesick kitty missing the old rooftop thrills.
Despite the hitch-free delivery, it wasn’t a very satisfying job. Despite the money…
Despite Lorena’s gratitude on behalf of the Sub Diegans… Despite a moment’s
familiar annoyance with a meddling hero… The whole thing just wasn’t… complete.
I knew why, of course. I’d be a fool not to see why.
Him.
I missed him.
A few days apart shopping in Paris or because a JLA mission dragged on, that was
one thing. But stealing again, stealing again without any Bat lurking in the shadows to
challenge me? It was… flat.
I sipped my champagne and ran a fingertip across that delicious photo of the
glittering Gotham cityscape just as I would over the emblem on his chestplate. Gotham
Night, as seen from above. Would he be out there by now, I wondered? Probably not,
it was still a touch early. But suited up, most likely. In the cave, the At-Large list open,
mapping out his route for the night. And next to his workstation, beside his right
elbow, a tray-size rectangle kept totally clear. Alfred would come by and set the tray
down—a cup of bisque he won’t drink, a sandwich he won’t eat…
I felt such a pang. This was wrong. It was all wrong. I should have been reveling in
this: I just finished one hell of a big score. It was a flawless job. It wasn’t an easy job,
but I had pulled it off flawlessly, perfectly… purrfectly even. And best of all, it was for
one of them, one of the self-righteous heroes, one of his JLA-cronies, and they had to
come to me. And I pulled it off as only I can, and I was extremely well paid for my
trouble.
And now instead of stroking my fur as I deserved, I was sitting there thinking about
him.
Well.
Ok.
That’s how it is now. We were never just a criminal and a crimefighter doing what
came naturally. Once upon a time we could deny that, now we can’t. So. What to do
about it?
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A cat, I reminded myself, always knows how to make her own fun. If things were…
like they used to be, he would be sitting exactly where he is right now, at the
workstation, with Alfred bringing a dinner he wouldn’t eat. My name would be on
that At-Large list, and he might make an extra pass through Museum Row or the
Diamond District or—
I had an idea. I paged backwards through the in-flight magazine looking for a blurb
that had caught my eye. There it was, on page 8: “Kiton, the Neapolitan upscale
clothier bought the neoclassical six-story Banco di Napoli building, gutted it, and
rebuilt the interior with glass, steel, and Murano chandeliers…”
I buzzed the stewardess for another glass of champagne.
Game on, Dark Knight. Catwoman is coming home.

entr’acte…
Harley knew she was lucky. If Stan from the video rental place hadn’t remembered
seeing her that night, if he wasn’t willing to come along to the Iceberg to tell them all
how she was renting Addicted to Love, Sleepless in Seattle, and Joe Versus the Volcano when
that blonde Robin was running around bashing the remnants of the old Black Mask
gang, she would have no alibi. They would have turned on her like a pack of rabid
dogs if they thought she’d gone over to the other side, the crazed freaks.
It was a shame how Stan thought her asking him out to the Iceberg was a date. It
was really a shame how he had such a glass jaw and how he hit the end table so hard
when she socked him. But you can’t let a guy go inviting himself to your Meg Ryan
film festival, and then put his arm around you when the little kid is booking his flight
to go meet Annie on top of the Empire State Building like in An Affair to Remember,
even if he did save your life by giving you an alibi so the Iceberg crazies don’t think
you’ve gone Bat.
You just can’t.
Harley sighed at her half-finished manuscript and her copious notes for Chapters 9
through 11: Edward Nigma—Passive-Aggressive Intellectual Narcissism as Compensation for
Perceived or Actual Physical Deficiencies, Roxy Rocket—the Penis Envy/Thrill Fetish
connection and Bane—Debunking the Machismo Archtypes.
You just can’t. You just can’t go public once you’ve crawled inside the Rogue
Community and been accepted as one of them. They wouldn’t see her bringing
enlightenment to the world about their dear quirky foibles; they would only see her
calling Riddler a balding egotist with a little dick.
She’d have to find some other way to get published.

Last call at the Iceberg. Batman usually staffed this one out. Unless there was some
particular rogue he was tracking, he let Batgirl, Robin, or Spoiler swing through at this
time of night to note who was closing the place, who headed off in what direction and
with whom. But a few times each month he would look in himself, especially if patrol
was uneventful, as tonight’s had been: One drug dealer, a couple college kids
vandalizing the ICX Pharmaceuticals office to protest animal testing, and in a rather
ironic counterpoint, a mishap at Scarecrow’s hideout where the scorpions he kept for
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his sick fear experiments somehow escaped from their tank. It was hardly a banner
night for crimefighting, so Batman had taken up his favorite vantage point above the
Iceberg to observe the night’s departures.
He was therefore pleased more than not when the Bat-Signal was lit. He wasn’t a
ghoul; he certainly hoped he wasn’t about to hear of some violent atrocity. But he was
a crimefighter, and he was invigorated by the prospect of criminal prey.
As was his habit, Batman stopped first on a roof near police headquarters to observe
those waiting to meet him. It began as a simple precaution in the days before his
alliance with the police was secure and he was never certain what kind of reception to
expect. The years that followed had seen some extraordinary reception committees:
Interim Commissioners, Deputy Commissioners, FBI Observers, Catwoman a couple of
times! Two-Face in the middle of a nervous breakdown. Bundles of Joker’s belongings
when Harley moved him out of the Hacienda after the big breakup. There was no lack
of variety in the welcomes that had been waiting for him when that signal was lit…
but this was the first time he detected nothing at all waiting on that roof.
He advanced cautiously. He searched carefully around and under the signal,
assuring himself no one was lying in wait. Finally he went to the control panel to
switch it off. The panel was kept locked, the police obviously didn’t want just anybody
able to switch the thing on, but it was an easy lock to pick. Harley had done it. In the
past. Harley had picked this lock in the past, but tonight’s unauthorized access was
clearly not her handiwork. A quick examination of the mechanism and Batman’s lip
gave a reflexive twitch. The lock didn’t appear to be picked at all. It had been,
obviously, for the signal was lit. But it wasn’t picked by any conventional means. And
that could only mean one thing. There were less than a dozen people worldwide that
could pull this off and one of them was…
She was home.

entr’acte…
There was a siren, far in the distance, twenty, twenty-five blocks probably, traveling
west. The quiet warble made the tense silence in the Redbird all the more present.
They had worked well together, Robin and Spoiler. At first, it had looked like a
simple mugging waiting to happen. The scum waited in an alley that wasn’t as sinister
as it appeared. He watched as the big theatre let out—it was an old musical, a
blockbuster in its day, but after eight years, it was nothing but an overpriced tourist
trap. The doors opened, the audience poured out, the scum watched. They were all
tourists. Easy pickings. About 60 crossed the alley and clustered at the door to Sardi’s,
the famous Broadway bistro, while another 40 or so filed into a tiny gift shop of theatre
souvenirs… And all the while the scum watched, choosing his target. Tourists. Easy
pickings. That’s what Robin and Spoiler thought… until he spotted the taser… and the
knife. This was no ordinary mugger.
They had worked well together. A left hook to the body, a straight right to the jaw.
A sweep kick. A chop. Put away the unused Batarang.
The distant siren wailed farther away. They had worked well together. Now it was
back to tense silence.
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The amused twitch with which Batman first opened the Bat-Signal control panel
gave way to a fierce scowl. He had spotted a small bit of torn paper wadded between
the controls, extracted it with tweezers, and he stood now staring down at a fragment
of a 1,000 lira note. What the hell was she doing?
Lighting the signal, appropriating his signal as her own personal “Honey, I’m home”
message, that he was prepared to accept as typical, maddening brazen felinity—in
short, pure Selina. But this, this whatever it was—clue, he would have to call it—what
the hell was that supposed to mean? Was she leaving an Eddie Trail? That wasn’t her
M.O. (when she had an M.O., which she didn’t anymore). Or maybe…
His lip twitched again.
Yes, actually it was her M.O.
To. The. Letter.
Playing with him. Playing with his head. Playing like he was her yarn toy.
To some he was a fable, to some a nightmare, to some a detective, a freak, a hero, or a
demon. But to Catwoman, he had always been, well… hers.
The annoyed scowl gave way to a curious expression. He had missed her, this part
of her, and the chase.
A lira note, Italian currency… He shook his head in a wondering burst of amusement
that would have produced a chuckle if he was not in costume.
“Italian currency. The Banco di Napoli building, now Kiton. Cute, Kitten. Very
cute.”

I was practically salivating. It was a clothiers, not a bank anymore. They had gutted
the building, but you could still tell where the vault had been. I made myself
comfortable there—it seemed a fitting spot—and waited.
I did notice that they had some lovely knits. Made a mental note to come back
tomorrow as Selina.
I had already decided to do some shopping, after all, back in California. This was a
lucrative job. It was only natural to have a little spree with the proceeds.
Okay, maybe it was slightly odd to be noticing the merchandise and planning what to
try on when I came back while I was waiting for Batman, but when you think about it,
really, it’s not that strange. I was there, the clothes were there, Batman wasn’t there
yet, I had time to kill… I know it’s not the kind of thing I would have done in the old
days, but in the old days the loot wasn’t mine to spend until I had gotten away clean
from Batman. And that wasn’t the case now, so why not at least notice the knits that
were sitting ten feet away?
He would be there soon enough and I’d have my scrap and scratch. Just like old
times. Reowrl. This was going to be fun.

There she was. Criminal prey. Brazen. Feline. Dangerous.
A creature of the night, just as he was. A predator, just as he was. A formidable foe.
Alluring to be sure, beautiful and graceful—as is a tiger. He must steel himself
against all that. She is merely prey. She would have no effect on him this time. He
would accost her as he would any criminal. That’s far enough, Catwoman!
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He really had missed this. Missed her. Look at her. The way that suit wrapped
around her curves. Hold it right there, Catwoman!
From this distance, she would unfurl the whip for effect, but she wouldn’t use it. It
would be a flurry of kicks, most likely, then a grab-toss and run. Not this time,
Catwoman.
And she’d run to that window. That’s where the whip would come in. She’d snare
that beam, and then swing up and out. He would be ready. Enough, Catwoman! This
ends tonight.
That’s far enough!
Hold it right there!
Not this time!
This ends tonight.
“Here, Kitty-kitty.”

I have NEVER given him the satisfaction of surprising me. Never. It’s a rule.
Catwoman’s Rule #12: never react with surprise when he makes an appearance, no
matter how sudden or unexpected.
He snuck in, I didn’t hear him, and he caught me by surprise. That much I could
handle fine. I have a hundred times before.
What I was not prepared to handle was “Here, Kitty-kitty.”
So I spun around, hissed, unfurled the whip and cracked it on the floor a few times
to get his attention.
Except, it came out more like a warm smile and a fingertip wave and a “Meow, come
over here and say that, Stud.”

Time for a daring show of bravado, firing a line and swinging down to challenge his
quarry in a close face-to-face confrontation.
Instead, Batman reached down with his arm to steady himself and vaulted into the
main showroom like a hiker climbing down off a fence. He walked up to her almost
casually, as casually as he ever moved in the costume.
He stared.
She stared.
It was one of those moments, daring him. He couldn’t and she knew that and she
taunted him with her sexuality. She knew he wanted her and she knew he could never
act on it and she stood there so defiantly provocative, so amused by his predicament,
so…
So…
Wait a minute.
Like HELL he couldn’t.
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…
Whew.
Um.
Wow.
Headrush.
Never let it be said that Batman is a complacent kisser.
…
It occurred to me that we’d sort of bypassed the preliminaries: banter, fight, chase,
more banter.
Whoooaheadrush. Um…
It occurred to me… and um… was going to do something about that except…
couldn’t feel my legs.
“Welcome home, Kitten.”
Headrush still—God, I love that voice—I mumbled something.
“You were missed. I’m glad you’re back. A lot has happened.”
I managed a deep, feral purr. My arms were already around his neck. Not really
sure when that happened…
Another kiss—kept my head better that time.
And he carried me up to the roof.

entr’acte…
Harley found “Googling” her name to be an interesting experience. There were
31,000 websites referencing her.
She wanted insights into how people saw her in order to find a good hook for her
new book idea. She found that there was a shop in Bludhaven offering Harley Quinn
Harleys: a custom paint job for any motorcycle, featuring “genuine Harley Quinn red”
with black detailing.
There was something called Harley Quinn Kryptonite, which was really just some
new kind of reddish sandstone marbled with black lava they found in Hawaii. Some
geologist named it for her. Ha, ha, that was cute.
Then there was a funny one from some feminist newsletter: “Oh yes, I’ll name my
daughter after the psychologist who fell in love with one of her patients and developed
a psychosis of her own such that she’s codependent on a homicidal sociopath who
treats her like shit. Wake up, ladies! Harley Quinn is not a role model! She’s an
enabler!”
Well how do you like that. What does a dried up prune like that know about true
love anyways? How can one without a soul understand the emptiness that yearns for a
soul mate??? She just doesn’t know Puddin’.
Harley went back to the search page and clicked another link. Sooner or later, she
would find the people who really understood what she was about.

Gotham. This is why it was home. This is why the job for Aquaman had been such a
bore.
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The encounter in Kiton had not played out as planned. Nobody was complaining.
He had brought me up to the roof, and the nostalgic confrontation of Bat and Cat
continued to be… other than expected. The subtext was changed forever. I could
stretch up to him, teasing, letting my lips hover nearly in contact with his until he
grunted against them… like a thousand rooftops before, a thousand tempting
promises… But we both knew the temptation I offered wasn’t as empty as we once
thought, and his grunt now held more than disapproving disappointment. It included
a hint of satisfaction and returned desire.
Our bodies were more attuned to each other, too. There had always been physical
tension and sometimes a certain beautiful clumsiness. Now, there was casual
familiarity. An extra moment’s touch needn’t be stolen pressing my back to his chest
inside a pin… not when merely lowering my hip let his palm slide to his favorite spot
across my abs.
So the Bat-Cat reunion didn’t play out as planned.
That wasn’t the last surprise Gotham had to offer. Tinkerbelle was next. We were
cuddled together on the Banco di Napoli roof. I was playing with his gauntlet while
his ungloved hand stroked up my thigh, when this glowing golf ball floated up to me
and started talking in Jason Blood’s voice:
~Selina, I hope this Orbis Vox Vocis finds you well.~
The ball flashed brighter on each syllable, and Batman grunted at it—the old grunt,
disapproving disappointment.
~I would like to invite you for a little chat, like old times. Your terrace after midnight, if
convenient. I hope to see you then.~
I laughed as the Tinkerbelle golf ball spun faster, brighter, and smaller after
delivering its message, until it finally just twinkled into nothing in a little burst of fairy
dust.
“The nerve,” Batman graveled.
“That’s why I love Gotham,” I said happily. “Always something new. Even the
unexpected manages to outdo itself.”
Batman glowered.
“Oh, come on,” I teased him. “You did something very similar to get a message to
me during No Man’s Land, remember? That little summons you had Oracle hide
inside that emerald?”
“That was different.”
“It sure was. Jason’s invitation was far more polite.”
“And magic.”
“Ah, that again. Well, that’s what Jason does, m’love. Oracle does nanite-generated
holograms, you do the gruff ‘n grunty shtick, and Jason Blood—”
“Magically healed Harvey’s face without reading the fine print.”
I stared.
“I told you a lot has been happening while you were away.”
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entr’acte…
Another siren warbled, punctuating the silence in the Redbird… Who did she think
she was any way? A Robin, that was a laugh. Tim knew he was no Batman, but he
was certainly the best detective in THIS car… And Steph was questioning his call—
Steph was. Tim didn’t care if she only wore the costume for one night, if she had EVER
been Robin in ANY sense of the word, she would have known piping up that way
when you don’t know what you’re talking about is verboten. He was no Batman—he
wouldn’t sentence anybody to 30 hours of Zogger for daring to question him—But he
couldn’t help reliving that moment in the alley. It felt wrong. Every instinct as they
watched that scum felt wrong. He got out the scope for a closer look—and then when
he saw the taser and the knife, he moved in immediately. Once they had him, Robin
bagged the knife—and found the guy had a roll of duct tape too. It was just duct tape,
but it seemed to confirm everything that made him sick watching the guy.
And then Spoiler went off at him: He could only hope the police would match the
knife to something or else they only had him on a few misdemeanors. They should
have waited, she said, to catch him red handed. She said that! She dared to put on a
Robin costume when… “That way we’d have something solid,” she had said.
”He was going to KILL SOMEONE. You DON’T take that chance, PERIOD. You don’t
give him that chance, PERIOD.” Robin was aware when he’d said it, it was with
Batman’s inflection. How dare she not know that. She wore the Robin costume and
she doesn’t even know that you DO NOT take that chance and you DO NOT question
the call of the team leader…
They didn’t work well together. Working together was more than a well-timed
sweep kick. It was more than not needing the Batarang.

Catwoman couldn’t believe what she was hearing.
“Harvey is back? Completely? No more Two-Face?”
“Like you said: in Gotham, even the unexpected manages to outdo itself.”
“It’s not like when your scars were healed, I hope. It will kill him. Bruce, it will kill
him. To have Two-Face gone and then suddenly come back—”
“I know. Selina, I know. It’s not like that, not exactly. It turns out that Harvey’s
healing can be reversed, but only if he reneges on some kind of bargain with the
universe that Jason inadvertently made on his behalf. Harvey can’t use his coin again
to make a decision. Not ever.”
“Ouch,” she winced. “That’s not going to go over well.”
“I know. He’s putting on a good face right now, but—”
“This is funny to you?”
“Either that or he doesn’t realize… What? No, nothing about this is remotely funny.
Why would you think—”
“‘Putting on a good face,’” she quoted back to him.
“Oh.” He sighed. “Figure of speech. I did that with him too. I said ‘Penny for your
thought.’”
“What’s wrong with that?”
“A penny is a coin.”
“Ho boy. This is going to be hard, isn’t it, dealing with him now?”
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“It is hard. It’s hard not to get sucked in. He’s so damn happy.”
“And that’s a bad thing?”
“It won’t last. When the bubble pops—”
“You don’t know that. Harvey is no fool. If he knows what’s at stake, he’s not going
to just—”
“See, I told you. It’s hard not to get sucked into it. You’re halfway there right now
and you haven’t even see him yet.”
“Why are you being such a jackass about this? Is it just the magic thing or—”
“Because ‘too good to be true’ isn’t.”
There was silence for a moment. When Selina spoke, it was with a gentler tone.
“It doesn’t cost anything to hope.”
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CHAPTER 7: PANDORA’S BOX
Jason could sense when his Orbis Vox Vocis located Selina and delivered its
message. He had brought a decanter of brandy out onto the terrace and placed it on a
small wrought iron table nestled between two comfortable garden chairs. He poured
his own drink and cupped the snifter, letting his hand warm the contents to release the
rich bouquet. He closed his eyes, inhaling deeply. Then his eyes popped open.
Someone was coming but… not Selina. He couldn’t quite sense who… Batman’s
temporal echo was interfering again… then there was a whoosh—not an echo at all—
and Batman had landed precisely where he had before.
“Selina sends her regrets,” he graveled. “She went to see Harvey.”
“Ah.”
“She’s been out of town.”
“Ah. I see.”
“This was her first chance to—”
“I understand. You’ve told her then. Tell me, does she share your view that my
magickal intervention on poor Dent’s behalf constitutes a foolish lapse of the highest
magnitude?”
“She said it will kill him to have Two-Face gone and then come back,” Batman said
frankly. Jason turned his head swiftly to the side—not as if hurt or ashamed, but more
like he was reacting to an expected and deserved physical slap. Without knowing
why, Batman added in a milder tone: “Then she said ‘it costs nothing to hope.’”
“Help yourself to a brandy,” Jason offered, waving to the decanter.
When Batman didn’t budge, Jason gave a wry smile, poured the second brandy and
held it out. Neither man spoke. Neither moved. After a long minute, accepting the
only solution to the impasse, Batman took the glass from Jason’s hand and sat in the
empty chair.
“’Costs nothing to hope,’” Jason repeated. “Dear Selina. A superior woman. A
word of advice, Bruce: Don’t let your cynicism drain that out of her.”
Batman let it pass. He had bristled when Jason used his name and would have
bristled more at the presumption that followed—had he not seen Jason’s face and
followed his eyes inside… Through the glass doors, a small photograph sat on the
desk, a pale, pretty woman with the shingled hair fashionable in the 1930s, wearing a
monocle… Jason sipped his drink. Batman merely looked at the untouched glass in
his own hand. The gloomy moment made a striking and depressing counterpoint to
Bruce Wayne’s ‘Boy’s night out’ with Harvey Dent… Harvey who was so ridiculously
optimistic about his future.
As if he heard the thought, Jason turned to Batman grimly.
“This isn’t the old argument about magick, is it? We’ve had that talk before. I know
you’re a scientist, and you won’t trust what you can’t reproduce under control
conditions and quantify and diagram and make natty charts that show why four is the
atomic number of Beryllium. But you haven’t even stopped to acknowledge that,
regardless of what might happen tomorrow, Gotham is one criminal light today—YOU
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are one enemy light today—because of what I did. You haven’t given the most fleeting
acknowledgement to the fact that today you have your friend back. I know you detest
magick, Bruce, but this is something else.”
“Maybe,” Batman admitted.
“Interesting.”
“What?”
“I thought you would tell me it was none of my business and leave in a huff.”
Etrigan considered Batman a brother demon trapped in a cage of flesh and bone.
The glare Jason now received made it hard to discount that theory.
“It is none of your business, Jason. But you’re right, there is something… more…
bothering me about this. And if I don’t get into it with you, here and now, it might be
with Selina later… and I’d rather not risk that.”
“Is it such a risk to talk to Selina?”
“About this, it might be.”
“Do tell, what’s it about?”
“Happy endings,” Batman growled with contempt.
Jason responded with a noise that sounded very like a bat-grunt.

Atlantis has got nothing on Gotham for the splendidly weird. Neither does Sub
Diego.
Every lair, regardless of what it had been before, needs a comfortable living space.
Maybe that’s a challenge in other cities; I don’t know how Flash villains go about it.
But in Gotham, there is an entire subculture of artists, actors, and students foregoing
crappy apartments and installing themselves into raw industrial spaces they can get on
the cheap. The ingenuity with which they’ll equip old warehouses, factories, or meat
lockers with the basic conveniences is equaled only by the speed at which they’ll do the
same for you if you wave a little cash under their nose.
Shortly after he acquired the Flick Theatre for his hideout, Two-Face had these kids
set up his kitchen in what had been the general manager’s office. That’s where I was
now: in the former general manager’s office of the Flick Theatre, sitting at Two-Face’s
two-tone kitchen table, across from Harvey Dent sporting a fully healed face, eating
cold fried chicken.
Atlantis has nothing on this.
The first wave of awed disbelief had hit before I’d even seen him. I hadn’t called
ahead; it was Harvey, I just drop in. I went straight to his alarm, punched in the PIN:
22222 222 22, and waited. No low hum. The red indicator didn’t flash to yellow and
then to green. The system wasn’t deactivating. He’d changed his PIN.
It was unbelievable. It was… real, suddenly. Harvey had changed his PIN.
It can take me forty minutes to crack a Phoenix 9000 and I really didn’t want to take
the time, so I snipped a non-critical wire, setting up a short between the keypad and
the main alarm cabinet. The system was still operating, so it wouldn’t sound the alarm,
it would just light the internal controls, letting Harvey know there was a glitch with the
keypad. I backed into the shadows and waited.
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I didn’t wait long. I heard a door open and Harvey running up the stairs, muttering.
When he got closer, the second wave of disbelief hit. He wasn’t muttering; he was
singing.
♫ One thing I know… and I’ve always known…♫
♫ I am my own best friend. ♫
This was unbelievable.
♫ Baby’s alive… but baby’s alone… ♫
♫ and baby’s his own best friend. ♫
Catman made a joke about that song once. It was at the Iceberg. He just found out
about one of Harley’s karaoke outings, one to which he had not been invited. He asked
if Two-Face had sung this song. Harvey calmly flipped his coin, stood up, walked up
to Blake… like a mailman delivering the mail, completely relaxed and casual… picked
him up, walked behind the bar, and stuffed him into the little shelf where they keep the
rocks glasses. Oswald double charged him for the damage, which he seemed to think
was a better joke than Blake’s.
By now, Harvey had reached the keypad only a few feet in front of me. I could only
see the back of his head, but I could hear the sing-a-long clearer than ever.
♫ And trusting to luck… it’s only for fools… ♫
♫ Playing a game…where I make the rules… ♫
I was just—stunned.
♫ And rule number ONE, from here till the end is ♫
♫ I am my own best friend. ♫
It’s like: you wake up one day and your cats talk to you.
When I first hid in this spot in the shadows behind the keypad, I had planned to
pounce out at him—I didn’t now, I was just too fucking stunned. He liked that last
part so much, about trusting to luck, that he was singing it again—then he trailed off
when he found the cut wire. Most people can’t tell a claw-snip from any other kind of
cut, not at a glance. Harvey is one of the few that can. Either that or he just guessed it
was me. However he knew, he was holding the snipped wire and murmuring about
what the cat dragged in.
I took that as my cue and was about to step out of the shadows and meow, when he
turned around to look for me. He was looking too high, towards the surrounding
rooftops. It gave me a startling view of his face—and wave of disbelief #3.
“Why Miss Perkins, you’re beautiful,” I purred—startling him so badly that he
stumbled back against the keypad.
“Sweet mother of—You startled me, Kitty Cat! Shouldn’t sneak up like that.”
I just shook my head while this ridiculous grin spread all over my face.
“Harvey! Harvey, it’s just—look at you,” I bubbled. It was disgracefully unfeline,
but I threw my arms around him and gave him a hug. He cleared his throat, we came
inside, and now we were eating chicken.
He had poured me a diet soda. 3 ice cubes. It was unreal.
“So this rotund little tailor chucks me out of his store like I was asking for a handout,
and then the poor salesman comes chasing me down the street ‘cause I left my
handkerchief in the fitting room. Except I hadn’t, he just wanted to give me a referral.
Get a bit of the lost commission back, probably. And here I am.”
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I couldn’t get used to it. “I,” “Me,” “My”—It was a little like those first weeks after
Batman took off the mask. I had to recalibrate my brain. The man inside the Bat had a
name… This wasn’t that different in terms of a shock, it takes a while to process.
Harvey had one face, and he said “I”… He also kept looking at my legs, which was a
little out of the ordinary.
“So what will you do with yourself now? When you’re done shopping, I mean,” I
added with a wink.
“I haven’t decided. I thought maybe develop this place. It’s a fine old building—
You do something new with your hair?”
“No, but I’m a bit windblown,” I told him. “I was on the coast for a few days,
oceanfront.”
“Being close to the water suits you. Who knew?”
“You win the prize,” I laughed. “First person not to say ‘Cats and Water.’”
“What do I win?” he asked.
I got up and gave him a kiss on the cheek—the side that used to be scarred. It just
seemed like the thing to do.
He blushed. Then he got this puzzled look, his brow crinkled up into the deepest
furrows I have ever seen, and then… he flipped out. He told me to leave—actually he
told me to get out. Then he told me to get the hell out. Then he said he was sorry, he
had to get up early, he had an early meeting in the morning—no, of course he didn’t
have a meeting, he meant he was casing a target—no, that wasn’t it—he had a
headache. Yes that was it. And then he asked if I’d heard the one where this guy goes
into a bar with an octopus.

At last. At last Harley Quinn had found the people who truly understood her.
“When he acts like he’s ignoring her or blowing her off, it shows how hard he’s
fighting the attraction now…”
“See she stands up to him, that’s why they are so perfect together. Okay sure, he
treats her bad, but the more horrible he is and that she loves him even so, that is real
romance, true love…”
“Only she can bring out the good in him. It shows what a woman she is…”
“They’re both clowns, don’t you see! It’s all about the laughter!”
“I don’t see why we have to hear so much about that crime stuff. That doesn’t
matter, it’s just how they met. I want to hear more about what they do together.
Enough about the dumb crime stuff. More Joquinn! More Joquinn! More Joquinn!”
It took Harley a little while to figure out that “Joquinn” was her and Mistah J. There
was another group calling them “Harleker” and there was some kind of feud going on
between the two groups. Harleker sounded better, this group maintained, more like
“Benifer” (which didn’t make much sense to Harley because Ben Afflick and Jennifer
Lopez broke up, whereas she and Mistah J were forever). The other group said it was
wrong not to put Joker’s name first since he was the man.
“Why isn’t there any more speculation about a Joker-Harley wedding, huh? Not
since that one lousy Post article, where it didn’t even go through. Boo! They should
get married! He loves her. That’s what they’re supposed to do! I don’t understand
how there can be all this stuff about them where they don’t get married!”
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Now these were her people! A whole message board, and not one of them got all
mean and nasty about Mistah J’s quirky little habits with the SmileX or the crowbars or
the timebombs or the hatchets. She had finally found a group that really understood
her. They understood Puddin’. They understood EVERYTHING!

“Things are changing, Jason. She’s changing. ‘Evolving,’ Alfred says. She’s gotten
so comfortable in our life together, it’s starting to look like… maybe one day she could
expect…”
Jason chuckled.
“Fewer women are obsessed with that fairy tale than we like to think, Bruce. Selina’s
not the type.”
“Everybody is the type, Jason. Everybody down deep would like to believe they
could… somehow… live happily ever after.”
“Everybody meaning you, yourself.”
Batman glared. “It costs nothing to hope, she said. We both know better, Jason. It
costs everything. It’s… beyond foolish. It’s emotional suicide… Russian roulette, at the
very least.”
Etrigan perked up at the analogy, but Jason ignored him.
“Bruce… A part of you wants to believe you and Selina can have the fairy tale.”
“No.”
“And then, because of me, A ‘Happily Ever After’ walks through your front door
and says ‘Oh, Selina’s out of town, I guess I’ll talk to you instead.’ Is that it? And a
part of you wants to believe—that it’s real, that Harvey will make it, the happy ending
is possible.”
“No.”
“No? Despite the ten-thousand sound, logical, scientific reasons you and Catwoman
could never get as far as you already have? That little possibility of more doesn’t
twinkle approximately four atoms high, deep and wide, like a molecule of Beryllium
somewhere in the back of your brain? Where this ‘Psychobat’ throws his cape over it
and whistles.”
Batman reflexively made a fist, crushing his glass to bits.
Jason looked at the brandy-soaked glove full of glass splinters and arched an
eyebrow.
“It was that or throw it against the railing,” Batman announced flatly.
“I’m sorry, Bruce. I apologize for inserting Hope into your field of vision where you
are unable to ignore it.”
“You above all people should understand, Jason. You that keeps glancing at that
picture inside, the woman with the monocle. Tell me that was a happily ever after
courtesy of your fairy tale hocus pocus.”
“You shouldn’t be so dismissive of Fairy Tales, Bruce. Before that Disney fellow
came along with his singing dwarves and dancing mice, you would have liked them.
The magicks in those stories are seldom a good thing. They’re the curse that traps the
prince as a frog, puts the kingdom to sleep for a hundred years, or lures the children
into the witch’s clutches. The hero earns his happy ending by bearing all the
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undeserved burdens with patience and courage, overcoming the obstacles however
many they are and however unfair… Does any of this sound familiar?”
“Thank you for the brandy,” Batman said with harsh finality. He stood to go. “Sorry
about the glass.”
“Besides which, Harvey Dent’s fate is hardly a ‘happily ever after.’ He can never fall
back on that old crutch he was so dependent on, no matter how stressful his life
becomes… almost like an alcoholic… day in, day out, for the rest of his… doesn’t
sound like a happy ending, does it? Not unless he works for it.”
Batman had removed the grapnel launcher from his belt and aimed it at the usual
gargoyle.
“Give Selina my regards,” Jason said pointedly. “You will be seeing her at home,
won’t you?”
Batman grunted like it was a guilty admission.
“Tell her, I send my warmest hope… for her happiness.”

I unfurled the whip—it’s really the only way to get their attention when one of the
Arkham crowd starts to flip out.
“Harvey, I never thought I’d have to say this to your half, but if you don’t get a hold
of yourself, I’ll set you on fire.”
It worked. Always does. He focused. He put both of his hands flat on the table.
Seemed to look at the left one for a minute. Then at last, he looked up at me and spoke.
“I’m sorry, Selina. I seem to have been momentarily possessed by an idiot. All better
now.”
“Harvey, you started to throw me out, and then you started to tell the octopus joke.
That goes a little beyond Friday night at the Iceberg crazy. That was at very least—”
“A panic attack. You got any loose change, a quarter, dime, penny, anything? I
won’t flip it, I just want to look at it.”
“Harvey. Calm the hell down or I’m going to hit you with that chicken leg. Tell me
what happened just now.”
“NO! No-no. Oh no. No way.”
“Harvey.”
“…”
“Harvey.”
“…I thought he was coming back.”
“Okay, Harvey, if that happens again, asking to look at my loose change is probably
not such a hot idea.”
“Yeah. Could you not use that word again?”
“What word, loose—”
“No. Um… ‘hot.’ Also ‘leg.’ In fact, probably not a good idea to talk about any of
the chicken parts… You might want to put the whip away too. And ah, if you could
maybe, oh I don’t know, put on a bulky sweater or something. I got some extra large
sweatshirts around here, if you don’t mind joining the Galen MacDoogles fan club.”
“Harvey? Earth to Harvey. Look at me, focus and start making sense.”
“Selina,” he wailed. “You’re… hot.”
I raised an eyebrow.
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“Really, really hot stuff. I mean—damn, woman, look at you. And you gotta wrap it
in tight leather, that’s just—low.”
I am my own best friend was nothing compared to this.
“Harvey, are you coming on to me?” I asked.
“NO!” he yelped and pushed his chair backwards—adding an ungodly wood-onlinoleum screech to the verbal blithering—and at the same time he hopped up and
back. “No. No no no. No. I do not—He—He does—did. I do not have those
thoughts about you, Selina. No way. Never. Little sister. Never even noticed—
although how when you wrap it all in purple leather—You go out like that! You…
shouldn’t. Men get ideas. You have no idea what—I mean, Two-Face alone would—
but I didn’t listen. Whatever thoughts he might have had, I did not listen. Because a
guy doesn’t. Y’see.”
I nodded.
I did see.
“Leonard Berlander all over again,” I whispered.
Once upon a time, when Harvey was D.A., he had prosecuted a low-level thug
named Leonard Berlander. It turned out the guy was framed, but by the time Harvey
found out, he had other things on his mind—namely his political future. He let the
guy rot. And after a few years in and out of the clink, Leonard Berlander finally
committed suicide. By that time, Harvey was Two-Face. He’d come to think of his
Harvey persona as a pinnacle of all things noble and good. The fallout, remembering
that Harvey Dent had flaws like everyone else, nearly destroyed him.
“Selina, I do not have ideas like that about you.”
“S’okay, Big Brother,” I winked. “Half the Iceberg does—”
“I know, and they know that I’ll flatten them if they so much as—”
“I know that. And actually, Harvey, that ticks me off, because if my honor needs
defending, I have claws of my own to take care of it. But Harvey, listen to yourself.
Whatever you do or don’t notice about what I wrap in the purple leather, you come
down on the side of flattening anybody at the Iceberg that gets out of line.”
“I… we… well…”
“You come down on the side of defending your little sister, yes?”
His fingers twitched. It wasn’t an encouraging sign. But then he said…
“Yeah. I did… Without flipping for it… This time.”

It was late when Batman left Jason Blood’s, but not so late that he couldn’t make a
few stops on the way home. A crack den on East 119th yielded a satisfying haul of
scum and the poison they peddled—and a lead on a downtown rave… The rave was
winding down when Batman got there, only one dealer—smalltime—and “a lover not
a fighter” according to his T-shirt (a claim borne out by his attempt to deter Batman’s
attack by brandishing a cigarette lighter, screaming “Stay back or I’ll burn you good,
freak!” and then running in such a blind panic that he slammed fullspeed into the
doorframe). It didn’t matter from a crimefighting perspective: it was filth removed
from his city, filth that never should have been allowed to ooze into Gotham in the first
place, now gone where it couldn’t poison more innocents. From a crimefighting
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perspective, that was all that mattered. But the guy was no fighter and Batman’s fists
still ached to punch something. He rousted the usual sleaze at Pete’s “Sports Bar”—
Sports Bar denoting the addition of an extra television at a rancid waterfront dive
where the worst criminal scum congregated… That led him to the warehouse where
the last of the False Face Society were in hiding… By the time the Batmobile pulled
into the cave, the 3rd, 18th, and 29th precincts were still processing the paperwork
because of Jason Blood’s lecture on fairy tales…
Of course, half of them would be back on the streets in a week or a month. More
poison would ooze into town to replace what Batman had confiscated; more scum
would surface to sell it to innocents… Today, it was better. Tomorrow, there would be
more work to do.
Damn Jason Blood.
This was supposed to take his mind off that whole ridiculous… There is no happily
ever after. It never ends. None of it. “You haven’t even stopped to acknowledge that,
regardless of what might happen tomorrow, Gotham is one criminal light today”
And tomorrow, if Harvey snapped back, he would be 10 times worse!
Batman had to think about tomorrow. He had to be realistic about tomorrow.
“You are one enemy light today…today you have your friend back.”
Just like today there were a few guns, a few drugs, and a few scumbags off the
street. None of that negated the fact that tomorrow it could all be worse, that it
probably would all be worse. “It costs nothing to hope,” Selina had said. Of all the
temptations she’d thrown at him over the years, that was the most insidious. Costs
nothing to hope…
Tim came limping out of the costume vault just as Batman approached it.
“Oh hi,” the boy nodded glumly.
It was a curious contrast to when he ran into Stephanie a few nights before. Tim had
that same vaguely disturbed posture. With Stephanie, Bruce identified it at once as
guilt. Tim’s was harder to assess.
“Rough night?” he hazarded.
“Was okay,” Tim hedged, “Caught a killer; it’s in the log. Hope the case sticks. If
not, least the cops will keep a watch on him.”
Batman grunted. He glanced momentarily towards the workstation, intending to
read Robin’s report first thing.
“Steph and I split,” Tim added matter-of-factly. “Wasn’t working. Wasn’t going to.
Why waste the time when it’s just going to end in more crap. So I’ll be patrolling alone
again when you don’t need me to… Bruce?”
Batman had removed the cowl and was scrutinizing Tim’s words and expression
with an intensity the boy found unnerving.
“How do you know it ‘wasn’t going to work,’” he asked pointedly.
“I’d like to be the one to tell Oracle if you don’t mind—that I’ll be patrolling alone
from now on, I mean.”
“Fine. You tell Oracle that Robin will be patrolling alone, and somewhere in there
you’ll presumably work in telling Barbara that Tim and Stephanie are no longer a
couple. But what I asked is: why you are so certain it wasn’t going to work.”
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“’Cause I know, okay, Bruce. I’m a realist, like you taught me. The thing with Cecily
showed me we can never have relationships with women that aren’t in our world, and
that just leaves—”
“This isn’t just because of the episode with the Robin costume, I hope.”
“No. It’s really not, Bruce. Because if it wasn’t the costume, it’d be something else
and whatever it is, Steph and I just don’t have the juice for it. Y’know what I mean?”
“You’re just being realistic?” Bruce repeated with a raised eyebrow.
“Yeah. I don’t expect happily ever after—”
“What!” Bruce exclaimed, shocked by the use of those words for a second time this
evening.
“—I know there’s gonna be speedbumps with anybody. That’s reality. And me and
Stephanie don’t have any real connection to get us over those. That’s reality too. We
both wear costumes and fight crime—That just isn’t enough, Bruce. Not in the real
world. Not for me. So I ended it. Only fair thing to do. Stupid to just let her go on in
some fairy tale fantasy world thinking we’re going to say ‘I Do’ and ride off into the
sunset together.”

Coming soon from Princess Press: A Harley Quinn Romance.
Theirs was a love forged in the fires of adversity, a troubled
man with a mysterious past, a beautiful doctor who swore never
to love again (Thanks to Professor Schnieder and his fricken C+,
Thanks for nothing, Jerk). United by fate, they would stand
alone against a Dark Terror from beneath the city.
Bruce sat at his workstation in the Batcave, staring openmouthed at the computer
screen. He was still reeling from Tim’s news—not to mention Tim’s bitterness—and
then he found this.
Theirs was a love that would stand the test of time, it was… A
Time to Laugh
He had installed the keylogger on to Harley Quinn’s computer when he first
penetrated the Hacienda. It transmitted her keystrokes to an OraCom relay whenever
she opened a word processing program, allowing him to monitor her progress on her
book. He had just confirmed that she had abandoned the project and was about to log
the success of Operation Wakeup Call, when this new document appeared.
No one else could see him as she did. No one could see past
his horrific unusual appearance or violent rages quirks. Only
she could appreciate…
It was pathetic, but at least it was unlikely to get her gassed, shot, hung, or
dismembered. That should mean Case Closed for Batman. Yet still Bruce sat there,
perversely fascinated by the words on the screen.
“I love you, Harley, and you love me, HAHAHA. With the evil
Bat Dark Terror lurking beneath the city that could part us at
any time, we should get married at once. We’ll regret every
moment we didn’t spend together if we don’t take this chance.”
Bruce felt snakes of nausea slithering in his gut. She was so totally removed from
reality—in such striking contrast to Tim, who seemed to be drowning in it. Bruce was
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shocked to realize that both extremes seemed wrong to him. Harley was obviously
insane. When your idea of “Love” means you overlook abuse and mass murder, that’s
insane. But there was something not quite right about Tim’s view either.
He wondered if Selina was home.
Rather than checking the security cameras, Bruce powered down the workstation
and headed up to the manor himself. As he left the study, he passed the telephone
stand as he always did on his way into the Great Hall, he walked right past a small oil
painting hung just above it. He had taken only two steps when his mind processed the
image and he turned slowly to study it. It was a scene from Greek mythology by an
unknown Russian master. He examined it for a minute, then he continued upstairs.
“It costs nothing to hope,” he graveled when he entered the bedroom.
Selina was stretched luxuriously across the bed. She looked up at him with a miffed
pout.
“Hey Beautiful, glad you’re home,” she offered as an alternative greeting, “How is
Harvey? How did it go with Aquaman? Nice grope on the rooftop. Is that a new
negligee? Why thanks, Handsome. I’m glad to be home. The visit with Harvey was
really strange. Aquaman was a hoot. The rooftop was fun, and yes, this is a new
nightie, thanks for noticing.”
Bruce grunted. “You said ‘it costs nothing to hope’ before. Do you know how
wrong that is? Today, Gotham is one criminal light. Today, Two-Face is gone and I
have my friend Harvey back. There are a few guns, drugs and scumbags off the street.
And tomorrow it could all be worse.”
“But it might not be,” Selina said simply.
“I know…”
That was the crux of it, wasn’t it: could be, might be, probably would be. No
certainties. You couldn’t know for sure. And that was supposed to be a good thing.
You could hope. It MIGHT be worse tomorrow, but it might not.
“You know that painting downstairs, right above the telephone?” he asked.
“Of course. It’s Pandora’s Box. The plaque is wrong by the way. The artist is
French, not Russian. I think what you’ve got there is actually an unknown work of
Jacques Louis David.”
“Yeah, not the point. Pandora’s box. All the evils released into the world—Murder,
Crime, Hate, Disease, Poverty and Depravity, Pain and Death—and Hope. The gods
included Hope in that box, with all that evil… is it a mercy, to make it bearable—or is it
the unkindest cut of all? The darkness is always with us now and always will be and
this little four atoms of twinkling hope is saying, somehow, it will all turn out okay?”
Selina raised an eyebrow, not suspiciously as Jason Blood had done, but with a
gentle curiosity.
“You know, there was a time I could read your moods pretty well,” she ventured
carefully, rising from the bed and sauntering up to him with the old rooftop sway.
“They usually didn’t match up with what your mouth was saying, and that was fine.
Because we both knew what grunt-Stop right there, grunt-Not so fast, grunt-Those
don’t belong to you really meant.”
She offered a naughty grin, which he glared at.
“Your point?”
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She shrugged, and her posture changed entirely from seductive Cat to befuddled
Selina.
“My point is that I don’t know how to translate grunt-These are the benefits of a
classical education.”
“There is no Happily Ever After, Selina. The job will never be done. All the crime—
,” his voice caught, hating the admission to come “—can never be stopped. But I go
out there every night anyway.” His voice had taken on a dead monotone that would
have been frightening if not for the warmth glowing in his eyes. “Two-Face is gone
and Harvey is back, for now. And you make me happy.”
“I like the sound of that last part—but I’m still confused.”
“So am I. Let’s go to bed. Tomorrow, I want you to give me a complete rundown on
what happened with Sub Diego.”

Spoiler left Batgirl on the steepled roof of St. Maria Faustina’s. None of them took
her seriously. Not Batman—that whole thing with the Robin costume, it was
practically a joke. Using her to send some kind of ‘message’ to Harley Quinn, what a
crock. What a waste of all she could offer if she really was made Robin. And Oracle—
Oracle didn’t have any faith in her at all. It was ridiculous the way they thought they
had to tell her exactly when to come out of the Batmobile and exactly who to go after.
Like she couldn’t handle just anybody that she decided to go for. It was insulting.
And Tim—Tim that was so threatened by her pitiful 15-minutes in his role that he had
to act like such a big man during their joint patrol, like he knew so much more than her
and had such good instincts. He had to call all the shots and then just because she
opened her mouth, he dumps her. Limp dick little prick. She’d show him. She’d show
him just how wrong he was about that mugger and just how wrong he was about her.
She was as good as any of them, and not one of them appreciated her. Even Cassie.
Cassie that knew nothing but busting chops when she came to them. She had shown
Cassie the ropes, and instead of being grateful and helping her in return, all she got
was criticism. “Body is saying ‘I wonder what’s happening on Gilmore girls tonight’ Is
not scary! Try again.” What kind of help was that? She asks Cassie to make her a better
fighter and all her friend does is pick at everything she does wrong. Well she’d show
her, she’d show them all. There was nothing wrong with her battle stance, and there
was nothing wrong with her instincts. She was every bit as good a detective as Robin
and as good a fighter as Batgirl and she could pick her own opponents without any
help from Oracle or Batman.
She’d show them all.
The cops weren’t going to be able to hold that mugger for long if they couldn’t match
his knife to forensic evidence from some existing crime—and they couldn’t match it to
anything if they didn’t have it. Now that it had “disappeared” from the evidence
locker (she was as good as Catwoman, too), they would have to release him. She’d be
ready to follow him right out of the precinct parking lot—and then she’d show Mr.
Super-Crimefighter the way that scumball should have been busted in the first place.
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“It seems increasingly likely that I really will undertake the expedition that has been
preoccupying my imagination now for some days.”
So begins my favorite novel, Remains of the Day, by Kazuo Ishiguro. I would be
hard-pressed to say how many evenings I have spent reading and rereading this
astonishing book in that hour between retiring to my room and turning out the light to
sleep.
In the early days, I was reluctant to watch television at this hour in case Master Bruce
returned home from his nocturnal activities and I failed to hear him for the noise. I
soon realized how rarely he would be returning at a decent hour, and have since
developed a certain sense for the ebb and flow of his nighttime schedule. So there
really is, I suppose, no reason now to confine myself to such silent pursuits. I could
watch television if I wished. Master Bruce has equipped my room with a fine set and
Master Dick gave me a DVD player for Christmas last year, along with a somewhat
curious selection of films I have never watched. I suppose I simply prefer to read.
And yet tonight I am putting aside the fictional journal of Mr. Stevens, butler of
Darlington Hall, in order to begin a journal of my own.
I have just come from the cave, where I was pleased to collect only half a sandwich
remaining on the snack tray. This marks the second night this week that Master Bruce
has eaten the soup and at least a portion of the sandwich, and last night he even dined
upstairs with Miss Selina. One cannot help but be encouraged.
While in the cave, I made my customary stop in the costume vault to collect Master
Bruce’s clothes for laundering and hang the kimono for him to change into on his
return. My first action on entering the vault these days is always to sniff and ascertain
if any hint of the odor has returned.
I should perhaps explain:
A short while ago, the master’s partnership with Superman obliged him to travel to a
nether dimension called Apokolips. They were victorious in so far as defeating that
realm’s overlord, Darkseid—due in large part to the master’s own strategy and
resolve. One could not help but feel proud of the accomplishment. Neither could one
help noticing that the aura of that vile place had permeated the master’s costume. In
the end, it had to be burned.
One naturally did one’s best to launder the garment before taking so drastic a step.
In those few days before we determined the entire costume did, in fact, have to be
replaced, the revolting stench, best likened to rotting eggs and gasoline, congealed in
the close air of the costume vault. I have been battling it ever since.
Unlike the master’s decisive routing of Darkseid, my own fight against the lingering
stink of his realm has been a prolonged war of attrition. Tonight’s careful sniff did
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reveal a faint hint of the foul smell returning where the cape had hung. I went at once
to the chemistry lab and poured a few tablespoons of a particular clear liquid into a
small flat petri dish. I returned this to the costume vault to evaporate. By morning, no
trace of the odor will remain…

When I remarked that I was beginning this journal, I should have more properly said
I was resuming it, for this is the fourth I have kept in my life. I thought it a ludicrous
practice in the beginning, telling one’s thoughts to a sheet of paper as if conversing
with another person. But it was assigned as an acting exercise, and one was not in a
position to refuse.
I soon learned how mistaken I was to scoff. Something in the act of putting it all on
paper, placing one’s circumstances before an imaginary reader, led to surprising
discoveries about one’s life, one’s loved ones, one’s very soul.
If I may illustrate: You may have smiled, my imaginary reader, when I said my
favorite book is Remains of the Day. If you knew this book, knew that its main
character, Mr. Stevens, is a butler, then the preference might have struck you as an
amusing vanity on my part. Anticipating this, I might now go on to tell you how Mr.
Stevens is no ordinary butler. As he explains at some length, his was an idealistic
generation, ambitious to make their mark on the world by serving gentlemen who
were “furthering the progress of humanity.” Professional success for such men had
little to do with the wages they were paid, the size of the staff they managed, or the
splendor of their employer’s family name. It lay in practicing their skills for gentlemen
who were working towards a better world. For Stevens that meant the MPs and
Cabinet Ministers “in whose hands civilization had been entrusted.” For myself, I am
unable to read those passages without thinking of Master Bruce.
There is no question that the master’s efforts as Batman have “furthered the progress
of humanity.” He has, through his association with the Justice League, saved the
human race from extinction more than once. And yet, I believe it is the individual dayto-day efforts that gives him the most satisfaction; bettering the lives of individual
citizens of Gotham, both through the work of the Wayne Foundation, and in making
the city safer through his nightly patrols.
I do, you see, appreciate the need for a Batman in the world. I simply wish it did not
have to be Master Bruce that chose to take on that role. Much as I understand the
master’s drive and desire, I do—particularly at this time of night—hate that Master
Bruce feels the need to put himself in the situations he does. Of course, talking Master
Bruce out of being Batman is an impossibility; that much has been evident for many
years. So one does whatever is necessary to aid and provide for him however one can.
Is it really so surprising then, that I am more inclined to reread this one book in the
evenings, rather than watch a musical about Eva Peron?

As I said, I made my customary stop in the costume vault a short while ago and
collected the clothes Master Bruce had removed before changing into the Batsuit. I was
somewhat amused to see he had again worn the new sweater. Like the kimono, the
sweater is a gift from Miss Selina, a cotton argyle, light blue and navy. Master Bruce
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admits it is not entirely his style, but one gathers Miss Selina is quite enthusiastic about
the colour. In fact, while one would not wish to open oneself up to accusations of
eavesdropping, the truth is that one did happen to overhear remarks to the effect that
the intense blue of the garment brought out the master’s eyes.
I saw that the master’s gi was also laid aside for laundering. I inspected it carefully
and was pleased to note that, while it was markedly wet with perspiration, there were
no bloodstains or punctures in the fabric. Whatever workout Master Bruce had
engaged in before setting out this evening, it had not, evidently, involved the menacing
contraption Masters Dick and Timothy refer to as “Zogger.” Of all the times the young
gentlemen (and I include Master Bruce most of all in this group) have had cause to call
upon my training as a medic, the one instance where I am tempted to throw up my
hands and let them bleed is when their wounds are, essentially, self-inflicted by means
of this Zogger. Master Bruce is adamant that this kind of aggressively violent training
is necessary for defensive moves to become instinctive. Still, as Miss Selina has
observed, it is ironic that of all the persons of her acquaintance designing deathtraps to
harm him, the one putting in the most hours and devising the most destructive
appliance is Master Bruce himself.
In any case, having attended to my final duties for the day with respect to the cave, I
returned to the manor by way of the elevator that opens into the butler’s pantry off the
kitchen. This room is not, strictly speaking, a pantry in the sense of a storeroom for
foodstuffs. It is the office from which the head of the domestic staff has organized the
affairs of Wayne Manor since the house was built. When that head domestic is the
housekeeper, the room is often called a parlor; when a butler, it is the pantry.
I have always found it prudent to take a few minutes here at the end of each day to
prepare for the next. It is my custom to enjoy a cup of hot milk as I do so, and Miss
Selina’s little companion Nutmeg has become a regular guest for this ritual. When the
elevator door opened, there she was, waiting. She was actually sitting on the laptop I
use to organize various housekeeping matters, sitting on it with her head cocked to the
side in that rather inquisitive way, as if she were puzzled what could have kept me
from such an important assignation.
“Good evening, Miss Nutmeg,” I greeted her. “Have you come to keep me company
or have you come to beg some milk?”
Some may feel it is silly to converse this way with a cat, but I was obliged to pick the
creature up from where she had settled herself in order to start the laptop, and it
seemed only polite to acknowledge her in some way before depositing her on the
floor. While the laptop powered up, I heated the milk.
In my little friend’s honour, I have taken to sprinkling my nightcap with nutmeg (the
spice) rather than cinnamon, as was my habit previously. This may strike you as a
peculiar kind of joke, but the cat herself seems not insensible to the compliment. And
as we are the only two parties in the kitchen at this hour, I really don’t see that it is
anyone else’s concern so long as we are both pleased with it.
When I returned to the pantry, the laptop had completed its routine, accessing
Master Bruce’s schedule and e-mail from Wayne Enterprises. I noted two
appointments listed for the following day: a budget meeting before eleven o’clock—
which he would normally cancel out of, were it not taking place right before a board
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meeting for the Foundation, which he would never skip. I mentally doffed my cap to
Mr. Fox, for that inspired bit of scheduling could not be an accident. I took the
appropriate sheet from the looseleaf calendar and wrote these appointments out in
longhand.
This schedule, along with any pertinent e-mail, and the morning newspapers, I
would place next to Master Bruce’s plate at breakfast. A meeting Master Bruce would
actually be attending at Wayne Enterprises meant a full breakfast served in the dining
room. I’ve found the extra effort useful in getting him fully awake quickly at an early
hour.
I would still bring him and Miss Selina a tray, of course, when I went to wake them.
That is the customary shield butlers and valets have always armed themselves with
when entering the bedroom, opening the blinds, and ruthlessly forcing wakefulness on
an employer we know has been drinking, consorting, or, in this case, swinging around
town in a cape only a few hours earlier. But on mornings like the one to come, I would
not bring coffee, pastries, or newspapers on that tray. Only orange juice for the master
and a mineral water with lime for Miss Selina. For the rest, they knew they would
have to dress and come down to the dining room.
There the master would find this sheet with his schedule, along with his newspapers
and any pertinent letters—such as the e-mail I printed out for him. It indicated a
delivery of “research materials” from WayneTech would be made to the private
airfield at four the following afternoon.
I should explain this:
A few nights ago, the Batmobile was vandalized, perhaps by the Joker himself,
perhaps by that sad creature, Harley Quinn, that dotes on him. The damage was
largely cosmetic, but Master Bruce does not believe in wasting an opportunity. Since
the primary vehicle must be taken out of general use and worked on anyway, he
wishes to install a few upgrades. It is my belief that he views this as a form of
punishment: Even if the vandals will never know of it, it is because of their actions that
he will be equipped with a better weapon to use against them.
We requisitioned the materials to bring about these improvements through
WayneTech via the “private airfield,” one of the many secrets of the Batman trade. As
far as WayneTech is concerned, this code phrase means that Bruce Wayne just saw a
report in a trade magazine about the Sultan of Oman’s new state-of-the-art private jet
and he simply must keep up with the Joneses—or the Al Saids, as the case may be. At
four o’clock tomorrow, the requisitioned parts would be delivered to his private
hanger and from thence, he, Master Dick or Master Tim would pick them up for
transport to the cave.
With Master Bruce out of the house, it was unlikely that Miss Selina would wish
anything formal in the way of lunch. I therefore wrote out only a dinner menu to lay at
her place at the breakfast table. Tomorrow is to be a “family dinner,” meaning Master
Dick and Ms Barbara are invited. We shall see. The couple has not, sadly, accepted
this weekly invitation as regularly as they had in the months before their marriage.
Perhaps the inclusion of Master Dick’s favorite pork chops on the menu will improve
matters. I shall certainly suggest that Miss Selina mention it when she calls tomorrow
to confirm their attendance.
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The matter of these suggestions to Miss Selina is, of course, somewhat delicate. She
is the mistress of the manor in every sense but one: she is not Mrs. Wayne. In this day,
that is not so very uncommon. If it were merely that Master Bruce and Miss Selina
chose to live together without officially becoming man and wife, that would present no
difficulty to any domestic professional worthy of the name. The delicacy arises from
the lengthy and extravagant history of denial, from both parties, as to the true nature of
their relationship as Batman and Catwoman. I saw it first hand in so far as Master
Bruce was concerned. From literally the night of their first meeting. I shall never
forget his expression as he described “the cat burglar”—her voice, her costume—the
way he seemed to replay the encounters in his mind as he spoke of them. The details
he chose to speak aloud and those he clearly omitted. It was all quite transparent.
It was not for some years, of course, that I learned Miss Selina was equally
stubbornly deluded. I confess to a certain sympathy with her compatriots, criminals
though they may be. For it seems that if they made any allusion to the situation that
was so clear to us all, she responded with claws. The master merely scowled.
It is not, I should make clear, that I have any fear of Miss Selina donning claws and
attacking me for placing a menu next to her place at breakfast. I have merely noticed in
recent weeks that, despite the enormous changes in the substance of their relationship,
the superficial denial of old seems to have returned in a new and unexpected form:
They are married, after all, in every way that matters. The difficulty is that they appear
not to have noticed. And one is somewhat wary, given the history, of bringing that fact
to their attention.
One would like to encourage, to be sure, some step that would make it all official.
But the fear of upsetting the delicate balance, spooking one or both into some panicked
ill-considered withdrawal, is very real. Hence my reluctance to proceed in the matter
of the decorating.
Again, I should probably explain:
Wayne Manor has a total of twenty-five bedrooms. That is to say, there are five
three-room suites, each consisting of a main bedroom and two adjoining spaces that
can be used as a boudoir, sitting room, nursery or servant’s room, as well as ten
individual guest rooms. As you might expect, very few of these are in use at any given
time. If it were left at that, decades might pass while a given room remained
unchanged and unoccupied. The advent of a houseparty might discover the wallpaper
yellowing, the hangings mildewed, and the ancient bed linens crumbling to dust. The
common practice to avoid such an occurrence is simply to cycle through the rooms,
redecorating one or two each year, so that even the least used quarters will never
become egregiously out of date.
The thought had occurred to me that, as Miss Selina is now de facto mistress of the
house, it would be most appropriate for her to take over this task. It might, in and of
itself, give either her or Master Bruce the crucial nudge in terms of realizing her true
place in the household. And at the very least it would relieve me of a duty for which I
have always felt myself ill suited. Consider the Rose Bedroom, so named not for the
dominant colour of its walls but for the floral pattern on the carpet, curtains, bed
hangings and coverlet. It was this room where Master Bruce deposited “the bimbos”
(as he was apt to call his dates in the days of the playboy pose) once they had drunk
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enough champagne and nodded off, freeing him to pursue his regular evening
activities. Given the room’s true function, I thought the rose motif was pleasingly
feminine. But the reaction from the ladies who have seen it—from the aforementioned
bimbos to Ms. Barbara and Miss Selina in later years—has been more or less consistent:
“too much pink.”
So as I say, I would be most pleased to have Miss Selina take this duty off my hands.
If she were successful, as there is no reason to believe she would not be, one might
speak to Master Bruce about having her turn an eye to the penthouse in the Wayne
Tower and then perhaps the manor’s south drawing room. It is, I think you will
concede, an excellent plan. It is only, as I said, that history of denial and the marked
tendency to overreact when their denials are challenged, that have caused me to refrain
putting the plan into action.
Having completed my preparations for the coming day, I patted Miss Nutmeg on
her head and switched off the light in the pantry. I proceeded upstairs to my room,
intending only the briefest detour at the top of the stairs, to check Master Bruce’s
closet. You will appreciate, surely, that Wayne Manor keeps different hours than most
households. If a shirt needs to be pressed or shoes shined for the master’s upcoming
meeting, I would prefer to attend to such matters now, rather than discovering them
when laying out his clothes in the morning. Remaining awake for an extra hour is
certainly no great hardship for me. Indeed, one prefers to be awake and available as
late as one is able, should Masters Bruce or Tim return early to the cave and require
attention.
Naturally, knowing the house to be empty apart from myself and the cats, I did not
knock at the master’s bedroom door. You will appreciate my surprise on opening it to
find the room occupied after all.
“Begging your pardon, Miss Selina,” I quickly apologized. “I didn’t realize you had
returned from your… eh.”
“It’s okay, Alfred,” she said. “You can call it a prowl.”
“No, miss, I don’t believe I could use such an expression,” I told her. “In any case, I
was unaware you had returned. May I bring you anything?”
“No thank you, Alfred.”
There was something about the way she said it…
Miss Selina, I should explain, is a creature of remarkable temperament. She exudes a
liveliness and energy that hints at playful good humor when she is pleasantly
disposed, and fiery wrath when she is angered. Anyone pretending the slightest
understanding of Master Bruce cannot help but recognize she is his perfect match.
Whether playful or annoyed, her zestful spirit suits his ponderous, sometimes dour,
intensity. That sparkling energy was missing from her now. What might pass for
fatigue in another woman seemed, from her, downright despondent. One felt
compelled to linger about the room for a time, just in case one’s confidence might be
sought.
“Alfred,” she began finally, “Did you know one of the cave bats dropped dead this
afternoon?”
I told her I was not aware of the incident, but that it was not an uncommon
occurrence.
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“That’s what Bruce said. Still, it fell down right smack onto his workstation—while
he was sitting there. Doesn’t seem quite human to be not even slightly freaked by it.
Don’t you think?”
“You are disposed to see this as an ill omen, miss?”
“No, not really,” she admitted. “I don’t really believe in that stuff. But I asked him
to stay home tonight anyway. To humor me. He said no, naturally. You wouldn’t
think it was so much to ask after all this time, would you Alfred? When have I asked
anything from him? Since this whole thing started, when have I asked one blessed
thing that compromises the sacred ‘mission’—And you know what he said? The Tipu
Tigers; Can you believe that? It’s not the same thing! Asking to leave with gold Indian
tiger heads encrusted with rubies—which he knew damn well I was only threequarters serious about anyway—is not the same thing as asking him to not go out
tonight because I’m a little freaked out about goddamn dead bats falling from the
ceiling.”
I confess I was left at something of a loss by this impassioned confession. The
despondency that had piqued my concern had given way in a few seconds to Miss
Selina’s usual vigor. I had, of course, seen that vigor directed at the master before and
from a standpoint less-than-wholly-sympathetic. What’s more, the spirit of her
complaint was one I could relate to. The jeopardy in which the master constantly
places himself is an ongoing burden to those who care about him. I said as much to
Miss Selina—then, without meaning to, I heard myself adding:
“Of course, it is a minor burden in his eyes, I am sure, compared to that he takes on
himself. But then, in his case, it is his own choice to assume that burden, whereas we
are merely stuck with the consequences of his decision.”
“He can be a selfish bastard that way, can’t he,” Miss Selina mused resentfully. “You
know, it was my choice once. I’m an independent-minded cat. I wanted to do as I
pleased, and if that meant stealing, that meant stealing. I certainly didn’t have to stop
to make his life any easier. But I wanted more than the gold and ruby tiger heads, I
wanted him too. I wanted to be the kind of person he could respect, I guess, or…
anyway, I was stuck. The things I wanted weren’t compatible and something had to
give. It was my choice—and if I’d gone the other way then, he would have been the
one stuck with it, wouldn’t he. Wanting me, but not wanting the conflict of interest
being involved with a criminal, and not a damn thing he could do about it, because of
the choice I made.”
“Indeed, miss.”
“I’m sorry, Alfred. I shouldn’t be going on this way at you. I’m upset.”
“I can see that, miss.”
“Would have it been so much for him to take one night off to please me? Am I not
entitled to even that much?”
The words were telling. Miss Selina’s preoccupation with her Independence is
legendary. “It’s a cat thing” seems to be the accepted phrase amongst Master Bruce
and the young gentlemen. For her, the reality that another person’s choices could
affect her life and her happiness is a monumental admission. More telling still was that
word “entitled”: was she not entitled to a say in a decision regarding Master Bruce’s
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welfare? She allowed that his feelings were a consideration when she made such
decisions—was it not reasonable for her to expect the same from him?
In short, I found the whole outburst so illuminating that I have just broken off my
writing of this entry in order to go back and speak to her. I am pleased to say I have
secured her agreement to assist me in decorating those two guest rooms.
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CHAPTER 2: TEA AND SHAKESPEARE
This is, as I have mentioned, the fourth journal I have kept in my life. The first was
undertaken, somewhat reluctantly, on the instruction of Mr. Bilkin at the Royal
Academy of Dramatic Arts. It was, I believe, a token assignment on Mr. Bilkin’s part, a
grudging nod towards the “American Method,” which is an offshoot of the
Stanislavski “System.” These “inside out” schools of acting stressed the performer’s
internal journey to discover the emotional mechanisms of a character. They vary
greatly from the “outside in” approach favored at RADA. I recall Mr. Bilkin going on
at some length about the absurd exercises then in vogue among American actors to
build “sense memories”: accessing complex emotions from the subconscious by
concentrating on the sights, sounds, tastes, or smells associated with them.
Today I am unable to scoff at the notion of sense memory, for this morning, the
squeak of the back wheel on an old teacart has evoked the late Mrs. Wayne in my
recollections with greater vibrancy than I would have thought possible. It was, you
see, the late Mrs. Wayne who first came up with the idea of using the teacart to collect
all of the drawing room silver for polishing.
But I am getting ahead of myself.
My duties for Master Bruce are naturally quite different than they were for the late
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne. They are different, indeed, than they would be for any other
household in the world. In the normal course of events at Wayne Manor, I remove only
one piece of silver at a time from the dining room, morning room, or drawing room. I
clean and polish it at my leisure, and then return it to its place the next day. In this
way, I can cycle through the treasures of Wayne Manor in about six weeks time
without neglecting my other duties.
Today’s circumstances, of course, are far from “the normal course of events.”
It was Mr. Marshall, the butler at Charleville House, who is said to have first
recognized the importance of silver in our profession. No other object, he observed,
“comes under such intimate scrutiny from outsiders as does silver during a meal, and
as such, it serves as a public index of the house’s standards.”
In the normal course of events, such “standards” are not a great priority at Wayne
Manor, but as I said, the occasion before us is far from normal. It is vital at such times
to give one’s best, not merely for the sake of the household’s appearance to outsiders,
but out of respect for the young lady. I therefore wheeled the old teacart in from the
storeroom and loaded it up with all the silver ornaments and serving pieces, so they
can all be cleaned and polished at once.
The cart, as I indicated, was the late Mrs. Wayne’s innovation. In her day, the
polishing of silver was, as you would expect, one of my gravest duties as butler. Every
Tuesday, I would scrupulously clean and polish the three tea sets, the punch bowl,
soup tureen, chafing dishes, and the various trays, salvers, baskets, center pieces,
candlesticks and other ornaments. This necessitated a goodly number of trips back and
forth between the upstairs rooms and the kitchen. Mrs. Wayne said it was ridiculous to
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be making such an effort when I could just load up the cart to transport it all to “Pug’s
Pantry” in a single trip.
I should perhaps explain that “Pug’s Pantry” was Mrs. Wayne’s particular
appellation for the butler’s pantry off the kitchen. Mrs. Wayne, like Master Bruce, was
born into a household with servants. When she was very young, she sometimes heard
the staff speak of “Pug’s Parlor” when they meant the housekeeper’s room. She had
thought, understandably, that meant the housekeeper’s name was Pug.
It was, in fact, an old Victorian term from the days when “upper servants” who ran
the house (the housekeeper, butler, valet, and lady’s maid) kept a certain distance from
the housemaids and footmen. They ate separately, in the housekeeper’s room, or else
met there to walk in procession to the servant’s hall for dinner. The lower servants, as
one might imagine, would look askance at these pretensions, and among themselves
they spoke of the room as Pug’s Parlor and the procession as Pug’s Parade.
Mrs. Wayne—young Martha Van Geisen, rather, as she was then—knew none of
this, of course. That way of life was long dead before she was even born. But the terms
had stuck, at least among the Van Geisens. The housekeeper, a Mrs. Wenforth, could
not help but be charmed at little Martha calling her Pug and encouraged her to
continue. A bond formed between her and the little girl… Perhaps those not brought
up with servants can ever understand the ties that may form between a family servant
and the children of the house. I know Mr. Kent has particular difficulty comprehending
my role with respect to Master Bruce… Nevertheless, the bond did form, and if Mrs.
Wenforth had not been of an age to retire, I have no doubt she would have been
installed at Wayne Manor upon Martha Van Geisen’s marriage to Master Thomas.
I had the pleasure of having Mrs. Wenforth to tea twice in those weeks leading up to
the marriage, and it was on one of these occasions that I heard the story of “Pug’s
Parlor.” Knowing that history, I naturally took it as a great mark of acceptance the day
Mrs. Wayne applied the term, in a roundabout way, to myself. She had run out of
postage stamps in the morning room and asked, with that wry good humour of hers, if
I had any “tucked away in that Pug’s pantry of mine off the kitchen.” She had been
with us about a year at the time, still very much a young bride in terms of her running
of the house. The young can be so terribly unsure of themselves. It’s only natural; they
have no true experience to fall back upon after all. The danger of their
overcompensating for that deficiency—I sometimes wonder if Master Bruce realizes.
I have little occasion to use the teacart these days. Indeed, I had quite forgotten the
squeak and warble of that back wheel. I remember my great concern the first time this
occurred that it might scratch the parquet floor.
Of course Master Bruce realizes the danger. Master Jason’s costume, preserved in the
cave, serves as a daily reminder to us all.
As I say, I had quite forgotten the squeak, but on hearing it again today I could not
help be reminded of the late Mrs. Wayne.
With respect to Master Jason’s costume in the cave, one is forced, distasteful and
ghoulish though it may be, to wonder what Master Bruce will do now. One costume
preserved in such a way is a memorial; two, it could be argued, is a graveyard.
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These sense memories, as I explained, oblige one to uncover associations one may
make between certain emotional and sensory experiences. There is a particular brand
of cream soda I purchased in the weeks after Master Dick came to reside at the manor,
before his preferences became known to me. This was, of course, immediately after the
tragic passing of his parents. To this day, I still link the smell and taste of that beverage
with a heavy sense of helpless melancholy.
I did not, of course, have the honour to know John and Mary Grayson. My own pain
of that period derived from seeing a young boy’s grief—along with that of Master
Bruce, whose anguish at seeing his own heartache and loss mirrored in that innocent
young lad cannot be adequately conveyed in words.
In the tragic case of Miss Stephanie, one’s position is somewhat different. I was
privileged to know the young woman, albeit slightly. It is impossible not to be
aggrieved at the loss of one so young and so lovely. It is impossible not to feel
bewildered, and even somewhat angry, that such a one should be taken in such a way.
That her fate resulted, so irrefutably, from her own recklessness is surely the most
dreadful aspect of the whole grisly event.
And yet, much as one may be saddened by Miss Stephanie’s loss, one is far more
stricken by the effect it must have on those who remain: Master Timothy and Miss
Cassie, who knew her best; Master Bruce, who must undertake a share of guilt for any
and all in his circle; Master Dick, who has, more than any other, I believe, many
unresolved pangs about Master Jason’s terrible fate… And even Miss Selina, whose
dilemma I did not begin to glean until this afternoon.
The funeral proper is naturally the realm of the Brown family. Those who were so
fortunate as to know Miss Stephanie as Spoiler are unable to attend. To do so would
not only compromise their identities, it would conceivably intrude upon the grief of
her blood family, such as it is.
Recognizing the need for Miss Stephanie’s other family, the “Bat Family” as it were,
to pay their respects, Master Bruce had the prescience to arrange a private memorial
service here at the manor. One originally expected this gathering to be confined to the
immediate Gotham circle: Master Tim and Miss Cassie, Master Dick and Ms. Barbara,
Mr. Valley, possibly the Misses Lance and Bertinelli. In the hour before lunch, the guest
list swelled unexpectedly as several persons from the Titans, Outsiders, and the former
Young Justice announced their readiness to attend. To my knowledge, none of
Superboy, Kid Flash, Wonder Girl, Arrowette or Arsenal were well-acquainted with
Spoiler, but I gather their wish is to offer support and condolence to Master Timothy.
The architect of this exceptional gesture is, I am quite sure, Mr. Kent, who telephoned
immediately after lunch to say that he too planned to attend.
This brought the total expected to fifteen or possibly sixteen if his RSVP included Ms.
Lane, too many to comfortably fit into the morning room. I therefore approached Miss
Selina with a new plan, to lay out a light buffet in the south drawing room following
the formal observance, and to learn her choice of which tea service should be used. I
got only a sentence into my request when I noticed her aspect was far from what one
might call receptive. She seemed, indeed, quite weighed down by some private
burden, so much so that I was not sure she had even heard my question. I began to fear
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I might have misjudged her attachment to Miss Stephanie, that I might be troubling her
with what were, essentially, domestic trivialities at a time of genuine grief.
“You seem distraught, miss,” I began with a new tack, “Might I bring you some tea?”
She looked up at me as if quite bewildered at my words. There truly is something
feline about the lady at such moments.
“Out of curiosity, Alfred, what’s the thing with tea? I know you mean well. I know
it’s supposed to help. I just don’t get why.”
Her bewildered tone altered over the next few words and that vigor I have already
spoken of began to assert itself:
“Tim is the nicest… sanest… most genuine… sweetest human being to put on a cape,
and his girl is dead. Bruce is—eating himself up already. This is the first real one I’ve
been here for, Alfred. When Jason died, and what happened with Bane, it was all—
Bane was a different hell for me, but I certainly wasn’t there for him. Now this
happens—poor Stephanie, that poor—stupid kid—I don’t know what to do, for either
of them. I just know I’m not going to be good at this. And now we’ve got a houseful of
heroes coming, and I’m supposed to serve them tea! Alfred, please, you’re a butler and
you’re English, and… please, just explain to me, how for the love of God is tea
supposed to help?”
I began to understand her dilemma.
“I expect it might be sense memories, miss,” I told her. “If you would follow me,
please, I shall explain.”
For all the “Impossible Woman”s uttered by the master, I have, in my own
experience, found Miss Selina to be an infinitely reasonable creature. She followed to
the kitchen as I had bid and watched while I demonstrated the Pennyworth secrets for
brewing the perfect pot of tea. While I did so, I revealed another secret.
“I fear I sometimes lose sight, Miss Selina, of your other nature. Despite the several
times I have now seen you in costume, I have only seen you in Catwoman-mode, if I may
so phrase it, on that one occasion when Poison Ivy and Harley Quinn invaded the
Foundation Gala here at the manor. You will observe that the teapot must be primed
with boiling water before we begin. No other method of heating it beforehand will
produce the proper effect.”
“I had forgotten that night,” she answered. “My god, that seems a long time ago.
That wasn’t really cat-mode, though. It was… I don’t know. Pam—that’s Ivy—
wrangled me into an intervention with Harley, I remember. Didn’t work, of course.”
She sighed, then seemed to dismiss the thought and went on in a matter-of-fact tone.
“Check, boiling water in the pot.”
I smiled. She was an apt pupil, if nothing else. I reproduce the rest of our
conversation as well as I can recall it. I was, of course, occupied from this point on
preparing the tea.
“It’s funny you mentioned that time,” she said musingly, “In a way, the
‘intervention’ with Harley is part of Bruce’s problem right now. He went to all that
trouble to get her off the book idea, but he didn’t see what was going on with
Stephanie. Says he should have. Well, you know what he’s like: ‘the buck stops here.’”
“Is that all you believe it to be, miss; the root of the master’s guilt?”
“I don’t know. The guilt part, maybe, but… Alfred, the things he was talking about
right before it happened—hope, happy endings, if it would be better or worse
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tomorrow—it scares me. It’s like he was a hair’s breadth, a cat’s whisker even, of giving
up on it… giving up on us. And now… just look what’s happened.”
“Now we add one scoop of Darjeeling for each cup of tea, but here is where the
Pennyworth method differs from others. You will have heard the formula: one
spoonful per person and ‘one for the pot’—our ‘one for the pot’ will not be Darjeeling
but a rich smoky tea called Lapsang Souchong. Just smell this delicious essence.”
“Oh great, life’s on the brink of total ruin, but hey, I can make one hell of a cup of
tea.”
“If there are more than four cups being brewed, you may wish to use a four-to-one
ratio rather than the strict ‘one for the pot’ formula.”
“So that’ll be my claim to fame, eh? One day when the Titans are all grown up into
the new JLA: Oh yes, that cat-broad that was shacking up with Batman for a while
there before he gave up and tossed her away, remember her? Not bad with a whip, and
boy could she make good tea.”
“Now we let it steep for four minutes, no less. That is the invariable error on the
Continent, pouring too soon produces a pale weak infusion.”
“ALFRED!”
“Yes, miss?”
“The worst happened. A bat dropped dead and landed right smack on his keyboard.
Stephanie got killed after Tim dumped her because he decided they had no future
together. ‘Tomorrow’ turned out a lot worse than yesterday. That’s where Hope got
him, Alfred. He… What if he gives up?”
“Then you shall have to enlighten him, won’t you, miss? Milk or lemon?”
“What?”
“Miss Selina, you have over the past minutes—as in the past months, and indeed, in
all the years of your association with him—demonstrated an understanding of Master
Bruce, his aspirations, his desires and his demons, that would be the envy of his closest
colleagues, who believe they know him better than anybody. It is quite impossible to
credit your fear that you ‘will not be good at this,’ for there is clearly no one in his life
better suited to comfort him in tragedy, rejoice with him in triumph, and keep him
from being alone in the days and nights in between. If he should ‘give up hope,’ I have
no doubt you would manage the situation with the same sublime felinity you have
used to such advantage in the past. Now drink your tea, young woman, and the next
time you enjoy, or even sniff, this particular brew, I dare say you will understand how
it helps.”
Her expression underwent a curious change as I spoke, from despair to contentment
to shock.
“You mean all this was to get me to sign off on the drawing room and the Georgian
tea set?”
I smiled.
“As you say, miss.”
“Alfred, there are times when there is just a little bit of the scheming bat in you.”
“Thank you, miss.”
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There was a curious epilogue to that conversation with Miss Selina.
I don’t know if you yourself are in the habit of pausing before entering a room where
persons are already conversing. I can vouch that it is a common practice among many
domestic professionals, in order to avoid interrupting at an inopportune moment. I had
paused in this way at the door to Master Bruce’s study a short while after Miss Selina
had departed the kitchen, and there I chanced to overhear the master unburdening
himself on the very matter she had alluded to, the efforts he had undertaken to save
Ms. Quinn.
“Harley. All that trouble to make Harley wake up to the danger she was putting
herself in. When all the time it was Stephanie. I should have seen it. I should have
known she wasn’t up to this. I should have done more to keep her out of that damn
costume.”
“Bruce. I don’t want to say this, and I really don’t want to have to say this to you
now. But you’ve got a guilt thing and it’s really not appropriate right now. This one is
Tim’s. If anybody gets to deal with this by—by wrapping themselves up in a shitload
of blame and culpability, it’s Tim’s option. You should just not.”
I knocked then, before the master could reply, and delivered my message. There was
a telephone call from former commissioner Gordon. It could have properly been taken
by either Master Bruce or Miss Selina, and there commenced an exchange of looks
between them, evidently discussing which of them it was to be.
“Fine, I’ll go,” Miss Selina said finally.
It was not the first time I had witnessed this phenomenon. The master once
remarked how his relationship with Catwoman existed for so many years on an
unspoken level. This strange mutual understanding of the other’s thoughts and
feelings, while hardly constant or infallible, appears to be the result. Master Bruce
merely waited in silence until Miss Selina had left us, then he turned to me.
“How’s she doing?”
The question startled me, certainly. Of the immediate circle struck by this loss, I had,
up until our conversation in the kitchen at least, considered Miss Selina to be the least
affected, her acquaintance with Miss Stephanie being comparatively slight.
“I should say she is holding up against the challenges of this sad day most
admirably, sir.”
He nodded.
“She’s okay with playing hostess to a… crimefighting assembly, then?”
I raised an eyebrow. Miss Selina had made passing reference to that aspect of the
matter during our conversation, but I had given it little weight compared to the other
issues we discussed.
“To the best of my knowledge, sir, she is aware of the potential for some slight
awkwardness, but I dare say she is resolved to meet the occasion with poise and
dignity.”
The master responded to this with one of those guttural utterances that one is forced
to accept as considered acknowledgement, but is still, to my mind, little better than a
grunt.
“She was pretty upset about that bat yesterday.”
“So I gather, sir.”
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“I, eh, didn’t exactly come home early, but I did put off the log entry when I got
back. Went straight up to bed. I was just going down now to… put in the log…”
“I suspected as much, sir. There was no coffee cup or disturbance of the papers at
your workstation this morning. And one did detect, if I may so describe it, sir, a certain
sheltering aspect to your respective postures when one woke you and Miss Selina this
morning.”
This is not the kind of detail one would normally give admission to noticing, but
there are times when Master Bruce is a bit too inclined to deny the more feeling aspects
of his nature, and it is useful at such times that he be aware that he has been “caught in
the act,” so to speak.
“Well she’s going to be twice as difficult now if it happens again, Alfred—”
“I should think so, sir. Given the day’s terrible news, it is difficult to entirely dismiss
Miss Selina’s view of the expired bat as something of a portent.”
The master said nothing more that I could hear, except for another of those guttural
utterances as he went about opening the grandfather clock. He disappeared in the dark
passageway thus opened, and I resumed my regular duties.

“Old Silver,” such as that found at Wayne Manor, achieves a lovely sheen of whitish
patina after decades of tarnishing and polishing. This delicate patina can be destroyed
by overzealous rubbing or harsh chemical dips. I have therefore found it prudent to
employ the old methods for the care of these beautiful objects, soaking them first in a
mixture of hot water and baking soda, and then polishing with a quality silver cream. I
was bringing several large saucepans of water to a rolling boil for the former step, for
the larger pieces, as you might imagine, require a great deal of liquid to become fully
immersed. The kitchen was quite the scene of steam rising from multiple pots when
former commissioner Gordon entered.
“Good gravy, man! You look like a mad scientist back there,” he exclaimed, startling
me not a little. I had left him and Master Bruce in conversation in the drawing room
after dinner and certainly never expected him to present himself in my kitchen.
I stepped out from behind the island where I had stationed myself, wiping my hands
of any residual perspiration from proximity to the stove, and offered it to my
unexpected guest.
“My apologies, sir. Was there anything you wanted?”
“Yes. A darn sight less stiff upper lip, polite chatter about the weather, how-dee-do,
and a good deal more frank talk than I can get out there from those two.”
This struck me as a rather presumptuous declaration on Mr. Gordon’s part. He had, I
was given to understand from Miss Selina, invited himself to dinner, in a manner of
speaking. He had learned of the planned memorial through Ms. Barbara, which was
certainly understandable. And feeling, either though his own discernment or through
Ms. Barbara’s explanations, that because of the costumed identities involved, it would
not be a suitable occasion for one such as himself, he opted instead to call on Master
Bruce this evening. Miss Selina obliged him with an invitation to dinner, which I had
already prepared and served, and left the diners, as I said, in the drawing room in
order to resume my own preparations for tomorrow’s sad event.
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“So. He’s lost another one, eh,” was the somewhat shocking manner in which Mr.
Gordon chose to proceed. “How old was she anyway? 19? 20? I often wonder if Dent
and I didn’t make a mistake all those years ago, accepting Batman into the official
world that way. Where would he be now if we hadn’t, hm?”
“You are not disposed to regard the Batman’s contribution as material?” I asked
tactfully.
“His contribution is monumental, Alfred. His is. But come on, it would have been
with or without my say so, nothing would have stopped him from doing what he does.
I just wonder, times like this, if we hadn’t opened that door for him, if the whole thing
would have spread the way it did. Robin, Batgirl, Nightwing. Another Robin. Another
Batgirl. Where does it end?”
This outburst rather illuminated matters. I knew from first-hand experience the “If I
had/If I had not” questions that plagued one at such a time. The former commissioner
went on to reference an event the master himself has cited many times. He too
considers it pivotal in his career as a crimefighter:
“The three of us, Harvey Dent, the D.A. and me, the police—official, the voices of the
law—and Batman, nobody, no name, no face, a man in a mask who believed in the same
goals we did… We stood there and we vowed to draw a line against the crime that was
eating this city alive. To this day, I don’t know if we did it because Gotham was really
that bad or if he was just that good. How could we turn down what he offered us?
Then we lost Harvey and, I don’t know, I guess that just cancelled it out for him.”
“He always viewed you as his greatest ally in your time as commissioner, sir.”
“No. Not the way he does them. He built his ‘bat-family’ and he left me standing on
that roof by myself.”
In essence, I could not deny the truth of his complaint. Master Bruce always thought
of James Gordon as competent and worthy to be commissioner of “his city.” He saw
him as a good man doing a difficult job that was perhaps a little too big for him, with
less money and manpower than he should have had, and more political interference
than he could have wanted. But it must also be said that Master Bruce did not become
a policeman; he became Batman. He rejected Gordon’s way as ultimately wanting. It is
my belief that, for all the talk of respect and friendship, that base condescension was
always present: he could work with the commissioner, he could respect him, he could
call him friend, but he found James Gordon limited in his mindset in ways the “batfamily” (and even Miss Selina) are not.
“…Children. Not just civilians but children that have no business…”
Then there is, of course, the matter of the master’s identity. He did not reveal it to
James Gordon; Gordon worked it out for himself. That may be a fine testament to the
man’s detective skills and intellect, but it is equally illuminating in terms of the trust
Master Bruce placed in his allies of officialdom compared to his allies of choice.
“This is wrong, Alfred. This is nothing but vigilantism and frontier—”
“Justice, sir. It is an endeavor in the pursuit of Justice which you yourself valued
enough to accept the means necessary to the end. Is it not somewhat late in the day to
be finding fault with—”
“Yes.”
“—the manner in which, excuse me, sir?”
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“I should have come around to it when Barbara was shot—or when that second
Robin ‘disappeared’—I should have come around to it the very first night he showed up
with a young boy in a mask and cape.”
“I see, sir. You’ve come for absolution.”
“What?! What the devil—”
“I am all too aware, sir, of the tendency to blame one’s self when these tragedies
arise.”
“If you mean him, he—”
“I mean myself, sir. When Master Dick was shot. And Ms. Barbara. And Master
Jason met his tragic fate. When Bane injured the master. On each occasion, I pondered
if I was right to acquiesce as I have. You did too, I dare say, but not knowing the
Batman’s identity, the course of action you pursued tonight was unavailable to you.”
“Y’mean absolution,” he grumbled.
“Yes, sir. I dare say you presented yourself here tonight in the hopes of a dialogue
with Master Bruce in which you might put forth your doubts and concerns, and receive
reassurance that they are groundless.”
“And?”
“They are, sir, and at the same time they are not. What is it Shakespeare says? ‘The
king is not bound to answer the particular endings of his soldiers, the father of his son, nor the
master of his servant; for they purpose not their death, when they purpose their services.’”
“Shakespeare, eh?”
“Yes, sir. Henry V.”
“And what’s that bit of pretty poetry supposed to mean, anyway?”
“It’s the eve of a battle, sir, a great battle in which our English troops were terribly
outnumbered. The soldiers in the camp know many of them are to die the next day.
The king who led them into France, into this dire situation they now face, goes among
his men in disguise, and they talk over the battle to come and the nature of soldiers and
kingship. There are many interpretations as to why he does this. For myself, I believe
his motive, like yours, is to purge himself of guilt and find absolution.”
“And what does he conclude?”
“When you accepted Batman as you did on that rooftop, sir, you never intended that
harm come to him or any other persons he might employ.”
He grunted in a coarse, throaty fashion, as I have often seen done to disguise
emotion.
“Well, er, anyway, Alfred, that was a damn fine dinner you cooked up. Just wanted
to stop back here on my way out and say thanks.”
“Thank you, sir. I strive to give satisfaction.”
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CHAPTER 3: THE CEREMONIES OF LIFE
I broke off my journal entry last night somewhat abruptly, for I was suddenly struck
by the realization of a practical matter in preparation for tomorrow’s (now today’s) sad
event, a matter that presents something of a daunting challenge.
I hope the reader will not judge me harshly for dwelling as I have on the more
practical aspects of the sad day before us. One is not insensible to the distressing
nature of the occasion. Nevertheless, one has a job to do. There is, as I have already
explained, a strong wish to give one’s best in tribute to Miss Stephanie. I have often
found too that there is comfort in times of great strife in the doing of ordinary tasks.
It is now early morning, I should explain before I go further. Miss Stephanie’s
memorial is to begin at eleven thirty. I have arisen far earlier than is my habit, for I
shall have to prepare breakfast for Master Bruce and Miss Selina, see to the acquisition
of certain supplies for the day’s menus, and double-check that arrangements are as
they should be for the service proper in the portrait gallery before guests begin arriving
at eleven.
It is that second matter, the foodstuffs for the buffet following the service, which
have presented me with something of a dilemma.
I should explain.
Before retiring to my room last night, I prepared the day’s menus as usual to present
Miss Selina for her approval. I naturally labored over the proposed menu for the
buffet. The guest list for this sad occasion is more than usually varied: it includes not
only those of unknown alien biology, but of diverse walks of life. I looked for guidance
to the Queen’s own mandates for her “Meet the People” lunches: appetizing and tasty
foods but nothing too exotic. I am therefore proposing, and expect Miss Selina will
approve, a selection of tea sandwiches, cold cutlets, small pastry cups filled with hardboiled eggs and lobster meat, chicken in aspic, scones and Scottish shortbread. These
last two, I need hardly add, are in acknowledgment of Miss Stephanie’s Scottish
heritage, which she was always so keen to share with any who took an interest.
I had completed this menu before retiring to my room. It was only after I had done
so and began writing in my journal that I realized I had absolutely no way to obtain the
ingredients for this or any other menu.
In the normal course of domestic service, it is common knowledge when a household
in the neighborhood undergoes one of the ceremonies of life. When the manor hosted
Master Dick’s wedding to Ms. Barbara, for example, Mr. Harriman of Harriman’s
Gourmet Pantry sent over a tray of bagels and croissants so I wouldn’t have to worry
about making breakfast for the household in the midst of so many other preparations.
Similarly, when our neighbor Ingrid Winthrop perished in a Firefly-related explosion
three years ago, I myself went to Harriman’s to do the shopping for their cook, Mrs.
Babbitt, in order to relieve her of this time-consuming chore. Any cook of worth, it
should be understood, goes to the market personally and selects their ingredients with
their own hand, so it was an honour that Mrs. Babbitt permitted me to assist her in that
way. The endeavor also enabled Master Tim to infiltrate the Winthrop home disguised
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as a delivery boy, and there he obtained a valuable lead resulting in the capture of
Garfield Lynns, the Firefly. That aspect was most gratifying as well.
The difficulty in this case, which I had not foreseen, was that no one should know
Wayne Manor was hosting a funeral. If I go to Harriman’s two days before my usual
marketing day, this deviation will surely pique the interest of Monsieur Anatole.
Monsieur Anatole, the Finn’s chef de cuisine from next door, is a Frenchman of more
than usual arrogance. The unseemly interest he takes in my purchases at Harriman’s
and his presumptuous use of that intelligence to ferret out my menus is an ongoing
nuisance.
My personal irritation with this man is, I must emphasize, a minor point only. The
security of Master Bruce’s secret (and those of his guests) is the prime concern. I must
somehow obtain provisions to feed some sixteen guests in a manner befitting the
occasion. I cannot let this insolent frog compromise the preparations for Miss
Stephanie’s memorial.
I confess I was so confounded by the predicament that I left my room and confided it
to Miss Selina. Her offer to burgle Harriman’s on my behalf, obtaining whatever
ingredients I wished (and leaving a suitable quantity of cash in payment, of course),
did not, I am sorry to say, seem an ideal solution. She quickly pointed out that Oracle,
Aquaman, Nightwing, James Gordon, and even Master Bruce have all availed
themselves of her services at various times, and I was obliged to explain that my
objections were not ethical so much as practical. The cutlets must be selected while Mr.
Harriman is on hand to assist, and as for the lobster…
In any case, I told her that, regrettably, the ingredients I required could only be
obtained while the store was open for business. She looked so disappointed at being
unable to assist me that I acquiesced to her second suggestion, although I am far from
certain of its viability.
But I cannot take the time to worry about it now. The sun is up, and I really must see
to my duties.

The day is over.
The weather was exceptionally fine.
This appears to have struck Master Dick as a cruel trick of nature, that the day
should be so beautiful when they had gathered for such a solemn purpose.
Of course, his wedding, also held here at the manor, was equally favoured with
splendid weather. One supposes the poor lad cannot help but make the comparison.
For myself, I believe notable weather, good or bad, is more of a blessing on these
occasions than the young ones comprehend. It gives them something to talk about.
For all the fantastic exploits these young people undertake, they are woefully but
somewhat touchingly inept when faced with the ceremonies of life.
In any case, the day began early, as the reader is already aware. Master Bruce and
Miss Selina were unexpectedly accommodating in terms of breakfast. They were both
up and about before I was. That meant no tray to prepare, no bath to draw or clothes
to lay out for Master Bruce, and no breakfast in the dining room.
I learned of this unexpected boon as I left my room and detected music and the
rhythmic squeak of exercise equipment coming from Miss Selina’s suite. I ventured in
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to see what she would require in the way of refreshment, and it was then that she
informed me that Master Bruce had also arisen and was, as one might have predicted,
already in the cave.
“He figures he can get in about three hours on the, the Brown case,” she told me,
“and still have plenty of time to change before anybody gets here.”
The Brown case was, of course, Miss Stephanie’s murder. You may well imagine the
vehemence of the master’s resolve in this matter. A small portion of the cave, a sort of
locker room adjacent to the shower, had been turned into a temporary store room for
several filing cabinets and tumbling mats, while the space these objects had occupied in
the main cavern was reclaimed in order to organize and study all forensic evidence
related to the Brown case.
We all shared, it need hardly be said, the master’s wish to see this heinous crime
solved and the perpetrator brought swiftly to justice. But I believe this collective desire
to see justice done is amplified, in Master Bruce’s case, by a wish to resolve the matter
before Master Tim could become involved in its conclusion. After the tragic loss of
Master Jason, no one is more aware than Master Bruce of the particular danger—it is
not too strong a word—the danger to crimefighters stricken with a loss of this kind.
Armed as they are with great arsenals of weaponry, developed as they are into peak
physical condition, schooled as they are in terrible fighting arts, the danger is very
great indeed. I know, because he has told me, that Master Bruce wrestled with the
question of ending the Joker’s vile existence after Master Jason’s brutal slaying. I know
too that he is plagued on occasion with doubts as to the wisdom of his decision to leave
that heinous clown alive. As much as Batman wants to find and punish Miss
Stephanie’s killer, there is no question in my mind that Master Bruce’s greater goal is to
spare Master Timothy that decision and those doubts.
In any case, I left Miss Selina to her exercise and proceeded down the hall to the
portrait gallery. This wide hallway atop the main staircase overlooks the Great Hall
and was therefore thought to be the most suitable location for the memorial. The
gallery is elegant but austere, making it ideal in terms of tone. And there were no
furnishings to remove, only the Wayne family portraits.
This task Miss Selina completed last night instead of going out for “her prowl,” and
it was for that reason I was able to approach her about my difficulty regarding
Monsieur Anatole. I found her hard at it, having relocated about half the portraits by
then to the unused north drawing room and bringing from there a number of small gilt
chairs for the guests to seat themselves.
She undertook this chore, I need hardly add, over my strong objection. Miss Selina is
(although one refrains from telling her so to her face) the mistress of the manor. It is
simply not appropriate for her to be troubling herself with such menial tasks as taking
pictures off the wall. While I would not dream of uttering the words “mistress of the
manor” or even “lady of the house” to emphasize my point, I did endeavor to dissuade
her once again from a chore that was so inappropriate to her position.
The reader will appreciate that this was the close of a long and trying day. I had
enjoyed not a moment’s rest since the arrival of the tragic news about Miss Stephanie. I
had cancelled Master Bruce’s appointments, managed the ever-swelling guest list from
the various heroes prodded by Mr. Kent to pay their respects, I consoled Miss Selina
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and Master Bruce as well as I was able, I had an unexpected dinner guest invade my
kitchen for a chat, I devised a menu for persons of unknown meta-human and alien
metabolisms, and then, just as I had begun to unwind, I was struck with the notinconsiderable dilemma presented by Monsieur Anatole. So perhaps I can be excused
if, in the course of expressing my thought to Miss Selina, I had not fully considered that
my words were delivered to Catwoman as well.
She winked at me in what can only be described as an elfish manner before
remarking:
“Alfred, please, taking art off the walls is what I do. And ‘inappropriate’ has never
stopped me before.”
There followed a grin of such naughtily impish amusement that one was forced,
quite simply, to withdraw from the conversation.
I nevertheless returned to the portrait gallery this morning, immediately on leaving
Miss Selina in her suite, that I might inspect the results of her efforts arranging the
gallery. Those efforts—inappropriate as they most certainly were for the lady of the
house to undertake—were carried out with undeniable sensibility and taste. The
portraits were all removed, and only a single painting, a rather inspiring sunrise, now
hung on the wall facing the rows of gilt chairs. Two urn stands stood on either side
with a simple spray of flowers displayed on each. Satisfied with this arrangement, I
proceeded downstairs to the kitchen to see about the food shopping.

Mr. Kent has, of course, never hesitated to give assistance whenever it was sought,
but that did not make the asking any easier. He was planning to come into Gotham
anyway for the memorial. He assured me that coming a few hours earlier would be no
inconvenience. He said making the necessary purchases from Harriman’s on my
behalf would be no trouble at all. And he himself pointed out (with some amusement)
that his means of delivery was more than discreet.
While I was grateful, to be sure, for his gracious generosity in helping me obtain the
ingredients I required, I was and am appalled by the trouble Mr. Kent did wind up
taking.
Not twenty minutes had passed since I had hung up the telephone informing him of
the situation, than there was a quiet knock at the kitchen door. I opened it, expecting to
see Clark Kent holding three or four bags of provisions from Harriman’s. Instead, I
was confronted with the visage of Superman holding an enormous Maine lobster still
in its trap, a basket of fragrantly fresh vegetables, and another basket covered with a
plaid napkin that smelled of fresh baked goods.
I admitted him at once, of course, and he began explaining, almost apologetically,
that he had made some alterations in my grocery list because he simply could not
stomach the prices at Harriman’s.
“I know Bruce can afford it, Alfred, but I just couldn’t do it. $65 for a lobster, it’s not
right. Especially when the guys on the Rusty Puppet told me that any time I wanted
fresh lobster, I should just swing on by. They were pretty grateful after I pulled them
out of that Noreaster last season.”
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I hastened to assure him that it was the finest specimen of lobster I had ever seen, but
I feared he went to such trouble on my account. He waved off this concern with a
boyish grin.
“What trouble? And while I was out, I figured I’d stop home for the veggies.
They’re fresher off the vine anyhow.”
By now, I was peering into the third basket, which I saw contained shortbread and
scones that still steamed with the most delectable aromas. This prompted Superman to
demur:
“I was just passing over a bakery in Aberdeen when I smelled that. Figured it would
save you the bother of making it from scratch.”
“I see, sir,” I noted. And I admit I allowed an eyebrow to lift a trifle at this blatant
lie. “In your travels between Gotham, New England, and a farm in Smallville, you
flew over Scotland.”
“Wind currents,” he said with a wink reminiscent of that which Miss Selina had
teased me the previous night.
I was prepared to drop the matter and thank him when the intercom interrupted.
:: May as well send him down, Alfred. Since he’s here. ::
Superman glanced at the mechanism from whence Master Bruce’s voice had been
heard. Then he looked to me with a more direct gaze than he had made in our
conversation thus far. He broke this after a moment and shook his head. He may have
muttered something to the effect of “I knew it,” but it would have been tactless of me
to note his actual words.
I was naturally aware of devices in the cave that would detect Kryptonian entry into
Wayne Manor’s airspace. I had seen no need to inform Master Bruce of my visitor, the
matter being a private one related only to my own domestic concerns. It was a given
that he would know Superman was present in the house, and if he wished to see him
he would say so—as he had done.
Since we were already in the kitchen, I sent Superman down to the cave by way of
my pantry elevator. I had not yet seen Master Bruce, you may recall, so rather than
escort our guest personally, I endeavored to prepare coffee and a plate of danish before
descending myself. When I brought these, the gentlemen were already engaged in
heated conversation.
“Let him go with you, Bruce,” Superman was saying, “He needs it. He’s going to do
it anyway! You might as well watch over him and make sure he doesn’t go too far.
Psychologically, Tim needs that closure. Rather than forcefully denying him, let him do
it, but be with him the whole time—”
I had, at this point, set down my tray and had just begun to pour as Master Bruce
said “When I want your advice, I’ll ask for it,” while Superman rolled right over him
with the words “Why do you think I was there to help you get Joker after he killed
Jason?”
A most embarrassing silence followed, made all the more embarrassing by my
inability to remove myself from the vicinity with the speed tactful prudence required.
The act of pouring hot liquid simply takes a fixed amount of time to complete.
However quickly one may wish to right one’s coffeepot and be gone, there is a limit to
the swiftness with which this can be accomplished. It may be only a second, but it is
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long enough that one’s continued presence is noted. And once noted, to depart
prematurely, leaving one’s employer with a half-filled cup and his guest with none at
all, would only draw attention to the awkward nature of the hiatus. I therefore took
my time (since I had no choice), pouring the coffee while the gentlemen continued to
stare at each other in an atmosphere of studied agitation. I left Master Bruce’s coffee at
his side and poured another for Superman. This gave me an opportunity to break the
continuing silence with an inquiry unrelated to the gentlemen’s conversation.
“Cream or sugar, sir?”
“Eh? Yes. Both. Please,” was Superman’s somewhat halted reply.
I made these additions to the mug and held it out for him. I then offered the danish,
first to him and then to Master Bruce. It may seem at this stage that I was delaying my
departure unnecessarily, and in fact that was my intent. There is, as I observed earlier,
a comfort to be found in the ordinary. Once the gentlemen were forced to disrupt their
standoff and engage in the mundane business of accepting a cup of coffee, the tension
between them eased. I was determined to prolong this state as long as possible,
without making my efforts conspicuous.
“Will there be anything else, sir?” I asked when I could invent no further reason to
remain.
“No thank you, Alfred; that will be all.”
“Yes, thank you very much, Alfred,” Superman echoed. “The danish was very
good.”
I gave a polite nod and departed. I was gratified to note that, while neither man
spoke until the elevator door shut after me, it was no longer a strained silence of some
tacit ultimatum. They were now united in a conspiracy of polite pretense for my
benefit—not unlike that Masters Dick and Tim engage in when they have been
comparing the charms of Catwoman and Poison Ivy and think I am unaware.

The guests arrived. The service proceeded. The buffet was eaten.
I am negligent in not saying more of the service itself. I should reproduce the
passages Master Bruce read to open the proceedings. I should faithfully relate Master
Tim’s recollections of Miss Stephanie’s first appearance as Spoiler: how she undertook
her guise to “spoil” the efforts of her father, Arthur Brown, the criminal known as The
Cluemaster. How, as Robin, he had chased her down on that first occasion and
unmasked her, and how his surprise was so great at discovering a comely female face
beneath her disguise that she was able to escape his grasp. I should describe his face as
he remembered how proud he was introducing her to Batman as a prospective ally. I
should recount Conner Kent’s anecdote of her first time fighting alongside Young
Justice.
I am certainly remiss in not saying more of young Cissie King-Jones, once called
Arrowette before she left the crimefighting life to become a member of the U.S.
Olympic team. This slim, frail creature, who seemed so unsure as she left her seat to
stand before the assembly and speak a few words, who at first spoke so softly and so
haltingly, came to reveal a startling and intimate friendship with Miss Stephanie which
none of their teammates knew of. Miss Stephanie had confided in her about many
personal matters: a baby given up for adoption and her subsequent pangs about that
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sacrifice, her mother’s reckless use of prescription painkillers, and, of course, the
romantic tribulations common to all young girls.
I should, as I say, relate all these and more in great detail. The truth is I cannot, for I
was only half listening. When one has progressed so far in life, one cannot help but be
reminded… that is to say, one has been present at too many ceremonies of this kind in
one’s life. It is no slight to Miss Stephanie when I say I spent much of those hours
recalling the too-small circle gathered years before to bury Master Jason, the motley
assembly of circus folk at the funeral of John and Mary Grayson, the vast cross-section
of professional, business, and social circles who mourned Dr. and Mrs. Wayne… and
an equally diverse assemblage years before who paid respect at the grave of my father,
Samuel Pennyworth.
I am therefore unable to dwell as I should on the details of the formal observances
this afternoon. I can only report as I have done: The guests arrived. The service
proceeded. The buffet was eaten.
Three persons sought me out for private conversation in the course of the afternoon.
The first was a Mr. Bart Allen, a young person of somewhat anxious disposition,
although undoubtedly a dedicated hero. I had noted him hanging about the back of
the rooms, an area where I prefer to station myself in order to observe the guests
unobtrusively. He was standing alone, with his hands behind his back much of the
time, flexing his shoulders in a fretful, fidgety manner. Periodically, he would twist
from side to side in the most curious fashion, and, on one of these occasions, I noticed
that he held two fingers tightly in his right fist and would yank them in the most
bizarre spasms of twitchy energy.
I approached this young gentleman, as you might expect, to see if I could offer any
assistance for his comfort.
“You said your name is Pennyworth?” he asked me, for of course I had so identified
myself when I admitted the guests previously unknown to me. “And you’re the
butler?”
I confirmed my name and function and repeated my offer to assist. He replied with
the most astonishing outburst:
“I don’t know what to do,” he began in a hurried, hushed tone. “I don’t know what
to do; I don’t know what to say—to Tim, to Bruce, to anybody.”
“That is perfectly normal,” I assured him. “Nobody truly knows what to say on
these occasions. All that is required is that you make this effort to show support to
your friends and comrades.”
“No, I don’t think you understand, Pennydude. This isn’t like everybody doesn’t
know what to say; I really don’t know what to say—or do. I’m not from here. I’m
from—I was never taught to do this. I was raised by a virtual reality machine. I don’t
get the whole how you’re supposed to—”
“Piffle,” I told him—somewhat curtly, perhaps, but I confess I have limited patience
with that particular type of excuse. “All living souls are mystified and humbled at
events of this kind, young man, and that confusion is in no way particular to those
possessing whatever super powered piffle you were about to relate. The ceremonies of
life, if I may so phrase it, bring us together at such times despite our differences, because
at such times the differences become irrelevant.”
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“See, I’m from the 30th century—” he tried to interrupt.
“Because,” I repeated more sternly, “Such differences become irrelevant. We are all
in the same boat: mourning the loss of a fallen comrade and offering what support we
can to an aggrieved friend.”
I paused, only to see if he would again attempt to voice his excuse. When he did not,
I continued. “You will find your unease greatly lessened, young sir, if you find
something to do with your hands. I would suggest walking to the buffet, picking up a
plate, and placing a sandwich upon it.”
I was pleased with the result of this conversation, for young Mr. Allen most certainly
made an effort to meet his social obligation for the remainder of the afternoon. I was
unaware I had made any impression beyond that until later, when most of the guests
had left. I was clearing plates from the buffet when Mr. Kent followed me back to the
kitchen.
“That was nice work with Bart, Alfred. He told Conner you were ‘more bat-dude
than the bat-dude.’”
“A gratifying comparison to be sure, sir, although one cannot imagine in what
context one might possibly…”
“He tried sneaking up on Batman once. He was always doing things like that in the
early days when he was Impulse. He had a big magnifying glass with him, which
caught a reflection off the moon, which Bruce noticed. He ran off—the wrong way—
and Bruce noted the draft in a direction the wind wasn’t blowing. And then there was
the smell—novice speedsters sometimes leak a little energy outside the SpeedForce
they create, ionizing some of the air when they come to a stop. You don’t need my
senses to detect the smell of ozone.”
There was a brief hiatus at this point, as I had noticed Mr. Kent’s glance fall twice on
a plate of sandwiches. I moved it towards him, and he took one as he continued.
“So anyway, Bruce calls him on all of that without turning around. Says he knows
it’s a speedster back there, but it can’t be Flash because Flash would never insult his
intelligence trying to sneak up behind him. So it must be the young protégé, Impulse,
either studying him or planning some ill-advised prank. And whichever it is, it doesn’t
matter; all that matters is that he be gone by the time Bruce turned around.—He was.”
Mr. Kent chuckled in an easy, knowing way. His story in no way explained why I
might be termed “more bat-dude than the bat-dude,” but I would not dream of
embarrassing Mr. Kent by noticing the omission. Instead, I offered him one of the
remaining cutlets.
“I see, sir,” I remarked, handing him the dish, “That is indeed most amusing.”
“It is, isn’t it? It’d be awfully nice if Bruce could see that side of things.” He took
one of the cutlets onto his plate, then his tone changed abruptly. “Alfred, I wanted to
apologize for that, that awkwardness in the cave earlier. That must have been very
difficult for you.”
“Not at all, sir.”
“I don’t know what got into me mentioning Jason that way. I guess I had some idea
of being a shoulder, a helping hand, something like that—”
“I understand fully, sir. That desire to assist in whatever way one is able is, after all,
the definition of a servant’s role.”
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He seemed truly troubled by this and began poking at the cutlet as young Master
Dick used to prod an unwanted vegetable.
“I can’t understand that,” he said finally. “I just can’t, Alfred. I always think of you
as more of a father figure around here.”
“If I may, sir,” I said, relieving him of the fork and cutlet, and presenting him with a
fresh plate and a slice of shortbread. “I submit that you are, perhaps, simply
uncomfortable with the notion of domestic service—although I assure you it is a most
dignified vocation—and in your discomfort, you perhaps seek to modify my role into
something more familiar.”
He looked truly startled by this, and sensing I had put forth an idea which had not
occurred to him, I felt encouraged to continue.
“Parenting instincts come into play, certainly, whenever one in a position of caring
for a young person. But it is folly to confuse one of the village that helps raise a child
with being the actual parent. Master Bruce had a father, and it would be
presumptuous indeed to—”
I broke off because Mr. Kent had turned his head towards the kitchen door, and I
saw now that it was not my discourse but something he overheard elsewhere in the
house which had produced the startled look and which now claimed his full attention.
He closed his eyes and shook his head as a wide, disbelieving grin spread over his
features.
“They really are perfect for each other,” he told me, then jolted upright a few seconds
before the kitchen door swung open and Miss Selina marched in.
“I’m going to need a martini, a massage, and a mallet,” she announced.
Mr. Kent’s eyes met mine and he mouthed the word “Bruce”—although super
hearing was hardly necessary to guess the source of Miss Selina’s agitation.
Mr. Kent soon departed the kitchen, saying he wanted a word with Master Tim
before he left. One gathers that the meeting did not proceed as he might have wished.
Indeed, while I know few of the particulars, I am left with the impression that Master
Tim exchanged frank words with Mr. Kent, Miss Selina, Ms. Barbara, Ms. Lance, and
Mr. Valley.
It was Mr. Valley who alerted me to the situation. He had, it appears, sought out
Master Tim for a few private words of condolence and been rebuffed in terms less than
courteous. I hastened to remind him of the boy’s misery and he assured me that he
fully understood. He had not, in fact, come to speak to me about Master Tim at all.
“It’s Cassie,” he told me quietly. “In all the concern for Tim, I don’t think anybody’s
really noticed her. She’s so quiet anyway. She’s really torn up, poor kid.”
I had, of course, noticed that Miss Cassie displayed none of her usual hearty
appetite, and I naturally attributed this to the sad business of the day. I had not, I
regret to say, thought to inquire further as Mr. Valley had.
“That bastard David Cain raised her to be an assassin, Alfred; an assassin and
nothing else. He brought her up to have no emotional attachments at all. Death is the
way of the warrior, theirs or yours, it’s all the same thing. Even the Order of St. Dumas
wasn’t that bad. I mean, I was born, bred and programmed to be Azrael—but they still
taught me to talk. But what Cain did to that little girl…”
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There was a short interruption as I handed Mr. Valley a glass of milk. I had noticed
he was clenching his fist in a troubling manner as he began speaking of the Order of St.
Dumas, and I poured this refreshment so I might offer him one of those touches of
normalcy that are so reassuring when one is distraught.
“Anyway,” he resumed while I offered a plate of scones, “She was brought up to
have no emotional ties, but she jettisoned all that with the rest of Cain’s teachings when
she became Batgirl. She joined the human race—she found a family, she made a
friend. Now look what’s happened.”
“You fear, sir, that she might reject the principles of ‘joining the human race’ and
resume her former… outlook?”
“Yeah. I think she might do just that, Alfred. I don’t know how she’s come this far,
to tell you the truth. The guilt, looking back on the things you did—I know what it’s
like for me. I can’t fathom how that little girl can possibly… Some days, it just tears
you up, knowing what you’ve done to people. And now we add grief to the mix.
Yeah, I think she might give up on the whole idea of human feelings…” He paused
then, as if considering his own words before adding, “…I’m tempted myself.”
“Then I dare say, sir, that you might be best-equipped to speak to the young
woman.”
“What! Me? No! Alfred, I can’t do that. I can’t talk to people about stuff like this. I
can’t talk to women at all half the time, and I sure can’t come off all ‘older and wiser
than you are, young lady.’ You’ve got to do that!”
I was not swayed by this appeal. I ventured to point out that Mr. Valley and I had
been conversing on this subject for several minutes, so he was most certainly able to
“talk to people about stuff like this.” I suggested that our position in the kitchen had
put him at greater ease, and recommended he bring Miss Cassie for a glass of milk and
a plate of food. He consented.
Unfortunately, my duties obliged me to leave the kitchen just then to tend to the
remaining party in the drawing room. But I trust that Mr. Valley and Miss Cassie had a
very productive talk. The remainder of the cutlets and scones were gone when I
returned, along with a jug of milk and half a sponge cake.
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CHAPTER 4: LAST NERVE
It is five days since my last entry. The reader will surely appreciate, once I have
related the events, why I felt it prudent to spend these past evenings in the cave,
monitoring the C-channel in case my assistance would be required, rather than in my
room maintaining this journal.
It is five days since the memorial service, four since the developments on “the Brown
case,” and three since Miss Selina departed. Now that I am at leisure to record the
episodes of these past days and nights, I have resolved to do so even if it takes me until
dawn to accomplish the task. I have therefore brewed a pot of strong tea in lieu of my
usual hot milk. Miss Nutmeg sits upon my lap as I write. She followed me from the
pantry and mewed so plaintively at the door to my room that I felt compelled to admit
her. One suspects she is upset at the many recent departures from the established
routine of the house: the strangers who attended the memorial, the suspension of our
nightly meetings in the pantry, and, of course, Miss Selina’s absence.
This last is the only remaining anomaly and one hopes, fervently hopes, it will be of
short duration. She has gone to her preserve, the Catitat, located about an hour’s drive
upstate. This property, I am informed, includes a small rustic cabin where one might
accommodate oneself for a night or two. But one cannot imagine such a refined being
as Miss Selina forgoing the comforts of civilized life for very long. She will surely have
her fill of ocelots and leopards and return to the manor tomorrow morning, if not
tonight.
If she does not, I fear I must set prudence aside and take some definite action. One
would not dream of asserting that Master Bruce is “on his last nerve” since her
departure, but his behavior these last days is such that I freely admit I am on mine.
It all began, evidently, while the last guests still lingered after the memorial. Mr.
Valley and Miss Cassie were having their talk in the kitchen. I was fetching an aspirin
for Ms. Lance. And it seems that two of the younger gentlemen—Mr. Conner Kent and
Mr. Bart Allen—approached Master Tim to inquire, quite simply, “When and where?”
It seems a given among these young men that Master Tim would be dealing out a very
personal vengeance for this crime. Their assistance, one gathers, was also to be taken
for granted.
The question of “when and where,” however, was not one Master Tim could answer.
It presupposed certain knowledge of Miss Stephanie’s killer and where he could be
found.
One is pained to recount this story. It echoes the earliest days of Master Bruce’s
endeavors. He was about 12, still so young, a child, and he thought as a child. His
earliest efforts had focused almost entirely on the physical: building his muscles and
stamina. He wished to punish criminals; he wished, to be blunt, to batter criminals. He
only expanded the scope of his labors to include more intellectual pursuits when he
realized that in order to hit the criminals, he must first be able to find the criminals.
He became proficient at this, as all the world knows. He is perhaps the most skilled
and capable detective in the world—a fact that did not escape Master Tim.
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What evidently happened was this: The day after the memorial, Master Tim
approached Master Bruce in his study, asking quite openly what progress Batman had
made on the case and expecting a blunt rebuff. Instead, Master Bruce consented
instantly; as he had plainly thought out the matter beforehand and already reached a
decision. He said he had a name but had not yet located the perpetrator’s current alias
or location, but he was confident that information would soon be known. Indeed, if he
had not had to interrupt his investigation for the memorial, he might already—
It was there he broke off mid-sentence, for he had begun moving with Master Tim
towards the Batcave. On reaching the landing, he saw Master Dick already in the cave,
accompanied by Mr. Conner Kent. They were at one of the tables where the forensic
evidence on the Brown case was assembled, and the younger Mr. Kent appeared to be
scanning an object in some extrasensory manner.
Master Bruce deduced, quite rightly, that Master Tim’s civil and respectful inquiry
was nothing but a diversion. It was expected that he would obstruct and argue with
Master Tim, and that this would so occupy his attention that the other young
gentlemen would have ample time to enter the cave and sift through the evidence.
The reader may well guess the master’s anger at this development. The young
gentlemen could guess it as well, no doubt, although Master Bruce refrained from
expressing it by any overt word or action. It was only later that he told me—but I am
getting ahead of myself.
Master Bruce restrained his anger with the young gentlemen and briefed them on his
investigation thus far: He produced casefiles on two unsolved murders in Phoenix, one
in Las Vegas, three in Central City and two in Richmond. The FBI had detected a
commonality in these homicides but had declined to share that intelligence with local
law enforcement.
The master spoke most bitterly of this practice. It is easy enough to see why: If these
federal investigators had been more forthcoming with their supposed allies in the
police, then perhaps this individual would have been found and apprehended before
he ever came into Gotham. It is my belief that this consideration weighed heavily in
Master Bruce’s decision to share his findings with Master Tim—in spite of the terrible
anguish those findings were bound to provoke.
The individual responsible for the heinous string of murders is, Master Bruce is quite
certain, a mugger that Robin and Spoiler apprehended earlier in the week. He had been
released from custody under suspicious circumstances when the evidence against him
was somehow mislaid. Master Bruce surmised that Miss Stephanie may have pilfered
this evidence herself—a suggestion which brought the most heated rebuttal from
Master Tim.
Master Bruce sent Master Dick and Mr. Conner from the cave at this point.
They came upstairs and Master Dick informed me of the proceedings as I have
related them. I did not feel it appropriate to comment on the matter, so I asked the
present whereabouts of Mr. Conner.
“I left him out in the rose garden with Selina,” he told me. “I figure if anybody can
keep a guy distracted, she can. I don’t think Conner could—or would—eavesdrop, but I
didn’t want to chance it considering what’s probably going on down there. Christ. I’m
turning into Bruce.”
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I did not press the matter. It is true that Master Dick is not as generally mistrustful of
teammates with enhanced listening abilities as is Master Bruce, but the present
circumstances were unusual and, in my opinion, his caution was most prudent. I told
him so, and then asked another question that had puzzled me.
“Master Dick, you had said it was Mr. Conner and Mr. Bart who approached Master
Tim about this—undertaking. Might one ask—”
“Why it was me in the cave instead of Bart? C’mon, Alfred, two outsiders in the cave
alone behind Bruce’s back, Tim wouldn’t go that far, even today.”
“I see, sir. Very good, sir.”
“You don’t think I should have gone along with it, do you. You think I should have
told them no way: it’s Bruce’s house, Bruce’s cave, Bruce’s evidence, and you’ve got no
business sneaking in there if he doesn’t want you in the investigation.”
“That alternative course does seem to have occurred to you, Master Dick.”
“Yeah… well. I couldn’t do it. I looked in Tim’s eyes—I know that look, Alfred. It’s
just how I felt when Jason died. Like it could’ve been me, but it wasn’t. Was it luck or
did I do something right that he did wrong? God as my witness, I don’t know which is
worse. Did Jason just… screw up?… Is it that simple? One mistake and—bang—game
over. … So I went along. I took Conner down to the cave. And I spent five minutes just
looking at Jason’s costume hanging there.”
I cannot describe the expression with which Master Dick now looked at me, except to
say it was hauntingly similar to Master Bruce.
“I was so angry at Bruce, Alfred. He benched me, plain and simple, when I got shot
by the Joker. He decided a trained, capable, mature partner is too much of a liability,
and then turned right around and took on that green, reckless kid. I was so fucking
angry, I turned my back on the both of them. And I will never, ‘til my dying day,
know what that did to Jason Todd. If I hadn’t… If I had been there…”
He twisted his head and bit his lip in a manner I well remember from his youth,
when tears threatened that he wished to choke back.
“I SWORE,” he said loudly, as if he could turn back those tears with sheer volume,
“when Tim put on that costume, I swore he would NEVER be alone like that. I swore I
would always be there for him, Alfred, no matter what. I’m sorry if it looks like I
betrayed Bruce some way, but… Fcklugh.”
This last was in response to the tear that had welled, despite his efforts, and now
dripped down his cheek.
There are no words of comfort one can fairly offer at such moments, so I merely
placed a hand on his shoulder and gave him a few moments to collect himself as he
might wish.
“Master Dick,” I said at last, “Questions that begin ‘If I had/if I had not’ have no true
answers. You can never know how your actions may have impacted Master Jason’s
fate. And if you could know, that knowledge would not change the past. The only
good that can come of these musings is that which you have already found: in taking
the lessons of the past, such as they may be, to guide your choices in the present. Your
resolve and commitment to Master Tim is admirable. Master Bruce would be the last to
condemn you for it.”
“I hope so, Alfred.” He sighed. “I really hope so.”
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Batman surprised many within the “bat family” and the larger hero community in
allowing Robin to pursue the case as he did with Superboy and Kid Flash. In my
opinion, this merely shows how little they truly understand him.
As he himself put it to me “I wanted to spare him pain, Alfred. Not inflict more.
Because I know it doesn’t help. I know having the fiend there, right under your fist,
knowing what he did… it doesn’t help. It’s just one more moment to relive over and
over. It only makes it worse and I didn’t want that for Tim… But Clark was right; he
was going to get involved no matter what. Having to go around me to do it would
have just shut me off from him at a time he most needed a friend. So of course I
relented. What do they take me for, some kind of monster?”
This last question was directed, not to me, but to a small communicator that lay at
his workstation. He had, as I said, made a full disclosure of his findings and given his
blessing to Robin’s pursuing the case on his own. But he had no intention of letting that
trio proceed unsupervised. He himself was already “suited up” and preparing to set
out in the Batmobile. And, because of Superboy’s involvement, the master had enlisted
Superman. If intervention became necessary, he could certainly not risk being hindered
by ‘Tim’s well-meaning friend,’ even if that friend could hurl Batman into orbit.
Superman was already monitoring the situation and had relayed certain comments
from the young heroes’ “com-chatter.” It was these remarks that caused Master Bruce
to regard the communicator with such contempt and ask if his associates thought him a
monster.
“Nope,” a chipper voice announced before us. “Just a stubborn jackass.”
“Good evening, Miss Selina,” I greeted her. “I see that you have already changed for
your nightly… excursion.”
She winked at me in that impishly playful manner; I nodded and withdrew a few
steps, that my presence might not hinder their conversation.
Miss Selina is no stranger to the cave, but she rarely comes down at that time of
night. She keeps her costume under the bed, changes in her room, and, so far as I
know, comes and goes as Catwoman almost exclusively through the upstairs windows.
Her purpose in coming down at this hour could only be to catch the master before he
left on patrol.
One did not, of course, strain to overhear their conversation, but one could not help
but note certain phrases when a voice rose in agitation.
“I really hope you mean that,” Miss Selina was saying, “because I’ve got news that’s
going to test the theory.”
“Nigma!” the master exclaimed a moment later, followed by Miss Selina, “So this is
not rigid knee-jerk psychobat?” A few moments after that, she looked aggrieved as I
heard her say “He didn’t word it as a question, if that’s what you mean.”
After perhaps a minute of inaudible murmurings, the master slammed his fist on the
console and shouted “Because you don’t take what the enemy gives you!”
“That’s Ra’s, not Eddie,” Miss Selina declared firmly.
The master uttered something in reply that I did not hear—in response to which
Miss Selina slapped him. I naturally thought it best to busy myself in another part of
the cave entirely. I withdrew to the trophy room, always in need of a dusting, and only
returned to the main chamber after the display cases rattled from the roar of the
Batmobile’s departure.
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I spent the remainder of the evening, as I have said, monitoring the C-channel and,
through it, following Master Robin’s progress in pursuing Miss Stephanie’s killer. The
young gentlemen broke off their activities that first night at 4:23. Superman, satisfied at
the result, appears to have departed Gotham skies at 4:30, while Batman remained a
further hour for “a quick patrol.”
This is not atypical behavior for him: whenever some undertaking, such as the
clandestine watch over Master Robin, forces him to abandon his regular patrol
schedule, he always manages to work in at least one make-up patrol—usually on the
same night. It is not my habit to wait up for him until dawn on these occasions, but I
did in this instance in case Master Bruce might wish to consult me after the somewhat
fevered events of the day.
It quickly became apparent that he wished precisely that, for he scanned the cavern
immediately on his return and, on seeing my person, he nodded and removed his
cowl. He settled at the workstation, as always, and opened his log. The routine in times
past has been that he types for a time, then unburdens himself on some matter, then
types some more, talks some more, until the matter is resolved to his satisfaction.
Except on this occasion, he did not type but merely stared at the open log.
“Is she home?” he asked after a moment.
“I couldn’t say for certain, sir, but would imagine so,” I told him. “It is nearly dawn.”
The master responded with one of those low guttural utterances. After a short pause,
in which again no typing occurred, he said:
“She talked to Nigma this afternoon. Did she tell you about that?”
“The Riddler, sir? Miss Selina informed me she was going out, sir, at about three
o’clock. She did not reveal the purpose of the expedition and I saw so need to inquire.”
The master sighed heavily, then turned from the screen to face me directly.
“Well that’s where she went. He called her. He called her because… because… He
hates Cluemaster, Arthur Brown, always has. Considers him a second-rate thug
ripping off his ‘theme.’ Couple months ago it seems, he planted a spy among Brown’s
henchmen.”
“I see, sir. And this agent of the Riddler unearthed some information that Mr. Nigma
wished to relate to Miss Selina?”
“Something like that. Brown is gunning for Robin. Tim isn’t the only one blaming
himself for what happened to Stephanie. Cluemaster has also decided that Robin is
responsible for Spoiler’s death. Years of neglect and abuse, having her kidnapped,
once nearly getting her killed, and now that she’s dead, he decides he’s the loving
father.”
“Let me understand clearly what you’re saying, sir: Edward Nigma learned that the
Cluemaster is mounting some sort of vendetta against Master Robin and… he warned
you of this, sir? By way of Miss Selina?”
The master glared in a most disquieting manner before confirming that this was
essentially the case.
“I confirmed it. It all checks out, exactly like she said.”
“A curious development, sir.”
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“It makes some sense, Alfred. Nigma does hate Cluemaster. To his mind, this would
be a rewarding puzzle: In going after Robin, Brown would be setting himself up for a
load of ‘bat trouble’—if I found out first.”
“A certain irony, sir. Miss Stephanie took up the mantle of Spoiler in just this way,
did she not?”
“What?” he asked absently.
“Miss Stephanie became the Spoiler to alert the police to her father’s activities in
advance.”
“Yes, I suppose.”
Again, his voice was absent of any mark of comprehension, and I suspected he was
not listening.
“Something more is troubling you, sir?”
“I said something I shouldn’t have, Alfred, when she told me about this.”
“Miss Selina, sir?”
He closed his eyes and wrinkled his brow, an expression of deep regret or deep
fatigue. When, after a full minute’s silence, it became clear he intended to say no more,
I pronounced it fatigue (although, in truth, I have my doubts) and sent him up to bed.
The next day, he informed me Miss Selina had gone to the Catitat. “She doesn’t want
anybody with less than four feet to talk to her for a while,” is the way he phrased it.

The days that followed left little time for conversation on personal topics, the hunt
for Miss Stephanie’s killer taking precedence. Master Robin’s team performed with
exceptional skill, maturity, and dedication. The second night of their investigation, they
obtained a most promising lead. The suspect had, when Robin and Spoiler first
apprehended him, worn a T-shirt with a lewd expression and an obscene image. These
have since been identified as the name and logo of a band that regularly perform at a
Greenwich Village nightclub called Ernie’s. A waitress at this club remembered the
suspect. She was able to supply the first name of his current alias and a guess as to the
neighborhood where he might reside. Master Robin split his team, sending Kid Flash to
check out that neighborhood while he and Superboy remained to stake out this
nightclub.
Master Bruce was also obliged to alter his strategy. He had wanted, I need hardly
say, to maintain the watch on Master Robin personally. If a confrontation with Miss
Stephanie’s killer occurred, he was surely the best qualified to intercede with Master
Robin should the situation require it.
It was not to be. The underworld, by now, was aflutter with the news that a bat
operative had been killed. The stories were murky, contradictory, and uniformly
inaccurate, but they served to excite this treacherous sub-section of the population.
There were those, to be sure, who recognized bad news when they saw it: a
crimefighter fallen would only spur those remaining to unprecedented fervor. Others,
regrettably, saw it as a victory for all those who flouted the law. The master dispatched
Azrael, Nightwing, and Huntress to establish a presence near the various dens of
criminal activity. This kept matters well in hand so far as the general criminal
population, but there was one nemesis, as always, who failed to conform to any
predictable models.
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The Joker saw the tales of a Bat-slaying in terms all his own. It was not a sign that
crimefighters would be active, neither was it cause to rejoice. He saw it, evidently, as
someone usurping his position. It was his prerogative to kill any “Bat-Sidekicks” that
needed killing, and he vowed all manner of gruesome reprisals once he found the
villain who violated that dictum.
The Joker is the one villain Master Bruce would never dream of “staffing out” to
another operative. He took the matter in hand himself, and chose Black Canary to take
his place watching Master Robin. You may at first wonder, as I did, why he would not
turn to Nightwing for this task, Master Dick’s relationship with Master Tim being a
close and brotherly one. The reason, regrettably, is that episode in the cave. Master
Dick had shown himself ready to side with Master Tim, to conspire with him in effect
to circumvent Master Bruce. One fears that Batman was simply not confident that
Nightwing could be relied upon to step in as he should if the situation with Master
Robin became volatile.
The task of watching Cluemaster he consigned to Batgirl. This may not have been the
wisest assignment. Miss Stephanie and Miss Cassie were, after all, close friends. They
would have talked, as all girls do, of likes and dislikes, common joys and common
pain. Both had criminal fathers whose methods of upbringing gave each cause to
complain. There is no way Master Bruce could have anticipated it, but in retrospect, it
is easy to see how it all came about. Miss Cassie had every reason to view Arthur
Brown as a vile beast that caused her friend pain. She was herself grieving that friend’s
loss, when the beast attacked Robin, another friend and ally stricken by the same loss.
Batgirl did not deliberately overstep the bounds of physical force, of that we are all
quite certain. What Master Bruce believes to have occurred is this: The Cluemaster held
Robin responsible for his daughter’s demise, just as we were told. But he had blame
enough to spare for anyone associated with Batman. When he closed in on Robin,
preparing to make his move, Batgirl intervened. Cluemaster was enraged by the
challenge—a crimefighter, a Gotham crimefigher, one of those who took his daughter
from him—he attacked her, evidently, with a violence far beyond what she expected. A
creature such as Arthur Brown could not hope to pose a threat to one of Miss Cassie’s
abilities, but his vehemence provoked her to counter-attack in kind. The fight escalated
sufficiently to tap into the anger and resentment of Miss Cassie’s own grief, as well as
certain issues, one imagines, related to her own father.
Arthur Brown is expected to survive his injuries, indeed he was released from
intensive care in less than six hours, and was transferred from Gotham General to the
Arkham infirmary this morning.
The most serious ramification of the episode between Batgirl and Cluemaster was its
pulling away all the carefully constructed supports around Master Tim. Superman first
heard the disruption taking place a few blocks from Master Robin’s stake out. He
informed Black Canary, who went at once to intercede. Superboy was the next to detect
the commotion and, thinking it a diversion, went to investigate himself. Superman
followed, his primary role in this mission being as a kind of check on Superboy.
This left Master Robin on his own when, as fate would have it, the suspect believed
to be Miss Stephanie’s killer was sighted leaving the nightclub. Master Robin followed,
in what state of mind one can only guess. I cannot bring myself to believe Master Tim
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would truly seek to bring about another’s death, even in circumstances such as these. I
believe in my heart he would have apprehended the man and brought him to justice, if
only the confrontation had remained between the two of them alone. But that
conclusion was not meant to be.
The killer returned to his home, and Master Robin closed in, surveying the building,
its windows, sightlines, entrances and exits, as he had been taught. In this brief time of
preparation, he observed the Joker making for the entrance. A moment later, he saw
Batman trailing the Joker.
It is not so very difficult to understand why Master Robin chose to act as he did. It is
easy, in fact, to see how—having never set out intending the suspect’s death—one could
not help but consider the possibility on seeing a known killer of the Joker’s famed
brutality entering the man’s domicile. It is easy to see that, with the very real possibility
being suggested to one’s mind, one could not help but feel a certain satisfaction from
the thought.
It is easy, therefore, to see why Master Robin might have swung down to intercept
Batman and delay his pursuit of the Joker.
The conversation was brief, as Master Bruce related it to me. It was heated and not
without recrimination; one is pained to report that the participants did come to blows.
But when the sounds of frenzied laughter were heard within the dwelling, Master
Robin relented. Indeed, it appears it was he and not Batman who transported the
individual for further medical attention after an antidote was administered.
Master Bruce’s injuries are not severe compared to those he has suffered in past
battles with the Joker, although there is a marked stiffening around his lips. This has,
of course, occurred before. It is not that frightful aftereffect of SmileX exposure that
accounts for the Master’s foul temper this morning. It is, most certainly, the bruise on
his jaw resulting from the altercation with Master Robin, coupled with Miss Selina’s
ongoing absence.
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CHAPTER 5: A KIND OF MERRY WAR
It is tempting, after so long a day, to put aside the journal and either proceed directly
to bed, or at the very least, to relax with a less taxing activity, such as watching one of
those films Master Dick so kindly selected for my enjoyment. It is only those several
days of neglecting these entries while the hunt for Miss Stephanie’s killer unfolded
which spurs me on now to complete the task I set for myself and note down the events
of this day.
I should say at the outset so the matter may be set aside: Miss Stephanie’s killer still
lives. He suffered grievous injuries at the Joker’s hands, including, but not limited to,
broken bones, multiple contusions about the head, and severe inhalation of the SmileX
toxin that resulted in the shutdown of several organs. It was, as I stated previously,
Master Robin himself who was instrumental in transporting him for medical attention.
That medical aid was, we learned at six o’clock this morning, sufficient to spare his
life.
I cannot help but wonder if another result would not have been better.
Now there will be a trial, possibly an appeal; who knows when and how it will all
end. All that can be known for certain is that Master Tim will have these events
hanging over him for a considerable time. It would have been so much easier for him,
indeed for all of us, to gain closure and move on if the fiend had simply died from his
injuries.
I put this forth to Master Bruce, but he is of another view. He believes this
conclusion will be best for Master Tim in the long run. If the villain had died, Master
Bruce is convinced that Master Robin would come to question and regret those minutes
when he delayed Batman’s entry into the dwelling and allowed the Joker’s attack to
proceed unopposed.
Master Bruce and I have naturally discussed philosophical questions of this kind
before. I knew of, and indeed admire, his unwavering opposition to the taking of
human life. We rather part company, however, when he extends that principle of not
killing to actively protecting—indeed, risking his own life on occasion in order to
protect—the likes of Joker, Riddler or Two-Face from potentially fatal dangers. Master
Bruce is quite rigid on this question: Yes, he will allow that the world would be a
better place without the Joker in it. Yet if someone were out to kill him and the Batman
became aware, he would still do his utmost to prevent it. He evidently feels that the
very idea of a crimefighter evaluating the moral worth of a potential victim opens a
dangerous door. I cannot be so sure, but then I am not the one out there who must
make such decisions, to act or not, in an instant. I had not considered it before in this
light, but that factor may well explain Batman’s extreme and unyielding views on most
issues of this kind.
You may wonder then, if I knew the master’s attitude so well, why I even bothered
to postulate if Master Tim’s world, if not the world at large, would not be improved
without this particular criminal in it.
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I suppose I was curious. Master Bruce may be headstrong, but he is not blindly and
recklessly stubborn. If he uncovers some piece of evidence, for example, which
contradicts his first theory of a crime, he will give the new information all due
consideration and revise his theory accordingly. On this occasion, it was Master Tim’s
grief and guilt which hung in the balance much more than his own, and that may have
altered matters. Master Bruce has also changed in numerous and surprising ways
since the advent of Miss Selina in his life. Through her, he has certainly been exposed
to a myriad of different perspectives on many aspects of his existence, crimefighting
and otherwise. So one was curious, it is not so difficult to understand now that I think
about it, one was simply curious if Master Bruce might have changed his mind.
It is frustrating and yet comforting to have learned that he has not altered his views
regarding the fundamentals.

I have already mentioned the first journal I kept while studying drama as a young
man in London. I began the second when I came to America. It was my father’s dying
wish that I uphold the family tradition and pursue a career in domestic service. The
name of Pennyworth afforded me quick admittance into London’s finest establishment
for the training of gentlemen’s gentlemen. Properly trained British servants have
always been in high demand throughout the world. There are many indeed who feel
no country but England can produce manservants that truly warrant the title of butler.
I was therefore, as you might expect, offered situations in many corners of the globe. I
chose America—indeed, I chose Gotham City—because, outside of London, it is the
greatest theatre city in the world.
I had not, you see, entirely abandoned my hopes of a career on the stage. I had
promised my father that I would go into service, and I would keep my word to the best
of my ability. I was nevertheless aware that one’s best and one’s promise are not
magical formulae that guarantee success. And as one never knows where one’s
lifepath may lead, I reasoned that if my career in service came to naught, I would
rather be in Gotham City than anywhere else. Here I could best resume what I still, in
that stubborn zeal of youth, thought of as my true calling.
I began another journal for a brief period several years ago when Master Bruce was
injured at the hands of the goliath called Bane. It was uncertain for a time if he would
ever be able to resume his role as Batman. I had, of course, made my thoughts known
over the years as to the prudence of the master’s vocation. The unqualified horror—
indeed, the sheer personal hell—of seeing one’s worst fears played out in such a
fashion… One could feel no relief at the thought of Master Bruce having to abandon his
quest in that way. All one could feel was the anguish of seeing a dearly loved charge
in torment. I recall many sleepless nights on that account; indeed, I began to fear that
my readiness to serve might falter when Master Bruce had greatest need of it. Hence
that third journal. There could be no better time, I reasoned, to take stock.
I had cause to recall that dark time earlier today. Indeed, the morning began with a
most disquieting reminder:
Miss Selina did not return during the night as I had hoped. I ventured into the
master’s room as silently as I was able, in order to ascertain whether the bed contained
one person or two. I had, I believe, become adept at these silent entries in the earliest
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days of the master’s new relationship with Miss Selina, not from any inquisitive
impulses, you understand, but merely so that I might prepare the breakfast tray
appropriately. If either of them were ever aware of my presence, they hid the
knowledge well.
In any case, this morning I resumed the old practice and quietly opened the bedroom
door.
“No need for the catlike creeping, Alfred,” the master barked in the foulest voice
imaginable, “I’m up.”
The bed was empty, and the foul voice with which Master Bruce announced his
wakefulness came from the bathroom. That element alone distinguished the incident
from the many previous ones following that wretched fight with Bane. In those days,
Master Bruce seldom slept through the night, waking with the pain of his injuries and
plagued, one doesn’t wonder, with regret of the past and misgiving for the future. He
was nearly always awake when I entered his room in the morning, and his tones in
communicating that fact reflected his anger and despair.
It may be that those past mornings, when he “greeted” me from the bed in tones of
such hostile misery, coloured my reaction to this morning’s salutation. It may well be
that it was merely “the Batman’s voice,” if I may so phrase it, and not some foreboding
accent of loathing and desolation.
Whatever emotions it reflected were soon laid aside, for Master Bruce, ever
observant, had clearly noted my reaction and hastened to apologize for being abrupt.
“It is a trying time for all of us, sir,” I demurred. “Think nothing of it.”
I saw that the alarmingly unnatural stiffness around his mouth, an aftereffect of the
SmileX exposure, had lessened during the night. I therefore prepared a hot towel, that
Master Bruce might shave (an expedient which allowed me to linger unobtrusively)
and I was gratified when he gave voice to one of those guttural utterances, signaling
his readiness for conversation.
“I gather Miss Selina has not yet returned, sir,” I began cautiously.
“No,” was the brief reply.
“Dare I speculate, sir, that her continued absence might result from that exchange
several nights ago when she forwarded Mr. Nigma’s information about the Cluemaster
and, by your own admission, sir, you ‘said something you shouldn’t have’ in reply.”
“That’s really none of your business, Alfred.”
“Of course, sir,” I noted quickly, for I was quite prepared for the rebuke. It was as
deserved as it was accurate. I went on, “It is merely that, if that were the case, it would
be most convenient with respect to Master Tim.”
“WHAT?!” Master Bruce blurted, nicking his chin in his surprise.
“Master Tim, sir. The situation with Miss Selina affords me a unique opportunity for
an extended and private conversation with Master Tim in circumstances almost certain
to secure the young gentleman’s candor.” I checked for the position of the razor, so as
not to provoke another startled slip, before I continued, “If only, sir, you will permit
me to convey your apologies to Miss Selina for your ill-chosen words in the cave the
other night.”
“You want me to apologize? To Selina? Alfred, you don’t even know what was said
and you want me to apologize so you can… talk to Tim?”
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“Yes, sir.”
“No, Alfred.”
“Very good, sir. I shall abandon all thought of the scheme at once. I was under the
impression that you regretted the outburst that drove the young woman from your
side, and were, in fact, distressed by her absence. As you are not, my proposed course
of action is certainly not viable. I shall therefore, as I say, abandon the scheme. Out of
curiosity, sir, might one inquire what the precise words were for which you feel no
remorse?”
“Oh for heaven’s sake, Alfred. If you must know, I made a comparison. I had said
you don’t take what the enemy gives you. I meant that any information that comes
from Nigma is suspect. It did make sense that he would strike at Cluemaster that way,
but I couldn’t discount the possibility that the tip might not be what it seemed. That he
might have another agenda entirely, it might be a trap of some kind. So I said ‘you
never take what the enemy gives you,’ and she said ‘That’s Ra’s and not Eddie.’ She
started it, Alfred. She made the comparison first, she opened the door.”
“The door to what, sir?”
Master Bruce sighed as if the weight of the world had descended on his shoulders.
“I compared her to Talia,” he said, barely audible. “I didn’t mean it, it just slipped
out somehow. Her bringing me news of some scheme from Eddie, something an
enemy obviously wanted me to know and act on to suit his own ends. It was… It was
like the kind of thing Talia would do, but at the same time, it’s not… I don’t know
where it came from, Alfred.”
“I might hazard a guess, sir,” I told him quietly. “The issue with Ms. Al Ghul was
always one of loyalty, was it not?”
“Of betrayal, you mean.”
“Yes, sir, precisely. And you experienced a betrayal of sorts earlier that day in
Master Dick’s efforts to aid Master Tim, admitting himself and Mr. Conner to the
Batcave when—”
“That’s a strong word in Dick’s case, Alfred. Dick wasn’t being treacherous, he
just—”
“Not treacherous, sir, but there were elements of the underhanded, surely, in the
actions of two young men whose loyalty you took to be beyond question. And the
circumstances were such that you had no opportunity to address your feelings on the
matter. You suppressed them, in fact, Master Bruce, as you are apt to do under
circumstances far less trying than those of this past week. Not to be denied, those
feelings found another outlet that was, perhaps, not entirely just.”
“You mean I took it out on Selina.”
“Yes, sir.”
He indulged in another of those guttural utterances, and resumed shaving at a much
brisker tempo than before.
“And you think you can set it right?”
“No, sir, I make no guarantees with respect to Miss Selina.”
“Ah… I see. It’s just a ruse to talk to Tim?”
“I would not like to use the word ‘ruse,’” I told him honestly, “there is an implication
of wile and deception, sir, that I hardly—”
“Yes, yes, alright Alfred,” he sighed, “do whatever you think is best.”
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It is a drive of approximately two hours to Miss Selina’s Catitat. I invented a mild
infirmity in my right ankle and imposed on Master Tim to drive me, lest the extended
time at the wheel prove too much of a hardship for me.
The first half hour passed in polite but sporadic conversation. I had preempted the
possibility of musical distraction by bringing a CD of my own (a pleasant but
nondescript classical guitar recital) and of any roadside stops by bringing a picnic
basket (minced chicken and bacon sandwiches, cheese straws, and ginger cake).
When I thought enough time had passed in erratic small talk and the Bach Suite No.
1 in G major, I cleared my throat and expressed satisfaction that Master Tim’s black eye
was healing so rapidly. This injury, the reader may have guessed, was the result of the
altercation with Batman.
“Yeah, well, I’m young. S’posed to heal fast. Right?”
He said nothing more for a minute, then he asked pointedly, “You heard all about it
right? I wanted to let Joker do to him what he did to… pretty sick, huh, Alfred?”
“The desire for vengeance is certainly understandable,” I told him. “For most people
touched by a tragedy of this kind, no direct revenge is possible. The thought of a
creature like the Joker delivering the kind of violent retribution that only he can
remains a… a fantasy of sorts, confined to dark corners of the imagination.”
“But Bat Family aren’t most people.”
“No, sir.”
We rode in silence for a moment when Master Tim asked abruptly, “Is Bruce
incredibly pissed?”
I told him, truthfully, that Master Bruce had voiced no animosity regarding their
altercation. I went so far as to tell him of a not dissimilar clash he had with Superman
after Master Jason’s death. It was meant as a comfort, to show how Batman
understood as few others could what Master Tim was going through. But I fear my
mentioning that episode only made his situation worse: Master Jason’s murder was
certainly parallel in terms of a loss to the “Bat-Family” and their desire for vengeance—
but it was the Joker himself that had killed Master Jason, and it was the Joker who
Master Tim, in his zeal to avenge Miss Stephanie, prevented Batman from pursuing.
“He must hate me,” Master Tim murmured. Then he said nothing more until we
had reached the Catitat.

Despite the forewarning that she wished no one with less than four feet to talk to her,
Miss Selina received us cordially at her preserve. She brought us to the small rustic
cabin I have mentioned. It is primitive, to be sure. A single room of respectable
proportions with a kind of kitchenette in the corner—if a miniature refrigerator, stove
and toaster can be called such—and necessary facilities in a kind of closet partitioned
from the main room by an oilcloth curtain. Still, the inclusion of those facilities indoors
as well as the tangible effect of central heating gave one the impression that, for all the
rustic trappings, this was a perfectly comfortable dwelling.
The walls were paneled in dark wood and a single image was hung on them, a large
and dramatic photograph of a tiger. The room contained a kind of daybed covered in
pillows and a blanket-like throw, each with a different pattern of catlike markings:
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tiger stripes, leopard spots, and so on. Upon this daybed—and I confess I was taken
aback when I realized what it was—two live wildcats were curled up together,
evidently enjoying a nap.
I had not registered the presence of these creatures when I first scanned the room.
There was no reason to notice a still mass of reddish brown amidst the throw pillows,
and I was of course preoccupied greeting Miss Selina. She was most keen that Master
Tim meet a particular resident of the preserve, an ocelot called Nirvana who seems to
be a particular favorite among her pets. She stepped out for a moment to escort him to
this creature’s pen, which is, I gather, a short hike from the cabin. Remembering the
leg infirmity that was my excuse for enlisting Master Tim on this journey, I elected to
stay behind at the cabin. Miss Selina assured me that she would return promptly and
begged me to make myself at home.
I confess I have acquired a certain habit when visiting one of Master Bruce’s
immediate circle: I am inclined to tidy. This I proceeded to do, although Miss Selina’s
cabin offered little in the way of accumulations compared to Miss Cassie’s flat or
Master Tim’s dorm room. There is, nevertheless, always some area that can be
enhanced by the lessening of clutter. And recalling Master Dick’s bachelor residence in
Bludhaven, I espied the throw pillows on the daybed.
Imagine my surprise when the largest of these “pillows” moved at my approach and
raised its head to regard me with striking feline eyes, while the most extraordinarily
shaped ears perked in my direction.
I may have uttered something to the effect of “My word” which caused the second
creature to wake and point another set of those strange ears at my person. I thought it
prudent to desist from further comment or movement, and after a minute, both
creatures put their heads back down to resume their nap. A moment later, Miss Selina
returned and, when I inquired, she introduced her companions as caracals, “Brii and
Mick.” She then regarded me with inquisitive eyes quite as feline as those of the
caracals, although decidedly more playful.
“You don’t approve of my furry roommates,” she declared.
“I wouldn’t go so far as to say that, miss, although I certainly fear for the damage
animals of such size might do to one’s belongings.”
She laughed, pointing out that many people keep dogs of that size, and that some
others will store millions of dollars worth of electronics amidst hundreds of wild bats.
Unable to disagree with the observation, I delivered my message.
“Miss Selina, you are of course aware that when Master Bruce is in ‘Batman mode,’
so to speak, he is inclined to speak his thoughts without fully considering the impact
his words might have on the listener. Surely given the pressures of the past days—”
“Alfred,” she cut me off, “Don’t tell me he sent you up here to plead his case.”
I admitted that the apology was something of a subterfuge. Her reply rather
astonished me.
“Well that’s good. I know he doesn’t apologize and that’s just the way it is. If he
really had sent you up here, it’d mean he was really off the rails.”
“I am certain, Miss Selina, that, formal apology or no, Master Bruce does regret his
words with respect to Ms. Al Ghul.”
“To tell you the truth, Alfred, I’m not that angry with him, I just needed some time to
myself. First Eddie, telling me what Cluemaster was up to really put me between a
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rock and a hard place—which, okay, another kind of guy might appreciate and opt to
be less of a jackass for once, but that’s not Bruce. It’s just… between the two of them, I
needed to get away from people for a while.”
I apologized, this time on my own behalf, for interrupting her retreat with my fewerthan-four-footed company. She laughed with her old vitality and brought a hand to
her cheek to cover a becoming blush.
“He didn’t tell you I said that. Oh Alfred, now I really am mad at him. Well, it
doesn’t matter, you’re an honorary cat in my mind anyway.”
I bowed and expressed myself honoured by the designation which, coming from her,
denoted the highest praise. I asked, as I began unpacking the picnic basket, how I
came by such a distinction in her eyes. She cited a number of attributes it would be
immodest of me to list, although I will point out that some, such as dignified reserve
and a knack for quiet observation, I regard as professional skills rather than aspects of
one’s personality.
In response, she took a piece of the ginger cake, which was of course set aside for the
dessert and not meant to be picked at before the sandwiches and cheese straws were
consumed. She held the morsel up between her thumb and forefinger and astonished
me (a second time) by referencing a practice of which I did not know she was aware.
“And then there’s Nutmeg,” she said. “You sneak Nutmeg treats, Alfred. That’s
pure feline guile, no way around it.” She popped the bite of cake into her mouth,
chewed and swallowed before I could begin to fashion a reply.
My brief moment of inarticulate shock went unnoticed, and for this, I have “Mick”
(the larger of the two caracals) to thank. The creature must have smelled the food I was
unpacking and thought this adequate inducement to conclude his nap. He had risen
from the daybed and approached us in the kitchenette, his nose flaring excitedly. His
companion came immediately to join him, and my conversation with Miss Selina was
briefly suspended while she evicted the two cats from the cabin. When this was
accomplished, she resumed as if she had never been interrupted.
“You had Whiskers and Nutmeg settled into the manor and seeing it as home before
I’d even unpacked.”
“Miss Selina, I merely did all I could to help your little ones adjust to their new
surround—”
“—You did all you could,” she said over me, “to shut the door behind me and make
it all but impossible for me to leave.” Then her aspect changed. The carefree
playfulness was gone, but so was the feline sophistication. I had the impression of a
much younger woman—a girl, in fact—ingenuous and certainly more vulnerable. For
a moment, it looked like she meant to say “Thank you,” but instead, the coy
playfulness returned in an instant and she said “Anybody else tried that, I’d scratch
their eyes out.”
I replied, in that tartly ironic tenor so useful with Master Bruce, that I was quite sure
she would. And she smiled in a most bewitching manner, as if she found some
reassurance in the banter.
Master Tim returned from his visit with the ocelot Nirvana. Miss Selina unfolded a
little wooden cart next to the daybed into a surprisingly sturdy table, and the three of
us commenced to eat the picnic lunch I had prepared. Miss Selina questioned Master
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Tim with some vigor as to his impressions of the ocelot and her preserve. At first, I
thought this a questionable tactic. Master Tim has been understandably withdrawn
since the tragic event and all efforts to draw him out—including Miss Selina’s—have
been met with hostility. But this one subject was so dear to her, her cats and her
preserve are so fundamental to her being, that Master Tim was able to see her
exuberance in a different light. It was, after all, a mark of the highest regard that she
shared this part of her life with us, and her eager curiosity to know how it was received
was quite touching.
Master Tim answered every query, and after a time, I began to perceive another
aspect of Miss Selina’s questioning, an aspect which, I must say, persuades me to
resume my efforts with her regarding the decorating at the first opportunity.
This ocelot, Nirvana, is evidently a creature of remarkably maternal disposition. She
has a habit, so Miss Selina informed us, of mistaking the tight raised skin of human
scars—such as the “bat-family” acquire in abundance on their arms and hands—for
matted fur, and tries most diligently to remedy the situation with industrious
grooming from her large rough tongue. Master Tim was wearing a long-sleeved shirt
but had pushed the sleeves halfway up his forearms in the course of the drive, so that a
quarter inch of one such scar was exposed. Miss Selina saw this and asked if Nirvana
had noticed. When Master Tim reported that yes, she had, Miss Selina seemed to view
the matter with great satisfaction.
It is my belief that Miss Selina has a stronger desire to nurture than she would like to
admit. She is quite as exasperating as Master Bruce in that respect. The collective
ability of that pair to deny the most natural and laudable instincts a being may possess,
and insist instead that nocturnal marauding makes them immune from the yearnings
of ordinary unmasked humanity—some days, one is truly moved to throttle them. But
I digress. Miss Selina is, as I say, a warm and loving woman with a natural impulse to
nurture and comfort. Either because she felt this indicative of some clichéd notion of
“maternal instinct” that she finds incompatible with her feline independence, or more
likely because her first overtures with Master Tim were less than successful, I believe
she sent him to this conspicuously maternal ocelot as a kind of proxy, to give him the
kind of attention she felt him in need of but thought herself unable to provide.
It was then that matters took a very curious turn. Master Tim asked, without any
sort of precursor, if Miss Selina had ever hit Batman with a brick. She said she had
not. He said that she distracted Batman many times in order to escape. She said “Yes
and no,” because she had some objection to the word “escape,” but she allowed that
she had certainly performed a variety of misdirectional and diversionary maneuvers
over the years and that these had been, on the whole, successful.
“But you never hit him hard in the head with a brick?” Master Tim repeated.
“No,” Miss Selina confirmed.
“Stephie hit me with a brick,” Master Tim said softly. “You know that story I told at
the service, how I chased her down that first time and pulled off her mask, and I was so
startled that she was, well, a girl, that she got away? Well, that’s how she got away.
While I was being all stunned that she was beautiful, she clocked me with a brick.”
Miss Selina smiled at that and said she was sure he had asked for it.
I am unable to reproduce the rest of their conversation in detail, as it referenced
aspects of the rooftop life of which I am, of course, unfamiliar. I have naturally heard
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of such scenarios from Master Bruce, but the terms in which Miss Selina and Master
Tim now spoke were rather different. The discussion concluded when Miss Selina
pronounced him “quite the junior jackass,” and Master Tim thanked her, kissed her
cheek, and then threw the last bite of ginger cake into her hair.
She exclaimed “HEY” and hissed; he, that it was “softer than a brick” and stuck out
his tongue—and I, at this point, felt it necessary to take charge of the situation before
my fellow guest and our hostess sunk to further indignities. I collected our plates,
flatware, and cups into the picnic basket, and Miss Selina surprised us by announcing
her intention to return with us to town.
She drove back in her Jaguar, which, of course, she had used to reach the preserve
initially. But even though she was not physically with us in the car, her implied
presence altered the mood of the drive back. Master Tim was more communicative
about his relationship with Miss Stephanie, which had deteriorated sadly in the last
days of her life.
Master Bruce knew of this, and I now saw this was the true source of the tension
between them. It was not that physical confrontation between Batman and Robin that
weighed on Master Tim, but two earlier conversations in the Batcave.
The first of these occurred the very night Master Tim and Miss Stephanie ended their
relationship. Master Tim encountered Master Bruce in the cave and related his
thoughts on the matter. He had lost all faith in his connection with Miss Stephanie. He
was not naïve, he did not expect a relationship to be perfect, he knew there would
always be difficulties. But the rapport between himself and the young woman was
simply insufficient, he judged, to overcome those obstacles. He told her so, and they
parted.
Whatever Master Bruce might have thought of this development, he said nothing at
the time, no doubt feeling it was none of his business.
The matter was not spoken of again until Master Bruce declared that the break-up
spurred Miss Stephanie to the actions that led to her death. After he ordered Master
Dick and Mr. Conner from the cave, he spoke frankly to Master Tim, pulling up
Robin’s own log entry from that night, citing a mugger captured, a mugger with a
knife, suspected of being something more. “This was the night of the break-up,”
Master Bruce said, “Tell me you and Spoiler didn’t have words about this?” Then he
produced a police report detailing the suspect’s release, a sentence highlighted stating
the reason; the crucial evidence was missing.
To one of Master Bruce’s understanding, the cause and effect would be as clear as it
was undeniable: A girl, thoughtless and immature, lashing out in the rejection of a
break-up, desperate to prove herself right and worthy and doing exactly the wrong
thing, latching on to a recent point of contention, taking the evidence, getting the man
released, losing control of the circumstances she set in motion, and ultimately paying
with her life.
We rode in silence for a time after Master Tim unburdened himself of this terrible
truth. Miss Selina’s Jaguar raced on ahead of us, the distance between the two cars
increasing by the minute, as if Master Tim’s sorrow compelled him to slow the
progress of the car.
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“Master Tim,” I said finally, “I don’t believe I am betraying a confidence by telling
you this. From the beginning, Master Bruce’s greatest concern has been the easing of
your guilt. I thought he meant only in the sense of revenging yourself on Miss
Stephanie’s killer. I see now there were other grounds for his concern.”
“You can’t tell me it’s not my fault, Alfred.”
“I shan’t, Master Tim. I am all too aware how hollow words can seem at such times
as these, particularly when they are half-truths at best.”
“Huh?”
“I could no more convince you of your blamelessness than I could Master Bruce or
Commissioner Gordon, when you, most certainly, have as much of the young woman’s
blood on your hands as they do.”
“Alfred, I don’t believe this! You think Bruce and Jim Gordon—what—how—no.”
“As Master Bruce said himself, sir, he should have seen she was not up to the task.
The young lady simply did not have the maturity and disposition to be a crimefighter,
and one of Master Bruce’s discernment should have noted it at once and taken steps to
remove her.”
“That is so totally unfair, Alfred. Steph was no screw-up; she made a mistake, that’s
all. People make mistakes. It doesn’t mean she wasn’t up to the job. How was Bruce
supposed to know she’d screw up in just this way in response to this one thing, huh?!?
She shouldn’t be dead, Alfred, she SHOULDN’T be, and it’s natural to want to blame
somebody, but this isn’t Bruce’s fault! It’s not. It’s just not. You should tell him that,
not sit there repeating all his—sure he blames himself—that’s what he does. But you
can’t… just… ” He was quiet for a moment and looked at the road. “Playing me,
right?”
“I beg your pardon, sir?”
“You’re playing me. You said all that about Bruce to get me to come around and
defend him and blurt out some big truth that makes it all better.”
“Hardly that, sir.”
“No?”
I said nothing, we drove in silence again until Miss Selina’s Jaguar came back into
view on the road ahead of us. Then Master Tim asked,
“What was Gordon’s story?”
“Sir?”
“You were going to lay into Jim Gordon if blaming Bruce didn’t work?”
“The former commissioner did express concern, sir, that in accepting Batman as he
did, he opened the door for sidekicks, and in so doing, bears a responsibility for their
fates.”
“That’s dumb.”
“It is not an argument that compels unanimous agreement, sir.”
“Yeah. Dumb. What’d you say to something like that?”
“I drew his attention to certain observations from Shakespeare, which I believe gave
him some small consolation.”
“Shakespeare.”
“Yes, sir. Henry V. A fitting passage to the effect that: Each man’s duty is to the king,
but each man’s soul is his own.”
“Whoa, good stuff.”
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“I believe it has given uniform satisfaction, sir.”
“You got any of that on deck for Bruce?”
“Sir?”
“For Bruce, like this thing with Selina, whatever he’s stepped in now. Any snappy
snippets from ol’ Shakespeare to fling his way?”
“I have often thought that Master Bruce would benefit from a better acquaintance
with ‘the joyful comedies.’ With respect to Miss Selina, surely the subplot of Beatrice
and Benedick in Much Ado About Nothing might offer a much-needed perspective.”
“They’re the ones that bicker all the time, right?”
“’A kind of merry war’ is how it is described in the text, and surely the couple derive
some delight in their playful battles of wit and words. But I was thinking of the
conclusion to the tale, more than the story itself. Signor Benedick knows, in the end,
when to give up the fight and simply kiss the lady. Whereas—”
“Y’mean like that?”
Master Tim had slowed the car nearly to a stop. At the side of the road, there sat
Miss Selina’s Jaguar, alongside Master Bruce’s Porsche. Between the two cars, the two
of them stood together, locked in a fervent embrace.
I cleared my throat and, had I been at the wheel, we would, of course, have
proceeded onward without deigning to notice this spectacle. Master Tim was not so
discreet. He honked the horn, then pulled over beside them, got out of the car, and
grinned.
Master Bruce’s explanation was endearingly preposterous. He claimed an old
tracking device, placed on Miss Selina’s vehicle many years ago, had inexplicably
reactivated when the car reentered the Gotham city limits. He claimed too that he had
stopped at a roadside stand to purchase the two-dozen roses Miss Selina now held.
We left them there; Master Tim’s mood was much improved. Nothing will heal his
wound except time, but one hopes he is over the worst of these first days and nights.
Although they never passed us on the drive home, Master Bruce and Miss Selina
somehow beat us back to the manor, for the Jaguar and Porsche sat side by side in their
respective stalls when we reached the garage. I have seen neither of them since, but
one suspects a race or challenge of some kind was declared and is perhaps still in
progress—considering the absence of another automobile from the cave’s garage. I did
observe a very curious and cryptic note left in the costume vault, tacked onto the wall
by means of a cat-claw and positioned just above the hook, where someone hanging up
the cape could not help but notice it. Rather than hang the kimono on that hook, I
therefore elected to fold it and lay it off to the side.
The “merry war,” one must conclude, continues.
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There’s nothing like a good midnight prowl.
There is no state of angst, confusion or exasperation that cannot be eased by slipping
on the catsuit, slinking out to the rooftops, and letting Gotham night work its magic.
Tonight, I didn’t have a lot of angst or confusion, I was just… out of sorts somehow.
They were putting up the tree in Gotham Plaza and I went to watch. It takes them a
week; they only work after dark. One of the secret shows only the night people get to
see: First night, they reroute the traffic and close off streets to get the thing in place,
then the scaffolding goes up around it, and then they decorate it. This was the last
night of the decorating. The formal tree lighting would be tomorrow. Bruce was
invited to sit on the platform. He was planning to cancel at the last minute and make
Lucius Fox go in his place.
I still don’t understand how this is good for Batman. So Bruce Wayne is
undependable and rude, that means he can’t be Batman? Batman is plenty rude. I
know him as well as anybody and I adore him, but even I’ve got to admit that the
popping in and out without a word is downright obnoxious. Especially in the old
days, popping out when things were just starting to heat up. And as for dependable,
well, it’s a given that anything that gets between him and his mission gets tossed by the
wayside, no matter what he may have promised or what’s at stake.
Anyway, I had prowled down to midtown to watch them decorate the tree. I was
feeling “Christmassy” this year. Maybe that’s what had me off-kilter.
I’d been shopping that afternoon. It was nothing major, some bowls of holiday
potpourri, apple & cinnamon for the morning room, sage & citrus for the drawing
rooms, a few candles, some petit fours, chocolates, and kringle… Some ornaments…
I looked down into the plaza, past the tree into Dean & Deluca—I had stopped in
there earlier as well. I ordered a snowflake cake, caviar, and some imported panforte.
It was an impulse, just like prowling, you have to go with your impulses and not
worry too much where they come from. I had passed their window display and it all
seemed so festive. I don’t know what the manor’s routine is at Christmastime, but I
had an urge to make some little contribution. And I always trust my urges when it
comes to window displays in this part of town. It used to be emeralds at Tiffany’s or
Cartier, but today it was potpourri and petit fours.
This was a strange prowl.
You know it’s funny, one of the first things Bruce and I nailed down when we began,
first date, practically the first conversation we had as a man and woman instead of bat
and cat: we’re never going to be normal. Our lives aren’t normal and we will never fit
into what “normal” people consider a “normal” life.
Prowling is like that. Normal people could never understand what it’s like, that pull
out into the city, out into the night, being called out there by something, to become a
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part of it. Some of it is routine; I have my territory just like he has his patrol routes. But
it isn’t like some pitiful security guard making his rounds through the museum at 10,
12, 2, and 4. Prowling keeps you open to impulse and instinct. I don’t know where the
whims come from; I don’t know where any of it comes from when I put on the catsuit.
It’s just a sense: this is the place to go, now. Tonight, that place was midtown to see
them work on the Christmas tree.
And just like anything you do regularly, there are good nights and bad nights; there
are normal nights and… strange ones.
Tonight was a strange prowl.
I don’t know why I felt Christmassy or why I came down to see the tree.
I drifted over towards the Wayne Building next and broke into the penthouse just to
keep my hand in. Alfred is right, the place could use some work. The art is first rate,
more modern than the pieces at the manor. It’s a shame, really, to keep pieces like this
hidden away where nobody ever sees them. The decorating style, on the other hand,
could best be described as early “I’m rich” with occasional touches of “I’m horny” and
an understated influence of “I’m better than you.” I’m sure this was fine for the
playboy bachelor days but it certainly couldn’t be described as homey.
I suddenly felt very uncomfortable and got the hell out of there. That is an important
rule on any prowl—if the inner warning bells go off, SCAT! Don’t think about why,
don’t stop to close the safe, just get the hell out NOW.
I soon found myself back uptown.
I always loved uptown Gotham. Of the twin neighborhoods flanking Robinson Park,
the upper west side is flashier: more movie stars, rock stars, new money. They show
off more, which kept me in catnip without even trying.
The opera house is there, and I stopped on the roof. That was where it happened—
that first date—when we admitted our lives would never be normal.
The upper east-siders across the park showed off too, but they were a lot more
subtle. The art collections alone, reowrl… and the jewels. They were social people,
snobs in fact. That’s why I chose to live there, despite the slightly stuffier atmosphere
than there would have been on the west side. Snobs are better than the yellow pages
for a thief on my level. Besides which, rock star neighbors might be good for a laugh
now and then, but Yoko’s party guests coming and going at four in the morning would
be more likely to notice Catwoman’s comings and goings at four in the morning…
I had an urge to see my old place and took the shortest route through Robinson
Park.
And the strange prowl got just a little stranger.
I passed the clearing where Poison Ivy, smarting from an image setback, unleashed a
nightmare of berserkers and black magic on Gotham. She had been so traumatized by
the whole thing, she checked herself into Arkham. I was remembering that whole
mess when I felt this tug, a light little pull around my right ankle. It felt exactly like
Whiskers trying to cajole my feet to move towards the kitchen. But this was no cat; it
was a plant, one of Ivy’s pet vines, being more polite than usual.
I wasn’t about to go along, no matter how polite the invitation. But the summons
itself, a plant moving on its own that way, was an unwelcome piece of news: Ivy was
free.
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I continued on to the roof of my old apartment, then looked back down into the park,
piecing it together: Once upon a time I helped Batman gaslight Joker. Like Ivy, he had
checked himself in to Arkham—which meant he could then check himself back out
whenever he wanted. When he did, the Arkham administration didn’t notify anybody
the way they would when they released a regular Bat-nabbed criminal. The same thing
must have happened with Ivy. They let her go; they didn’t tell anybody. Bruce didn’t
know, and now I’d have to tell him. Fun.
I thought about checking around for the Batmobile, but I wasn’t in the mood. It
could wait until morning.
A limousine was pulling up below and Binky Sherborn got out, swathed in sables.
Nick, the doorman, hurried out with an umbrella and he held the door until she
disappeared inside. I had the weirdest sense of déjà vu. This was my old building,
and Binky Sherborn—9th Floor, a small publishing fortune, but the real bucks came
from her four marriages—had been my neighbor. Binky was a trip. I could go down
to Raoul’s cart for a cappuccino, run into her in the elevator and walk away with three
or four prime Catwoman targets by the time we reached her floor: A new Galanos
dress? Oh, of course, for the Wayne benefit next week! I simply must remember to get the
rubies out of the safe deposit box, mustn’t I. I guess I’ll just keep them out since the Winthrop’s
party is only a few days later. Did you hear the Ravels are finally splitting? She’s hiding
assets, doesn’t want him to know she owns a Cézanne…
One of Binky’s more amusing snobberies was that she counted her visits to certain
places: She could tell you exactly how many events she had attended at Wayne Manor,
how many times she dined at the Finn’s, how often she had seen Prince Charles play
polo, and she could tell you exactly how many times she had been inside the Bristol
Country Club.
I had a chuckle over that as I continued my prowl through the neighborhood, but
then driving home, as I passed the turnoff onto Country Club Drive, I realized that I
too know exactly how many times I’ve been there: Nine. Of course, I know for a
slightly different reason. Binky keeps track because the Bristol Country Club is the
most exclusive enclave in the northeast and you have to be a direct descendent of God
to become a member. For her, every time she walks through those doors, it’s a
triumph. For me, I remember because every time I go into that place, it’s a disaster.
Visits 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 were all failed robberies; never once could I manage to get
away with the goods. I turned the Jag off the main road and snarled at the unmarked
division between the public road and Wayne property. I could never get away with
the goods, and now we know why, don’t we. Pay no attention to the bland Mr. Wayne
yawning in the corner, he’s just consoling himself after a bad putt on the 12th green…
Visit #3 to the Bristol Country Club was your garden variety bad date: Some Wall
Street type, bragged about his portfolio (a lot), made a ridiculous performance of
selecting the wine, and then, as if Harvey’s pal Fate wanted a laugh at my expense, he
ordered Chateau de Poulignac. Nothing like sitting through the dinner from hell
staring at the name of your first boyfriend on the wine bottle above a pretty pencil
sketch of his house.
Visit #7 was my introduction to “The Fop,” and what a shock to the system that
turned out to be. I wasn’t even used to our being together yet. I hadn’t adjusted to the
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idea of Batman having a name and a face, and he takes me out to dinner and springs a
new personality on me.
Visit #8 was even worse. Visit #8 made me nostalgic for the good old days of Visit
#2, when I damn near broke my ankle leaping off the terrace after a fucking batarang
clipped my boot heel on the way down. Visit #8 was the night I discovered that a
lifetime escaping Batman on rooftops in no way prepares you to escape Gladys
Ashton-Larraby in the powder room. She had finally put it together that Selina Kyle,
the new brunette with Bruce Wayne, was the Selina Kyle from Cat-Tales, aka
Catwoman the jewel thief. It’s quite a coup in her circles to have your trinkets taken by
someone who burgled the Vanderbilts, Gotham Museum, and Windsor Castle, and she
wanted to know why her jewel box hadn’t been accorded the honor. She followed me
to the ladies’ room and kept me there for 20 minutes, auditioning her jewels. That’s the
only word for it: the illustrious Ashton family name, the illustrious Ashton family
fortune, this was famous jewelry bought by a famous fortune—and for the big finish,
she had canary diamonds! She must have repeated that six times, like she was worried
maybe I wouldn’t get it: canaries are birds, and cats eat birds, so what a perfect item for
Catwoman to steal. Finally, I got away, and when I returned to the table, the Dark
Knight Dilettante had, of course, figured out what I was going through. The world’s
greatest detective thought it was funny as hell. He claimed it was the Fop, that toocheery laugh, but I knew better.
Visit #9 would make me nostalgic for Visit #8. It was a garden party, right after Dick
and Barbara’s wedding, and the whole “Mrs. Wayne” mix-up was still going strong. I
would have rather been… anywhere. Karaoke night at the Iceberg, a Lazarus Pit, a story
meeting at the Gotham Post, anywhere at all but that damn manicured lawn wearing a
flowered hat. But Bruce had to go, just in case it turned out to be a Poison Ivy target.
So I had to go—just in case HE turned out to be the Poison Ivy target. Ivy never
showed, and it might have been a less painful afternoon if she had. I could have
clawed something green and leafy instead of sitting there, my very presence providing
the cue for everybody who was at the wedding to show off that fact by telling anybody
who wasn’t about that delightful Mrs. Wayne story.
Nine times I’ve gone to the Bristol and nine times it’s been a fiasco.
That’s not a thought you want lingering at the conclusion of a strange prowl, so
instead of going up to bed, I headed for the cave.
I almost always beat Batman home, so I figured I had some time. I made myself
comfortable at Workstation 2 and started playing with a little idea I’d had at the
penthouse. I thought it would be fun to fix it up for him, as a surprise, then lure him
up there for a bit of after hours fun. I wouldn’t do anything as elaborate as
redecorating (like Alfred had been hinting), but a few little touches here and there to
make the place more livable, what was the harm in that? The penthouse was more like
an extra catlair than anything else: You didn’t live there, but on those occasions when
you did use it, you wanted it to feel like you, not like you were hiding out at the
Gotham Hilton.
So… a few little touches, like I’d already picked up for the manor, and then I would
send him a message at Wayne Enterprises, something anonymous and cryptic, make
him think something was up, maybe he was a target. He’d stay after hours to
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investigate, a little cat and mouse through the building, finally leading him upstairs to
the new penthouse.
It would be fun. He needs more fun.
I surfed a few websites for some decorating ideas, but figured I could do better in
person. I decided to go back into town tomorrow—when the Batmobile roared into the
cave.
“Honey, I’m home,” I purred when he saw me.
“You’re still up?” the great detective noted.
“They were right about you, your powers of observation are something special,” I
teased.
He took off the cowl, like he couldn’t banter in full costume, and then delivered the
stunning rejoinder: “Woof.”
I smiled, glad that he was home, and he sat down at his workstation and started on
the logs.
“Ivy’s back,” I mentioned casually.
“I know,” he said without slowing his typing, “The northwest corner of the park is
thickening, new growths, about two days old. So I checked the Arkham records, and
sure enough, they released her Monday.”
“Hell,” I grumbled under my breath. “Just when I thought we could settle in for a
nice, quiet Christmas.”
“Hm? Did you say something?”
I sighed. Why go into it.
“I said I saw them putting up the tree in Gotham Plaza,” I fibbed.
“Do you think it will be a target?”
“No. I had moved on from thoughts of Queen Chlorophyll to—never mind. I just
had a weird night, that’s all.”
He grunted like he wasn’t really listening and kept on typing.
I’d had enough. I try to be reasonable; I try to remember he is a dedicated
crimefighter, an important CEO, and the only thing that keeps the Justice League from
putting aluminum foil in the microwave. But there comes a point when I need him to
be mine. And this was one of those times. I’d had a strange day and a strange prowl,
and I needed him to be mine.
So I did what any cat would do: I crawled into his lap and positioned myself
between him and his computer screen. He went on typing, although he obviously
couldn’t see the screen, so I was forced to escalate the maneuver, purring in his ear.
“Kitten, the log,” was as far as he got before I started kissing around his jaw.
“Selina, please,” came next. I knew the tone, the rooftop tone, right before he’d push
me away with a gruff “that’s enough.” It meant I was getting to him.
“You really want me to go?” I purred, running a claw over the bat emblem.
His eyes burned.
“I’ll be up in a minute,” he said at last.
I shook my head no.
“Now,” I insisted.
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I felt him lifting me up, and tried not to look too smug in my victory. Then I heard
the beep of the shutdown behind me. Somehow he had finished his entry, saved his
file, and shut down the log.
“Jacmph—” I started to say, but it’s hard to call someone a jackass with their tongue
in your mouth.

It was a beautiful day to be a plant. The air was crisp, but not cold. The sunlight
glistened off the lake in Robinson Park and warmed the soil still thick with yesterday’s
rain. Sunlight, air, and water, what more could any plant want?
What more could any plant want?
Well. A little company would be nice for starters.
Poison Ivy liked to think she was more than just Queen to all this wondrous
vegetation; she liked to think she was their mother. And what mother is not content if
her children are happy? The air was sweet with honeygrass and strawflowers. Wasn’t
that perfect bliss? Her flowers were happy, her trees, bushes, grass, all her subjects, all
her children, perfumed the air with their contentment.
So why should she sit here restless and unfulfilled?
So Harvey Dent took it into his head to reform. So what? Whatever Two-Face might
have been to her once—and he was never more than a pleasant distraction—it was long
over. She didn’t need him. He was only a man. And a man—any man—she could
have back any time she wanted. One whiff of her lure, a thousand times sweeter than
the fruity scents now tickling the air, and he would crawl back on his knees, he would
bow at her feet and think himself blessed if she commanded him to be her footstool.
But why should she even bother; he wasn’t worth enslaving. He was just a man, and
she could have any of them. They were perfectly interchangeable. It was ridiculous to
pretend Harvey Dent was anything special. What could he do for her that any of them
couldn’t do? Indeed, Ivy thought bitterly, what could he do for her that any of them
couldn’t do twice as well.
Maybe she was just a little bothered by the stories that reached her at Arkham: they
said that Harvey Dent “was back” but not in the way they usually meant. They didn’t
mean that he was captured and rotting away in Cell #2. They meant that Harvey was
“back” and Two-Face was “gone” in the sense that he somehow got his face healed and
turned his back on all things roguish… It was an upsetting report. But it was the
gossip of lunatics. Ivy would have to be crazy to take the raving of lunatics at face
value.
Of course, she could go to the Iceberg, always a more reliable source of information
than Arkham. But the last time she had gone there, bored and restless after an Arkham
release, it set off that absurd Roxy Rocket, provoking that ludicrous catfight,
culminating in that outrageous video. If there was one thing Poison Ivy could not
abide, it was commingling with the absurd, ludicrous or outrageous.
It had taken her… considerable effort to regain her dignity and position after those
horrific events. She had resorted to… conversing with Dr. Bartholomew as if she really
were a stressed out mental patient needing therapy. She did not find it an uplifting
experience. But in humoring that little man in his deluded ideas of being a doctor in a
position to counsel her, she had reclaimed her plantlike serenity at last. And now that
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she was free, she had only to learn the truth about what happened to Harvey and life
could return to normal.
But she would be happier if she could find out the truth without going back to the
Iceberg. The sight of Sly alone…
Harley! Harley was always good company, and usually a good source of
information when she wasn’t confused beyond reason by the mad cackling and
constant abuse of that sick clown. Harley was the perfect companion. It always took
her a few days to adjust, to realize she was away from Joker, but as soon as she did and
recognized Ivy was in charge, they always had the most wonderful time together.
The tricky part was hooking up. Ivy had no idea which Hacienda Harley might be
using. Trial and error threw her into Joker’s path more often than not, which always
gave her an upset stomach.
So. How to find Harley?

The Bentley made the turn Selina’s Jaguar had bypassed the night before. It turned
onto Country Club Boulevard, and Selina clutched her handbag a little tighter,
knowing they would soon arrive at the front gate of the Bristol Country Club—where
her every visit was a worse disaster than the last.
Her eyes flickered as she snuck a peek at Bruce.
“Yes?” he graveled, to show he’d noticed.
“Nothing,” she smiled. “You’re sexy like that.”
“Like what?”
She didn’t answer out loud, but she thought it: Bat-mode. She wasn’t happy about
their going to the country club, but the reason they were going thrilled her. It was a
case, it was crimefighting, and Bruce was completely in Bat-mode. No mask, no gloves,
no cape, but it was Batman sitting there all the same. Delicious.
It had been a long time since they had worked together. It was delicious. Even if he
only brought her tonight as camouflage, and even if she was dreading what the cathating gremlin of the Bristol Country Club might have in store for her this time, it was
pure catnip being with him so entirely in Bat-mode.
“You’re clear on the plan?” Bruce asked suddenly. “We can’t talk openly from the
moment the valet opens the car door, so this is the last chance to—”
“I’m clear on the plan.”
“You’re sure?”
“We’re having drinks and dinner, Bruce. It’s not the Normandy invasion.”
“I just want to make sure—”
“It’s eating and drinking. Tell me you’re not about to coach me on eating and
drinking. Tell me before the valet opens that door that you do not have a martini
protocol.”
“Are you through?”
“Meow.”
“Good. Then tell me the plan.”
Selina sighed, trying to fathom why she found Bat-mode sexy. Then she recited the
mission of the evening as the Bentley pulled into the circular drive in front of the club.
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“The City Council just granted permission for an environmental artist called Kristov
to build an installation in Robinson Park. He’s putting up pathways of curtained gates
which, although temporary, might stir up Ivy into expressing her displeasure in an
epoch-making manner. You want to find out more from Richard Flay, insider on all
things artsy in Gotham, but you want it to look like a casual meeting. So—whereas the
Fop would have once made a spectacle of himself, hanging out at the bar all night
pretending he’s an idiot, repeating the imbecilities of some bimbo that thought he was
a socialist because he said he liked the Marx Brothers—you now have me, to sit with,
talk with, have a cocktail and eat a civilized dinner.”
She had timed it perfectly, so the car came to a stop and the valet opened the door on
her final words, making it impossible for Bruce to respond without breaking his own
rule.
His lip merely twitched as he got out of the car. He looked at her for a moment
before they went in, his eyes agleam and distant, as if completing some private
calculations. When he moved again, placing his hand to the small of her back to guide
her towards the door, he was no longer Bruce-in-Batmode, but a subconscious echo of
the Fop.
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CHAPTER 2: THE LADIES WHO LUNCH
You know, every now and then, in their hopelessly deluded way, the Gotham Post
nails one.
Look at Poison Ivy. Some of those lunatic Post writers have the idea that she is
literally poisonous: that she can’t control it and any close contact, like a kiss, would
release toxins into the other person’s system and kill them.
Well, it doesn’t work that way. Like her pheromones, her immunity to poisons, and
her resistance to alcohol, Ivy can control her weird biochemistry most of the time—
except when she gets very emotional, which is a story for another day. When she does
get vicious, emitting toxins into some poor schnook that gets too close, the damage is
usually a rash and an earache. It’s not fatal.
I can’t imagine how the Post got this idea about poison kisses—maybe somebody
had a bad divorce—but if you dismiss the nonsense and look at the metaphor, it’s
really not far off: Whenever something occurs that might make you feel sorry for her—
it does happen, unlikely though it may seem—Pammy will do something to set you
straight.
She asked me to lunch. Lunch with Leaf-Bitch—not my preferred way to spend a
Friday afternoon, but I agreed. I told myself I went because it would head off another
night at the Bristol. We had only gone so Bruce could pump Richard Flay for
information on a likely Poison Ivy target. If I could get the same information direct
from the horsetail’s mouth, we wouldn’t have to go back.
But as I drove into town, I couldn’t help wondering if that was the real reason.
I wondered as I parked the Jag in the garage under my old apartment, I wondered as
I waved to Nick, my old doorman, and I wondered as I winked at Raoul’s coffee cart
and crossed the street into the park.
I guess what I really wanted was some taste of my old life. If Ivy hadn’t rung up, it
would have been the catsuit and the Iceberg, and then a more predatory prowl than I
had been indulging in. No more flitting around the Christmas tree and breaking into
the Wayne penthouse. I figured, even after this lunch, I would still stop in the museum
after hours, maybe Spinoza’s, too, or Cartier, and Sotheby’s. Meow. But all that would
have to wait for nightfall and the lunch invitation was right now.
What could it hurt; it was just lunch after all. And Pammy might be just the right
touch of rogue life to remind me how much I don’t miss of those days.
There are a couple lakes inside Robinson Park, there’s the big one where you can go
rowing and a cute little one where you can sail model boats. They rent them; it’s very
popular on Sunday mornings in the springtime. This time of year, it’s too cold, only the
hardcore hobbyists that build their own boats turn out. The rental booth is closed up
and so is the restaurant next to it.
Pammy doesn’t care about little things like “Closed ‘til April 1” and no human staff.
She had invited me to the Sailing Pond Restaurant, so I knocked despite that sign on
the door. I knew going in it would be one of those Disney-gone-wrong scenes with the
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plantlife waiting on us like it was Upstairs Downstairs meets The Jungle Book—and I
wondered again why I was going along with it.
The night at the Bristol wasn’t that bad, not compared to catastrophes past anyway.
Maybe it was… just bad enough, somehow.
A big mass of flowery vines opened the door, just like a maitre’d, and led the way to
a table. I sat and waited, and after a minute, some kind of helleborous rosebush
brought me a martini.
I thanked it.
It’s one of those moments that makes you stop and take stock.
I had just thanked a plant for bringing me a cocktail. That’s not something you can
forget, much as you might want to. I had given Bruce some nasty looks for dipping into
the Fop-act at the country club. He knows I hate it. He told me the Fop was dead and
he was just going to be Bruce Wayne from now on, but there are these weird little
throwbacks. He says it’s habit. He says he’s used to acting a certain way, particularly
when Batman is fact-finding like we were last night. He says he does it without even
thinking.
Pfffffffft.
I have a hard time believing Batman does anything “without thinking”—but then I
just said “thank you” to a plant. That’s going to make it a bit harder to doubt the BatFop.
I sipped my drink as I waited for Ivy to make her entrance.
When she did—well—remember when I said there are times you could feel sorry for
her if she didn’t go all leaf bitch?
The last time I had seen Ivy socially, she’d come slouching into the morning room at
Wayne Manor like she was applying for a loan. She came in now like some bad actress
playing a socialite.
“Catty, darling!” was her entrance line. She stood there a moment, sort of posing in
the doorway, arms outstretched. I don’t know what I was supposed to think of it, but
the image that came to mind was that the bad actress playing a socialite was in a
musical and she was about to burst into song, the plant-waiters forming a kickline
around her and god only knew what the martini-serving rosebush might do.
I banished the ridiculous image of The Upstairs Downstairs Jungle Book morphing
into Hello Dolly meets Mutual of Omaha’s Wild Kingdom—it’s a mental discipline you
develop after a few nights at the Iceberg. I smiled and said hi. Pammy came up to the
table, subjected me to a stage kiss, and sat. The prospect of another night at the Bristol
Country Club suddenly didn’t seem so bad.
“So,” she began with a strangely coy smile, “how is Bruce?”
“Fine,” I answered flatly. It never once crossed my mind that there could be a
catfight situation in the making and, if so, we were meeting next to a large, cold body
of water. After that Kazaa disaster, Pammy couldn’t possibly have it in her head to…
“I was thinking we should double sometime, you and Bruce and me and Harvey,”
she said sweetly—and this is where the feeling sorry for her comes in. “You and he are
such friends, after all, and—well, a double date would mean so much to him. His
theme and all—and we really can’t double anymore when the only other couple in our
circle is Harley and Joker.”
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“Yeah, I heard about that,” I mentioned casually, hoping to change the subject from
Harvey’s theme. “You four went camping? Pammy, how did you ever let him talk you
into something like that? You and Joker in a forest with long pointy forks and fire.”
Instead of the expected railing against Joker, she sighed. “He could talk me into
things, Catty,” she said wistfully.
It was creepy. Poison Ivy wistful over a man, it was Batman-smiling creepy.
“Pammy,” I said carefully, calculating the distance to the door (7 paces) and the
possible delays from wisteria-waiters running blocker (9 seconds tops). “I got the idea
that you and Harvey weren’t together anymore.”
“Yes, quite,” she declared, drawing herself up proudly. “Not that I couldn’t get him
back, of course, with a whiff or two of my particular charms, but you know, Catty, that
was the thing about Harvey. I never had to resort to those methods with him. It was
almost as if…”
She trailed off and I probably should have left it at that. But I really did feel for her. I
could see now why she’d asked me to lunch, and there was no way to get into it
without getting into it.
“It was almost as if,” I continued her half-spoken thought, “he liked you just as you
were. Pamela, did you ask me to lunch and ask about Bruce so I would recip and talk
about Harvey—and you could find out what’s happened to him?”
“Not at all,” she said grandly, “I asked you to lunch because I get tired eating alone
and I can’t seem to locate Harley.”
“Ah.”
“I called Jervis first, of course, he always seems to know everything about
everybody. But he is—indisposed. It seems he tried to –ooh– such incompetence, it
really gets on my nerves.”
I chuckled. It was so perfectly Pamela: Mad Hatter had, for reasons surpassing
understanding, hatted Killer Croc. Croc will usually go along with whatever you need
for a couple Boston Chickens, but for some reason, Jervis used one of his mind-control
chips instead. Inevitably, the moment came when the hat had to come off, and Jervis is
expected to be back on solid food by Hell Month… Only Ivy could look at a train wreck
like that and see only the inconvenience to her personally.
It was just the dose of pure mainline Pammy that I needed to get past feeling bad
and tell her the truth about Harvey.
“Alright then,” I began, waving over the rosebush. “Have this guy bring you a nice
pitcher of cosmopolitans. I’ll fill you in on what you’ve missed.”

Bruce often seemed preoccupied at meetings with Lucius Fox. He felt it struck just
the right note: it opened the door for all sorts of senseless comments without ever
proving conclusively that Bruce Wayne was stupid. “He was only half-listening that day.
Remember that meeting when he was so distracted? Why, that could happen to anybody.”
And so Bruce stared out the window while Lucius droned on about the new year
projections for the latest divisions acquired from LexCorp. His mind did wander…
back to the Bristol the night before.
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The Bristol Country Club, like so much of the neighborhood, was built on land that
had once been a part of “Wayne Manor” in the days when the term designated a land
grant instead of a house. Before it became a manorship in a British colony called
Gotham, the land was part of a Dutch settlement, the patroonship of Schuylerwyck in
the colony of Nieuw Nederland. The last American descendent of the Van Schuylers
was one Richard Flay, who could be found most evenings sipping a brandy in the
club’s main lounge.
Many of the Flays and Van Schuylers patronized the arts, but Richard Flay was the
only one who wanted to be an artist himself. For a homosexual of his generation and
lineage, it was as “out” as he could ever hope to be.
It wasn’t meant to be. He lacked the talent and he had the aesthetic sensibility to see
where his work was lacking. He had no interest in being a mediocrity that real artists
would tolerate for his connections but would secretly despise. So he put down his
brush and changed his focus: He became an art historian, then a tenured professor;
Dick even had him for a few classes at Hudson U. Flay sat on boards, he consulted at
museums, he became a prodigious fundraiser, and he amassed one of the finest
personal collections in the United States. He became the man to know in Gotham art
circles—and therefore, the man for Bruce Wayne to know. Over the years, Richard Flay
had quietly provided all kinds of insider details on whatever art-happenings Bruce
asked about.
Bruce had no reason to expect last night’s fact-finding mission to be any different.
When would he ever learn? Anything that included Selina would be different. Selina
was Catwoman: that meant Cat + (Impossible) woman.

“Pammy,” I asked cautiously after I finished, “Are you okay?” She had this dull-butappalled look, like Robin the first time he saw the bullwhip.
“Harvey has his face back,” she breathed, “magically restored by that horrible man
from the Highland Games, who turns out to be a friend of yours and such a good
friend that you gave him that magnificent apartment overlooking my park. Harvey—
your other dear, dear friend—is therefore going back to a ‘normal’ life, which I suppose
means living with all of us was abnormal, and now that he is free of it, he won’t have
anything more to do with any of us—except for you, evidently, Selina. Because, I
suppose, you’re so normal and ordinary, what with the cats and the purple and the
meowing and that sorry fixation on Batman!”
Zero to animosity in 2.4 seconds. That’s why we love her.
I was about to cut her off right there and explain that even though I didn’t have my
claws on at this second, I still could and would do her plenty of damage, up to and
including another record-breaking appearance on Kazaa—when she remembered she
was a goddess and made an effort to present herself as such.
“That was very rude of me, Catty, I apologize,” she resumed with renewed dignity,
“It is certainly understandable why your good friend Harvey would stay with you, that
is what friends do, after all. Just as Harley has stayed with me.” On the last word, her
face seized into a frozen grin, and for a split-second, I thought Joker got her with some
kind of time-delay SmileX dart. “Just look, Catty, the way Harley came running back
to me the moment she split up with that wretched clown.” She gestured to the room at
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large—a deserted restaurant where we sat alone, except for the plants. “I don’t suppose
you know where she is?” Ivy asked meekly, back in abashed loan-applicant mode.
“No, I don’t,” I told her frankly.
I was getting sick of the damn mood swings. I was sick of wanting to scratch her
eyes out one second and feeling bad for her the next. And I was sick of cocktails mixed
by a rosebush.
“Hey Pam,” I said impulsively, “What would you say to giving ‘normal’ a try for one
afternoon. Let’s go shoe shopping, see what those civilian women get so worked up
about.”

Bruce sat in his office staring blankly at the brilliant cityscape outside the window.
He noted dimly that Lucius had finished with the LexCorp acquisitions and was
moving on to WayneTech projections. That meant charts. So he turned from the
window and directed his still-distant gaze to the PowerPoint slideshow.
The felinity began as soon as he and Selina had settled in at the Bristol. Richard Flay
wasn’t there yet, so they sat in the main lounge in easy view of his regular chair. To
pass the time inconspicuously, they ordered drinks…
Psychobat had watched Selina’s performance with stern disapproval. Raising his ire
was the point after all; what other purpose could it serve?
Like most institutions of its kind, the Bristol had certain rules it enforced no matter
who you were, just to make a point of its social preeminence: Whites on the tennis
court, collared shirts on the golf course, no denim in the club house, ladies could not
wear slacks in the dining room after five, no special orders from the bar. It didn’t
matter if you were the president of the nominating committee or the President of the
United States, those were the rules and that meant you; no matter how rich you were, no
matter who your daddy was, the house rules of the Bristol Country Club were the law
of the land.
The Bristol served only an onion garnish with a vodka martini; Selina preferred
pickled ginger. She sat there with her legs crossed as Stan came over to take their order.
As she spoke, the top calf tightened subtly and rubbed ever so gently against the
bottom knee. Bruce watched in horror as she looked Stan in the eye and delivered the
naughty grin—just as if she wanted to waltz out of Cartier’s vault with some diamondsapphire trinket. And instead of pulling himself together and coldly informing her of
the rule, Stan went to pieces saying they had some candied ginger in the kitchen that
she might like even more.
“What do you think you’re doing?” Bruce graveled softly when the waiter had left
them alone.
“What did it look like to you?” she asked playfully.
“Do you have to flout every rule, decree, and statute on the books just to show you
can?”
“Meow.”
“Of course, your answer to everything.”
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“Some questions answer themselves, Bruce. The answer to that one is meow. Besides
I’m not flouting anything; I ordered a drink. If I’m going to survive another night in
this genteel, gilded, manicured bastion of bad luck for kitty cat, I’d like a martini.”
“Your special martini, when you know they don’t take special orders.”
“Stan didn’t mind. Why do you have a problem with it?”
“Of course Stan didn’t mind when—you’re impossible—you’ve always got some
rationalization for—of course Stan didn’t mind when you’re doing the leg-thing and
the naughty grin and—Yes, that’s the grin, right there.”
“I think you need a vacation.”
“Because I object to you using your feminine wiles to—”
“I smiled at the waiter. What is your problem?”
“To get what you want, you smiled and did the leg thing.”
“Ah, I get it,” Selina smiled, crossing her legs the other way and repeated the
rubbing maneuver, “I’m sorry, Handsome, I never did ‘the leg thing’ in Cartier’s vault
because I was never sitting down.”
Bruce held his fingers to the bridge of his nose as if summoning infinite patience,
then announced he was going for a walk on the verandah. When he returned, Richard
Flay had arrived and was in his usual place before the large fireplace. Selina was seated
next to him.

There is a way of looking at this where it’s all my fault, but no feline would let that
statement stand without pointing out that it is just as valid to say it’s Jimmy Choo’s
fault. He’s the one that opened a boutique on Fifth and 51st, after all, and he’s the one
who decided it was the year of the hunter green alligator pump.
Taking Poison Ivy shoe shopping may not have been the best idea I’ve ever had in
my life, but I didn’t think it was “hatting Killer Croc” bad. I figured anything that got
her out of that empty restaurant and into the world where the people were would be
an improvement.
The only thing I hadn’t figured on was that one of those people out in the world be
Harley Quinn herself—and also that Jimmy Choo would come out with these high-heel
fuck-me pumps in “the deepest, most divinely decadent shade of—ooooh, just look at
them, Catty—green.”
So we went inside to try them on—and naturally Gaia’s Chosen can’t just ask the
salesman to bring her the green shoe in a 7½ because it’s his job!—No. She has to enslave
the guy, just because he’s a man—like it doesn’t occur to her that maybe the guy
slinging shoes at Jimmy Choo doesn’t swing that way.
So I’m standing there while the second most-confused person in Gotham politely
ignores the cloud of lemon pledge now enveloping the store and asks the mostconfused Gothamite how wide her foot is. Pammy is so befuddled by the prospect of a
non-drone waiting on her of his own free will, she won’t tell the poor ass if it’s A, B or
C. He won’t leave, she keeps telling him to bring the shoe, he keeps asking her size—
and I looked out the window.
And there was Harley—in the window of the bookstore across the street. She was
seated at a miniature desk with a stack of books next to her, like she was part of the
window display. And she was waving like mad.
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Bruce turned his attention from the Power Point slides to the printed handouts: new
programs to be funded from enhanced revenues resulting from LexCorp acquisitions…
He had no intention of pursuing any of these, preferring the extra monies be directed
into the Wayne Foundation… but he had to at least pretend to listen. His mind drifted
back to the country club…
The segue into the Fop had been automatic once he saw Selina chatting with Richard
Flay. It was his instinctive camouflage when Batman’s mind was racing as it raced
then, cataloging observations and evaluating each possibility suggested by the new
data. His mind raced in just that way when he saw Catwoman (for at that moment, she
was Catwoman to him, reformed or not. Her behavior with Stan made it impossible for
him to think of her any other way) Catwoman sitting with the most famous art
collector in Gotham.
She had robbed Flay’s collection twice, Bruce remembered: once successfully and
once not. He had prevented her getting away with a Rembrandt etching, but after that
night, she had never tried again. He never found out why… He briefly considered
asking her. The way things were now, she would probably tell him. It would be one
less unanswered question about her, but probably useless in understanding criminal
psychology generally. Nothing about Catwoman was typical.
Like now. She had noticed his return, he could tell. Something about her posture or
expression as she talked to Flay—he wasn’t even sure what it was, maybe it was their
unspoken connection, but somehow he could tell—she was sitting there chatting with
Richard Flay before, but now, a split second later, she was performing sitting and
chatting with Flay, performing for his benefit.
“Richard!” Bruce exclaimed with a full bore blast of foppish cheer, “Good to see you,
old man, it’s been ages! What’ve you been up to?”
Selina shot him a glare—her usual response to the Fop—so Bruce clumsily spilled his
drink on her, making the angry stare more plausible. He expected her to excuse herself,
make for the powder room and repair her skirt. Instead, she shot him the most pointed
rooftop grin—without in any way diluting the hostility of her stare.
“Mr. Flay was just admiring my cat pins,” she said sweetly.
Bruce’s mind raced ahead, tracing out the implications: Richard Flay had long been
Batman’s unwitting art expert. He provided information on any number of exhibits,
auctions and happenings that might be of interest to Batman’s enemies and he did it—
so Bruce imagined—without being aware what they were really talking about. That
was the chief advantage of the Fop persona. Fop-Wayne was known to be a bit flighty,
so he could ask seemingly unrelated questions on any number of topics in a given
conversation: They might be talking about some new investment fund and Bruce
would ask about a gallery opening. He’d tie it in later with a flippant comment about
investing in the gallery, but the questions came out of nowhere and the informants
were left with no solid sense of what they had talked about.
Naturally, Selina’s tastes being what they were, quite a number of those artworks
discussed over the years were potential Catwoman targets—including, Bruce now
remembered, a pair of Cartier cat pins fashioned for the Duchess of Windsor. It was
Richard Flay who brought that auction to his attention, and when neither Catwoman
nor Two-Face made a move for them, Bruce bought the pins himself.
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Damnit.
Flay probably had no idea what he said to Bruce Wayne nine times out of ten, but
actually seeing the cat pins on Selina’s lovely bosom… Damnit. It would have triggered
a memory “Oh yes, I remember those, for the Duchess of Windsor. Why I mentioned
those to Bruce way back when. Never realized he bought them.”
Damnit.
So that’s why she was pissed.
Selina knew he’d bought those pins at cat-bait, he told her so. It’s not like either of
them could have known he might one day be in a position to give them to her as…
Damnit.
He could imagine now how it played out—She knew they were there to pump Flay
for information on an art happening. So as soon as she realized he had told Bruce about
the cat pins: Aha, he’s the art expert and Batman uses him for insider info—and he has been for
a long time—like back then—against me.
Damnit.
He looked at her with a quietly pained expression. What do you want from me, Kitten.
I’m a crimefighter. You’re a thief… How many times did I say it? You’re a thief… were a
thief… Our history is what it is. Absurd to be pissed about it now.
This was nonsense. This was crimefighting and Selina wasn’t here as his date; she
was here as his partner, she was in Robin territory now and had no business making
this personal.
As he always had, he shoved the personal aside and focused on the mission. They
were gathering intelligence and… and… as she always had, she somehow shoved the
crimefighting aside and forced his focus back on the personal whether he liked it or
not.
“Yes, I remember that place in SoHo,” she was saying (and Bruce was sure she did,
she hit it enough times), “Gallery Blu. It was owned by a Russian or Hungarian, I think.
They had the wildest openings and, just between us three, they had really crappy
security. It’s like they wanted to get robbed.”
“They did,” Flay told her with a grin. “They were a front. They laundered money for
Odessa or someone. They could lose thousands and thousands in inventory and still
turn quite a profit on paper.”
“Meow,” Selina gleamed on hearing this news. “I always figured it was an insurance
scam, but there has to be a limit to that. I mean, at some point, any insurance company
is going to cut you off, right?” She winked happily at Bruce and chattered on. He sat
there and quietly seethed.
“…Well, considering the death stares I’m getting from the head of the table,” Lucius
remarked dryly, “I suppose we really should wrap this up. We have gone a little
overtime, and there is nothing left that won’t wait until next week or fit into a memo.
Good weekend, everybody.”
“Thank you, Lucius; that was very interesting,” Bruce lied. He felt a pang, hurrying
the Chief Operating Officer out of his office that way. When he only pretended to be
distracted but actually listened to every word Lucius said, he felt freer to dismiss the
man like a paid flunky. But now… when his mind really was wandering throughout
their whole meeting, it seemed rude.
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He wouldn’t dwell on it, though. The damnable holidays would bring a hundred
opportunities for some little gesture. Bruce swiveled his chair slowly back to face the
city once again, but he was no longer looking at it. He had taken out his cel phone and
hit a preprogrammed number.
“Kitten, secure the line.”
..:: Call me back, ::.. she spat at him, and hung up.

I tapped Pam on the shoulder. “I found Harley,” I said simply, and pointed.
She tore herself away from her frustrating tête-à-tête with the non-enslaved salesman
and turned. It was the damnedest thing, in about five seconds, the lemon smell was
completely blotted out by orange. Pammy went charging across the street, and rather
than follow her, I looked at scarves. When those two get together… I just didn’t want
to get into it. I asked if the alligator fuck-me pumps came in black.
They did, they fit. And that’s when the whole day went to hell.
I had just taken out my credit card when my phone rang, and at the same moment,
Pammy came storming back into the store, dragging some poor woman by the wrist.
She held a book and a protest sign in the other hand and she knocked some shoes off
their display as she waved them around.
“Just LOOK at this, Catty! Look at this, this OBSCENITY! TREES DIED FOR THIS!”
I juggled for my cel phone and heard ..:: Kitten, secure the line ::..
“Call me back,” I spat into the phone “And Pammy? Little discretion, please?” We
had agreed to keep a low profile, which isn’t that easy for Ivy to do with that
distinctive “alabaster” skin of hers. I was prepared to look the other way when she let
loose with the pheromones, because it meant at least she was going along, in her way,
with the shoe shopping. But calling me “Catty” and screeching about the trees—right
in front of some woman she’d evidently kidnapped, that was time to draw the line.
“She wrote a book, Catty. Harley wrote a book! She wrote a— a— I can’t say it. She
wrote a ROMANCE NOVEL about her and Joker! She murdered trees to publicly air her
disgusting fantasies with that—”
She let go of the woman’s wrist and doubled over, retching. It was hard to criticize. I
have the same reaction sometimes.
Now, instead of leaving once her wrist was free, kidnapped woman started reaching
for Pam’s other hand, demanding her sign back. The salesman handed me a pen and
the credit slip and my phone rang yet again.
“AND YOU!” Ivy wheeled on kidnapped woman. “You’re no better. Catty, look at
this, LOOK AT THIS SIGN! That is a wooden handle. Gaia knows that book should be
protested but these people—You’re getting those shoes? I saw them first.”
“That book promotes the psychotic lifestyle,” kidnapped woman broke in before I
could explain that I was getting the pumps in black, “In selling it, that store promotes
sick, anti-social behavior…”
..:: Kitten, can you talk now? ::.. I heard in one ear, while Pam railed in the other, “AntiJoker, damn straight, but HEY, it’s not like ANYBODY who EVER put on a costume is
a deranged nutjob, Lady!”
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..:: Is that Ivy? ::.. I heard on the left and “We’ll be having a trunk sale on the new
spring line next week if any of you ladies would like an invitation,” on the right.
This was followed by
“Paper is Murder!” “…that publisher has a responsibility to the community…” and
..:: From the woman who almost brought about the end of existence because she was shunned by
her bifurcated lover… ::..
I started to wonder if the cat-hating Bristol Country Club gremlin might have
followed me home last night.
“Oh, you don’t think TREES are a part of the community, you’d only all
ASPHYXIATE without them!”
“Hey, Red! You ran off so fast, I din’t get a chance ta—OH! Hiya, Catty, why din’t
you come over and say Hi?”
..:: You’re obviously busy, ::.. the phonevoice graveled in a new octave, ..:: I’ll want to
hear all about it later ::..
I signed the slip, took my shoes, and walked out of the store without acknowledging
any of them.

Bruce looked out at the Gotham skyline with the same dangerous glower he’d given
Selina in the car driving home from the Bristol. He had left the office, taken the
executive elevator down to the 40th floor, switched to an elevator that serviced the
lower floors and pressed the LL for Lower Lobby. He had crossed to his private
elevator and slipped his keycard into the access panel. It was a convoluted way to
reach the penthouse on the 78th floor from the executive offices right below on the
77th. But the private elevator could access the satellite Batcave beneath the Wayne
Tower as well as the penthouse on top, and Bruce naturally felt it was worth the
inconvenience to keep it completely isolated. Any additional access points, no matter
how private in theory, constituted an unnecessary risk.
The whole thing had taken long enough that Selina should have had ample time to
free herself up by the time he called her back. But from the sounds of it, she was having
some kind of party with Poison Ivy, Harley Quinn and someone from the Westchester
PTA.
There was getting to be far too much he didn’t know, too much that she knew and he
didn’t—and he wasn’t about to let some ridiculous feline logic about the cat pins
prevent his finding out.
The elevator pinged discreetly and Bruce heard the alluring clip-clip of a high heeled
pump on the marble floor of the foyer. In four more clips, she would be here, and then,
at last, he would get some answers.
Clip-clip… Clip-clip… and then…
“Hello, Bruce,” a low, beguiling voice teased from the doorway, “we have some
unfinished business, don’t we?”
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CHAPTER 3: THEN AND NOW
This whole thing was out of control. I had let everything spiral out of control.
Lunch with Poison Ivy is no way to get your head together. And shoe shopping! What
was I thinking? What the hell was I thinking?
That’s other women; that’s not me. I needed to get my head back in the game. I
needed to prowl. And I wasn’t going home first, not to his house.
I didn’t even call. That might get Alfred bent out of shape if he thought I was
coming home for dinner… Good. Sooner or later, even Alfred has to realize that a cat
will never walk on a leash. No matter how generous you are with the cream and
catnip, a cat needs to be free. I had to prowl, I had to feel like me again, I had to stamp
out those urges to go flitting around Gotham Plaza looking at the goddamn Christmas
tree—“Oh look, that’s where I bought bonbons”—what the hell is the matter with me?!
That’s not a prowl, is it? I had to get my head back in the game.
I stopped at an old lair I still had on West 79th. He never found it, not that I know of
anyway. I was pretty sure I had an old costume there. Only problem was I had to dig
through a Hellmouth closet, circa 1998, to find it. That brought up a few memories I
didn’t need. Like when Blake made his debut as Catman and decided to make me “his
bride.” Only time in my life I actually tried to hack up a furball.
Anyway.
The old costume was tight—Alfred’s cooking, no doubt—but I managed. I headed
out as soon as it was dark. I went straight for my old apartment. That’s where I used
to begin a prowl and that’s where I would begin tonight.

The klutzy reordering of the pillows on the settee was one of those unconscious
holdovers from the fop act, but it did permit Bruce to steal a glance at his watch as he
sat down.
His guest certainly wanted to talk.
A lot.
And he didn’t want to offend her by obvious clock-watching.

The first thing I noticed was that the hawks were back. Back in the day, this pair of
red tail hawks made a nest on the top of my old building. People noticed. They started
bringing binoculars and telescopes into Robinson Park to watch them. That stirred up
my neighbors more than a little. Binky Sherborn was especially upset. She had spent
the entire proceeds of divorce #3 for that apartment with a view of Robinson Park, and
now she had to keep her curtains closed because the hoi polloi were pointing
telescopes at her living room. So the building board invented a problem: they claimed
the nest could cause the façade to crumble and threaten pedestrians below. The nest
was removed, the public protested, and right about the time I moved into the manor, a
hotel down the block volunteered to host the hawks’ nest on their roof. End of story—
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except I guess the hawks didn’t take to the new roost and came back to the site they
had picked out for themselves.
You had to admire that. It showed surprising sense for birds.
Now I had a choice: 3 blocks uptown to the museums or 2 blocks downtown to
Cartier… Cartier is usually my favorite spot to think. But right now, they would have
their Christmas decorations up: the whole building wrapped up in a big red ribbon,
just like it was that first night with Batman…
I wondered if he noticed that I never came home this afternoon. It didn’t matter; he
could wonder or else he could go all great detective and work out a theory—like he
knows me inside and out. Arrogant jackass. Anyway, it didn’t matter.
But I didn’t feel like Cartier would be a good choice for me tonight. So I headed to
museum row—the Egyptian wing of the Gotham Museum of Art was always a
favorite, and the Guggenheim is right there too. I opted for the Guggenheim, because
the Egyptian room was one of my first encounters with Batman too, even before
Cartier, and this wasn’t supposed to be about him. So I went to the Guggenheim
instead… which turned out to be a mistake.

“Oh yes,” Bruce drawled, “the new yacht. I know it’s smaller than most people
expected. But very luxurious in its way and so comfortable. Can I get you a drink?”
Say yes, Bruce silently prayed. Getting up from the settee, going to the bar, preparing
a cocktail… It would, if nothing else, change the subject away from the yacht. The
yacht he named for Selina, La Gatta Mobile. That was awkward.
But his guest asked what he had been doing with his money, and there was no way
the Fop could not boast about his new boat.
He did his best to look like a man born and bred to mix her a cocktail and willed her
to please accept the offer of a drink.

It really wasn’t about Batman after all. It was about that other museum, the one not
on the row, the MoMA.
The whole time breaking into the Guggenheim, I was fine. I felt alive again.
Finagling their new perimeter sensors was a kick. Disabling heat alarms, meow.
Negotiating the electric eyes, purr.
And then I saw the Kandinski.
And it all came crashing down.
The Guggenheim’s collection is a lot more modern than the GMA, and the sight of
that great spattered canvas, five feet high, seven feet wide, it screamed MODERN
ART! It screamed at me to wake up and realize why I was really there, why I was
doing all this: Richard Flay and his goddamn country club chitchat.
“Of course, the MoMA is reopening soon. You and Bruce will be at the gala, I’m
sure. Art event of the decade, right?” Right before Bruce came over, right after Flay
admired my cat pins… “You’ll be at the gala, I’m sure.” Maybe the cat pins triggered
it, reminded him: Catwoman was sitting right there. Catwoman who was something of
a player in the art world—that other art world, the underground, black market.
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You can’t trust just anybody that says they’ve got a Picasso to sell, taken from the
Hermitage in ’89, so keep it under wraps. There are particular thieves and fences who
can handle important works without invalidating the provenance. If the Picasso just
goes missing and then shows up in the collection of a Richard Flay a decade later, it
will never be fully accepted as the original. It could be a forgery. It could be anything.
But if it was known to be taken by Catwoman, fenced through Beverly Stendal in
Argentina or Igor Fabricant in Brussels, it’s the same in the underground art world as if
it had legitimately changed hands through a dealer.
“You’ll be at the reopening gala, I’m sure,” Flay had said.
I had made big plans for that opening. And I had forgotten it completely.
The Museum of Modern Art was built in 1929. It had long outgrown its space. Right
about the time I mounted Cat-Tales, they announced they were closing their doors for
an unprecedented renovation and expansion. They would move the whole collection
out to Queens while they fixed up their midtown building. I remember going to watch
as they loaded the trucks. Batman saw me. It was one of those strange encounters.
After Cat-Tales, after I closed the stage show and went back to prowling, it started
getting weird. The first night, the first confrontation of bat and cat in the Egyptian
room, he smiled at me. We got back into the chase and scratch soon enough but it
was… different. Nothing about him, about us, was predictable anymore. He had
smiled at me—that’s what that twitch was, there was no pretending otherwise. It was
a smile.
Batman.
Smiled.
At me.
Cartier was next. Then a penthouse in SoHo. Then Gallery Blu. Each time, he
would start off just a little sterner, a little gruffer… and each time he let it go a little
sooner. He just… let it slip somehow, the hard, rigid crimefighter would… blink.
And then he found me on top of the MoMA. I was on the roof across from the
loading dock, laying on my stomach propped up on my elbows, watching them cart
their whole damn collection out to Queens.
All of a sudden, I knew he was there. I felt that tingle. I didn’t say anything. Then I
heard the rustle of his cape in the wind. I pretended not to hear. Then a long pointy
shadow stretched to the edge of the rooftop. I pretended not to see.
“Don’t try it,” he graveled, deep-throated, ominous, sexy beyond belief.
“I wondered which one of us would break the ice,” I purred quietly.
He stepped beside me and squatted, and looked down to the workers below loading
the trucks. He obviously wasn’t going to abandon an action-ready position, but it
seemed like he was relaxing in his way.
He didn’t say anything more at first. I couldn’t believe it. Each time we’d met since
that night, he had eased up just a little quicker, but this was too soon, too easy. It wasn’t
right; it was… a little scary. So I did… what I do. I baited him.
“Don’t try?” I teased playfully, “I should ignore this? What fun would that be?”
“This isn’t fun,” he pronounced, “Nothing about this is entertaining or exciting.”
“Want some licorice?”
“What?”
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I pulled a small packet of candy out from the pouch where I stash my lock picks.
“What do you expect me to say when you had been standing back there watching
my ass and now you tell me it’s not fun or exciting?” I looked up at him and offered
the package of licorice. “I figure they’re going to be at this all night, so I brought a
snack.”
He grunted—which meant no. I knew that from the 500 other offers he’d grunted no
to over the years. So I took a piece, put the packet away, and returned my attention to
the alley.
“That big crate’s got to be a Monet,” I pointed out. “Water lilies.”
He grunted again—which either meant he didn’t think it was a Monet or else that
particular grunt was subjective.
“You sure you don’t want any licorice?” I repeated, just to nail it down about the
grunt.
“Do you like Monet?” he asked.
This may sound strange, but I could feel a pulse in my lower lip.
He asked if I liked Monet? Batman asked. Batman did. Batman “That’s far enough,
Catwoman/The easy way or the hard way/There are laws against breaking and
entering” asked if I like Monet. It was on the tip of my tongue to say “No, I like what I
could do with the $3 million the Monet will fetch in Amsterdam.” I opened my mouth
to say that, but… I felt this pulse in my lower lip.
That’s not supposed to happen. It’s a very odd sensation.
Batman asked if I liked Monet and… Well, I felt like I should say something, so I told
him the truth.
“No. Too much color and light.”
There was another grunt—one that sounded more like agreement. This was getting
really confusing. Could a grunt mean yes, too? I wondered if I should come right out
and ask—but sitting on a rooftop casually asking Batman about his taste in French art,
that didn’t seem like something I could do. So I looked down into the alley and said
the first thing that came into my head.
“Now the Van Gogh, that’s more my style. That’s meow.”
He said nothing, but my peripheral vision caught…
“A twitch? A sly, quick, barely perceptible twitch of that oh so sexy corner of that
stern, rigid lip… because I said I like the Van Gogh? Do you… like… the Van Gogh,
Batman? Did I pick your favorite? Or maybe it’s not the painting at all, hm? Maybe
what you really liked was… the meow?”
Who was this woman talking? I had teased him for years, but it had never come out
anything like this.
I had rolled onto my side and was looking up at him. There was no more lip-twitch,
but there was no more grunting, either. And there was no staring or glaring or
glowering. Instead, it seemed like he was… studying me.
“Good night, Selina,” he said at last, standing up. The old voice. The old manner.
But not quite the old finality, not like when he’d say “Enough” and push me away.
“I could give you something better to do with that twitchy lip,” I mentioned,
returning my attention to the alley, certain I had regained my old purr.
“Stay away from that Van Gogh.”
“Bite me,” I hissed.
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I figured he’d be gone already, but he wasn’t. He was still standing there, looking
down at me. I didn’t even know it until he spoke again.
“You know we can’t,” he murmured—it was a strange voice, one I had never heard
before. A voice I know intimately now. It was Bruce. I got up and stood in front of
him. It felt—so different. “Selina, we can’t,” he said softly, “This work… what I do…
It’s my life. I couldn’t—wouldn’t… You can’t think I would compromise it for one
night.”
Our eyes met. “Who said anything about one night, Stud?”
“You did,” he said. “’A wild night of passion, no names and no strings’—I believe
the whip was also mentioned.”
He was quoting Cat-Tales. He was quoting my stage show, something I threw
together because I was sick of those tabloids making me out to be an unstable guntoting whore!
“That was a joke,” I blurted. “It was banter, it was a stage show, it was…”
I trailed off. At the time, I didn’t know why. By the time I got home, I’d put it
together. That was a joke; that was banter… it meant that this, what we were doing
now, was something else. I couldn’t begin to say what. So instead I said:
“When they reopen down there, it’s going to be a banquet.” My voice was off. I
knew I didn’t sound like Catwoman anymore, but I kept going. “They’ll have a huge
party. The crème de la crème will be decked out in all their best jewels—and all the new
security will be suspect. A brand new system, impossible to tell if that’s a glitch or…
meow… me going for the Van Gogh.”
Grunt.
Christ.
It was three days later he sent me that note to meet him at the opera house.

Bruce set the cocktail on the sleek coffee table next to his guest.
“It’s lucky,” he told her foppishly, “that the bar is still stocked from Richard’s
bachelor party. I don’t live here, you see. This penthouse, it’s useful to stay in for a
few nights now and then, when my schedule is tight with in-town appointments: the
week of the stockholders’ meeting or if there’s a trade show where WayneTech is
rolling out some new software. But it’s never been a home away from home.”
“Mmm… lucky,” she responded, sipping her drink.
“Tim was under age, so he imposed on one of the other groomsmen to buy the liquor
for the party,” Bruce babbled. “They went a little overboard. Always happens first
time I give someone my credit card.”

That was then and this is now.
Once I’d faced up to what was really ruffling my fur, I left the Guggenheim and
went straight to the MoMA roof.
This was it. This was where it happened. Something said or not said that night
made the decision for him; something that night moved him to send that note. They
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closed up the museum, they trucked the stuff out to Queens, and now they were ready
to reopen.
I stood there a long time trying to deal with it.
I stood there a long time thinking about that Van Gogh.
I had made plans for that Van Gogh. I was going to steal Batman’s favorite painting
from under their very noses… During the gala, a cat scratch would appear across the
attribution plate, just to remind him… And later that night…
Now none of it would happen. Because the masks are off, and I live in his house,
and his butler sneaks Nutmeg treats. I’d be there, all right, just like I said. Oh yes,
Catwoman would be at the reopening gala. I would be there as his date.

This would be tricky.
Bruce had already written off the night as far as Batman patrolling. It was already
dark, it had been dark for hours. He wasn’t sure how long, and he couldn’t risk
another peek at his watch. His guest had already noticed something in his expression
while she was talking. He thought the “listening face” seemed attentive; the
WayneTech executives always took it as such. But they were employees, he supposed,
where his guest was not.
In any case, she thought he wasn’t listening—which, of course, he was. More than
she knew. He was hanging on her every word, but now he made sure she could see
that.
So there was really no way he could risk another glance at his watch.

I wasn’t going to steal the Van Gogh the night of the reopening gala. My heart was
racing as I stared that reality in the face. My life had changed that much. I had
changed that much. It wasn’t going to happen, not the Van Gogh, and not any of the
jewels on the party guests, and not any of the other treasures.
And
I wasn’t dead.
The universe didn’t explode.
I hadn’t lost all respect for myself and my life.
I was with Bruce now, and things had changed as a result of that… and it didn’t kill
me, and the world didn’t end, and I didn’t hate myself for letting
Him
change me.
Wow.
It took about ten minutes for my heart to slow down to the point where I could
travel. Rooftop whip-swings, you want to be focused. It took about ten minutes, but
as soon as I felt it was safe, I took off. I knew where I was going, I just wasn’t sure
what I’d do when I got there. I’d work that out on the way.
A lot of modern art looks alike. I couldn’t take the Van Gogh; it was too
conspicuous, one of the most famous paintings in the world. But the rest… Bruce had
a lovely collection at the penthouse. It would be no great feat to swap one for a piece at
the museum of about the same size.
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I absolutely giggled at the thought—which isn’t that easy to do mid-swing and I had
a bouncy landing on a noisy fire escape as a result. I was giddy at the thought of it—
what would he do? Would he even notice on his own or would I have to point it out?
Would he get the joke? Would he even remember the significance of…
The thought went unfinished, because as soon as I reached the Wayne Tower, I had
that feeling that you never, ever ignore if you’re a Gotham night person, no matter
what you’re doing, no matter where you are, no matter who you’re with or think
you’re with.
The best way I know to describe it is that split-second between taking a swig of milk
and realizing it’s sour. There’s this tightening somewhere between your throat and
your solar plexus and it pulls in both directions, and your skin feels like you’re
standing next to something highly electrified, and all you know is that something is
wrong—very wrong—and you better figure out what before it crashes down on your
skull.
That’s how I felt landing on the Wayne Tower roof, and that’s how it felt moving to
the window. Something was wrong, very wrong. I did figure out what it was before it
cracked my skull open. It was impossible to miss. Looking into the penthouse, the
penthouse Alfred said needed redecorating… It had been “redecorated”—it was
covered in ferns, grapevine, pansies and primroses.
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CHAPTER 4: NOT YOURS
Enough is enough.
I’ve been more than patient with all of Ivy’s little quirks, her pretensions, neuroses,
psychoses, and ego. Especially her ego.
Patience is not a quality cats have in abundance either, unless there’s a mouse
involved and even then there’s a fucking limit.
I’ve put up with the alabaster skin and natural redhead routine, in the spirit of
humoring and handling her. I overlooked past indiscretions with both Batman and
Bruce, because it was all ancient history. I’ve put up with her dissing Harvey. And
Eddie. And Bruce too, for that matter. And everyone else so inconsiderate as to be
born into this world with a penis. I even held my tongue the 246 times she proclaimed
herself irresistible when what she really is is a pheromone dispenser.
“No man can resist me,” she says—like it’s a mark of her personal charm, beauty,
and sex appeal. She drugs them! It’d be like Sly claiming credit because anybody
guzzling a fifth of scotch gets drunk!
Well, enough is enough is enough is enough.
That was the thought that kept cycling in my head for the fifteen minutes it took to
enter the Wayne penthouse after I saw those ferns through the window.
It wouldn’t normally take me fifteen minutes, not when I know the target so well.
But normally Bruce’s penthouse doesn’t look like the goddamn Jungle Cruise, so I took
precautions going in.
I took the kind of precautions I would take going into hostile territory.
Which wasn’t pleasant.
The penthouse isn’t the manor, it isn’t his home, but it is his. I didn’t like
approaching it like enemy territory. It made me sick, in fact. I kept repeating in my
head enough is enough… I had this sick tightness in my gut… is enough… If I got inside
and it smelled like furniture polish… is enough… I didn’t know what I would wind up
doing… is enough… but I was sure claws and the words “AIIEEEE, CATTY, MY
FACE!” would be involved.
I got inside.
It didn’t stink of lemon.
It smelled of olive and fig and ivy and cedar and honey and mimosa and fern. But it
didn’t reek of lemon pledge. That was something. It didn’t completely rule out the
possibility that Ivy had overstepped, but it didn’t prove absolutely that she had.
Well no, the place was overgrown with grapevines and primroses, so she had
absolutely overstepped. It was just a question of how far.
I felt that catlike tug around my ankle just like that night in the park. I looked down,
and sure enough, it was my viney little friend from that prowl, or a viney little sprout
just like it. And just like that night, it had wrapped around my lower leg and was
nudging me forward.
I kicked it off, cursing myself for not thinking this through before coming inside. It
would have been a good idea to gather a bit more intel before barging in this way. I
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should have at least checked to see if Bruce was inside …or if Batman was… or for that
matter if Ivy herself was here. But now that one of her damn weeds had seen me, it
was too late. If she was on the premises, she’d know in a matter of seconds that I’d
come calling.
“Tattling little creep,” I told the ankle-vine, giving it another kick for good measure.
There was nothing for it now. Any cat will tell you: if surprise is no longer an
option, the only way to go is to march right in like you own the place. So I made
straight for the living room. Only one plant got in my way, I think it was the maitre’d
from the restaurant. I brandished the claws, explained where mulch came from, and it
stepped aside.
The jungle scents were stronger as I neared the living room—where I found Queen
Green making herself entirely too much at home, draped over the chaise longue and
pouring herself a cocktail—from a shaker that was a thank you gift from Barbara after I
wore yellow ruffles at her wedding!
But there was still no lemon in the air. And even more important, no orange.
There was also no Bruce.
So I squelched the impulse to pick her up by that it’s-not-alabaster-it’s-green neck,
slam those henna-rinse locks into the nearest wall and explain with bat-brevity: Not
yours.
Instead, I made a show of looking around at the flora. When I finally spoke, I kept
my voice soft and firm.
“If this is payback for the Jimmy Choos,” I told her, “then you have either overrated
the fuck-me pumps or else you have very seriously underrated my attachment to
Bruce.”
She was ready to respond, but I cut her off at the inhale.
“Nono,” I warned, “No. You don’t try to argue this one, Pamela. There is no
explanation; there is no rationalization. There is just you and the blood in your veins—
and there is the question whether it’s going to remain in there, happily carrying oxygen
to all your vital organs, or if it’s going to be rerouted in the next five minutes onto this
terminally dreary carpet.”
“Really, Catty,” she drawled, going all dignified goddess. “How you do go on. No
harm came to your precious Bruce. I’ll give him back once I’ve had my fun.”
“Precious Bruce” would have struck a nerve at the Iceberg over Cosmopolitans. But
we were so far past that at this point, I just shot my hand out and grabbed the nearest
piece of green. I gestured, as if giving her the finger except with the index, and then
used that claw to make a long, slow incision down the plant’s leafy gullet.
Goddess dignity was forgotten. She gave the expected shriek (her babies, her babies,
her dear leafy babies) and lunged at me. I sidestepped and tripped her, quickly and
casually, then plopped the sap-oozing plant carcass on her it’s-not-natural-redhead.
“Do I look like Roxy Rocket to you?” I asked firmly.
She looked daggers up at me. She doesn’t shy away from eye contact. Goddesses
don’t. Neither do cats.
“You murdered this plant!” she declared. The volume was down from the initial
shriek, but she more than made up for it with venom.
She hadn’t bothered to get up yet, so I half-bent over her.
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“Nope, you did. You brought it with you when you trespassed into my territory.
You don’t want the rest of these weeds to go the same way, get them the fuck out of—
Get them out. Now.”
There was a distant hum—the elevator was coming up—and Ivy had this funny
smirk. I figured that meant it was Bruce, coming back from whatever task she’d sent
him on. She had him and thought he’d defend her. Or maybe she figured she could
hurt me just by displaying her control over him. Neither was a pleasant thought.
But I gave her too much credit. When she spoke, it was clear that her smirk had
nothing to do with the sound of the elevator.
“Get the plants the fuck out of? Get them out of what, Selina? Out of ‘your house,’
perhaps?”
Bruce spends the better part of Hell Month making a fist; he’s not aware of it, he just
does it reflexively. I had just done the same thing. I only realized when the claw tips
punctured the glove.
“Has the wildcat been tamed?”
The elevator pinged and I recognized the footstep on the marble foyer. It was
certainly Bruce about to come through the doorway. So rather than give Pammy the
thrashing she was begging for, I posed, hands on hip, and waited. In three more
footsteps he’d reach the doorway and I’d have to face an attack from an Ivy drone…
with Bruce’s face—and Batman’s right hook.
Step. Step. Step.
And there he was.
“Let me guess,” I announced, although I doubted he was in any condition to
appreciate a snappy line. “This isn’t how it looks.”
I was still braced for an attack—but in the second it took to speak the words, I saw
my joke had hit on the literal truth: it wasn’t how it looked. He wasn’t under Ivy’s
spell.
I know Bruce. I know Batman even better. The split second he walked in the door,
he saw something very different from what he expected. The very second it registered:
–Catwoman!–
that 17-jewel brain went to work.
–Ivy on the floor–
I SAW it in his eyes.
–prostrate over a dead plant–
I saw his mind rolodexing through the possibilities: what did it mean? what had
happened? what might happen next? what would he do in response?
None of those answers mattered. The questions meant he was in there. He was
okay. She didn’t have her hooks in him.
The relief I felt, starting between the shoulder blades and oozing through my body in
all directions, was… was a lot more disturbing than relief is supposed to be. Ivy’s last
(unanswered) taunt was still ringing in my ears. “Has the wildcat been tamed?”
It was 14 minutes before I could extricate myself from the situation. As soon as I saw
Bruce was okay, I knew I should go. Batman was on the job and he had the situation in
hand. But I couldn’t just wink, blow a kiss, and waltz out the door. The play had to
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play out. It took 14 minutes. It took 14 of the longest goddamn minutes of my life. It
took 14 tree-minutes, that’s 140 years to you and me.
Bruce had volunteered, from the sounds of it, to go out and get her a love token,
some little bauble to prove his devotion. My guess, which I’d confirm later, was that
he wanted an excuse to leave in order to secure the satellite cave.
Now Gotham is the city that never sleeps, but the “love tokens” available at four in
the morning are still fairly limited. There’s kink, of course, if you’re into leather and
handcuffs, which Pammy is not. There are t-shirts or novelty mugs from an all-night
diner, maybe a Hong Kong Rolex from a guy on a corner (although I doubt even those
guys bother at this hour), a variety of pills and powders, and the contents of the 7-11.
Factor in that this is a gift for Poison Ivy, which means no cut flowers and no perfume
(eeked out from the petals of the poor, poor flora, her babies, her babies, look how
Calvin Klein distilled the essence of her poor murdered babies)…
So he got her a Whitman Sampler.
And that’s when she went thermal. Gaia’s Chosen, Goddess of Green—once she
blinked away the shock—went absolutely, flat out, “So this is what it’s going to look
like when we completely lose the ozone layer, fry the atmosphere, and all of nature
becomes a big global microwave.”
He brought her a Whitman Sampler. I got diamond cat pins. She mentioned that
several times: I got cat pins from Cartier, just for being me, no pheromones required.
And she got a box of chocolate creams.
˜˜There’s been a lot of that,˜˜ Bruce signaled me silently. He’d never used the sign
language that way before. It’s something we evolved during all those Wayne parties,
just to stay sane amidst all the Wigglesworths and Ashton-Larrabys. But in front of
them, we’re more careful. And with me in costume and him not… I guess he figured
these were special circumstances.
˜˜She has a thing about you,˜˜ he added.
˜˜It’s not my penthouse she greened,˜˜ I shot back, although that haunting echo of Ivy’s
“Get the plants out of what, Selina? Out of ‘your house,’ perhaps?” sounded again in a dim
corner of my brain—“Has the wildcat been tamed?”—a corner of my brain that must have
more important things it could be doing, like remembering the date of the Norman
conquest or something.
˜˜You’re why she came here,˜˜ Bruce insisted. ˜˜But she doesn’t know that.˜˜
We had to suspend our sign-chatter at that point, because Ivy was now directing her
complaints at random—to me, to Bruce, and to the ferns—so there was no telling which
way she might turn at any given second.
“Maybe you should leave us alone,” I said crisply, because, as I said before, cats are
not known for their patience, even when mice are involved.
“You mean me?” Ivy asked grandly.
“No, I meant Bruce.” I said calmly, turning to face him. “Please.”
The look on his face really is priceless when I throw him a curve—even pretending
to be pheromoned, there’s no mistaking that defiant/confused glower.
I smiled and raised a playful eyebrow, which is how I always answer that glower.
Fact is, a curveball is the only way to deal with either of them sometimes. And this
time it was Ivy who needed the jolt. She certainly hadn’t forgotten how we’d started
our conversation this evening—but she was burning to know why I had asked Bruce to
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leave and not her. She looked at him, poured on the goddess grandeur, and ordered
him to go. Then she looked back at me, glowing with triumph.
It seemed Bruce was right: it was about me somehow. She had struck at him because
of me. But why? That whole performance, lording it over me that she could control
him—why? What was the point of this—other than proving she could be a royal bitch,
which was certainly no state secret.
Bruce left, and we just stared at each other for a minute.
“I’m sorry it didn’t work out the way you wanted with Harvey,” I told her finally. “I
know it meant a lot to you that he liked you without the Lemon Pledge treatment. But
Pamela, there’s more to being a couple than how he made you feel. He’s got his face
back; he’s got a piece of his life back. Pammy, if you care about him at all, you’ve got
to be happy for him. And if you don’t, if he was nothing more than a way to feel good
about yourself, then go back to the goddamn plants, you’re not ready for people.”
“Catty, I—”
“No. Save it,” I cut her off. “I can’t listen to any more of it tonight, Pammy. I’m
done. I’m not a rosebush; I get no benefit from fertilizer. I’m going home, I’m taking a
bath, and I’m going to bed. In the morning, if I do not find Bruce and this penthouse in
the precise condition they were in when we went shoe shopping, then Ivan will be
making the acquaintance of the Jimmy Choo heels in a manner he will not enjoy.
UnderstoodGood, see Iknewyoucouldbereasonable. GoodnightPamela.”
And I was out the window before she could get a word in.
I checked the time—14 minutes. It had taken me almost as long to get back out as it
had to get in in the first place. And I’m still not sure which was the more difficult.

After I’d left the penthouse, I took the long way around the building, giving Bruce
every chance to see me through the north windows.
I did go home. I did have a bath. I did not go to bed.
I sat on the bed, waiting for Bruce, running two memories in parallel in my mind,
like watching two TVs side by side showing different programs: That night on the roof
of the MoMA three years ago, and that moment in the penthouse tonight.
I wasn’t going to steal the Van Gogh when the MoMA reopened… and then… “Has
the wildcat been tamed?”
I wasn’t going to steal the Van Gogh because I’m with Bruce now, and Bruce is
Batman, and it’s not possible for us to… to be like we were and still be what we are.
“Has the wildcat been tamed?” she asked. She didn’t mean it as a question, she meant it
as a shot, she meant it to hurt but… it was a fair question.
Not only was I not going to steal the Van Gogh, I was literally sitting on Batman’s bed
trying to work out how I felt about it.
I thought I was fine with it but… that penthouse all greened over. (NOT YOURS,
Pammy!)
I didn’t mean the penthouse, of course. I meant Bruce.
Not.
Yours.
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How he would love this. Me holding up those two words as the great inviolable
absolute: Not yours. Doesn’t belong to you. Wrong to take.
Self-righteous jackass.
Anyway.
I had these two memories cycling in my head. The top of the MoMA—the Van Gogh
that Catwoman would never take now because I’ve changed that much.
And the penthouse.
“Get the plants out of what, Selina?” “Stay away from that Van Gogh.” “Out of ‘your house’
perhaps?”
The penthouse that didn’t belong to Pammy…
“Who said anything about one night, Stud.”
…the penthouse I thought of as mine…
“Do you like Monet?”
…because Bruce is mine.
“Get the plants out of what, Selina?” “Stay away from that Van Gogh.”
Batman is mine.
“Has the wildcat been tamed?”
NOT YOURS, Ivy. Not. Fucking. Yours.
“Are you crying?”
I jumped. That last one was not from the memory TVs. Bruce was home.
“Kitten, what’s wrong? You’re not upset about that nonsense at the penthouse, are
you?”
“Of course not.” It wasn’t a lie. It wasn’t Ivy or the penthouse, it was… something.
“What happened with the silly leaf-bitch anyway?” I asked lightly, changing the
subject.
“Nothing. She’s still free,” he sighed, frustrated. “She simply would not do anything
that Batman could go back and arrest her for. I tried leading her to it eight or ten
times. I mentioned the yacht, reminded her about the bachelor party, I did everything
but wave a credit card under her nose, she wouldn’t take the bait. She just kept
whining about Harvey and Harley and Joker and—life.”
“That’s our Pammy,” I mentioned softly.
“Well, unfortunately, there’s no law against self-pity. And a simple trespassing
charge without any felony extortion wouldn’t hold her long enough to justify the drive
out to Arkham. Now are you ready to tell me what’s wrong?”
“Actually, when I asked what had happened at the penthouse, I meant before I got
there, not after I left. You were… ready for her, I assume.”
“It wasn’t hard to predict. Ivy has abandonment issues and control issues, and she
can’t cope with rejection. Harvey’s gone, Harley’s gone—something like this was
bound to happen. I’ve been dosing myself with the anti-tox since they released her
from Arkham.”
“How did you know you’d be the target?”
“I didn’t know, but it was a possibility. Harvey and I were… cohorts, back when she
first went after him. And my personal wealth is a lot greater than his—”
“You mean you’re the road not taken? ‘If I’d zigged instead of zagged back then,
would I be sitting here now with my heart broken?’”
I don’t know why I said it that way, why I said “I,” why I used the present tense.
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“There is a second reason,” Bruce said gently.
I smiled sadly.
“As if the ghost of Two-Face is still with us,” I joked. It wasn’t funny, and neither of
us pretended it was. “So what’s reason number two?”
“You are. Selina, you and Harvey are friends. Striking at me scores off both of you
with one stroke. But even more than that, there’s the catfight factor.”
“That’s insane. After the humiliation with Roxy, she’d have to know—”
“That you’d cream her, of course she does. Selina, that’s what she was after: dulling
the emotional pain with a physical one. It’s a maneuver I know pretty well… Just like I
know the one you’re pulling, Kitten. Hiding the obvious fact that you’re hurting in this
(not very convincing, coming from you) preoccupation with the job.”
I do hate it when he does that.
“Jackass,” I said quietly.
“Pffft,” he answered.
Nobody said anything for a minute. Then…
“Selina, tell me what’s wrong?”
“Did you know the MoMA is getting ready to reopen?” I asked him.
“Of course, Flay wants me on the committee to… Ah. The Van Gogh.” He was
chuckling like it was cute, and he’d run a hand around my waist that was now playing
up my back.
“Don’t touch me,” I spat. I had meant to push him away, but somehow I wound up
turning in to his shoulder, and, well, not crying exactly, but there was one breath that
came out something like a sob. “This is why you’re not supposed to tame a wild
animal, Bruce.” I said it into his sweater, but I’m pretty sure he could hear. “They can’t
ever go back to what they were and if it’s the only way they know how to be—”
He pulled at the back of my neck until I looked up at him. He’d done that density
shift, he was all bat-intensity now, which I didn’t find nearly as sexy as usual.
“Selina, nobody has tamed you. Nobody will ever tame you. You’re an impossible
woman, it’s part of your charm. Now where’s this coming from?”
“You don’t think… the penthouse… and Ivy… you don’t think that was a little…
Pammy thinks the wildcat’s been…”
“Pammy is having a meltdown because of a man she once stabbed with pottery
shards after he killed her pet flytrap, and that’s not even the most psychotic stunt she’s
ever pulled. And a wildcat will claw you into ground chuck if you go poking around
her lair, and god help you if you try to help yourself to the wildebeest she bagged and
stuffed in the crotch of a tree. So I think you’re safe as far as what went on at the
penthouse.”
He stopped, because I was… staring at him… openmouthed.
“Yes, I’m the wildebeest in that analogy, that stays between us,” he growled.
“’Cause it’s pretty hard to strike fear in the hearts of men when everybody’s
picturing you hanging halfway out of a tree on the Serengeti with a disgruntled look
on your face,” I pointed out.
“See. Impossible woman.”
“Meow.”
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CHAPTER 5: ROCK BOTTOM
It was almost dawn when Ivy left the Wayne penthouse. By the time she reached
Robinson Park, it was full light. The man with the coffee cart was setting up for the
day.
“STOP!” Ivy screeched. It was the last straw. Harvey abandoned her. Harley
abandoned her. And now this fiend. “Pouring scalding water over the ground up
babies of those dear Arabica trees, have you no heart! You wretched, wretched
monster!”
Raoul looked at her suspiciously.
“Lady, I got espresso, cappuccino, café au lait. You want some decaf new age herb
tea, try the Greenmarket on the corner.”
“I do not want HERBAL TEA!” she screamed. Harvey. Harley. Wayne gave her
cheap drugstore chocolates. “Don’t you realize, you heartless fiend, that those coffee
beans are somebody’s children! A coffee tree takes six years to grow strong enough to
produce a single bean—only to have cruel planters strip them away to feed a brutal
world’s desire for a morning pick-me-up!”
She was prepared to bolster her remarks with however much chemical persuasion it
took to make him see her point—when she saw a tall man with a white streak through
his red hair came out of the apartment building across the way. He was headed
straight for the coffee cart, and as he came closer, Ivy was horrified to see—as if there
could be any doubt with that hair—it was the man from the Highland Games. The one
Selina called Jason Blood.
“Monstrous man,” Ivy hissed under her breath.
“Ah, I see it all now,” Raoul said wisely, nodding as if it all suddenly made sense.
“Here I thought you were one of the crazy peppermint tea women.”
Ivy turned on Raoul testily, forgetting for a second that Jason Blood was crossing the
street and would reach them in a matter of seconds.
“What exactly is so crazy about herbal tea,” she demanded, “it is no less barbaric
than what you were doing to those poor coffee grounds.”
“You’ve had a lover’s spat,” Raoul offered kindly, pointing to Jason. “It’s okay,
happens all the time. Your friend used to make the morning coffee, I bet, that’s why
you rail about it so.”
“Good morning, Raoul,” Jason stepped onto the curb and greeted the vendor
cordially. “A large café au lait, please.” He gave a vague bob in Ivy’s direction, what
would have been a quarter bow in a more civilized age, to politely acknowledge the
existence of one with whom one was not on polite terms.
“Good morning, Mr. Blood, one café au lait,” Raoul announced cheerily.
In the minutes it took Raoul to finish grinding the beans, fill the steam chamber, and
begin heating the water, nobody spoke. Ivy felt sure she had achieved the poised, cool
dignity befitting a goddess of the green, and Jason wasn’t about to chitchat when he
had nothing to say.
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It was the coffee machine that finally broke the silence, emitting a high, pressurized
squeal. Ivy tensed—the noise punctuated the strained lack of conversation, and it
announced that time was running out. In another minute, this Raoul would pour Jason
Blood’s coffee, hand him the cup, and Blood would walk away. If Ivy was going to say
or do anything, it had to be now.
“So you’re the loathsome worm that took Harvey away from me,” she hissed
hatefully.
Raoul’s eyes flicked up at Jason and then became engrossed polishing the
cappuccino spout.
“I am not aware that I ‘took’ Harvey from anyone,” Jason answered smoothly. “I am
rather surprised you couldn’t hold on to any man you wanted. Something about the
irresistible jungle green, wasn’t it?”
Ivy turned to slap him, then eyed the vendor. “Give me a latte whatever it was,” she
ordered, taking the cup he was handing Jason, and flung the hot contents into Jason’s
face.
“Jesus, lady,” Raoul exclaimed, “Mr. Blood, I’m so sorry. Crazies in the park, I didn’t
know.”
“Quite alright, Raoul,” Jason said calmly. “No harm done.”
“Oh, of course,” Ivy railed, “No harm done, quite alright, what could be wrong!
Rude, freakish, do-gooders roaming around healing anybody’s face that’s cut in two,
no good, faithless two-timing skunk he was anyway, taking up with that, that
Rocket…”
She continued as she turned her back on Jason and Raoul and disappeared into the
park, muttering as the foliage thickened around her, closing off the path before either
man could follow her.
“…Cheap Hollywood riffraff. And tell-all books, killing trees to air those revolting
fantasies about a man that doesn’t even care about her, doesn’t even see that, too stupid to
realize he only keeps her around as a convenience. And Wayne. What kind of tribute
is a Whitman Sampler, anyway. What kind of devoted slave can’t do better than…”
Jason allowed a thin, cruel smile to crease his lips for a moment, then he turned to
Raoul and resumed his everyday manner.
“Another café au lait, if you please, Raoul. Since I never got to drink the first.”

I had the weirdest dream last night—after I finally got to sleep. An old dream.
Batman on a rooftop. There was a time I wouldn’t even let myself remember those.
Mirror-Bitch was pretty smug back then.
I’d wake up feeling wrapped in this warm tingly contentment, and I’d stagger into
the bathroom—and there she’d be, sporting a rosy glow. I’d grumble because Batman
and I were never going to happen and I was too smart to waste my time wanting
something that could never be. And those eyes in the mirror just—glinted, somehow,
vaguely triumphant, like she’d won some game I didn’t even know we were playing.
Well it’s different now. I woke up remembering the dream just fine, thank you very
much. The rooftop was the MoMA and he was in the old costume with the slate
emblem on a black oval. And even though I never remembered those old dreams, I
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knew this was one because he didn’t have scars on his arms or chest, and he kissed
down my neck, but he didn’t pull my hair or rub my abs…
And of course, when I woke up, it was different too. A faint smell of leather, musk,
and damp rock, a muscular arm (with the scar) nestled around me, chest (with the
scratches) rising and falling, warm under my fingers. In a strange way, it was a lot less
cozy than waking alone wrapped in that haze of tingly contentment. At least it was
last night. I staggered into the bathroom, like in the old days—but now Mirror-Bitch
wouldn’t look me in the eye.
I guess technically that means I wouldn’t look her in the eye, either, but there’s no
doubt who was avoiding whom. The rosy glow was there, just like before, but I knew
there wouldn’t be any gleam of triumph in her eye.
Bruce said I couldn’t be tamed, but I couldn’t be so sure. I was the one inside here,
inside my head. I was the one that had… settled… into the manor and… into his
world. Into his life. I really enjoyed getting that potpourri for the morning room, I
really was thinking about redecorating the penthouse… If this wasn’t “tamed,” it
certainly felt… domesticated.
It was early, but I didn’t go back to bed. I went to my suite and worked out. I
thought about old times, old rooftops. I thought about Pammy too. Annoying as she
could be, she was once a force to be reckoned with. Now she barely seemed able to
summon the qualities that made her Poison Ivy, let alone sustain them—all because of
a man. Pammy didn’t even like men very much, and with Harvey she had started out
to—
I stopped mid-stride and the treadmill whooshed the floor out from under me. I
banged my cheek on the handlebar going down and I didn’t even care. I had this great
big grin on my face—that frankly made the cheek hurt and I didn’t care one bit.
Because I’d found the answer! Whew!
She was projecting! Ivy was projecting. She’s the one who had let herself be sucked in,
ever so subtly seduced into a relationship with a man she wouldn’t even admit to
liking at first—a man she started out going after professionally, when they were on
opposite sides, in order to… Because Harvey Dent was the D.A. back then, but then
she got involved with Two-Face too—and somehow found herself after however many
twists and turns and rounds of denial, thoroughly stuck on him and… She’s the one
who had gotten so tangled up in that rat’s nest of conflicting emotions that she
wouldn’t even cash in when she had Bruce Wayne in her snare and…
This all sounded better in my head.
It really did. The initial spark was a good one.
I moved in with the man I love and I bought a few things for the house because it
was Christmas time and I was feeling good. It’s not a big deal.
Pammy, on the other hand, was in a downward spiral of spectacular proportions. In
the heat of it, she lashed out and said I was the one broken and tamed and caged.
Pammy is a mess.
And I am a cat.
And cats always land on their feet.
And that’s that.
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I was feeling much better—despite the fact that my cheek really hurt. I could feel it
starting to swell, so I went back to the bedroom. I knew Bruce kept a jar of salve that
would head off any visible bruising. Unfortunately, my less-than-catlike rummaging
around woke Bruce, and he insisted on helping. So I sat on the edge of the bed while
he applied salve to my cheekbone…
“I was thinking,” I started to say.
“Don’t talk,” he warned.
“I washinking,” I began again, moving only the one side of my mouth, “Abou
Poishunvy.”
“I was, too. This sorry state she’s in, we better find a way to snap her out of it.
Otherwise, it’s going to be when I rigged Harvey’s coin: peace for a week and he came
back ten times worse. Right now, Ivy’s barely functional enough to commit a crime,
but sooner or later she’ll hit rock bottom, she’ll look at herself in the mirror and—”
“—Undfipou.”
Bruce stared, let go of my cheek, and grunted.
“And flip out,” I repeated. “You came close with the Whitman Sampler, if it’s any
consolation. If that’s not rock bottom, I don’t know what it’s going to take.” I laughed,
“You couldn’t have at least gone for the Russell Stovers?”
His lip twitched.
“After eight grudge matches with a six foot flytrap, a greenhouse full of suffocating
spores, twice encased in a slimy vegetable pod, seven times tied up with creeper vines
with a grip like alloyed steel, no, I wasn’t going to spring for the Russell Stovers.”
I tugged at him as I laid back on the bed.
“I could never understand that,” I purred, wrapping around him like one of those
creeper vines, “Holding you down is the best part. Staffing it out to henchmen and
creeper vines?...”

Ivy could no more hide from Jason Blood than she could prevent his following her.
The wilds of Robinson Park were no camouflage from one who could sense her aura, a
frittery green aspect moving towards the northwest corner of the park. The area was
unnaturally thick with foliage, foliage subtly different from the other greenery planted
by humans. The thick wall of thorny shrubs was meant to prove a barrier, but Jason’s
magick could part it with a thought.
He found her in the very rear of her lair, back half-turned to another wall of thorny
green, her arms crossed before her—a defensive position. Hostile but defensive.
Jason approached her like an invited guest and sat down next to her, offering one of
two large paper cups.
“Raoul seemed to think you favored peppermint tea for some reason,” he said flatly.
“That man is a limited, presumptuous, and wholly stupid creature who—”
“You really are quite magnificent in a way,” Jason observed, sipping his coffee. “I
don’t think I’ve ever met such a wholly selfish and self-absorbed creature in all of my
travels, and that includes an impressive string of candidates.”
Ivy glared—offended and yet confused.
“That doesn’t sound like a compliment,” she noted.
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Jason shrugged. To his mind, it was neither compliment nor insult, it was a
statement of fact.
“So your friend Harley finally split away from the Joker, just like you’d always
dreamed, and instead of coming straight to you, and the two of you embarking on
wondrous adventures, she’s set out on her own, living her own life, pursuing her own
interests and—”
“She isn’t pursuing anything at all,” Ivy snapped bitterly. “She’s just killing time,
rotting away in those stupid, nauseating fantasies of hers that that loathsome clown is
in love with her and they’re going to—”
“She is hopelessly obsessed and always will be. It is her fate.”
“You seem to know a great deal about everybody, don’t you, Mr. Blood.”
Jason nodded formally. It was true, his magickal sensitivities could give him an
extraordinary amount of information about the past, present and future of anyone he
encountered, if he only opened himself up to the knowing. But he needed no
supernatural knowledge to understand the likes of Poison Ivy or Harley Quinn.
“So to your mind, Harley and Harvey both abandoned you and you struck out in
response… at Selina? That is most curious. Why her, I wonder? Can a ‘goddess’ envy
what an ordinary mortal woman has? It would appear so, if the man she loves—Oh,
do go away,” Jason ordered casually in an aside to the vines that had eased into
position to wrap around his throat.
Ivy was horrified to see her most loyal plants bow obsequiously to Jason and back
away. And Jason was quick to note it.
“It wouldn’t occur to you, sublimely selfish creature that you are, that Selina would
find it just as distasteful to see Bruce respond to you…” Jason’s cruelest smile
returned. “Oh, but no, of course you realized; that was the point, was it not?”
Ivy bared her teeth. Her pheromones and her plant minions were useless against
this terrible man. She had no choice, it seemed, but to sit and listen while he could say
whatever he wanted. Such monstrous lies, too. Who did he think he was to treat her
this way? Who did he think he was to have such callous disregard for her feelings?
How could anybody be so oblivious to another person’s pain that—And what in the
name of Gaia’s blossoms was he smiling about!
“It is a start,” Jason pronounced with satisfaction, staring at her as if he could read
her thoughts. “Really very surprising growth from you… Pamela, is it? I would not
have expected it. Not at all.”
He stood to leave.
“How dare you,” she declared, more offended by this presumptuous condescension
than anything that had happened yet.
“Yes, quite,” Jason answered with a formal bow and turned, slowly, his hands
behind his back, like—well—a man strolling through the park.

I was in a bit of a state when I hit the rooftops.
Bruce had, predictably, gone all batty on the Ivy issue. He hates it when any of them
slip out of the nice, neat crime/chase/pummel routine and act like people. He likes the
status quo—at least where non-feline adversaries are concerned.
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We’d discussed several ways to bait her. Some of Bruce’s ideas were pretty wild,
including mounting a class action suit on behalf of all the men she’d enslaved over the
years, the idea being to humiliate her into striking back and teaching them a lesson.
How’s that for a clueless guy idea. I mean, seriously—if pulling ahead of Harley
Quinn in the Messed Up Over a Gotham Man sweepstakes doesn’t jolt those last active
braincells into pumping something other than chlorophyll, I really don’t see that a
summons from the law firm of Jacobs, Abercrombie and Slade would have any effect.
In the end, we decided it was, quite simply, a job for Batman. Batman can be
infuriating. I had a time explaining that to him, just how maddeningly annoying he
can be. I finally convinced him all he really had to do was go to her and be himself—if
Batman pushed her, she’d push back, period. I was sure of it.
So he’d gone into Robinson Park to initiate Operation Bat-Prick.
But I couldn’t stay at home waiting. Not tonight, after all that “taming” stuff. I had
to be out and about. But considering the way the last few prowls turned out, I wasn’t
keen about making the rounds on my usual rooftops.
So I went to see Harvey. I knew he was still puttering around that old theatre that
had served as his last Two-Face lair. He hadn’t worked out what to do with himself
yet, so he invented these little projects. The last one I heard he was hooking up some
kind of satellite dish into the projection booth so he could watch digital programming
on the big screen.
I was just approaching the theatre when I saw he was leaving. I was a little
disappointed, it looked like I was stuck with a solitary prowl whether I liked it or not…
when I got the idea of following him. I’d been doing this, on and off, since I’d changed
the way I prowled. I could follow Robin, Nightwing, Huntress, and Spoiler without
their ever knowing and Batgirl… Shit. Stephanie. Aw, hell… Anyway Batgirl was
harder. She’s seen me four times. She’s so cute. She doesn’t understand what I’m
doing and she won’t ask. I’d tell her if she’d ask… I think Black Canary spied me
once. And Bruce caught me the only time I tried following him.
I figured Harvey, while in no way challenging, would make a nice change of pace.
I thought that right up until his cab slowed at the northwest corner of Robinson
Park. Was he out of his mind? He was getting out of the taxi, paying the driver, and
walking straight into the Crazed Chrysanthemum Playhouse. Tonight’s feature: Fatal
Attraction.
I followed him inside, of course. It took me longer to reach Ivy’s actual lair, I needed
to be more circumspect with all her damn weeds everywhere. By the time I reached a
point where I could see what was happening, I was afraid Harvey might be sucking
seedpods.
Instead, it seemed like they were just talking. The voices were low and sort of—not
hostile. I started to get the idea that I was snooping into something intimate and
personal, that was none of my business, and that maybe I should take my feline
curiosity out of the vicinity and go back to stalking Van Goghs.
Now it may seem like I was slow to reach that conclusion, but I wasn’t the very
bottom of the bell curve. Because just at that moment, a gloved hand clamped over my
mouth and I felt myself pulled around and backwards—to see Batman with a finger to
his lips. He removed the other hand from my mouth and wordlessly handed me an
earpiece.
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There are times he really has no shame. No shame whatsoever.
I put the tiny silver half bat to my ear and heard exactly what I expected—Harvey
and Ivy, the same voices we could hear only as muffled murmurs from the lair
entrance, only amplified and distinct.
“This is none of our business,” I insisted in a hissing whisper.
“Quiet,” he growled.
No shame whatsoever.
..:: The irony, ::.. Harvey was saying, ..:: is that Two-Face would have loved this. ::..
..:: Loved what? ::.. Pammy replied. And she sounded… like I’ve never heard her
before. Normal. ..:: Loved that you’ve moved on so beautifully, living your life happily
without a care in the world, while your ex has become this pathetic basket case—::..
..:: Yes. He would have really enjoyed that. The sadistic brute. ::..
..:: I would have slapped that smarmy smirk off his face, ::.. Ivy growled. ..::You know the
one. ::..
..:: He would have slapped you right back, Petal. Twice. ::..
..:: Don’t call me that. ::..
..:: Ivy, then. ::..
..:: It’d kill you to call me Pam? ::..
..:: I’ll call you anything you want, Pamela. But you were never “Pam” with me, and we
both know it. ::..
..:: In the beginning. ::..
..:: In the beginning, when you introduced yourself as Pamela Isley, you were more Poison
Ivy than you would ever be. You tried to kill me, Petal, that’s all that first relationship ever
was. You think I magically forgot that little detail when we started up again after the acid?
Darth got off on it, Ivy! He liked making you scream for it and then turning to me and
replaying the memory of that little bistro in SoHo where it took you four tries to order the
Mixed Herb Cous Cous because you kept tripping over your tongue and then broke into that
phony first-date giggle like you were some shy, sweet, ordinary girl. ::..
I turned to Bruce—Batman, rather—and handed back the earpiece.
“That’s it,” I told him, “There’s a line, that crossed it, I’m outta here.”
“I’m staying,” he growled.
“Imagine my surprise,” I growled back.
I went back to the penthouse.
I fixed myself a martini. Same shaker Ivy had used the night before. It was a thank
you gift from Barbara, for being an attendant at her wedding. I wore yellow ruffles…
I’ve broken into people’s homes, gone through their safes, private papers, their
bedrooms, jewelry boxes—nothing ever felt that—invasive—as those minutes
eavesdropping at Ivy’s lair.
At least that’s what I told myself. The crisp tang of the vodka said otherwise. I’d
drunk quite a few martinis that night, after the catfight with Talia. She had said
something, that I was a conquest. He just wanted the persona, the forbidden bad girl.
It hit a nerve. It was only the bitter rantings of a jealous, psychotic shrew, but it hit a
nerve.
I heard the ping of the elevator, and that familiar footstep in the foyer.
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“Honey, I’m home,” I called when he saw me, just as I had that night in the cave. We
were both in costume then, like we were now, but it felt so different there in the
penthouse. His eye glanced at the shaker, then the glass, then at me. I assumed he was
guessing how many I’d had.
“I tried Cartier’s first,” he said, “then the MoMA.”
“Yeah, I thought about the MoMA,” I told him, shaking the last drops from the
shaker into my glass. “But I came here instead. I felt like I needed a shower.”
“It wasn’t that personal,” he insisted, picking up the empty shaker and walking it
back to the bar. “I’ve listened in on—and on occasion burst in on—much worse. Every
crimefighter has.”
He had taken off his gloves and started washing up the shaker and the glasses from
the night before.
“What was Harvey doing, going to see her like that anyway?” I asked, raising my
voice to be heard over the running water.
“From what I heard before you arrived, it sounded like Jason Blood ran into her and
gave Harvey the heads-up that she was… in trouble, emotionally. Harvey’s a nice guy.
And the way he left it with her as Two-Face was obviously part of the problem. I
suppose he went to see her to make it right. Give her some closure.”
“And did he? How did they leave it?”
“It’s over. It seemed like a fairly civilized ending, considering.”
“Meaning what, you didn’t have to step in and take half the sketch to the emergency
room and the other out to Arkham?”
“She tried to seduce him—the old fashioned way—he said no. They said goodbye.
And that was that.”
I winced. It sounded so… bloodless.
Bruce surprised me then. He’d finished the wash up at the bar and come back to the
living room. He sat down beside me and stretched out his arm behind me on the sofa.
It was the strangest thing. He almost never “relaxes” that way in costume, even in the
cave.
“I have to go back out,” he said softly. “I missed both patrols last night and the early
one tonight. I’ll be late getting back. You shouldn’t wait up.”
I had this overwhelming urge to try and seduce him “the old fashioned way,” to try
and make him stay, although I knew I wouldn’t be any more successful than Pammy
had been.
It was like he read my thoughts, because he had put the glove back on the one hand
and touched my cheek with his bare fingers before putting on the other.
“Selina,” he said gently, “They never became Harvey and Pam. Goodnight, Kitten.
I’ll see you in the morning.”
“Goodnight, Bruce,” I whispered.
“Oh, and Selina,” he called over his shoulder as he headed for the window, “let me
be clear about something. As much as I did enjoy last year’s dubiously acquired
Houdini journal, I will not be pleased if that Van Gogh turns up under the Christmas
tree with a purple ribbon around it.”
I laughed.
“Hey, that hadn’t even occurred to me,” I teased, “What a good idea!”
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He shot a line and was gone—I didn’t hear it, but I just know he said it as soon as he
was out of earshot.
“Impossible woman.”
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My first Hell Month with Bruce, I didn’t even know what was happening. I knew
Batman was agitated and erratic in January. I knew because all the others said so; I had
never encountered him much myself.
Once Bruce and I got together as a couple, all that changed. He started getting crazy
emotional a few days after the new year. The sex got angrier too, but that was as much
my fault as his. I was panicking. During one of those emotional spasms, he’d called
me the love of his life, and kitty cat hit the panic button. It all came to a head on the
21st. I didn’t understand why; I didn’t know it was the anniversary of his parents’
deaths or that he was getting ready to visit their graves. All I knew was that the
nightmares were getting worse and I mentioned it, I expressed concern, and he took
my head off. I’d never seen him that way—deliberately vicious, deliberately cruel. It
wasn’t the Bruce I knew, or the Batman either, for that matter.
Once I found out the truth, it all made sense of course. He gets worse and worse as
that day draws closer. Even Alfred walks on eggshells.
Last year, he sent me away. It was his Christmas present. He sent me on a shopping
spree in Paris, but it was really sending me away from him during Hell Month. It
wasn’t what either of us wanted and I wound up coming home early. We were
together on the dreaded day. I like to think it was maybe a little better for him, not
being so isolated and alone. I can’t be sure. I was in such a fog the whole time.
I wound up seeing that other part of him, that Hell Month Bat the others talk about.
It was because of Nightwing getting kidnapped. We had to search for him, there was
no other way. And I saw that force inside of Bruce that isn’t even human. It goes
beyond “driven” or “determined,” it goes beyond the intensity that drew me to him
from the start. It even goes beyond the vicious cruelty I glimpsed during that first Hell
Month fight. I don’t know what it actually is, but I know it comes from raw human
pain.
I’ve never been afraid of him, and now I know I never will be. Because I’ve looked
on the beast, and all my eyes will ever be able to see there is the pain, the hurt it must
take to wreak a fury like that out of Bruce.
That was last year. I thought that was as bad as it could possibly get.
Heh.

Gothamites are a provincial lot. To the rest of the world, Elongated Man going
public about his identity in the mid-80s was a huge event. So was Ray “The Atom”
Palmer’s divorce from Jean Loring almost a decade later. It was the former story that
produced the phrase “media feeding frenzy” and the latter which accomplished the
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then-impossible feat: ousting Monica Lewinsky from the cover of People Magazine for
three weeks running.
But in Gotham, those were the silly escapades people in other cities got worked up
about. No colorful cape, no Superman or Wonder Woman or Flash, could ever rank in
importance with a denizen of Gotham City, and no exploit of the Justice League, no
matter how cosmic in scale, would ever be as interesting as the happenings between
the Hudson and Gotham rivers, between Wayne Plaza and the 10th Street Bridge.
When Sue Dibny was murdered, it was news, of course: The wife of Ralph Dibny,
Elongated Man, murdered in her home. It was treated in the Gotham press like any
other sensational murder involving a famous person with no ties to Gotham: It was a
headline. The funeral, peppered with mourners in masks, capes, and spandex,
produced an extraordinary photo above the fold. Diana, Princess of Themyscira, gave
the eulogy—and the 42nd Street Borders pulled her book REFLECTIONS from “Last
Year’s Releases” next to the discount bin and put her back in the display window for a
week. Those were the only visible effects of Sue Dibny’s death as far as the public
Gotham was concerned.
In more private corners of the city, it was different. There were stirrings, quiet ones.
Nothing that could foreshadow the potent and terrible repercussions this one event
would bring…
Criminals ducked in and out of the Iceberg Lounge. It was Hell Month and nobody
wanted to risk being seen, most years they would have left town altogether by now.
But everyone was anxious to hear the speculation: Batman was insane in January,
every January, it was like he went on some kind of jihad against all crime and all
criminals. Would this make it worse—or might it make it better? The wife of a longstanding member of the Justice League was dead: on the one hand, Bats might go
straight over the edge and decide to wipe all criminals off the face of the earth. On the
other hand, he might be so busy with this one case that he wouldn’t have time to put
half the rogues gallery in traction. More than a third of them might reach February 1st
without a leg cast, more than two-thirds without a neck brace…
At the Gordon-Grayson home, there was a different undercurrent, just as tense with
uncertainty… Dick had gone to Bludhaven for Hell Month, not because he was
avoiding Bruce, simply because Batman’s tempers always drove more criminals across
the river at this time of year. Bludhaven is where he was needed right now—the fact
that it got him away from Bruce was a bonus. Or it would have been except that with
Barbara left behind in Gotham, Dick’s situation hadn’t really improved. Every
outbreak of the Hell Month Psychobat on the OraCom led to a sequel when Barbara
called Dick in ‘Haven to say goodnight… It was January, Dick knew that. It had been
like this since he was twelve. They would all get through it. But then Sue Dibny was
killed, and Dick really didn’t know what to do. A death in the hero community—in the
“family” of the hero community—in Hell Month—and so soon after Stephanie.
Bludhaven still needed him, but Dick couldn’t help wondering if maybe Bruce needed
him more…
In Wayne Manor, Bruce had “gone to Maui” as soon as the news broke about the
Dibny murder. Batman had completed the initial survey of the crime scene before
Ralph Dibny had even signed the paperwork at the funeral home. While Ralph was
selecting his wife’s coffin, Bruce was organizing dozens of small glassine bags filled
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with carpet fibers, hair, ash, clumps of dust, lint and crumbs harvested from the
murder scene. While Ralph selected the flowers to lay atop the coffin, Bruce was
printing out a floorplan of the Dibnys’ living room.
Ralph decided against the white lilies the sympathetic funeral director had
suggested. He went with red roses, because there was a red rose on the lid of that first
Valentine’s Day box of chocolates he gave Sue, the one in which she kept her
mementos… Bruce marked up the floorplan to indicate the location where each
specimen and fingerprint was taken.
Ralph tried to remember the name of Sue’s high school for the obituary notice…
Bruce used mobile phase chromatography to isolate trace vapors captured from the
crime scene.
At first, Selina kept her distance, sensing that he needed space both physically and
emotionally. She ventured into the cave only when CNN began covering the arrivals
at the funeral. She found him in the cave, of course, but dressed casually, not in
costume except for the gloves, and standing before a long worktable dense with neatly
ordered clusters of forensic evidence.
The large main viewscreen that dominated the cave flickered with the same image
displayed on the smaller monitor at workstation 1: the left half of the screen cycled
through slides from an electron microscope, the right from an infrared spectrometer. A
transparent grid was superimposed over these, and it sputtered wildly with a blur of
digits and moving crosshairs as the Batcomputer executed incomprehensible analyses.
Selina stood quietly for a moment, waiting for Bruce to acknowledge her arrival. He
went on preparing a slide for the microscope. When he set down the tweezers and still
didn’t speak, she did.
“It’s on the news,” she said softly. “The arrivals at the funeral. It sounds like they’ll
at least have some privacy inside the cathedral, but I wouldn’t bet the farm on it. You
know what the press is like. Look, I know you don’t want to watch this, but I did
think—”
Bruce wordlessly moved to the workstation, punched a few buttons, and the CNN
coverage appeared in a small window on the main viewscreen still dominated by the
refractive indices and birefringence values of Sue Dibny’s turtleneck.
“I’ll check the video later,” Bruce growled, “to make sure the fools who went in
costume didn’t expose anything in front of the cameras.”
“Well they couldn’t very well go in their secret identities,” Selina pointed out. “No
matter how careful they were, somebody could notice—”
“Anything,” Bruce cut her off. “In costume or not, somebody can always pick out
something from a photograph. I know all the reasons not to go in costume, Selina, and
all the reasons not to go out of costume. And that’s why I’m here right now and not
there. That’s the one advantage to being the cold-hearted bastard of the League,
nobody expects me to do the touchy-feely stuff. I paid my respects to Ralph privately.
The rest of them can assume I couldn’t be bothered.”
It was Hell Month. He said things like that in Hell Month that he wouldn’t at other
times. Selina knew that, but she made few concessions to it. It seemed like all the
others did: Dick, Alfred, Barbara, and Tim, even the Justice League—even the rogues—
everybody changed when he got like this. Selina made a conscious effort to be
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different—she was the one person who would not bend to him and his Hell Month
demons. She didn’t have a perfect record, but whenever she thought to, she made an
effort to treat him exactly as she always did. And if he was going to spout gibberish
like that, there was really only one way to respond:
“Pfffffffft. Bruce, I’m sorry, but with all due respect to Hell Month, Pfffffffft! We
both know you’ve got a bigger heart than any of them. If they actually do not know that
just because you grunt and scowl, then they are quite simply too stupid to live.”
“Doesn’t it bother you to say something like at the very moment four of them are
carrying Sue’s coffin into the cathedral?” Bruce asked in Batman’s deadliest gravel.
“Not as much as it bothers me to hear you say you’re the cold-hearted bastard and
they’ll assume you don’t care at the very moment you’re watching that funeral out of
the corner of your eye while you pretend to fight with me.”
Bruce stared for a split second, grunted, and then turned to face the screen. He
touched a button on the console and the image expanded to the full width of the
viewscreen. They watched for a few moments.
“Did you know them well?” Selina asked quietly.
“Not really. Ralph fancied himself a detective; he likes to think he’s emulated my
techniques. But we’ve never worked together much. He’s a showboater, that’s why he
went public. He likes the attention. Eel is the better operative all around: longer
stretching, stronger… unattached.”
“I’ve never heard you take something like that into consideration,” Selina noted, a
strange intensity creeping into her voice.
Bruce turned away from the screen and looked at her in silence for a moment.
“When have we ever talked about this at all? Single is better. A crimefighter with a
wife and family…”
“Is less expendable?”
“Of course not. It’s just that, strategically speaking—look at Clark. His love for Lois
is a greater vulnerability than Kryptonite.”
“But he’s your first pick to partner with, Bruce. Always. So much for that theory,
huh? In the whole League who are you tighter with or work with more, hm?”
“Yes,” Bruce admitted. “I work more with Superman—because of the man, not a
flaw in the strategic principle. I trust him. I trust his judgment and his ethics and his
decency. That outweighs any sweeping general guidelines about the qualities that
make a good partner.”
“And the fact that he can benchpress a planet doesn’t hurt either,” Selina remarked
dryly.
Bruce grunted. Superpowers were a double-edged sword. Useful in a fight, but a
terrible weapon sitting right in the heart of your operation that could always be turned
against you… They could be turned, or they could simply turn. The old proverb was
passed on generation after generation for a reason: Power corrupts. Absolute power
corrupts absolutely. What kind of fool would a man be to work with those demigods
day after day, year after year, and not consider the ramifications of that one
fundamental truth:
Power corrupts. Absolute power corrupts absolutely. Superpowers corrupt…
superbly.
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Bruce only grunted. He didn’t want to get into this. It was unusual for Selina to take
an interest in the League or his work with them.
Of course, it was an unusual day. He turned back to the viewscreen and watched the
rest of the funeral coverage in silence.

At the Iceberg Lounge, Hugo Strange retreated to a corner booth, muttering how the
others had got it all wrong. No one knew Batman like he knew Batman. Debating
whether the Bat would devote himself only to this one case or wreak his usual Hell
Month vengeance on Gotham. The fools! He would do both, of course. He would
clone himself so he could do both.
The only real question was if the clone would take the same Hell Month next year or
if the clone-Bat’s Hell Month would manifest in July…

After the unexpectedly discomfiting interruption of the funeral, Bruce returned his
full attention to the investigation.
He had long ago disciplined his mind to block echoes like that—however grisly the
discovery of a body, however poignant the interview with a grieving family member,
he would set it aside and focus on the work.
Funerals were… unavoidable… every murder was a death, every murder meant a
coffin. It was unavoidable. The world didn’t care if it was January, his personal Hell
Month, and that it took much less than the sight of a coffin or a few bars of Mozart’s
Requiem to throw his mind back to that other funeral.
He had to concentrate. Sue deserved that much and so did Ralph. He returned his
attention to the fingerprints…
It was very different from Stephanie’s memorial, of course. Stephanie’s was private.
Because her identity as Spoiler wasn’t known, the heroes were able to come together in
privacy and dignity to mourn their loss… honor her contribution… support Tim.
None of that was possible here because Dibny was such a fool. It might be brutal to
think that of a man who’d just lost his wife, but Bruce didn’t mind being brutal,
especially during Hell Month. It was foolish, letting his name and face be known,
putting those he loved in peril. For what—for the attention—because some hack at the
Gotham Post made up some lies about her. It was so dangerous—she could make all
the rules she wanted, they all knew, all his enemies knew whether they’d say so in
front of her or not, that something existed between Batman and Catwoman. Getting to
her was a way to get to him. Hurting her was a way to…
Hell Month. It was just Hell Month.
Of course it was Hell Month when Ra’s took her—when Ra’s al Ghul took her from
him as a way to—he was afraid she was dead that whole flight to Mongolia. Ra’s took
Selina as a way to get to him and they were just dating. Now they were living together.
It wasn’t just a bottle of shampoo in his shower anymore, she slept every night with
her head on his chest—she picked out the sheets they lay in.
Bruce wondered suddenly if he had paid for those sheets or if she had. His mind
flashed on the penthouse, the fop act, trying to bait Poison Ivy… “Tim was under age,
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so he imposed on one of the other groomsmen to buy the liquor. They went a little
overboard. Always happens the first time I give someone my credit card.”
…Reminding Poison Ivy that she had a rich man in her snare (or so she thought) was
one thing. Selina was a very different proposition. She might playfully sneak his
wallet to pay for lunch at d’Annunzio’s when he and Clark had to leave on an
emergency, but apart from that shopping spree to Paris, she had never to his
knowledge spent his money. Now that the manor was really her home… his house
was her home… and she was starting to buy little things for it… Bruce felt himself
burning with curiosity to know if she charged those sheets to him or paid for them
herself. He could access the credit card statements easily at the computer and—
And a wave of nausea rose as he looked to the workstation, thinking only of Selina
and those stupid sheets, and saw spatter-analyses of the scorch marks surrounding Sue
Dibny’s head flashing on the viewscreen.
Weak. He was so weak. He had to stay focused. Sue Dibny was dead. Ralph was in
agony because his wife was dead. He had to stay focused. This was bigger than Hell
Month and who paid for a pair of goddamn bedsheets.
Except the bedsheets were blue, a deep rich royal blue, because Selina bought them
and Selina knew he liked the color. And he wanted to know if she charged them to his
account because he wanted to know if she would spend his money as if she were…
The mental image of that coffin returned.
…his wife.

My first Hell Month with Bruce, I didn’t even know what was happening.
The second, he sent me shopping in Paris. This year, this one was new, he asked me to
come down to the cave. He asked me to help with a case. We’d worked together
before, of course, but we’d always backed into it somehow. It had never started like
this:
Alfred came up to my suite. He’d brought me tea earlier—there is simply no way to
stop Alfred from bringing tea, particularly in times of crisis—and I assumed he was
just back to collect the empty cup. But he said Bruce had rung on the intercom and
wanted to see me in the cave.
I raised an eyebrow, because that had a certain ring of “Here, Fido. C’mere, boy”
which cats simply do not do. But I went anyway. Hell Month, I guess. Or maybe I just
felt, what with the funeral and all… anyway, I went down to the cave. He was in
costume this time, except for the mask.
“Little early to be suited up, isn’t it?” I remarked.
“I’m going to patrol early tonight, just in case they’re emboldened after the coverage
of the funeral.”
“Hey, no need to make excuses to me,” I told him, “I like you like that.”
“I know.”
When he didn’t say anything more, I reminded him “You summoned me—like a
spaniel.”
“I asked you to come down. I need you on this, the Dibny case.”
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“Meow,” I answered. Because there are one or two highly special circumstances when
it is permissible to take a cat’s cooperation for granted, and this was one, and I was
pleased that he knew that.
“This is the security system made available to the family and friends of Justice
Leaguers who request it.”
“Different from our system here,” I noted.
“Very. You’ll find all the same modifications I made to the Phoenix on the ground
floor, and the bodyheat detectors are similar to our alpha perimeter defenses on the
grounds. That’s where the similarities end.”
“Because you don’t want any family and friend of the League who request it to have
the blueprints to get into your bedroom.”
“This has Thanagarian, Martian, Apokolitian and Kryptonian technology as well,
and—”
“Hey, I’m not complaining. It’s also my bedroom and I don’t want any of those oversugared virtue-jockeys having the key either.”
“Selina, this system is unlike anything you’ve seen before.”
It sounded like fun, running barefoot through the Justice League’s idea of ultimate
security.
“Somebody beat it,” he growled—it was a Batman growl, but a particularly
menacing one. “Figure out how.”
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CHAPTER 2: CUI BONO
Batman returned early from patrol. He’d gone out early, in case the scum were
emboldened by the media circus of Sue Dibny’s funeral. They weren’t. Gotham was
Hell Month quiet. Most years, an uneventful patrol in January left him irate and
frustrated. Tonight, he welcomed it. It meant he could return home sooner to check on
Selina…
Except she wasn’t where he’d left her working on the Justice League security
system… He checked the gymnasium (in case she got stiff sitting at the worktable and
decided to take a break)… He checked the chem lab (because she sometimes used the
Bunsen burner to make cocoa)… He checked the med facility (because it’s certainly
possible to get a headache working late into the night that way and she could have
gone looking for an aspirin)… He checked the costume vault and the Batwing hanger,
even though he couldn’t imagine any possible reason for her to be there (because feline
logic is an enigma)…
Then he punched the intercom.
“Alfred,” he barked, not waiting for any acknowledgement, “Where the hell has
Selina gone to? I left her working on the—”
..::Good evening, Master Bruce,::.. a sleepy but smooth voice cut in calmly, ..::Do you
require assistance?::..
“I’d hardly have buzzed you if I didn’t, Alfred,” was the curt but typical-for-HellMonth reply.
..::Very good, sir, I shall be down presently. ::..
“NO—Alfred, damnit,” Bruce muttered, equally frustrated by the miscommunication and by his momentary loss of control. “I don’t need medical attention,
I just want to know where Selina is. She’s not in the cave.”
There was a pause.
..::At this time of night, sir, surely bed would be the most likely—::..
“I left her working on the Justice League security system in the cave.”
There was another pause.
..::I fear, sir, that I can offer you no additional information. I will certainly check your
bedroom if you wish. ::..
Alfred being Alfred, there was nothing about his words or tone to hint that he was
himself already in bed, had been asleep, and viewed this whole proposal as a massive
inconvenience. But to Bruce, who knew Alfred so well, those final three words “if you
wish” spoke volumes.
“That’s alright, Alfred,” Bruce said mildly, “I’m going up myself. I’m… sorry to
have disturbed you, old friend.”
..::Not at all, Master Bruce. Good night, sir. ::..
Guilt, one of several emotions that came so readily to Bruce in January, spiked. He
removed the cowl and pinched the skin between his eyes. With all Alfred did for him,
day after day, year after year—weathering more Hell Months than any of them—you’d
think he could be a little more considerate. Those thoughts of his own selfishness and
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ingratitude followed him as he changed clothes and walked through the manor. The
clothes he wore that day as Bruce Wayne were gone, spirited away to be laundered, the
silk kimono left in their place. Tonight, the kimono didn’t remind him of Selina,
though it had been her gift. Tonight, Bruce thought only of how he wore it up to bed
each night, and the next evening it would be back in its place in the costume vault,
waiting for him. Alfred did so much for him, and what did he ever get in return…
The guilt washed away and anger spiked anew when Bruce reached the bedroom.
Selina was asleep, Whiskers and Nutmeg curled at her back—taking up more than a
little (or at least a little) of his space on the bed.
“Out, both of you. Furballs, out,” he growled softly, swatting at the space he wished
to occupy.
Selina, recognizing his voice, murmured something completely unintelligible that, to
Bruce’s ears, sounded like “Jackass.” He removed the kimono, crawled into the bed,
and stared at her for several minutes.
“Kitten,” he said finally, giving her hip a less-than-gentle nudge.
There was another quiet mumble that didn’t sound at all like “Jackass,” no matter
how much Bruce’s irritation tried to hear it that way.
“Kitten,” he repeated, reiterating the nudge as well.
Nothing.
“Selina.” Nudge. Nothing.
“Not this time, Catwoman, put it back,” he growled in Batman’s deepest gravel.
Selina inhaled slowly and rolled over to face him.
“Hey sexy, you’re home early,” she purred sleepily.
Bruce rolled his eyes to the heavens that had blessed and cursed the world with cats.
“Why aren’t you in the cave?” he asked flatly.
Selina’s brow furrowed as if she knew she wasn’t quite awake, but it still seemed (in
her admittedly wonky state) that his question made no sense.
“Same reason you’re not,” she hazarded with the endearing air of a confused cat,
“cause it’s something-o’clock in the morning and the pillows are all up here.”
Then she ran her fingers through her hair, rolled over mumbling something like
“Night, Knight,” and then said no more.
Bruce brooded for an hour before falling asleep himself.

Hugo Strange looked out his window for the 9th (or maybe it was the 10th) time since
returning from the Iceberg Lounge. Then he went back to his desk and resumed
sorting all his clippings.
There was no mention of Batman or Bat-anything in the Times, Gazette, Daily Mail,
or Post coverage of Sue Dibny’s funeral, so he set all those articles aside in the
“Miscellaneous” stack…
He checked the window one more time. There was no sign of the sleek, black car he
thought he’d glimpsed on his way home from the ‘Berg.
He returned to his stack of papers—the clipping from the Post was sliding off, so he
rummaged in the bottom of the pile for a slim book to use as a paperweight. “How to be
a Superhero” by Doctor Metropolis, the cover read… Hugo laid it on the top to keep the
lighter articles in place, now at least it was good for something. He had found the
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paperback in the coffee shop at Barnes and Noble and picked it up by mistake, thinking
it would treat its weighty subject with the seriousness it deserved.
He checked the window again. And there it was! The black car—long, sleek, quiet—
he could see now that it was a limousine. Another limo, of course, pulling up at that
new Japanese place across the street.
Just his luck, a hot new restaurant opening across from him right in the middle of
Hell Month. Nothing but long black cars dropping off and picking up at all hours of
the night. He was going to have to move if this kept up.

In the morning, Bruce awoke in an empty bed.
Well, at least she was up early. Now at last he would get some answers… Then he
heard the music—Vivaldi, the Four Seasons—coming from her suite. She was
exercising?
Bruce stormed across the hall, fitfully tying the belt of his bathrobe into a knot as he
entered Selina’s suite.
“What do you think you’re doing,” he growled in the same tones he once would
have accosted her at a crimescene.
She finished executing a long, slow twist, evidently meant to stretch the muscles in
her back one at a time. Then she inhaled deliberately and breathed out her next words
before starting another purposeful, twisting stretch.
“Morning, Handsome.”
“I said what do you think you’re doing up here?” Bruce repeated, still very much in
Batman-challenging-the-criminal mode—a tone Selina didn’t notice or else chose to
ignore. “You’re supposed to be working on the Justice League’s security system for the
Dibny case,” he pronounced, although it wasn’t supposed to be necessary to tell the
criminal what they were doing wrong.
“Yep, going pretty well,” she breathed when the twist completed itself.
“I thought you understood this was important,” Bruce growled quietly.
Selina stopped mid-bend and gave him a look.
“Ex-cuse me? Are you not getting enough fiber or something? What makes you
think—”
“You’re supposed to be working on the security system.”
“I AM working on the security system.”
“You’re not in the cave.”
There was a pause, and then…
“I salute you, World’s Greatest Detective.”
“Impossible—the system is set up in the cave,” Bruce insisted.
“Yeah,” Selina said slowly, “I took it apart last night. Bruce, did you think I would
be in the cave the entire time I’m working on this?”
He said nothing, and Selina realized that was exactly what he’d thought—and she
didn’t like the implication… She took a deep breath. The breath might have looked
like just another yoga-inhale to the casual observer, but Bruce recognized it from a
thousand rooftops and vaults. It said “Oh good god, now what perfectly simple thing
do I have to stop and explain to the hero-addled intellect?”
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“Okay,” she said carefully, “Let me explain. Beating a system like this isn’t trial and
error or I’d likely wind up squashed flat on the cave floor by 10 G’s of Thanagarian
gravity. A job like this is thinking more than anything else, once I know how the
bugger works. That’s where we are now: I’m thinking. I do it in the shower, and while
I’m doing my nails, and while I’m working out, and on the roof of Cartier’s.”
“You’re NOT going to go out prowling!” Bruce cut in angrily.
Selina’s eyes narrowed.
“That’s what this is really about, isn’t it. The cage! You thought I’d be in the cave.
You concocted this thing with the security to keep me in the cave?!?”
“No,” Bruce lied—then thought the better of it. “Not completely. I do need to find
out how that system was defeated.” He swallowed hard before admitting the rest.
“And I would also feel better if you were safe in the cave for the duration.”
“You controlling sonofa—” Selina muttered darkly to herself before exploding,
“Bruce, for pity sake, I thought we settled this a long time ago. I will NOT bring
Shimbala down from the Catitat to be my 900-pound bodyguard, I will not stay in the
Batcave 24/7 like one of your goddamn trophies, and I will not—”
“Not all the time, Selina, just—for now—when I’m not at home, I’d prefer it if—”
“If I was tucked away under lock and key like something that belongs to you.”
“If I could know that you’re safe,” he pronounced with a quiet intensity.
Selina sighed.
“Bruce. I love you, and I’m sorry that every January you relive that alley, and I’m
sorry that Sue Dibny is dead. But I will not step into a cage. I will not compromise
who and what I am to make you or anybody else more comfortable.”
“Why not?” Bruce said wearily. “What would it hurt? For me, Selina, couldn’t you
compromise it just a little?”
“Would you?” she shot back. “If I didn’t want you going after Joker next time, and I
said ‘Please for me.’”
“That’s different. Joker is a killer.”
He said no more because he saw Selina had mouthed his exact words along with
him. Then she added at a normal volume:
“It’s only different if you want it to be, Bruce. You have your priorities and I have
mine.”
“Yours are wrong.”
“Pulling out the greatest hits now, are we? Has it actually escaped your attention
that that little ditty has never once worked?”
Bruce grunted, turned, and left.
“And neither has that one,” Selina muttered to her exercise mat.

Titans, Titans of the Nightwing era, Outsiders, Catwoman… Ra’s al Ghul…
Huntress… For the life of him, Hugo could not understand how his files had come to
be so disorganized. Perhaps it was Batman’s doing? Could Batman have recognized
the threat presented by Hugo’s special understanding? Might he have located Hugo’s
new hideout, caused that new restaurant to open as a diversion, and snuck in amidst
the parade of long, sleek black cars? Why it made sense! If Batman had infiltrated
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Hugo’s lair and messed up his clippings, that meant he was getting close. Finally, at
last, Hugo Strange was getting close.
The clone theory, that must be it. The Batman clone was the key to it all!

“An Identity Element is something that acts on a set of numbers but leaves them
unchanged…”
This was Tim, reading out loud from a math textbook.
“Like for addition, a + 0 is still a…”
Studying for the SATs, or so he claimed.
“Multiplication, it’d be 1: a x 1 is a…”
And if you believe that, I’ll tell you another one.
“It’s also called a unity.”
“Timothy,” I said sharply, “How is it that you can maintain a secret identity when
you’re such a rotten liar?”
He looked all innocent and pointed to his textbook.
“No, really, that’s what an identity element is. Acts on something without changing
its essence and—”
“Not that,” I cut him off with a hiss. “You’re not over here studying for the SATs,
Tim. You’re cat-sitting.”
“Selina, honest,” he burbled miserably.
“And the nominees for worst Hell Month performance by a crimefighter in a
supporting role,” I pronounced. “Tim, I know he sent you over here to keep an eye on
me. I know he wants me to stay in the cave whenever he’s not at home, and since he
can’t have that he’s sent you in to either a) keep me from going out, b) play bodyguard
even though you’re 750 pounds shy of his first choice, or c—”
“It’s not any of those, Selina, it’s… dumb, maybe, but… yeah, Bruce did say how
he’d feel better if you weren’t alone in the house.”
“Alone? What’s Alfred now, a shadow?”
“C’mon, you know what I mean,” Tim sighed, “one of us, somebody a little more
battle-ready.”
“Tim, don’t make me punch you flat on your ass just to prove a point here.”
“Selina, please, that’s what he wants, it’s not why I went along with it.”
I could have kicked myself as the reason Tim went along jumped out at me right
before he said it out loud.
“I’m kinda here for Steph,” he said simply—and I could have sunk through the floor
without any help from the 10Gs of Thanagarian gravity. “Y’know, Bruce was—both of
you, really—were so good to me when it all happened and—”
“It’s okay, Tim.”
“And I was such a—”
“It’s okay. Tim, really, stop. I suck at this stuff more than you will ever know. Let’s
just drop it and go down to the cave for a bit, you and me together, and I’ll show you
how to outsmart a Martian heat trigger. You might need it for the SATs.”
I’d said it mostly because we were on a runaway train speeding towards a Lifetime
Movie Channel hugfest. But the way it turned out, spending the afternoon talking
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through the details of the Justice League security system was extremely helpful. There
had been something bothering me about it since Bruce first brought me in on this.
Even as I was reading the specs and taking the thing apart, even as I was trying to
ferret out some way to beat it, something nagged and I couldn’t put my finger on it.
Now, suddenly, the solution twinkled before me.
“Tim, it’s been real,” I blurted, waving him towards the costume vault. “Now go
bother other criminals. Kitty is busy.”
“It’s January, Selina, there are no other criminals.”
“SATs then,” I reminded him, “Analogies, very important.”
Yes, I wanted to be rid of him at that point. It’s always like this: once I have a theory
about the flaw in a system, I can’t wait to test it. Usually I have to wait until dark.
Right now, I only had to shoo away one pesky crimefighter who wasn’t going to get his
verbals up to Hudson U’s standard with construction like:
“Selina, um,”
“Analogies, Tim, go and study. Crimefighter is to pest as Batarang is to…?”
“Why me?”
“ERRKH! Wrong. State college for you, young man.”
“You’re down here, good,” a new voice, the deep graveling voice of the Hell Month
control freak, cut in before Tim could reply.
“Look who’s home,” I noted. “Yes, Bruce, you’ve got your way for now. I am a cave
bunny. But only because I’m onto something with this security system, so shove off
and give me room to—”
“Selina, Tim,” he began—and my stomach lurched. I knew suddenly that I’d
misread him. It wasn’t the usual Hell Month do-it-my-way voice at all.
“It’s happened again,” Bruce was saying. “Jean Loring was attacked in her home.
Hanged.”
“Oh god.”
I thought the words “Oh god” but I hadn’t said them out loud, and yet I heard them in
my ears, “Oh god.” Eventually, about six interminable seconds later, I realized it had
been Tim who spoke, and I felt stupid.
“No, she’s alive,” Bruce went on, answering a question I hadn’t heard in my fog,
“Atom got to her just in time. They were talking, Ray and Jean, they were talking on
the phone at the moment she was attacked.”
Another wife—technically an ex-wife in this case, but there aren’t that many heroes
whose identities are known, so I guessed our serial killer would take what they could
get—another wife, another loved one, attacked…
Bruce paused in his story, turned to me and added, “Ray can travel across
phonelines when he goes molecular,” and then he turned back to Tim and said, “He
was able to shred the rope, cut her down before…”
“I see,” Tim murmured.
Two words and it was like the life had been sucked out him. Atom had saved his ex.
He had these superpowers. He “went molecular” and rode a phoneline, and the
woman he loved was still alive.
But Stephanie was dead.
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My heart went out to the kid so much it hurt. I knew I should have allowed that
Lifetime hugfest earlier, but that ship had sailed… I wanted to do something, though.
I had one other idea, one that might be more productive.
“Tim,” I asked casually, “This may sound odd, but would you go upstairs and ask
Alfred to make me some tea?”
I saw Bruce’s eyes flicker to the intercom like he was telegraphing a batarang throw,
and I shot back my best rooftop “try it and taste whip” glare.
Tim said “sure” and left; Bruce looked at me.
“You could have buzzed Alfred,” he noted, with yet more disapproving battitude.
“Of course I could’ve,” I said simply. “I wanted to talk to you alone. I have a
proposition.”
He looked like he was bracing himself for Joker to toss a SmileX grenade in his face.
“I’ll stay in the cave,” I offered, “until you solve this case or the end of the month,
whichever comes first. In return, I want you to toss this solo-patrol thing you’ve been
doing and patrol with Tim instead.”
He started to object, which I expected, and I ran right over him before he could cut
me off.
“I know. NOBODY but NOBODY tells BATMAN what to do, ever, on a Bat-related
issue, any Bat-related issue, especially one as sacred as Hell Month Patrol, genuflect
when you say that, Lady. But Bruce, he needs this. Christ, even you need this. You’ve
both got… issues that this whole Dibny-Loring thing is making so much worse. Bruce,
please, I’m begging you. Put the Psychobat in a drawer this year and be Tim’s partner
for a while.”
He stared at me as if, instead of tossing that SmileX grenade, Joker had walked right
up to him and pinned a VOTE LUTHOR: 4 MORE YEARS button on his cape—he was
just as revolted, but it wasn’t the assault he was expecting.
“Okay,” I said when it became obvious the deathglare was the only answer I was
going to get, “If you won’t do it out of compassion or common sense, there is this: You
want me in the cave for the duration, and this is a way to get it. This is my price.”
Another deathglare and more silence, but then, without a word, he stuck his hand
out.
We shook on it, and, a few minutes later, Alfred brought me tea.

Hugo Strange dismissed the idea of subjecting Batman to low levels of radiation to
isolate areas of genetic degradation to identify the clone. Irradiating Batman at this
juncture would tip his hand too soon. His personal history with Batman had shown
that it was best to have more information before attempting a direct confrontation. But
he could attempt a few tests if he could get a small sample of “Batman’s” DNA. He
immediately began scrambling through his old notes… he knew there had to be
something here that would allow him to get close enough to get a sample without
being detected…
A half hour after he brought Selina’s tea to the Batcave, Alfred returned to collect her
empty cup. He found the episode vaguely disquieting, although he couldn’t say why.
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Selina had never asked for anything to be brought to her in the cave before, perhaps
that was it? Or perhaps it was a subconscious echo: he had brought Selina to the
kitchen and made her tea the day the terrible news came about Miss Stephanie. He had
promised her that tea would hold comforting associations for her—and now that the
wives and loved ones of heroes were being murdered, she asked for tea. Perhaps…
Perhaps and perhaps. Whatever it was that unnerved him, Alfred would set it aside
and offer whatever assistance he could.
Several hours later, he returned to the cave with another steaming cup of tea. This
time it was for Master Bruce, back early again from patrol to work on the Dibny and
Loring cases. Alfred noted that he still wore his full costume—even the mask, which
was somewhat unusual for late night work in the cave, but not unprecedented in Hell
Month.
Unlike Miss Selina, Batman did not look up from his work or acknowledge Alfred’s
arrival in any way, so Alfred coughed softly before relaying his message from Mr.
Kent:
“He said they were turning their attention to members of the Suicide Squad.”
“It’s not the Squad, Alfred,” Batman answered. “The squad doesn’t benefit, there’s
no gain.”
“Indeed, sir,” Alfred agreed readily. “Cui Bono, then?”
Batman froze, his gloved hand poised over a collection of mugshots. He turned
away from the photos of criminals and analyzed instead the face of a friend. Alfred
had said it in Latin “Cui Bono” just as Bruce himself thought the words in English
“Who benefits?”
“It’s the first rule of solving a crime,” Bruce recited, removing the cowl and then the
gloves before he sipped the tea. “If you want to know who did it, you need to find out
who benefits.”
“Indeed, sir,” Alfred said, remembering the same conversation, so many years
before, when Bruce was perhaps twelve years old, enthusing over his first book on
criminology. “Asking ‘From whom is it good,’ a question first posed by a Roman
magistrate in the earliest days of the Republic, to determine who stood to gain from a
crime.”
Bruce set down his cup and sighed.
“A Roman magistrate in the earliest days of the Republic thought to ask Cui Bono.
But Superman and company are chasing around the Suicide Squad. Some days,
Alfred… we’re nowhere.”
Alfred said nothing. Bruce said nothing. Then there was a flutter of bats as Selina
emerged from the med-facility. She was wearing his kimono and holding a pillow
under her arm.
“Good, you’re home,” she observed dully. “I’m going up to real bed then.” She
performed a strange little neck roll/shoulder shake that caused the whole top of the
kimono to jiggle. “Hurry up and solve this thing, will ya, that cot sucks.”
Then she padded off to the clock passage, leaving Alfred to look at Bruce and Bruce
to look at Alfred.
“Very good, sir. I shall leave you to your investigations,” Alfred pronounced at last.
Bruce grunted.
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CHAPTER 3: OVERKILL
I woke up stiff and it was all Bruce’s fault. My body hadn’t felt this way since I’d
spent six damn hours in a cramped ventilation duct at the Riverside Museum, which
was—surprise!—also all Bruce’s fault.
That was the thought grinding away at my too-tight calf muscles while I stood there
watching him sleep. He was asleep. I was so stiff and achy after just a few hours on
that awful cot in that damp cave that even a hot shower didn’t do any good, and he
was laying there in his soft comfortable bed, with a real mattress and down pillows,
wrapped in 1200 threadcount cotton sateen. It didn’t seem at all fair, and I thought
about pouncing on him and adding a fresh set of cat-scratches to that muscular chest
before he even knew what was happening—until I saw that fist clench.
The Hell Month nightmares. He spends the better part of January clenching and
unclenching that fist.
So instead of pouncing, I crawled back into the bed beside him and snuggled a bit. I
massaged his hand and whispered soothing nothings in his ear, sobbed a little, and
wondered how this ever happened… I kissed a man in a mask because he turned me
on, and I flirted with him night after night because he thrilled me—the way he’d react
and yet not react, how I would get to him, I could feel it, but he’d never let on—it was
so hot… How from where we started did we ever wind up here? Sobbing on his
shoulder because it’s Hell Month and tension takes its toll, because I’ve got this crick in
my neck from that damn cot in the cave—and because he’s hurting in there and there
isn’t a damn thing I can do to make it better. He hurts and I feel it just as strong and
sharp as I used to feel his wanting on those rooftops, and there isn’t a damn thing I can
do about it.
All I did was kiss a man in a mask.
“off him now”
He was muttering in his sleep in that deep Bat-gravel. It sounded like the nightmare
was getting violent, so I figured I better wake him. It took him a second, once his eyes
were open, it was like he didn’t recognize me at first.
“The logs are wrong,” he said.
“Good morning,” I answered with a tender smile.
He smiled back, got up to splash his face with water, and returned to the bedroom a
second later looking his usual self—for January, at least. I asked about his patrol and
he grunted, he asked about my progress on the security system and I purred.
“All finished,” I announced happily.
“You know how the killer defeated the system?” he said, pausing midway through
picking out a shirt.
“I know the killer didn’t beat the system. Nobody has beaten that system.”
He spun around angrily and flung a folded sweater onto the bed like a batarang.
“Kitten, that wasn’t the assignment. Just because you couldn’t figure out a way to
get around it doesn’t mean—”
“I found a way to get around it, Stud. I found SIX ways to get around it—and that’s
only because I didn’t bother looking for a seventh.”
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The look on his face was… priceless.
“You want more,” I told him sweetly, “I can probably come up with another twenty
by dinner time. All through the same flaw—that’s how I know nobody has gotten past
this system. There are a dozen ways—hell, there are a hundred—all stemming from
this one defect. If nobody has gotten past this thing through that chink, then nobody
has gotten past it at all.”
“What is it?” he asked with an especially low growl.
“Not to worry, Bruce,” I assured him with a laugh, “It’s not in your stuff. Your
touches are inspired. I particularly like that little box on the power cable that lines up
the electrons in the current so you can tell if the electricity has been interrupted or
altered in any way.” I didn’t add that I was so tickled when I found that and figured
out what it did, I would have jumped him right then and there if he’d been around. In
fact, just thinking about it now… Me-ow.
“Selina. What is the flaw?”
“Overkill,” I told him simply. “You said it yourself, first day, that thing has got
Thanagarian, Martian, Apokoliptian and Kryptonian technology—in one box. You’ve
got what I assume is a Kryptonian motherboard acting as a hub—it and your stuff are
the only parts operating in binary. The Martians have got—what is it, Base 16 or
something filtered through that glob of green jello–”
“It functions just like a panja router,” Bruce interrupted.
“Fine, but it’s also a big green glob of goo, and every time Krypton interfaces with it,
it slows the system down—not all that much on its own, but then you’ve got Apokolips
up in the corner. That seems to have tossed out numbers altogether and is
communicating in pulses somehow, which is clever and confusing as hell, but it slows
the Krypto-translator down even more. Have both systems hit it at once, you can
sneak in any override you want in that lag. It’s like you and Eddie playing chess
through Killer Croc. I could have the whole portrait gallery cleaned out by the time
you move a pawn.”
I was expecting a grunt. It didn’t seem too much to hope for. I had trounced the
Justice League’s idea of perfect security. And I didn’t want storm opals or cat pins for
my trouble, or even an awed “Wow, Kitten, you’re amazing!” I just wanted one,
simple, sexy bat-grunt.
“So we’re back to the superpowers,” Bruce graveled, sitting on the edge of the bed.
“If nobody got past the security, then we’re back to those who can teleport and
rearrange matter, magically or otherwise.”
“I guess,” I sighed, reminded that a grim reality lurked behind my bit of fun with the
security console. There was still a killer on the loose, and we were no closer to
knowing who it was.

Hugo Strange stared at the writing in his old notebooks. He had LOST HIS MIND!
WHITE MARTIANS!?! He had 34 pages of notes outlining a cover up by the
Gotham Post to whitewash Bruce Wayne’s losing control of one of his clones. The
renegade Bat-double was found in Monte Carlo playing Baccarat, so Wayne dispatched
a squad of JLA supergoons to bring him back?!? And the Gotham Post covered it up
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with a preposterous story about SHAPE-SHIFTING WHITE MARTIANS brainwashed
to think they were human?!?!?
This was INSANE! Somewhere along the line, he, Hugo Strange, had
COMPLETELY lost touch with reality!
There were fevered rantings about WayneTech ties to the Vatican and the Kremlin…
A picture of Bruce Wayne meeting with Desmond TuTu at a Foundation gala…
How could this have happened? He was Hugo Strange, the only criminal
mastermind of sufficient genius to learn the Batman’s secret identity! How could he be
reduced to sticking color-coded thumbtacks into a map to chart UFO and Batman
sightings!

Compared to crime, crimefighting sucks. Bruce was out, so I was stuck in the cave
again. Having polished off the part of the case I was good at—the security system—I
was now stuck going through the case files of villains that didn’t eliminate, the ones
Bruce had called “teleporters.”
The case files read like a Microsoft manual: Mirror Master technology and
something to do with reflective surfaces, Phasers that ride radio waves, Mother Boxes…
All I did was kiss a guy in a mask one night on Cartier’s rooftop. Phasers and
Mother Boxes, this wasn’t my thing. It might be Oracle’s thing, but she was occupied
with some JSA character called Dr. Mid-Nite doing the autopsy.
I would have done just about anything to go out and prowl. Bruce had asked Jason
Blood to check the crime scenes for traces of magic use. I thought about tagging along.
Even Bruce couldn’t complain if I was with Jason: You thought a tiger would make a good
bodyguard, Handsome? Well, check out my very own immortal, supernatural badass.
I knew I was being childish and petulant. I was bored and weary and alone. And to
add insult to injury, Alfred had brought me dinner in the cave: a ham and turkey with
dijon and a cup of crab bisque. It was Batman’s dinner sitting next to me… next to
Batman’s computer screen scrolling through Batman’s case files… in Batman’s cave…
underneath Batman’s bats. The only problem was it wasn’t Batman sitting there in
front of that screen; it was me. It was me scouring the logs to work out if Heat Wave
used the same kind of thermal generators as Dr. Light. And I… just don’t do this shit.
All I did was fall in love with a man in a mask.
I never signed on for any of this.

How could it have happened? He was Hugo Strange; he was a brilliant psychiatrist.
He had become obsessed with a subject of study, with Batman, that was not so very
unusual in brilliant minds—particular if they had one parent or caregiver with
workaholic tendencies and another with a Jungian fixation on the role of breadwinner
as compensating transference for displaced affection.
But somehow that obsession with Batman had blinded him to this emergence of
paranoid personality disorder and delusional (paranoid) disorder—which, if not for
this lucky episode of the White Martian thinking he was Bruce Wayne going to Monte
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Carlo to play Baccarat and meet women, might have developed into a full-blown
paranoid schizophrenia…

This time, I was still awake when Bruce got back from patrol. Something was
definitely under his skin. It was like the old rooftop intensity, pouring off him in
waves, but there was something different about it—besides the fact that it was the cave
and not a rooftop, and he doesn’t do bat-intensity in the cave after patrol, there was
still something else… something “off” …about him.
He didn’t even glance in my direction, just sat right down at his workstation and
started on the logs.
I didn’t know if this was a Hell Month thing (in which case I was going to regret
asking about it), or if it might involve Tim (which is why I was going to risk it and ask).
“How are the patrols going with Robin?” (I said Robin instead of Tim, concession to
Hell Month).
“Fine.”
He typed a bit, then looked at the screen like he was scrutinizing what he just typed.
More waves of that weird intensity poured off of him.
“About the teleporters,” I mentioned, changing the subject just to see if it would get a
reaction. “I did have this idea about magic—”
“What?” he asked dully, like he hadn’t even been listening.
“This idea that it has to have been some magic or super-meta-alien teleporter
because the security system wasn’t tampered with. It occurred to me that we’re
overlooking something: the simple, obvious, non-super-power way around any lock…
is the key.”
“What do you mean?”
I could tell I didn’t have his full attention. It was like he was listening to me and, at
the same time, mapping out a roadtrip to Florida.
“Every lock and every door ultimately has the same ‘design flaw’: they’re meant to
be opened. The people that live there have to go home at night. They have friends
over. Sue Dibny was getting ready for a party, wasn’t she?”
“Ockham’s Razor,” he said suddenly.
I wasn’t sure if it was in response to me or something on the screen—or even
something from half an hour ago. Ockham’s Razor. It was like he was starting some
strange codeword game I’d never been privy to. I thought about tossing out “Picasso’s
Paintbrush” just to test the theory, when he continued.
“William of Ockham, 14th Century philosopher, logician and Franciscan friar who
believed in methodological reductionism. He advocated using the simplest explanation
for a phenomenon, ‘shaving off’ the superfluous and assumptive information and
focusing solely on the facts.”
His eyes never left the computer screen as he spoke, and I was really starting to think
he was talking about something else entirely when he added:
“The lock was not circumvented, therefore the lock was not engaged. You mean Sue
and Jean might have let the killer in?”
“I have no idea,” I said, “I’m just tossing out a possibility that hasn’t been talked
about.”
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“Okay.” His whole posture had changed. He was still riveted to that monitor, but
his interest in it seemed more… proactive, suddenly. “Strip away the unnecessary,” he
muttered.
“Bruce, what’s going on, you’re not even listening to me.”
“I’m listening: You have no idea, you’re just tossing out a possibility we haven’t
talked about.”
“Woof.”
“Woof.”
“Now you’re just repeating what I said.”
He sighed and kept on staring at the computer screen like he was trying to visualize
what it would look like painted yellow.
“Something’s wrong,” he said finally. “Something with the logs, something just
doesn’t—fit.”
“You said that this morning,” I reminded him. “When you first woke up, you said
the logs were wrong. I chalked it up to January nightmares but—”
My tongue stopped, my heart stopped, and my stomach lurched into my throat—I
had just alluded to his Hell Month nightmares, a mistake I’d made once before that
brought out an ugly, vicious rebuke. But he didn’t turn on me this time; he just shook
his head slowly.
“No,” he said finally, “Not the usual nightmare anyway.”
“What then?” I asked, “Do you remember any of it?”
He put his fingertips together, resting the elbows on the desk, and leaned forward,
touching the tip of the mask-nose to the very top of the fingers. If you didn’t know
Bruce and his rabid hatred of magic, you’d think it was some wonderfully mystical
ritual involving triangles.
“Bruce,” I asked again softly, trying not to break his concentration, “Do you
remember any of it?”
“A few days ago, one of the League teams went after Dr. Light,” he said slowly.
“He’d joined up with Deathstroke and the Leaguers were beaten back pretty
thoroughly.”
I shrugged. I know zilch about Dr. Light or Deathstroke, but in my opinion,
anybody who can deal out a little humility to the Justice League should get a parade.
“And that figured into your dream somehow?” I asked, rather than sharing my Yay,
Deathstroke thought.
“Somehow,” Bruce murmured.
“And that somehow connects to the logs being wrong?”
“Yes.”
“How?” I asked, beginning to feel like Eddie playing Twenty Questions.
“I don’t know,” Bruce grunted.
“Think it connects to the murder?”
“I don’t know,” he repeated.
“Well, I have an idea,” I purred. “One of those ideas that never would have
occurred to you, pre-cat. You ready? Here it comes… Walk away from it for a while.
Leave the log, take off the cape, and come upstairs. Have a warm cuddle, a good
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night’s sleep, maybe a massage in the morning if you ask me nicely. Come at it fresh
tomorrow. Answer will pop right out at you.”
For the first time since he got back from patrol, I had his full attention.

The rogues were responsible somehow. Hugo couldn’t fathom how; insanity was
not contagious. You couldn’t just catch it sitting there in the Iceberg, minding your
own business, wondering if Roxy Rocket mightn’t be the type to enjoy a bondage
scenario… where was he? Oh yes, sitting there at the Iceberg, minding his own
business. Sure, Nigma spouted anagrams, and Dent referred to himself in the plural,
but you couldn’t catch that kind of thing!
Perhaps Arkham could be to blame? Might they have unbalanced his brain
chemistry at a point where, trapped as he was in an asylum of lunatics, he had
somehow cross-transferred his Batman obsession into a Pfith-Meridian fantasoid state
where he came to resemble Batman’s enemies?

Let it never be said that Catwoman has lost her touch.
He’d never admit it, but Bruce likes it when I tempt him. He grumbled a bit, but he
took me up on the cuddle and the good night’s sleep, and in the morning, he even
remembered the offer of a massage. While I had him all relaxed and softened up, I
asked about going with Jason Blood to check the crime scenes.
“Why are you here again?” Jason asked, in that cynically-amused tone of his.
“Officially?” I told him, “I’m observing how you check for supernatural residue to
see if anybody could’ve used magic to fool the foolproof security system. Unofficially,
I wanted to get out of the house.”
He raised an eyebrow.
“And you got Bruce to go along with this,” he noted dryly. “Perhaps I should give
Wayne Manor a once-over for signs of magickal residue as well.”
“Well, he didn’t like the idea,” I admitted, “but he knew how hard it was for me
being cooped up. And… he likes it when I tempt him.”
“Do tell,” Jason remarked, dry-cynical smile morphing into a roguish one.
“I poured it on pretty thick,” I teased. “Like the old days—like it was Cartier’s and I
really wanted to leave with that diamond.”
“Of course,” Jason laughed. “He could never really say yes back then, although he
doubtless wanted to more than once. Now that you ask something he can agree to…
You truly are a wicked creature, Selina.”
“Pfffffffft, for scoring an afternoon out, yeah, chain me to the wall.”
He smiled one last time, then became serious as he turned to the window. He
seemed to scan the wall up and down, then turned his foot to the left and did it again…
step, turn, and scan… step, turn, and scan…
“Would it wreck your concentration to tell me what it is you’re doing?” I asked
finally.
“Not at all,” he murmured. “Have you ever seen the effects of magnets up close,
through an electron microscope, perhaps?”
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“Sure,” I told him. There are several digital safecracking tools that are magnetbased, so I had a working knowledge of what he was getting at.
“The atoms in non-magnetized metal are in asymmetric ‘patterns,’” he said with
another slow step-turn-scan. “Just random clumps, really. Once a magnet is moved
over them, they align in the direction the magnet is drawn, making symmetrical
patterns.”
“And magic does something similar?”
“For those with the eyes to see, yes. To teleport distorts space-time in a localized
area. Some power of a specific type is dragged over the fabric of our space, realigning
the natural order of the objects… none of which has happened here,” he declared, with
a final step-turn that brought him full-circle to the spot where he’d begun.
“You’re sure?”
He answered with a chilling glare that would have unnerved anyone not accustomed
to the bat-variety.
“Boo,” I shot back at him, and he smiled.
“I’m sure,” he said. “But there is a kind of double-check I should perform all the
same, although in this case it is a formality and a waste of time. This was a murder.
There is no white magick at work here.”
It was my turn to raise an eyebrow.
“In scanning for magickal disruption,” Jason explained, “I turned counter-clockwise
around the room: the path opposite that of a sundial, the path that goes against nature.
This is the signature of black magic, of curses and evil intent. A white magician—
Zatanna, for instance—would leave a signature in the clockwise direction, a positive
force that enhances nature rather than opposing it.”
“O-kay,” I said, feeling I was back in the cave slogging through that criminal
database that read like a Microsoft manual.
Jason repeated the step-turn-scan cycle anyway, this time turning clockwise around
the room. He was nearing the end, and I was wondering if I should ask him back to
the manor for dinner when we were finished here, when my cell phone rang.
..:: Selina, secure the line—no, don’t even bother. Get home now. ::..
“Bruce, what’s—”
..:: Now. Immediately. ::..

No, it couldn’t have been Arkham. Looking over his notebooks, it was clear that
Hugo’s wildest leaps from rationality all occurred when he was free.
He scoured them, though it was painful to read and reread the evidence of a oncegreat brain coming unhinged. He scoured them for some sign, for some common
thread… alas, the only real common thread was Batman himself.

After Bruce’s ‘get home now’ call, we took the JLA transporter (which the Dibnys
kept in their shower) to the Watchtower, and from there, I would return to the cave.
That intermediary step is always necessary because Bruce won’t allow the cave to
connect to any other locations directly. And because a transport is physically taxing on
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a normal human body, I’m always supposed to wait a few minutes in between. That’s
a few minutes at the JLA Watchtower—killing time, making chitchat with Whatever-Man
that happens to be on the console that day. Not my idea of fun.
This was the fourth time I’d done the moonbase layover. The first two were going to
meet Aquaman at Atlantis and coming back. It was only J’onn in the Watchtower both
times, who I know slightly, enough to make small talk anyway. The third time was
going to the Dibny’s place. Green Arrow and Flash were in the Watchtower, but I had
Jason to talk to so I didn’t have to deal with them—which was lucky because they
seemed pretty tense.
I know certain corners of the League are still iffy about that Gotham catburglar
padding around their lunar clubhouse, but as far as I knew these two weren’t among
them. Flash is one of those who’d be a notch on Prometheus’s helmet if it wasn’t for
me. Plus, he and Dick are tight. Hell, we danced at Dick and Barbara’s wedding…
I’d pretended not to know stuff like that at first. In the weeks leading up to the
wedding, there were little references, here and there, to who was who and what was
what, and I’d made it my business not to notice. But they all take their cue from Bruce:
Once he mentioned Clark and Lois in front of me, Dick and Barbara stopped being
cautious about secret identities. Wally was Wally, Dinah was Dinah… “Are Roy and
Garth both coming to the bachelor party?” “Don’t know, Tim, I’ll ask Eel to take a
headcount when I get the chance.” …Nobody cared anymore what I might hear or
what connections I might make… “Put Diana at Table 3. After that picture of her and
Superman in the Tattler, I don’t want her and Lois in each other’s line of sight.” …And
then one night, Barbara flat out asked me to help Dinah send shower invitations using
the JLA distribution channel. Turned out I was on the reserves list—which was news
to me.
It would’ve happened right after the Prometheus thing, of course. Superman had
said something complimentary—I don’t recall what exactly, something that amounted
to “Thanks, Catwoman. Lucky you snuck in here armed only with your bullwhip and
engaging smile, because we seem to have gotten all of our flying, shape-shifting, superstretching, super-sonic, immortal, invisible, telekinetic wonderfulness all tangled up in
our hubris, and we were slightly screwed.” Superman being Superman, the rest of
them took it as an invitation. And the Justice League of Arrogance being what it is, I
was assumed to have said yes.
So I went on the rolls, I had a userID and a password I knew nothing about—and
probably still wouldn’t if Barbara didn’t want to be seen inviting people to her own
bridal shower. There’s also a file listing my “special abilities”—with a ridiculous
number of annotations and footnotes that I will take up with Bruce as soon as I’m able
to prove he’s responsible.
Anyway, after all this, Jason and I got to the Watchtower on the way to the Dibnys,
and Green Arrow and Flash started behaving like Mel Gibson and Julia Roberts in
Conspiracy Theory—and eyeing me like I’m Patrick Stewart. I could understand
everybody being on edge, but I found it hard to be sympathetic. I had my hands full
with Bruce, which doesn’t leave much patience and understanding for the rest of
them. So Jason and I went all Gothamy and started talking about the campaign to save
the Plaza and the new restaurants in the Time Warner building. When the ten minutes
had passed, we went on our way.
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I was expecting more of the same on the trip back, but when we reached the
Watchtower that second time, everything had changed. It looked like Spandex Day at
O’Hare Terminal 1. Heroes I’d never seen before racing around like mad, everybody
had a phone in their ear, line at the transporters like it was Disneyworld… and a sense
in the air—coiled, jittery, furious, fright—the Iceberg that night a DEMON assassin
attacked Scarecrow—it felt like a mob was forming.
“Jason,” I said softly, nodding towards the line at the transporters without overtly
pointing. “If we put Bruce’s principles aside for a moment, would you be able to get
me home quicker than, y’know, their way?”
“Fond as I am of you, Selina” he said very quietly, barely moving his lips, “I am
always reluctant to use magick at another’s behest without fully knowing their
reasons. Teleporting is a serious expense of magickal currency. Do you simply want to
get home in a hurry or—”
I shook my head, silently and slowly.
“I thought not. You sense it too, then?”
“The villagers gathering with power rings and pitchforks, yeah.”
“I agree,” he said.
I started to answer, but my mouth wouldn’t cooperate. There was a rushing sound,
a wave of black, and I was suddenly doubled over with violent nausea.
I breathed.
Bats squeaked.
I was back in the cave. Jason had his arm around my shoulder.
“My apologies,” he murmured, “The options for a rapid departure in such
circumstances—
“What the hell are you doing!” Bruce roared.
I was still coughing a bit, and my throat burned. But looking around now, I could
see Jason had deposited us in front of the cave transporter, where Bruce had been
waiting at the console to “accept delivery” the usual way. There was a red light
flashing and the words “Temporal Distortion” flashed on the screen.
“Do you mind, Bruce,” Jason managed. “Teleporting is really a very onerous
undertaking. I’m a little drained. Could we possibly postpone your thoughts on
magick until—”
“Jason, shut up, will you,” Bruce spat. “Selina, I said get home, I didn’t say ride a
broomstick to do it.”
“What’s happened,” I asked—because there was really no point in mentioning his
unconscionable rudeness. “Get home now” and then mob-vibe at the Watchtower,
now “shut up, Jason”—something big had obviously happened.
“Go upstairs and pack a bag,” he said.
“Bruce, what’s happened?” I asked again, just as Jason turned as if he heard a
strange sound.
Bruce paused, as if he was waiting to see if Jason was going to talk about whatever
he’d sensed. When he didn’t, Bruce turned back to me and said slowly, “Someone sent
Lois Lane a death threat—one that made it painfully clear they knew Clark Kent’s
secret identity.”
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CHAPTER 4: FORTRESS OF SOLITUDE
Hell Month 1, Batman took me to Crime Alley. Hell Month 2, I went with Bruce to
the gravesite. Hell Month 3… I was at the Fortress of Solitude.
This was a great honor. I’m told that only nineteen people have been there in
person, and I tried to feel honored. What I really felt was cold. It had nothing to do
with being on some ledge in the Andean ice fields either; the environmental controls,
like everything else in that place, like everything connected to Superman, was perfect.
I didn’t want perfect. I didn’t want super. I wanted to be with Bruce.
I should never have agreed to go in the first place. But sometimes… There’s a
terrified little boy still inside Bruce, and when I glimpse him, it’s hard to hiss and
scratch.
Lois Lane had received a death threat. “I KNOW WHO YOUR HUSBAND IS.
YOU’RE NEXT.” The S in husband was the Superman emblem.
They all came completely unhinged, the heroes. Secret identities were no protection
now. Anybody’s family was at risk.
Bruce wanted me at the Fortress “to keep Lois company.” He said it wasn’t exactly
“homey” up there (Understatement of the year, Stud), and she’d be all alone. It was so
nice of Clark to suggest it (Yeah, Bruce, like I really believe Clark is the one who came
up with this idea), and such an honor to be asked (Asked, right, same way I was asked to
join the Justice League reserves: because I couldn’t just stand there watching
Prometheus beat Batman to a pulp and, when it was over Superman, had the courtesy
to say thank you).
I started to remind him that I wasn’t any Jean Loring or Lois Lane. I am not a
civilian, I don’t need rescuing or protecting, and if he ever forgets that Catwoman can
protect herself just finethankyouverymuch, he need look no further than those
scratches on his chest—or better still, he need look no farther than that scar Prometheus
left on his thigh right before I kicked his ass…
I didn’t get that far, though. Bruce wasn’t even trying to interrupt and I sort of
wound down after “look no further”… He didn’t argue, he just took my hand without
a word and led me over to his workstation.
On the screen, the window heading read Sun Tzu’s Art of War, and underneath the
box said:
“Seize what he loves, and he will heed you!” Do not confront
the enemy in their strength, but seize something they hold dear.
Their force is useless here; they must stop to listen. Anything
you cherish makes you vulnerable. Prepare yourself to relinquish
it.
“You don’t fight fair,” I told him.
“It’s about the dog, isn’t it?” Lois asked.
“Hm?” I started, pulled from the memory, and looked up at Lois.
“The dog. They didn’t tell you Krypto was kept here? That’s why you look like the
Sir Walter Raleigh imprisoned in the Tower of London for 13 years?”
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Lois was reading EUROPE FOR VISITORS, and her conversation had been peppered
with remarks like that. It’s how I found her when I got to the Fortress, her feet
propped up on a blue crystal and chrome something, with a stack of travel books
beside her and six bottles of nail polish on the table.
“Not the first one of these, dear,” she had smiled. Then she offered me VILLAS OF
POSITANO and CRUISING ALASKA.
“Hi Lois,” was as far as I’d gotten before “Krypto” made his appearance. I’ve often
said of cats that they already know everyone they want to know. Dogs are quite
ridiculously eager to meet new people, and this one evidently missed the memo on
feline/canine relations. He jumps, he licks, he pants, he slobbers—and what’s worse,
he flies! In a little under two days, I’d worked out six different ways to beat the best
security system in the universe, but I couldn’t keep this goddamn dog from hovering
around my face and pawing at my hair.
“There aren’t enough diamonds in Cartier’s to make up for this,” I growled—which
Flyboy evidently overheard six rooms away on the other side of the damned fortress, because
he then makes a point of showing me this “Eye of Krypton” he’s got among his
trophies. It’s an egg-shaped jewel the size of a shoebox. He said it wasn’t Cartier’s, but
he hoped that knowing about it would “keep me busy” while I was there.
Condescending super-schmuck.

What a fool Hugo had been! The answer was not in the notes written when his mind
was fevered, the answer would lie in those documents of the time before he had
become deranged!
He had to go into the sideboard cabinet to find them, the old papers he hadn’t
touched since the last move, or was it the one before? He sneezed a great deal, taking
out the stack of papers. There was a history of Gotham City and some maps… lots of
notes on the Wayne Building… a book on sushi… a comic book about a swordfighter—
Hugo vaguely remembered that he had a theory about this time… Yes, about Batman
studying martial arts in Japan and choosing costume elements from comic books…
There were many files he’d assembled on fellow Arkham inmates as well… He
remembered those too, for if he were destined to one day transcend to become Batman
himself… No, that wasn’t quite right. Not transcend, impersonate! He had an idea
that if he learned enough about Batman, he could take the vigilante’s place in order
to… to… oh, so many years had passed, so many schemes, it was so difficult to recall
the details of a single one… but he wanted to take Batman’s place—to ruin his good
name! That was it, of course—he would impersonate Batman in order to ruin him, and
to that end, he would obviously want to learn all he could about Batman’s enemies…
He sneezed again, put back the useless files, and searched deeper…

Lois Lane is a remarkable woman; I’ll give her that.
For all the so-called heroes hitting the panic button, she was the one who had actually
received the death threat, and she was perfectly calm, cool and collected.
“I’ve been through it before, dozens of times,” she said. “I’ve been targeted to get to
Superman, I’ve been targeted because I’m a reporter, I’ve been targeted because I’m a
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woman, I’ve been targeted because I’m an American—it goes with being Lois Lane. If I
hid under the bed every time a Luthor or Brainiac said ‘Boo,’ I’d never get out of the
house.”
We were in what I guess I have to call the Fortress of Solitude’s “kitchen,” eating
what I guess I have to call Lois’s “tuna salad.” (Lois is only a slightly better cook than
Bruce, so for the rest of my stay at the Fortress, I made us pasta, and on day two, when
Ma Kent found out what was going on, she sent cornbread.) But what Lois lacked in
culinary skill, she made up for in perspective:
“…like that business chasing around the Suicide Squad. After Sue and then Jean,
they’re all hurt, they’re scared, they’re worried and confused, and they’re having their
typical reaction: give me something to hit to fix this.”
Her words made the hairs stand up on the back of my neck.
“Give me something to hit,” I repeated, “My god, you’d think one of us actually
living in Gotham during Hell Month would have recognized that one.”
“Well, I am a trained observer,” Lois smiled happily. “Does it seem like I put too
much pepper in this?”
“Maybe a little,” I admitted.
“Anyway, these guys have a highly developed sense of the way the world is supposed
to be. And a very powerful need to do whatever is necessary to make it that way.
Nobody is supposed to be hurt or in danger, especially not the ones they care most
about. The people they love are being threatened, they have to DO something about
it.”
“And what they want to do is what they do best,” I noted, “Up-up-and-away?”
“Exactly. Factor in that ‘Up-up-and-away’ is why the nearest-and-dearest are being
targeted in the first place, I’d say we’ve got us the makin’s… Too much mayonnaise
too, I think?”
“Um, yeah, and maybe drain the celery next time. So what do we do about it?”
“Do? What’s to do but wait it out and wisely use our time to research how they’re
going to make it up to us when it’s over.”
“They’re going to make it up to us?” I sputtered.
“Of course! Once it’s over and they all calm down, everybody’s safe and they realize
how completely they’ve overreacted—but only because they love us so and were so
scared of losing us—then comes the counter-reaction, the ‘oh honeys.’”
The travel books suddenly made sense. I raised an eyebrow.
“Europe for visitors,” I said.
“Yep. Clark is bound to want some quality time after something like this. I’m sure
Bruce will too.”
“Bruce doesn’t like leaving Gotham,” I explained simply. I didn’t add that he
wouldn’t have that kind of ‘counter-reaction.’ It would imply something was amiss in
the way he’d behaved, and Batman simply does not acknowledge that kind of thing.
“Well in that case, there’s an Escada Sport catalog in the bedroom. You really should
make a gameplan,” Lois said with a wink.
I shook my head no. I didn’t want to explain about the shopping spree last year. But
Lois went plowing right ahead.
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“Look Selina, the fact is that the wife of a hero was just killed. And that means the
families of all the other heroes are suddenly… appreciated a lot more. You know rumor
has it Ray and Jean are actually getting back together after he rescued her. I guess it
was just a little too close for a ‘close call,’ even for a guy who can shrink down to
Atom-size. Right now, they’re all too caught up in the furor to catch this guy to really
feel it. But very soon, a reaction will set in.”
“Lois, they’ve got us holed up in a…” the role of polite guest forbade my calling it a
cage “…a literal fortress in the remotest freezing corner of the Andes. You’re telling me
this isn’t it, this isn’t the reaction, you’re telling me it’s gonna get worse?!?”
“Not a bit, it’ll be much better. Selina, don’t you understand, he’ll want to spend
time together. He’ll take a night off or two—or six.”
“Not Bruce,” I said simply.
She nodded.
“Even Bruce. Don’t you see, the way they think, we always come in second to the
rest of the world. Because they love us, we come in second. Because being with us is
their ‘at home’ time, where they can relax and kick their shoes off, scratch where they
itch, we come in last. The demands of the job are always the priority; they always
outweigh the family stuff. Now, that’s turned completely inside out. We are the job
this time around. We’re not supposed to be, we’re supposed to be what they come
home to at the end of the day. It’s like when the reporter becomes the story—we try to
pretend we’re just as objective as always, but we can’t be. We’re too close to it.”
“Not Bruce,” I repeated. I understood what she was saying, but she simply didn’t
understand. Maybe for some of them, if the hero thing was just something they did
because they were born with certain abilities. But for Bruce, Bruce is Batman because of
what happened to his family. He could never set it aside for something as trivial as
“quality time” with his girlfriend.
“Even Bruce,” Lois said again. “Trust me, I got a nose for these things.”

It was psychological warfare, plain and simple.
First, Batman somehow contaminated all Hugo’s early files with massive amounts of
dust, so that Hugo could not look through them without violent sneezing fits.
Then, when he wisely went out to get some antihistamine, he encountered more of
those silent, black cars constantly coming and going from that new restaurant.
Obviously arranged by Batman, obviously meant to unnerve him.
Somehow, he had to find a way to counter this sinister mind game.

I didn’t hear about the second threat until it was all over.
Lois’s cooking is notorious, and when Clark Kent’s mother found out we were holed
up together, she sent cornbread on day two, a greenbean casserole on day three, apple
fritters on day four. Superman brought them each day, but he never told us a thing
about what was happening out in the world. The fortress isn’t cut off by any means, on
the contrary, it dwarfs the Batcave for tech toys. But CNN would never know the
details of this story.
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Tim’s father received a note almost identical to Lois’s in its menacing allusion to the
secret: “JACK DRAKE”—the R was in red with a circle around it, the Robin emblem.
That’s all it said. It was laying on top of a box. Inside the box was a gun, and another
note: “PROTECT YOURSELF.” He barely had a chance to pick it up before he heard
the intruder. He called Oracle, Tim must have left him a communicator.
She had him on the ‘Com, she heard the whole thing—Dick hadn’t sent Barbara
away. He’d come back from Bludhaven, but that was all. I think there was a halfhearted suggestion about her relocating to the Watchtower, but she vetoed it and that
was that… I could have vetoed too instead of letting myself be carted out to the
fortress. I would have been there with them if I had.
Tim had left his father a communicator, Jack Drake hit the button as soon as he
found the note, and Barbara heard the whole thing play out. An intruder on the roof.
Oracle notified Robin, they were patrolling together, Batman and Robin, my brilliant
idea. The Batmobile can do something like 260 mph. Bruce got them there just in time
to see Jack Drake take a boomerang to the pericardium, that’s the double-layered
membrane the heart rests in. You rupture it, it puts out an awful lot of blood.
I don’t want to think what seeing that did to Tim.
I don’t want to think what seeing Tim see that did to Bruce.
I really don’t want to think about that. Tim finding his father in a pool of blood—
what did that do to Bruce? Was Tim even the target? If somebody who knew all
secrets wanted to strike at a hero by striking at those he loved, what better way to
torture Bruce than to kill someone’s parent right in front of him… And I was stuck in
some fucking super-fortress in the middle of a goddamn ice flow where I couldn’t
touch either of them. My arms ached to, and instead I was hearing it all thirdhand
from Superman.
The bastard who did it was Digger Harkness, a has-been Flash villain called
“Captain Boomerang”—couldn’t you just vomit. He was dead at least, not that it was
any consolation, but Jack Drake is evidently a decent shot. Give him a loaded gun and
a cause to defend himself… The news called it a failed home invasion.
Jack Drake’s left lung had collapsed by the time they reached the hospital. The
surgery went fourteen hours. It was hour ten before anybody thought to tell me. I was
too numb to feel it, but Lois was outraged on my behalf.

It was in the files somewhere. If Batman went to such lengths to contaminate them,
they must hold the answer.
Hugo sat with a clothespin fastened over his nose and a mug of steaming chicken
broth. He would read a page, remove the clip, sneeze perfunctorily, and take a sip of
broth, then replace the clip.
Here was an interesting episode where he’d managed to abduct Bruce Wayne and
stash him in an insane asylum under the name Farthington… Hm, now how had he
come up with the name Farthington again? –kachoo– There was no telling what details
might be important.
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Superman took me straight to the hospital, which I guess made up a little for the lag
in bringing me into the loop. Tim was alone in the waiting room when we got there. I
couldn’t understand it. He said Cassie had gone to the cafeteria to bring him a
sandwich, but where were the others?
“Dick, Barbara, and Bruce are kind of busy ‘taking care of business,’ if you know
what I mean,” Tim said. There was a weird passion under the words. It made me
uncomfortable. “Can’t leave the whole city unattended. Dick didn’t want to go, but if
he didn’t agree to watch Gotham, Bruce wouldn’t follow up on this other lead O had
until—”
“Wait a minute, Bruce left town?” I blurted.
“Boomerang didn’t send that warning, Selina, he didn’t send the gun that killed him.
This isn’t completely over. There’s another player. Barbara thinks she knows who sent
Boomerang. But Batman wasn’t going to follow up, he didn’t want to leave me alone
like this—”
“Of course not, Tim, this is nuts,” I interrupted, but he rolled right over me.
“—I had to beg him, Selina. We haven’t got time to waste here, I don’t want that filth
to slip away. I’d do it myself, I want to so bad I could scream, my fist is aching to take
the bastards down. But I can’t because I have to be here. So I told B, just like I’m
telling you, that he had to do this for me. And I told Dick he has to do this too.
Nightwing has to watch over Gotham so Batman can go take care of business.”
It was the creepiest damn thing I’d ever seen. In the course thirty seconds, he was
turning into Batman. That Psychobat intensity was building inside his voice.
“Tim, how is your father?” I asked, hoping to refocus him a little.
“They came in with the last update about an hour ago,” he said, the Psychobat
flickered out in a nanosecond. “Hour seven is the really scary one, now the next hurdle
is going to be when they take him off the heart-lung machine and his… his heart has to
take over again… Shit, I wish I could be out there, going after someone.”
I don’t think he knew it, but he was making a fist, Bruce’s Hell Month fist.
“I guess that answers my next question, ‘How are you doing?’”
“Not good.”
Two words, one syllable each. Any second now, he might grunt.

A sneeze, Hugo Strange knew from medical school, was –kachoo– a spasmodic,
involuntary expulsion of air from the nose, triggered by an irritant. In this case, dust
which –kachoo– had been placed there by Batman to keep him from rediscovering the
Bat’s secrets, all once so clear to him, before his mind became clouded with this
obsession about Bruce Wayne and White Martians… Somehow –kachoo– he had it and
then…
then…
…
–kachoo– lost it.

Life went on. By the time Jack Drake was wheeled out of the operating room,
Barbara had determined that the hit came through a Noah Cutler, used to call himself
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the Calculator, ran around with giant numbered buttons on his chest. Not even a hasbeen like Boomerang, more like a never-was.
This Noah Cutler/Calculator rube finally gave up the costume, set himself up as a
kind of anti-Oracle, in his mind anyway. He calls himself an information broker, but
he’s really more of a glorified dispatcher. On a good day, he might pass for a market
maker. In this case, that’s what he’d done: he put together a buyer and a seller,
someone wanted a hit on Jack Drake, on the cheap, and Cutler set him up with
Boomerang.
By the time Jack Drake was coming out from the anesthesia, Oracle had a suspected
location on Calculator, and Batman was on his way.
By the time Drake was transferred out of the ICU, Batman was reading a taunting
note from Calculator, who’d fled the site at least five hours before.
By the time I got home, Batman was back in the cave.
“J’onn, GET OUT of my head!” he was yelling, “Just find him now!”
“Honey, I’m home,” I murmured softly, not expecting to be heard or noticed. But he
turned right around to face me.
“You were right,” he announced, as if I’d been standing there the whole time.
“Nobody breached the security, not at the Dibnys’ and especially not at Jean Loring’s
place… There’s always the same flaw—everybody has to go home at night. You nailed
that one, Selina.”
“Why do I think we’re not talking about the best way to open a locked door?”
“Captain Boomerang was a hired thug, a burned out nobody from nowhere. There’s
no way he killed Sue, there’s no way he attacked Jean, there is no way he got past that
security system. He was set up to take the fall. That note was sent to Lois to set
everybody on edge—”
“Well it worked,” I put in.
“Yes. It worked. Then the hit is put on Jack, and he gets a warning and a weapon.
We’re left with a body we’ll all assume is Sue’s killer.”
I didn’t want to say it to his face—if he didn’t have the mask on, I don’t know if I
could have said it to Bruce’s face—but to Batman, in the cave, in Hell Month, I found
the words came quite easily:
“And if Jack missed, and Boomerang escaped… You know the thought crossed my
mind, when Superman told me what had happened, I had the thought that you might
be the target here, not Tim. They probably figured you’d hunt down anybody who
attacked Robin’s father, so same result. We’d have a body we thought was our killer.”
“You know I’d never do that,” he said quietly.
I searched his eyes for a moment.
“Yes, I do. I know that’s a line you would never cross, no matter what. But your
killer doesn’t know that, do they?”
“No. For this individual, snuffing out a life is nothing but a means to an end. They
murdered Sue Dibny only to establish that there was a killer striking at the wives of
crimefighters.”
“What?”
“Cui Bono, Selina? Who benefits when the wife of a hero is killed? The wives and
loved ones of all the other heroes.”
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That certainly didn’t hold in my case: I’d been locked away, first in the Batcave, and
then in the damn Fortress of Solitude… but that thought of the Fortress reminded me
what Lois had said: the ‘oh honeys’… because they love us so and were so scared of
losing us… the families of all the other heroes are suddenly appreciated a lot more…
he’ll want to spend some quality time… even Bruce… we always come in second to the
job, this time we are the job…
“Nobody would do something like this just to move up the chain of priorities,” I
breathed.
“Three attacks,” Batman said simply. “Dibny establishes there’s a killer, Drake
provides us with the culprit. Which does that leave? Which attack serves no other
purpose except achieving the result the killer intended?”

Of course it was about control, all of Hugo’s battles with Batman –kachoo– were
about control one way or another.
In engaging Hugo’s own sneeze centers with this dust, Batman –kachoo– had
achieved a momentary control over the muscles of Hugo’s own abdomen, chest,
diaphragm and vocal chords. And since the contaminated files all concerned Batman –
kachoo–, the effect was almost as if the very act of reading about Bat –kachoo– would
trigger a sneeze.
That’s what he was up to! He was attempting to engineer an artificial allergy! How
diabolical! Like photic sneezers that react to sunlight, Batman… –kachoo– was trying to
make Hugo allergic to –kachoo–

It was what scientists call simultaneous discovery: Ray Palmer, The Atom, realized
his ex-wife had staged her attack just as the JSA autopsy team found microscopic
footprints in Sue Dibny’s brain and Batman reasoned it out from the detective’s
triangle of motive, means, and opportunity.
Officially, Dr. Palmer checked Jean Loring into Arkham that night and disappeared.
Unofficially, he met with Bruce for about three hours in the cave afterwards. Loring
would remain an Arkham inmate on paper, but there was no way she could be kept
there long-term, not with all that she knew about the League. Medication,
segregation… nobody trusts Arkham that much. She was quietly transferred to a
similar facility in Ellesmere, Canada. Ray Palmer did disappear then. Who can blame
him; he needed time.
So did Tim. It wasn’t what nearly happened to his father, he’d bounced back from
that surprisingly quickly once Jack Drake was discharged from the hospital.
It was the revelation about Jean Loring being the killer.
Stephanie got herself killed right after Tim dumped her. We don’t say so out loud,
but everybody knows there was an “I’ll show you” aspect to her final, fatal act of
defiance, getting that mugger released and going after him alone. Her death came out
of her reaction to the breakup, that’s how it is. It was her own deluded foolishness and
she paid the price, but Tim is the one who has to live with it.
Now there was another ex, Jean Loring, just as deluded, reacting badly to a breakup,
with deadly results. Sue and Ralph Dibny were one of those couples that Tim looked
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up to—hell, from the sounds of it, they were one of those couples all the heroes looked
up to: two people with a relationship that worked for all those years, and now it was
gone. Sue was dead because of another woman reacting poorly to a breakup.
So the poor kid needed some time. He wasn’t turning his back on Gotham or on
Bruce, he just needed some space. Dick took him to Bludhaven for a while. That
“quality time” Lois talked about, it’s not just for couples.
We thought it was over. Hell Month was over. The murder was solved. The culprit
was found. We thought it was all over.
Heh.
It had only begun.
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CHAPTER 5: SUPERBLY
I had slept in again. After the hell month craziness, confined to the cave and then the
fortress, I was letting off some steam, prowling later. Bruce was beating me home most
nights. Alfred was very sweet about it, always letting me catch another hour of
shuteye after Bruce got up, so I was surprised at first that he would come wake me.
But Tim had called from Bludhaven and wanted to “say hey.” He was just checking
in; there was nothing wrong or anything. But he’d asked to speak to me.
So I got up and took the call.
..:: Hey Selina, ::.. was how he began.
“Hey kid. Fair warning, you’re catching me before coffee,” I yawned. “How’s
‘Haven?”
..:: S’okay. Makes a change. We broke in on a guy last night that said ‘I got the drop on you,
gumshoe,’ how about that! Never hear hokey shit like that in Gotham. Well, except from
Scarface. Scarface called his guys ‘mooks’ once. ::..
“Sounds like quite the vacation you boys are having.”
..:: Yeah. It’s okay. Dick is cool. ::..
I smiled.
“Yes, he is.”
..:: Oh, before I forget, they don’t have analogies on the SATs anymore. ::..
“Huh?”
..:: Remember when I was over studying for the SATs, and you said how analogies were so
important in the old days. Well, I checked, and they don’t do those at all anymore. ::..
“In the old days? You mean back when I used to shred cocky little teen sidekicks?”
..:: Yeah, back then, y’know, before movable type and penicillin. ::..
I could hear in his voice how he was grinning. I also heard Dick in the background,
adding some joke of his own. This was the point of the call, evidently: let’s tickle the
tiger’s tail. At first, I thought maybe he just wanted to hear a friendly voice, but it
sounded like the whole Bludhaven escapade was going well. So this “saying hey” was
definitely starting to feel like boys being boys.
I let them have their fun—for now. They were good boys, after all. And they had to
come home sooner or later. When they did, they would discover Zogger now
identified them on login as “Mouse 1” and “Mouse 2.”
When I hung up the phone, Alfred was waiting. He said Bruce wanted to see me as
soon as I was up, so I stopped in the kitchen, picked up a muffin and poured a cup of
coffee, and I was about to take Alfred’s elevator down to the cave, when he stopped
me. He said Bruce was in the sunroom.
I knew he was meditating before I got there. There was a delicious hint of incense in
the hallway, sweet and smoky. Bruce was kneeling in seza, silhouetted by the light
streaming in through the windows; I couldn’t see if his eyes were open or closed.
“Been meditating?” I asked just to announce my presence.
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“Not exactly, but something similar,” he murmured altering his posture slightly. “A
mental exercise… extremely useful one. I try it every few years… Imagine yourself as a
fictional character.”
“Oh that,” I laughed. “I’ve done it. Remember my stage show?”
“Different,” he grunted. “That was still you in Cat-Tales. It was a heightened,
stylized version of you, but clearly the same woman who invented herself as
Catwoman in the first place crafted that character on the stage.”
“Then I don’t know what you mean.”
“This is different from taking on a masked persona, this is… removing yourself
completely from your own inner thinking and seeing yourself—describing yourself—
only as another person might. Describing your thoughts and words and actions—all
from the outside.”
“And this is useful?”
“Very. At first, it helped me refine the fop act, shape Batman’s interrogating
techniques, even helped me run smoother meetings at the Foundation.”
“And now?”
“Now, I know why the log is wrong,” he growled. He’d dipped into Batman’s voice,
which I don’t mind, of course. I moved the rest of the way into the room and settled on
the floor in front of him. From this position, I could see now that his eyes were open—
and it was, as I could have guessed from the gravel, Psychobat and not Bruce staring
out of them.
He reached out and took my hand, just like he had before sending me to the
Fortress. It was strange because Bruce will do things like that but Batman does not,
and Psychobat wouldn’t ever.
“This isn’t going to be good news,” I noted dryly.
“No,” he pronounced. “Imagine you had a blackout when we went to Tokyo last
year. How would you know what had happened?”
“Assuming you’re not going to tell me,” I began hesitantly.
“No, I’ll tell you everything.”
“Then I’d know, wouldn’t I?”
“Assuming you believe me, yes.”
“Are you going to lie to me?”
“Nope, I’ll tell you the whole truth.”
“Then I’ll know everything.”
“You’ll know what I tell you. I can tell you what you did, what you said, where you
went. But I can’t know how you felt or what you were thinking.”
“Okay,” I nodded.
“Making a log entry at the end of the night doesn’t work that way. It’s more than a
dry rundown of where I patrolled and who I apprehended, it’s more than a dry
recitation of facts. I use that time each night to decompress. I download all the wild
associations, the false starts, the chains of ideas: if a stakeout was boring and I wound
up thinking through notes from the marketing meeting that afternoon. If Gordon
seemed distracted when I answered the signal. If a playful catburgler changed her
perfume, and it’s going to drive me crazy until I figure out what her new scent is.”
“Really now,” I purred, nestling in a little closer.
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“Behave. I used that example for a reason. Writing a log entry is a highly individual
and personal exercise. Do you understand?”
“I guess I do. I do it in the mirror sometimes, after a good prowl, or sometimes I talk
to Nutmeg…”
“Close enough. There was a night, years ago, when none of that occurred. I didn’t
consciously realize it at the time, but something must have felt off about it as I was
making the entry. Some part of me held on to this feeling that something wasn’t right
there.”
“This is where the nightmare comes in?”
“Right. When the Leaguers went after Dr. Light, it triggered that memory—no, not a
memory, but that remembered sense of something wrong back there. There were nine
individuals involved in that battle: Green Lantern, Hawkman, Zatanna, Flash, Atom,
Green Arrow, and Black Canary on the one hand, and Dr. Light and Deathstroke on
the other. It could have been any one of them that was triggering that association, so I
did a search in the Justice League databanks for missions and encounters I’d had with
any of them, then looked up my personal log entries for those dates. I didn’t have to
look very far before I found it. I went on a mission with all seven Leaguers, against
Hector Hammond. The log entry for that night is the one that is wrong.”
“How do you know?”
“I just know. I’ve read it a dozen times now, and it’s exactly what I remember, but
it’s wrong. It feels wrong. It feels like a police report: went here, went there, like I was
taking dictation from my memories, not—not—writing the log naturally.”
“Okay. Well, now we know when. Just not… what… or why?”
“I know more than that. Now that I know where to look, I know everything. I just
don’t know yet what it is that we know… Let’s go for a walk. I’d like some fresh air
before going down to the cave.”
I took a minute to duck back in the bedroom, for a warm sweater, I told him. The
truth is I needed a minute to myself. It wasn’t like Bruce to imply that there was
anything less-than-welcoming about the cave, even down to the freshness of the air.
He usually meditates down there by his favorite stalactite, but today he wanted the
warmth and brightness of the sunroom? And now, hot on the trail of some idea that’s
been bugging him for weeks, he wasn’t going straight down to the cave—he was going
for a walk?—for some fresh air?—and he wanted me along?
We weren’t far from the house when I realized where we were going… He was
headed for the gravesite.
I’d been at the Fortress on the Anniversary this year. I assumed he’d gone alone, like
he always had before: the gravesite during the day as Bruce, the alley after dark as
Batman.
“Imagine yourself as a fictional person,” he was saying. “Imagine someone writing
you, right now, walking up this hill, in a story. Think of all the detail they’d put into
those shoes you’re wearing, how they’re not the most comfortable pair of flats you’ve
got, but you wore them anyway because the color is just right with that sweater.”
“My shoes are brown,” I told him in the firm voice I use to set a price with Oswald.
“Which goes with just about everything. And they’re perfectly comfortable. Are you
insane?”
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His lip twitched.
“Not insane. Just a man with precious little idea what goes on with women and their
shoes. That’s my point. What were you really thinking about just now instead of your
shoes?”
“Honestly?”
“Yeah. Honestly.”
“I thought how I was away this year, at the Fortress. I wondered if you’d come up
here alone or if Alfred or someone maybe came with you.”
“Really? That’s what was going through your mind?”
I felt funny. It was like he caught me out at something.
“Yeah, that’s what I was thinking.”
He smiled—more than just a twitch. Then he did that density shift, the smile
vanished and it was Batman glaring again.
“I didn’t do too well then, ‘writing’ your thoughts. The Tokyo blackout scenario, if I
tried to fill in more than facts, if I tried to supply you with details of what you thought
or felt in that time, I wouldn’t do so well, would I?”
“No. Bruce, spell it out for me,” I blurted. “I can tell you’re getting at something,
but I don’t see it.”
“Ockham’s Razor. Cut away all the irrelevancies, cut right down to the bare bone:
The log is exactly what I remember. And the log is wrong.”
Ockam’s Razor would have cut away as irrelevant the fact that it was seventeen
degrees and we were walking through a graveyard. Those extraneous details had
nothing to do with the chill I was feeling.
“So your memory is wrong,” I said finally.
“My memory is wrong,” he said. “About twenty minutes of that night… my best
guess, twenty minutes… is missing… and replaced with someone else’s idea of me.”
For about ten seconds, I felt like I might vomit. And for about ten more, I thought
about clawing up a tombstone, despite the fact that I wasn’t wearing my claws and
whoever else might be involved in this, Charles and Marie Wayne St. John were off the
hook, having died in 1825 and ‘39, respectively.
“Okay then,” I breathed, forcing myself calm. “Mind games, that’s Hugo, Jervis,
Jonathan, maybe Ra’s. I’d like first crack at Jervis and Jonathan—”
Bruce was shaking his head no.
“Don’t start,” I told him, “I’ll let you have your pummel. But Jervis is a bleeder and
Jonathan is such a squirrelly little wuss, if you pound them first, there won’t be
anything left for me to sink my claws into.”
“Selina, it’s not them. It’s not… Gotham. Whatever happened, it’s connected to the
League somehow, not the rogues.”
“How do you figure that?”
He was staring down at a quotation on the headstone of one Colonel Ernest B.
Wayne:
Truth is the beginning of every good to the gods, and of every good to man. -PLATO
“Because Superman knows,” Bruce said softly.
“WHAT?” It wasn’t my voice that said it. It was the loud screech of a hellcat. I don’t
know where it came from. “Um, excuse me,” I cleared my throat, trying for dignity,
and got my tone back to my normal octave. “What do you mean ‘Superman knows?’”
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“It was right about that time he… wouldn’t look me in the eye… for about a week
and a half. Then when he did, well, Clark isn’t the world’s best poker player. I could
tell he knew something. It must have been this.”
“And you didn’t push to find out? You didn’t? Six weeks you wouldn’t let up about
those stupid Mouawad diamonds—”
“Those weren’t yours,” he graveled.
“Not the point.”
“No, it’s not. The point is that I trust Superman’s judgment. Whatever it was that
had set him off, he had to have a good reason for feeling it needed to be kept secret.
The good of the League or… something. Whatever it is, I know he’ll tell me what he
knows when he believes the time is right.”
It was my turn to glare.
“You can’t believe that.”
“Why not? Selina, with what you’ve asked me to swallow about your ‘friendships’
with Dent and Nigma, why is it so hard for you to believe I trust Clark.”
“Um, in a word—protocols!”
He sighed—and I felt awful.
“I never expected to have to use them,” he said, and he sounded exhausted
suddenly. “It was necessary to have them, in case, just like you have a smoke detector
in case, unlikely though it is you’ll ever need it and much as you hope you never do.”
“Look, I don’t want to argue,” I told him. “I’m just not sure what to make of this.
I’m not even sure why you’re telling me about it.”
“Don’t you? Really? Selina, don’t you have any idea?”
All I could think was because I’d told him about the nightmare he’d had, but having
brought up that forbidden subject once already and gotten away with it, I wasn’t about
to press my luck by doing it again.
“You said ‘we,’” he said, squeezing my hand. “When we were talking about the
Dibny case that night in the cave, you said ‘We’d have a body we thought was our
killer.’ It wasn’t the first time.”
“Oh.” My cheeks felt warm. Again I felt like he caught me out at something
embarrassing. “Just picking up the slack,” I said, feeling I should make some excuse.
“Since Harvey doesn’t do it anymore, I figured I’d try it on for size.”
He didn’t smile or say anything more. We’d reached his parents’ tombstone. Even
though it was weeks since his anniversary visit, I felt I should leave him alone. I tried
to pull my hand free but he wouldn’t let go… He’s grabbed my wrist quite a few times
over the years, but he’s never dug in that way. It’s easy to forget, when he’s Bruce, just
how strong he is. I couldn’t begin to pull away, and I didn’t want to make it a thing.
So we stood there in silence for a while, then finally when he’d had his fill, he turned to
go back and let go of my hand like he didn’t even know he’d been holding it.

Bruce’s body isn’t the only instance of Gotham history told in scars. The faux-glacier
interior of the Iceberg Lounge has some fascinating mementos. There’s the divot left
where Eddie’s back hit the wall the night Joker caught him putting the moves on
Harley, which had been patched but knocked loose again when Killer Croc hurled
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Azrael into the same spot. There are cracks near Poison Ivy’s booth where a few of her
“babies” punched through the floor laying down roots. There’s a permanent
discoloration behind the jukebox from numerous blasts of freeze ray.
And there is also, now, a vigorously scratched patch on the bar itself. It is what the
rogues will forever refer to as the spot where Catwoman expressed her joy on hearing a
certain writer, the one responsible for the most outrageous libels about her consorting
with East End lowlifes, had finally been flushed from his job at the Gotham Post.
They can think that. It doesn’t matter. The truth is it was my reaction to a story from
the rogue rumormill, but it had nothing to do with those Post hacks, and it certainly
wasn’t joyful.
It was where I heard what had happened to Dr. Light—what they had DONE to Dr.
Light—the “Justice” League—the rat bastard jackbooted thugs masquerading as heroes
League. The implication of it—I didn’t know I was doing it, I was just sitting there
letting it sink in, and I guess I dug the claws into the bar… a few hundred times…
What Bruce said about Harvey and Eddie got me thinking: I had sources of
information he didn’t. Sure, he had the League, he had the Bat-team, and he had the
scum he could always pummel a few more details out of. But I had me. I had my
standing at the Iceberg and the fact that Oswald was itching to become my fence
again. I had the simple truth that half the underworld skips town for Hell Month and
everybody returns brimming with news. I had that other simple truth going for me as
well: rogue men are still men, and at the end of the day they like to kick back and
talk—preferably about themselves and preferably to a pretty woman. So I prowled
early for a change and then stopped in at the ‘Berg.
Dr. Light’s story, as told by the rumormill, was… disgusting. Nobody’s pretending
otherwise. He’d found a way to penetrate the old Watchtower, back when it was a
satellite. He said he wanted his light gun back. They’d captured it, had it on display in
their trophy room, and he wanted it back. He picked a moment when they would be
busy elsewhere, when the place would be deserted—I just know it was when Bruce
and those other seven were out fighting Hector Hammond—and he went in. Except
the Watchtower wasn’t deserted; Sue Dibny was there. And Light raped her.
I’m not pretending it’s not monstrous. I’m not pretending it’s not disgusting.
They caught him “in the act” so to speak. The seven Bruce mentioned who had been
on the mission: Green Lantern and Flash—the old ones—Hawkman, Zatanna, Atom,
Green Arrow and Black Canary, Elongated Man… and Batman. They’d all been on
that mission; they all would have gone back to the Watchtower.
But Elongated Man left to take his wife to the hospital, and Batman left too.
According to the log—the log Bruce says is wrong—Gordon had found a package in
his office containing a top hat… so Batman left the Watchtower, leaving those seven
“hero crimefighters” alone with Dr. Light.
They lobotomized him. Zatanna, “Mistress of Magic,” wiped his memory of the
event, of Sue Dibny and the rape, and then they changed his personality. Rogue
opinion is split on if it was intentional or if Miss Magically Wonderful didn’t know
what the fuck she was doing and botched it.
As far as the underworld is concerned, inside Gotham and out, that’s the story. It’s
clear now why that particular group of heroes went after Dr. Light when Sue was
murdered, and somehow or other in their battle with Deathstroke, something zigged
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when it should have zagged and Light recovered his memories. That’s the story: just
one of those things that happens in the wacky world outside of Gotham.
I don’t know how long I sat there, unconsciously digging my claws into the bar,
letting the implication sink in.
I mean, it was the rumormill… the Rogue Rumormill has a slightly better truth-tobullshit ratio than the Post, but so does an Elementary School playground. But
everything about this story seemed to fit. I got it from multiple sources, they were
consistent on the important points. Much as I wanted to believe otherwise, it seemed
like more than some Keystone flyweight blowing smoke.
Hearing about that battle between Dr. Light and those seven Leaguers is what
triggered Bruce’s nightmares, it’s what reminded him of that gnawing feeling about the
log—it was that night he was missing memories—no, not missing them, he had false
memories. That poisonous witch—the seven of them led by that poisonous parched
cunt witch—They took Bruce’s memories. Somehow, he must have found out what
they were doing to Light and they wiped his memory of it.
I had four options… 1) I could wait until my heart stopped pounding so I could
think through what to do next—which would only waste time, so screw #1. 2) I could
get home to Bruce—but he probably wouldn’t be home yet, so I’d have to wait and I
was NOT in the mood to sit around the cave listening to the bats squeak, so screw #2.
3) I could call Oracle, find out where Batman was patrolling, and get to him right
fucking now… or 4)… 4) I could make a stop first—If those monsters thought they
could get away with something like this because they had superpowers, they didn’t
understand the first thing about cats.

I’ll admit I wasn’t in the calmest frame of mind on the trip uptown, but fortunately I
used to live in the apartment Jason Blood now occupies, and I can navigate the way
home from the Iceberg on autopilot.
Once I hit the balcony, I found the effort of presenting myself as a sane and rational
person focused my thoughts admirably. Jason came out, expressed pleased surprise at
my visit (although, in my experience, Jason is seldom surprised by anything), and I
found that in answering him, I was Catwoman again. It was my voice, my walk, I
sounded playful and pleasant, calm and collected. I didn’t really feel that way, but
faking it made it real on some level. Jason offered me a brandy and we sat. I came
straight to the point:
“Would it be possible for you to conjure up some kind of magic vaccine, like to keep
a specific magician from tampering with a specific person?”
“What a curious question. This is not a remote hypothetical, I assume.”
“Of course not. Jason, you said you wouldn’t use magic for someone without fully
knowing and approving of their reasons. I think you know already why I’m here and
what my reasons are.”
He said nothing at first, he just looked at me carefully.
“’Thou shalt not mess with the people Selina Kyle cares for,’” he pronounced finally.
“I suppose, yes, there is that aspect,” I admitted.
“And something more?”
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I knew there was no way to get what I wanted without being honest, so I opened my
mouth, not knowing what I might say, and let the words come…
“Maybe I just don’t like the reminder that he is, after all, only human… more
vulnerable on one level than any of them.”
“Yes. Even him. Especially him,” Jason mused.
I glared. He smiled at me. And I hissed.
“It wasn’t meant to be a mocking smile, Selina. It was meant to be sincere and
sympathetic.”
“Will you help us?” I asked—sounding a lot meeker than any cat’s pride should
allow. “I figure you magic-users are like nuclear warheads. They have theirs, so we
have to have ours.”
“And yours,” Jason gleamed with a wicked smile, “will be bigger, badder, and
capable of breathing hellfire in tight spots.”
“I knew you would understand,” I said, feeling I could kiss him.
“Well, I played court magician on occasion in the past, Selina. Serving as such for
the Dark Knight and his lady… I imagine it will be fun.”
I chuckled, because it was just how Bruce would have said fun.

Hugo Strange shuffled listlessly into the Iceberg a short while after Catwoman
stormed out. He saw Oswald occupied at a table with some men that looked vaguely
familiar. Hugo associated them with gambling, in Star City… or maybe it was
Keystone. In any case, he could wait. He went to the bar, puffed up importantly and
coughed until he was noticed, and ordered a club soda from Sly. Then he sat and
overheard the drivel of inferior minds. Gossiping, like so many old women. No
wonder he had deteriorated, hanging out with such riffraff.
When Oswald had finally finished his business with the trio of… whoever those
unimportant fellows were, Hugo moved to intercept him on his way back to his office.
Oswald ushered him to a free table—a better table than Hugo was ever given on his
own, on the strength of his own position in rogue circles as Batman’s most dangerous
foe. But that was just another in the long campaign of slights and insults that eroded
him into this sorry condition, and how like Oswald to rub it in that way.
Unfortunately, the spotlight of a good table in the Iceberg dining room was not
suitable for the private conversation Hugo wished to have. He suggested the seclusion
of Oswald’s office, but was rebuffed. He suggested again, but Oswald was too busy
watching the comings and goings at the door to really pay attention… To Hugo, it
seemed like Oswald was fully preoccupied playing the role of the great crime boss
tonight. He would have to return during the day, when Oswald would have no
audience to play to.

“Selina, really,” Jason complained, thumbing the pages of a ponderous tome. “I
understand that, like all women, you must take any male’s agreeing to do what you
want as some sort of personal triumph. But if you would kindly desist from that
infernal purring while I am trying to work?”
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“If you insist. Out of curiosity—yes, it’s a cat thing—out of curiosity, Jason, how do
you vocalize delight?”
He glared up at me, then returned his attention to the book.
“I don’t believe I’m familiar with the emotion in question,” he grumbled.
“Non-gloom,” I explained in the same tone I’d use with Bruce.
“Bruce,” he began, as if he knew of my mental comparison, “Lost his parents as a
child, and has, as a result, devoted his life to making a better world. Good human with
the occasional need to lighten up. Myself: Raging demon inside who wants nothing
more than to rip me apart so he can get out and rip all of you apart. Fifteen hundred
years. No respite from it. That’s all I’m going to say on the matter of non-gloom.”
“Fine, be that way. It took me nine years to get him to crack a smile, sort of, so don’t
think I’ll give up so easily on you.”
“You are welcome to spend your time however you wish, Selina. I ask only that you
do so quietly while I am researching your situation.”
I waited. I wandered around the room and looked at the spines of his books. I
looked at his case of antique weapons. He had a bust of Ares on top, which was new.
He previously had a Grecian plate up there depicting Achilles examining armor. I’d
got it for him from the Boston Museum, a little thank you because he’d sent me in to
get a Roman seal carved from a cursed gemstone and I found the most extraordinary
crouching tigress displayed right next to it.
“Well?” I asked when I felt I’d waited long enough, “Find anything?”
“Indeed. There are two options available. One would create a blanket shield against
all memory charms, the other would block all magic from a specific caster directed at
the protected person—or persons, as I expect you’ll want the same sort of protection
for yourself as for Bruce.”
“Yes, definitely,” I agreed. “I suppose the second is what we’ll want. It’s not magic
itself that’s the problem, no matter what Bruce says. It’s that fucking League. It’s
Zatanna. Jason, you stood up for me when I found out about Etrigan and that crazy
Avalon crank, Lyle, wanted to make me forget it. And you don’t go flinging your mojo
around for anybody that asks—in stark contrast to Z, whose answer seems to be
‘would you like a Big Gulp with that for only $3 more.’”
“Yes,” Jason nodded, “For me as a magickal practitioner, that is the most disturbing
aspect of the matter.”
“Will there be trouble, for you, I mean, when she finds out about this?”
Jason laughed.
“Upon discovering their magick no longer affects some individual, a wizard will
likely try to a) overpower the protections, b) find the other caster and attack him, or c)
fail at A and move on to B… Zatanna is a child who has channeled the magickal force
for less than thirty years. She could no more overpower a spell of mine than I could pit
my control over the magickal forces against Etrigan’s.”
“Alright then,” I breathed. “Any other fine print I should know about before taking
this to Bruce? I know he’ll be pissy about it. Zany hijinx could ensue, that’s what
usually happens when I have the perfect solution and he’s being too much of a jackass
to see that my way is best.”
“You love him very much, don’t you, Selina?”
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I was thrown by the abruptness of the question, but I nodded.
“Well then, take this thought with you for the dark hours to come: It is a ludicrous
fiction that love conquers all, but it can, in fact, conquer quite a lot. I am Iason of the
Blood, Knight of Arthur, King of the Britons, reborn into dark service in the year of Our
Lord five hundred and sixty. My power is vast, and for none to arrogate but by my
will and decree. My services are engaged, Selina. Tell me what you need to ease your
pain in this, and it is yours.”
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CHAPTER 6: NEGOTIATING PRICE
Bruce was just headed into the costume vault when I got home. I hid in the
shadows, just for a few seconds until he’d gone inside to change. I felt like if he saw
me, he’d probably stay in costume, he does that when he’s thinking as Batman. But I
didn’t want to have this conversation with “Batman,” if you know what I mean. I
didn’t even want to have it in the cave if I could avoid it but, well, it doesn’t matter, we
can’t always have what we want.
After a minute, he came out, minus the cape, cowl and gloves, but still in costume
and still very much in Bat-mode, took one look at me and grunted. An old grunt, the
kind he used to make at Tiffany’s or some museum.
“I thought I heard something,” he growled, still looking me up and down like I
might have a loot bag or something.
“I didn’t hear a thing,” I told him.
“It’s the bats, they go quiet when someone is out here.”
“Can’t pull one over on the great detective,” I admitted. I’d taken a step closer—I
wasn’t even aware I was doing it. Something about that look of his, the grunt, the tone,
it was all so much like the old days. It brought out the old instincts; it made me flirty.
I’d walked up to him and started playing with the insignia out of habit. He let it go on
a lot longer than he used to; he didn’t take my wrists or push me away. Finally, I just
wound down, stopped fussing around the bat-emblem and looked up at him. I
realized it didn’t really matter if he had the mask on or not, at this distance he was
just… eyes.
He hesitated and then put his arms around my waist. I could tell he knew. He’s
Batman. Finding out things is second nature to him. He’d probably heard the same
stories I had, or something similar, about Dr. Light and come to the same conclusion.
But I asked anyway.
“Rough night?”
He nodded.
“Me too,” I said, “But I have a solution…” I felt him stiffen, and I knew right then it
was hopeless. I’d lost before I even said a word—Just this once, Dark Knight, let me leave
with the diamond sparkly. Where’s the harm? After all I did capturing Penguin for you,
leaving him neatly trussed up at the Bat-Signal, you couldn’t look the other way just this once?
“No, no, no! Selina, I won’t have it. It only compounds the problem—adding magic
on top of magic. I never wanted or needed magical protection before and I am NOT
starting now. I don’t like it, I don’t trust it, and I will. not. use it.”
“This magic shit is like nuclear weapons, Bruce. You may not like that they’re out
there at all, but if they have theirs, then we have to have ours.”
“Forty years of Cold War taught us the futility and idiocy of that logic.”
“I knew you were going to be this way. Damnit, why won’t you let me protect you? Is
it the tiger-bodyguard thing? I went along with everything else, Bruce, I stayed in the
cave, I went to the fortress. That went against my principles, but I made an exception
for special circumstances. So what’s it going to take to get you on board with this?”
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“Selina, listen to me. This isn’t protection; it’s an overreaction that’s not going to
matter in the end. Protection from Zatanna is pointless.”
“After what she did, it’s pointless?! How can you say that?! Bruce, are we even living
on the same planet here!”
He paused, his face hardening even more, if that were possible. “Because it’s not
going to be Zatanna next time,” he said.
There was an undercurrent I couldn’t figure out. I could tell he was hurt, I could tell
he was angry, I could tell he had blood flowing to it a hundred different ways, but
what “it” was exactly, I couldn’t figure out. Whatever it was, it wasn’t good.
“Ockham’s Razor,” he was saying, “Remove the extraneous: the real problem is not
the magic or the magician, it’s the betrayal. Next time it won’t be her, it’ll be someone
or something else. Then what? More protection compounded for another magic-user?
It won’t end: once you cross that line, it will just keep escalating. The only real way to
protect me or anyone else from the next time is to make sure there is no ‘next time.’”
I asked, with as much controlled poise as I could muster (which admittedly wasn’t
much), how in the raging bloody hell he expected to “make sure there is no next time”
without shoving it down their goddamn star-spangled throats that they COULD NOT
ever do it again, that they would NEVER in a thousand lifetimes be in a position where
they could FUCK WITH HIM EVER AGAIN?
He looked at me—actually, it was more like he was looking through me—and then
turned on his heel and left.

Bruce knocked once at the door to Alfred’s room before twisting the knob, entering
and closing the door behind him. He hadn’t waited for any acknowledgement or
permission to enter; he didn’t want to risk Selina seeing him if she’d followed from the
cave.
“Is there a problem, sir?” Alfred asked, concerned, as he reached for his dressing
gown.
“Not an emergency, Alfred, but yes, there is definitely a… I just had the most
unnerving moment with Selina. There’s definitely a problem, old friend, yes.”
Alfred noted silently that Bruce was still partially in costume, and also that he was
unnaturally pale.
“Sit down, sir,” he suggested, pointing to the chair. “It seems you’ve had an
alarming shock of some kind?”
“Remember Dick’s idea about Wayne Manor being cursed? I’m almost starting to
wonder if there’s something in it, not the manor, but me…” He related briefly what
was known—and what was suspected—about Dr. Light and the mindwipe, but before
Alfred could answer with more than a murmured “My word,” Bruce waved him off
that topic entirely. “It’s typical,” he grunted. “I’m not happy about what happened,
but I can’t say I’m surprised. The fact that they had to wipe MY mind because I would
stop them only goes to prove that they knew they were in the wrong and they had to
cover their asses. They did it the only way they could, using their powers.”
Alfred wondered if it was really that simple. After so many years, so many
confidences, he knew there were times Bruce merely described what he knew to be so,
and there were times he spoke a thought out loud to convince himself. This could well
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be the latter, and normally Alfred would press to find out… But there was something
more at work—something deeper—Bruce had left the cave in the middle of the night,
only half changed from his costume. There was more to the League story, certainly, but
Alfred sensed there was something… else going on.
“It’s… disgustingly typical, but that’s not the issue right now. Alfred, it’s Selina, her
reaction to this, what I saw in her just now, it was…”
“It was what, sir?”
“It was me,” Bruce whispered the last word.
“Master Bruce—”
“Remember when I said I was going to train Dick as a crimefighter, do you
remember that fight we had over it? How I saw—it wasn’t just that he’d lost his
parents, it was the pain and anger, the fire in his eyes, his voice, that burning need to
fix it somehow… Alfred, I never wanted to see anything like that in her, not in Selina.
She’s supposed to be this little corner of the world that’s life and joy, not obsession and
‘this is wrong; we have to do something.’”
“Master Bruce, Miss Selina may be greatly distressed by the news of the day. I don’t
doubt that her reaction is impassioned and, perhaps, not lacking the kind of resolve
and determination you yourself have been known to exhibit in matters of import. But I
cannot believe, sir, that the woman you know is materially changed by these events. I
am certain that, in time, that ‘life and joy’ you spoke of will assert itself again and—”
“So help me, Alfred, if they snuffed that out of her, I’ll—”
Both men were interrupted by a knock at the door.
“Alfred, are you awake?” Selina’s voice called.
Bruce massaged his brow and ran fingers through his hair as Alfred said, “Come
right in, miss.”
She did. She was wearing his kimono again. She looked right at him as if she had
guessed he was in the room.
“You left this downstairs,” she said simply, running her fingers over the fabric.
“Figured I’d bring it up. I’ll sleep in my suite tonight if you want some space.”
“You don’t have to do that,” Bruce answered as she turned to leave.
“What do you want then?” she asked over her shoulder.
Bruce said nothing for a long moment, and Alfred flicked imaginary dust off his
nightstand.
“That’s what I thought,” Selina murmured.
“Go on to bed,” Bruce said finally, “I’ll be there in a few minutes.”
Alfred coughed. “Begging your pardon, miss,” he said before she could leave,
“Might one ask what it is that you want?”
Selina thought for a minute… then the faintest hint of a naughty grin tugged at the
side of her lip. “I want Zatanna to wake up tomorrow to find a rabbit’s head in her
bed.”

The idea was that we’d sleep on it. When Bruce came to bed, we agreed that we
both needed some time; we’d sleep on it and talk in the morning. It was maybe twenty
minutes later I heard “You’re awake?”
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“Yes.”
“Selina, I do understand what you’re feeling. I’m prepared to take steps so it won’t
happen again. I won’t have those steps include magic in my body, in my world, or in
my life. It’s that simple.”
That was it for another fifteen minutes or so. Then it was my turn…
“Still awake?”
“Yes, Kitten?”
I crawled across the bed and curled tight against him, resting my head on his chest.
“What would you do?” I whispered.
“Make sure the League never resorts to such tactics again or even considers it, and
punish the guilty.”
“Well that certainly sounds like you, but—”
“But you wanted to know specifics.”
“I don’t know what I want. I want to know you’re safe.”
“And you think Jason Blood can deliver that better than I can. Because he’ll use
magic.”
“Because he goes on day after day, year after year, decade after decade, holding in
Etrigan when there is nothing in it for him but more grief, and he does it, despite all
that cynicism and distance from humanity that I guess just goes with being immortal,
because it’s right—a concept he won’t even admit he cares about, a concept he will
claim he loses sight of more and more each year. And yet if you look at what he does
and not what he says—in stark contrast to those ‘hero’ friends of yours—he’s up there
with you for complete and total dedication of his whole life to this one purpose that
makes the world better for everybody else but him. And on top of all that, he could
roast Zatanna on a spit over a flame of actual hellfire without even setting down his
teacup. So yeah, I figure he’s the guy for this one.”
I know I got a little carried away. I’d sat up in the bed and was scrunching up the
sheet by the time I was finished.
“I guess I could use some space then,” Bruce said dully. It felt like the whole world
tipped away under me. “You stay here, I’ll go across the hall—” Any second now, I
was going to slide down into a vacuum and all this shit in the room was going to come
tumbling in on top of me.
“Bruce, wait, please don’t do this.” It was my voice talking, but it sounded a lot
calmer than I was. “You asked how I felt.”
“And you told me.”
“It’s not like I had him do anything. I just went to find out what might be possible.
It’s just an option.”
“An option you want to go ahead with.” Batman’s voice. Vault voice. I’ll never
have anything to do with you because you’re a thief voice. None of this could really be
happening, could it?
“After what they’ve done, I don’t know how you can feel safe without it.”
“I’m sleeping across the hall tonight.”
“WHY? Why are you pulling away from me when I only wanted to—”
“BECAUSE YOU DON’T TRUST ME! I said I will handle this. I will. Either you
accept that or—”
“Or you need space and go across the hall, I get it.”
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“Well?”
“Bruce… You won’t even tell me what you’re planning. It’s a lot to take on faith.”
“In other words, that’s your price. I have to convince you. If I don’t have something
better, to your mind, than Jason Blood can provide, you’ll go right ahead, behind my
back, and have him inflict magical protections on me without my knowing—”
“NO! Bruce, how can you even think—”
“—because YOU decide that’s best!”
“I would never do that. How can you even think I would do something like that…
to you… Bruce, Jesus Christ, how can you even…”
“…”
That undercurrent was back, just like in the cave earlier. Hurting, angry, blood
flowing into it a hundred different ways. It’s not the magic or the magician, it’s the
betrayal… It’s not—
Shit.
“It’s not Gotham. Whatever happened it’s connected to the League somehow, not the
rogues.”
“How do you figure that?”
“Because Superman knows.”
Shit.
“Oh. Oh, I see. You trusted Clark. And Clark screwed you. And I get the bill. Is
that it?”
“Selina, I—”
“This morning it was ‘we.’”
“…”
“This morning we were in this together.”
“…”
“Will across the hall be sufficient distance, or would you feel safer if I left the
premises entirely?”
“I don’t want you to go.”
“Well, I don’t want to go either, Bruce, so what are we talking about?”
“Let’s just… give it some time. Trust me. Trust when I say I will handle it. Let that
be enough. Okay? Tomorrow, I’ll call Clark. This begins with full disclosure. By 10
a.m. tomorrow morning, I’ll know what he knows, and then I’ll know how to proceed.”
I said nothing. This morning, it was “we.”

Neither of us went across the hall. We curled together and lay there in silence until
dawn. I’m not sure how much he slept. I’m not sure how much I slept either.
Eventually, a yellow-white glow appeared above the curtains. I got out of bed and
opened them. It was morning.
“Now there’s a good omen,” I purred.
Outside the window, perched upside-down at the very top of the screen, was a small
brownish bat.
Bruce came to the window and glared at it.
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“He’s kind of cute, backlit like that,” I noted. “I never realized how thin the wings
are, look at that. You can see the bones, you can even see where the bulk of the body
starts.”
A lecture followed. Bruce declared this specimen a “Bumblebee bat,” the smallest
variety, with a wingspan of about six inches, weighing less than a penny. The wings
were essentially long fingers covered by that nearly transparent skin. He pointed out
the elbow and clawed thumb, and then I stretched up and kissed him.
“What was that for?”
“Just being you,” I told him.

Superman arrived, punctually, at 8:15. I was in the cave with Bruce, waiting. He
showed me the alert that indicated Kryptonian entry into Wayne Manor’s airspace, and
I went upstairs to admit our guest.
“Alfred is out shopping,” I mentioned as I escorted him down to the cave. It was a
lie, which Bruce said he would know since he would hear five heartbeats in the house,
three human and two feline. It was to be the first subtle hint that matters had changed.
We made smalltalk as we walked. I told him I’d called his mother to thank her for
the cornbread and fritters she sent when Lois and I were holed up at the Fortress. I
told him it was his father that answered the phone and that we’d had a nice chat. I told
him that repulsive writer who insisted I started out as a prostitute was finally gone
from the Gotham Post. I told him the forecast called for rain. And then we reached
Workstation 1 and I handed him over to Bruce, for what I was sure was going to be a
conversation the Iceberg crowd would call “some quality dinner theatre.”
I retreated to the Trophy Room, a spot Alfred had recommended as sufficiently out
of sight and out of earshot, yet close enough to reach the main cavern in an instant if
the situation required it. That moment came after about ten minutes.
I could see why Alfred favored this location. The acoustics of the Batcave were
complicated; I knew that from my attempts to sneak up on Bruce at his workstation.
But Alfred has had so many years to study them, he’s found tricks none of us can ever
match. From this one spot, I couldn’t make out what was being said, but I could hear
the burr of voices in conversation, the highs and lows, the general timbre and mood of
the conversation. I couldn’t help but smile at this little insight into Alfred’s “magic”:
from here he gave Bruce and whatever guest was in the cave their privacy, but he
could make an appearance in case of a lull—or break the focus if the situation went
wrong.
They only raised their voices once, about five minutes in, words leapt out from the
muffled hum. First Superman’s: “It wasn’t my place to tell anybody anything!” and
then Bruce’s: “But it’s your place to eavesdrop? And if you hear something this
potentially damaging to your precious League, don’t you think you have a
responsibility to tell someone?!” Then Superman: “I’m not sure I need to be taking
lessons in responsibility from—” “From what, Clark, from an ordinary human being
that can’t even fly? How dare flesh and blood presume to judge the behavior of a
god?”
It got quiet then.
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No, not quiet—silent. The voices stopped… …and didn’t start up again… …close to a
full minute passed… … in complete silence.
Then, finally, the calmer, more rational, but unintelligible hum of conversation.
It was about five minutes later that Bruce called out, not very loudly, “Selina, a
moment.”
And in three steps I was there, clearly standing by. I said nothing, and Bruce merely
made eye contact and left without a word. Superman looked at me, and I smiled
sweetly.
“It’s like he’s more pissed at me than anybody else,” he murmured.
He wasn’t talking to me. It was just one of those inner thoughts that leak out the
mouth. I continued to smile, while envisioning what he might look like dodging
Etrigan’s fireballs.
He noticed and I could see his wheels turning –smiling, not responding– –smiling,
not responding– It wasn’t what he expected from me. After a minute of awkward
silence, he started talking again, mostly to himself, it seemed to me.
“I mean, if I’d been there, it never would have happened. But I only learned about it
after the fact. By then, it was too late. By then, it was another issue entirely. Something
like this could tear the League apart, probably for good.”
Bruce returned and I left, again, for the Trophy Room. After another few minutes,
Superman’s voice became audible again: “Are you pissed because the League did this
or are you pissed because the League did it to you?!” but this time Bruce’s reply was a
low gravel. I couldn’t make out the words but I recognized the cadence. Superman
was definitely getting an adapted version of: burglary is a crime in this city even if you
do look hot in purple leather.
After another minute of that, Bruce called me back in. I nodded, and again he left
without a word. Superman watched him go, glanced at me for a moment, peered back
in the direction that Bruce had left, and then looked straight ahead—not looking at me
or anything in particular, just staring off into space.
“I get it, he doesn’t want me down here alone, right?” he muttered, slight disgust
creeping into his voice.
“Got it on the first try,” I observed. “And they say you guys with the powers aren’t
very bright.”
He tried for the upright hero’s look of disdain towards the lowly criminal’s taunt—a
conceit I’ve always enjoyed popping even when it isn’t a total sham.
“I really don’t think you get to do the righteous crimefighter bit,” I whispered
conspiratorially. “Not down here, not today.”
“No, I suppose not,” he said frankly, looking me in the eye. “Selina, listen. They did
what they did to keep him from interfering. Was it the right thing to do? No. Would I
have done the same thing? Certainly not. Was I pleased to find out about it? Hardly.
But I was looking at the bigger picture. Telling him about it after the fact would have
only started a cycle: they wiped his mind to keep him quiet, but I told him, so now
they’ve got to think about wiping us both—which leads to a full League vs. League
fight. Back then, the Secret Society, Lex Luthor and Grodd, had a real chance at taking
over the world. The Justice League was our last best hope to—”
“Don’t you dare quote Lincoln,” I interrupted.
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Superman paused and took a breath. “Despite what you might think, this wasn’t an
easy decision to make. I struggled long and hard over this. It wasn’t an easy choice,
but ultimately the good of the many had to come first. Selina, there are things that are
bigger than Batman.”
I smiled.
He looked confused at my reaction—the expression that no doubt led to the theories
about his not being very bright. We just won. He didn’t know it.
“Bigger than Batman,” I mused. “That’s an argument you don’t want to use again.
Look, I’m not here for the conversation, I don’t care about your reason or theirs. But
I’m telling you, don’t use that argument again.”
His expression morphed from confusion to slight indignation. He was no doubt
wondering who the hell I was to be making a declaration like that. I smiled all the
sweeter.
“Did I mention I had a nice chat with your father this morning?”
He nodded.
“I told him about the fall of that miserable little Post writer that said I was a whore.
It reminded me of this great story Tom Blake would tell around the Iceberg whenever a
new issue hit the stands, just to try and ruffle my fur: This guy at a dinner party asks a
socialite if she’ll sleep with him for a million dollars. She says yes. Then he asks if
she’ll sleep with him for ten and she’s insulted. She: Certainly not, what do you think
I am? He: We have already established what you are, now we’re negotiating price.”
Superman is not, in fact, a stupid man. He realized by then what he’d stepped in,
and, to his credit, he let me continue without trying to cut me off. Maybe that shot
Bruce took about an ordinary human being daring to spank a god hit a nerve. Good.
“‘Bigger than Batman’ is not the same as ‘more important than.’ Abraham Lincoln
did what he knew was right, even though it prolonged a war and cost lives, and he
risked ‘the last best hope for earth’ to do it. And you stand there pretending right and
wrong is a numbers game and use Lincoln’s words to justify it? Look, I DON’T DO
THIS SHIT! I shimmy through Cartier’s vents left-left-down-right-squiggle-001004873jewels-that-don’t-belong-to-me! I can’t stomach the priggish little lectures about right
and wrong, law and justice, crime and punishment. Not. My. Thing. But this!
Your—for lack of a better word—reasoning on this is so exquisitely fucked that
SOMEBODY has to step up and SAY SO! Sometimes the good of the one does outweigh
the many because of the principle involved—otherwise, you’re just negotiating price.
And here’s the kicker, Spitcurl, I think a man raised by the couple I spoke to this
morning knows that.”
Throughout the whole thing, Superman had this strange mixture of haughty
superhero and whipped puppy dog on his face. But now his eyes shot up and locked
onto mine. Given my own current state of mind I couldn’t be sure, but I swear I saw his
eyes glowing red for an instant. Then, just as suddenly, his face relaxed into a
determined stare and he spoke in a calm, frank voice.
“You know, your indignation would carry a lot more weight with me if it weren’t
coming from someone who once kidnapped my wife. I’ll take the heat from Bruce. I
deserve that. But you? Well, you said it yourself: You. Don’t. Do this.”
I figured that was coming. Parents are a hot button with anybody that doesn’t
sprout from spores. There was a weapon—at least, what his kind would consider a
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weapon—in the fact that Catwoman was a criminal. That made him superior, in his
opinion, and, oh look, push him just that much, and, yep, he’ll reach for that particular
club. It was as inevitable as what Bruce knew was inevitable: push them just enough
and they’ll reach for those other options that make them “superior.” I was about to say
so when—
“She does have a point.”
It was the first time in a long time that Bruce’s voice actually startled me. I didn’t
realize that he’d come back. Superman looked over at him as he returned.
“Yes. She does.” He turned to look directly at me again. “If you want me to say it
was a mistake to keep this quiet, I’ll allow that it might have been. If you want me to
say I would do it all differently today, I don’t know that I can. I understand your
position: a League that has to be preserved in this way might not be worth saving. I
can never feel that way. My mission is to protect the billions of innocent people on this
planet the same way that Batman protects Gotham. If maintaining my ability to do that,
to protect those I care about means having to sacrifice a—”
“Sold, one superman.”
“You and Bruce really are perfect for each other,” he said grimly. “You should think
about getting married.”
“Kiss my ass,” I answered, just as grim.
Bruce made it back to where we were standing, looked at me and nodded toward the
Trophy Room. Like before, I turned to leave, but Superman interrupted, an annoyed
edge to his voice.
“She can stay.”
Both Bruce and I spun on him. He was in absolutely NO position to be making
demands and I sure as hell wasn’t about to “stay”—that might work with your little
Kryptonian hyper-mutt, but not me, Flyboy.
“If the both of you are going to be taking pot-shots at me, at least have the common
courtesy to do it at the same time. Let’s give the tag-team theatrics a rest.”
Typical. How completely typical of the hero-addled intellect to think this was some
sort of prearranged good cop-bad cop thing. If he couldn’t see that Bruce honestly
needed to step away in the course of a conversation like this and get some air… Honest
to god, I think we’d be better off starting with smart people and teaching them to fly.
I looked to Bruce for an opinion, and he grunted.
There really wasn’t much more to be said anyway. I gathered that he already told
Bruce what he’d overheard at the Watchtower: the vote was split about ‘altering’ Dr.
Light: Green Arrow, Black Canary and the earlier Green Lantern voting against,
Hawkman, Zatanna, and Atom in favor, with the old Flash being the deciding yea.
The vote to wipe Batman’s mind was unanimous.
That was the point where Bruce had excused himself from the cave when Superman
told him the first time. This time, his face just hardened into this dull grimace and his
eyes radiated a pulsing fiery hate. I’d seen that look once before, second Hell Month,
searching for Nightwing. The Beast.
“Of course,” Psychobat rumbled softly. “Those who voted against the first time
were most aware it was wrong. They had to cover themselves.”
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I felt Superman’s eyes on me, so I looked up at him with a calmly pleasant halfsmile. Yes, Spitcurl, I’ve seen him like this before and I can handle it just fine, what’s your
problem?
He went on a verbal ramble about how that incarnation of the League never truly
recovered, that it was the beginning of the end of that group, that the division lines
drawn that night never truly faded, etc. It was, quite honestly, a pretty disturbing
picture. All Bruce had done was turn on a little Psychobat and one of the most
powerful beings in the universe loses it.
“…Some of those involved still haven’t fully accepted what happened that night, the
League itself was already in disarray—and the effects of that night are still being felt
today. I’m not even sure if some of the reaction to Sue’s death wasn’t a continuation of
that old argument…”
This, I gather, is what happened “that night” as well. According to what Superman
overheard, in the cabal’s own words, “You think you’ve seen him mad… you’ve never
seen him mad, not like this” and they (again in their own words) “panicked.”
Pussies.
Superbeings? I’ve seen him that mad. Harvey has fought him that mad. So has
Eddie and Oswald and Tom Blake and Hugo Strange. The absolute joke figures of
Gotham have all endured really pissed Psychobat and lived to tell the tale. Earth’s
mightiest heroes can’t go thirty seconds without hitting the panic button.
“…The point being, I was trying to keep the League from completely crumbling—
sometimes with my bare hands—and part of the decision was based on not wanting to
add a hostile, unknown variable into an already volatile situation…”
Yes, he called Bruce a hostile, unknown variable—to his face. I’ll do stuff like that,
but I know how to do it. I can pull it off—it’s one of my special powers, it goes with the
naughty grin. Superman frankly should have known better.

“Just a reminder that I have Jason Blood on speed dial,” I told Bruce as soon as we’d
got rid of Superman.
“Don’t ever say that again,” he growled.
So that was that. I was shut out again. It was ‘We’ while Superman was present, we
were a team, but as soon as he whooshed on home, I was back on the watch list.
“It was just a joke, Bruce. Trying to lighten the mood a little.”
“Don’t.”
I conjured one final image of a magical catglove with claws that could slice into
otherwise invulnerable Kryptonian flesh and give a certain chiseled cheek the smack it
so richly deserved… He had no idea of the harm he’d done. “I work more with
Superman because of the man. I trust him. I trust his judgment and his ethics and his
decency.” And Trust does not come easily to Bruce…
“So what happens now?” I asked.
“Now we ensure that the guilty are punished and the League never resorts to these
kinds of tactics again.”
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CHAPTER 7: PLAYING THE TABLE
So Iason of the Blood,
You arrogant sot.
And your power is vast?
What sickening rot!
Such pomp and formality,
All to proclaim,
You’ll be lady-cat’s bitch,
Iason of the Shame.
Etrigan, do shut up for once, Jason thought sourly. I happen to know you –identify– with
Bruce. You’re not really upset I’m going to help them, you just have to complain about
anything I do.
It’s true I admire the Bat’s soul of fire,
A fellow demon trapped with wretched men.
And such men! though they fly, to cuckold an ally
Will bring chaos fit to rip the world again!
“Meddle not with devils”
Is wisdom old and sound,
For revenge feeds demon revels;
We enjoy it, ask around.

Bruce had said the reason to start with Superman was “full disclosure.” He said
“Once the floodgates are open, Superman will tell me whatever he knows.” He said
“Once I know who’s involved and how, I’ll know how to proceed.” He said the
League has a monthly poker game to which he’s never been invited. He said that was
wise, they’d lose their shirts. He said the way you win at poker isn’t by playing your
cards, it’s by playing the table.
He said he had another guest coming and I should leave the cave.
I went upstairs. I found Nutmeg and we played with the fringe of the carpet. I
thought about Jason Blood. He offered to do whatever I asked to ease my pain in this. I
wondered if, instead of some magical favor… I wondered if it might wind up being…
hell… giving my apartment back.
I told myself this couldn’t go on forever. Bruce was reeling from a horrible
devastating shock, but he’d get past it. He would come around and open up to me
again. It would take some time and I would give him that but… how much? …at some
point, if he kept shutting me out… It was the League that stuck a knife in his back and
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it was Clark that knew and didn’t tell him—but I was the one living in his house, the
one that maybe he didn’t want that close anymore.
I couldn’t believe how foolish I’d been, how safe and happy I’d let myself become.
I’d let myself make a home here. It was his house, not mine, and with this one thing
that happened years ago that I had nothing to do with, it could all be taken away. How
could I have been so STUPID! Feline independence, it was all I knew, and for a few
kisses I’d let him, somehow, take all that away and turn it into—
“Selina?”
Fuck him, he never knocks. I looked up; I don’t think I’ve ever been angrier with
him in my whole life, even that time he kept me from the Katz Collection.
“Just once, as an experiment,” I spat, “Why don’t you pretend the doorframe is a
Joker henchman, make a fist and act accordingly.”
“J’onn is downstairs. He said your mind was screaming.”
“He should stay the hell out of my head,” I hissed.
“He does. He works very hard, constantly, not to invade others’ thoughts. Selina,
you were screaming. It wasn’t something he could ignore.”
“Fine, I’m wrong again. J’onn is wonderful. The League is wonderful. Life is great.
Now go away, I’ll try to keep my thoughts quiet so it won’t disrupt your meeting.”
“I’m sorry I’ve hurt you,” he whispered, and he was stroking my hair the way you
pet a dog. This was exactly how he sucked me in the first time. The man inside the
bat, it’s such a seductive idea: under all that Battitude, he’s a man of flesh and blood,
and we could care about each other. “My poor Selina.” My. Like I’m something that
belongs to him. He kissed the top of my head. Bastard. This was how he did it. This
was how he took Catwoman’s independence and left me in this sorry place where my
home and my happiness were all tied up with him. “Come downstairs. You’re going
to like what J’onn has to say.”
A part of me wanted to resist, refuse, and just plain SCRATCH HIM. The rest of me
was desperate to hear what it was I would like.
I felt his fingers at my chin, turning my face up to meet his.
“Selina, last year you dug in like a wildcat to get me to leave the cave during Hell
Month, remember? Time to pay up, Kitten. Come downstairs. It gets better, starting
now.”

On the way down to the cave, I let myself hope, just for a second, that Bruce was
right, that it really might get better. It was a scary feeling, hope.
We were walking down the stairs into the Great Hall. Bruce explained why he was
bringing “J’onn” in before taking this to the full League.
“Clark might revere everything the JLA stands for, but the League is the closest thing
to family J’onn has known on this planet. He deserves better than to have this sprung
on him at a meeting, in front of all of them.”
“And?”
“You think I have an ulterior motive for seeing him alone?”
“You said you were going to play the table,” I reminded him. “If the League is like
family to him, their turning on one of their own would have to strike him as— what?”
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I stopped because he was staring at me just like he had in the cave, right before he
turned on his heel and left.
“You are quite the little strategist, aren’t you?” he graveled—Batman’s deepest
gravel, not quite vault disapproval but something close. Then he resumed in a more
conversational tone. “Yes, that possibility had occurred to me. So did the possibility
that, because of the way he feels about the League, he might think just like Clark, but
moreso.”
“JLA first, last and always, no matter who they have to step on to keep it running
smoothly, yay-team?”
“Yes.”
“And the only way to find out was to have him over and ask?”
“Yes.”
“Here, in private, where it couldn’t bite you unexpectedly in front of the rest of
them.”
He grunted, but said nothing more until we reached the grandfather clock, then he
turned to me.
“I still wanted to tell him first and privately so he could deal with it alone and
privately. That’s why I didn’t want you in the cave, Selina. I wasn’t shutting you out.”
I couldn’t answer. He’d already opened the clock passage, which meant an end to
our private conversation. When we reached the main cavern, I saw they had swiveled
two of the workstation chairs to face each other. That’s how Bruce broke the news. In
my mind’s eye, I saw them sitting there… It seemed strangely tactful (for Bruce), and I
was sorry I’d questioned his motives.
Martian Manhunter was still seated; not exactly slumped, but you could tell he was
reeling from the shock. For one thing, he was teal. I know zilch about Martian
biology. I know he’s a shapeshifter, and I presume the green I’ve always seen him in is
his natural color. I know when human beings go a full three shades redder, whiter, or
grayer than normal, it means something radical is going on inside. I don’t know
exactly what happens chemically to make Martian skin bluer, but I didn’t have to be a
telepath to know there was powerful emotion fueling it.
“Hello, Selina,” he said mildly.
“Good morning, Ï’ônń,” I answered.
Bruce shot me a look. And Ï’ônń chuckled. It was quiet for a few seconds, and I
wondered if this was the awkward pause it seemed to be or if they were talking to each
other telepathically.
Then Ï’ônń looked directly at me.
“Your mind was screaming,” he said simply.
“Your skin is teal,” I told him, just as frankly. “Just one of those days for all of us, I
guess.”
He nodded.
“There are no words to explain something like this in human language,” he said
finally. “For a Martian, such callous disregard for the mind of another being is
tantamount to blasphemy. We are taught at a very early age to respect the thoughts
and mental privacy of ALL others. To alter another’s mind—to invade a—a colleague
and friend’s psyche—to manipulate his memory without his knowledge and against his
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will? This idea is so egregiously foul, there is no way to express… What Zatanna and
the others have done is the Martian equivalent of—of—crashing a party and defecating
in the punchbowl.”
I couldn’t help but smile at that. Bruce had an ally. It wasn’t going to be him against
the whole League. Not everybody with a superpower was blind to what had
happened and what it meant.
“I would catch mental glimpses,” he was saying, “glimpses of something when
Hawkman and Green Arrow would go at it. But it never made any sense to me, so I
dismissed it. For that, I apologize, Bruce. If I had thought to look into it, if this could
have come to light in some other way—”
I thought that might happen. Heroes. They’re such a mess sometimes.
“Let me interrupt you right there,” I put in. “I have a suggestion from the world of
self-seeking unprincipled criminal infidels. I suggest you don’t turn this into one of
those ‘everybody is at fault’ deals. That’s a cheap way to excuse the ones who really
are to blame, and it spits in the face of everyone they’ve hurt. And that’s you, Ï’ônń,
almost as much as Bruce. I can’t imagine anybody else being more upset by this or—”
“Flash,” he said softly.
Then he looked up at Bruce.
“His mind has been screaming as loud as hers was. I thought it was because of Sue.
But if they told him about this…”
He trailed off. He and Bruce got that look, when they’re speaking telepathically. I
assumed it was because J’onn didn’t think I knew Wally’s identity (which meant he
really didn’t go snooping around in unsuspecting brains—score another point in the
not-all-metas-are-shits column) or else it had to do with that earlier Flash, Wally’s
predecessor, who cast that deciding vote to alter Dr. Light.
“I’ll leave you two alone,” I said, with as close to a half-smile as I could manage.

I went back upstairs. Alfred made me tea. He’s convinced it helps. I’ll admit it’s
warming, but I couldn’t find it comforting. His gesture, so well meaning, was just
another reminder of how much I’d settled in here. The “Bat-family” was a family, but
it wasn’t mine. It was Bruce’s. They had made me feel at home, and like any cat given
half a chance, I’d made myself at home. In all that hominess, I started feeling safe and
loved and settled. And I forgot that cats have to be free. Cats don’t need anyone. If
you need them, you can’t be free, you’re trapped.
I was trapped—and I had no one to blame but myself. For a few kisses I’d let him…
I couldn’t go to Jason now and take advantage of his offer because Bruce didn’t want
it. I didn’t have the option to steal anymore because it would ruin our life together and
that had become so important to me I couldn’t even consider… and he could toss me
out any time he wanted. This was his house, not mine. And I let myself feel safe here.
I let myself think I’d found everything I had lost: a home, a family… love.
I let myself think he had given me everything I’d lost.
But it’s none of those things. It’s just Batman’s house and Batman’s butler and a
garden out back where the old Robin married the old Batgirl. It’s a goddamn
crimefighter commune, and I let myself pretend it was some kind of—
I looked up and J’onn was standing there.
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“Screaming again?” I asked.
“Not exactly. Bruce and I are about to leave for the Watchtower, and I wished to talk
to you before I left.” He paused—one of those ‘choosing my words carefully’ pauses
that you just know means fun times ahead. “You realize, don’t you, Selina, that he is
very different with you than with anyone else. The man you know is vastly dissimilar
to—”
“I’m not some cabana bunny he picked up on the Riviera, Ï’ônń,” I cut him off. “I’ve
faced him on a rooftop, I brought cookies to a friend he put in traction last Hell Month,
I know what he’s like.”
“I don’t doubt it. That is not what I meant. Selina, it’s not that we see something in
him that you don’t. It’s that you’re allowed to see a part of him none of us are privy to,
even me, and I’m a telepath.”
“What’s your point, Ï’ônń?”
“It is home. When he’ll be the man with you he won’t be with anyone else, when
you make compromises for him you wouldn’t make for any other person, that is home
and that is family.”
“I thought you didn’t go poking around in other people’s heads uninvited?”
“I don’t. I didn’t invade your thoughts just now, I simply… recognized them. I lost
my home and family as well, and I had to find another. One that may not outlast this
day—but I am going to fight for it. Don’t throw yours away.”

I went down to the cave. I badly wanted a few moments alone with Bruce before he
left to deal with the full League. Unfortunately, for all the hidden feelings J’onn had
picked up on since his arrival, he was oblivious on that one. He walked with me down
to the cave and kept hanging around the transporters. I guess his mind was
thoroughly locked onto the upcoming “fight to save his family” (i.e. the big
throwdown at the Watchtower), he just didn’t realize and wouldn’t take the hint. I
only wanted some alone-time, a minute or two, no more, with Bruce before he left.
Bruce was already at the transporters and thoroughly in bat-mode, of course, so all I
could manage was a soft touch of his cheek, which he tolerated—barely.
“Give ‘em hell,” I whispered. He didn’t say a word, he didn’t grunt, he barely even
breathed, but there was this wicked spark in his eye, just for a split second. I knew that
spark—angry sex—passion, violence, pure mainline Bruce.
Again, I couldn’t help but smile. They’d never know what hit them.

I will never be the sort of woman who waits in the drawing room or sits around the
cave while he goes off and fights the good fight. I knew I had to go out. Normally, it
would be the catsuit and the museum, Egyptian wing, or maybe Cartier’s. But today I
had a much better alternative.
Jason opened the door before I knocked.
“Let me guess, you sensed I was coming?” I asked with a naughty grin. “You know,
between the magic and the telepaths and the superhearing, it’s no wonder Bruce gets
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edgy around you people. Individually, you might be fine, but collectively, after the
third or fourth episode in a single day—”
“’You people,’” Jason quoted acidly. “Selina, please, I have spent years trying to
disabuse the Justice League of the notion that I am their ‘Wizard on Call,’ so to speak,
simply because they include my name on their rosters. You yourself are technically on
the rolls, I believe. You’ve helped them on occasion. You would certainly take offense
if I included you in a sweeping generalization about—”
“Yes,” I admitted. “Yes, Jason, touché. It was a figure of speech and I apologize.
Let’s start again.”
I knocked on the doorframe, and he assumed a look of dry sarcasm as he intoned,
“Why Selina, what a delightful surprise.” He ushered me in and I saw he had a
number of large, old books collected on the table. “I take it we’re ready to proceed?”
he said, assuming that look I can only describe as the ‘supernatural badass.’
“Yes,” I told him. “But in a different way than we planned. Bruce had a hissy, as
expected.”
“Ah,” he said after a pause.
“He can’t stand the idea of any kind of spell worked on him, and I have to respect
that. I mean, he was right all along… ” I trailed off. I would feel so much better, so
much less vulnerable, if I could know he was protected that way. I sighed. “He says
he’ll handle Zatanna himself… and that I have to trust him.”
“I see. So I am dismissed as court magician after all.”
I looked up at him.
“Not entirely. There is still something you can do for me that shouldn’t offend
Bruce’s scruples, something that serves my idea of justice. I want to use magic to
invade their privacy this time around. I want to see what’s going on up there today, at
the Watchtower, when they have their conclave to settle this mess.”
“There is a certain symmetry to that,” Jason said with a smile. “Come.”
I followed him back to what used to be my exercise room. And I felt sick.
“Every magician of worth has a sanctum sanctorum,” he declared with his hand on
the doorknob, “that is both repository of knowledge and power center, a cella vires.
Like Batman’s cave, it is more than a space for convenient storage, it is an expression of
who the magic-user is as a magic-user, an aspect of his being. What I am saying,
Selina, is that it is no small thing that I admit you to into this room. The seeing ritual
we shall undertake together begins when you step through this door and enter this
space that is so intertwined with my magick.”
I felt sick. I knew what I had to do.
And I knew what a crock it was when Clark talked about the hard decision he’d
wrestled with. It wasn’t hard at all, knowing the right thing to do. The hard part was
sucking it up and doing it. I took a deep breath, forced down the butterflies, opened my
mouth, and hoped for the best.
“Jason, I spanked Superman this morning for not coming clean to his friend about a
damaging secret. It would be a level of hypocrisy even I’m not capable of for me to
stand here and not tell you… to let you go on with this thinking… Jason. Last year,
when Janus and Hella took over the park, I… I needed my costume and supplies, there
was no time to go out to the manor and… Jason, I broke into this apartment and went
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into that room to use your Tempus Stones, so I could get my costume out of the past
when this was my apartment.”
“Very creative,” he said dryly. “I wondered if you would tell me.”
“You knew then?”
“Bruce knew his mind was violated without knowing the particulars. Do you
imagine it’s any different for a magician and his cella vires? With something so
personal and of your essence, it is impossible not to know on some level if it has been…
touched.”
“I’m sorry, Jason. I didn’t realize back then that there was a personal side to it. I
thought it was just a room. I’m terribly sorry to have done that to you. I’ll do anything
I can to make it right.”
“As you say, Selina, you didn’t realize. And there were pressing circumstances that
caused you to act as you did, but I notice you haven’t mentioned them. Instead of
reminding me that the park was overrun with demons and Berserkers, several trying to
kill Bruce, that he was hampered by an enchantment reliving the pain of old injuries as
he fought, how Superman himself was unable to slow the events racing towards
Ragnarok… instead of explaining all that in order to justify your actions, you merely
apologized once you understood the personal nature of the injury you had inflicted…
And that, Selina, is good of you. I accept your apology. And that is what I meant by
symmetry.”
“I don’t understand.”
“No, of course you don’t. Come inside, you will understand soon.”
He pointed me to a small, low table with two chairs. I sat, and he took a strange
bowl off the shelf and laid it in front of me. The outside was silver; the inside looked
like mother of pearl. “You’ll be surprised to learn, Selina, that you have already paid
for that day, breaking into my sanctum sanctorum and stealing my magic by using
those Tempus Stones. Do you recall helping me take the Leabhar Seun from Lyle of
Avalon?”
“Of course, that’s how I found out about Etrigan.”
“Yes. That was how you paid the debt. The help you gave me that night, obtaining
the Leabhar Seun, but also the comfort you gave me when Lyle sprung her trap and
brought on that—that—identity crisis for lack of a better word, plus the burden of
knowing about Etrigan… all that was your debt to me, Selina. Paid in full.”
“Jason, that’s ridiculous. That was more than a year before I even gave you my
apartment.”
“Temporal debts work that way sometimes; it’s all interconnected. You helped me
that night because you would one day violate this room, and it is because you helped
me then that I am able to help you now.”
He held up a bottle of blue glass with a stopper of silver filigree carved with Celtic
knots.
“Water of Avalon,” he announced, pulling the stopper and pouring the bottle’s
contents into the bowl. “I returned the Leabhar Seun to Lyle when I thought she had
learned her lesson—and this was my price. The Water of Avalon is the stuff of magical
seeing, Selina.”
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When the bowl was filled, he set the bottle aside and sat in the chair opposite me,
laid his hands on the table on each side of the bowl, palms up, and looked up at me
with that piercing, supernatural-badass glare.
I looked back at him, down at his hands and back at him. And I reminded myself of
the sixteen times I’d repeated to Bruce how I trusted Jason Blood. Then I hesitantly
laid my hands palms down touching his. I felt a whirl of red, fiery malice.
“That’s Etrigan,” Jason said blandly. “Don’t be afraid, he is in good spirits today.
He is something of a fan of Batman’s. He is quite eager to witness the wrath of the
man-demon.”
“So am I,” I whispered.
“Hush. Still your mind. Concentrate on what you would see… The Watchtower, the
League, the Batman, now in this present time… And look into the water.”
I looked at the bowl, the creamy whiteness of the mother of pearl visible through the
clear water. I thought of the Watchtower conference room. I had been there once, after
Prometheus, I waited there while they cleared out the press… I visualized the room in
as much detail as I could remember. I held the image and thought of the present…
Batman would be there… and Martian Manhunter… and Superman… the creamy
whiteness of the bowl became glassy-white, and the water took on a silvery mirror
appearance. It became harder to distinguish the water from the bowl… I thought of
the Watchtower and suddenly… there it was. We were looking right into it like a
movie screen.
Jason’s hands curled slowly around mine and he took a long vibrating breath that
sounded like a snore.
“There,” he said at last. “We can relax now and watch, as long as our hands remain
in contact.”

“Talk has its place, naturally,” Jason announced after about an hour, “too often, one
has to keep the heroes from blindly throwing themselves into certain death. But when
they finally do choose to exercise speech as well as shiny rings and magic bracelets,
they can become tedious. And then one almost wishes they’d go back to the blind
throwing again.”
I just stared at him for a second. It honestly took a few moments to process
individual words. There had been such a monsoon of rhetorical nonsense.
“How,” I managed at last, “can these people… function… in the world?”
“I recall having the same thought about the dons of Oxford,” Jason said blandly,
“around 1360. The debate that day was translating the bible into the vernacular against
the wishes of the papacy… As I recall, they didn’t reach a conclusion until 1610.”
We had endured four cycles around the table. Someone would say their piece—and
then, often as not, Wonder Woman would step in like Dan Rather after a presidential
address, repeating what they had said, explaining the difficult parts in case anybody
didn’t get it, and then telling everyone what they should think about it.
“Themyscirans tend to have certain predictable attitudes, in my experience,” was
Jason’s summary.
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I noticed that sometimes Aquaman cut her off, and sometimes he just sat there
grinding a knuckle into the table. Everyone else seemed to tune her out, like they were
used to it. I did too, and I used that time while she was talking to scope out the others.
Flash was certainly taking it the hardest. I remembered J’onn in the cave saying he
would be more upset than anybody. Green Lantern looked shocked, but when he
spoke, it was with a “who am I to judge” attitude that would have pissed me off under
other circumstances. He was one of the “Big-7,” he was in that meeting. The chair he
sat in made it his place to judge. But I couldn’t really feel angry. I got the feeling he
didn’t care as far as the debate went. His eyes kept going over to Flash. All he saw was
a friend in pain and that was his concern, not the big ethical questions the rest of them
would argue to death. So I couldn’t be angry, even though he wasn’t exactly on our
side. It was exactly how I felt. I didn’t care about the big philosophical issues either. I
only cared that they hurt Bruce.
Plastic Man was next. To say he was stunned and disgusted does not begin to do
him justice. Every time I’ve met him, he works it in that he’s a reformed criminal, and I
guess there’s no zealot like a convert, because he’s got that black-and-white thing
down pat: This was wrong, just flat out wrong, it was something criminals do, not heroes,
and certainly not The Justice League.
“It is painful to see one’s heroes fall, isn’t it,” Jason remarked in a rather bored tone
when Eel had finished.
“Yes,” I murmured, “But there’s no growth without pain.” Jason looked at me
strangely and I didn’t know why I’d said it. “Maybe it’s better like this,” I demurred,
“for him to see they’re not perfect, rather than to blindly assume anything the League
does must be right and wind up getting bit.”
“Like Bruce was?”
“Bruce never had blind faith in anyone, Jason.”
“But he did. He believed in himself, Selina. He believes in Bruce Wayne and his
ability to take on all comers with his mind and his body, and what he himself has been
able to develop them into. By attacking that, by robbing him of his control of that—
Selina, for all your indignation, I wonder if you understand the true nature of the crime
that was committed by these ‘heroes.’”
Diana finally got the floor, officially, not just offering color commentary on what
everyone else had said. Just as Jason had said, she was thoroughly predictable as a
“peace through superior firepower” kinda gal: whatever it took to make someone
understand, using whatever tools are necessary. She didn’t view someone as
unbalanced as Dr. Light as a person having any rights whatsoever to his mind, body,
or will. He was a rabid animal that should be put down.
She never once looked at Batman, but I watched only him while she was talking. She
never alluded to what happened to him, it was as if it was in no way related to the
subject under discussion. Dr. Light deserved it, that was the beginning and the end of
the conversation. I watched him watch her talk, knowing he was seeing the same thing
I was: the ultimate vindication of the protocols, the ultimate vindication of everything
he said about superpowers being open to abuse. The mortal man objected to what they
had done, so they used their powers to prevent his stopping them. Whatever it takes to
make someone understand using whatever tools are necessary.
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Aquaman spoke last, and I was reminded he was the one in this group who was a
professional politician. He was, like J’onn, a telepath, and as such he was “appalled.”
And yet he admitted he had been known to quiet the minds of out-of-control sea life—
although he was quick to add that, in those cases, the animals were poisoned and
diseased as a result of surfacers’ criminal disruption of the aquatic ecosystem. But he
could, in a sense, understand where the Leaguers were coming from in so far as the
initial question concerning Dr. Light.
Wonder Woman puffed up and looked about to launch into her approving
recapitulation of his remarks, but he held up a hand in her direction.
“I’m not finished,” he said sternly, “I said what I feel as a telepath and as a member
of this League. There is another role I assume which offers me a perspective none of
you have. I am a king. I am not a citizen of a democratic republic; I am a ruling
monarch. We don’t vote in Atlantis: we debate, we discuss, and then ultimately I
decide. What I decide will please one group and displease another, every time. And
unlike some,” here he shot a withering look at Diana, “I do not have the luxury of
pretending the argument I personally agree with is the only one of worth. Because
those people on the ‘other side’ are not rabid dogs and lowly criminals; they are my
subjects, no less than the ones I agree with. If it is a question of great moral and ethical
import, I will always—regardless of my personal beliefs—err on the side of caution,”
his voice shifted on that last word, the way Batman’s does talking about justice.
“The day I don’t, the day I use my power to support my view regardless of what
would be best for my subjects, is the day I cease to be a ruler and become a despotic
tyrant. This group, these seven rogue Leaguers were divided in their views. No decision
of this kind should EVER hinge on one man’s vote. This was a question of
monumental moral and ethical import, and they were DIVIDED. It is obscene that they
did not err on the side of caution. I move that we dispense with any more of this
whaleshit and call the surviving members of this ‘secret inner League’ up here to
answer for themselves. I personally would like to hear Oliver Queen explain to me
what kind of crimefighter stands by and lets this happen in front of him on the grounds
that he was ‘outvoted.’”
“Wow,” I murmured, “That was almost worth sitting through the hour and a half of,
what did he say, whaleshit?”
Jason scowled like I said he’d look good in pink polka dots.
“I said almost,” I repeated.

The League took a recess, thank God, while they summoned the surviving members
of the cabal: Green Arrow, Black Canary, Hawkman, Zatanna—and technically Atom,
although he had dropped out of sight after discovering his ex-wife killed Sue Dibny
and leaving her at Arkham. Nobody expected him to show and everyone seemed to
agree that he’d suffered enough.
The recess gave Jason and I a chance to let go of each other’s hands. We stood up,
stretched our legs, and in Jason’s case, he went off to the kitchen. He returned with a
tray and set out a plate of biscotti, another of chocolate, two small glasses and a small
bottle of wine.
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“Very important to have sugar in the bloodstream when channeling even the
smallest amounts of magic,” he decreed.
“And the bottle,” I said, pointing. “Very important to have a belt or two in there
when listening to even the smallest amount of crimefighters pontificating?”
“Vin santo,” he answered, pouring, “Italian sweet wine, I’m quite fond of dipping
the biscotti in it—your cell phone is about to ring. You’ll have excellent reception as
well as privacy on the terrace.”
I reached for my purse, and, sure enough, just as my hand touched it, Bruce’s ring
sounded. I went out to the terrace and heard the familiar :: Selina, secure the line. ::
I felt such a pang hearing that voice. All he was going through, it was so wrong. As
if he didn’t have enough pain already. I wanted us to be in bed, holding each other,
with all this behind us. But he wasn’t calling me for that kind of comfort. After all that
self-important bluster, he wanted to hear me light and heedless and feline.
“Hey, Handsome,” I purred. “How’s it going?”
:: As expected. ::
“As expected-good, or as expected-we’re screwed?”
:: Poker. ::
“Meow.”
:: We’ll be going back in a few minutes… Selina, you’re watching, aren’t you? ::
Busted. It had been a long time since he’d so completely read me.
“How did you know?”
:: Poker. Playing the table. You’re at Jason’s, you’re watching, you’re using magic to do it.
::
“Yes.”
There was a long pause during which I decided to answer the question he wouldn’t
ask.
“And that’s the only way I’m using it, Bruce. Nothing I’m doing here will touch you
in any way. You can trust me and believe that, or not. If you can read me so well that
you knew I’d be here, then you should know you can trust me on the rest.”
:: I would still rather you didn’t use it at all. I would prefer— ::
“I know. And I’m doing it anyway. It’s hardly the first time I’ve done something
you’d rather I didn’t. The entire Impressionist gallery at the GMA comes to mind.”
He grunted. It was music to my ears. The grunt was pure Batman, my Batman, the
real Batman. Not the Uber-Psychobat pulling back from me and everyone else because
of what Superman had done.
:: I have to go, :: he graveled—but he didn’t hang up. Instead, there was a long pause,
and then, :: Selina, when this is over, tell Jason to show you Zatanna’s apartment. ::

The words “witch hunt” were used a lot when the meeting reconvened and the cabal
were called up one at a time to explain themselves. Green Arrow went so far as to give
a whole history lesson:
“Y’see, witches have a numb spot somewhere on their body because they’ve had sex
with the devil. So to find out if someone is a witch, here’s what you do: stick a needle
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into every inch of our skin and if we don’t say ‘Ai’ each time: Guilty! The way of the
matchstick we go.”
Plastic Man started to say something about there being a reason witches were hunted
in the first place, that nobody liked the idea of someone using magical muscle to
victimize their neighbors. I couldn’t follow very well because Jason was chuckling.
“I take it Etrigan has something to share?” I guessed.
“He does, on the subject of demonic lovemaking and the aftereffects.”
“Do tell,” I said.
“Selina, I would not repeat this for the world, especially not to a lady.”
“Oh, c’mon, Jason, it’s been three hours and this is the first six seconds that are
interesting.”
“Let’s just say Etrigan strongly denies that a female who has enjoyed the –cough–
pleasure of demonic caresses becomes in any way unresponsive, quite the reverse, he
says. And he has some intriguing theories as to how impotent and inept human males
could have arrived as such a ridiculous conclusion.”
I smiled.
“Quite the hellacious sex machine, eh, Etty?”
“Selina please, I beg you, do not encourage him.”
We returned our attention to the Justice League. A new tension had settled on the
table. Aquaman and J’onn were both going after Green Arrow. The others, especially
Flash and Green Lantern, had gone quiet.
Up until now, Jason had seemed bored with the proceedings. He was suddenly
riveted to the scene before us.
“Because sometimes you HAVE to do what you’d rather NOT do!” Arrow was
yelling. “And SOMETIMES you don’t even have the luxury of KNOWING it’s the right
thing. And you LIVE with that because it’s the PRICE YOU PAY for DOING WHAT
NEEDS DONE. And THAT is as much a part of being a hero as running into the
burning building.”
“We no longer know if you’ll run into that building,” J’onn replied calmly, in
marked contrast to Green Arrow’s angry shouts. “If it’s some corporate headquarters
strip-mining valuable resources, you might decide the greater good is served by letting
it burn.”
“Or Hawkman might decide those employees deserve to die, and you’ll go along
because you’re outvoted,” Aquaman added.
“Of course,” Jason said quietly. “J’onn and Arthur were part of the first League
incarnation. They were both outsiders and the League offered them a sense of
connectedness with the rest of the world. The Justice League is their ‘baby,’ in a sense,
and this goes beyond standard ‘teenage rebellion’—this is your sixteen year old
stealing the family car, robbing a bank and murdering thirteen people.”
“The others have gone quiet,” I noted.
“Now that they’re over the initial shock, they’ve started to notice the strain between
Batman and Superman. They must know there’s a bond there, just about everyone
does. We can see the tension between them from here, Selina. In the room, it must be
palpable.”
I watched and he was right, just about everyone was sneaking glances at Batman and
Superman.
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“So now they get it. If this is big enough to drive a wedge between them…”
“Yes. Quite.”
It went on. Aquaman was relentless. He went after Hawkman and Zatanna for
disrespecting their fellow Leaguers so thoroughly that they first formed this secret
inner group to do what they knew no full League would ever consent to, and then had
the audacity to proceed even over the objections of their fellow conspirators. He went
after Green Arrow and Black Canary for not fighting for their beliefs. They were the
ones in that circle, they knew what was going on, and they had a duty to fight for what
they knew to be right.
When it was over, each of the four had the chance to make a final statement.
Zatanna whined that she “never meant to hurt any of them”—it was a disgusting
display and I was delighted when Jason muttered something about “conjuring up a
little responsibility for what you do with your magicks.”
Hawkman did that much; he didn’t make excuses. He behaved like the Nazis at
Nuremberg, but he didn’t make excuses. He didn’t accept that the panel he sat before
had any authority to judge his actions. He did what he did, he’d do it again. The end.
Black Canary came the closest to looking genuinely contrite. And Green Arrow
spoke directly to Flash.
“You know I loved Hal. You know I loved Barry. This has been twisting like a
corkscrew in my chest for years. Do you think I wanted to sully their memories?
There’s not a thing any of you can do to me to add to the hell I’ve known living with
this.”
It occurred to me, listening to them as I held Jason Blood’s hands with Etrigan’s
hellfire coursing through his veins, that I would like to test that little theory.
“Selina,” Jason said evenly, “don’t let the hatred into your heart. It will make a hole
there.”
“I want to hurt them, Jason. I want it so badly.”
“I know. Now let it go.”
J’onn was talking.
“If any villain had used magic or technology to program the mind of another being
to change their moral code and bring it into agreement with his own, if a member of
this League tried to stop it and was prevented in this way, there would be NO
DEBATE WHATSOEVER about right, wrong, gray areas, slippery slopes, or witch
hunts. Why because Hawkman, Zatanna, Green Arrow and Black Canary are in this
League do we put them in another category? Are there now to be two sets of right and
wrong? One for the Justice League and one for everyone else?”
It was very eloquent, but I just wanted to hurt them. I thought of Bruce clenching his
fist as he had another nightmare. I wanted to see them suffer, I wanted to hear the
screaming.
“Don’t let the hate in,” Jason repeated. “Trust him.”
Over Batman and J’onn’s strong objections, the “Justice” League decided no actions
were to be taken against the former members involved in “the incident” beyond
revoking their Reservist status and “barring them from using any League ‘services or
equipment’—Watchtower, teleporters, etc.”
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Batman also instructed them to reveal all that had happened to their JSA, Birds of
Prey, and other teammates, because the other teams needed to be aware of what they
had done, and each individual would have to decide for themselves if they wished to
continue working with them.
“Tell them or I will” was the phrase he used.
He was looking at Superman when he said it.

Once the former members were gone, Batman addressed the remaining Leaguers. He
informed them that if anything like this was to happen again—or was even considered—
the League would be instantly disbanded, the Watchtower would be shut down and
dismantled, and he would use every resource at his disposal to ensure that no Justice
League ever formed again.
Wonder Woman went ballistic—no single person, not even Batman, had that kind of
power over a group like the Justice League! They were bigger than any one man! It
was ludicrous and insulting to believe that he could exert that kind of control or make
that kind of demand!
Batman reached silently into his belt, pulled out a small device the size of a credit
card and hit a button. The Watchtower plunged into darkness and then that deep voice
that makes my toes curl whenever I hear it uttered two simple words:
“Watch me.”
The grumbles of dissent started, but were instantly silenced as J’onn stood up and
walked around the table to stand next to Batman. “And he wouldn’t be alone,” he said
firmly.
Batman restored the power as he and J’onn stared around the table at the others.
J’onn was the one to finally break the silence.
“Regardless of your personal beliefs,” he said, “permanently manipulating the mind
of another being—especially against their will or without their knowledge—is flat out
wrong. And a Justice League—any Justice League—that engages in such practices to
impose its will on others does not deserve to exist. We’re better than that. We should be
better than that. If you don’t understand that, get out now. Your personal beliefs are
your own, but the Justice League will not engage in this behavior again. If you can’t
accept that, you don’t want to be in this League, and no matter what abilities you bring
to the table, we don’t want you here.”
Diana, ever the diplomat (and clearly the one most offended by the idea of someone
that wasn’t her dictating the way it was going to be), attempted to diffuse the situation
by calling for a vote. There was a harsh, growling “NO!” that, had I not been looking
directly at him, I would have sworn came from Bruce. It could have been the water we
were looking through, the details were a bit unclear, but I could swear I saw that teal
color creeping back into J’onn as he glared at Diana.
“No. No more votes. As Leon McKinley, I spent a great deal of time in Washington
last year, as all of you know. What private time I had, I spent at the Jefferson
Memorial. There is a quote on its rotunda that fascinated me. ‘I have sworn upon the
altar of God eternal hostility against every form of tyranny over the mind of man.’
That man is the architect of your democracy, Diana. ‘I have sworn upon the altar of God
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eternal hostility against every form of tyranny over the mind of man.’ We will NOT vote on
this. The morality of the League will not be decided by consensus.
“Those of us who see this abuse of power for what it is will not stand aside this time
and let it occur under a banner of ‘Justice.’ ‘Almighty God hath created the mind free,’
that’s what your Thomas Jefferson said. The JUSTICE League will not act like this ever
again, or the Justice League will no longer exist. It will cease be a Justice League in
anything but name—and if it takes my last breath, I swear to you I will not allow any
of you to use that name to expunge the good, the self-sacrifice and heroism this
organization has come to represent. The Justice League DOES NOT do this. I WILL
NOT be a part of any organization that would do this. If you will not be a part of an
organization that won’t, leave. And having left, if you use your powers to impose your
will and code on others, know that the Justice League will stand against you as we
would any tyranny over the mind of man.”
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CHAPTER 8: HANDS-ON KARMA
While I’m not clear on all the intricacies of the history, I know that Martian
Manhunter is more than just another member of the JLA. Those inclined to be a little
rococo with their metaphors have called him the heart, the conscience, and in one case,
the “central nervous system” of the Justice League.
However you want to phrase it, he’s respected—a lot. He has the kind of pull that
only comes from being quietly right over many years, not spouting off on every subject
or taking a hard line on every opinion. When he finally does put his foot down, it
means something; it has weight and mass. It has the calm, silent force of a thousand
conversations where one or another of them had prattled like a fool and he sat there,
patient and understanding, knowing whatever it was they were saying was terribly
important to them, but mindful of it’s true (in)significance in the greater scheme of
things.
But he’d spoken now, and he’d done it for us. He’d stood beside Batman and said
No, this is not how beings of honor and integrity use their powers. He’d spoken firmly
and finally. After a speech like that, the matter was done with: The Justice League does
not do this. The only one who could have challenged the finality of J’onn’s declaration
was Superman—and he wasn’t saying a word. Diana looked at him. It wasn’t an
appeal exactly, but she seemed to know that he was the last chance to dispel that aura
that the final word had been spoken, the decision was made and the discussion
concluded.
And Superman did not say one word. He just looked at Bruce as if there was no
other person in the room.
The meeting adjourned, and I turned to Jason.
“I have a special power of my own,” I mused. “On any given day, I can tell Alfred to
make leg of lamb a la Pennyworth. Do you think it would be an unscrupulous abuse of
power if I rewarded a speech like that by inviting J’onn over for dinner?”
Jason raised an eyebrow.
“Since I myself am eligible to receive some expression of your gratitude, Selina, I
would certainly not condemn using Mr. Pennyworth’s estimable culinary skills to do
so. In all my years assisting Batman and the full Justice League, I can’t recall anyone
making such a delightful suggestion. It’s been quite a while since I’ve had a really
good leg of lamb.”
I grinned, assured him he would be on the guest list, and forwarded Bruce’s message
that once the League meeting broke up, Jason should show me Zatanna’s apartment.
He seemed to listen for a moment, then slowly laid his hands back down on the table
beside the bowl holding the Water of Avalon, and he looked up at me, his eyes
glowing faintly red. As I laid my hands back down over his, that whirling malevolence
felt stronger than it had before.
“Etrigan is nearer the surface?” I asked, although there wasn’t any doubt; I could feel
him there, fiery and cruel.
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“Yes, he is here,” Jason said dully. “This isn’t vengeance, Etrigan. Batman is about
Justice, not retribution.” He paused, and I felt that malice surge into me, as if Jason had
a fever and the heat of it coursed out of his hands and into mine. It pulsed halfway up
my forearms while Jason went on talking. “Because she needs a serious lesson in every
action having a consequence,” he was saying, “She tends to forget that fact most of the
time because she can get away with it.”
The whirling fire surged again: Etrigan was answering Jason, and I started to feel the
fiery hatred had a rhythm to it, like poetry, almost like music. And the music wanted
the same thing I did: to hurt them, to see them suffer, to taste it like rich fruity wine.
Jason was apologizing for the delay and pointing my attention back to the bowl. His
voice seemed more distant than it had before. We had chatted easily while we watched
the League meeting; it was like watching television. But this time the image forming in
the bowl seemed more real, more present, than anything in the room with me. It was a
simple apartment, plainly furnished, with a bare brick wall dominated by a large
theatrical poster advertising ZATARA: The Master of Magic and several smaller framed
photographs of various costumed heroes. That room was more real than Jason’s
sanctum or the table, the bowl or the water. There was a woman in the room, more
tangible than Jason or the warmth coming from his hands. She was wearing blue jeans
and a tight black T-shirt pocked with yellow stars and moons. She sat alone at a small
table, finishing her dinner. It was Zatanna, and I could feel her as if she was the one
whose hand I was holding, linked in some magic ritual, and it was Jason we were
passively watching hundreds of miles away… I could see right into her.
She stood up to take her dishes to the kitchen—or at least she thought she was going
to stand… but she didn’t. She just stopped—and I could feel it, I could sense her
confusion—she couldn’t move. She tried again, but for some reason her body wasn’t
responding. She tried to speak, to call out a spell to free herself, but even her mouth,
even her tongue, wouldn’t budge. Panic tickled, just the slightest touch of it was
starting to rise in her, that first little blip of fright, I could feel it. I could taste it—a rich,
fruity wine—she was starting to panic—and then this growling voice came from the
shadow in the corner. I closed my eyes, just for a moment, to savor the sound…
“Interesting fact about the brain…”
God, I love that voice.
“…While voluntary motor function is controlled in the motor cortex, located at the
back of the frontal lobe, involuntary motor function is controlled deep in the brain
stem. By shutting down the motor cortex as well as various pieces of the parietal lobe,
you can effectively paralyze a person—rendering them completely immobile—while
still allowing the base biological functions to continue.”
Batman stepped out of the shadows and into her direct line of sight, slowly
approaching the table where Zatanna sat motionless.
“The heart continues to beat,” he said, “the lungs continue to breathe. Sweat, blood
pressure, body temperature, blinking, swallowing—everything continues to function
normally. Cognitive function remains as well—the person is still perfectly aware, able
to perceive their surroundings and interpret external stimuli. Essentially, the fully
functional consciousness remains untouched inside a perfectly motionless body—a
mind trapped inside a physical prison.
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“While medical science has yet to develop a drug or toxin to perfectly achieve this
effect, a powerful enough telepath—a Martian, for instance—is capable of reaching into
the brain and shutting down these motor control centers with no lasting effects.”
Batman reached the table and stared directly into her eyes.
“This isn’t revenge. This is about facing the consequences of your actions. As a
practitioner of magic, you are no doubt aware of the Rule of Three: any negative action
you perform against another will be revisited upon you threefold.”
He pulled out the chair across from her and sat, his eyes never leaving hers. His face
tightened into an angry scowl as he affixed her with that glare that could extinguish the
sun.
“You stole twenty minutes of my life. I’m taking an hour of yours.”
He leaned back in the chair, crossing his arms across his chest while still maintaining
that death glare. Neither of them moved; Zatanna because she couldn’t, Batman
because he wouldn’t. He just sat there, staring and hating. The tension and animosity
filling the room was… delicious… it pulsated with every pounding heartbeat in
Zatanna’s ears… I could taste it, like rich fruity wine. I sat there too, watching them,
listening to that music.
At the end of an hour, Batman rose silently and left.
And I remembered I was sitting in Jason’s magic room, holding his hands, looking
into a bowl of water from Avalon. My heart wasn’t racing, but it was beating just a
little harder than usual. My face felt flushed. And my breathing was just a little
deeper and faster than normal.
“That was a rush,” I heard myself saying.
“It wasn’t my place to interfere,” Jason said. “The choice was yours, Selina. I hope
you enjoyed your dance with darkness as much as Etrigan did.”

Bruce says with magic there’s always a price. Maybe I had enjoyed what he did to
Zatanna a little too much. Maybe I’d let the darkness into my heart, just a little.
Having my thoughts and feelings so intertwined with Jason, and therefore Etrigan,
during something that emotionally charged, it was probably inevitable. And if that
was the price, for me, of using magic this day in this way, then that was the price. I
wasn’t going to whine about it. It happened. I had touched evil, and now I’d just have
to live with that.
Everything still felt the same when I got home, at first, anyway. Alfred said Bruce
was back, so I went straight down to the cave. He was at his workstation like nothing
had happened. I felt this incredible urge to kiss him so hard and so long, to hug him so
tight—then he wheeled around and glared at me not that much friendlier than he’d
looked at Zatanna.
“My hero,” I said sincerely, ignoring the death glare. “You were wonderful.”
He grunted and went back to work. And I realized it hadn’t been a hostile glare, just
the usual one since this Dr. Light thing came out. In my euphoria, I’d forgotten he was
shutting me out.
“You were wonderful, Bruce,” I repeated softly to his back.
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“The meeting will be at Dick and Barbara’s,” he graveled. “As soon as Nightwing
and Robin get back from Bludhaven. I’m going on patrol directly afterwards, so you’ll
have to go in costume if you expect to ride in with me.”
“Meeting?” I murmured. “I think I skipped a page somehow. What meeting?”
“Black Canary has to make full disclosure before the Birds of Prey and the Bat Team
if she expects to continue—I thought you were watching.”
“I was, I knew about that part, I just didn’t… Bruce, I’m not ‘Bat Team,’ I’m not one
of your little trained minions. Why do you want me there?”
He swiveled his chair around and looked at me for a long minute.
“You don’t have to be if you don’t want to. I assumed you would… for Tim at least,
you two’ve been so… This is going to be hard on him, on all of them. I thought you
would want to be there.”
“Sure,” I said casually. “I’ll go. Just give me a minute to change.”

So I went to see Black Canary stand before all her Gotham teammates and confess
how she’d been a part of this secret group inside the Justice League that took it upon
themselves to change Dr. Light’s personality, wound up lobotomizing him, and used
magic against Bruce when he discovered them and then wiped his memory of it.
I don’t know what was wrong with me, I felt so detached from it all, from all of
them. When we got to Dick and Barbara’s, she was all keyed up about her hunt for
Calculator, and Dick and Tim were full of news from their adventures in Bludhaven.
They were all about to receive a gut punch. They didn’t know it, and I did. And I
couldn’t work up any kind of feeling at all.
Huntress and Azrael arrived together, which seemed strange at first, but I figured
they were both equally uncomfortable coming to a meeting like this, especially there.
Then something interesting happened: Huntress eyed me up and down like… well,
like a criminal. I almost laughed. It felt good. After all this time with Bruce, she was
the first of the “Bat Family” that didn’t accept me straight away because he had.
Then Black Canary arrived with Batgirl—I wondered if that was coincidence or if
Bruce arranged it, a variation on not leaving Superman alone in the cave. I suspected
that none of those four would be allowed in Gotham without an escort for a very long
time.
Canary made her little speech. I wasn’t exactly listening. By this time, I’d heard it all
so many times… at the Iceberg, from Superman, at the Watchtower… about eight
versions altogether, not counting the nightmares. So I didn’t listen very closely. I just
watched the others. I watched Tim especially.
I’ll admit I’ve had a soft spot for the kid. He’s been through a lot. And he’s another
one that could have turned into Psychobat Junior when Bruce and I started up. He
could’ve made things hard for me, but he didn’t. So maybe it was gratitude for that, or
maybe I’d bought into the whole “Bat Family” packaging a little bit after I moved in
with Bruce, started to feel this collection of cops in capes really were family. Or maybe
I just liked the kid, I don’t know. But sitting there watching the color drain out of his
face while Canary got to the part about Batman, I knew all that was over. I felt
nothing.
“Dinah.” It was Barbara’s voice, not outraged but quietly bewildered.
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“How could you do something like that?” Dick, more of an edge than Barbara,
angrier.
Tim is a nice kid and he’s been through a lot. And it’s not fair that life keeps piling it
onto him lately. But I couldn’t work up an ounce of sympathy, sitting there, watching
it all unfold. All I could think was that Tim Drake was Robin. He might become
Batman one day or he might find some moniker of his own as Nightwing had, but one
day he and Cassie and Superboy and Kid Flash would be the new Justice League. He
was going to end up one of them, that’s what Bat Family meant, right? Little
crimefighters become big crimefighters.
And why should I care anyway? He was nothing to me. It’s not like he was my kid
or anything. Hell, he wasn’t even Bruce’s kid. He was just—
Leaving.
He stormed off towards the kitchen. It reminded me of the way Bruce had left the
cave in the middle of the talk with Superman. He wasn’t being dramatic or throwing a
tantrum, he just needed some time on his own to process what was happening.
Dick was angrier than I’ve ever seen him. He even snapped at Barbara when she
stopped him going after Tim.
“I screwed up,” Canary was saying. “We all did. It was dumb, we panicked, we’d
just seen someone we knew and loved raped before our eyes. Some had blood in their
eyes, and the rest of us were too off-balance to stop them from… it went out of control
so fast.”
“This stinks,” Dick said, still standing but evidently giving up on the idea of
following Tim. “We’re supposed to be satisfied that the Justice League settled this
themselves and we just decide whether or not we personally trust you enough to work
with you again? Okay, fine: I say no way in hell. You stay away from me, from
Bludhaven, from Tim, an’so help me, any of you even think about laying a finger on
Bruce again, you’ll find out there are worse things than a pissed off Batman on your
tail.”
“I can be trusted, Dick” she stressed, quiet and emphatic.
“I wouldn’t trust you to walk my dog,” he spat, then turned to the rest of us. “The
rest of you should make your decision quick, so I can throw this person out of my
house.”
I would have gladly changed places with Dinah at that moment. Because I wanted
out of that room and away from all of them—when it occurred to me that no selfrespecting cat stays in a place if they’d rather be elsewhere. So I left, not knowing if
any of them would notice or care.

It was a little early for a prowl. The afterparties were still going on following the big
fashion shows. The stretch in front of the Four Seasons was littered with limousines
and couples parading their bling. I spotted a diamond bracelet that looked to be in the
mid-six figure category.
Then I felt this shift in the breeze and my peripheral vision picked up a flutter of
red. I turned to look and there he was: Superman, hovering.
“You realize a felony burglary charge is 8-10 years,” quoth Earth’s Greatest Hero.
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“And you realize that coming into his city unannounced is playing three card monte
with Fate,” I countered. “So let’s dispense with the banter, Spitcurl. What do you
want?”
“I want to talk to you,” he said, dropping the caped crimefighter tone.
“I kind of figured that much,” I mentioned, “seeing that you’re hovering three feet
off the rooftop I’m standing on.”
“What were you looking at down there, Selina?”
“I think you know.”
“The chandelier earrings?”
I clicked my tongue, disappointed. “The bracelet,” I told him. “Really, I don’t know
what kind of rubes pass for jewel thieves in Metropolis, but the diamond bracelet is the
only thing down there worth following anybody home for.”
“Noted,” he said flatly. Then he started to say something but stopped awkwardly.
“No, I wasn’t going to go after it,” I announced. “Lord knows I could, and frankly
I’m in the mood for a little flutter. But I happen to value what I have with Bruce, and
so I’m not going to wreck it. See how that works?”
He shook his head, not ‘No, I don’t understand,’ more ‘I can’t win’—which is a
realization all dog-people have to make sooner or later where cats are concerned.
“Come fly with me,” he said abruptly.
“You make it sound like a dare,” I told him, nodding my agreement. “Once a month,
I like to accept a dare from a man in a cape.”
I didn’t manage to breathe before we were out of Gotham airspace. He hadn’t gone
nearly that fast when he took me to the Fortress of Solitude or brought me back. But
this time, the jolt of air breaking across my face as he headed towards the river made it
all but impossible to inhale or even open my eyes. Then I felt us slow to a more
comfortable speed, and I popped my eyes open to see that we’d just passed over the
Beacon Avenue Bridge. Before long, we were over the ocean, and he turned south,
following the coast for a while… Then turned again so we flew over land—some
beautiful horse country, around Virginia was my guess… Then farms, small ones and
then bigger square ones… another turn, another one of those sprinting-out-of-Gotham
bursts of speed where I couldn’t breathe or open my eyes, and he sat us down at a
magnificent waterfall in, as nearly as I could tell, the middle of absolutely nowhere.
“Thank you for flying Air Clark,” he said with what women who like that sort of
thing call boyish charm.
“What’s so special about this waterfall?” I asked.
“Nothing much. It’s a nice spot is all. City girls miss out on the beauties of nature.”
There’s a look Batman sometimes had when he’d find me on a museum rooftop. It
was perfectly obvious why I was there, but if I quipped about it being a nice night for a
stroll or something like that, he’d turn on this sternly unamused glare that clearly
wanted to skip over the foreplay and get to the point. I did my best to recreate that
expression now, and judging by the wry grin from Superman, the one that always
seems to proceed “you two are so perfect for each other,” I succeeded.
“We needed a private place to talk,” he said, coming to the point at last. “And I
wanted to see if you would trust me now, after all that’s happened.”
“I trust you not to drop me into San Francisco Bay,” I told him honestly. “That’s not
really the same thing, is it.”
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He dropped his head and let out a sigh. At first, it looked like defeat or even shame,
but then I realized he wasn’t hanging his head, he was glancing down at his own chest.
“Sometimes people forget that it’s an ‘S’ for ‘super,’ not a ‘P’ for ‘perfect,’” he
remarked coolly. Then he raised his head back up and his eyes locked onto mine, just
as they had in the cave after I’d mentioned his parents. “It was a mistake. I should have
told Bruce and I didn’t. It was a judgment call, and not an easy one, but I made a
choice. And yes, I will admit now that I chose poorly. I’m sorry, Selina, I truly am.
And I’m fully prepared to handle the consequences of that decision.”
I didn’t know what to say to that, so I fell back on the obvious.
“I’m not the one you need to be apologizing to,” I said gently.
“What Bruce and I have to settle, we’ll settle our own way. We will settle it. I know
that because I know him. Like I know he has more protocols, like I know the first time
you two switched off this morning he went and put that ring in his belt. I do know him,
Selina, and I know we’ll find a way to resolve this between us, because he’ll see the
need to work towards that as much as I do.”
I had my doubts that any of them “know” him. I don’t really know the part of
Batman that he gives to the League, but I know him. I know the whole man, and so I
know what a tiny sliver of him it is that they see. They see that one miniscule
fragment, and they think they know him? I really had my doubts. But I kept them to
myself. Superman had brought me all this way to say his bit; the least I could do was
listen.
“But I don’t really know you, Selina, and I do… I do feel that you and I have to settle
this between us. I’ll admit I was taken aback this morning when you were there in the
cave and inserted yourself in the middle of… I mean, when I saw that you knew all
about it. I couldn’t imagine why he would have told you, why you were involved at
all, but, well, then this afternoon after the League met, I went home to Lois. I realized
if the situation were reversed… If she perceives anything as an attack on me, heh, I’d
rather face an army of Brainiacs than—”
“You really should stop doing that,” I interrupted quietly. “That comparison, me
and Lois, it’s not valid. I am not Bruce’s wife,” I told him firmly. “I’m not going to be.
Ever. Can you understand that? You think you know him? He will never be able to
take a leap like that, and if he would,” I shook my head slowly to indicate no. “People
get married to start a family, Clark. And any child of his is going to wind up in a mask
on a rooftop, it’s practically a given. And I’d be fine with that, that’s my world as
much as his. But little crimefighters have a way of growing up into big crimefighters.
And if you think I’ll see any child of mine in that League of yours, you must not be
paying attention.”
“Because of one mistake?!”
“All it takes is one goddamn mistake when he can DIE, you moron!” I heard myself
screech.
He looked down again—not at the S on his chest this time.
“This morning you talked about my father,” he said finally. “One of the things he
taught me, when I was just about Tim’s age, is that there’s more to being ‘human’ than
biology. Selina, all I can do is the best I can do with the gifts God gave me. I am capable
of making mistakes. And it’s my curse that if I do make a fatal error, it’s people like
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Lois, and Bruce, and my father, and you that can pay the ultimate price for it. It’s not
an easy truth to live with, but I have no choice. I’m a man, Selina. I can lift the earth
behind Wayne Manor and make a waterfall twice as high as this one if you want one. I
can fly up to Maine to bring Alfred a lobster. I shave with my heat vision because no
razor will cut through this stubble. But I don’t automatically know the right thing to
do. I have to grapple with a tough call just like you do, and at the end of the day I can
make the wrong one. Does that really cross me off the list of people fit for your
children to know?”
“Fair point,” I said.
“I care about him too, Selina. Don’t think that I don’t because, in this one instance, I
was willing to risk my relationship with him to protect the League.”
I couldn’t suppress the sad laugh welling up inside. I hadn’t felt like this since
having to explain the word ‘pheromones’ to AzBat.
“It’s not your friendship with Bruce that you fubar’d, Clark,” I said, constructing the
simplest sentence I could to convey the point. “It’s Bruce’s friendship with you.”
“I don’t understand.”
“I know… You’re ‘selfless guy.’ If you lose a friend for the good of the League, then
that’s the price you have to pay. That’s not the issue here.”
It really did feel like talking to Pheromones that night. I wasn’t sure why.
“Look, if I’d gone for that diamond bracelet back in Gotham, do you think that
would be just another Friday night burglary to him?”
“Obviously not.”
“Because of the bracelet, or because I was the one that took it? It’s the same thing
here. He trusted you. He trusted—for him that’s… And now it’s gone. And I don’t
know if we’ll ever get it back. You wanted to know why I was so pissed at you this
morning, well that’s why. You didn’t just risk your ‘friendship’ with him, you
jeopardized a part of him that was fragile and precious—the part of him that trusts—
because you thought something was ‘bigger’… bigger than this one obligation, this one
personal connection with the man who can die.”
He chuckled.
“Nice to know my concerns are so amusing,” I remarked.
“There’s a certain irony, that’s all. When the League found out about you two, your
relationship, we worried that if it went sour, the fallout could wind up hurting us.” He
started laughing harder; if I didn’t know it was impossible, I might have suspected
SmileX. Then he pulled himself together and shook his head. “God, the way you love
him, Selina… I’m going to go on making whatever comparisons to Lois I see fit. Deal
with it.” He started chuckling again. “We thought his involvement with you was
going to bite us… Instead, it's the fallout from his involvement with us that’s affected
his relationship with you. As I recall, that day in the Watchtower, Bruce took off his
mask, looked each of us in the eye, and swore that his personal life would never affect
the League, but if it did, he would take any action we saw fit, even so far as resigning.
And they call me ‘Superman.’ Well, if I’m to have anything approaching his integrity,
then I have to do the same. Whatever you see fit, Selina, tell me what I can do to fix
this.”
Again I didn’t know what to say.
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“You already apologized, Clark. And you can’t give me back the part of him that’s…
lost in all of this. I’m not saying that to be hurtful, it’s just the truth. You can’t take that
look out of his eye, that gnawing fear that if he was wrong trusting your judgment,
who else is he wrong about? What else is he missing?… Go back to Gotham, make
your peace with him as best you can. I won’t make any trouble for you.”
“But you won’t forgive and forget. No, that’s not good enough, no deal. You accept
my apology, fine. But apologizing isn’t enough, I want out of the doghouse. What will
it take to get there? I suggest you come up with something, it’s a long walk back to
Gotham.”
It was my turn to chuckle, although I’m not at all sure he was joking. By laughing it
off, I wouldn’t have to find out. I thought about what he’d asked… and after a minute
I came up with something.
“Okay, I’ve got one,” I said at last. “Remember, you asked for this—you pushed for
it—so no ‘SuperPout’ if you don’t like it. You’re on the hook.”
“Agreed.”
“When you go back to Gotham, when you talk to Bruce, you will not mention, cite,
or in any way allude to the protocols.”
“See, I figured you’d want me to press some coal into a big diamond or something,”
he hedged.
“I have no problem getting diamonds,” I told him. “This is what I want, erase the pword from your vocabulary.”
“You know the Eye of Krypton is the largest gemstone in the world.”
“I’m living with a billionaire, and I can get into Cartier’s vault in four and a half
minutes. Do we have a deal on the protocols or am I hitchhiking back to civilization?”
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CHAPTER 9: IDENTITY ELEMENT
They patched it up somehow. Superman accompanied Batman on patrol later that
week, the Hacienda East burned to the ground, Joker wound up in Arkham with some
unusual injuries, and the next day Bruce and Clark went to a ballgame. Call it “Male
Bonding: Gotham Style,” I guess.
There was more to it, of course, but I wasn’t privy to whatever was said in the cave
this time around. I gather it had something to do with “that ring” that Superman
mentioned at the waterfall, whatever that means. Anyway, it doesn’t matter. Bruce
calls him Clark again; that’s what matters. It’s going to take time but they’re both
working to rebuild the partnership.
That left me with my own… status to figure out… with Bruce, with Gotham, with all
of it. I couldn’t get on top of it somehow. I didn’t know what I was feeling or even how
I wanted to feel.
I wound up prowling the park, always a favorite spot in the old days when I was
restless. So close to the digs, it was a great place to begin an angsty prowl—and it still
was until I came upon some late night scum roughing up a homeless guy and… well…
I beat them to a pulp. It took the edge off, a little, so even though pummeling thugs
isn’t my idea of a proper cat’s night out, I went snooping around the Ghost Dragons to
get a little more. The ones I found were harassing a storeowner. I didn’t bother to find
out what it was about; I just let loose on the bad guys for a while. When it was over,
the storeowner started gushing, telling me this whole story about cigarettes they
wanted him to sell, cheap because they didn’t have a tax stamp or something. Like I
cared. Like I was some do-gooder crimefighter that gave a shit what laws these guys
broke or thought the world would be a better place if people like him weren’t
victimized. I just left him standing there in the alley behind his store, with his
gratitude, a couple banged up Ghost Dragons, and forty cases of stolen cigarettes.
I started for home when déjà vu all over again, I had this tingle, the ‘Bat is watching’
tingle. It made for an interesting flashback, heading home after a prowl and feeling
that prickle of excitement because he was lurking nearby. I was a few rooftops away
from the lot where I’d left the Jag when I spotted him, this dark, looming, pointyearred mass of blackness standing there blocking my path.
“Evening, Handsome,” I drawled as soon as I was close enough for him to hear.
“Nice night for a stroll.”
He didn’t say anything at first; he just took my hand and examined the knuckles of
my glove.
“The trick is not to like it… too much,” he graveled without looking up.
“How exactly do you manage that?” I couldn’t help asking.
His eyes flickered up at me.
“Keep a little bit of pain with you inside.”
He didn’t say anything more, and the city sounds filled the silence for a minute.
Somewhere in the distance, a siren warbled. Somebody hurt. Status quo for Gotham.
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“Here I thought the whole idea of the pummeling was to pound away the pain,” I
remarked.
“No,” he grunted. “Just makes it easier to live with.”
“This isn’t me,” I heard myself babbling. “I don’t know who this is. I want me
back.”
“I know. So do I.”
I noticed he was still holding onto my hand. Not caressing it or anything; he just
hadn’t let it go.
“I want us back,” I murmured.
“So do I,” he said again.
“How do we do that?” I asked.
Then he uttered three words nobody ever wants to hear coming out of Batman’s
mouth…
“I don’t know.”
The first siren had died away, and a new one, further west, took its place. I stretched
up the way I used to, to tempt him. It brought our lips so close, I could taste his breath,
all we had to do was breathe in sync and our lips would be touching.
“Trust me again,” I whispered.
He grunted. He said “That’s far enough, Catwoman.” And I felt like I’d been
punched in the stomach. He probably didn’t mean it that way. He probably figured it
was like old times: I flirt, he rebuffs… But it hurt. It cut so goddamn deep, I felt like…
Hell, I don’t even know what the word is… shattered. He must have seen it, because I
started to feel his gloved fingertips making these gentle circles over my knuckles.
“I never made a decision to trust you,” he said. “That moment at Xanadu, telling you
the truth, I… I did what I’ve always done in this life, I trusted my instincts and I
followed where they led. Those instincts have kept me alive in a thousand situations
where there isn’t time to make a considered decision. You’re one of the few people in
this world who can understand that.”
I sighed, deflated, which only put more distance between us.
“That was a long time ago, Bruce. Since then, we’ve come a long… At some point,
god… you mean at some point it never occurred to you that…” I trailed off for the
third time. None of this was right. “Never mind,” I muttered, exasperated. “This is a
stupid conversation. You feel how you feel. The whole idea of ‘convincing’ somebody
to trust you with words is pretty asinine.”
“Then don’t tell me. Show me.”
I snapped. I’d had it.
“You’ve seen all there is to see,” I hissed. “If it’s not enough, fuck you.”
His lip twitched. “There she is.”
It took a second—my heart was pounding—in a good way—and I felt the grin
pouring over my lips. I was still pissed but… he was right, I felt like me again.
His lip twitched a second time and he nodded reluctantly. The nod was sad, but it
was nice seeing that twitch again. Way back when, it was the first real glimmer I’d had
of the man inside the bat. Then he spoke again…
“I’m not the only one who’s pulled away, Selina. I’m not sure what it is I’m doing or
not doing, what you’re picking up on, but if my behavior has changed towards you,
maybe it’s because you seem so different these last few days.”
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I think it’s possible my mouth dropped open. I know I hadn’t felt that kind of blind
shock since that moment, a lifetime before, when I broke back into the museum after
Cat-Tales and he said “This isn’t a burglary, it’s a date.” My own words over the last
few days echoed in my brain… to Jason: “Maybe I just don’t like the reminder that he is
only human, more vulnerable on one level than any of them” …and to Clark: “All it takes is
one mistake when he can die.” This whole thing had forced on me just how human, just
how mortal and vulnerable, Bruce really is.
And it scared the living hell out of me.
And I pulled away.
It wasn’t the museum after Cat-Tales I was remembering, it wasn’t “This isn’t a
burglary, it’s a date.” It was the vault weeks later. He wasn’t “Batman” to me
anymore. I looked into his eyes and saw a real person looking back. And I realized he
never called me “Catwoman” anymore, it was always ‘Selina,’ we’d gone beyond the
masked personas… and I knee’d him in the stomach—and then I ran away.
I saw the real, exposed, vulnerable man, and I pulled away.
Shit.
“Selina?”
“Feline independence,” I murmured. “If you need them, you can’t be free.”
I was pulling away from all of them. I’d been cutting the emotional ties like mad
ever since it hit me: I love him and he could die. I wasn’t free. I had no power at all
over a situation that could destroy my world. Making a life with him was giving me
back everything I’d lost: a home, a family, love. Didn’t the laws of self-determination
demand that I get some kind of control, a foothold, a word, a thought, something to
have, to hold onto, to make some little piece of this mine?
“Let’s go home,” he was saying. “It’s cold. You’re shivering.”
Bruce, I want to get married.
That siren in the distance was still warbling. For an awful sickening second, I
thought I had said it out loud. It was the last thing we needed. Why would I even
think something like that? If anything, we needed time apart.
Or was I doing it again? We get closer, I get scared, I pull away or push him away?
“Selina, are you coming?”
None of this is what I signed on for. All I did was kiss a man in a mask.
“Selina?”
He’d fired a line already. Christ, what was happening to me?
I looked at him standing there and tried to see that tightass crimefighter from a
thousand rooftops ago. I thought about asking him to call me Catwoman again, for old
time’s sake, just to hear that voice roll over the word.
“Hey, what’s going on in there?”
Wrong words. Hell, Bruce, of all the times to not be Bat-Prick, couldn’t you work up
a bit of that smug, paranoid, obsessive, judgmental jackass when it could actually do
some good?
He’d stepped away from the edge of the roof. He was standing right in front of me. I
wasn’t going to look up at him, but then I remembered how he’d noticed when Clark
wouldn’t make eye contact. So I glanced up. And those eyes surrounded by mask
were looking right into me, flashing as his mind rolodexed through possibilities.
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Could he tell? Could he read on my face that wild, stupid thought that flashed
through my mind for a nanosecond? Bruce, I want to get married. (Yeah, that’s the one.
Stop that. Bad kitty.) He sees a lot, but he can’t read minds. He can’t. No
superpowers, remember? Great detective, but cannot actually read, see, or hear a
private thought.
“You go on home,” I said lightly. “I want to stay in town a while longer.”
His eyes narrowed.
“Why?” he growled suspiciously.
Good. Suspicion. It was something. It was something real I could grab onto.
I licked my lips slowly. It was just the touch of him I wanted, the real him, the
complete him. Batman. My Batman. Not that “the guy inside Batman” from the vault
but… (I could barely hold back the purr at the catnip thought)… “the Batman outside
Bruce.”
I almost said “I love you,” but instead I ran a claw, slowly, around the oval of the
emblem on his chest. “I thought I might stop at Cartier’s,” I teased. “For old times
sake. See if I can beat my old record in and out.”
He tensed up, just like he used to when I teased. I wasn’t expecting Psychobat or
anything; I’m not sure what I was expecting from him. Once upon a time, I’d push him
when we were like this, press bit by bit, until he’d cut it off with a gruff “stop” and
push me away. Tonight, he just put a hand over mine as it traced over the emblem—
the gesture said “stop” too, in a way, but it wasn’t at all gruff or final.
“Don’t romanticize it,” he said—causing me to pause once again and reassure myself
that he could not read minds. “There were moments—but then we each went home
alone.”
I breathed.
He was right.
That part sucked.
I could feel my heartbeat, I couldn’t seem to feel anything else. And I couldn’t
summon up any words.
And then…
Bat-Signal.
That goddamn light sliced through the sky and a great big bat silhouette glinted off
the clouds.
“Showtime,” I remarked. He turned and saw it, then looked back at me. It was just
a moment’s hesitation, but it was there.
“Cats always land on their feet,” I reminded him, lifting my arms to fall around his
neck. “I am going home alone… to a cold, solitary bed… but there should be a dark,
handsome stranger coming around before dawn to… keep me warm.” Then I kissed
his cheek and even managed a purr, which I thought he would appreciate, but instead
his right eye shifted like he’d raised the eyebrow behind the mask.
“A stranger?” he graveled.
I shrugged. “That’s the way it feels right now. Not so bad, we’ve managed that way
before.”
He looked really put out, turned back to the signal and then back to me. I could tell
he was torn, and it was starting to piss me off.
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“Oh for pity sake, go and stop being such a jackass,” I blurted. “Large, seven foot
glowing light in the sky with your logo on it, I think somebody wants your attention.”
He smiled—a real one, not a lip-twitch. And he kissed me—also a real one.
And then he was gone.
I watched the dark flicker that was him swinging out towards the signal until it
disappeared into the other flickers on the horizon. Whoever was responsible for it…
Eddie, Joker, Scarecrow, Hatter… I didn’t know whether to be angry or send them a
gift basket.

Hugo Strange paused with his key in the lock as the bright overhead beacon lit up
the night sky. He glanced up to see the emblem emblazoned across the clouds and
smiled quietly to himself. What better omen could there be to spur him on to complete
his great work: The Bat-Signal, so emblematic of the awe and veneration that so many
in this wretched city held for Gotham’s protector. Awe and veneration that would soon
be his. He allowed himself a small chuckle; not the insane cackling or fitful giggles that
so many of the Iceberg denizens were known to emit, but a small, self-assured chuckle,
a chuckle of the right and the righteous.
Hugo went inside. He flicked on the light and beheld the gleaming wonder of his
new laboratory—well, he beheld what would soon be the gleaming wonder of his new
laboratory. Right now, it was what commercial real estate types called “a raw
industrial space.” But all it would take to develop the raw space into a state-of-the-art
lab was money. And money was now readily available.
How easy it was once he remembered how! The Penguin had a seemingly endless
stream of money! It flowed through the Iceberg like an underground river, all those
black market operations and all that money laundering for the various gangs and
syndicates. Yes, the Penguin’s wealth was a magnificent resource, and one Hugo could
now utilize any way he wished. All he had to do was sway the mind of Oswald
Cobblepot, and Oswald was proud, vain, and stupid. Such men were not difficult to
maneuver. A few simple appeals to all that witless narcissism and the fool actually
believed it was his own idea: Cobblepot would bankroll Hugo’s efforts and receive a
share of the benefits. He could then pass on those benefits—for a price—to his various
underworld clients, mobsters and costumed rogues alike.
Hugo had yet to decide if those “benefits” would ever materialize. Once Bruce
Wayne was neutralized as a crimefighting force in Gotham City, Hugo might well take
over the power of the Bat-mantle for himself, in which case the fortunes of Oswald and
his criminal cohorts would hardly improve. But that was a decision for the future;
tonight Hugo’s dreams centered on his new lab.
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